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ISTEA REA OPTION: THE IMPORTANCE
OF TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUC-
TURE INVESTMENTh TO THE NATION'S FW-
TURE

THURSDAY, MARCH 28t 1996

U.S. HousE oF PRESENTATJES,
SUBCOMMMrEE ON SURFACE TRANSPORTATION,

COmmmr ON TRANSPORTATION AND INFRAS cURE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met pursuant to notice at 11:31 a.m. in room
2167, Rayburn House Offie Building, Hon. Thomas E. Petri (chair-
man of e subcommit) presiding.

Mr. PEM. The subcommittee will come to order.
I'd like to welcome those who are here for the kickoff hearing on

the reauthorization of ISTEA. The 1991 ISTEA law expires on ep-
tember 30, 1997, and it's my intention that Congress have passed
a new authorization well in advance of that date.

Today's hearing Is the first step of a long journey. It's the first
step in a series of comprehensive hearings that this subcommittee
will hold to examine all facets of ISTEA, which authorizes the Na.
tion's highway, transit, research, safety, and motor carrier pro-
grams. I expect that these hearing will continue throughout the
rest of this year.

As we begin the ISTEA reauthorization process, I look forward
to continuing to work closely with Chairman Bud Shuster, with m
democratic colleagues, Nick Rahall and Jim Oberstar, as well as Z
members of the committee as we conduct these hearings and as we
work to write the reauthorization legislation.

Today's kickoff hearing will feature a panel of nationally-re-
nowned economists and forecasters who will speak to the future de-
mands on our transportation system. This is a very appropriate
start to the reauthorization process. Transportation projects take
many years to plan and build.

The types of transportation improvements that are financed with
the Federal funds authorized In this next surface transportation
bill will form the basis of the transportation system of the future.

Just as the highways bridges, and transit systems of today were
first planned years, and in some cases decades ago, transportation
Infrastructure of tomorrow will be determined in the next few
years.

We already know all too well that our current transportation
needs are not being met. The most recent Department of Transpor-
tation needs report estimates that the current shortfall in capital

(1)



expenditures for highways and bridges approached 30 percent. The
average age for transit and para-transit vehicles is beyond their
useful life. We also know that it will take a substantial investment
just to maintain our current system.

We will also explore the contribution that transportation invest-
ment makes to our economy and to our productivity. This impor-
tance certainly cannot be overlooked. We spend roughly $1 trillion
on various modes of transportation, and an efficient transportation
network is essential to move goods and people throughout the Unit-
ed States.

Public investment in highways and transit is necessary to sup-
port public investment andto support private investment, as we ,
and to ensure that we maintain, if not improve, our economic pros.
perity and continue to grow into the future.

So I look forward to hearing from our panel of witnesses regard-
ing this aspect of transportation spending and how we can act-eve
the greatest benefits from the wise investment of transportation
dollars.

I know that other Members may wish to make statements. I
think Mr. Rahall is on his way and will be here shortly. We've been
joined by our colleague from Texas, Bernice Johnson, and from
Ohio, Tom Sawyer. We would like to welcome you both. Do either
of you have any opening statements you'd like to make at all?

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I don't have an opening statement.
I just want to thank you for calling this timely hearing and look
forward to my first hearing as a member of the subcommittee. I
hope to learn a lot.

Mr. PETRI. Very good.
Mrs. Johnson?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for having

this committee meeting. I want to express my desire and elicit sup-
port to have a field hearing in Texas, preferably Dallas, as we plan
our schedules.

Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Mrs. Johnson, Mr. Poshard, and Mr.

Borski follow:]



Opening Statement for Congresswomau Eddie Bernice Johnson (D-TX)

Reauthorzation of the ISTEA
March 28,19%

Mr. Chairman, first let me commend you and the rest of the

Subcommittee members for holding the beginning of what is expected

to be a series of important bearings in reference to the reauthorization

of ISTEA, the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act,

which is set to expire in September of 1997.

This legislation - passed with bipartisan support - led America

into a new transportation era following completion of the Interstate

Highway System. In the intervening years, this landmark law has

accomplished its primary objectives: encouraging more efficient

investment of federal transportation dollars, placing a greater reliance

on state and local decision making, and spurring new partnerships

among various transportation providers and stakeholders.

While debating the reauthorization of ISTEA, I would implore to

my colleagues to remember that through this Important piece of

legislation we should not only strengthen our ability to compete but also

help build strong regional economies, preserve and strengthen
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partnerships and help meet the nation's diverse needs.

Mr. Chairman, It Is my opinion that to help meet these diverse

needs, my State of Texas, will play an integral part In the

reauthorization of ISTEA. To successfully compete with other

countries in the global marketplace in this post-Interstate era, we must

take steps now to develop the system that will move our goods and

people efficiently into the next century. The 1-35 corridor in my district

is important to international trade with Canada and Mexico and that

is why I am suggesting that a regional hearing be held in the State of

Texas so that the Subcommittee will receive hands on knowledge of how

the State will be an essential link among the modes and facilities that

make up the total transportation network that span the continent, it

is also my belief, Mr. Chairman, that the Subcommittee will see that the

benefits of making investments in this system are significant to

economic growth, national security, intermodal connectivity, system

connectivity, commercial vehicle compatibility, safety, and the ability

to accommodate expanded trade between the United States, Canada,

and Mexico.



S

Mr. Chairman, I hope yes ad the members oft sbomm

will join me and my coleaes of the North Tex" delegation In

welcoming you to. the Dilafort Worth, North Texas area to

emphasize the impact the 1-35 corridor will have on surface

transportation laws.



OPEN=NG 8T1NMT

-oman Gln Powd
ainlles

Tra ration Infm u Commee: Subcommittee onSurfaco Transportation

ISTEA Reautorization Kick-Off Hearing

March 28, 1996

Thank you Mr. Chairmm. I want to thank our panelists for being with us this
momig, and thank you Mr. Chair for holdng this hearing on the reauthorization of the
Intermodal Surface 1Trnqom Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA).

This hearing will focus an surface transportation needs in the future and the
importance of trnwrtation infrastructure investment to the country. ISTEA reauthorization
is important to the people I present, and I look forward to working with all Members to
craft a bill that reflects the Commitlee's continued dedication to improving of our nation's
transportation infitWutm.



Rep. Robet A. Doraks

oubommtt.e oa nuzfaeo Transportation

opesaq Statemt

March 200.1994

MR. CZUtmaiav WANT TO TIANK Y AND RANKING UmnRANALL

FOR mOving AAD W ITE A CN16%M- SiVE ST OrEZAP.INGSON TE

RagRzS&TZ(N OF OUR SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS.

AS SOim uzO snViD ou mO ISTMA CONxmaCz Xi 191, 1

ZOW IWAT A noGE TASK YOU RAVE ANA OF YOU. S LEGISLATION

TOUCHES EVETR CMUNITAND AIW EVY INDIVIDUAL IN THIS NATION, 8o

TIE DECISIONS WX MAM WILL ]AVE A MAJOR, LONG-LASTI3NIMPACT.

STIA WAS TRULY L LEGISLATION TEAT STANDS AS A

TRIBUTE TO OUR ONER CERAIAN WMR. ROE, AND OUR PRXS=T

CZAIMIAN, MR. sUST'R.

ISTEA STANDS AS A CZAR MARER[ MR. CEAZRMAN BETN naUX

BUILDING OF TE ITERSTA=TE1 EGAY SYSTEM AND THE1 RCOITION

TEAT TRANSPORTATION POLICY MUST ADDRESS A BROADER SET Of ISSUES

SUCH AS URBAN COGESTION AIR QUALITY* IAIOV TiV FINANCINGNEW

TIKKOLOGS, AND I 1T311 ,XDALIUI.
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UXDn UITZ. If F in pUla n I 0 LOCALOfl"zCAL I U,

3lOU INTO i A"usa s Wmm AND IOGRMN

PROCNSSUSSINI A ANM WL WIA.

TUNwiEN SV GIVR TEZl I 0w SOUCE Or10OmE? SO TETw VOUIw

NOT DiIPDITOff TAIM TEISIVORTATIOW D3pjMA lI DURIN G TEl

DSCZSZONMAJicW PsOCiSS.

AODM ALL, ER. CEK&Z3, TEE XALZALm Or ZSTErA WAS

PLEXISILITY -- TEll MIZLT O STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS TO

XMAK Z)VWESI DECISIO NS BASE ON TUlt OWN DETENI ATION O1

TRANSPORTATION NRDS.

STATE AND LOCAL DCISXIKS WOULD nO LONE an PR.-DETENMINED

BY DECISZOS MADE IN VASINQON L £0AB O UNDT N, MATCEIG SEARR AND

VARYING PRfOCIDiRsL R ICUT UC AS T ALTERNATIVES

ANALYSIS REtJ R Z FM R TRANSIT BUT NOT OR EXOIWAYS.

zSTRA S ASOU TTU, N0SE ErFWCTZVI WAYS Of INETING OUR

DOLLARS TO N T TEE TRANSPORTATION N S 0 OUR COUNTRY.

MR. CZAIUII NZAVE A TUI D5 C CERN TIAT IN ALL TI

BATTLING OWER W X SP IG AND BALANCING TE UDGT,OUR

NATION' SINVar ViT 8AGERDAS11;G NgLUT0.

T ,-
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3

I1NT l A l5 3050? AT 1 TADL3 SPEIZ G Olt TEN

WRASTRUCTUR Z NV ST AGNDA MND ARM TEE CASE

T11T ZVIUSiT MAS00 L I -1R 2 NCOKWIC GROi

IT 8 SSWZ TEAT WE MAU T1E CASI FOR PLACING

INIRASTRVCR IN XZVNSIT AT TEN TOP Of OUR XATIO'W S AQWUA WZN

A BE FrlA INCRSED IVNSUU ACROSS -T -OARD.

AT T"ENSAM T . IT IS IMPOTANT TI&T N COST1IaN TuE

POLICIES TEAT WINrE] iUN IN ISTIA OF ADDRSSING A BROAD RANGE Of

TRANSPORTATION' ISSUS.

IT IS CRITICAL TEAT TRE AUTEORZATIOU NAVE AS ITS MAJOR

FOCus SOLUTIONS TO TEN1 NUIISR O TRANSPORTATION ISSUE In OUR

COUTRr I-- U l CRBNOGETION.

OUR MIEtOPOLITAN ARRAS AU MENU TEE PEOPLE AR, t T ARU

M UTEN VEIZCLES -- CARS A31D TRUCKS AU, AND TENT A ENR

MOST FREIGHT SZPITSl 1EIN AND =D.

WIE RALL E VURESPECT TO TE DONOR STATES ]TilROPOLITAN

ARRAS AI EU A MOST GAS TAX MOKU IS CO.

FOR PEOPLE WWO LIVE IN TE LARG NETROPOLITAN ARrAS. WvNER

TEN TLIVE IN DO0ORSTATES OR DOEXS STATES, TENIR MW 18 GOING

TO SOLVE S 1OWlON NLSV S TRANSPORTATION PRO]LU6S.
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JUST AS ITS TDM TO ADDRESS TO DONOR STATE ISSIT, I ]S TIME

TO ADDRESS TUNE 40-TUF FL OF TRANSPORTATIONMOIT OUT OF

XETROPOLXTAN ARRAS.

IF TRANSPORTATION IVEI= NT MEJMANS JOBS AND ECON IC GROWTH,

TEE NATION'S MERO9L8ITAN ARRAS ARB RING PUT AT A SEVERE

DISADVANTA .

I KW ITIS NOT FASrNIONASL TO TALK ABOUT TEE PROLUIES OF

CITIES SBUT WE DESERVE TO NEVE A MORE LEVEL PLAYING FIELD.

I KNOW IT'S MORE DIFFICULT -- AND LZSS REWARDING -- TO

DEVELOP TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS IN URBAN AREAS SUT IF TEE

CITIrS GET TE MOUNE THEYr DESERVE, hMY WILL SOLVE TEZIR

TRANSPORTATION PROBLU8.

IN PUINSYLVANIAI, TEE IVE-COUNTl PEILADELPEZA RION I1

RECEIVING ONLY ABOUT RALF OF NEAT IT SHOULD PROW TEESTATE ON ANY

EASURUIDIT -. POPUL&TIG OR TAXES PAID. WE' RE GrTING 21 PER

C~lTOF TEE STATI'S TRANSPORTATION IVVESITUMT INSTrAD OF 40 PER

CUT.

IF wE EAD TEAT MInEY, TEERES A LOT TEAT COULD SE DOE TO

MEET TEE NEEDS OF OUR RIzN. IN SOME CASES, ROADS WOaULD

lWLT.
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IN OTM5 RASPORTATION PLANUER COULD LOOK AT ATKRXATIvK

TNUSIT, Amcm scT lOGIES, OR REBULzLDIG Or LISTING

RADS.

TEAT'S E = WAI= ISTIA IS SUPPOSED TO WORK -- AND IN MANY

CASKS IT SAM. aUST LAST WEEK* TEN SURFACE TRANSPORTATION POLICY

PROJECT MUD A CITIrS NEARIUG ZN WRICK POPL FRO ALL OVR TEN

COUNTtY RC mTI TESIR SUCCZS8 STORIK.

BUT TRUE' S MORE TEAT CAN BE DONE. TRANSPORTATION IN TEN

1990'8 MEANS MMRE TEAW BIGNEAT BUILDING. TEE SOLUTIONS OF TEE

19508 MY BE OOD FOR 801(3 AREAS BUT NOT FOR OTHERS.

LOCAL OFFICIALS MUST BE GIVU TEE AUTHORITY TO CEOOSE THE

SOLUTIONS FOR THEIR OW CWWMNITIES FROM A BROAD RANGE OF

OPTIONS.

FINALLY, MR. CEJIRMAN, LOCAL OFFICIALS MUST NEZ& TEE MONRY

TO MAKE TUN DECISION-MAKING AIMlJORITY SNETEI]NG REAL.

I WE DINT TAKM STEZ TO RETURN THE MONEY TO ITROPOLITAN

ARRAS THAT PAY TEE TAXES, WR ARE CONTINUING A MASSIVE 40-YRU

SUBSIDY OF RURAL AREAS BY TEE NATION' S CITIES AND SUBMUR.

I ZOPE. nM. CZUIAN, TEAT TEE SUBCOU IITEE WILL LOOK AT

TIB TRULY DWORT)'T ISSUE DURxG TEEm ARIGS.
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Mr. PETW. Thank you. Yes. We have been, as you know, working
with your office and that of other Members of the Texas delegation,
as well as State and other officials, in hopes of having either a
hearing or at least a sort of inspection tour to several sites, both
in southern California and California generally and Texas, and per-
haps other places in the country. There is a lot going on along our
southern border-it's going on everywhere, but particularly along
our southern border--and we want to be made current on that.

We're joined by a distinguished panel of four transportation ex-
perts, and I think we may as well take it from the top, unless
you've arranged a different rocedure.

Dr. T.R. Lakahmanan is e director of Bureau of Transportation
Statistics of the U.S. Department of Transportation. Welcome. We
look forward to your remarks.

TESTIMONY OF T. I. LAKSMANAN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF
TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS (BTS), U.& DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION, WASHINGTON, DC; DAMIAN J. KULASH,
PRESIDENT AND CEO, ENO TRANSPORTATION FOUNDATION,
INC., LANSDOWNE, VA; DAVID L GREEN, SENIOR RESEARCH
STAFF MEMBER, CENTER FOR TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS,
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY, LOCKHEED-MARTIN
ENERGY RESEARCH CORPORATION, OAK RIDGE, TN; RAN.
DALL W. EBERTS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, W.E. UPJOHN IN.
STITUTE FOR EMPLOYMENT RH, KALAMAZOO, MI
Mr. LAKSHMANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of

the committee. I thank you for the opportunit to appear today to
testify on the state and performance of the U.S. transportation sys-
tem.

I have submitted written testimony, which I request be entered
into the record.

As I discuss the transportation challenges we face, let me briefly
review as to where we are, what demographic and economic factors
signal change in the transportation system, and the implication of
these changes.

The U.S. transportation system is large, complex, and dynamic,
and offers its residents the highest level of personal mobility in the
world.

In 1994, transportation activities accounted for 11 percent of the
economy. Comparable numbers would be 14 percent for health, 7
percent for education, and food, for example, 12 percent.

The dynamism in the transport sector is evident in the growth
of the economic productivity of the transportation carriers, which
are progressively out-pacing the productivity of the overall econ-
omy, reflecting the effects of deregulation andtechnological change.

Let me also note that transport infrastructure reduces the costs
of logistics and production and contributes to economic growth and
productivity, as a clear majority of recent empirical studies in the

.S., Europe.and Asia clearly attest.
While fatalities, injuries, and environmental damage from trans-

portation continue to adversely affect our society, the system, over
the last 20 years, has become safer and cleaner, even while the
amount of travel and freight have increased sharply.



Despite this progress, data from the last 2 or 3 years show some
steady increase in highway fatalities, in air emissions, and THE ta-
pering off of the energy efficiency gains that have experienced in
the last 2 decades.

Such recent trends in these unintended consequences of trans-
portation need to be closely watched in the years to come.

The factors that ma contribute to the demand for future per-
sonal travel include demographic factors as: population growth,
labor force growth, domestic migration patterns, immigration, evo-
lution of women s travel, and growth in travel by the young, the
old, and persons of low income. I discuss these factors in my testi-
mony, and would be happy to elaborate on them later.

The prevailing view of where we are headed is that the pace of
aggregate growth in transportation demand in the next decade or
so is likely to be more moderate than in the recent past.

Even under this scenario of moderate growth, the transportation
system will undergo major changes in response to ongoing techno-
logical change, economic restructuring, and market volatility. Such
major changes take four forms.

First is sectoral/change. The American economy is dematerializ-
ing from can energy and material-intensive system to a knowledge-
intensive economy, in the process favoring transportation services
that are fast and flexible.

The second is structural change taking place in transport logis-
tics and in the production system.

These developments have far-reaching impacts in terms of dy-
namic changes in both what is transported and how it is trans-
ported. In such a context, the ability of different factors in an inter-
modal system to effectively communicate, cooperate, or compete
will require efficient connections among different modes. In other
words, technological or efficiency improvements in the dynamic
transport industries are possible only with improved coordination
between both private and public intermodal factors--implying the
need for a number of institutional innovations, in order to promote
further technical change and productivity gains.

Another form of change is spatial, or geographic. One of the more
swift and dramatic spatial shifts in the last decade and a half is
the recent east-west Pacific-oriented flows of freight in the United
States.

Finally, externalchange-in the globalizing U.S. economy where
exports are increasingly important, the likely explosive growth in
population, urbanization, and the consequent transportation de-
mand in Asia and Latin America offer big opportunities for the
U.S. export of vehicles, engineering services, technologies, and
management services. These developments may lead, in the next
decade or more, to more business travel and freight movement.

So our ability to predict the exact nature of these changes at the
turn of the millennium is somewhat limited. This uncertainty, in
my view, requires flexible responses to changing situations.

The U.S. Congress anticipated this need when it enacted ISTEA,
the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act, which, in ad-
dition to investment-oriented capacity expansion, provides for flexi-
ble, management-oriented strategies. In ISTEA, Congress em ha-

sized consideration of technology, information, management, flexi-



bility, and an inclusive coordinating form of decision-meding at the
State and local levels.

.The forces and trends I described here, and in more detail in the
prepared testimony, were beD fing to be evident in 1991 as
ISTEA was formulated. These forces and trends are continuing and
are likely to strengthen as the technology and the organizational
forces play out in the future.

The flexible ISTEA strategy is a good hedge against the uncer-
tainty that is likely to confront us in the next decade and beyond.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks.
Mr. PETI. Thank you very much. There will be questions when

the full panel is complete, and we thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Rahall, did you want to make an opening statement?
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being a

few minutes late, and I do commend you for not only your punc-
tuality, but for our timelines--early timeliness in which you have
called these hearings on topics relating to the reauthorization of
the Federal aid to highway and transit programs.

As we all know, these programs are embodied in the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, which expires at the
end of fiscal year 1997.

I believe one of the fundamental questions we face on this sub-
committee is going to be: do we engage in a substantial rewrite of
ISTEA, or do we maintain the act pretty much as it is and extend
it for several more years?

Mr. Chairman, Thomas Jefferson once wrote, "Some men look at
constitutions with sanctimonious reverence and deem them like the
Ark of the Covenant-too sacred to be touched. They ascribe to the
men of the preceding age a wisdom more than human, and suppose
what they did to be beyond amendment."

I think those are fitting words as we begin the consideration of
the post-ISTEA era. I, for one, do not view ISTEA with sanctimo-
nious reverence, and I certainly do not ascribe to the men and
women of the preceding age who drafted ISTEA as having a wis-
dom more than human. Now certainly some would say that those
members of this distinguished committee, like Bob Roe, Bud Shu-
ster, Norm Mineta, Tom Petri, Jim Oberstar, and Nick Rahall,
were wise in what they were doing, but as to having a wisdom
more than human, well, even for politicians that's something more
than we can claim, except perhaps for our full committee chairman,
Chairman Shuster.

But to the question: do I believe ISTEA to be beyond amend-
ment? Certainly not. However, I do not believe that it is fitting to
engage in a substantial rewrite of that law during the reauthoriza-
tion poces, either.

IS'IEAas we've heard and will continue to hear from our wit-
nesses today, sought to revolutionize the way the Federal Govern-
ment views the surface transportation requirements of our Nation.
Yes, increased flexibility inthe use of Federa funds; yes, the pro-
motion of innovative financing; yes, the greater emphasis on plan-
ning and increased sensitivity to the environment all, of course, are
mainstays of that act. However, revolutions of the type envisioned
by ISTEA take time. They take time.



To date, I think that we have made a Lreat deal of progress in
implementing the ISTEA revolution, but f also believe it will take
more than 6 years to fully realize the benefits to our society and
our economy of the types of reforms that we made in ISTEA.

So my bottom line, Mr. Chairman, is I will be advocating that
we stay the course in this reauthorization process. Certainly we
should not turn a blind eye to suggestions for improvements or fur-
ther innovations.

I do not suppose what we did to be beyond amendment in ISTEA,
but I would suggest that we not turn back the clock to pre-1991,
to the days before the enactment of ISTEA.

With that, Mr. Chairman I again commend you for the early
time in which you called these hearings on the reauthorization
process.

Mr. PETiu. Thank you. We look forward to an extensive series of
hearings, and are happy that we're having a distinguished panel to
kick them off.

Our second panelist is Damian Kulash, president and CEO of
Eno Transportation Foundation of Lansdowne, Virginia. Welcome.
We look forward to your statement.

Mr. KULASH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee. It's a pleasure to be here to talk to you today about the eco-
nomic implications of transportation investments.

I, too, commend this committee not only for starting these hear-
ings when you're starting them, but for starting them on the sub-
ject you're starting them on, namely, the national economic returns
on transportation investment.

I think all too often, as you *et into the reauthorization process
and the hearings that go with it, the discussion turns and focuses
on all the site-specific, route-specific, project-specific details of the
thing. Those are very important, as you well know, but the trans-
portation investment that this committee makes also has profound
effects on the whole economy, not just transportation carriers, not
just on users of the transportation system, but on everything we
make and sell in this country.

That was clearly shown in an analysis that's just now recently
been completed by Ishaq Nadiri that points out the rate of return
on our investment in the highway stock in this country. He, found
that during the 1950s and 1960s that investment had a return of
about 35 percent. During the 1980s it had dwindled down to about
10 percent.

If you look at just the non-local roads, somewhat analogous to
the national highway system, you find that even in the 1980s this
investment was returning 16 percent--still substantially better
than most private capital could do, and better, I think, than the re-
turn that's found for other Government investments.

This is somewhat puzzling and exciting. It's puzzling because we
don't quite know why the pattern of very higher returns, tapering
off somewhat in the last three or four decades has occurred, but it's
exciting because it goes against the grain of much conventional eco-
nomic thinking that says a dollar spent on transportation facilitiesis just like a dollar spent any place else.

Why is there this economic difference? If you look at the develop-
ment of this country, you see that the economic development from
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the time of the ports, the railroads throughout our history, that
economic development has always traced transportation develop-
ment.

Economists that have looked at development of other nations
have observed that infrastructure revolutions have always preceded
industrial revolutions.

There has been a presumption, I think, among many economists
that once you've reached development everything's in equilibrium
and you don't need to separate out transportation investments as
having special returns, but recent experience is showing this is not
so. A study also to be completed this year by the World Bank
shows that this rate of return does not diminish as countries indus-
trialize. They found a return of some 22 percent on their transport
projects, compared to 15 percent for other investments that they
ma~e.

So, in short, the investment in transportation infrastructure ap-
pears to have yielded surprisingly large returns above that that
has been experienced in other private parts of the economy and
higher than that associated with other Government expenditures.

Where do these returns come from? It's because the benefits of
this investment benefit the whole system, not just specific projects.
They end up having productivity improvements throughout Amer-
ican industry.

For example, just-in-time delivery systems allow companies to re-
duce their inventories, build smaller storage facilities, greatly re-
duce their handling costs, provide higher levels of service to cus-
tomers. The extensive highway system and other transportation fa-
cilities allow companies to reach broader labor markets and such
other factors of production. They allow them to reach a broader
sales territory and achieve new economies of scale in production.

You can see these benefits if you look at Coca-Cola or GM or
Campbell's Soup or any other major U.S. corporation. They're not
enjoyed strictly by transportation interests; they're enjoyed
throughout the economy. And this also shows up in the Nadiri
analysis that looks at 35 different industrial sectors and finds that
these benefits are spread throughout the economy.

But what of the future? As you look at the highway reauthoriza-
tion here and specific programs like the National Highway System,
can you expect a return of 16 percent, 22 percent, 35 percent?
Where? And how does it apply to your decisions?

The Administration's recent budget shows an expenditure this
coming year of about $7 billion a year for the national highway sys-
tem. If you put that together with matching local State funds, that
might come to something like $15 billion national investment in
that system. That is beneath the levels of support that are esti-
mated to be needed by the Federal Highway Administration-about
$21.5 billion a year just to maintain the system, or about $29.5 bil-
lion if we try to improve that system.

So there is a significant shortfall in this budget. Why? Well, if
you look at the growth in the highway trust fund during the next
six periods they forecast, that grows from $21 billion to $60 billion,
so we're deferring highway investment, if you will, to achieve defi-
cit reduction goals.
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Is that the strategy that this committee will wish to take when
it gets into its hearing? One thing I would certainly urge you to
take into account are these rates ofreturn. If it's a 18 percent rate
of return, your investment pays off in 6 years. If it's 22 percent,
it pays off in 4 years. If it's 35, it pays off in less than 3 years.

don't know which of those numbers best fits the investment in
the national highway system, but I would observe that they are all
significantly beneath the 7 years in which you're trying to balance
the budget. And if you are a private firm looking at these same
numbers, that is not an investment that you would defer.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Our third witness is Dr. David L. Green, who is the senior re-

search staff member of the Center for Transportation Analysis,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Welcome, Mr. Green.
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

mittee. I'm happy to be here today. I've been asked to address the
likely future growth of surface transport in the U.S., and I hope
that my testimony, which will focus on quantitative issues, will
prove to be useful to the committee.

My basic point is pretty simple: we should not be surprised if
surface transport, and particularly highway vehicle travel-we
should be surprised if it does not grow in rates in the vicinity of
about 2 percent a year for the next 25 years. That would imply a
total increase by the year 2020 of about 65 percent in highway ve-
hicle miles.

This reasoning is based on historical trends, which are very con-
sistent, and based on population and economic projections that sug-
gest a population growing at 1 percent per year or less, and an
economy growing at about 2 percent a year. It is also based on like-
ly trends and travel behavior, which IIl say more about in a mo-
ment.

I would like to direct your attention to Exhibit 1 in my written
testimony, which shows the long-term trends in light-duty vehicle
travel for all U.S. roads from the 1950s to the present. There are
only two periods of time in which vehicle travel decline. Those were
following the oil price shocks of the 1970s.

I've also plotted on this graph the annual growth rate in vehicle
travel. The dashed line shews the actual annual growth rates, and
the solid line with squares shows the 10-year average growth rates.
I think the 10-year average growth rate is more indicative of long-
term trends.

These growth rates were in the vicinity of 4 percent through the
1950s and 1960s, 4 percent annually, declining down into the range
of about 3 percent annually through the 1970s and 1980s.

This fairly consistent rate of growth in travel I think suggests
that it would take a major change in our society for travel to grow
at significantly lower rates in the future. It does suggest a gradual
decline in the rate ofgro of vehicle travel.

The forecasts whicIpresent in my testimony are based pri-
marily on demographic projections, income growth, the cost of
transport, and assumptions about the speed of transport.
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rd like to direct your attention to Exhibit 2, which illustrates the
very significant differences in passenger miles of travel by highway
for an age groups, for the various age groups in the population, butit a0o shows that travel has been increasing over time for all of
these age groups.

There is a 23 percent increase in travel, as shown in the nation-
wide personal transportation survey, from 1983 to 1990, which is
very consistent across all age groups. It's due to a variety of fac-
tors, which I address in the written testimony.

But vehicle miles of travel has been increasing faster, and the
reason it's been increasing faster is that vehicle occupancy rates
have been declining. A decline in vehicle occupancy rates in the
United States is a long-term trend that shows up in all of transpor-
tation surveys, starting from 1972, when the number of passengers
per vehicle was about 2.1, all the way to the most recent 1990 sur-
vey, which shows a vehicle occupancy rate of 1.6. The decline in ve-
hicle occupancy rates, alone,_added 1_percent per year to the
growth-in vehicle travel. .

Obviously, this is going to slow in the future, and my forecast
suggests about a half a percent a year increase in vehicle travel
due to further declines in vehicle occupancy.

I'd like to direct your attention to Exhibit 3, which highlights an-
other--which I think is one of the most significant potentials for
growth in personal travel in the United States in the coming dec-
ades, and that is the still-significant gap between the travel behav-
ior of men and women.

The passenger miles traveled by women is about 80 percent of
that of men, and there is a gap in nearly all age groups, although
that gap seems to be larger for the older population. there is an
even more significant gap in the amount of driving that women do
per vehicle mile traveled.

If these rates were to converge in the future, this would acceler-
ate another source of acceleration of the rate of travel growth in
the U.S.

Employing a range of assumptions about these various factors,
and based on census projections of population growth, one can come
up with a range of future vehicle travel growth rates from 1.6 to
2.3 percent for the next 25 years. This suggests that by 2020 light
duty vehicle travel in the U.S., cars and light trucks, will be some-
where between 50 and 75 percent higher than it is today.

As Dr. Lakshmanan pointed out, freight ton miles are fundamen-
tally related to GDP, and we do see a dematerialization of the econ-
omy that is fewer freight ton miles per dollar of GDP over time,
but it's a slow dematerialization and it implies that, in an economy
growing at about 2 percent a year, we would see a growth rate in
freight ton miles of about 1.5 )percent a year over this period.

Combining the dematerialization of the economy with the in-
creasing value of freight value per ton, and declining load factors
for trucw--load factors have been declining at about 3/lOths of a
percent per year-leads to the conclusion that truck travel is also
likely to grow at rates of 2 percent a year or higher.

I believe that the prediction that highway travel will increase at
about 2 percent a year for the next quarter century is relatively ro-
bust, based, as it is, on a population growing at 1 percent, an econ-



Growing at 2 percent, and the extrapolation of fairly well-es-
tabished secular trends in travel behavior.

I would not be surprised if highway vehicle travel, especially for
heavy trucks, grew at slightly higher rates, but it would require
mgjor changes in the cost or speed of highway travel for it to grow
at significantly lower rates.

Thank you.
Mr. Ptm. Thank you.
We have a series of votes, but I think we probably, if we adhere

to the 5-minute rule, can conclude with Dr. Randall Eberts' open-
ing remarks. He's the executive director of the Upjohn Institute for
Employment Research in Michigan.

We welcome you and look forward to your statement.
Mr. EBERTS. Thank you. I'm pleased to be given the opportunity

to appear before this committee to testify on the importance of
transportation infrastructure to the Nation's future economic pros-
perity.

There should be no doubt in anyone's mind that transportation
infrastructure is the backbone of our market economy; therefore, in
considering reauthorizing the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act, the question is not whether the existing highway
system is important, but rather what is the best strategy for addi-
tional investment in transportation infrastructure.

Five years ago, when Congress began to deliberate on what even-
tually became ISTEA, policy makers were told of a large deficit in
infrastructure investment and how this deficit was linked to the
general slow-down in U.S. productivity growth. Estimates were of-
fered that showed high returns to the economy from additional in-
frastructure investment.

The prospects of high returns to Government capital stock shows
that infrastructure investment is critical for economic development
and future prosperity.

Today we benefit from even more research that we've heard
about today already here in these hearings. These results point to
two important considerations for infrastructure policy.

First, public capital stock shares the stage with private capital
investment, research and development, and education and training
as the most important factors contributing to U.S. productivity
growth.

Second, there are significant regional and sectoral imbalances in
meeting transportation needs, and these must be addressed. The
Nation benefits from a system of highways that appears to be
meeting the current needs of the economy, but this system is ma-
turing and considerable investment is needed to maintain and en-
hance the system to meet future needs.

The Nation depends upon its extensive highway system. High-
ways are the primary means by which businesses transport their
products and markets are linked together. More than 70 percent of
the Nation's manufactured goods are transported by trucks.

A recent survey that we conducted of midwest manufacturers un-
derscores their dependence upon trucks to deliver their products
within 24 hours to customers located up to 500 miles away.
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Well-maintained highways are critical for cities and States to re-
tain and attract businesses. CEO. list access to major highways as
a key factor in their location decisions.

My research shows that highway investment generates addi-
tional jobs from new business start-ups, and these are primarily
from small businesses.

The United States needs to continue to invest in highways. There
are many regions that experience bottlenecks and benefit consider-
ably from additional highway investment. We also must under-
stand there are other regions that appear to have more than ade-
quate infrastructure, considering their current levels of economic
activity.

Studies also show that additional highway infrastructure will
benefit specific industries. For example, there is evidence that re-
gions with heavy concentration of primary metals plants, motor ve-
hicle assembly plants or printing and publishing facilities would
benefit from additional highway investment.

On the other hand, areas with high concentration of service and
retail establishments appear to have more than adequate high-
ways.

Therefore, it is my view that considerable public investment in
highways is required, and that infrastructure investment decisions
must be assessed on a region-by-region, project-by-project basis
using sound benefit/cost analysis to determine the projects' effect
on local economic development.

One of the important innovations of ISTEA is to give those gov-
ernments that are best suited to make infrastructure decisions the
responsibility, flexibility, and means to do so. This empowerment
and partnership is critical for strategic planningnecessary to make
optimal use of increasingly scarce Government uds.

Reauthorization of ISTA should continue to extend greater re-
sponsibilities to States and local governments; however, it is also
important to strike a balance between allowing local jurisdictions
to pursue their own interests and ensuring that the Federal Gov-
ernment retains the means and expertise to maintain and improve
the network that links the regional markets that comprise our com-
plex national economy.

In closing, an efficient transportation system is the foundation of
our Nation s commerce, andhighwaya.is an integral part of that
system. We must ensure that our highway system is properly
maintained and strategically enhanced.

The allocation issue comes into focus at the regional level, and
wise investment calls for all levels of government to come together
and identify, assess, and undertake highway infrastructure invest-
ment that will pay the greatest dividends for the Nation now and
in the future.

Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. I apologize for the confusion, but we'll-
Mr. SHuSTER. Can I interrupt?
Mr. PmJ. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SHUSTeR. Thank you. I just want to report to you Mr. Chair-

man, and the distingmihed ranking member of the subcommittee,
that Congressman Oberstar and I have just come from the Budget
Committee, where we presented our case for taking the transpor-
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tation trust funds off-budget. One of the most extraordinary experi-
ences, I think, that we had was that those who oppose us want to
argue that you don't count the interest paid into the highway or
aviation trust fund and you only talk about the revenue coming in
and not the interest which, under the law, must be paid. So if
somebody wants to change the law, fine. But I think that much of
this battle is going center around the whole issue of whether or not
you count the interest that gets paid into the highway trust fund.

There is a small thing called Federal law that says you must
count the interest, soIthink we're on about as solid a ground as
we possibly can be on when we go to the floor in the next few
weeks to debate that issue.

Of course, this issue has very great impact on ISTEA, too, or
NEXTEA, or whatever we're going to call it, because the funds will
or will not be available.

I came away from that Budget Committee hearing, I'd like to re-
port to you, feeling that we are on extremely solid ground.

I also learned that nine members of the Budget Committee are
cosponsors of our Truth in Budgeting Act, as are nine members of
the Appropriations Committee, and it's those two committees, of
course, which are opposing us.

One final point: if, indeed, we don't count the interest--and of
course, there is nothing different between the Transportation Trust
Funds and the Social Security trust fund, perhaps they're suggest-
ing that we don't count the interest in the Social Security trust
fund, either. 50 percent of the reserves in the Social Security trust
fund are based on interest. So if some of my colleagues want to
argue that you don't count the interest in these trust funds, I think
they are reaching and grabbing hold of the third rail in politics.

Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Maybe they can convince my banker not to count in-

terest on my mortgage, then I'll agree with this analysis, but other-
wise it's sort of an artificial way of going about this.

We're going to have to adjourn. I think maybe if we could get
back together at 12:20 for questions, we have two votes on the
House floor, and so the committee will stand adjourned until 12:20.

[Recess.]
Mr. PETRI. The subcommittee will reconvene.
I understand our colleague, Frank Mascara from Pennsylvania,

wants to offer an opening statement. He's not here now. If for some
reason he is unable to return, we will put it in the record by unani-
mous consent.

Now, to start the round of questioning, I'd like to recognize our
ranking democrat, Mr. Rahall.

Mr. RAHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank the panelists for
their testimony today. I think it's very important that we have
some of the theories on the role transportation plays in our econ-
omy outlined for us as we look at the reauthorization of ISTEA and
as we look at Federal aid to highway and transit programs going
into the next century.

I would like to turn the attention of the panel to the transit
arena and ask a question about the role of transit as it pertains
to our Federal investments.
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As we're all aware, back in 1964 Congress first pased UMTA.
It was supposed to be somewhat of a quick fix, a short-term solu-
tion, if you will, to bailing out failing, privately-owned transit prop-
erties. Today, 32 years liter, that Federal commitment is anything
but short-term.

Motor fuel taxes, as we all know, have been earmarked in the
mass transit account in the trust fund and we annually dole out
over $4 billion in Federal funds to support local transit operations
like those in L.A, New York, Chicago, with a much smaller share
going to rural areas.

So let me ask the panel, as we prepare our new bill, what type
of Federal commitment do each of you see as being appropriate in
the new ISTEA? It doesn't matter what order.

Mr. LAKSHMANAN. In my testimony I talk about the patterns of
;ssenger travel that have been observed in the last two decades.
e know that, for instance, transit travel has grown significantly

in the last two decades, and that, as part of the Bureau of Trans-
portation Statistics, we focus on what kind of pattern we have and
what are the implications.

The level of transit use is more or less, at this point, at a sta-
bilized level, so, in terms of your question, I would like to say that
I have no specific position on what kind of programs as reflecting
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. We basically observe the
trends and discuss what's going on.

I'll pass it on to some of my colleagues as to what they might say
in terms of a program focus.

Mr. KuLASH. I'm not sure what the appropriate level of support
is, Congressman, but I think the impact of support or investment
for transit is probably, in may respects, similar to that for invest-
ment in other forms of transportation.

The analysis that I describe here that showed very high rates of
return on transportation investment in the 1950s and 1960s, taper-
ing off somewhat in the 1980s, probably reflects the investment in
the interstate system during that same period.

And if you look at what we really did with that investment, the
statistics don't fully reflect what's different about it. It's not a big
addition to the Nation's road mileage. It's a mere 1 percent more.
It didn't do dramatic things to decrease over-the-road speeds. If you
look at those, those trends are pretty similar to other things.

What it did do is get rid of bottlenecks and allow the Nation to
function as a system, and many of those bottlenecks presumably
were in urban areas, and there is no doubt that transit also serves
a function in eliminating those urban bottlenecks.

And while I don't know of anyone who has done an economic
analysis on the national level to look at what the return on that
investment is, I don't think there is any reason going in to think
that it wouldn't show similar strong positive things such as were
found for other forms of transportation.

Mr. GRm. I, too, cannot recommera to you an appropriate level
of funding, but I would like to make a few observations that per-
tain to the difference between transit and the highway system.

Transit doesn't only provide transportation services, but in many
cases it provides what I would call "public goods," one, by alleviat-



ing congestion in the most congested urban areas at the peak con-
gestion times of day.

The most recent estimates from the Texas Transportation Insti-
tute, who do nationwide tracking of congestions, suggest that in
1992 congestion cost travelers on the highways $48 billion in wast-
ed time and wasted fuel.

So if a transit system can help to relieve traffic congestion, it
provides benefits to all the other travelers on the highway.

Second, the NPOs, in their plans, foresee increased use of tran-
sit, primarily as a tool to reduce air pollution and help them meet
their air quality goals.

Whether these projects are realistic or not iz a different question,
but they are highlighting the role that transit could conceivably
play in reducing air pollution.

And, finally, transit plays a role for people who have a lesser ac-
cess to highway vehicles. Although in the U.S. today we have 13
percent more motor vehicles than we have licensed drivers, accord-
mg to the Federal Highway Administration's statistics, still there
are groups within the population where access to a motor vehicle
is a limitation on their use of the highway system, and transit pro-
vides an alternative for these people.

So I think, in considering the appropriate investment in the
transportation system, you have more of a variety of different is-
sues to look at than you do in the highway system.

Thank you.
Mr. EBERTS. My comment pertains to the role of transit in the

local economic development schemes of cities or plans that cities
are undertaking. I was just coming through Union Station to see
what Washington, D.C. has in mind, and transit is part of that.

My point would be that transit needs to be flexible enough that
local governments and local entities that are looking at ways in
which to enhance their own environment can use transit in ways
that they see fit.

I'm thinking of what happened in Portland when there was the
tradeoff between an interstate highway going up through the
mountains and the Banfield Express, which was the light rail sys-
tem, and the Portland metropolitan area opted for the latter. I
think it's very important that they have the flexibility to do that
so that they can achieve the kind of environment that they are
looking for in their own area, but also have the financing to go
about that.

Thank you.
Mr. PETI1. Mr. Mascara, did you have a statement you wanted

to make?
Mr. MASCARA. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm pleased to be here today to lend my supprt for the reauthor-

ization of ISTEA. For 6 years, I served as chairman of the South-
western PennsylvaniaRegional Plannin Commission and chair-
man of the Transportation Plan PolicyCmmittee, which had theresponsiimplementing ISTA% the Intermodal Surfacerepnibility of ipeenigthe
Transportation Efficiency Act, which I've often said, as one of the
people responsible for implementing it, that that was an oxymoron,
andt I'mlooking forward to having some input into the reauthoriza-
tion.
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Mr. Chairman, Ird lk. to place these In the record, my opening
remarks.

(Mr. Mascara's prepared statement follows:]



STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN MASCARA
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF ISTEA

MARCH 28, 1996

I AM PLEASED TO BE HERE TODAY TO LEND MY

SUPPORT TO THE REAUTHORIZATION OF ISTEA.

FOR SIX YEARS I SERVED AS THE CHAIRMAN

OF THE SOUTHWEST PENNSYLVANIA REGIONAL

PLANNING COMMISSION AND CHAIRMAN OF THE

TRANSPORTATION PLAN POLICY COMMITTEE.

DURING THIS TIME, ONE OF MY

RESPONSIBILITIES WAS TO IMPLEMENT ISTEA AND

ADMINISTER THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY SYSTEM

THROUGHOUT SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA.
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WORKING AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, I WITNESSED

FIRST-HAND THE CRUCIAL ROLE THAT THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PLAYS IN ENSURING THAT

ALL REGIONS ARE ABLE TO APPROPRIATELY

RESPOND TO LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS.

MY SERVICE AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL ALSO

TAUGHT ME THAT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS MUST

HAVE ADEQUATE FLEXIBILITY AND INPUT IF ISTEA

IS TO BE SUCCESSFULLY ENACTED THROUGHOUT

THE NATION.

SERVING NOW AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL, I LOOK

FORWARD TO WORKING WITH THE MEMBERS OF

THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO REAUTHORIZE A STRONG,

VIABLE, AND IMPROVED ISTEA.
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IT HAS LONG BEEN MY BELIEF THAT AMERICA'S

HIGHWAYS, BRIDGES, WATERWAYS, AND AIRPLANE

AND TRAIN ROUTES LAY THE FOUNDATION FOR

AMERICA'S ECONOMIC PROSPERITY. AS A NATION,

WE MUST NOW COLLECTIVELY WORK TO

STRENGTHEN AND SUSTAIN THIS INDISPENSABLE

STRUCTURE.

24-06 9 -2
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Mr. MASCARA. I have a question as it relates to the gas tax, and
I believe It's $0.184 that's currently being levied. Is that correct?

Mr. LAKSHMANAN. I think. I don't know exact amount.
Mr. MAsCAA. And that each cent generates approximately $1.1

billion. If my math is correct, then the annual revenues would be
$20.24 billion annually. And if the reauthorization is for 6 years,
then that would be a pproxiately $121 billion, and we'd add the
10 percent tax on airline tickets. The last ISTEA was somewhere
around $155 to $156 billion.

My question is: we had $0.025 for deficit reduction. I came down
as a county commissioner and lobbied to have that removed and re-
turned to the trust fund. And then an additional $0.043 was added
for deficit reduction, and that generates about $4.75 billion annu-
ally.

Does the $0.184 include the $0.043, or is it $0.227 gas tax that
we're currently levying? Does anybody know where that money is?
And is it apart of the reauthorization? Are we going to be generat-
ing $0.043 less each year or is that-

Mr. PETIu. It's included in the $0.184, I'm informed.
Mr. MASCARA. So then out of the $0.184 we'd have to take off

$0.043, and it seems to me-what I'm trying to get to is what kind
of dollars can we expect in the reauthorization for the next 6 years?

Mr. LAKSHMANAN. I don't know. I'll have to get back to you on
that sir. I have no knowledge of that, but Ill be happy to get back
to you. MASCAA.And the $0.025 did get back to the trust fund.

That was going in, and I don't remember for what number of years
that was, but that was $2.75 billion a year that was going to deficit
reduction and not going into the trust fund.

If you could get back to me with that, I would really appreciate
it.

[The information received follows:]



The Federal gasoline tax is currently 18.3 cents per gallon of which 12 cents per
gallon goes the Highway Account of the Highway Trust Fund (HTF) while 2
cents per gallon goes to the Mass Transit Account of the HTF and 4.3 cents per
gallon goes to the General Fund for deficit reduction. Similarly, the diesel fuel
tax is 24.3 cents per gallon of which 18 cents goes to the Highway Account and 2
cents goes to the Mass Transit Account and 4.3 cents per gallon to the General
Fund. The gasoline and diesel fuel taxes are the main source of revenue for the
HTF, however, the HTF also receives revenue from excise taxes on alcohol
blended fuels such as gasohol (using ethanol or methanol) and from taxes on
sales of heavy trucks and heavy tires, and from an annual heavy vehicle-use tax.

The 2.5 cents portion of the gas tax, noted by Mr. Mascara, was established in
1990 and originally dedicated to the General Fund for deficit reduction. It was
scheduled to expire on October 1, 1995; however, Congress extended the tax to
September 30,1999, and, beginning on October 1, 1995, was assigned as 2 cents to
the Highway Account and a 1/2 cent to the Mass Transit Account. These
amounts are included in the tax rates discussed above.

The Highway Account of the HTF is projected to receive an annual average of
approximately $24.9 billion in tax receipts and the Mass Transit Account would
receive approximately $3.3 billion. These figures are based on the latest
estimates of receipts from the Treasury Department. They could change
depending on variables such as increases in fuel prices that could in turn curtail
automobile driving and fuel use. However, the Administration has not yet
determined what funding levels we will recommend for reauthorization of the
Department's surface transportation programs in the post-ISTEA period or how
many years the reauthorization will cover. Those recommendations will be
included in our proposed reauthorization legislation that we will submit to
Congress early next year.
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Mr. MASCAA. Thank you.
Mr. RAHALL. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. MAwAm. Yes.
Mr. RAHALL. It's my understanding that, as of October 1 of last

year, the 2.5 cents that was going to deficit reduction expired and
reverted back to the trust fund.

Mr. MacAR. Thank you, Mr. Rahall.
Mr. PETRI. I'd like to thank all of the panelists for some very

well-prepared statements and.for helping us to kick off this series
of hearings as we attempt to improve the ISTEA legislation that's
on,the books in our reauthorization.

I, myself, am very impressed by the increased efficiency that
we've seen over the last few years in our transportation sector,
which sometimes I don't think is widely appreciated in how much
it's added to not only our standard of living and enjoyment of life,
but to our national growth, as well. I think tlhe transportation sec-
tor is taking an increasingly small percentage of our overall GNP,
while still delivering the goods and doing it more and more effi-
ciently.

One concern that I have, and I think all of us on our committeee
have, is that we've been funding at the Federal and State level our
transportation investments largely out of fuel taxes, both for avia-
tion, trucking, and auto, and we've seen dramatic increases in fuel
efficiency, which is good, but I think, for example, in the truck fleet
some companies used to get about 2.8 miles for a gallon of diesel
fuel and they're getting over 7 now. They're driving, in other words,
or using the roads more and paying less for that use.

We've got to figure out how to maintain and even increase our
investment in infrastructure because, as Dr. Greene also pointed
out, there is a very good rate of return if we make that investment.

Any ideas you might have about how we do this, if there is some
way of switching to a miles traveled tax instead of a gallon tax,
or-I guess we do that with toll roads, in effect. That would be wel-
come, or any other comments you could make about-we don't
want to be yelling "wolf" or sort of beating a horse if it's not mak-
in a case, if it's not true.

think our sense is that there is a good return on the dollars
that we do, and if we under-invest it will inch our economy and
it will cost us a lot more than we save, andthat to finance it ade-
quately we may have to not only get things off-budget, but think
of new ways of developing revenue streams as we move to other
forms of providing energy, and as we use the energy that we're now
using more efficiently.

Any comments that you would have on that sort of rambling ob-
servation I would very much appreciate.

Yes, Doctor?
Mr. LAKSHMANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If I may, you made

a number of points. Let me comment on them.
You began by talking about how efficient the transportation sec-

tor is. I happen to agree with you, and in my testimony I talked
about how, on an average, over the last 10 years not only have
transporter industries become more efficient than the rest of the
economy, but increasingly more efficient than the rest of the econ-
omy.
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If you look at what proportion transportation is part of the GDP
there has been a constant at a time when travel has increased and
freight has increased in the country, as a whole.

I think there have been some important structural changes in-
duced by information technologies in the transprt sector and one
of the things that you surely are familiar with 1s logistical systems
like just-in-time systems.

In our annual report last year we showed how based on some
studies, for a given level of freight, because you break them into
smaller packets, there is a lot more highway travel per million dol-
lars of industrial output, and so on.

So, on the one hand, the actual level of usage on the highway is
increasing. Level of use of fast modes of transportation is increas-

n.ind if the efficiency in the intermodal forms of transportation-
we just completed a commodity flow survey. One of the things we
found out, for instance, we not only recognized the usual modes
like rail, road, and air, but intermodal combinations.

For instance, we had a mode called "parcel post," which includes
Federal Express, etc. That is less than .1 percent of total freight
moved in weight, but almost 10 percent of the total value of freight
moving in the country.

So these kinds of changes are taking place, and when you have
a lot of intermodal transportation, the transporter industries have
got to produce-reduce cost on the link and add value.

Most of that is controlled by other people, so there is a very im-
portant need for all of these people to be able to coordinate effec-
tively to exchange information, and that's a point I tried to make.
That's one way to increase economic efficiency.

The other point that you made about energy efficiency taking
place, we had a considerable amount of energy efficiency gains in
the 1970s and after the oil crisis in the 1980s, but some of them
have been tapering off.

As you are well aware, if you add just for inflation, our gasoline
prices are much lower than they were in the 1980s and the 1970s
now, so that all--and the pattern of usage, light trucks are used
much more than before, so that is also trends that are working
against energy efficiency.

I think we have to keep all of these things in mind when you
think about the ISTEA legislation, but my own plea would be that
we have emphasized in ISTEA how we can deal with passenger
travel, but how we can help freight movement and transportation
industries function more efficiently, because they're reducing cost
in the economy. I think that's very Important. There must be a cer-
tain direction oriented towards how we can have more coordina-
tion, more integration, and greatest kinds of internal innovations
and the flexibity that's really important. We should maintain
that. I should think so.

Mr. KuLASH. Mr. Chairman, you are, of course, correct in terms
of the pattern of improving fuel economy and its effect on the high-
way trust fund. The key sources of support, of course, are the fuel
tax and heavy vehicle use fees, and you can adjust for increasing
fuel efficiency on the heavy vehicle side, but not so much so on the
automotive side.
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The amounts that are available in the highway trust fund, of
course, are a result of decisions that this Congress makes, and the
amounts that are in there for deficit reduction, the increases that
have been had in the past, and so forth, are Congressional deci-
sions.

In terms of alternatives, intelligent transportation systems and
electronic license plates will be here some day and will make dif-
ferent forms of user fees feasible. They certainly would not be until
a fleet of such vehicles is phased in, and so there is nothing in the
immediate horizon that's going to change that's going to help there.

Toll roads help on specific routes, but their administrative cost
compared to the administrative cost of motor vehicle tax fees is
very high.

So, In terms of the efficient and most broad-based way to do this,
it's hard to imagine a-better alternative than fuel taxes.

If you conclude in your wisdom that increases in transportation
are investment, it's hard to find a more effective vehicle than the
fuel tax, in spite of all the difficulties that obviously raises.

Other forms of innovative financing are being used and should
continue to be used in terms of assessments on land and buildings
and industries that are particularly well-served, and those can sup-
port high-priority projects, but they don't support this national sys-
tem aspect, which is exactly what I believe should be the central
focus of your committee.

Mr. GREEN. I'd like to just elaborate a little bit on the point
about fuel economy, fuel efficiency, and the tax.

Since the early 1980s--about 1982, 1984-the fuel economy of
new passenger cars and new light trucks in the U.S. has not sig-
nificantly improved. It's about the same.

As those vehicles have turned over in the population of vehicles
on the road, their efficiency has improved, but the latest statistics
indicate that, since 1992, the average fuel economy of vehicles on
the road has not improved.

So we are not seeing at the present time improvements in the
efficiency of motor vehicles on the road, and so, unless something
happens to change that-much higher prices for gasoline, new fuel
economy standards, or something along those lines--then I think
we can anticipate that fuel use will grow essentially at the same
rate as vehicle travel, until something happens to change that rela-
tionship.

The only other thing I would like to say is to agree very strongly
with Damian Kulash that the intelligent transportation system
technologies will open up a wide range of possibilities for road use
taxing and vehicle use taxing that are presently not feasible, not
practical.

Thank you.
Mr. EBERTS. To answer your question, if I may, just a little ob-

servation from what we see in Michigan, and that is that there ap-
pears to be widespread support for improvements in maintenance
of highways there. We recognize the deterioration of our highway
system, and there appears to be support for a $0.15 a gallon tax.

Unfortunately, the problem is that they can't figure out among
the State and local governments how they're going to allocate that,
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and that's one of the drawbacks, and if there was more partnership
and cooperation, I think that certainly could come about.

Even in my city where I'm from, Kalamazoo, infrastructure im-
provement, highway improvement has been the number one prior-
ity. so I think people will recognize that the means to finance these
things should be found.

Thank you.
Mr. LATouRr E (assuming Chair]. Thank you very much. The

Chair is now pleased to recognize the gentlelady from Missouri for
5 minutes, Ms. McCarthy.

Ms. MCCARTHY. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask Dr. Eberts a question. Based on the summary

testimony, first of all I'm very pleased with your stress on coordi-
nating planning efforts among all planning organizations as we
look to reauthorizing ISTEA. That has worked very well in my re-

on, and I am in a unique position. I'm in the Kansas City area.
W have a State line, but we must work in a broad metropolitan
way for transportation needs, and I heartily concur with your
thoughts on that.

In your testimony that I reviewed, you indicated that the pri-
mary role of transportation infrastructure is to add to a region s re-
source base and provide the foundation for economic growth.

With that in mind, I'd like to ask you if you believe there is a
need for a massive infusion of Federal funds to provide for the fi-
nancial support of the development of those regional transportation
infrastructure projects.

I speak not only with regard to my particular district, but to oth-
ers in my region, as well, reflecting on St. Louis in their most re-
cent effort with Metrolink, that without an infusion of Federal dol-
lars would not have provided that wonderful light rail system that
is, in fact, affecting the economic productivity of the. area.

Mr. EBERTS. The research that has come about since ISTEA was
first enacted in 1991 has shown that infrastructure has a signifi-
cant role in economic performance. But at the same time what it
does is gives us, I think, a more comprehensive view of how infra-
structure impacts local economies, as well as the national economy.

My take on the research is that we need to enhance and main-
tain the maturing infrastructure that we have, but, at the same
time, if we think about the possibility of replicating the entire
interstate highway system as massive infusion, that certainly isn't
something I don't think is on many people's minds, even though
some of the earlier numbers might have suggested that.

But, at the same time, what we need, as you mentioned, is to be
able to have the flexibility to provide the different combinations of
modes in order to, as I mentioned earlier, provide the environment
that local areas like Kansas City would like tohave for their citi,
zens, and the means and the flexibility to do that I think is very
important.

Ms. MCCARTHY. On that we quite agree, and my District is di-
verse. It has the older infrastructure needs of a metropolitan area,
such as Kansas City, and the high-growth suburban areas that are
crying out for new roads, better roads, and other infrastructure
needs.
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But my question really was about a massive infusion of addi-
tional Federal funds to provide this opportunity for development. I
quite agree with you-we shouldn't be reinventing the interstate
highway system, but the question really goes to the role of the Fed-
eral Government and the need for funds.

Mr. EBERTS. Well the highway system only benefits local areas
if there is a network, and the network needs to be maintained by
a h~ier level of government, being the Federal Government. And
so e Federal Government needs to maintain an active role in
making sure that that network is adequate to link all these local
economies, and whatever that-I guess I'm moving away from the
word "massive." Is that the word you want me to-

Ms. McCARTHY. Or "infusion." Yea. I'm not hearing any kind of
degree of Federal involvement, other than, of course, there must
be.

But, just in my own experience in the Fifth Congressional Dis-
trict of Missouri, there is truly never enough money from the State
or Federal Government, or even local efforts, and that seems to be
a hue and cry for mayors, county executives, and others, as well.

Mr. EBERTS. Right.
Ms. McCARnY. Right? Are you agreeing then?
Mr. EBERTS. Well, never enough money for things. We have to

prioritize what we feel are important. And I think, in doing that,
it takes the recognition of what's important from all levels of gov-
ernment, because at the local level and the Federal level there
might be some disagreements, but it all works together for the
whole.

As an economist, we're always looking at scarce resources and
trying to allocate those things in the best possible way.

One of the points I tried to make here is that what we need to
do is have strategic investment, and "strategic" meaning be able to
assess as well as we can which projects are going to pay the high-
est dividends.

Ms. MCCARTHY. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MASCARA. Would the gentlelady yield?
Ms. MCCARTHY. I would certainly yield to the gentleman.
Mr. MASCARA. I might be able to shed some light, given my re-

sponsibilities back in southwestern Pennsylvania, that although
the Regional Planning Commission played a major role in ISTEA,
that ultimately the State makes the decision.

For- instance, in Pennsylvania I think our cut was somewhere
around 9 billion. Pennsylvania decided that 80 percent of that was
going to maintenance, which meant that 7.2 billion of the 9 billionwould be spent on maintenance, and very little new money for new
construction.

That's a decision back in your area that you might want to talk
to your State DOT and find out where they're putting the money
that's coming out of ISTEA.

Thank you.
Ms. McCARnfT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LATouRETFE. Thank you very much.
It's now appropriate and a pleasure to introduce the gentleman

from Illinois, Mr. Poshard, for 5 minutes.
Mr. PoSHmw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I just have maybe one question that I'm interested in.
From your perspective, should we be building more interstates in

this country? I mean, I read your statistics about the incredible
economic output that has resulted from our being able to move
goods more efficiently and cost-effectively across this Nation, and
all the things that that has contributed to. But I also know that
now it's--the last figure that I think USDOT gave me was $3.5
million a mile on the average to $4 million per mile to build one
mile of interstate highway.

I'm wondering, given the fact that we have overwhelming consid-
erations by the environmental community for wetlands preserva-
tion and other things, and the difficulty of being tied up in court
and all those kinds of things, should we be considering building, in
your judgment, more interstates in this country?

We passed a national highway system with an arterial highway
system incorporated into that for priority consideration over the
next many years. Is that sufficient, or should we be looking at
these supposed proposed routes to four lane?

Mr. LAkSHMANAN. Let me begin by trying to address your ques-
tion.

I think in my testimony, and I think in some of my colleagues'
statements, we made the point that there are significant awards to
investment in transportation infrastructure.

We had a recent study that Mr. Kulash mentioned about-it was
the Nadiri study. He was looking at the high rates of return associ-
ated with the interstate system when it was in the early stages.

When you have-when you are starting a new system, the bene-
fits are high, and as the network becomes more and more and more
developed, the benefits increase enormously.

So it's not surprising that in the 1960s and in the 1970s the high
rates of return came around. By the 1980s it is more stabilized to
8 or 9 percent.

So there are clearly, as long as the economic growth is evident
there are clearly benefits accruing to investments in highways and
other forms of transportation. There is no doubt about it.

And I think the Congress has enacted the national highway sys-
tem, which is a configuration of some of those ideas, and I think
where, exactly, that is-where you make the investment is as im-
portant as how much investment you make. I think we are very
fond of quoting a speech that Abraham Lincoln made in 1846, be-
lieved to be the first speech that he made. It was on the subject
of road investment and roads, apparently. In the speech he says,
"It is not only important how much we invest, but where we invest.
We can avoid mistakes by not investing in the wrong places."

That's a part of an issue that we need to bring in in looking at
this investment that we need to have in the transportation.

Another point that I want to make is the fact that there are such
dynamic changes in the transportation sector. Not only new
logistical systems are coming in. 1t is: how can we facilitate inter-
modal combinations, because what you are investing in is minimiz-
ing the cost of moving a particular good for a distance.

I think, in order for the American industry to compete, both na-
tionally and internationally, anything we do by increasing value in
the system is important by facilitating more intermodal combina-
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tions, and that's partly investment, partly institutional develop-
ments, and coordination mechanisms so that people who are shar-
ing assets in the whole system are able to do that more effectively.

SoIwould suggest that in order for technology to be imple-
mented effectively beyond a particular point, -you need much more
institutional innovations to make it more possible.

If you take the example of the American system in the last cen-
tury, when the country was raM dly urbanizing in the late 19th and
early 20th century what you had was we invented the whole idea
of bonding systems by which we can raise public capital so every
city could raise infrastructure systems.

Those kinds of things are as important as investments in capital
calciy expansion.

r. POSHARD. I appreciate that.
Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Kulash to take one shot at this,

since he wrote extensively about the benefits in interstate system
also?

Mr. LATOURETTE. Absolutely.
Mr. KULASH. Congressman, we've obviously learned a lot as we

built ths interstate system, and times have changed in terms of so-
ciety's expectations. We've learned a lot about the effect on adja-
cent land, the effect on cities where we have a new set of concerns
about environmental problems, new scale of environmental prob-
lem.

So when you look at that question today, obviously all those
other concerns had to be taken into account, as well.

I do believe that the very high rates of return that we see on the
highway investment in the 1950s and 1960s are attributable to the
introduction of the interstate. They are spectacular. It's 35 percent.
That's plausible in terms of economic history in other areas where
mAjor infrastructure investments have yielded major, major eco-
nomic payoff.

What does that mean for the future? Obviously, given our con-
cerns about the quality of life in cities, about the environment
we're not going to go turn the clock back to 1955 and barge in and
build roads like might have been done then.

But I think an attempt at trying to find the most important parts
of the system and single them off has been attempted with the na-
tional highway system.

The interstate, as I mentioned, accounts for I percent of mileage
but it accounts for about 25 percent of our travel. The national
highway system peels off that next most important, most national
portion. It's about 3 more percent, a total of 4 percent, not includ-
ing the interstate, and that accounts for about 40 percent of our
national travel.

So I think if you are going to look at the portion of the system
that is most likely going to have interstate-type pay-offs, that's it.

Now, would you do it like the interstate? No. And I think the
way the routes have been selected, the other provisions dealing
with the national highway system in terms of giving NPOs and
others a voice in the process reflect an accommodation to today's
needs and concerns. But I think if you're going to try to seize the
economic benefit that we get out of the interstate, the national
highway system is the place to look.
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Mr. POSHARD. I thank both of you gentlemen for your observa-
tions.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LATourm. Thank you, Mr. Poshard.
The Chair would like to thank each member of the panel for your

testimony this morning in getting this kickoff hearing underway.
The committee will be having many more comprehensive hearings
in the future, and if there are no other questions from Members,
the hearing-well, oll right, then, we're going to yield to our good
friend from Pennsylvania, Mr. Mascara, for questions.

Mr. MASCARA. Thank you.
I'm interested in knowing whether or not you would recommend

to this committee or to the Congress considering the tolling of ex-
isting interstates as a method of raising revenues to help fund the
national highway system. There are existing interstates out there,
and the question has been, for a number of years, by people in
transportation, that some of those highways are bottomless pits,
and that perhaps Congress should consider permitting each State
to toll. Do you have any thoughts concerning that?

Mr. KuLASH. I suspect that's really more a question of political
acceptabilitythan it is of any inherent economic advantage.

I think the interstate system includes some 45,000 miles. Any
system of tolling would have significant administrative cost impli-
cations and probably some service implications in terms of people
slowing down and a lot of people to collect the tolls and so forth.

There is no doubt that that could be done, and that could result
in a more automatically self-supporting kind of system. Whether
it's worth all those transitional costs is your judgment.

Mr. GREEN. I would like to make a couple of points on that.
First of all, if you do toll the interstate system, I think one

should look for technology to do this efficiently without slowing
down the traffic at toll booths and that sort of thing. I think that
technology is coming and can be used.

Also, one must consider the effect on the surrounding roads and
whether traffic will be diverted to non-toll roads, or whether you're
going to toll those roads as well. I think that's an important issue,
as well.

And then, finally, the most important place for tolling roads will
be in congested areas, and there is a very good study by the Trans-
portation Research Board that I'm sure you're aware of on pricing
congestion that came out a couple of years ago on that subject.

Mr. MASCARA. The point I wanted to make, given the problems
associated with balancing the budget, and given the problems in
many States with highways that are really not in good shape and
their shortage of money in those States also, there has been a lot
of talk for a lot of years about getting permission from Congress--
apparently they cannot toll those roads. I even understood that
they'd have to buy them back, even if Congress did agree or this
committee did agree to tolling.

I was just wondering whether anyone had given any thought to
that concept.

Thank you.
Mr. LATOUWRETE. Thank you, Mr. Mascara.
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Dr. Greene, in Mr. M a' question, what sort of technology
is developing to collect tolls without toll booths? Are those the little
baskets that you have to throw things in as you go by real fast?

Mr. GREEN. No, Congressman. rm referring to the use of elec-
tronic identification of vehicles, and I think that technology is al-
ready here on a scale that is being tested for trucks, for example,
and should eventually be available for automobiles and could be
used for a wide variety of road pricing or vehicle pricing systems.

Mr. LATouRnm'. Good. Thank you very much.i Aa4n, thanks to each member of the panel. You got us off to a0!start.
This meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:03 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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Savainl7

Mr. ChOmmn, I am pleased to be gOven the app amaitly to aperbeft this
Connis to tstify on tmiwc at V auradma lueso fth nation's fture
enm c ospity. Theresomld be no dou bin anam 's mmd tamlnio
structure is the bc of ou marKe ooom. Thld q, In considering

reathoizig Lw lunnuw l Surce Tiazpaa to t ffciency Act, the question is not
whtedig existing hoh y sysmis b3s m t, but ra e what is the bet strategy for
addition investment in traspotao iafaturtn.

F rs ago. when Coom ass began t deliberate on wha eventually became die
ISTEA, policy makers were told of a lare defit in inf1asructur= investment and bow this
defio.vtwas linked to the general slowdown in U.S. produtivity growth. Estimates were
offered that showed high rearmi the economy fro inFr1structure lvstmem. Such
extraordinary returns to public capital implied Xomu"le -e weunder investetn fte nation's
public capital stock. The prusp of high reas to ovmet capital stock suggested that
nucrur investment plays a central role in ecommic development and future prosperity.

Today, we benefit from more reearch on the linkage bew highway infrastructure
and economic performa . 7b=eresults point to two uqoawn considerations for
infrastructre policy. First, public capital shas the stage with private capital investumWa
research and development, and education and ,,ainin as the most important factors
con t o U.S. productivity growth. Second, significant regional amd aetoralimbalances
in meeting Dranspotation needs exist a m tbe addresed.M The action benefits from a
system of highways that appears to meet dio catm nmds of the economy. However, the
system is maturig a!ond sderable investmnt is needd to maintain and enhance the system
to meet future needs.

The nation depends upon its eaftesive highway system. Highways are the primary
means by which businesses transport their products and marketsmer linked together. More
than 70 percent of tie nation's mamafact goods arc transported by trucks. A recent survey
that we conducted of midwest maufacarenundercresI their dependence upon trucks to
deliver their products within 24 hours to cuslous located up to 500 miles away. Well-
main'ain highways are critical for citis amd stas to retain and amact busine . CEOs list
acceA to major highways as a k cr in thi location decisions. My research shows that
highway Investen generates additional jobs from new business startups. primarily from
social businmses.

In addition to providing a direct service so busnesscs and houeholds, highways affect
economic performance by enhancing the productivity of other factors of production, such as
labor or private capital, and by creating an attractive economic climate. In addition, highway
construction cntemporaneuly stimulats local corns.



The United Swss must co ni to invest n hhwa. The needs vary widely across
- and across tr. Thre aremay regmo that eerience bottieecks andcoul

bene coMiderbl from Mdonal h way vesUme The ar other ren dm that appear
to have mor than adequate f, g their current levels of economic
Mct~ity.

Studies also show that addkia *hwa a cture would benefit specific
Wdusties. For exam , ther aisevid that reions heavy cn t of primzy
metals plants, motor vehileassem plants, or ubad fishingfailitie would
beefr m additional highway investment. On theoter band aes with igh concentaion
of swice and rMtail tablShmat appear to have mor than adequate highways.

Therefore, it Is uty view tha govermnt must reain com niud to improving is
c miehensiwe transpoation systm, and that infsuctu e ivuct decisions must be
assess d on a regionby-region, proect-by-project basis, using sound benefit-cost analysis to
de t rie e projects effect on local economic dve n.

One of the Iporn innovations of ISTEA s to give those government that are best
suited to make nidcure decisions the ponxity, bilitky.and means to do so. This
empower nt ad partnership is crital for the smeoic plauS nocesary to make optional
use of increasingly sca C 5 gv 4emn funds. Rauthorizaio of IST A would continue to
extendgreate sponibility to State n local gov m ts. Howe . it is also important to
ste a balance between allowing local jurtdicrioms to pure their own interests and emuing
that the federal govermet retains the uam and expetise to maintin and improve the
network that lnk the rgional markes that comprise ou complex national economy.

In closing, an effciet msport n system is the fuundatim of our nation's

commerce, ati highways is an intCgral part of this sysm. We must ensure that our highway
system is properly maintained and strategically enhanced. The allocation iste comes into
focus at the regional level, and wise investment calls for all levels of government to come
together and identify, assess, and undeuke highway infrastut mr investment that will pay the
grcatcst dividends for the nation now and in the future.
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L harddaiiom

Five years ago, when hearings began on what eventually became the Internodai Surface
Tranportation Efficiency Act of 1991, public iau re received cnsiderable attention as a
key faco in the perfornc of the U.S. economy. at that time linked assessments
of a severe deficit in public infasuur investment toa p eiod of sluggish productivity growth.
A few studies found extraordinary remm to public capitinvestment, which indicatedsgificant under Ainding of public capital stck. Thus estimates also promised almost
immediate paybAk in terms ofhighr utput growth tmn invetw a in public pitmL The
returns were so large that it appeared that a mod-basod invem asrtegy was warranted. The
nation appeared to be so under invested in public iFa-tmbur., that an additional dollar invested
in any project located anywhere in de United Stane would reap huge returns

Since that time, these estimates have been subjected to considerable scruiny. More
recent studies, which addressed many of the criticism leveled against the previous studies, found
more modest results. Still, the emerging consensus is that transportation infrastructure
contributes to economic productivity. However, there is little evidence of a broad under
provision of transportation *n fou ut the n ion. Thefore, the call for a massive
infusion of"investment dollars into the nation's trotation inutructu along the same
magnitude of replicating the current intersate highway system, is not supported by the more
recent reearc

What did emerge from the research was strong evidence that infrastructure needs varied
widely across regions and industries. Furthamore, research mcpasiud the need for pursuing
prudent investment strategy. Since the retrn to infrastructure investment are more modest than
previously estimated, it becomes apparent that the nation can benfit most from infrastructure
investment ifprojects are carefully selected using sound benet-cot analysis. However,
measung benefitsis difficult. Infistruture capital lasts aIng time, and it ha the potential to
affect a broad spectrum of economic activities within regional economies.

Consequently, the purpose of my remarks is to identify the various channels through
which transportation infrastructue can affect regional economic development. Assessing the
importance of transportation infrastructure on regional economies is useful for three related
reasons. First, most of the tran.mrtation infrastructure is put in place by state and local
governments. Second, it is at the regional level that most of the effect of infratructure
investment will be observed. Third, in order to a&=urately assess the merits of investing in
particularly projects, the benefits and costs must be measued within the context of a regional
economy.

I will address two broad issues. First, I will highlight various features of transportation
infrastructure that are different from other forms of infrastructure and other factors in the regional
economic growth process. Second, I will summarize the cvidencc from current research about
the various ways in which transportation infrastrutue affects the regional growth process.
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IL Tramp om Capital Stock

Before considering the effect of t a tio infuusuc.ur on economic output, it is
instrucve tW understand the capital stock esdmaes used in linking inf-uu-ture to productivity
growth. In most of the litam re., transpon-a-0o inhfructuse is measured as highway capital
stock. The value of highway capital stock is estimated using a perpetual inventory technique in
which highway invesunments (minus citation) we summed over time. Since the average life
of a hiShway is around 40 yeas, using assumptioas of the U.S. Department of Transportation,
more than 50 ycars of annual expenditr dat are needed to construct capital stock cmumates.

A study sponsored by te National Cooperative Highway Research Program estimated
state and local highway capital Mock which includes the interstate highway system and national
roads, in 1989 to be $508 billion in 1987 constant dollars.' These investment figures include
expenditures by state and local government In contrast, the private capital stock of the U.S.
manufacturing sector totaled $998 billion in constant 1987 dollars.

According to the depreciation ampnsp $18.5 billion (in 1987 dollars) was needed in
1989 to simply maintain this stock of highways and roads at its cunnt level of service. This
investment amounts to about 3.6 percent of total infrastuctr investment. According to the
estimates, $30.4 billion of constant 1987 dollars were invested in 1992. Subtracting out the
S18.5 billion leaves about 112 billion for additional investment.

Therefore, when studies consider a 10 percent increase in public capital stock, thcy mean
10 percent over the amount required to maintain a constant level of public infrastruture. In
1989, the net addition to the state and local highway and street capital stock totaled $12 billion,
or 2.4 percent of the capital stock. A 10 percent increase would amount to $50.8 billion above
the $18.5 billion needed to cover depreciation. As will be shown later, current studies show that
such an increase would bring about only a half a percentage point in the productivity of the
man~a sector.

I should caution that these numbers are presented hcrc only to provide a perspective on
the analysis that is reported ltr in this document These estimates do not indicate the amount
needed to maintain or improve the U.S. highway system

II. Transprtatlo Infa tctme a Prohudive Input

When considered as a determinant of local economic development, transportation
infrastcture possesses several characteristics that arc unique from other factors of
production. First, public capital is site-specific. Owce highways and bridges are put in place,
their use and thus their economic value depends on the economic activities that utilize them

'Michael Bell and 7Thee McGul, "Maaoamanonic Anayis of the Li*age Betwcen Transportation
Invcsmou ts Economic Perfomam"ce NCHRP 2-17(3). 1993.



and this dep s largely on the kve and type of activity locate immdaely around t

Second. public inastructure is typically an unpaid factor of products. Although
fims pay taxes to finance the construction and maintenance ofhghways, for example, the
psymets by frms are not on a per unit basis and are less than the cost of constructing an
additional mile of highway around that particular facility.

Third, public ia s more a necessary condition than a suffice condition for
economic d olmem. While public infamuure conucton can provide local jobs, unless
the project is of considerbl size and ongoing, sufficient demand to sustain local economic
develop must come from other sources.

Forth, while the cost of construction additional highways within a region is shared by
all taxpayers. payers typically use only a small portion of the infrastrnctare they help
fance. Consequently, the distribution of benefits of highway (or other transportation facility)
construction are not uniformly distributed among taxpayers nor are they distributed according
to their share of the costs.

Fifth, infrasucture, particularly transportation infrastructure, has the greatesteconomic value as a network. Withing a region, streets and roads link houweholds to other
households, firms to other firms, and households to places of work. On a broader scale,
highways connect regional markets to other regional markets.

Sixth, in assessing the effect of transportation on economic development on a regional
basis, it must also be asked whether the development was a new activity or was it really a shift
in activity from prior location to new sites served by the highway contcon.

TV. franpuimand Regioa coomc Devlmmt

Transportation irastrucure affects both the supply and demand factors of regional
growth. Supply factors expand the production capabilities of the area either by increasing the
amount of resources in the region or by enhancing the productivity of existing resources and
onsequently lowering production costs. Demand favors utilize existing resources, without

necessarily expanding the region's production capabilities. The primary role of transportation
infrastructure is to add to a region's resource base and provide the foundation for economic
growth. Transportation infrastructure does not directly stimulate a local economy. Obviously,
infras tructon create jobs, but this effect is shown to be short-lived and to be
small relative to the combined supply-side impact. Therefore, the discussion will focus
primarily on trnpurtation infrastructure as a stock of physical capital providing essential
services to businesses and households over an extended period of time.
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Wrecs Sovkc.to BMWiuSW

Transportation services are fundamental to a fim's production process. Without
transportation, the flow of input into a plant and he shipmet of products out of a plant
would not be possible. Moreover markets could not exist without the physical mans of
bringg producers and consms together. An increase in the stock of highways and streets
would then Increase the quantity of Uranspotatiom 0servIce availabk to f ms and poemially
reducetheircosts of producing a given level of oupt

However, the proportion by which taspato re inCease with expa ion of
the asok of highways and ste depends on the specific conditions of the individual regions.
particularly the uitlW on of the present t system and the geographic location of
economic activity. For example, if the present system of highways and stress in a region is
generally underutilized, then adding to the stock of highways should have little effect on the
amount of transportation services avallableto a firm. On the other hand, if the location of
firms changes within a region. adding highways to link these firms with others in the area

aggrgate transportation services within a region, even though the other arteries may
still be underutilized. In either case, if the present highway system is over utilized to dhe
extent that congestion commonly occurs, increasing highway stock will expand transpoztation
serm.= within the region and lower the cost of rnportation services to individual firms.

Studies by Ascauer li public i to macroeconomic performance. 2 His
results showed that the slowdown in the growth in public infrastructure, primarily after most
of the interstate highway system was completed, coincided with the protracted slowdown in
U.S. producivity. His estimates of extraordinary returns to public infrasu indicated a
severe shortfall in he provision of public inFaswucturc and called for a large infusion in
infrastructure investment. According to his estimates, a dollar invested in public infrastruwture
would be five times more stimulative to the national economy than a dollar invested in private
capital.

Several studies criticized the magnitude of Aschuwr's estimates, poining out several
statistical problems Aaron (1990), in discussing Ascbauer's work, argued that time series
data do not vary enough to be given serious consideration, leading to spurious correlation.
Tatom (1990) has uther pointed out that there are many confounding factors that occur over
time, such as oil rice shocks and demographic changes, that are not accounted for in these two

aDavid A. Aschaumc, "Is Public Eq imw od ? Journal of Monmay Economics, 23, Marh
1989, 177-200.

Ts Un dIesinclude DouglaHohz-Eakin, 'Pabhc SawtoCaptaland che PwduccviryPuzdc," Rxvww
of Economks and Suaisics, 76, Febnr y 1994, 12-21, and .any Aaron, "Dimunion' in h Own a Shorwpikl
Peal Clltna",,. FedwalR osaRyank of Baon, 1990.
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stdis. Tasom found tha by including er price and fir-brenci g t ti=e series do
effect o public infrasucre on output was. lot erstatisticalS* fitai.

Purd analysis rveals that the impact of public 1n 1 umm is much lower. For
examp, NadWr and MaIMUMas's rcent analysis of the effect of highway infrasrmcwZ on
production srws that a 10 pecexax increase in highway iastrucnw would reduce the cost to
mambkaurg ofO 5rmcnt.siPmthernurme, ti s& s shows no evidence of over or under
inveumt in highway capital sockL

Estimates at t sta and mtolit are in lis with the results of Nari and
Mann wa. Resultm several studies support t a that public in --aucture, and
m rMsecifically treportation, is a productive i*4u in the produion of goods and services,

but the magnitule of these effect are modest. I looted at the effrt of local public capital
stock in themafctrg production process fot 40 1e140 olitan area between 1958 to
1978. I found that public capital stock makes a positive and statistically sigicant
cmmibution to m afatui output, suppoting the concept of public capital stock as a factor
of production. In study, public capital stockincludes all compoents of public
Inrsrucure put in place by sae and local govuatmn swithn the region. The ma t of
the effect of public -- amucture on ou u is relaive small whencompared with the
ctrMition of labor and of private cpitl to output. A one parent increase in public capital
stock increases m fctur ouqut by 0.03 percent. In contrast, a one percent incresc in
labor (hours worked) inreses ou mt by 0.66 pemnt, and a one percent increma in private
capta stock ikneases ouqmt by 0.32 percent.

The effect of public infrasuctum on ouqu vari widely among regions, and in som
cases the elbct is negative. I found a wide variaion in the cotmriut of total public capital
to manufactarng ouqm among the 38 meapolitan areas I analyzed.' Eleven of the 38 cities
eperieed negtive relaiobps between public capital stock and A output. All
but one of the negative elasticities was found in older northern cities, where the ifrturucture
is lilmly to be mm developed ad perhps undenatilized as evidenced by the lare stork of
public capital rela to ocher actors of productio.Another interpretations ifthat public
i'Pastructun in the norttn cities is less effxcve because it is less well minmained or out-of-
dare, or because it does not serve the changing spatial arragement of ckis.

'vJack TaoM, "Should Govemma Spendin on Capital Goods be Raised?" Federal Reseir Bank of St.
Louis Mueo. December 1990.

M Ikhq Nad d Teofsm P. Mamuos, "fhJway Capt ablfmAWa Iad duty rduhaivy
Growth," sdied pered for the Federal Higihway Adiavaio Oc of Policy Delopa-a SAT-94-00.

i w. "EbertsTzmatng the Cannua.of Urba Public laftnatucm o Regioal wt,"
Work ppe 8610, Fedea Rmv ank of Clevelsd, Denbe 1986.

N'amda W. n, M agiu Dfmm in te Efam of Public Capkal Sock auturin OuWpu,"
Fd era ean* Bmk of Cbvelad, Raeat Depwiteai, Mimo. Jul 3990.



Othor studio have also repiogedif fu sl region! efYocts Costa and others
esmated t neaive correlation between several aes' public capital ouput elasticities and
their per capital stock of public cap.tal. They find n ave 0eects of public ianucur u
mamimfacwlng In tn states, geerally those with high per capita public capital. With respect
to- d n ieIs som evidence dot investment in highways may help stimulate
lafin arm. Dewo observed alma highway capital stock made a signIfcan y larger

conriutontomanuf I ngotptin declining reons than in gtow nreions.

Nadir and amnema also show cosid e variation across industries in the efect of
hihway structure invest on p u . They fd the greatest productivitye fr cts
ft the bco manufactures u and pn y mind=sWy. They also find that
hhway invest t reduced pro&dvi for aicultmal servis and crude petroleumrefinen.

hufraatctaad Sructwal Chea

Terole oftrnportaon variesnotat onlyacrossteiom, butalso over time. Within
mantacain.hi for exmple. innovations in inventory management such as the adoption of
"jus-iO-IiMI techniques and the shift to imr cnsrlgonlsd produce, make efficient
transportation systems iat place a pemium on the timeline of te n c ial to the
productivity of fins and to the comparative advanta of reom. Evkidn of tis chage
has been h e tinte d switch fn water at anl rs; to air ad truck shipments.

Them innovaions have also changed d relative demand for i -rarei al
tra"norttion versus rnportation. A soidy by de U.S. Department of
CommercP (1987) argued that with the wMiapeed adoption of compur-iegated flexible
mAMIfa-uow systems, production will X ma more of a local matter.' Plants will be
able to make a batch of products almost on demand Thes ma u
cenm will have the capacity of manufmat carly an i& e variety of classes of
products. M cities will tend to become rig by companies operating thes systems,
instead of impor the products fom other regions. The same study also cites evidence
supporting the notion that fut economic growth will require less in the way of
transportation of heavy, Widusual raw matkial per unit of ouopt This shift from heavier
nputs and outputs to lgh bi-value products have important implications for the relative

use of Competingr p - Ortation modes. The relentless rise of the service sector will
undoubtedly reinforce these trends.

EnhaandnhedWV of other

'CosJose d Slva. Rkchwd lOsma. nd h C. MaLu "ubkCa* a RiW OuW and
Duwlwph - piSome Emp'ir" IviAd " D ,voL 27, (Aux= 1987), ppA9-37.

'U.S. Dqu~w of Comm=*. Cf,,,,amwaAe2-,- " , in the U.S. _,,my n igthe Use of puBIc,
Work. prqis f rat Nuimai Council a Pubic Woksn . Washpma. D.C. 197.
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Traportioa setv= may have indirecteffects on a firm's p viy by
the productivity of oteinp uts. For example, the smeubiity of workers to their worklc
in a growing problem in urbanized areas. As work spend more time commung. dhy nay
be iud to work f'wer hours and the hous actually spend on the job may be Improductive
because of dh energy and agravation spen I toa n hum work. In additiohighway
(and mass transt) coe coupled with poor t: ansporton systems to a comumodam

m ng pae= limits d -pool of workers for some business esb is m . For
example, seveal studies hav docuentheo problem faced by poorer households in urban
areas in ftins convaieut public aspirtatio to d serve and mawfacturiog jobs that
increasingly localsIn suburbs.

The semicondacor industry in de Silicon Valley Is a graphic example of the effects of
an csmtrapoatin ,sytsm.' As housing prces in the northern pat of the valley

stalated, production wodes in theindustry, who wre typically lower paid than engineers,
were fored to find hom further away from the production facilities. commuting loner
distances which led in p rt to greater traffic ong . The reduction in the labor pool
Im diaty around the plants increased labor costs. and eventually forced much of the
production sie of the scm kuctor indury to lcmv h area An efficie apoti
network would probably have helped to hold down labor costs and keep facilities in the region.

Ov.Ung = awwttve eexbnamt

The previous two channels have cwiderd th effct of public incrauctur on a
region's output, holding other inputs constaut. However a region's infrastructure may also be
auractive to firms and households, and at consequenty may induce additional resources to
move into a region. In this case, public inMstructure has its effect on output indirectly
through inches in the quantity of labor and private capital, and not because it is directly
productive. As additional labor and private capital move into an area, the per unit cost of
these input falls, giving these firms a competitive advantage over frms outside the region.

Firms find a region with an ample and high quality infrastructure attractive for two
reasons. T first is for the reasons notedin the first two sections: public capiaa is a
productive input, and it edtances the productivity of other inputs. The second reason is that in
most cases a firm does not pay the fNUprice of using the public capital stock. For example,
hiShways are typically fi nced by taxes that are levied on houholds, as well as on firms.

urthermor, the use of highways by households and by firm varies depending upon their
location nd the type of economic activitythey er Sge in. To the extent that the tax system
does not charge the flal value they place on the use of the public facility, an Individual is
subsidized ftu the shared mnure of public frastmcture. Owners of frms, ten, extract
rens by locating in an area that provides infrastrucMre at a cost below their valuation of the
use of the r . The same can be said of households. However, as more firms and
households move into an area. causing congestion on highways and on other Infras'uctre

WSawmia, A. lbs wabn Conmdicuoas of Silkon Valley: Re5ii Growth d the Resbcwing ofthe
S=aWonduor ludesmy," L SaSw and W. Tabb, Oxford Univwsty Pre Oxford, 1984.
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facilities, extractable reins ae dinisbed, and existing f becomes less attractive
to fims and households.

The free movement of firms and hausholds within and between regionsrases aother
issue with respect to the ctivceCss of ir atrctr. While infatructure may be atactive
to firms and households and to some extent it may deterine hik location. it is also possible
that public mfI uu Cre may undmeuilized bemse spatial patted of firms and
hoselolds have chaed. Comequa , it may appear tha an amehas sufficient
tranportion nfasauctme when vkwed in e agpegate by looking at miles per pero or
dollars of investment. However. cnmi cqmstio an costly bottlewcs may exist and be
obseved, when attention is given to snafler Stograeica grids within a region.

Firm location sudie that have included various measirc of public inftructure have
found that certain forms of inksuu re are active to firms. Some of the strongest results
were reported by Fox and Murray, who found ttt the presence of iuterstae highway system
had a positive and highly significant effgt on the location of individual establishments in the
State of Tennessee. Bartik. using a nutional -aqlm , also found that the number of new branch
plants was higr within states with -noe miles of roads. Some of my work offers evidence
that public Infrastructure positively affects the a of firm openings in metropolitan
areas."

Public infratructure may also aft the migmron decisions of households by
enhancing an areas' amenities. However, the existing liteature related to household location
decisions does not focus much on public i. Labor migration studies tend to
concentrate primarily on de a characteristic aw wAge differentis to explain
migration flows. Urban quality-of-life c, which deal with the same underlying
decision process, come cl to addressing this issue, but their major focus is on attributes
such as air quality, climate, and so forth.

When considering the movement of bu es and houselds ang region in
response to ift einvesen one mast question whether the ultimate effect is simply
to rearrange a fixed pool of rrces . Individual regions gain or ke, but the nation realize
little net Sain. To the exte t thinFasm-ur invesmnt makes remurces mor efficient by
reducing boulenecks and coogestionIn various locations, the rall econumty can benefit.
Still. the ne t wil be mitigated by the fat tt botlnecb could also be reduced by
simply moving firms or households to less congested -aras, assuming all other facts are the

*'huwillM= F,md Makw N. Mwmy. 'eal Mki ucis a lamosal DainusDvm om
minea, KxiUc, Tm.: Uiay of Taessm, ha 1968; Bu*k, Timoty J. businum Lacai Decisions isthe Uai e Stec E~imah ths( Effecs O(USIG.IZULI Turn, mmd Odhr Qaiema ulest of Swa" JmaiLu

a * vAl 3, n. I (mmy, 9IM), W. 14-22; bu a W. "Somw Empiwial
EvidinAes - tTe inkag buaWn Poblit mmi ad l1,, Bnoc Ds,,Jo0lms." m Hmry W. Hror, k.
ad Ala s elum . el t,,Koville, Tam.: Univrit of TemoucPa ss,
ftboemhW 11.
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Th co-nstruction of transportation infrastrctue, particularly when the financing comes
from outside the region, dircdy stimlares the local economy. A recent study sponsored by
the Fedcra Highway Adminisution fumd that 8.95 ul timjobs am created for each S1
million of investmentin highway costrution projc.n The effect of construction activity on
area residents depends on a variety of factors relaxed to the local economy. For example, the
FHWA-sponsored study found variation in the employment impact across regions, raring
from a high of 11.4 jobs per $1 million of investment in the South Central region (Arkansas,
Louisian, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Tcxas) to a low of 6.28 jobs per $1 million in the
West (Arizona, California, Hawaii, and Nevads).

The deand-side effects of additional public infastructue investment are still small
relative to de cumulative supply-side effects over the life of the capital stock. A recent study
I conducted with Duffy-Deno found that a 10 percent increase in public expenditures for
infrau ure construction expands personal income by 11 percent. 1 However, the effect of
con the local economy is short lived, lasting less than a year after the construction
is led The study also compared the "construction" effect of public infrastructum with
the supply-side productive effects, as describedcarlier, and found that the cffcct of public
capital as an input has nearly twice the effect on personal income as does public capital as a
construction activity. Although highways were not examined separately, there is little reason

to expect the qualitative results to be much different.

V. Asseaet mad Co ndu

The United States Congress once again has the opportunity to examine the way
transportation i decisions are made and projects are financed. The challenge is
more than simply maintain or replacing existing stucture. Rather it is to mect the future
infrastructure needs of a U.S. economy that is undergoing dramatic changes with the
resz n of both manufacturing and service industries and the spatial redistribution of
these activities. Results from growing a body of research on infrastructure and economic
development reported in this paper-underline the importance of maintaining, improving, and
expanding public capital stock in order to support future economic growth. Nonetheless, the
different cirumstaces of each region will dictate the types of investment that will be most
effective in supporting fturc economic dcvclopmcnt.

One of the innovations of ISTEA is to give state and local transportation planning
orga a more responsibility and thus more flexibility in determining the levels and types of

'1'FHWA Dnroct Empoyiment Impacts: A Quantitaive Analysis uW paMrd by Apogcc Resfrcb, Inc..

1995.

'" y-.Do, Kevin T, md Rdall W. Ebas. "-Publc lifiswmeuand RegoaiW Econmic Dmvlopmn
A Shwhmuta Eun Applor"unlo f Urban g Pkh&gWn omi t fcohmlliv M991
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tmorttio projects for theirjisdims. This move to extend SrM reponsibMlIty to st"
d local govnments hu ntsifie drni the past fve yers. Howva, a bola should be

sbu*betwee allowing local ijisd-ctions to eab= their nodes on h union's integrated
rptabo na'wadukand osnung that tde federal government re the mo mes and expatbe

to maii and improve the netWork d HAks odier te rnal makts ttcompin t
complex natdal eumy.

in re auuzNg ISTEA. I encourp you to continue to strengthen thepanrsi
beween local, state and federal planning i and give ea the mea to make the
decisons they are best suited to mabeL Tranpoa tion'ifatutr is the foumdatioa fothisb
nations commerce. Te allocationissu comsinto focus at the regial level. and wise
investnt calls for all levels ofgovernment to come toget er ad idemni, assess, and undertake
int u investment that will pay the greatest dividends for the naion now andin the future.
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THE OUTLOOK FOR SURFACE TRANSPORTATION GROWTH

1. INTRODUCTION

The United States transportation system annually produces 4.4 trillion passenger-miles of travel
and carries 3.5 trillion ton-miles of intercity freight shipments, according to the most recent
statistics published by the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) (1995). Passenger
travel has been increasing at an average annual rate of 2.9 percent per year since 1960. Over the
same period, intercity freight movements have been growing at 2.6 percent per annum. While
there is reason to believe that future rates of growth may be somewhat lower, transportation
activity in the U.S. will continue to grow at substantial rates for decades to come.

The highway mode, and particularly light-duty vehicles (passenger cars and light trucks) are, and
will continue to be, the predominant mode of passenger travel. Highway vehicles produced
91 percent of passenger miles in 1994; light-duty vehicles (passenger cars and light trucks)
accounted for 83 percent of total passenger-miles. Public transit (including buses and rail),
commuter rail and Amtrak carried just over I percent of total passenger traffic, while air travel
claimed 9 percent in 1994. From 1960 to 1994, the highway mode's share of travel decreased
from 96.7 to 90.6 percent as commercial air's share grew from 2.0 to 9.1 percent. At thesmaone
time, the share of other public transport modes shrank from 3.7 to 1.2 percent (BTS, 1995,
table 6).

Intercity freight traffic is more evenly distributed among the various modes.' Rail movements
account for one-third of total intercity ton-miles, trucks for about one-fourth. Domestic
waterborne transport, including coastal, lake, inland waterway, and intraport activity accounts for
slightly less than one-fourth, and oil pipelines (crude and product) move about 17 percent of total
domestic ton-miles (BTS, 1995, table 7). Despite its rapid growth, air freight is still a very small
proportion of total ton-miles: 0.33 percent in 1994. In terms of revenue, the highway mode again
predominates with a share of about four-fifths. Intercity truck revenues per ton-mile are about
ten times those of rail and are one-third as great as air transport (BTS. 1995, table 2).

The dominance of the highway mode and the relatively faster growth of air travel are not trends
limited to the United States but can be seen around the world in developed and developing
economies alike. Over the past twenty years. automobile ownership and highway vehicle travel
have been growing at faster rates in Europe and in Japan than in the United States. In the rest of
the world, automobile registrations have been increasing since 1970 at more than twice the U.S.
annual rate of 2.6 percent (Davis, 1995. tables I I and 1.2). Demand for cvcr greater mobility.
both for persons and commodities, is a worldwide phenomenon. And although it is reasonable to

'Intercity eight movements exclude local Jel,',eres which are made nearly excluaiyely by truck. The BTS
estimad dat local tuck deliveries mae up about 10 percent of total frnight ton.miles in 1990 (STS, 1994. table 7).
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expect slower rates of growth in already highly mobile societies such as the U.S.. where there are
already 13 percent more highway vehicles than licensed drivers (FHWA, 1994, tables DL-IA and
MV-I), the growth of vehicle travel is still likely to substantially exceed population growth and
to approximate the growth of the economy for decades to come.

2. THE OUTLOOK FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT VEHICLE TRAVEL

One can become convinced that high-way travel will continue to increase at annual rates of 2 to
3 percent in the coming decades either by looking back or by looking forward. Looking
backward, one can see a stable pattern of growth extending back to the 1950s. It is difficult to
imagine what sort of discontinuity might disrupt the trend. Looking forward, one can see modest
population growth of I percent per year and economic growth of 2 perew per year. or so,
providing a base for travel growth that is likely to be augmented by further declines in vehicle
occupancy and increased driving by females, as well as by rising demands for mobility with
rising incomes.

2. PASSENGER TRAVEL

Since the 1950s, passenger car and light truck miles have been increasing at slowly decreasing
rates. Exhibit I shows the growth of light-duty vehicle travel from about 0.6 to 2.2 trillion
vehicle-miles over four decades. Vehicle-miles decreased only twice over this time span, during
the oil price shocks and economic recessions of 1974 and 1979-80. The trend in annual growth
rate is lustrated two ways in Exhibit 1: 1) simple annual growth rates, and 2) a smoothed ten-
year average rate.' By averaging over a longer period, the ten-year rates tend to better reflect the
long-term trend. From the vicinity of 4 percent per year in the 50s and 60s, annual growth rates
appear to have declined into the neighborhood of 3 percent in the 19809. If this downward trend
were to continue, we might expect annual growth rates declining to the range of 2 percent by
about 2015. Given the relative stability of trends in vehicle travel growth over the past 40 years
it would seem to require a major upheaval to disrupt them in the future.

Forecasts of future light-duty vehicle travel may be based on econometric models, statistically
estimated using historical data, or on parametric models driven primarily by demographic
projections. For short-term forecasting of five years or less, I prefer econometric models. For
longer-term forecasting I prefer parametric models because of the greater stability of
demographic trends and the ability to explicitly consider factors that might alter past trends
("what-it" analyses). Both of these methods are incorporated in a vehicle travel forecasting

2The ten-year average rat is centered. That is. the value plowed - 1975 would be the average annual rate
from 1970 go 1910.



model my colleagues and I developed recently for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
(Greene, Chin, and Gibson, 1995). 1 will discuss the long-term predictions, through 2020.

The forecasting procedure begins with demographic projects of future populations by age group
and gender. There are very significant differences in both passenger- and vehicle-miles traveled
by persons of different ages and gender groups, as shown in Exhibits 2 and 3. Only passenger
travel by light-duty vehicles is shown in Exhibits 2 and 3. Passenger travel increased for all
groups from 1983 to 1990 (Exhibit 2). The average miles per person by vehicle increased from
7,525 in 1983 to 9,283 in 1990, a 23 percent increase at an average annual rate of 3 percent per
year. In 1983 gasoline cost $1.75/gallon (1994 $) while in 1990 the avenge price was
SI.35/gallon, which accounts for part of the increase. The rest is due to a combination of a
14 percent increase in per capita disposable income over that period, and many other factors
(U.S. Dept. Of Commerce, 1993, table 696).' The lower figure in Exhibit 2 shows vehicle-miles
driven by age of driver. Miles driven shows an even greater increase, 36 percent from 1983 to
1990. This reflects a decline in vehicle occupancy rates that has shown up in every Nationwide
Personal Transportation Survey. Average person-miles per car-mile have declined steadily from
2.07 in 1972 to 1.62 in 1990. This decline alone boosted 1972-1990 vehicle travel growth by
more than I percent per year over what it would have been had vehicle occupancy rates remained
constant

If nothing else but demographics were to change, our model would estimate future travel by
multiplying future populations in each age-gender category by the average miles driven per
person for that group in 1990. But other factors will change. Incomes will rise, prices will
change, and societal roles may change, as well. The model allows for adjustments for all these
factors, as well as other changes in travel behavior. Exhibit 3 illustrates a striking aspect of
vehicle travel behavior in the U.S. that may change in the future with important implications for
travel growth. In every age category, travel by males exceeds travel by females by a significant
amount. Even more striking are the differences in vehicle miles driven. On average, in 1990.
males logged 45 percent more miles behind the wheel, per capita, than females.' Female driving
rates could increase in two ways: 1) females could drive a greater percentage of the time when in
a car with male drivers, or 2) females could drive more miles on their own. Given recent
changes in social roles, both seem likely in the future. The second would lead to still lower
vehicle occupancy rates and more vehicle travel.

In the past, highway capacity has been expanded as vehicle travel demand grew. However,
capacity expansion has not kept pace with travel growth, with the result that traffic congestion

J Some suspect that a change in the survey's method may have produced a more complete reporting of
personal travel in 1990 than in 1983. This does not affect our model's forecasts, which are based on the 1990 dart
but calibrated to 1990 FKWA natimal vehicle travel suatistcs.

'Our aalysis of the data show dat this mo has not changed a pret deal frm previous surveys. Published
survey data however, do show an increases meis per female driver (as opposed to par capital) relative to male
drivers for the 1983 to 1990 period. Further analysis of the survey dat is needed to resolve this inconsisency.
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has been increasing. It is estimated that thirty-five of the fifty largest urban areas experienced '
15 percent increase in traffic delays from 1986 to 1991, and eleven had at least. 50 percent
increase in time wasted in traffic (Schrank, Turner, and Lomax, 1994, p. 30). The total cost of
traffic delays in all 50 cities has been put at $47 billion (1994 S) annually (Schrank, et al., 1994,
p. 32). More than 90 percent of the cost of congestion is wasted time due to slower average
travel speeds. Unless research on Intelligent Transportation Systems can cone up with new ways
to significantly increase highway capacity without building new roadways, congestion is likely to
continue to increase in the future. Congestion might also be mitigated by strategies such as road
pricing (e.g., NRC, 1994), but in either case the cost of travel (time or money) will increase,
tending to depress travel growth. Either effect can be incorporated in our "what-it" long-tem
forecasts.

2.2 FREIGHT TON-MILES

Freight movements are funamtally related to total economic output. We take a very simple
approach to forecasting future freight traffic, yet onethatallows for gradual changes in the
relationship between Cross Domestic Product (GDP) and ton-miles shipped, by mode. The
precise determinants of freight movements are exceedingly complex, having to do with the
details of input-output requirements of production in the vnous economic sector the sectoral
structure of the economy, the technologies of production, the geogaphical locations of firms,
their inventory and logistics strategies, as well as the costs and characteistics of transportation
modes. The 1993 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) is only now beginning to provide the kind of
nationwide data that will permit analysis of such complex interactions on a national scale. For
this reason, and because of the relative transparency of simpler models, our forecasts are based
on an aggregate national model, primarily driven by total GDP.

Ton-miles of domestic, intercity freight grew from 0.6 trillion in 1940 to 3.2 trillion in 1994
(Eno, 1995, p. 44). A remarkably simple function of GDP fits the historical trend reasonably
well, as Exhibit 4 illustrates. The simple equation at the bottom of Exhibit 4 states that ton-miles
of domestic intercity freight grows in proportion to dollars of GDP, with the proportion declining
over time. In 1996, for example, the equation predicts 0.58 ton-miles per dollar of GDP. By the
year 2020, this would have decreased to 0.5 ton-miles per dollar. The rate of decline is about
0.6 percent per year, so that in an economy growing at an average rate of 2 percent per year,
domestic intercity ton-miles would increase at 1.4 percent per year. This relationship quantifies
what has been called the "dematerialization~ of the economy. As ever greater shares of GDP are
made up of services and information, and as production of commodities shifts towards higher
value per ton products, fewer tons are produced and even though products may be shipped
greater distances, the net result is fewer ton-miles.

A general caveat is required, however. The lustoncal data on freight activity are extremely weak,
and must be interpreted with caution. Although the general trends are probably sound, we really
have had very little solid data on ton-mile mo%.ements by mode until the 1993 Commodity
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Transportation Survey. Freight modelers and forecasters are anticipating a significant..
improvement in the knowledge of freight activities due to the 1993 and future Commodity Flow
Surveys.

Evidence from many quarters suggests that the U.S. freight transportation system is becoming
increasingly flexible, increasingly specialized, and tailored to specific needs. The 1993 CFS
reveals a complex freight transport system in which modes not only serve distinct markets, but
combine to create additional varieties of service. Although private and for-hire trucking are
predominant in terms of value of goods carried (accounting for 75 percent), various intermodal
combinations are significant among the remaining modes. Not counting truck-only moves,
postal and parcel service, and unknown, rail accounts for 38 percent of the value of remaining
moves, but truck and air intermodal shipments account for 16 percent, and truck-rail intermodal
13 percent (BTS, 1995, table 133). Interestingly, the average value per ton of truck-rail
intermodal shipments is three times the average value per ton of truck-only shipments, and the
value of air freight shipments per ton is 75 times that of truck-only freight. And while rail load
factors (ton-miles per car-mile) have increased dramatically from 18.5 tons per car in 1960 to
41.0 in 1994, intercity truck load factors appear to have declined from 10 ton-miles per truck-
mile in 1960 to 8.3 in 1994. All this while the average size of intercity trucks has increased.
Following the increases in truck size and weight limits allowed by the Surface Transportation
Assistance Act of 1982, truck miles by double and triple trailer bucks grew by 140 percent from
1982 to 1992. At the same time single trailer miles increased by 40 percent (Bureau of the
Census, 1995, table 13; 1985, table 13). We interpret these pattem and trends as evidence that
the freight transportation system is evolving as an integral part of more efficient and more
competitive systems of production, systems that trade-off inventory for transportation, and
demand real-time responsiveness. All of these complex changes, of course, are either glossed
over or implicit in other trends within our aggregate modeling exercise.

3. FORECASTS OF HIGHWAY VEHICLE TRAVEL

The forecasts presented here are intended not to reveal the truth about the future, but to suggest
the range in which future highway vehicle travel is likely to fall. Key parameters of the
passenger and freight forecasting models are varied to create a range of forecasts illustrating the
sensitivity of projections to key factors as well as a possible range of future highway traffic. The
passenga travel forecasts are driven by the U.S. Bureau of the Census "middle series" population
projections by age and gender (Bureau of the Census, 1995, table 17). Thus. the aging of the
U.S. population is taken into account. This projection anticipates a relatively modes rate of
population growth of 0.8 percent per year through 2030. Income and GDP forecasts are taken
from the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) 1995, Reference
Case, and foresee a 2 percent rare of economic growth through the forecast period. Other key
assumptions about fuel prices and vehicle efficiencies re also based on the DOE's 1995 AEO
projections. All in all, the population and economic growth forecasts expect modest growth for
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the United States over next three decades. Higher growth rates would obviously produce higher
travel forecasts. Other key parameters include the sensitivity of vehicle travel to total travel
costs, including the value of time and the sensitivity of travel demand to income. It is assumed
here that a I percent increase in total travel costs will result in a I percent decrease in VMT, and
a I percent increase.in income resultingg in a I percent increase in the value of time) will result in
a half percent increase in VM7. This sensitivity is reduced by half again in the "smaller income
effect" case below.

Five different passenger vehicle travel forecasts are created by varying the rate at which male and
female driving and travel behavior converge, the sensitivity of travel demand to income, and the
average speed of travel (Exhibit 5). In the "Rapid M-F Convergence" case, miles traveled per
female of every age group, and miles driven by females per mile traveled are assumed to
converge on the rates for males in the same age group, at the rate of 5 percent of the current
difference per year. At this rate, by 2020 females travel virtually the same (97 percent) miles as
males and drive just as frequently when they travel. As a result, average vehicle occupancy rates
fall to 1.4 bri 2020. Light-duty vehicle travel increases at an average rate of 2.3 percent per year
through 2020. If we assume approximately half the rates of convergence (3 percent/year for
travel and 2 percent/year for driving rates) the rate of VMT growth drops to 2 percent per year
from 1990 to 2020. If we assume no convergence at all (females travel about S0 percent as many
miles as males and drive about 75 percent as often as males) the rate of travel growth falls to 1.6
percent. ,,

Vehicle travel is also quite sensitive to income growth. One might expect that income would
have a decreasing effect on travel as both incomes and the quantity of travel consumed grow.
Because personal income grows at 1.8 percent per year, over a 30-year period it increases by
70 percent, with a major impact on travel demand (increasing it by about 30 percent). If we
halve the income sensitivity parameter, the effect of income on travel falls to about a 14 percent
increase. Assuming the high rates of convergence of male and female travel behavior, this
results in vehicle travel growth of 1.8 percent per year through 2020.

Because a major component of the cost of travel is time, decreasing the average speed of travel
would have a major effect on vehicle miles traveled. Estimates of the effects of future travel
growth on speeds in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area indicate that not expanding highway
capacity should result in average travel speeds declining by approximately 30 percent by 2010
(EEA, Inc., 1995, p. 1-3). We assume that average speeds decline nationwide by 33 percent by
the year 2020. This is an extreme assumption. and not intended to reflect a likely future result
but rather to show the potential effect on travel demand. In this scenario, vehicle travel grows at
an average rate of only 1.1 percent annually through 2020. However, the lower speed costs
travelers nearly fifty billion hours of increased travel time annually in 2020 (at the lower rate of
travel demand).

Simulated truck freight forecast scenarios are based primarily on the assumed rate of
"dematerialization" of GDP. Another key assumption is the rate of decline in ton-miles per
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truck-mile, or load factor. No change in truck costs relative to rail or any other mode ae
assumed. Assuming no dematerialization at all and that load factors decline at their historic rate
of about 0.3 percent per yea leads to heavy truck travel growing at about 2.3 percent per year,
essentially doubling by 2020. A relatively slow rate of dematerialization, about 0.3 percent per
year, produces an average growth rate of 2 percent per year, for an 80 percent increase by 2Q20.
Doubling this rate depresses annual growth to 1.6 percent, and further adding no change in tons
per truck drops the average rate to 1.1 percent per annum. Certainly even higher rates are likely
if the nature of freight changes in ways that continue to make truck transport more attractive.
Our modeling framework does not allow for increasing freight value to weight and its effect on
modal shares. No doubt it should, and as better freight data become available, such relationships
can be incorporated. The effect of including increasing freight value to weight would certainly
be to raise the rate of growth of truck transport.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It appears very likely that highway vehicle travel for both passengers and freight will grow at
rates in the vicinity of 2 percent per year for the next two to three decades. Such projections can
be inferred from fairly conservative assumptions about population and economic growth, and by
extrapolating trends in travel behavior. Substantial highway travel growth is virtually certain to
occur whether or not highway capacity is expanded to partially accommodate it. Although the
slow growth and aging of the U.S. population will tend to hold down future travel growth and
despite the fact that motor vehicle availability is not a constraint on travel in the U.S., there is
substantial room for future expansion. Perhaps the greatest potential for accelerated growth lies
in the still large differences between male and female travel behavior.

24-08697-3
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My name is Damian J.
Kulash, and I am the President and CEO of the Eno Truasportation Foundation, Inc. The Eno
Foundation is a 501 c-3 charitable operating foundation. It was founded by William Phelps Eno in
1921 to further his activities in taportation improvemenL Mr. Eno was avidly interested in
improving traffic control and highway safety, and most of the Foundation's initial work dealt with
improved uaffl-control techniques and development of more effective safety policies as the nation
was rapidly turning to automotive Ispo nation. Over the years, the Foundation's activities have
evolved to meet changing needs Today, the Foundation remains dedicated to transportation
improvement and has bcome truy nartimodal in its activities, its Board of Directors and its Board
of Advisors, and in the ndo uuy i Wions of professional effort that advance its work. Its activities
have earned an excellent repuai for obectivity and reliability. Most of the Foundation's work
is supported from its endowment about 25 percent is supported by contracts or grants fiom
govamnt and industry. The Fouadation operates educational study programs, publishes technical
monographs, produces a quterlyjoumal dealing with transportation policy, and conducts policy
forums which bring together people 6Dm different perspectives to share their views in a neutral,
constructive setting One of the topics that we plan to address in the policy forum series during July
is very close to the focus of this hearing, namely reviewing recent studies of the economic return
from transportation invesmnt, ixpeting the patterns that are observed, and exploring their
ramifications for future policy.



I am delighted to be able to share my thoughts with you as you begin your deliberations
about the next surface transpoat ion authori-tion bill. It is timely and commendable that you begin
your hearings by focusing on the maroeconomic effects of the transportation system. All
Americans have a massive, shared interest in the total economic benefits of this system: it increases
the productivity of each industrial sector, it boosts our competitiveness in the global economy, it
increases the market for goods and services, and it widens the market for labor and for the other
factors of production. Too often in the a on process, these shared objectives are left
unstated, and the discussion immediately turns to the distributive implications of the subject: which
program go up and which go down; which states get more and which less; which modes and regions
will grow-, which states will be net donots, and the like. Obviously these are vitally important issues,
but they secondary to the common interest we have in setting an overall investment level that gives
the greatest boost to the nation's economy and which targets that investment to the most effective
programs.

From previous debates in this room, you know how strongly transportation investments
influence the location of economic activity. From the time of the nation's first transportation plan -
the Gallatin Report at the beginning of the nineteenth century - political leaders responsible for
transportation investment have been keenly attentive to the substantial regional impacts of such
investments. As different ports competed to be the supplier of the original colonies, as different
routes competed to be the gateway to the west, as the first national system of post roads was
designed, and as the Interstate Highway System was designed, states and regions have competed for
access. Transportation facilities are major magnets for growth. Many kinds of economic growth
will be attracted to one of these magnets or another, but will not end up in between. States and
regions do not want to be left in those gaps. These are important economic consequences, but they
are ndt the types of economic return that we are discussing here today.

The economic consequences on the agenda today are changes over and above those tied to
the geographic redistribution of growth. The social rate of return is a total for the nation as a whole,
and not a measure of project impact on specific affected areas. This is clearly the relevant basis for
weighing national policy choices, and it is important to distinguish it from the analyses that are
frequently done to estimate the regional benefits and costs of specific project investments. For
example, an investment in one project may promise to yield great benefits because it would
consolidate future growth and activity around the new project, and thereby stimulate the economy
in the surrounding region. But had a similar project been built at a different site, the growth would
have concentrated in another region instead. All transportation investments create important site-
specific effects, but these do not necessarily represent a system-wide improvement with net national
benefits.

Developing countries place high priority in investments in rail, port, highway, transit, and
other transport infrastructure, recognizing the strong ties between transportation infrastructure and
overall economic performance. Many historians and developmental economists believe that the
Industrial Revolution was a direct consequence of the transportation development that preceded it.
Similarly, the economic history of the United States can be traced from its transportation investment
history - from the initial dominance of eastern port cities like New York and Boston to the growth
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of raitheads like Chicago and Omaha to the boom in the Sunbelt which is possible because of
ubiquitous air and road acces. The linkage between the overall economy and investments in
infiastructure such as powasupply. water supply, and transportation has been of particular interest
to developmental eConomists. All industrial revolutions have been accompanied by development
and expansion of such in u While them has always been a vigorous debate about how to
trace the linkage between infratctue investment and economic return, the British economist A.
J. Youngston sums the matter up by noting that the vital significance of improved transportation to
economic deveao it is "one of the few geral truths which it is possible to derive from economic
history." (1.) Surprisingly, this geniall truth" often gets ignored in the economic analysis of
national budget issues.

A study soon to be released by the World Bank notes that the importance of transportation
does not diminish as countries industrialize. (2) The growth of Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia,
and Thailand has been spurred by globally integrated production and assembly chains that depend
critically on high quality domestic, regional, and international transportation. The World Bank
report obrves that cros-coun studies have confirmed that investment in transport raises growth
by incroising the social return to private investment without "crowding out" other productive
investment. The Bank's transport investments have shown a rate of return of about 22 percent,
comparing favorably with a rate of about i5 percent for all World Bank investments

Recent studies ofthe investment in transportation infrastructure in the United States suggest
that there are sizable economic returns on this investment. Several years ago, Bates College
economist David Aschauer performed a simple analysis in which he separated the economic
investment in infrastructure from other government, and he found a high rate of return on such
public investments. (1) This study flew in the face of the prevailing economic assumptions used
in budgetary analysis, which was, in effect, that the return on investments in infrastructure are no
different from any other government spending, and could be lumped in with other government
spending when economic impacts ae being estimated. This analysis stirred up considerable
controversy, both about the methods used and the significance of the findings. Although the
methodology can be refined in various ways, this work nonetheless helped to focus renewed
attention on the returns from public investments in infrastructure.

More recently, MI. lshaq Nadiri, an economist at New York University, developed a cost-
function model to estimate the relationship between the capital stock of highways and the net social
rate of return. (4.) He found that during the 1950s and the I960s, the net social rate of return of the
nation's highway network was extremely high - around 35 percent, which is far above the rate of
return that could be expected from private investments. He also found that in the past two decades,
the returns on highway investment have been lower, averaging about ten percent during the 1980s -
a rate ofreturn similar to malized on private capital. These findings are both puzzling and exciting.
They are puzzling because they show very different returns in different periods, raising the question
of exactly what led to the etre mnely high returns in the 1950-1970 period, and what future public
investments in trNr F a o ructure might have similarly massive impacts. They are exciting
because if public policy can be targeted to produce such high returns in the future, this will have
vital impact on the nation's economic health, its international competitiveness, and its quality of life.
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Will fute nivestmet in the highway systm yield retunms above 30 percent, as in the 1950-
1970 period, or 10 percent, as in the last decade? Was it the building of the Interstate Highway
System that caused the high rates ofetu, and ar there similar public investments facing us today?
Do the National Highway System or the widespread introduction of Intelligent Transportation
Systems have similar potential? Do investments in airpoits transit, ports, intermodal facilities, and
other forms of transportation promise similar economic benefits? There will probably not be
widespread agreement about thesematters, but this hoeing and broad discussion of these questions
will be useful in making a balanced interpretation of all the available evidence on economic returns
from transportation investment

As we search for possible causes of the pattern of returns found in Professor Nadiri's
analysis, by far the most obvious change during the period was the building of the Interstate
Highway System, a huge program of unprecedented proportions. Some 45,000 miles of multilane,
limited access freeways linking coast to coast and north to south. We all know that this system has
profoundly reshaped our economy and our lives. Trips and shipments that formerly were long and
unreliable have become routine. The Higkwy Statisds published each year by the Federal
Highway Administration fill nearly 500 pages and contain hundreds of thousands of useful numbers.
But few of these numbers can capture the changes that this system brought. For example, the new
system added barely more than one percent to the nation's total road mileage, yet nearly one mile
in four of all our highway travel now takes place on this system. We all know it made high speed
travel possible in many areas where it had not been possible before. Nevertheless, highway speeds
had been increasing for decades, and the increase in rural highway speeds from 1950 on does not
appear especially our of the ordinary in this context. The biggest changes in door-to-door speeds
probably occurred by eliminating urban bottlenecks. You can now ship goods from Richmond to
Hartford without wondering if you would ever get through Washington, Baltimore, Wilmington,
New York, and New Haven. One quarter of our personal travel and our truck freight now occur on
these roads that were not here 40 years ago. The Interstate has not only changed where we live,
work, and shop: it has also allowed industry to reduce inventories, achieve economies of scale,
access broader markets, and operate plant and equipment more economically.

The nations successful company reap these benefits every day. (5.) For example, the Coca
Cola Midwest bottling plant has been shipping their product over highways using "double
bottoming," a tandem trailer arrangement that reduces handling costs, reduces overall mileage, and
increases driver productivity. Special refrigerated "Rolling Warehouses" make it possible for the
Coca Cola plants to pro-load tailes to meet orders at the point the product is manufactured. Drivers
come with their tracts and have the trailers ready to deliver, with exactly the right mix of products.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. quick response program works out of a set of distribution centers located on
key north-south and east-west routes on the Interstate Highway System. It has improved its ability
to schedule production and reduce its inventory, as well as improve customer service. General
Motors Just-in-Time production system uses about 7,000 trucks to provide daily support to its 29
domestic assembly plants. A typical plant unloads about 120 truckloads of parts and supplies each
day, and speedy, reliable highway access allow General Motors to meet very precise production
schedules. This system has reduced inventory costs and improved competitiveness. Campbell Soup
Company is also using Just-ia-Time delivery, together with its Select Supplier program, to reduce
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inventory, cut wase and reduce lng costa It has also allowed the company to improve product
quality by using fresher ingredients

As these illustrations show, the benefits of the nation's highway system are felt by a diverse
array of industries. One offhe key findings of the Nadiri analysis, which examined the rate of return
of the highway stock on 35 diffesert industries, is that the economic benefits are distributed across
aD sectors of the economy.

Throughout the economy, highway transportation is doing things today that it could not do
before the Interstate System was builL Elimination of congested urban bottlenecks allows intercity
shipments to extend for longer ranges with greater reliability. This allows consolidation of
production and warehousing facility, lets industries to reach broader markets, and creates
economies of scale. Czomniesaeable to locale facilities on lower cost land, can reach larger labor
markets, and can cut inventoy, storage, and handling costs. By reducing the costs of haulage,
transportation investments have broadened the market area for industry, both domestically and
internationally. Impovemets in the speed and reliability of transportation permit the uninterrupted
supply of raw materials com and finished goods, allowing plants and equipment to run
more efficiently. Reliable tasrtation is key to Just-In-Time inventory systems, which diminish
the need for large inventories.

Productivity improvements like these have been stimulated in all transportation-using
industries, and that means in every sector of the economy. These are systems effects: elimination
of a bottleneck in Saint Louis may benefit a manufacturer in San Francisco or a retailer in Orlando.
The interstate intMdapendency of the haulage is reflected in the pattern of ever longer shipments.
An average shipment by truck traveled 410 miles in 1992, up by 74 percent above the average
shipment length of 235 miles in 1950. The substitution of highway transportation for other factors
of production is also reflected in total tucking tonnage, which grew by 413 percent between 1950
and 1994, while the GNP grew by 369 percent during that same period. (6.)

You need no remier that the funds to support transportation investment will never be easy
to find, and throughout om action's history we have augmented direct authorizations of public funds
by using land grants, tolling authorities, bonding, and numerous other devices to make long-term
investments without being unduly constrained by short-term financial limitations. With today's
intense concern about budgetary pressures, the pendulum appears to have swung to the other
extreme, however: the nation's highway program is increasingly being used to bankroll deficit-
reduction efforts. Estimates from the Federal Highway Administration project that federal and state
governments need to spend about $21.5 billion a year for the next twenty years just to maintain the
roads and bridges designated as the National Highway System, and about $8 billion more will be
needed to make necessary improvements to this system. These numbers appear consistent with
engineering experience bosed on the mileage of the system and the volume of traffic that it carries.
Reflecting the severe budgetary constraints of the times, however, the Administration's recent
budget provides only about $7 billion for the federal share of support for this system, leaving a
substantial shortfall even if an equal state share is assumed. What the budget does instead is show
the balance in the Highway Trust Fund increasing flom about $21 billion this year to about $60
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billion six yes firom now, in 2002. This reflects a decision to fund deficit reduction at the expense
of transportation investment. Is this a good choice? Is this a strategy that you should consider as
you draw up surface transportation legislation for the coming year? This is the question that brings
us together today. It is an immensely complicated question.

Developing an effective national transportation investment strategy is complicated not only
by the divergent stakes involved, but also by fundamental questions of what is fact and what are
untested assumptions. We are at a juncture where the unifying national purpose that created the
Interstate Highway System has not yet been replaced by an equally compelling vision. We are faced
with evidence that the conventional economic assumptions do not fit actual experience. You are
reviewing the nation's transportation investments in an atmosphere where short-term budgetary
pressures are overwhelming. I recognize that there are many areas where the Congress is
constrained - programs where you are not spending enough to do the job right, programs whose
economic benefits would outweigh their costs. Why should you think there is anything different
about transportation investment? I believe that there are three reasons:

I. You have just witnessed a revolution. The Interstate Highway System, which you began 40
yeas ago, has transformed the way Americans work, live, and shop. It has had profound effects on
how industry operates in this country. Whether one loves this system or hates it, no one dreamed
of the massive impact it has had on our economy and our lives. Today's press is full of stories that
speculate about the information superhighway and what it will do, but for some strange reason we
accept the massive changes that have come with the building of the Interstate System as if they were
ordinary, business-as-usual, and inevitable. They we. not. They were dramatic reactions to
unprecedented investments. We should learn from this experience as we chart a strategy for future
transportation investments.

2. The nation's stake in this matter is vast, and it pervades every sector of the economy. The
nation spent $1,139 billion on transportation in 1994 - about one sixth of the GNP. This includes
$331 billion in trucking expenditures; $610 that people spent to buy cars, gasoline, tires, insurance,
parking, and the like; $73 billion for passenger airline fares; and $130 billion that federal, state, and
local government spend on transportation services and facilities. (6.) The U.S. total transportation
bill is about three quarters the size the Federal Budget. The decisions that you make about federal
investments in transportation infrastructure have profound effects on this huge sector. The linkage
between investments in transportation facilities and the performance of transportation industries is
readily apparent and obvious. More important, however, and far less understood, is the connection
between transportation investment and everything else in the economy. The efficiency, speed, and
reliability of transportation have vital consequences in every other sector of the economy, whether
it be agriculture, construction, manufacturing, or the service industries. Everything we produce has
a substantial transportation input. The quality of transportation has important consequences on
every sector of the U.S. economy. Public investments in facilities and private investments in
vehicles, communications, and control systems keep the quality and capacity of the nation's
transportation meet the needs of a growing economy.

3. The macroeconomic impacts of recent investments in transportation do not appear to fit with



the prevailing amtin of economists who evaluate government programs. Outside of studies
that are speC ay aimed M de isues economists do not feel the need to separate public
investments in transportation from other fede Wspending, nor do they believe such investments
could yield rates of return higher than those produced by private investments. But these prevailing
macroeconomic assumption do not appear to correspond with historical experience, with the
analyses of developmental econoists and with a recent macroeconomic study. This recent study
of the economic return on the nations capital stock of highways casts doubt on these assumptions:
the return on tr t capital does indeed appear higher than that of other government
spending, and it also appears higher than what private capital could earn. We cannot afford to accept
the traditional assumptions if they are selling the nation short. History suggests that this recent
analysis may be on the money.

You will soon need to remuhrize the nation's surface transportation programs, and you will
do this as you face intense budgetary pressures. The Interstate Highway System has been
completed, and the various candidate highway and bridge program have not yet generated the same
commitment to common purpose that * i the Interstate System. The National Highway
System, which focuses on the principal routes of interstate commerce and travel, is still emerging
and the funding to maintain this system has yet to be provided. This is a difficult time to deal with
long-range investments in a busineslike way. Further, in the absence of a strong and unifying
interest in the nation's tnpotation programs, rivalries between states, modes, or projects are
eclipsing the fundamental questions.

As you look ahead, further growth in the economy and in transportation are to be expected.
if the past is a guide, this growth will be substantial. During the past decade, freight transportation
grew by 30 percent and passmrtransportation grew by 44 percent. The highway portions of these
totals grew even faster: intercity truck ton-miles increased by 50 percent, and intercity automobile
passenger miles increased by 44 percent. Iffthese growth rates persist throughout the next decade,
both passenger and freight volumes on the nation's roads will be more than double what they were
ten years ago.

Actual futm growth will of course depend on many economic and demographic factors, but
it may be somewhat slower than in the pet decade. (7.) The worker boom appears to have come
to a close, and the them will probably be low overall growth in population and population of
working age during the next decade. Immigration will continue to influence transportation demand.
During the 1980s, about 8.7 million immigrants came to the United States. About 80 percent of
these are of working age, and most have gone to our most populous states and many to central cities.
Transportation growth has rouhly paralleled the growth in the GNP. In the 1960's, the nation's
transportation bill (expenditures by all parties on all modes of transportation, both passenger and
freight) grew at 6.24 percent and GNP (in current dollars) grew at 7.02 percent. In the 1970's, the
transportation bill grew at 10.77 percent and GNP grew at 10.44 percent. In the 1980's, the freight
bill grew at 5.92 percent and GNP at 7.34 percent. Future growth in GNP will be accompanied by
further increases in the amount of freight and passenger transportation.
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In conclusion, it is safe to asnme that growth in the economy and the volume of
transportation services will go on. Sound investments in the nation's transportation capacity will
continue to yield substantial returns to the nation's business Budgetary pressures will make it
exceedingly difficult to f rie the funds that ae needed for investment The Conge will have to
make the difficult allocaion ofresourcm between transoaton investments, deficit reduction, and
other priorities. As you do this, it is essential for continued economic health that you fully weigh
the costs of not making neciy tansportation investments. Recent information indicates that
economic analysis may have systematically undervalued these investments in the past, not through
a deliberate policy decision through inaccurate economic assumptions. The economic
implications of a sound transptation investment policy are immense, and this is certainly a matter
that warrants your attention a you begin to develop the transportation investment policy that will
be reflected in the next surface tr1sportmion authorizing legislation.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, lIam T.. Lashrmanan, director of the

Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS). Thank you for the opportunity to appear today to

testify on the state and perfoan-ace of the U.S. transportation system.

BTS, established by the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 199

(ISTEA), is the newest operating entity of DOT. It is responsible for compiling, analyzing, and

disseminating information on the nation's taportation systems, including intermodal

transportation. BTS is also reponsible for enhancing the quality and effectiveness of DOT's

statistical pgramns through resch mand impovenents in data acquisition and use. A better

understanding of the perfamnce of the hranspotaiDO system and the potential for its

improvement require both better coveag and increased quality of existing data.'
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As I present my'rmtaks on the tunportation challenges we face, I will proceed in the

following sequence. First, I will briefly review where we are with a focus on patterns of

passens and freight travel and the economic performance and oher consequences of

tanpoton. I will then proceed to a discussion of the various factors that may signify changes

in the system and the implications of thee change.

WHERE WE ARE

The United States has been a pioneer in the development of tUportation infrastructure.

It has invested heavily in this infrasrutur as well as in the production of a variety of vehicles,

and the human and organizational capital needed to create an impressive transportation system.

This system, serving 258 million people, 6 million business establishments, and 86,000 units of

governments, is a vast enterprise, accounting for over 4 trillion passenger-miles and 3 trillion

ton-miles of domestic freight annually.

Over the years, the U.S. transp tion system has played a critical role in the expansion

of agriculture, resource industries, and urban centers. Cunently, innovative

intermodal logistical develomens are mrging to support the American economy as its firms

compew in global markets. Further, the U.S. transpotation system offers its residents a very

high level, indeed the highest level, of personal mobility in the world - as measured by

passenger-miles traveled per capita (me figure I).

One way to chaaterie the role trnmsortation plays in the economy is to gauge the

proportion of the gross domestic product (GDP) arising from transportation-related activities. In

1994, the portion of the GDP attributed to _tnsportation-related demand was S712.7 billion, or
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10.3 perce of overl D. Tiro. rM 8maowo s a ip comic scto, broadly

comparable to h (14.2 peCenta, UhCtif (7.2 pecn) aAnd food (12.4 percent).

Pasaer TrMw

Between 1970 and 1994, U.S. pasengr tMvel increased by 87 percent - an average

growth rate of about 3 percPm ally (efigue 2). Passe r-mile per capita increased from

around 11,000 miles in 1970 to nearly 16600 miles in 1994.

Air travel and paenta in light-duty trucks (including pickups, sport-utility

vehicles, and mini-vans) momn dnm trped over this period. Air passengers traveled 388 billion

miles in 1994, competed with 118 biWon miles in 1970. This reflects an annual growth rate of

about 5 pecen I tani of abeoluf miles traveled, the powth in automobile use overshadows

all other modes, vowing by over 900 billion passed -miles between 1970 and 1994. Transit

travel grew significauy in the 1970s. before leveling off in recent years. Passenger-miles

traveled on commuter rail inremed from mound 4.5 billion in 1970 to around 7 billion today.

Passed travel is putly related to travel to and frm worL The number ofjobs has

increased significantly ov rthe pow 25 yonsdue to the baby boom generation moving into the

labor force and a dramatic m in labor foe -pby women In 1970, there were

about 83 million people in the civilian labor force (including the unemployed), 38 percent of

whom were womm In 1994, womn oosed for 46 pecen of the 131 million people in the

civilian labor force

The growth in pam travel is also related to household activities such as shopping,

recreation, and taking cm of children's needs. The number of households grew rapidly over the
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Pst 25 years athe popaton ruaxed and household size declined. The averase household

was 3.14 persomin 1970 and 2.67 in 1994. The number of households grew by 51 percent

between 1970 and 1994. while the population grew by only 28 percent over the sane period.

Changes in the distribution ofjobs and population in metropolitan aea have contributed

to increases in private vehicle use. According to decennial census data, metropolitan area grew

from 140 million in 1970 to 189 million in 1990.2 Central city areas grew from 64 million to 72

million, but suburbs grew from 76 million to 117 million. Between 1980 and 1990, central

cities lost population while suburbs grew (see figure 3). The suburban share of metropolitan

population was 62 percent in 1990, compared with 54 percent in 1970. The sham of jobs in the

suburbs also has increased: 42 percent ofjobs in 1990 were found in suburbs. up from 37

percent in 1980. In 1990, suburb-to-suburb commutes accounted for 44 percent of all

metropolitan commutes while suburb-to-downtown made up only 20 percent of all metropolitan

commutes. Suburb-to-suburb commutes usually ae more easily accomplished in a private

vehicle. As metropolitan areas have expended and low-density suburbs have spread into the rural

areas, mass transit has had difficulty providinS the same level of service in suburban areas as in

higher density core cities.

Tranmortmion often spills over state boundaries. According to the 1992 Truck Inventory

and Use Survey (TIUS), half the vehicle-miles of travel by trucks used in for-hie transportation

occur outside the vehicle's base sta. Over 10 percent of the vehicle-miles of travel by vans and

minivans used for personal tnspotaio occur outside the vehicle's base state. We do not have

1 Figwes for 1990 we cakuimid um 3950 Mmpolo me dufhukim and tbsrfor. diiffer firom Rpm bue on
aum~ U.S. cam*. daflaimo
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equivalent data for urtbies bx can asmme that they ame used by households in similar

fashion to vans and minivan for peiva traveL

The Moveint of Fig

Freight tranpotadon grew subsantially between 1970 and 1994 in all land modes and

air cargo. The too-miles cried by Clas I railroads increased 57 percent, while ton-miles carried

by oil pipelines increased 41 percenL Using vehicle-miles of travel of combination trucks as a

surrogate for ton-miles, freight transportation by truck increased 210 percent. The biggest

relative growth was in air cargo ton-miles which increased 434 percent. As shown in figure 4,

this growth has been uneven in response to general fluctuations in the economy.

For the first time in nearly two decades, we ae able to report on how much freight is

moved by all modes in the United States, including trucking and intermodal combinations. In

keeping with the mandate of section 5002 of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency

Act of 1991 (ISTEA), BTS wodred with the Bureau of the Census to conduct the Commodity

Flow Survey (CFS) in 1993. Preliminary results from the CFS show that the nation's freight

transportation system carried more than 12.4 billion tons of goods valued at more than $6.3

trillion for a total distance of 3.7 trillion ton-miles in 1993. As shown in figure 5, over half the

weight of all freight was moved by truck. with rail and water transport accounting for most of the

remaining tonnage. in terms of ton-miles, the split between truck, rail, water, and pipeline

transportation is more even, given the greater distances moved by large shipments in the non-

highway modes. Nearly d -umters of the value of items transported moved by truck,

followed in order of mq tude by intennodal, rail, water, and pipeline transport.

3

Um
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The CFS shows the importance of local transportation to the nation's commerce. Nearly

30 percent of'the value and over 56 percent of the tons of all shipments represented by the CFS

occur between places less dta 50 miles apart. Over 38 percent of the shipments measured by

value, and two-thirds of the shipments by weight, are sent less than 100 miles.

Although local transportation is important, significant quantities of goods are shipped

across the entire continent. For example, for shipments originating in California, the top five

destinations ranked by value were Texas, Arizona, New York, Illinois, and Florida, according to

the Commodity Flow Survey.

Fast, flexible forms of transportation have emerged in recent years. Parcel, postal, and

courier services account for about 9 percent of the value of all shipments. When shipments

reported as being sent by more than one mode are added to moves by parcel and courier services,

intermodal transportation exceeds 200 million tons valued at $660 billion. In particular, about 38

million tons. worth $83 billion, moved by the "classic" intermodal combination of truck and rail.

Assuming 50,000 pounds of payload per truck, this intermodal combination would represent 1.5

million large trucks diverted from our highways for a major part of their trips.

Intermodal shipments tend to be high in value. Shipments by parcel, postal, and courier

services are worth S15.08 per pound. Truck-rail intermodal shipments are worth $1.09 per

pound. Although these statistics are far short of the S26.77 value per pound of air and air-truck

shipments, they are significantly higher than the 35 cents per pound for truck-only shipments and

the values per pound for railroads, water transport, and pipelines which are less than a dime.

Growth has been particularly dramatic in the use of trucks. According to the Census

Bureau's TIUS, the number of trucks used in for-him transportation has increased by 24 percent
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Vehicle-miles of travel rew even faste for these trucks which traveled approximately 46,000

miles per buck in 1982 and 58.000 miles in 1992. Combination trucks with more than one trailer

traveled the farthest per vehicle in 1992, averaging 79.000 miles per vehicle. The number of

these multiple combination trucks doubled froM 1982 to 1992 to 58,902, and their vehicle-miles

of travel increased 152 percent In comparison there were 1,670,455 single combination trucks

(most typically a 3-axle tractor with a 2-axle semi-trailer) in 1992.

The truck fleet apa to be getting heavier as well as traveling farther. Between 1982

and 1992, trucks with typical operating weights above 80,000 pounds increased in number by

180 percent and in miles traveled by 193 percent.Trucks below 33,000 pounds increased 77.5

percent in number and 120 percent in miles traveled. Relative increases for trucks in the

intermediate weights were substantially less. The policy implications of these changes are under

study by the Federal Highway A s on. which is expected to report its results later this

year.

International trade is a basic source of growth, placing demands on the domestic

transportation system for access between ports of entry and the interior. The North American

Free Trade Agreement has added a north-outh focus to the traditional concern with east-west

freight movements for i movements Based on information collected through the

Census Bureau under contract to BTS:

$259.3 billion in goods moved through land crossings between Canada and the United States

between April 1994 and Mach 1995, an increase of 15 percent over the preceding 12

months. In terms of value, 76 percent of this trade was moved by truck, 20 percent by rail,

and 4 percentby pipeline.

7



$ S90.7 bilLion in goods moved through land crossings between Mexico and the Utud S tte

between April 1994 and Mach 1995, an increase of 16 percent over the preceding 12

months. In terms of value. 87 percent of this trade was moved by truck and the remainder by

rail.

Although trmsborder land crossings are important, most international trade moves in and

out of the United States through ports. Seaports handled international cargo valued at $565

billion in 1994, an increase of 92 percent over the cargo handled in 1980.

Changes in the structure of the economy have had major ramifications for freight

transportation. Between 1977 and 1984 - a period of substantial economic growth and structural

change - use of highways, air and water transport, and urban transit increased. According to the

Department of Commerce, industry's use of infrastructure grew faster than the economy as a

whole. Industry's share of highway use climbed from 34.5 percent to 40.2 percent, partly

reflecting the effects of new logistical systems, such as just-in-time methods, that rely heavily on

trucking to provide rapid and frequent delivery of small shipments. Durable goods

manufacturing, wholesale, and retail services, other services, and public enterprises accounted for

much of the increase. These groups also increased their proportional share of air transport. The

changing use of highways and air transport provide insights into the growth of higher value

goods. Aside from the transport service sector, the most intensive industrial users of highways

are the wholesale and retail trade, and the construction industry. While the material intensity in

the overall economy may have declined - indicating less material transport per unit output - the

rise of the new logistical systems may signify more use of highways and bridges.
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The t mnp tio shae of ODP has held steady since 1980 - a period of considerable

dynam and tcnlogial and structra change in the transportation industries and the larger

economy these industries serve. Indeed, transportation for-hire industries have performed well in

terms of economic productivity in the last two decades. Their labor productivity, measured by

value-added per worker, is well above that of the economy as a whole (see figure 6). In 1978,

transportation sector labor productivity was 9 percent higher than the economy as a whole. By

1992, the sector's labor productivity had climbed 19 percent higher than the economy as a whole,

reflecting the effects of deregulation and technological change in the transportation for-hire

industries.

Within the transportation sector, labor productivity increased most rapidly and is

projected to continue in railroad and air transport industries. The rise of labor productivity in air

transportation has been accompanied by rapid growth in the employment and industrial output.

Between 1978 and 1992, employment in this industry increased 77 percent (from 418,000 to

739,000), while its value-added increased 123 percent, from about S20 billion (1987 dollars) to

$45 billion (1987 dollars).

There is evidence that investments in highways and other public transport capital reduce

the costs of orspaion and production, and contribute to economic growth and productivity.

A clear majority of recent empirical studies in the United States concludes that highway capital

makes a positive contribution to total economic output, although small relative to private labor

and capital inputs. Studies in Europe and Asia also find positive contributions of transportation

infrastructure to national economies. (See table 1). Further, one retrospective benefit-cost study
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of the U.S. federal highly system concluded that even under pessimistic assumptions, the

benefits accruing to Class I trucks in the form of cost savings amount to one-third of the cost of

the Interstate system alone. Under some more enerous assumptions, the benefits may have been

as high as three-quarters the cost of the Interstate system. The study did not include the benefits

to final consumers such as households (see box 1).

The Unintended Consequences of Transportation

The U.S. transportation system provides Americans with enormous economic and societal

benefits, and highly valued personal mobility. Over the last 25 years, transportation has become

safer and cleaner and also somewhat more energy efficient while the amount of travel and

movement of freight have increased. However, fatalities and injuries from crashes and their

related costs, and environmental damage continue to affect our society, the economy, and the

efficiency of our transportation system in significant ways.

The number of motor vehicle traffic fatalities has declined since 1970, when over 54,000

people died in motor vehicle crashes. Even so, in 1995, an estimated 41,700 persons lost their

lives in motor vehicle traffic crashes - about I115 people per day -- and motor vehicle crashes are

the leading cause of death for Americans aged 5 to 27. Moreover, after many years of steady

decline in annual highway fatalities, the number of deaths increased every year since 1992. when

there were 39,250 deaths.

The annual costs of highway crashes have been estimated at $137.5 billion (1990). Part

of these costs are'borne by taxpayers through medical treatment (e.g., Medicare, Medicaid) and

income support (e.g., Social Security Income disability). Taxpayers pay more than one-quarter of
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the first-year medical c6sts of hospitalized crash victims and pay more than one-half of the

medical costs for those Wied siously enough to be admitted to a rehabilitation hospital.

Far less air pollution is emitted from cars and other highway vehicles today than 25 years

ago. This improvement, in turn. has helped to make air quality better in most metropolitan ame.

Lead has been all but eliminated from gasoline, and total emissions ofcarbon monoxide and

volatile organic compounds are much lower in absolute amounts today than in 1970. Nitrogen

oxide (NO) emissions remain roughly the same in amount - but are much lower if measured on

the basis of emissions per mile.

One way to examine these trends is to analyze what would have happened if conditions

present in the early 1970s had continued unabated. Had transportation fatality rates remained at

1972 levels, twice as many lives would have been lost in transportation accidents in 1992. At

1972 rates, the transportation sector in 1992 would have used 3.8 quadrillion Btu's more energy.

It also would have produced several times as much air pollution, and would have produced 15

percent more carbon dioxide emission

Despite the progress, the unintended consequecs of transportation continue to be

significant. Moreover, while the historical record over the last 25 years is impressive on many

counts, some recent developments will need to be watched closely. Data flomt the last two or

three years show some slight increase in some emissions. Encr efficiency gains also have

tapered off. It is too soon to know whether these recent developments will continue. Given the

expected increase in transFoation use, however, the trends in the various unintended

consequences will ned to be watched closely in the years to come.
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FACTORS AFFECIIG CHANGE IN TRANSPORTATION

Passenger Travel

The rapid growth in personal transportation that has characterized the last half century

shows signs of leveling ofE However, some forces of change could stimulate new growth in

future travel demand, albeit not as great as in the past. Factors contributing to the demand for

personal travel include the following.

Population. Thegrowth ofthe U.S. population between 1980Sand 1993 was 13.4

percent. Had there been no immigration, the natural increase in population would have been

closer to 9 percent. The Bureau of the Census projects that the U.S. population could grow 14

percent between 1995 and year 2010. Immipation into the United States is expected to be a

major component of future growth. Immigrants have a more immediate impact on travel activity

than natural increases in population because most immigrants are in their twenties and thirties.

The American population is aging. The relative proportion of different age groups will

change over the next 15 years as the baby boomers move into old age. The number of people

aged 55 to 64 years is expected to inc re by 63 percent, from 21 million to 34 million. During

the same period, the number of people 65 years or older will increase by 19 percent from 33

million to 40 million.

The growing share of people over age 65 is already changing transportation needs.

Should travel trends remain at 1990 levels, the total annual person-miles traveled would be

expected to moderately increase across all age groups through the year 2010. For drivers

between 55 and 64 years of age, however, the increase by 2010 could be as much as 63 percent

over 1995 levels.
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The labor fore. As nmioed easier. America had an extraordinary increase in the

labor-force in the 1970sand 1980& Although the labor force willnoprow at such high rates in

the foreseeable future, the absolute numbers of new participants in the labor force will continue

to increase. The impact of increased employment on travel to work will be affected by

telecommuting. The number of Americans who worked at home increased from 2.2 million in

1980 to 3.4 million in 1990.

Domestic migmto pattern. Major changes in domestic migration patterns have

changed transportation demand. During the 1970s and 1980s, almost 90 percent of U.S.

population growth occurred in the South and West - more than half of it in Texas, Florida. and

California. These trends have moderated. One explanation may be that as workers age, the

tendency to move long distances for job-related reasons declineas and the explosive growth of

many metropolitan areas of the South and West - along with accompanying transportation

demands - can be expected to moderate.

Immigratiom, During the 1980s, almost 40 percent of the U.S. population increase came

from immigration, largely from Central and South America and Asia. (See figure 7.) This high

level of immigration continues today. The greatest impact on transportation demand comes from

young immigrants. About 80 percent of immigrants are of labor-force age, and most immigrants

locate in metropolitan weaL It is expected that continued immigration at recent growth rates will

have a major influence on encasing future urban travel demand.

Evolution ia women's travel Many factors have contributed to increased travel demand

by women. These include a greater percentage of women in the work force and a higher

proportion of licensed women drivers. In 1990. the daily number of trips by women exceeded
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those by men. althoughihe overall travel volume of men rema ied ste because of the longer

average length of men's trips.

Growth In travel by the young ad ohl. The growth of travel by the youngest and

oldest age groups in the United Sttes has been reat Although additional growth may occur, the

rate of change has slowed. National travel demand continues to rise because today's 20 year olds

make more trips than those of past generations (and young females have increased their trip-

making to equal that of males), while those 65 and older likewise make more hips (and today's

older females, unlike those of the past, are making nearly as many trips as older males).

Travel by persons of low Income. Vehicle ownership and the propensity to travel are

affected by income. Most aspects of travel increase with income - trips, miles, and the use of a

car. As vehicles have become more ubiquitous, used vehicles have become increasingly

available. Moreover, as the average age of vehicles increases, used vehicles become more

affordable. Although the number of those with low income may not be falling, the proportion of

the U.S. population with access to a vehicle has been growing, and thus more travel by car is

likely. As greater proportions of the lower income populace come to own cars, there is likely to

be some decline in carpool use, in transit patronage, and in pedestrian travel. Overall, as car

ownership by those with lower incomes rises, the result will be greater demand for highway

travel. However, many people depend on mass transiL Households with income below S15.000

per year and those that qualify for the earned income tax credit account for 60 percent of total

transit use.
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FPm hfr Clamp I Fright Traapertadn

Freight tasoaion has changed in response to many factors. We are moving lighter

goods, either because traditional products like automobiles are being manufactured with lighter

materials, or because the economy is emphasizing light-weight products such as consumer

electronics. Just-in-time logistical systems have placed new demands for faster and more reliable

service to support manufacturing, wholesale, and retail. The combination of toll-free telephone

numbers and overnight parcel delivery services has allowed small retail establishments to serve

national and international markets, resulting in more growth for carriers specializing in small

slipments.

International trade will probably continue to place increasing demands on the domestic

transportation system. Although overall global economic growth rates are likely to be uneven,

economic growth in regions such as Asia, the Pacific Rim, and Latin America may continue to be

significant. This growth will provide new markets for U.S. products, and be the source of both

imports and tourists to be carried on the domestic U.S. transportation system.

WHERE WE ARE HEADED: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Our assessment of where were headed in the next decade and a half is framed by our

current perceptions of the balance of the above demographic and economic trends. The

prevailing view (as indicated by DOT and Department of Energy reports') is that the pace of this

aggregate growth in the next decade and a half is likely to be more moderate than the recent past.

' U.S. Dqpumu of Trunpormia 1995 Stam ofthe Nation's Swface Tramportafian System: Condition and
Performanc Repwot to Coemwau FHWA-PL-96-007 (Washmp , DC: 195); U.S. Depm t ofEnrgy, Energy
Info m Ad imsioi AImwaEiwr Ow/ook 1995. DOE/EA-0353(95) (Washoqpo, DC: Januai 95).

1s

24-06 97.4
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The personal propensityto travel wili Ireaseu, less constrained by envirm ntal concerns,

finances, road capacity, or the attractiveness of rans '-aion substitutes such as telecommuting.

Personal travel, comprised largely of highway travel in automobiles and light trucks, and

air travel are likely to grow in response to increasing population, GDP, and personal income.

Highway travel by light-duty vehicles, which grew at 2.8 percent per year between 1970 and

1991, may increase at a more moderate rate. The growth of air travel is expected to slow,

reflecting maturation of the industry.

Freight transport, driven by industrial output growth, will continue to increase in all

modes. Air cargo and trucking are expected to grow faster than water and rail transport.

Characteristics of the Future Trausportatin System

To refer to the next decade as one of moderate growth.is in many ways too bland a

characterization, which conceals more than it reveals about the vitality and dynamism of the

emerging transportation system. Underlying the aggregate demand there appears to be a diverse

set of demographic processes (noted above), as well as processes of economic structural change.

The latter processes, which derive from technological and logistical evolution underway in the

last decade, are verydynamic and may lead to further changes in the sectoral, structural. and

spatial composition, as well as the external aspects of the emerging transportation system. These

compositional ckages in the emergingmsportation system are likely to be both significant and

difficult to anticipate. They are important to consider for a variety of reasons.
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Extensive technological change, restructuring, and market volatility are evident in the

transport sector so that there may well be major transformations in this sector in the next decade

or so. Such changes could take the form of:

Sectoral changes. Sectoral changes are occurring in the economy. One example is the

relative change in the fortunes of different transport subsectors as the larger economy is

dematerializingg." Dematerialization refers to the ongoing evolution from a material-intensive

production system based on economies of scale (where efficiency is attained by concentrating

resources in large firms) to the emerging, flexible, knowledge-intensive production system with

agile firms exploiting economies of scope (where firms offer a broader range of services).

Predictably, this development is favoring (and will continue to favor) the transport industries

offering faster, flexible services (e.g., air, truck, and intermodal services).

Structural changes. Over the last decade, new information technologies (IT) and

transport logistics produced major structural changes and, in turn, were influenced by a structural

evolution in the larger economy. Not only did these technologies introduce a broad variety of

products and services but a shortening of the half life of products, and a need to rush ideas to

markets in ever shorter times. These developments have far-reaching impacts on both the

production system and the transportation system.

On the transportation side, firms, aided by deregulation, have responded to this high level

of technological uncertainty and market volatility with new logistical systems. Now, just-in-time

deliveries of customized commodities at the moment they are eeded require flexibility as well

as information handling and prompt decisionmaking among netwod 'ng firms. This restructuring

of the transport sector will continue with greater use of IT.
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On the production side, many manu firmsareresponding to the changing

demand for new products by becoming what might be termed "knowledge coordination centers."

These firms use a wide network of other firms that are suited to the rapidly expanding

technologies and the growing diversity of demand. In other words, new products (with short half

lives) are made by a frequently changing coalition of firms. For the transportation industry, this

means that what is transported will frequently change. In effect, a trend that is emerging from

the use of new logistical systems is that, in growing parts of the economy, commodity flow

patterns may be variable and unpredictable.

For such emerging production and transportation systems to continue to operate

efficiently, there is a need to coordinate the wide variety of actors - shippers, carriers, other

private service providers, public actors at different governmental levels, ports, airports and others

- in large intermodal networks. A challenging problem is to lower costs and add value along an

entire network, where the relevant assets are controlled by many private and public actors.

Two important points are evident. First, the ability of the different actors to effectively

communicate, cooperate, or compete will require efficient connections among different modes.

In other words, efficiency improvements in the dynamic transport industries could require

improved coordination among different public and private actors - implying the need for

institutional innovwzto. Second, it is clear that the transportation system as a whole is more

critical than any one paut.

Spatial caags. Spatial changes are a corollary of the above-mentioned sectorad and

structural changes. One of the more swift and dramatic spatial shifts in the last decade and a half

is the recent east-west Pacific-oriented flows of freight in the United States. This is dramatically



illustrated by the growtEi of intermodal container traffic through East Coast and West Coast ports.

In 1980, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey oversaw the largest volume of

container traffic in the country, double the combined traffic through the ports of Los Angeles and

Long Beach. The relationship was reversed by 1993, with Los Angeles and Long Beach handling

twice the traffic as New York. Given the quickening pace of changes, other spatial shifts could

be expected.

External changes. In a globalizing U.S. economy where exports are increasingly

important, the likely explosive growth in population, urbanization, and the consequent

transportation demand in Asia and Latin America offer big opportunities for U.S. export of

vehicles, engineering services, technologies, and management services. These developments

may lead to more business travel and freight movement.

Implications

The transportation system at the turn of the millennium offers us fresh challenges.
Although w bLelievehere will be sector Lructura, sgial and external shifts in the next

decade or so, our ability to predict their exact nature is limited. While the moderate aggregate

growth forecast suggests a strategy that includes capacity expansion, the somewhat uncertain

compositional changes may require flexible responses to changing situations.

The U.S. Congress anticipated this need when it enacted ISTEA, which provides for

flexible, management-oriented strategies in addition to investment-oriented capacity expansion.

In ISTEA, Congress emphasized consideration of technology, information, management,

flexibility, and an inclusive coordinating form of decisionmaking at the state and local levels.



Congress also created iTS in order to develop the information and kmowledg ban necessary to

support strategic decisions by key private and public asportation actors in such a distributed

system of decisionmaking.

The forces and trends we describe were beginning to be evident even in 1991 as ISTEA

was formulated. These forces and trends are continuing and are likely to strengthen as the

technology and organizational forces play out in the future. The flexible ISTEA strategy is a

good hedge against the uncertainty that is likely to confront us in the next decade and beyond.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks.
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Between 1950 and 1973, the stock of U.S. federal highways grew from $44.3 billion to
$185.8 billion (in 1973 dollars), which, with a 12-percent interest rate and 25-year lifetime,
would yield an annual capital cost of $17.8 billion. One study estimated a cost function for the
ClassI trucking industry over this period that yielded a cost elasticity of -0.07 for highway
capital.' Then, with simulation techniques, they explored the value of cost savings for the entire
trucking industry over this 24-year period.

If alternative assumptions are made about the price elasticity of demand for freight
transport and the social discount rate for public investment in highways, the cost elasticity of the
infrastructure (-0.07) implies savings in the cost per revenue ton-mile carried by the trucking
industry from 0.038 cents in 1950 and to 1.93 cents by 1973. These figures represent an annual
saving of 19.3 percent (or $9.73 billion) for transport (at 1973 levels) on 1950 highway
infrastructure.

The table below shows the cost savings for Class I trucking firms alone from the
Interstate Highway System under alternative assumptions about the price elasticity of freight
transport and the social discount rate for highway investment. In the more pessimistic case,
which assumes a high price elasticity (-2) for freight transport and a high social discount rate (12-
percent), one-third of the cost of the Interstate system can be counted as a cost savings just to
Class I trucking firms. Under the reasonable case of-I price elasticity and a 6 percent social
discount rate, 72 percent of the cost of highways can be counted as savings to the same firms.
These estimates do not include the benefits to passengers or those obtained from the improved
quality of freight service.

Seenarks Asmstaimss Cost avimp for Cl.ss I truekiag
ArMo y

1. "Pessimistic" case 33% of the total capital cost of the
(a) High elasticity of freight carriage to be -2 Interstate Highway System ($5.97
(b) High social discount rate (12%) for billion).
highway investments

Ii. (a) Price elasticity of freight carriage to be -1 44% of the total capital cost of the
(b) High social discount rate (12%) for Interstate Highway System ($7.85
highway investments billion)

III. (a) Price elasticity of freight carriage to be -1 72% of the total capital cost of the
(b) Social discount rate (6%) for highway Interstate Highway System
investments ($12.84 billion)

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Transportation
Statistics Annual Report 1995 (Washington, DC: 1995), p. 169.

' T.E. Keeler and J.S. Ying, "Measuring the Benefits of a Large Public Investment; the Case of the U.S. Federal-
Aid Highway System," Journal of Public Economics, vol. 36, 1988, pp. 69-85.
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ISTEA RFAXTORIZATION: THE FEDERAL
ROLE FOR TRANSPORTATION AND NA-
TIONAL INTEREST

THURSDAY, MAY 2, 19

U.S. Housu OF REPRESENTATIVEs,
SuBcoMMx'Frz ON SURFACE TRANSPORTATION,

CoMImmEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUcTuRE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m. in room
2167, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Thomas E. Petri (chair-
man of the subcommittee)presiding.

Mr. PET J. The subcomnttee will come to order.
Today's the first in a series of two hearings on the Federal role

in transportation. This is a particularly timely issue since there is
renewed interest on the part of some of substantially reducing or
eliminating certain aspects of our Federal transportation program.

Today we will hear from the U.S. Secretary of Transportation,
who's accompanied by many of the modal administrators, and an
impressive array of State and local officials who can personally re-
late just what the Federal transportation program means to their
States and to their communities.

Federal involvement in our Nation's roads extends back to our
early history, even before the Revolutionary War, when postal
roads were built to carry mail between the colonies.

In 1806, President Thomas Jefferson approved an act to facilitate
construction of the National Road, extending from the head of the
Potomac to the head of the Ohio River. Later it was extended to
the Mississippi River and was intended to open the western terri-
tories.

Our first Federal Highway chief, General Roy Stone, was ap-
pointed in 1893.hIn the Federal Aid Highway Acts of 1938 and
1943, Congress called for studies of a national super-highway net-
work. This eventually led to our interstate system which was con-
structed, in large part, as a result of efforts by President Eisen-
hower, who, as a young Army officer, had the misfortune of leading
a convoy from Maryland to San Francisco and learned first-hand
during his slow journey of the need for a national system of roads,
not only to provide foi military movements, but also to facilitate
interstate commerce and the movement of people around our grow-
ing Nation.

Ntonwe' privileged to have before us General Stone's successor
Federico Pefta, and our other distinguished witnesses who will
share with us the importance of transportation and how the Fed-
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oral program affects their ability to stimulate economic develop-
ment, insure mobility for all of our citizens, reduce congestion, and
encourage clean air.

This hearing will provide a foundation for our consideration of in-
dividual programs in the future and as we consider the general
goals and purposes of our reauthorization bill next year.

I'd like to again welcome our witnesses today. I look forward to
their testimony before this committee, as they have appeared a
number of times in the past.

I'd like to yield to the ranking-well, actually to my colleague,
Mr. DeFazio, who is sitting in for the ranking democrat on the Sur-
face Transportation Subcommittee, Congressman Nick Rahall.

Mr. DEFAzno. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ranking member Rahall is over at the Senate attempting to im-

part some wisdom to our colleagues on the other side of the Hill,
and he'll be here as soon as he can.

I, too, would like to welcome the Secretary here before us today.
I think, despite the differences that we may have with our majority
colleagues, that there is extraordinary agreement across the aisle
that one of the most appropriate roles and one of the most vital
roles of the Federal Government is investment in transportation in-
frastructure. It has been a key to the economic growth and com-
petitiveness of our Nation, and I think that the Secretary has ad-
mirably filled the shoes of General Stone-I appreciated the history
lesson, and we'll some day be introducing people as his successor
in the very distant future, of course, in talking about the great leg-
acy left by this Administration.

I welcome the Secretary and look forward to his remarks.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Are there other opening statements? Yes, Ms. Johnson?
Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me commend you

for holding this very important hearing and welcome our Secretary
of Transportation and other witnesses, and especially those from
Texas.

This committee has operated as a bipartisan body, and I've been
very delighted to have that experience. As we embark upon our
hearings for this reauthorization of ISTEA, one of our most impor-
tant pieces of legislation, especially from our State of Texas, that
you cannot see without using the highway, I consider it very impor-
tant.

Mr. Chairman, I want to again welcome you and our committee
to a regional hearing in Texas. We would welcome you to the north
Texas area because we feel very, very strongly that the 1-35 cor-ridor that runs right through my District is important to the inter-
national trade with Canada and Mexico, and that is why I'm sug-
gesting it, because I think you have to see a part of it to recognize
its real value and also to get a little taste of heaven on earth if you
come into Texas.

I thank you very much for this time, and I'll ask for unanimous
consent to submit the rest of my remarks.

[Ms. Johnson's prepared statement follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, first let me commend you and the rest of the

Subcommittee members for holding the beginning of what is expected

to be a series of Important hearing In reference to the reauthorization

of ISTEA, the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act,

which is set to expire in September of 197.

This legislation - passed with bipartisan support - led America

into a new transportation era following completion of the Interstate

Highway System. In the intervening years, this landmark law bas

accomplished Its primary objectives: encouraging more efficient

investment of federal transportation dollars, placing a greater reliance

on state and local decision making, and spurring new partnerships

among various transportation providers and stakeholders.

While debating the reauthorization of'ISTEA, I would implore to

my colleagues to remember that through this Important piece of

legislation we should not only strengthen our ability to compete but also

help build strong regional economies, preserve and strengthen
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partnerships and help meet the nation's diverse needs.

Mr. Chairman, it is my opinion that to help meet these diverse

needs, my State of Texas, will play an integral part in the

reauthorization of ISTEA. To successfully compete with other

countries in the global marketplace in this post-Interstate era, we must

take steps now to develop the system that will move our goods and

people efficiently into the next century. The 1-35 corridor in my district

is important to international trade with Canada and Mexico and that

is why I am suggesting that a regional hearing be held in the State of

Texas so that the Subcommittee will receive hands on knowledge of how

the State will be an essential link among the modes and facilities that

make up the total transportation network that span the continent. It

is also my belief Mr. Chairman, that the Subcommittee will see that the

benefits of making investments in this system are significant to

economic growth, national security, intermodal connectivity, system

connectivity, commercial vehicle compatibility, safety, and the ability

to accommodate expanded trade between the United States, Canada,

and Mexico.



Mr. Cha m.au, I hope you and the member of this Subommittee

will join me and my colleagues of the North Texas delegation In

welcoming you to the Dallas/Fort Worth, North Texas area to

emphasize the impact the 1-35 corridor will ha*e on surface

transportation laws.
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Mr. PzR. Thank you. Are there other opening statements? Mr.
Kim?

Mr. Kim. Mr. Chairman, rd like to thank you again for calling
this hearing.

In addition to our hearing in Washington, I hope that our com-
mittee will be able to accept my offer to hold a field hearing in
Southern California this summer, Mr. Chairman. After all, Califor-
nia is our most popular State. It's home to the freeway, home to
innovative financing, and intelligent highway systems. I believe our
committee would benefit tremendously from the field hearing to
southern California.

Again, I would like to also look forward to discussing the Federal
responsibility in transportation projects on our Mexican border.

Since the implementation of NAFTA, commercial border traffic
has increased over 20 percent in southern California, alone. While
our country benefits tremendously from the new trade, the border
States got stuck with all the expensive road builds. In essence,
NAF TA is, again, a huge unfunded mandate on the border States
such as California, Texas, etc.

California, alone, has more than 300 million worth of NAFTA
border projects to build. I think it's the Federal Government's role,
not the State's.

I'm going to introduce a bill that addresses this problem in the
very near future.

I look forward to working with the committee on these NAFTA
projects and the many other ISTEA issues facing our committee.

Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman, for calling this hearing.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. Are there other opening statements? Mr.

Filner?
Mr. FILNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, of course, would like to welcome Secretary Pefia and the

other members of your Department here with us to talk about such
a critical issue as the reauthorization of ISTEA.

I would second Mr. Kim's request for a field hearing in southern
California, as long as southern California is defined as San Diego.

[Laughter.]
Mr. FIL ER. I would also urge you, Mr. Chairman, as long as we

have a committee here-I want to address ISTEA in a minute-but
I think it's incumbent upon this committee to look at what is going
on with the gasoline prices that have become now one of the most
important issues in this Nation. I think this committee ought to be
looking at what has caused this price increase and what we do with
it.

In California, as you know, prices have gone up even more than
they have on the east coast, and in San Diego they're going up to
$1.60 and $1.70 a gallon. People fear it's going to hit $2 soon.

The proposal to repeal the 4.3 gas tax I don't think comes any-
where near either to solving the problem or looking at what has
been the cause of it.

It is, I think, important that this committee look at what's going
on with the consumers, what's going on with the-if there's any
anti-trust violations, etc., and to make sure that anything that we
do with the gas tax does, in fact, benefit the consumer.
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I urge you and Mr. Rahall to call and schedule hearings soon.
This is, obviously, a very timely subject.

Mr. Secretary, I would hope that whatever this committee does
with field hearings, that you also come back to southern California.
You've been there many times. Certainly, as Mr. Kim stated, the
impact on our Infrastructure of the NAFTA agreement has imposed
additional burdens on our infrastructure.

Mr. Kim, I welcome you to come aboard my Border Infrastruc-
ture Improvement Act. I already have the solution before your bill
comes up.

Clearly, we need to work together to deal with the situation that
Mr. Kim described very clearly, that the national trade policy has
imposed incredible burdens on our infrastructure, and we need to
see it again, to get some testimony from our transportation commu-
nity leaders and activists, and we welcome you back to the border
area to see what's going on.

I would also hope that Ms. Molitoris--welcome--from the Fed-
eral Railroad Administration will provide us today with informa-
tion on the role of railways in this ISTEA legislation. As you know,
my community is seeking to re-establish an eastbound rail line that
will mitigate congestion and pollution and, at the same time, ease
the flow of commerce. Im interested in any assistance ISTEA may
be able to provide us with that.

Lastly, I m concerned also about issues of automobile safety, and
I hope Dr. Martinez will address the issues around the safety of
the automobile steering lock and its adequacy as a deterrent to car
theft, as I know you've had some concern and interest in that.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having this hearing, and look for-
ward to the testimony this morning.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
With your indulgence, Mr. Secretary, Mr. Horn has to go to an-

other hearing at 10:00 and wondered if he could ask one question
before the formal panel.

Mr. PENA. Sure.
Mr. PETRI. Mr. Horn.
Mr. HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Mr. Sec-

retary.
We appreciate the innovative financing and the commitment

you've had for a number of years to what is known as the Alameda
Corridor, which combines three railroad lines in southern Califor-
nia so those train cars can move right up to the ships at the Port
of Los Angeles and the Port of Long Beach, both of which are in
my District and are the main corridor from the Pacific Rim to the
rest of the United States.

I was delighted to see in your testimony, on pages 15 and 16,
your strong commitment.

I simply want to support that and perhaps clarify one aspect.
When the chairman opened this hearing, he talked of the na-

tional road, and that national road today would probably be called
pork by somebody in some Member's District, but what it is, is a
national infrastructure that permitted America in the east to move
west. The Alameda Corridor is not a southern California facility,
it's national infrastructure to permit Pacific Rim trade to go to
every State in the union.
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Last year I asked the Port of Los Angeles to prepare a videotape
for Members on this with the economic impact on Connecticut and
New England and 6 eorgia, and so forth. The fact is, there is an
economic impact on every State.

Some think, "Gee, this is a demonstration project and we
shouldn't be in demonstration projects." I never heard of it de-
scribed as a demonstration project. This has been, thanks to you
and this committee, an intermodal project--the largest intermodal
project in the Nation.

I wonder if you just care to comment on the intermodal nature,
the national infrastructure aspect, and that this is not a dem-
onstration project.

Mr. PEfcA. Congressman Horn, members of the subcommittee,
Mr. Chairman, you're absolutely correct. We support your view of
this very important national project.

The reason that we believe this is an important investment for
the country is for the reasons that you stated. The cargo that
comes through those ports impacts almost all of the country in a
very dramatic way, and this is but another example of why there
still is an important role for Federal involvement in these projects
of national significance.

Second, in addition to its intermodal nature, it is an example of
creative financing. One of the things that the President has asked
us to do is to change the way in which we do business, and ISTEA
gave us the authority to look at creative financing as a way of
funding projects in the future.

In the last 2 years, we have done about 70 projects around the
country amounting to about $4 billion where, because of creative fi-
nancing, a somewhat limited Federal injection of Federal dollars
leverages private sector investment and other local or State dollars.
That's precisely what has happened in the Alameda project, where
a discrete amount of Federal involvement is leveraging almost $2
billion of additional resources primarily from the private sector in
a very creative way.

So for those reasons I would agree with your characterization of
the project. This is a national intermodal project, , and an example
of another way of creatively financing very important infrastruc-
ture for our country.

Mr. HoRN. Thank you and the Administration for your strong
support of this project. This project has had absolute bipartisan
support in the 103rd Congress, from this subcommittee to the full
committee through the floor on both sides of the Capitol.

Thank you very much.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. Are there other opening statements?
[No response.]
Mr. PETRi. Any by the Members who aren't here will be inserted

in the record with unanimous consent.
(The prepared statements of Mr. Filner and Mr. Rahall follow:]
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Thank you Mr. Chairman.

I would like to welcome Secretary Pen and the other members of this

distnguished pn from the Department of Transportation. Re-

autho of is cr to our natn's transportation

health-and I look forward to your testimony.

The original ISTEA legislaion has been critical in improving our

national sport n i c . As we continue these hearings

in preparation for rathorizai of this l I would like to

take a moment to discussaninue that is on the minds of all

Americans-the price of automobile gas.
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We have all heard reports of the sudden and dramatic increase In auto

gsolIne prices recently. I Imagine we each of us has also experienced

this crinkirst han

While news accounts report that the average price of a gallon of

automobile gasoline is slightly more than $1.30, gas prices In my

district In San Diego average $1.50 and higher. Automobiles are an

Integral part of the daily conduct of life and commerce In California

and our citizens cannot long tolerate these Increases.

I welcome news that Attorney General Reno has directed the Justice

Department to investigate these sudden increases, but I believe it Is

incumbent on this committee as the legislative body In the House of

Representatives responsible for transportation to conduct Its own

hearings on this situation. We cannot stand Idle while consumers are

gouged and oil companies appear to register record profits. The

American public deserves to know the truth about these apparently

unwarranted increases.
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We have heard cab for repea of the 4.3 ce a tax and

s e vo00 s renow aso calling for repea of the federal few that

are deposited Wea the Highway Trot Fund. These voices simply call

for r pea of the fees and do not at the same time call for

Co i earn.e ore any repeal thorough

invtwig ns are needed. Among other Isues iwemu determine the

cause of the rect macremiss; ensure ant-trust laws are not violated;

and emine what effect repeal of the fees would have.

I urge you Mr. Chairman d Mr. Rahall to call for and schedule

these hearings soon possible and before we begin the summer

travel eo.

On other notes, Mr. Sectary I would k e to restate the Invitation

you received to bld DOT hearings on ISTEA In San Diego. Our

location on the U.S.-Mexco border dramatIcallyImpacts our

transportation needs and the NAFIA agreement hue Imposed

add burdens n our Inrastruocture. I welcome you and
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maber o your deleato, to visit San Diego, se our needs and

receive tesdamoy fom our amspottn community leaders and

actvist

I ab hope Ms. Moltors f the Federal Railway Administration will

provide as with In atn the role of railways In the new ISTEA

As you may rec my cmmuiy s king to re

establish an eastbound rail lne that will tigate congestion and

pollution and at the same time ease the flow of com1,merce, and I am

interested in any ambtance ISTEA can provide us with this.

Finally, I am concered about Issues of automobile safety and at the

appropriate time I will ask Dr. Martines to discuss the safety of the

automobile steering lock and its adequacy as a deterrent to car theft.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
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OPENING REMARKS OF U.S. REP. NICK J. RAHALL
Ranmm Democrat

Su-COmmitte on Surface TransportationMay 29 19

Mr. Chinvwu the purpose of this hearing Is to examine the national Interest
In or fedial highway, Uns and tspoa safety PRogranw.

I suppose one's view of the extent to which there Is a national Interest In
maintaining and Improving our highway and transiInfrastructure is a matter of
where one comes fronL

Apparently, some in Florida do not believe there Is a national interest In
t nsprainanym They wold outright repeal the federal motor fuel

lax- n tan he Highway Thstrund Then there ae others, such as myself,
who so strongly behievs the kder roe that yestdy I Inroduic d isgiaaon
to dedicate to the Highway Trust Fund the 4.3 cents per gallon motor fuel tax
currently going to deficit reducton

I would subn that the highways of Florida do not just benefit Floridians, and
the highways of Wt Virginia do not just b t Wet Virginians. Many of them are
Interstate In natum over which people and comode travel regardless of State
juridictionsL

This county is a Reopublic, comprised of States which banded together out
of mutual interest and bensfi I think we must bear this fact In mind when
discussing the national hinrent i trnspo-tatin.

However, awe begin to consdr the reauthorzation of ISTEA, I see some
very distubng hnds.

The ageo-ld conAct between donor and done States has once again rared
its ugly head. Some of the donor lSthrwes nnlg1 seceiOn, a civil war If you
wiN, over the isoue of high ,!,-rtonm-,. This type of activity Is shortsighted
and iii-erves not only theIr -nopopton needs but those of the Nation as a whole.
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Mr. Pm. We're honored to have a distinguished panel, led by
our Secretary of the Department of Transportation, Federico Pefia,
and he is accompanied by: Rodney Slater, the administrator of the
Federal Highway Administration; Gordon J. Linton of the Federal
Transit Administration; Ricardo Martinez of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration; and Jolene Molitoris, Federal Rail-
road Administration. We welcome you all and look forward to your
statement, Mr. Secretary.

TESTIMONY OF FEDERICO PENA, SECRETARY, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION, ACCOMPANIED BY RODNEY E.
SLATER, ADMINISTRATOR, FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINIS-
TRATION, GORDON J. LINTON, ADMINISTRATOR, FEDERAL
TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION, RICARDO I[ARTINEZ, ADMINIS-
TRATOR, NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINIS-
TRATION; JOLENE M. MOLITORIS, ADMINISTRATOR, FED-
ERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
Mr. PEN-A. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of

the subcommittee. Let me hank you for giving us this opportunity
to participate in what we believe to be one of the most important
issues facing our country, and clearly the committee.

In the spirit of the intermodal aspect of ISTEA, I have with me
today four key members of the Department of Transportation,
whom you have already introduced: Mr. Slater, from the Federal
Highway Administration, who is administrator; Gordon Linton, the
Federal Transit Administrator; Dr. Ricardo Martinez, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administrator; and Jolene Molitoris, the
Federal Railroad Administrator.

Mr. Chairman, Id like to formally submit my prepared comments
for the record, and I would like to abbreviate those comments in
a shortened introductory statement, and then we'd be happy to an-
swer your questions.

Mr. PETRi. Thank you.
Mr. PENA. Mr. Chairman, as we reauthorize ISTEA, we want to

build upon the leadership and the vision of the Congress in the
1991 legislation. President Clinton has stated that our competitive-
ness in the world economy rests on the foundation of our infra-
structure. Under his leadership, Federal transportation investment
the past 3 years has been 10 percent higher than it was in fiscal
year 1993.

It's worth reminding ourselves that America's economic progress
has always been closely linked to advances in transportation, and
the most dramatic advances have always occurred through strong
Federal leadership.

For example, the canals and the post roads that you referred to
earlier, Mr. Chairman, of early America; the trans-continental rail-
roads; and the interstate highways are examples of that.

As America increasingly becomes part of a larger global economy,
transportation will only become more important to our standard of
living. Logistical Innovations such as flexible just-in-time delivery
systems have been essential to maintaining our productivity advan-
tage worldwide against other countries that compete primarily on
the basis of low wages.
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Not only have we invested more; we have worked with State and
local governments to invest better.

Americans are getting more for transportation dollars because
ISTEA provided a strategic investment framework. It did so
through stronger planning ruirements and programs such as t2ie
National Highway System and completion of the Interstate system
that focused resources on national priorities.

ISTEA's authors also had the vision to create programs such as
the Surface Transportation Program that provided unprecedented
flexibility to State and local officials and helped assure that trans-
portation investments would meet the unique needs of their com-
munities.

But the job, as you !.now, Mr. Chairman is by no means done.
If we are to remain competitive in the global marketplace and
maintain our quality of life, we must aggressively meet at least
four national challenges: first is safety; second is continued growth
of traffic and travel and its attendant congestion; third are environ-
mental concerns- and fourth is responding to demographic changes.

Let me first address safety.
We have made great progress in the face of increasing travel.

Even so, motor vehicle crashes are the leading killer of America'syouth. Most people are unaware of that. They think it's crime; they
think it's disease; they think it's accidents at home. That is not the
case. The leading killer of our youth is on our highways.

After years of steady decline, total highway deaths are increas-
ing. These increases come prior to the repeal of the speed limit and
motorcycle helmet provisions of the past year.

Transportation deaths and injuries place a huge burden on our
economy-an estimated $140 billion annually. Tough Medicare
and Medicaid, much of this burden falls directly on the American
taxpayer. Reversing this trend will be a challenge requiring Fed-eral leadership.

The national minimum drinking age law, credited with saving
more than 10,000 lives in the past 10 years, illustrates the impor-
tance of the Federal role.

Our second challenge is traffic growth. Traffic congestion in the
Nation's 50 largest cities cost travelers more than $40 billion annu-
ally. Delays are likely to increase over the next two decades as
travel nationwide increases by over 50 percent. These are delays
that translate directly into cost to businesses, which ultimately are
passed on to consumers, and that also rob Americans of precious
personal time.

Our third challenge is the environment. Nearly one-quarter of
the areas that failed to meet ozone standards in 1990 have been
reclassified as attainment areas by EPA, but many of our largest
cities are continuing to have problems meeting air quality stand-
ards. We must continue efforts to reduce air pollutant emissions in
light of the continued rise in vehicle miles and the threat posed by
global climate change.

Fourth is our demographic changes. Mobility for older Ameri-
cans, as well as those with disabilities, is a critical need. The elder-
ly are the fastest-growing component of the U.S. population. Today
more than six million Americans are already over age 85. That will
increase 400 percent by the year 2050.
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The majority of this population is accustomed to relying on self-
operated automobiles, and as they grow older, special transpor-
tation needs will require national attention.

If we are to retain our high standard of living and competitive
edge, we must have effective Federal involvement in m inning
ad improving transportation.

To catch up with the United States, many other nations around
the world are making huge commitments to transportation infra-
structure. I was in Asia in November and learned that those fast-
growing economies, many of them competitors in a global market-
place, are planning to invest $1.2 trillion in infrastructure over the
next 10 years, with over $500 billion in transportation, alone. The
Europeans and the Japanese are investing a much higher propor-
tion of their GDP in infrastructure than our own country.

These countries are pursuing national transportation investment
strategies to overcome the fragmented, inefficient transportation
they now have, and we have to do the same.

It is critical that our connections across the country to ports, to
airports, to major transportation facilities, effectively link us to our
global partners.

We are concerned about transportation improvements, particu-
larly in north-south corridors and along the Mexican and Canadian
borders, that will facilitate enhanced trade resulting from the
North American Free Trade Agreement.

The Department's latest report on America's infrastructure con-
cludes that we have about a $17 billion annual investment short-
fall. That report, in my view, and in the view of many others, is
a wake-up call. We can begin to close the gap by investing in intel-
ligent transportation technologies to make current infrastructure
more efficient. About two-thirds of the capacity needed in our most
congested corridors can be provided by intelligent transportation
systems, and we can marshal more resources through innovative fi-
nancing and policies, encouraging the private sector to finance, con-
struct, and operate transportation systems.

Latin American and Asian officials are already aggressively re-
cruiting the private sector to address the infrastructure needs of
their countries.

As we confront these challenges, we must also build upon our
successes. The reauthorization of the surface transportation pro-
grams must retain the key elements that made ISTEA such a suc-
cess in a few short years. To benefit all users, each mode must
complement the others. ISTEA brought us closer to that goal
through intermodalism.

Through CMAQ we have funded an innovative truck/rail transfer
facility in Stark County, Ohio, and projects in Portland, Oregon,
and Seattle, Washington, designed to unsnarl traffic, to clean up
the air, and to improve rail and truck access to the commercial wa-
terfront.

Reauthorization, we believe, must continue the progress towards
intermodalism so modal categories of the early 20th century don't
dictate the transportation system of the future.

We are looking at ways to promote projects of national signifi-
cance-proeects that have benefits that extend beyond State and
local jurisdictions and include multiple modes and multiple parties.
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The Alameda Corridor in Los Angeles, which I've already talked
about, is a good example, because it will dramatically improve
cargo flows between the Ports of L.A. and Long Beach and the
heartland of America.

We also have to improve planning and public participation.
ISTEA brought new players to the table. A more inclusive process
we believe, yields better results in the form of more feasible and
publicly-acceptable plans.

The fiscal constraints ISTEA applied to transportation plans
means that these plans reflect the reality that real planning re-
quires making hardchoices based on realistically-available funding.
There should be no question of turning back. We must continue to
guarantee that investment decisions are the product of an inclusive
planning process and informed political decision.

ISTEA, Mr. Chairman created flexible programs such as STP
and CMAQ and increased State and local officials' ability to target
funds to projects that made sense for their communities. They re-
sponded enthusiastically to increased flexibility. More than $2 bil-
lion has been flexed.

By their own actions, these officials have demonstrated a com-
mitment to even greater flexibility. In Wisconsin, New Jersey, and
Missouri, State government leaders are committed to flexing State
money for transit and rail projects.

We must continue leveling the playing field so that all types of
transportation projects, including perhaps rail and intermodal
projects, can be chosen based on their transportation merit.

We have to continue to promote innovative financing. We began
our partnership for transportation investment to jump start inno-
vative financing suggested by ISTEA. In 1994 I issued a challenge
to States and localities. We said, "If you propose new ways tofi

nance projects, we will waive old procedural requirements."
Mr. Chairman, the response was overwhelming. Barely a year

later, we have approved more than 70 new projects. At least $4 bil-
lion worth that would have been delayed or perhaps never built are
all getting under way now, all without spending any new money
and with substantial private sector participation.

The pilot program for State infrastructure banks builds upon
that progress. By the end of this year, we expect to have State in-
frastructure banks in 10 States.

ISTEA's successor should continue efforts to create new ways of
providing the transportation that America needs. We also have to
encourage new technologies. Advanced technology Is vital to im-
proving safety, system capacity, efficiency, and travel times.We've expanded an investment in research and development
through increased funding and new private sector partnerships,
and with a deployment-oriented strategy we focus on dosing the
gap between state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice.

The successful intelligent transportation system and GPS deploy-
ments that we are seeing today are products of these initiatives.
These show that for the consumer and for industry we need na-
tional standards and a national approach.

In January I launched a challenge called "Operation Time
Saver," an initiative designed to cut daily travel time of Americans
in congested metropolitan areas by 15 percent over the next 10

24-086 97-5
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years. Americans who now commute 2 hours a day would save 80ours a week [sic], the equivalent of a 2-week vacation.
We must continue our commitment to develop and deploytech-

nologies that benefit Americans in their daily lives.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

let me say ISTEA is visionary legislation. Its central elements-
strategic infrastructure investments, intermodalism, flexibility,
inter-governmental partnership, a strong commitment to safety,
and enhanced planning--and strategic should be preserved.

The forces aing the debate over the role of the Government
in our society will influence the reauthorization debate. What is the
Federal role in surface transportation infrastructure? What's
worked under ISTEA and what hasn't? What can we do to improve
our safety record? How can we increase our resources? How can we
benefit more from the fiscal resources we have? Should we expand
eligibility for Federal Funds-for example, to rail and intermodal
projects?

Most of these questions require additional study and discussion,
but I am confident that in one case, the Federal role, the answer
is clear: we need strong Federal leadership.

As the President recently pointed out, the interstate system
brought Americans closer together, connecting region to region, city
to city, family to family, in ways that were undreamed of half a
century ago. That same spirit has long been a driving force for Gov-
ernment investment in transportation. Efficient national cargo
movement is key to our ability to benefit from expanding trade op-
portunities. Truckers and other freight operators need national uni-
formity in facilities and regulatory standards. We also need na-
tional consistency if we're going to move forward with deployment
of new technology.

We cannot achieve other key national priorities--linking Ameri-
cans to jobs, to health care, to education-without efficient trans-
portation, and the challenges we face in the areas of safety and the
environment don't stop at State borders.

Clearly we can all agree that investment in our Nation's trans-
portation infrastructure is vital to preserving our competitive ad-
vantages throughout the world and maintaining the well-being of
our citizens.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, that concludes
my statement. My colleagues and I are very happy to respond to
your questions.

Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. DeFazio.
Mr. DEFAzio. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I guess, in trying to distill down your testimony

and look to Che-I mean, we're going to be going through the reau-
thorization process. One of the things that got my attention, of
course and always has been a concern is what we identify as the
annual investment shortfall, and you pegged it at about $17 billion.

You mentioned a number of ways to-begin to fill that gap-by
spending money smarter, and making the existing system work
better and more intelligently.
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What would you need in terms of a reauthorization or tools from
the committee that would help fill that gap in terms of our needed
investment?

Mr. PERA. Congressman, if I understand your question, let me
offer a preliminary answer at this point.

Clearly, we see that part of that deficit gap can be made up by
at least the full implementation of technologies. In those 75 metro-
politan communities that we've identified, there are about 7 compo-
nents in Intelligent Transportation Systems that we think could re-
duce delays by at least 15 percent.

That investment is relatively modest, contrasted to perhaps bil-
lions of dollars of infrastructure investments. In some cases it
might be intelligent highways in communities that no longer have
land for any more highways, so anything we can do in the reau-
thorization to encourage communities to embrace these tech-
nologies, to use them, to recognize that these are not Buck Rogers
sorts of technologies-these are technologies that exist today. In
fact, if you have the opportunity to go to Atlanta for the Olympics,
we have worked very closely with Atlanta to showcase all seven
components of ITS in a way which we think the world will see how
we can make that system more efficient.

Point number two: we recognize that the Congress and the Ad-
ministration and the American people want us to eliminate the def-
icit over a reasonable period of time. We have agreed to do that
over a 7-year period.

In that context, I have assumed that we are not going to have
the kinds of full Federal resources that we would otherwise wish
to have for investment in our transportation infrastructure. There-
fore, we have concluded we've got to find creative ways to leverage
our dollars with our partners at the State and local level, but, most
importantly, with theprivate sector. That is why we have been
very impressed with the response from States and communities
and the private sector to our creative financing proposals. We've
done $4 billion in 2 years.

As respects this creative financing approach, we strongly support
the creation of State infrastructure banks. We're going to do 10 this
year. We had originally proposed doing one in every State, but the
thought was to start with 10. But let me say the interest is grow-
ing, as states seek to become members of this family of infrastruc-
ture banks. That will give us another tool to leverage the limited
dollars at the Federal, State, and local level and, more to attract
more private sector involvement.

Clearly, those are two things that we need to expand upon, and
that will help bridge the funding gap.

Will it satisfy the $17 billion deficit? No. But it will help signifi-
cantly.

-Lastly, Congressman, is the question of how we think about fu-
ture financing of our infrastructure in the reauthorization process,
and rm sure there will be lots of time for debate and analysis
about that in the context of deficit reduction. Perhaps in that envi-
ronment we can be more creative in coming up with some addi-
tional dollars that hopefully will even do more to fill that gap over
the next several years.
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So I think those three t are at least a direction that we can
move in to help fill that deficit.

Mr. DEFAZJo. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I appreciate that. I as-
sume that, as we go through this process and you go through your
hearing process, you'll continue to advise the committee in areas
that you identify as perhaps needing some changes in the upcom-
ing reauthorization.

I think that we are on a good track here, and want to continue
down that. I appreciate your creative thinking, because I think
you're right in surmising that, particularly with the proposal to re-
duce the gas tax, supposedly to help offset the extraordinary run-
up in the price of gasoline-I didn't support that going to the defi-
cit, so I'll probably support repealing it, but my preference would
be to take that 4.3 billion and move it over to invest in infrastruc-
ture. I think we'd all be well-served by that, but that's a debate
we'll have another day.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. PETRI. Mr. Kim.
Mr. KiM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I do have a couple of questions for you.
I agree with what you said, how important this ISTEA program

is. Even Mr. Clinton has stated that America's competitiveness in
the world market depends on highway system, foundation of high-
way system. I agree. I think transportation is key to our success.

Yet then the American motorists pay about $0.09 or $0.10 per
gallon of gas tax right now, but yet historically or traditionally all
of the money has been deposited into highway trust fund, and
money has been set aside for the highwayprojects

Now in the last 3 years what happened? Highway trust fund has
been gutted. Now only $0.12 goes to highway projects, the rest of
them go to social programs.

Let me be more specific. In 1993, your Administration raised the
gas tax by $0.043. Not even a penny goes to highway projects. All
of those additional gas tax increases go to someplace else, some
other social program.

Does it makes sense now to repeal that so that we give nickel
back to the American motorists? It's not going to hurt the ISTEA
roam anyway, because the money was never used for the

8 A. That's my first question.
My second question is NAFTA. NAFTA is clearly a Federally-

mandated policy, and southern California is suffering because we
have to come up with the money to build all this infrastructure
along the borderline. That is not really a State's responsibility. I
believe that money should be coming from your agency. Perhaps
NAFTA projects should be funded from perhaps crossing fee or
some other source rather than gas tax money.

That's my two questions.
Mr. PEA. Thank you, Congressman Kim. Let me respond to both

of those, if I might. And, by the way, anywhere along the line if
you would like any of the administrators tojom in an answer or
if you'd like to direct a question to them, Im sure they're very
happy to respond and are prepared to do so.

Congressman, let me respectfuly d with the characteriza-
tion of the $0.043 gas tax that the President recommended a few
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years ago. That was done for the purposes of deficit reduction, so
it was not done to fund other programs.

Second, let me remind the Members that we had, under a pre-
vious situation, a gas tax used for deficit reduction. This was not
the first time that the gas tax has been used for deficit reduction.
And, in fact, that previous gas tax, as of this year, has now been
Fut back into the trust fund. So the President was not the first to
ook at the gas tax revenue as a source of deficit reduction.

We can obviously argue about the merits of whether it should go
into deficit reduction or not, but at least that is the factual record
of the act.

As respects NAFTA, I share your concern about the impact of
NAFTA on, in particular, the border communities. I believe that
there is a shared responsibility here on behalf of the Federal Gov-
ernment and a Federal role in investing in, for example, NAFTA-
related infrastructure and in NAFTA corridors.

We are now seeing States that want to form these corridors from
Canada all the way- down to the Mexican border, and we believe
that there is a Federal role there.

That can be done, for example, as was done in the environmental
area with the creation of the environmental infrastructure bank,
which primarily went for environmental purposes. And perhaps in
the reauthorization of ISTEA the Congress might want to pursue
or think about a separate national fund for those kinds of projects
on the transportation side.

Secondly, we have worked with the States to give them a little
more flexibility, in the area of creative financing. For example, the
Laredo Bridge, we have facilitated infrastructure necessary to ac-
commodate the increased traffic because of NAFTA.

So I think the combination of those things--more flexibility, a
strong Federal presence for NAFJA, but also a shared involvement
with the States that, in fact, benefit from NAFTA in a very signifi-
cant way-we believe is perhaps the approach to take here.Mr. KIM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

I want to repeat again that I respectfully disagree with you.
Again, let me state my question again. None of that $0.043 goes
to highway projects? That's what I'm saying. You agree with that?

Mr. PENA. Yes.
Mr. KIM. Therefore, is it okay to repeal it? What's wrong with re-

pealing it. It's not going to hurt the ISTEA program anyway, be-
cause none of that money is ever spent on highway projects. I'mnot blaming.Mr. PA. I just wanted to emphasize, Congressman, that the
$0.043 gas tax was not to fund other domestic programs; it was for
deficit reduction. But let me answer your question directly.

The proposal to eliminate the $0.043 gas tax is a proposal that
the Administration is willing to examine in the context of deficit re-
duction, in the context of achieving a balanced budget over a period
of years.

The chief of staff, Mr. Panetta, made that statement the other
dacndly, if that sort of agreement can be reached in the context

of reaching a balanced budget, we would hope that any elimination
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of that $0.043 gas tax, if It were to occur, would inure to the bene-
fit of consumers.

So if there is a way to do that, obviously the Administration is
prepared to have those sorts of discussions.

Mr. PEm. Thank you.
Ms. Johnson, do you have any questions?
Ms. JoHNSoN. No thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETm. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I really don't have any

questions. However, I wanted to thank you for continuing with this
hearing today, despite the inconveniences of the schedule. I think
it's a good start.

And I'd like to say thank you to my old friend, Secretary Pefia.
We were mayors together, and it gives me absolute confidence that
the perspective that he brings to the regional and local importance
of connectivity is something that will benefit not only local commu-
nities, but all communities across the country. Transportation is
not something that affects just one area.

It's good to see you here, and good to see you doing well.
It's also particular pleasure to see Jolene Molitoris, who is a

friend from Ohio, and to welcome all of the administrators from
your various programs. Thank you very much for being here.

Mr. PERu. Thnkyou.
I have a fairly long series of questions, and with your indulgence

I'l submit most of them to you for preparation and written re-
sponse, which will help us get started in a number of areas that
we need to be communicating about.

Let me ask just a few questions.
One question is if you have any ideas or suggestions about how

the Federal Government can move toward streamlining its program
delivery to States and local governments to reduce the bureaucratic
overhead and eliminate unnecessary cost so Pat a greater percent-
age can be spent on actually doing what the money is there for.

I have, in that context, maybe just one area, and that is whether
there are improvements that can be made in the regional offices of
the Department of Transportation or reorganization or changes. I
don't know if that's appropriately part of ISTEA or not, but it's cer-
tainly an area that has excited some interest on the part of dif-
ferent State departments of transportation.

Mr. PERA. Mr. Chairman, we agree with both of those ideas, and
we're acting on each of them.

On the first--and that is how to reduce overall cost of the Ad-
ministration of these programs-we have instituted everything
from electronic documents, electronic billing, so that we don't have
to require the States to fill out massive amounts of paperwork for
that. We have eliminated 13 percent of our regulations thus far,
and we're gog to do more of that.

Each of the administrators here could probably give you an ex-
ample-and perhaps I should ask them to do that-in their own
administrations about how they have tried to streamline the paper-
work and facilitate the relationship between each of their modes
and the States and their customers.

Second, as respects your second question on the--
Mr. PrTm. Regional offices.
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Mr. Pz&.-regional offices, we have had significant work done
already in working towards either a consolidation or a restructur-
ing of our regionI offices. As a former local elected official, I al.-
ways was a bit perplexed why I was in.Region X for highways and
Region Y for transit, and so these Administrators havebeen work-
ing over the last several months to find a way to co-locate, or to
synchronize their operations so they can speak with one voice in
communities around the country.

We hope, to complete that work in the next several months and
then present that to you, but I think both of those steps will help
greatly in increasing efficiency.

Let me ask perhaps each of the Administrators to give you oneexam&e of what we*re doing i that regard. Perhaps let me start
with Slate and then Mr. Gordon Linton.

?4. SLATmR Mr. Chairman, echoing the comments by the Sec-
rotary we Iwae been working very aggressively on both of these
;tirs, .eally from day one, starting first in the headquarters
when we learned that for the first time since the establishment of
the Department, all of the modes have been meeting with the Sec-
retary on a weekly basis, actually twice a week, Mondays and
Thursday, so as to better coordinate our activities.

And then, as the Secretary noted, just last week all of our re-
gional administrators were in town to follow up on the Secretary's
charge to us to figure out a way to more effectively streamline our
operations and activities in the field offices and at the field level
where the decisions are actually being made. That process is mov-
ing forward.

More specifically, as relates to the Federal Highway Administra-
tion, in our western regional offices, really dealing with those of-
fices west of the Mississippi, we have already implemented a proc-
ess that allows us to share various administrative functions among
the regional offices. Now that is just within highways, and we are
moving now to work across the modes to do that across the coun-
try, moving beyond the west all the way across the country.

We have also utilized improved technology to allow for the auto-
matic transfer of resources from our accounts to the State accounts.
We've seen that utilized in a most effective way as we've responded
to natural disasters. That is also a part of our everyday practice,
and that's ugh the electronic signature program that the Sec-
razmad=m~b1el~ference to.

-r.LNTON(Let me add, Mr. Chairman, that we, in the Federal
Tan 0t*-Admiistration have done just as described by my col-
ld e, Administrator Slater. We have moved to electronic grant-
making. We have greatly reduced the number of papers that are
required in terms of providing grants to our customers. We have
also moved to reduce our Buy America provisions to the extent that
it's very easy for our customers to respond to the Buy America re-
quirements, eliminating once again an excessive amount of paper-
work, saving time and money that they spend in meeting those re-
quirements.

We have also reduced our third-party contracting certification re-
quirements, once again trying to reduce those burdens.

But, more importantly, as was described earlier, we are working
to do collaborate in our regions with FRA, FHWA, and NHTSA, as
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well, and our staffs are working to provide one-stop service to our
customers so they can go to a single location and get response to
things such as joint certifications, joint planning, so that we can
haveon where they can get an immediate response to their

quiries for i ructure investments needs.
Ms. MOmIOs Mr. Chairman, all of the things that have been

n~etiemd-e ing on at the Federal Railroad Administration,
btf also a couple of other items.

Across the board in the Department we are downsizing, and we
are doing that also in the Federal Railroad Administration. We are
about the business of dosing small field offices to save money and
co-locating with our colleagues in the other modes.

We are also pursuing and have active now a program of tele-
commuting, which enables more efficiency in terms of lowering
rental costs and expanding and leveraging travel dollars for our in-
spectors.

We have, in a number of major urban centers, intermodal meet-
ings monthly where all of the modes meet together to share prob-
lems and develop answers intermodally. Chicago is a very good ex-
ample of where this is going on and where there is a record of giv
ing cuatomers or immediate and comprehensive response so theydon't have to go across the modes to get answers.

Finally, we are employing a whole decentralization process, so
that, with regard to our inspection process, customers at the local
level can get their problems answered there and they don't have to
go to Washington.

Dr. MARTmEZ. Mr. Petri, thank you, sir.
We would like to add one other program that we did. We looked

at the 402 program, how we worked with the States, and one of the
things we tried to do is to meet with the States for the first time
and ask them, "How are we doing what we do? What do you like
about us? What don't you like about us? Would it be fine if we just
walked away?"

We were pleased with the conversation because we started by
asking ourselves, "What can we do better?" We found that our com-
munications between our field offices and national headquarters
was somewhat difficult and slow. We found that our programs were
not as flexible as we'd like. It was hard to take a program, develop
it nationally, and apply it locally, with different environments.And
we also found that we tended to do a lot of micro-management be-
cause of the process involved.

So we went and met with the States at their national meeting
in Sacramento and asked them, "What are the big issues?" It turn
out the three big issues were: we tended to micro-manage, we tend-
ed to have poor communications, and we had non-flexible pro-
grams.

We changed our processes and actually worked with the inspec-
tor general and our counsel to see if we could change our processes
altogether. We looked at all three of those issues and improved
communications through our web site and through a bulletin board,
as well as regular meetings.

Number two, we looked at our whole product development and
now get customer input at the very beginning and are clear that
our programs have to be flexible when they come out.
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And then the third thing was to look at the process of 402 man-
agement. Our first year we did a pilot project. Sixteen States
signed up for the pilot performance partnership. For 1997,_we have
40 States, the District of Columbia, and three territories that have
signed up for it. We have found that that has improved both ourability to work with and to be more responsive to the States.

So I think we're on the right track there.
Mr. PtrRI. It's encouraging to hear. We're all aware of the some-

times painful but probably necessary and important in the long run
restructuring that s going on in huge private sector organizations,
and with E-mal and fax and instantaneous communication, they
can eliminate many levels of management or in processes. It turns
out, I guess, it's like Soviet industries. They were subtracting rath-
er than adding value to raw materials, andthey were ahead of the
game if they just got them out of the way in some cases, and this
may be sad to say but true in some aspects of our Federal estab-
lishment in this new environment.

This is probably an ongoing and accelerating process, actually.
Mr. Mica, did you have some questions?
Mr. MicA. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
First, I want to thank the Secretary and Mr. Slater and Ms.

Molitoris for their leadership, also working with the Congress. I get
into a bunch of battles in the Congress with some of the other
agencies, but I really commend you all on your cooperation, and
sometimes under difficult circumstances, differences of opinion, but
you all have performed admirably and in a time of difficult transi-
tion.

A couple of questions, again looking through the Secretary's testi-
mony-and I think you cover sort of the spectrum of ISTEA chal-
jenges. Let's talk about money first.One of the problem that we've got is, again, limited resources.
It seems the Administration, through some of the information that
I have been given, is talking about having fewer dollars of the gas
tax and other monies that come in, I think in the out years like
1998, some of th projections I've seen, going into transportation.

And then we talked-I think there was some talk about how
other countries, I guess in your testimony, are putting more money
into infrastructure, and we are still putting a part of our gasoline
tax money into deficit reduction, or whatever the term is.

So I see a little bit of a conflict between what you're saying here
and what the Administration is proposing.

If I had my way, of course, I would put every penny into infra-
structure building, but, again, you-the information I've got in the
out years that the Administration's proposing, fewer dollars coming
in from those funds towards the infrastructure.

Is that the case or am I reading this wrong?
Mr. PERIA. Congressman, as with so many other cases, there is

a complicated answer to a complicated question. Let me try to
begin at the beginning.

Threeyears ago the President committed to increase our Nation's
investment in our infrastructure. We have done that in the amount
of $2 billion. So, for example, in the 1997 budget we have submit-
ted to the Congress, overall investment program is about $2 billion
over what it was prior to 1993.
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Essentially, how we are able to do that is to spend more out of
the trust fund, and we have done that somewhat over the last 3
years.

The problem, as you know, is that, historically, spending out of
the trust funds has been limited in order to help deal with the defi-
cit calculation. That has vexed Administrations and Congresses for
almost three decades now.

The question is how we proceed in the future. One obvious way
of dealing with that is to allow for more spending to occur out of
the trust funds, thereby reducing the balances in those trust funds.

The budget that we have submitted, over a 7-year period does
see some reductions over a period of time, but, frankly, so did the
budget resolution passed by the Congress. Both programs see in
the out years a reduction in spending for infrastructure.

The reality, however, Congressman, as you know, is that these
decisions arpgmade on a year-to-year basis. So, just as in 1997, we
are slightly increasing our investment compared to 1996. We're not
sure yet precisely what the Congress would do in the 1998 fiscal
year, for example. So that's that part of that question.

The second part of your question has to do with the $0.043 gas
tax increase. As I stated earlier, the President did recommend that
increase in 1993 for deficit reduction, and it was not the first time
that the gas tax had been used for that purpose. And, in fact, now
the previous gas tax that had been used for deficit reduction is
going back into the trust fund, starting this year, so that will help
a little in terms of the trust fund.

In response to a question earlier, I stated that the Administra-
tion's position is that we would be open to having a discussion
about the $0.043 gas tax in the context of reaching our mutual goal
of deficit reduction over a 7-year period, and in the context that
any repeal, if it were to occur, would be for the benefit of consum-
ers.

So that is our dilemma, and I know we all understand it. There
is not an easy answer here, and so that's why we have, in addition
to the investments, pursued the innovative financing strategy and
the technology strategy to both leverage our limited dollars and to
make our current infrastructure even more efficient by not having
to spend the billions of dollars that might otherwise be looked at
for very expensive infrastructure.

Mr. MICA. Again, Mr. Secretary, just looking at the-it's called
"analytical perspectives of budgets proposed," we see 1997, $22 bil-
lion, and then 1998 we drop off to about $17 billion. In 1999 we
hit $50.5 billion, and then $20.14 billion.

Again, if we are to compete with other countries in infrastruc-
ture-and it's just not your responsibility. The is also chiding the
Congress--we're going to have to make some serious commitments,
and it goes across the board. That's just highway. If you look at
mass transit and if you look at total for ground transport you see
these decreases when we should be increasing the funds that are
available.

So that, to me, is a concern.
Now-
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Mr. PE'm. We're going to restrict and then come back to you, but
we have a new Member who hasn't had a chance to ask questions
yet.

Mr. MICA. Okay. I wanted to get into infrastructure banking, but
I will come back. Thank you.

Mr. PETu. Yes. We've each tried to restrict ourselves.
I'm pleased to recognize the not quite formal yet,.but soon-to-be

new member of our subcommittee, Representative Millender-
McDonald from California.

Ma'am, have you any questions?
Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good

morning to all of you. It is indeed a pleasure to now say officially
that I have joined the Surface Transportation Infrastructure Sub-
committee. I am, indeed, privileged to be here representing the
State of California.

As we look at the infrastructure of California, knowing that it's
important for our economic well-bing, and then also infrastructure
that will be important to the well-being of the entire country, I am
pleased to sit here and listen to you and to listen to the reauthor-
ization of ISTEA.

We are somewhat concerned about the gas tax and its increases
and how this perhaps might impede some of the progress or the im-
plementation of your plans. We hope that this wi not bear too
much against our completing the plan that the Administration has
set forth in trying to drive this restructuring of the infrastructure,
because we recognize that the Alameda Corridor is an important
component to California and to the Nation in providing the jobs
that have been lost in the military contracts cut, but also with this
type of project it will bring backthe 4obs to California, and not only
to California but throughout the Nation.

So we are pleased to know that we have a project in California
that will not only drive the economy in our State, but across this
Nation.

We certainly do want to work with you to provide the type of
leadership that the Administration has already begun and hope
that this will not-the gas tax increases will not impede your pro-
gram.

Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pwm. Mr. Filner, have you another round of questions?
Mr. FILNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I know that Mr. Kim had asked about border infrastructure, so

I won't repeat those, but, as you know we've talked about this and
you have many times been with us with many of your folks.

We do have a national trade policy, and the implementation of
that policy requires far more investment in the infrastructure, so
we continue to urge that upon you.

Id just like to take a broader perspective on that ifI can, Mr.
Pefia, because I know of your broader interest, and I know all of-
you have a group of people who are not only very technically pro-
ficient, but have, I know from talking to them, much broad policy
interest.

I look at the border infrastructure-not just roads or railways or
bridges, or whatever, but you know the difficulty for a great part
of the population along the border because of the concern with fie-
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gal immigration, and you've witnessed some of the demagoguery
and the hostility that comes out of that situation.

It seems them, because I represent the border area in California,
I've taken as a prime kind of responsibility to bring down that level
of rhetoric and demagoguery and hostility, and the one way that
we can do it as a Nation, I think, is to have cooperation between
U.S. and.Mexico on specific projects that actually produce a rise in
the quality of living for people on both sides--more jobs, better
transportation, better ability to work.

If we, together, U.S. and Mexico, actually produce results for our
two peoples, I think that would be a very important effort to stem
a lot of the hostility and tensions that exist. People have to see real
results from our cooperation.

We've talked-I know I've talked to you and Ms. Molitoris about
certain railway projects or road projects that can produce this.

I see it as a foreign policy objective of our two countries, not just
to use your abilities and your technical expertise and the legisla-
tion that you have to help our infrastructure, but to put it in that
broader perspective. I think it's real important for our two nations
to do that.

My population, as you know, in my District is plurality, Hispanic
of Mexican descent. They face real problems physilly because of
the tensions. My job is to helPreducethose, and I think you have
a role to play in that if you look at it hi that way, and so I hope
you would look at the border as in this broader context, and I look
forward to working with you on that.

I don't know if you have any comments or not.
Mr. PENA. Congressman, very briefly let me say that I agree with

your insight into how these investments can go beyond just bricks
and mortar. As a product of the border, myself, I obviously have
personal experience in understanding some of the challenges that
people face along the border.

Let me say that we have developed, I think, a very constructive
relationship with my counterpart in Mexico, where we are now
doing joint plannin along the border, where in past years that was
not done. The result of that was the construction of a bridge I will
not name on the one side of the border, but it didn't connect on the
other side of the border. We're not going to do that any more.

We're jointly planning on technology, in Otemesa, for example,
which you visited when I was down there last, in Nogales, and we'd
like to do one on other parts along the border.

Working together on these projects, which I think will inure to
the benefit of the peoples who live along the border, is a very im-
portant byproduct of those investments, so I share your insight.

Mr. FILNER. Thank you. Just one specific question, if I may, Mr.
Chairman, for Dr. Martinez.

As you know, I have had some correspondence with you about
the petition of the Automobile Safety Foundation, which has an
opinion about the auto steering lock and its safety and whether it
can actually reduce auto theft or if it produces more safety prob-
lems, and you, I think, are looking at that but have not responded,
I think, officially to their petition. Can you just give us some quick
answers to that?
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Dr. MARTINEZ. Well, the basic petition asks that the Federal
motor vehicle standard 114, which says that when you take the key
out of the ignition it locks the steering wheel-hes asking that it
be amended so that you can take the key out while driving.

What we've done is try to look for information that lets us under-
stand how big a problem that is. At this point I can't say I know
what all the data is on that, whether or not people routinely take
the key out or try to take the key out while driving whether that
leads to consequences and crashes, and so that's really been one of
the issues we ve asked our people inside to look at and see if they
can find data to support or identify how big a problem that i withre 8rd sto safety.0

r. FNER. I would just urge, if they are right and it is a true
situation, a safety problem, that we respond. We have to look at
it pretty quickly.

r. MmEZ. Well, our regulatory review really asked us to go
back and look at all the standards, and with that we've rescinded
some, we've modernized others, and this is one of the ones we're
bookinsat.

Mr. UIER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. PzTi. Mr. Mica.
Mr. MICA. I thank the chairman.
One of the things I also want to compliment you on, I guess we

authored-I helped co-author back in October-it may have been as
late as October--the infrastructure banking proposal, and just a
mechanism to try to make the little bit that we have go a little fur-
ther.

I want to compliment the chairman and everyone else that
signed into law, and compliment you again on the demonstration
projects. Have all of them been named now? Ten?

Mr. PERIA. No, Congressman. We've named eight.
Mr. MICA. Eight. Okay.
Mr. PENA. We hope to name the other two very shortly.
Mr. MICA. Good.
Mr. PENA. And let me say-
Mr. MICA. What was the interest in that? And where are we?

Could you give me a quick update?
Mr. PENA. Quite high. We had 15 States that responded essen-

tially in a few months to the original proposal.
Mr. MICA. Fifty or 15?
Mr. PERA. Fifn. I'm sorry. But please understand this was

done over a period of, 3 months, so the States had to very quickly
put their proposals together, submit them to us. And, of course,
those States that had perhaps more experience in dealing with this
kind of creative financing had a leg up.

We have proposed in the next budget year actual dollars to pro-
vide some seed money to not only help with those but others, and
to add to those banks in other States.

Mr. MICA. Would you like additional authority for additional
demonstration projects?

Mr. PENA. Absolutely, Congressman. I'd like to have these banks
in essentially every State in the country.

Mr. MICA. Sometimes people say Government doesn't work, but
that's a perfect example, and I want to compliment you. Of course,
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you picked one in my State, and we're going to have a project that
will move forward. It solved a quarter-of-a-billion-dollar dilemma
on an interstate connecting a completely privately-funded bypass
system. We have no bypass around central Florida. But these
things take a little bit of money, a little bit of everyone's participa-
tion and common sense.

A couple of things, too. I wasn't here but another thing that we
need to look at is fast-tracking some of these projects in 1STEA. I
heard you talked about increasing project delivery, or something
like that, but we need to work together on finding some mecha-
nisms.

Sometimes these processes take so damn long. I'm a former de-
veloper, and you go out in the private sector and you build the
thing. In the Federal Government you study it and you study it.
I used to say we're going to pave 1-4 with studies. But fast-tracking
some of these intermodal projects and things is one thing that I
didn't see a lot of attention to, but we need a summit on fast-track-

in'he other thing, too, is you mentioned some public/private part-
nerships. I think that that's another area, too. I think that out
there, there are a lot of private firms that will get into transpor-
tation, particularly mass transit or building intermodal centers or
things, so I think this is another area that I'd like to pursue with
you, and I think the committee should pursue and as we look at
ISTEA changes, because we can also leverage the private sector
with those public bucks and move these projects together.

That's going to be a second area.
Then just one little personal thing before my lights start ,'urning

different colors here. Besides, I'm color blind so I don't recognize
that anyway.

[Laughter.]
Mr. MICA. Mr. Secretary, I didn't see anything about MagLev,

and I know we have authorization, but I'm also interested in seeing
this country get into the 21st century of transit, and MagLev is a
way to go. The Germans have it. They've put $5.5 billion into their
project. They abandoned the U.S. The Japanese have this tech-
nology. At some point that's going to kick in.

There are several small projects. One happens to be in Florida.
There are several, I think, in Florida now. But I really think-and
not just with a parochial interest-that we need to be trying to get
our folks' business and industry competing in that, because at some
point it's going to be a transportation mode of the future.

I saw no mention. Is there any interest?
Mr. PENA. Yes, there is, Congressman. Let me just quickly re-

spond toyour three points and invite one of the administrators to
add to that.

First, in terms of fast-track, we agree. We have been able to do
that in a number of ways, in particular in the creative financing
projects that we approved in the last 2 years, and in changing our
regulations, and revisiting the notion of a State match, for exam-
ple. We discussed earlier how we have been able to eliminate a lot
of paperwork, doing electronic clearance, and trying to fmd ways to
synchronize environmental impact statements and other pre-project
requirements so that we can shorten the time, as opposed to doing
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them sequentially, and do them concurrently, saving the time in-
volved there. So we agree with you there.

Second, the public/private area is one we are just beginning to
explore, in my view. I think there are countries-,and this may be
a shock to some members of the subcommittee-in Latin America
and in Asia that are far ahead of us. They have been doing this
in some cases for 10 years. Some of their projects have failed; oth-
ers have been very successful. We are learning from their experi-
ences.

So, for example, the Greenway Tollway, and the Orange County
Tollway, are just the beginnings, I think, of the kind of private sec-
tor financing, construction, and operation of transportation infra-
structure that we very much support. We think that the infrastruc-
ture banks and the deals we've done in the last 2 years have
brought in a tremendous amount of dollars.

I asked my budget people the other day, "Of the $4 billion we did
over the last 2 years, how much of that was private?" The answer
was about $1 billion. So we've been able to attract about $1 billion
of private sector investment in the context of $4 billion simply by
being more creative, saying to the State, "If you bring in a private
fiber optic cable company to lay fiber optic cable along your high-
way, we will count the value of those strands as the value of the
State match." So the State would not have to come up with any
dollars, and the private fiber optic company said, "Terrific. That is
an open door, a welcome mat for me to be a partner in this deal."

We can do lots of those all over the country.
Lastly, as respects MagLev, I recently had a meeting with the

MagLev organization, the private sector partners who were a part
of that. I, too, am very concerned about our country falling behind
our competitors around the world, particularly in light of the fact
that magnetic levitation technology was invented by Americans.
We were not able to deploy that technology and we lost it to our
friends in Japan and Germany.

So we continue to work with that association. We, through the
Federal Railroad Administration, are looking at ways to at least
continue some of the methodology and the research and hopefully
final deployment. But you're night, Congressman-we don't have
the multi billion dollars at the Federal level as Germany is invest-
ing in its MagLev system, so we're going to have to be more cre-
ative in how we continue to keep that one alive.

Mr. PEm. Are there other questions?
Mr. MICA. May I ask another?
Mr. PTm. Sure, Mr. Mica.
Mr. MICA. One of the other questions that I had dealt with pos-

sibly-and some of this gets controversial. I know we got into--I
shouldn't even mention rest stops and things along the way. But,
looking at some additional sources of revenue, for example, in the
interstate system, different proposals have come up in some of
these intermodal facilities about now bringing communications into
some of these corridors and possible sources of revenue participa-
tion.

Foreximpre, radio frequencies--if you had a seamless interstate
communications radio broadcast frequency, a long and narrow
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band, in some of these areas as a source of revenue and participa-
tion, safety, communications, information.

Can you tell me if there's any interest in something of that na-
ture?

Mr. PERA. Congressman, there is. Let me generally say that we
have tried to reshape our budget to invest more in the intelligent
transportation infrastructure side of our investment. We are work-
ing with the private sector to come up with a national architecture,
if I can use that expression, so that we will have at least some
inter-connectedness among communities in the country. So whether
you're in San Antonio or in Atlanta or in Los Angeles, and you are
driving a car of the future, with this technology you'll be able to
operate in all of those cities and you won't have to deal with dif.
ferent types of technology.

We're supporting the synchronization of that architecture.
More than that, in terms of the specificity of your suggestions,

we have looked at that. Let me invite Mr. Linton to talk about
that, and perhaps Mr. Slater to talk about how he's doing that onthAgrwj ide.

er LIZNi.iThank you very much.
lwt me jus( say, Congressman, that we are working, under the

direedfn*e te Secretary, to encourage more private sector involve-
ment in infrastructure investment.

In the area of transit, there has been a tremendous interest in
looking at fiber optic cable, enabling communication firms to use
the right-of-ways of the transit systems for laying fiber optic ca-
bling, enabling them and thereby creating an opportunity for reve-
nue sources for these transit properties.

We're also looking at some innovative and creative ways for joint
development that will allow the transit systems to begin to realize
some additional revenue streams, utilizing assets that they cur-
rently have.

As the Secretary noted, I, too, have gone to Asia and have seen
some very exciting projects where they have been able to take ad-
vantage of their right-of-ways access and do joint development.
These projects help reducethe national government's investment
and encourage private investment, but at the same time create rev-
enue streams that support additional infrastructure investment.

I think we are beginning to look at that and will be looking for-
ward to working with the Congress in the short term, but also as
we look-reauthorization of ISTEA, we want to promote an
en ironment to/o more of that.r. SLATER./Congressman, I'd also like to add that your com-m e~h at-llvallow us to underscore the significance of the pas-
sab of-two pieces of legislation and how they inter-relate. I'm
speakdgin terms of the NHS bill. The NHS, as you know, includes
the interstates, but it goes beyond the interstates to include those
important routes that serve to tie us together and allow us to build
on the strengths of all of the other modes of transportation. It real-
ly starts to give us what the Secretary has argued that we should
have and what really ISTEA speaks to, an Intermodal national
transportation system.

But you couple that with the passage of the telecommunications
bill and all of the new flexibility that we will gain there to really
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marry technology with the concrete, asphalt, and steel of transpor-
tation, you really have two forces that will combine-transportation
and communications-and will really allow us, as the Secretary has
noted earlier, to enhance the capacityof the system that we have
now without necessarily building additional lane miles. Where that
is apprpriate, well be able to do that.

I also think that that was underscored when the President used
the pen that was given to Vice President Gore's father at the sign-
ing of the interstate bill in 1956 by President Eisenhower to sign
the telecommunications bill, underscoring the tie between commu-
nications and transportation.

So I think it really bodes well for the future that we can enhance
our transportation system through the union of technology and
communications.

Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman, I have an additional question, if I may.
One of the other things I think that we have to consider with

ISTEA--and I got involved in ISTEA in the early 1980s when I
worked on the Senate side and we dumped literally billions of dol-
lars into south Florida in a somewhat uncoordinated fashion. Prob-
ably some of those projects helped prompt ISTEA and cause a call
for intermodalism. Now we pay the price of trying to connect sys-
tems that were created without an intermodal concept in their on-
gin.

One of the things that concerns me is when I came here 3 years
ago there were about 26 to 29 transit projects-rail, light rail, com-
muter rail, projects of that sort. Last year I think we had gotten
up to 89, and I've got at least one more I want to add to the list.
We had hearings the other day. This place was lined up with folks
for more.

There is more and more awareness that we have to have some
alternative to one car/one person, more asphalt or concrete, which-
ever business you're in.

But 89 projects--and I know you've targeted some areas like
Miami, the northeast corridor, some of these. Is there any method
to this madness of trying to prioritize how we're-and allof these
89 need to be intermodal in some fashion. Is there any approach
you're taking or something you could relay or something we need
to do to adjust this legislation to make sure that we do this in some
reasoned fashion and approach rather than just the raw political
pressure which sometimes is applied?

Mr. PERiA. Yes, there is, Congressman. Let me make a prelimi-
nary comment and then have Administrator Linton add to tha.

First of all, we think one very positive thing that ISTEA did in
the planning requirements was to, in effect, encourage local
decisionmakers of all levels to prioritize their projects and to be re-
alistic about the funds they had to build them, Contrast that with
some of the plans that I used to see when I was mayor, 20-year
visionary plans that were multi-billions of dollars that we knew
we'd never have.

So I think there is a new reality and a prioritization that has oc-
curred at-the State and local level. We have to continue that.

We have done the same with the national level. We have looked
at the nation, as a whole, looking at congestion points, trying to
prioritize our investments to getthe most bang for the buck from
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a national and international perspective in terms of our global com-
petitiveness. And, of course, we use criteria when we evaluate pro-
posals that are made by various communities.

I talked earlier about our focus on the 75 largest communities to
reduce time lost through congestion by 15 percent o,,6r a 10-year
period. We can do that with a relatively modest investment in tech-
nology.

In the other transit programs there are criteria used. We do cost/
benefit aulyu'is, and Mr..Linton can describe how we look at those
pr'r.ct wnen I[]ey come in.

tNTo1.. Thank you very much.
ret ue aad to what the Secretary mentioned. There have been

major mechanisms put in ISTEA that I think have gone a long way
in terms of major investment studies that are required. We in FTA,
as well as FHWA, engage in major joint planning.I think the real key to prioritizatizing projects is encouraging
local participation, along with a multi-modal approach to planning
that requires an alternative analysis in order to determine locally
the best transportation solution to a transportation problem.

I think historically, prior to ISTEA, when we began to look at
just stovepipe fundLing-funding highways, just funding transit
Just funding rail-you didn't encourage people to look at the localievel and evaluate alternatives. I think ISTEA has moved a long
way in that direction.

As.we mnove towards reauthorization, I think that is one of the
strength r" ISTEA-trying to focus and continue to push the local
$ening t~t's necessary to have prioritization of those projects.

Mr. SLA1',R. I would also add that that effort has brought about

We were just reviewing the figures a little while ago, and we
noted that last year, alone, you actually had about $800 million
transferred from what were traditionally highway accounts to tran-
sit. That reflects the kind of give-and-take decision-making process
that is occurring out there, and it also shows that States and
locales are taking advantage of the flexibility opportunity provided
in ISTEA.

The total over the last 5 years or so is probably in excess of $2
billion, resulting from the decision-making process that ISTEA en-
courages.

Mr. Pfm. Thank you. As I said before, Mr. Secretary, I will be
submitting some additional questions.

We'd like to thank you. You've been very generous with your
time. We appreciate your whole team being here and participating
in this process, and we look forward to working with all of you as
we try to improve the Nation's transportation policy for the next
5- or -year period.

Thank you very much.
Mr. PzNA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the invitation. We ap-

preciate your leadership in this area. Thank you.
Mr. PTrm. The next panel consists of three leaders of State and

local government: the Honorable Bill Campbell, mayor of the city
of Atlanta, on behalf of the U.S. Conference of Mayors; the Honor-
able Barbara Gregg, Alderman from Louisville, Kentucky, on behalf
of the National Ieague of Cities; and the Honorable Carol Roberts,
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Commissioner of Palm Beach County, Florida, on behalf of the Na-
tional Association of Counties.

I'd like to welcome all three of you to this committee and to the
witness table.

I think as soon as you are able to take your places, we'll begin
with the Honorable Bill Campbell, the mayor of the city of Atlanta.

I'd indicate to all of you that, as you probably know, your full
statements willibe included as a part of the record, and if you are
able to abridge them or whatever, we all would appreciate it. But,
in any event, we look forward to your testimony.
TESTIMONY OF HON. BILL CAMPBELL, MAYOR, CITY OF AT.

LANTA, ON BEHALF OF THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS;
BARBARA GREGG, ALDERMAN, LOUISVILLE, KY, ON BEHALF
OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES; AND CAROL ROB-
ERTS, COMMISSIONER, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA, ON
BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
Mayor CAMPBELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I'll try

to be as brief as possible.
I'm mayor of Atlanta and the chairman of the U.S. Conference

of Mayors' Transportation and Communications Committee, and
I'm here today representing more than 1,050 mayors from across
this country.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to provide our views
about the Federal interest and, of course, the mayors' interest in
the renewal of ISTEA, which we think is of vital importance.

Mr. PETR. You have a few things going on in Atlanta these days,
too.

Mayor CAMPBELL. Just a few things that we're preparing for. We
certainly hope that you all will be able to come and join us, Mr.
Chairman and members of the committee, in not only the Olympic
games but also, of course, the Para-Olympic games.

In large part, our success in being able to hold the Olympics and
Para-Olympics comes as a result of the successes from ISTEA in
the past.

Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. Is that an official invitation by you
to us?

Mayor CAMPBELL Yes, it is. In fact, I left the tickets in the other
coat.

Ms. MniLNDER-MCDONALD. Thank you so much for that, also.
Mayor CAMPBELL. I will get them back to you as soon as possible.
We very much appreciate this opportunity. As you can imagine,

it's a critical issue. Cities and counties from all around this country
raise and expend more public monies in transportation by way of
our airports and highway, ports, and public transportation than all
the State governments transportation spending combined, and
even that of the Federal Government, so we have a profound inter-
est in what happens with ISTEA.

As a result, the mayors approach this debate with the view that
it's a broadly-based and more inclusively-formulated strategy than
any other, and that's why we're here to speak on behalf of it.

We believe that ISTEA really strikes the appropriate balance be-
tween State and local needs and concerns with Federal and na-
tional objectives.
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Mr. Chairman and membr of the committee, ISTEA really is
about partnerships, and that's how mayors talk about the Federal
interest in transportation.

In terms of the national economy, as an example, the linkage be-
tween public investment in transprtation systems and economic
growth is undeniable, and one onIy needs to look at the Olympic
Flames as an indicator of that, as well as our airport, which is the
largest economic generator in the entire south. Our airport is the
second-busiest airport in the world. We recently opened up the
largest international concourse in the world, and we're very proud
of that. Over 300,000 international visitors will come during the
Olympic and Para-Olympic games, alone. That's the equivalent of
transporting all of Las Vegas to Atlanta, just to give you some idea
about the magnitude. I

As a result of that, the mayors believe that the transportation fa-
cilities and the systems should serve our citizens, our businesses,
our communities, and our local and regional economies.

The fundamental point is that the Federal interest is profound
in ISTEA and in our transportation systems, and we see it having
a profound effect on our economy and the regional economy, and,
by inference, of course, what happens to the Federal level, as well.

If the transportation investment effectively serves our commu-
nities and regions, then it will naturally enhance and strengthen
national economic interests and other objectives.

Mr. Chairman and members, I want to compliment all of you for
your leadership in convincing your House colleagues about the need
for increased investment in the transportation infrastructure dur-
ing the recent debate on the trust fund legislation.

In terms of the local economies, we are just starting to explore
the relationship between regional and metropolitan economies and
the national economy We know that significant share of the Na-
tion's recent growth in jobs and wages and personal income, as well
as the Federal and State income receipts, is generated by the Na-
tion's metropolitan regions.

There is a Federal interest in making sure that the Federal
Transportation policies don't shortchange, overlook, or divert re-
sources from the important transportation needs of these areas.

We applaud the decision in ISTEA to invest in urbanized areas
of 200,000 or more through the surface transportation program.
This allocation of investment dollars directly strengthens local ef-
forts with their State partners to design solutions that respond to
the increasingly-complex and variable transportation needs of our
metropolitan areas.

There are still too many metropolitan areas and, of course, rural
counties that have not received their fair share of ISTEA resources.
Often, there are extreme examples of donor/donee imbalance within
States where metropolitan areas and the cities within them receive
little return on the actual user fees that their citizens and busi-
nesses generate.

There is a profound Federal interest in assuring that the impor-
tant metropolitan economic perform stronger and that they are
strengthened by the investment in the Metropolitan transportation
systems. 14
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Recent projections show that congestion will continue to escalate
in many areas. This means more lost productivity for the economy
in the next few yer. This is an issue that requires more attention
in next year's legislation.

We are hopeful that Atlanta's region's package of innovative traf-
fic management measures, or the intelligent transportation system
initiative which we have just inaugurated-$ 130 million system
which will allow state-of-the-art transportation management dur-
ing the Olympic and Para-Olympic games. It's the first system that
has utilized this new system in the entire country, with state-of-
the-art video cameras that will allow us to tell our travelers exactly
where they should get off to avoid any traffic congestion ahead of
them.

Inter-governmental partnerships--in terms of the inter-govern-
mental partnerships, there is a considerable Federal interest in
preserving stability and sustaining performance of the Nation's ex-
isting transportation systems. All of us recognize that the Nation's
economic gains have been propelled largely by generations of trans-
portation investment-systems and facilities developed through an
array of inter-governmental partnerships.

In 1991, we retooled and strengthened this partnership through
ISTEA. In building on this same ethic of inter-governmental part-
nerships, we can avoid these destructive debates between highways
and transit, transit versus inter-city passenger rail, gas taxes ver-
sus general revenues, or State donors versus State donees.

Let me just tell you briefly about our Olympic experience.
In terms of the 1996 Olympics, it is the ultimate test of our

transportation partnership in the Atlanta region as we prepare to
host the centennial Olympic games and the Para-Olympic games,
which will bring over three million people in 17 days to the city of
Atlanta.

Just so you get an idea about the size, these games will be larger
than the Barlona and Los Angeles games combined, with a much
smaller geographical region.

The significance is that our transportation system is what has al-
lowed us to be accurate in our projections.

As my light has come on, I will yield my time to my colleagues,
but simply say that we believe that the Federal interest in our
transportation system is profound. It is profound because it helps
us to grow our economy. As our regional economy grows, we're able
to contribute more to the Federal economy, and thus we think
ISTEA and the important component of our partnerships is so vi-
tally important.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Pzm. Thank you very much, Mr. Mayor.
Mr. PmE . The Honorable Barbara Gregg, representing the Na-

tional League of Cities.
Ms. G m. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee.
The National League of Cities is pleased to have this opportunity

to share our views on the Federal role in transportation and its re-
lationship with local governments.
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I am Barbara Gregg, Alderman from the city of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, and this year's chairperson of the National League of Cities
Transportation and Communications Policy Committee.

The National League of Cities represents 135 mayors and council
members from cities across the country. I'm pleased to join my local
government colleagues testifying here today.

We all know the importance of transportation and infrastructure
investment. The economic health and development of this country
is dependent upon interstate highway systems, strong local roads,
and access to transit.

Without investment in our transportation systems and infra-
structure, our economic future is threatened, resulting in congested
roads, aging transit systems, and deteriorating bridges.

The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act has al-
lowed continuing investment in our infrastructure. ISTEA has also
contributed to the success of our Nation's highway and public
transportation systems due to Federal Government's role and its
essential link with State and local governments.

The Federal Government has three key roles in transportation
policy: number one is funding, two is infrastructure that pulls to-
gether the Nation to enhance our economy, and three is the setting
and insuring of Federal transportation priorities.

It has been estimated that over the next 5 years there should be
an investment of $357 billion to improve the highway system and
$8.4 billion to maintain the transit system.

The Federal Government provides 30 percent of transportation
infrastructure funding. Although 30 percent may not seem large,
imagine the impact of cutting a person's salary by 30 percent.
Therefore, without the Federal Government. funding of many
transportation projects would just not occur, which, in turn, would
contribute to the decline of our Nation's infrastructure and eco-
nomic health.

Additionally, the role of the Federal Government is broader than
solely providing funding. By having a role in transportation policy,
the Federal Government insures that there are national transpor-
tation standards that promote continuity.

Without a Federal role in transportation, this country would
have individual State highway systems that do not connect at State
borders rather than an interstate system connected from State to
State.

The Federal Government insures that the Nation's transpor-
tation system connects our country for the benefit of our economy
and the public safety of our citizens.

The Federal Government has the unique position to be able to
identify broad policy goals and objectives for this country. The Fed-
eral Government can determine the direction of national policy, in-
cluding infrastructure, environmental, and transit objectives.

Included in the bigger picture is the role of local governments as
decision-making authorities for local transportation needs.

Without a Federal policy, local governments would confront 50
separate transportation policy objectives without any assurance
that local governments would have any decision-making role.
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Local government officials are more familiar with and committed
to local needs, and therefore they should be responsible for deci-
sion-making on local priorities and projects.

Funding directed to local or regional bodies brings the transpor-
tation community together to develop and agree upon local and re-
gional priorities. As under ISTEA, metropolitan area have direct
access to Federal funds, which allows for local accountability and
selecting and programming projects. Without local government de-
cision-making authority, many local transportation needs would be
easily overlooked, not due to any maliciousness, but merely due to
the lack of knowledge at the Federal level and State levels of spe-
cific local community needs.

For example, in Louisville ISTEA money is being used for inner-
city roadway development-a certain street called 9th Street,
where trucks now have increased access to areas that were under-
serviced in the past. The increased access for trucks allows the
growing number of businesses to continue to locate in the inner
cit , and equally important areas that are in need of economic de-
velopment.

I also see the red light, so I will yield the last couple of seconds
of my time to my other colleague.

Thank you.
Mr. Pmw. Thank you very much.
Mr. PE=r. I think our colleague, Mr. Mica, would like to present

his colleague from Florida.
Mr. MICA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to do that and introduce to the panel Carol Roberts,

who is a Commissioner from Palm Beach County, Florida. She's a
distinguished Vice Chair of the Transportation and Telecommuni-
cations Steering Committee of NACo-National Association of
Counties. I'm so pleased to see her. She's a leader locally, in her
community, within the State, and nationally on transportation is-
sues.

Although I don't represent Palm Beach County, I still have a soft
spot in my heart for P Beach County, Mr. Chairman, that pro-
vided me with my first employment and also provided me with my
lovely wife of 25 years, who I met there.

Welcome. We're so pleased to have you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. ROBERTS. Thank you, Congressman Mica. And thank you,

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.
Congressman Mica and I are goin to also be doing a joint

project, which he kind of alluded to wten he talked about adding
to the 90th, where we're going to be doing a demonstration,
guess, in about two weekends for Tri-Rail. I do serve-I will be the
incoming chairman. I am the incoming chairman of our commuter
rail authority.

But I am here today, as Congressman Mica has told you, in the
role representing NACo, to talk to you on the Federal role in trans-
portation.

The members of NACo believe that the national interest has
been well-served by the Federal Government's participation in the
funding of the Nation's highways, bridges, and transit systems.
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Counties across the country support the view that the Federal
role must continue at least at the current level, preferably with ad-
ditional funds.

The Federal highway and transit programs have generated a tre-
mendous amount of economic development in counties across the
Nation. As we approach the 21st century and a more international
economy, it would be very short-sighted, we believe, to reduce the
Federal commitment to surface transportation.

Counties have a major stake in surface transportation. They own
and operate 1.7 million miles of highways, or 43 percent of the
total road mileage in the United States. We own 219,000 bridges,
45 percent of the total bridges in the Nation. Finally, we operate
25 percent of the transit system.

County officials know that without the assistance of the Federal
Government we would not have the effective transportation system
in this Nation that we have today.

I'm keenly aware of this fact as a local official in a county with
major transportation problems. Palm Beach County owns and
maintains 1,357 miles of highways and 250 bridges. We also oper-
ate our own bus system, known as PalmTran. My county certainly
receives surface transportation and bridge funds, as well as section
9 capital and operating funds.

With a population of 940,000, most people think of Palm Beach
County as an urban county; however, we are the largest agricul-
tural county in the State of Florida, and we rely on a system of
rural roads and bridges to get our farm products to the market.

There has been and continues to be a Federal role in insuring
that the 2,000 rural and agricultural counties of the United States
have a good system of transportation.

It is in the Federal interest to see that the Federal Highway pro-
gram is there to supplement local funding to support the construc-
tion and rehabilitation of the facilities. If we are to see a reversal
of the migration out of rural areas, we must make the investment
in transportation infrastructure that will sustain a growth in rural
economies. This is an issue of national importance.

The vast majority of Americans want to be able to travel quickly
and easily within their communities, and, at the same time, want
a clean environment.

At the county level, we're doing what we can to insure that goal,
but there still is a Federal role and responsibility.

In Palm Beach County, the County Commission adopted a $0.06
local option gas tax, which is split 50/50 between transit and high-
way. Ill just add, we did this in 1994 and I ran for reelection in
1994, and I still voted for it.

My constituents want and wanted clean air and better mobility.
For this reason, in Palm Beach County we will triple the size of
our bus fleet from 52 to 151 vehicles, we will add 33 new routes,
and we will continue to use a portion of these funds to contribute
Palm Beach County's share to Tri-Rail, our south Florida com-
muter rail.

However, counties need Federal assistance still. If Palm Beach
County, with its local source of revenue and strong economic base,
requires a continuing need for Federal support, members of this
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subcommittee can imagine the straits which other counties with
less resources find themselves in.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that the Federal Government needs to
continue playing an important role in national transportation pol-
icy. When the ISTEA was enacted, it represented a significantchange in how Federal highway and transit programs were struc-
tured. ISTEA increased funding substaially. Members of Con-
gressrecognized how ntialand timely it was to fund transpor-
tation infrastructure\

As important as fWdinl is, ISTEA also brought local government
officials into project ielton and funding decisions in many urban
and rural areas. This made a real difference to us.

We believe that if that role is changed, that we would find it dif-
ficult to continue to support that national program.

There has been a great deal of discussion about formulas and
donor/donee States. I come from Florida, which is a major donor
State. Speaking as Palm Beach County Commissioner, I would love
to see the formula changed and my area get more funding. No
doubt, that will be a battle another day.

But what I don't want to see is the turn-back of Federal gas tax
authority to the States.

I believe this could be tragic. I believe that the 50 State legisla-
tures and governors don't have the ability to raise gas taxesenough to replace anyFederal highwayan transit funds which
would be eliminated through a turn-back proposal.

The other problem is the diversion issue. Some States already
spend too much of their own gas tax revenue for non-transportation
purposes, and I suspect all types of interests would be lining up to
get a piece of that major gas tax in many States.

Finally, I want to congratulate this subcommittee, which led the
fight on putting the trust back into the trust fund. NACo was
pleased to be able to support H.R. 842. The message was: spend
down the $30 billion balance in the trust fund because Americans
care about an honest and viable national transportation system
which invests in the national priorities of mobility, congestion re-
lief, and rural access.

Thank you very much, and I'd be glad to answer any questions
or submit answers in writing.

Mr. PETrM. Thank you all or your testimony.
Ms. Millender-Mclonald.
Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am, indeed, pleased to hear from all of you with reference to

your local involvement with the Federal transportation program.
Coming from local government, having served as the vice mayor

in one of the cities that I represent, I am concerned about a couple
of things.

One, Ms. Gregg, with your statement indicating that 30 percent
of the transportation infrastructure funding comes from the Fed-
eral Government, and that, indeed, you look forward to that contin-
uous support-there are other persons that have come before this
committee, as rm told, requesting that there be an elimination of
the Federal taxes to-those particular taxes to local governments
and that perhaps you should rely more on the State and local
taxes, gas taxes, to provide for your infrastructure building.
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I would like for you to expound on the impact of changing the
funding formula.

And then, secondarily, Ms. Roberts indicated that we would-I'm
saying all of this so that the two of you can answer-that you rely
a lot on the Federal Government's fuel taxes for your program, and
if that would be eliminated you would have to defer to the State
and local taxes--gas taxes-and that a lot of the State taxes now are
being used for non-transportation projects.

Again, this question would be raised to you: what would you do
If the taxes, the Federal fuel taxes, are eliminated? And how well
have you worked with ISTEA in trying to provide the leadership
for States for their input in more gas taxes for the purposes of na-
tional infrastructure and road-building?

Ms. GRa. I'll go ahead and begin. Many cities are not In a posi-
tion to be able to have their own revenue relate to as tax or sales
tax or whatever. It is done by the States, and we 4on't always see
that return into the local communities from the State level. That's
why we're saying we really depend considerably on the Federal
Government's involvement and Federal Government funding of the
tax dollars back to the local communities.

Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. If that is eliminated, what would
you do to enhance your participation and cooperation with the
States and in sending down the appropriate funds through gas
taxes for your infrastructure building?

Ms. GREGG. I really think it would primarily have to come the
other way. Our State Department of Transportation had always
been the one to make the decisions on where the funds were going
to be spent anyway.

ISTEA brought the local communities into that decision-making
role, and, to be very honest with you, we have had trouble with our
Departments of Transportation, and not just Kentucky, but I had
testified a couple of years ago before some of the regional hearings
on ISTEA and it seemed tobe a predominant concern then. I know
with members on my committee of the NLC's Transportation Policy
Committee, it Is a major concern and we represent cities and
States all over the country

We wouldn't necessary be getting the funding from the State
level. We'll certainly do our part, but-and as far as the priorities
of what the local projects are going to be, I can't guarantee from
the State level that they're going to recognize what we think are
the needs in our communities.

Ms. ROBERTS. Ms. McDonald, through ISTEA MPOs have al-
lowed greater participation in the decision-making powers. In our
State, we were able to work more closely with our State Depart-
ment of Transportation, but Florida, like many States, is looking
at its own budget deficits. We're not allowed to have deficits in
Florida. We have to have a balanced budget, so Florida attempted
a number of years ago to allow local option gas taxes.

As I mentioned to you just now, in Paln Beach County seven
elected officials, in an election year in which three of us were run-
ning, passed a local option sales tax, a gas tax, and we took that
gas tax and we invested 50 percent of it in our roads with our
cities. We have 38 cities in Palm Beach County, and we invested
that as the State determines that we must do, with our cities, and
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the other 50 percent, with the agreement of our cities, we invested
in an expansion of our mass transit system.

We still had to look for our section 9 and section 3 grants in
order to use It for capital.

We would not have any operating mone if we did not have that
additional $0.06 gas tax, and I say it took courage, because I was
one of those people running for election, and I can tell you, as you
well know, that people do not want to have any new taxes.

We passed this with a super majority of our Commission.ISTEA has allowed us counties, through our MPOs-and the
MPOs work differently in each of the States and each of the re-
gions. We have our own MPO in Palm Beach County, and we
have-I think there are eight cities that also sit on that MPO, so
the cities and the county work together with our members of our
port. Our airport is owned by our county, our port is a separate
taxing district. ISTEA has allowed us the ability and the flexibility
to participate and make State decisions.

We don't look toward Florida adding any more gas tax because
I just came from our State Legislature and I'm getting on a plane
to go back there today, and they're not passing any new taxes.
They can't spend what they don't have. So without the Federal dol-
lars our transportation systems are going to not only increase, they
will not only-they will fall into disrepair.

Not too many people have the ability to go ahead and pass those
taxes.

If you looked into Dade County-Congressman Mica is pretty
much aware of Dade County's situation-their mass transit system
is operating-well, right on the edge. They just doA't have enough
money. Dade County is at its milage cap. Florida has a milage cap.
You can only tax 10 mils. Dade County is at that milage cap.

We're going to be in a very precarious position, many of the coun-
ties, in Florida as well as in the United States, without that Fed-
eral help.

I hope that answers your question.
Mr. KiM [ASSUMING CHAm. Thank you.
Do any other Members wish to be recognized?
Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KiM. The gentleman from Florida.
Mr. MICA. Thank you.
I have two questions for all three panelists. The first one I think

Commissioner Roberts mentioned is a battle for a later time, but
I just want to talk about it for a second and get your viewpoint,
and that's the formula which we're going to have to address. It
does impact-I think all of you are southern States or donor States,
and it's a real problem.

In Florida for every $1 we send up here we get back $0.77. By
contrast, we're in Washington, D.C., and they get $3.58 back for
every $1 that they send. This is probably the most unbalanced of
the differences in payback.

So how would you recommend that we get to some equity or par-
ity in this as we undertake that? It may be a battle for next year,
but how would you see us getting there? That's my first question.

The second question for all of you is: is there anything we can
do to speed up the process? Maybe you heard my question to the
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Secretary before about fast-tracking, getting any of these projects
moving.

Sometimes it seems like the Federal constraints-they make you
go through 42 hoops. Are there 10 of those hoops that you might
recommend that we might--or some of those hoops in ISTEA or
any other legislation that might speed up this whole process?

Those are my two questions. I'll start with maybe Mr. Mayor
Campbell.

Mayor CAMPBELL. Well, Congressman, clearly the issue of donor/
donee imbalance is an important one. On the other hand, if we ad-
here to a rigid formula, Ten I don't know if the regional interest
of transportation will be served as well.

As an example, Georgia does not get its appropriate share, ei-
ther, but, on the other hand, the Atlanta Airport provides a signifi-
cant regional economic generator for most of the south.

So wat we need to look at is an enhancement in ISTEA, how
it can deliver from a Federal perspective all of the-in essence,
bringing the system together so that, from a transportation per-
spective, we continue to grow our economy.

But ISTEA has worked very well in the past, and I guess our es-
sential point is that there is a significant Federal interest in trans-
portation.

As you heard from the council member, if you were to cut 30 per-
cent from a Federal funding for transportation systems, much of
what we know would simply collapse. Our public transit systems
would probably have to increase their fares, perhaps three times.
Much of the roads and the bridges would fall into disrepair because
there is no source of revenue in order to encompass that.

You cannot, as heard by your own county Commissioner, you
cannot seek to find any additional source of taxes because there is
an impatience with taxes by our constituents, both on the Federal
and on the local levels.

I would say that what has worked very well should be continued.
We all have a significant interest in a local decision-making role in
transportation issues.

I could not tell you from one to ten, as you've indicated, what
should be changed, because I think it has worked very well in the
past. Clearly some fine-tuning would be in order, but I could not
say that there is anything that is so out of kilter that it should be
changed structurally at this juncture.

Mr. MICA. You're very diplomatic. Thank you.
Ms. GREGG. I would have to agree with the mayor. ISTEA has

done a lot to bring the local communities into the picture of making
those decisions. I wouldn't change any of that. That has not been
the case in the past.

I think when he talks about ISTEA working well, it's working
well. What some problems may be in terms of why the local com-
munities don't get money quicker than they do, I'm really not in
that position to say. I heard what Secretary Pefia was saying. They
are streamlining some of their regulations and some of the whole
process. I know that will help. I know we've had some projects on
the board that we've had to go through a lot of approval and back
and forth, and it takes time.
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If that is streamlined, as he indicated, I'm sure that will help tre-
mendously, but the main thing is just to continue with Federal
Government involvement and local governments' involvement in
transportation. I can't stress that enough.

Ms. RoBEMrs. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Mica, one of the sugges-
tions perhaps that might speed up some of the spending of the dol-
lars is, when there are projects that are in a ready stage and have
gone all the way through their planning, they might be perhaps
put at the top of that heap, because you can certainly spend the
money when something's in a ready position. That doesn't happen
all the time.

As far as your other question, if I were sitting here only as a
Palm Beach County Commissioner representing the State of Flor-
ida, Id be a little more comfortable answering it, but I'm sitting
here representing NACo, where some of our counties are from
donor States and some are from donee States, so I am going to be
diplomatic and maybe come back and represent Florida and not try
and answer that question.

Mr. Mica. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KIM. Are there any other questions?
Ms. MILLENDER-McDONALD. I would like to just get back to Mr.

Campbell, Mr. Chairman, for just one more question please.
Mr. Kim. Surely.
Ms. M.LLENDER-MCDONALD. That's the sub-allocation of the

transportation funds to the locals, especially metropolitan areas
with 200,000 or more. It's my understanding that local govern-
ments have had sown, problems with receiving your allocation for
this particular program.

Mr. Campbell, what has been your experience with your State
with reference to receiving the appropriate funding for that, given
Georgia and Atlanta, specifically, and in the case of Los Angeles?
And do you think that 'kt is overly prescriptive with reference to
urbanized areas in cooperating with the States for developing a
State-wide transportation plan that is fiscally constrained?

Mayor CAMPBELL. In our own experience, we have not had a
problem, perhaps because we have worked so well with our State
government in the past. The Atlanta Regional Commission, which
is a 13-cexnty area, works in conjunction with ISTEA to allocate
the funds based on the formulas.

There is some sense that perhaps it could be fine-tuned, but we
have never had any difficulty. In fact, I think if you look at the
funding that we received under this particular program, Atlanta
and the metropolitan region have benefitted greatly. We have been
very aggressive in our pursuit of the ISTEA monies. Of course,
with our regional transportation system being second to none-at
least that's what we believe-it has worked very well for us.

But I could not tell you that other cities have not had some dif-
ficulties. We are aware of that. But one of the dilemmas that we
face is that the sense is that if we try to come and ask for the fine-
tuning while overlooking the larger interest of making certain that
the Federal interest continues and the Federal funding continues,
then we may lose the baby with the bath water.
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So our sense is that we would love to report on the individual
difficulties, and I will get that for you from our Conference of May-
ors to speak to those cities that have had problems.

Mayor CAMPBELL. Our experience has not been one of any dif-
ficulty, and so we perhaps are the exception rather than the rule.

Ms. MILLENDzR-McDoNALD. Well, Ms. Gregg, listening to what
he has just said, and if, indeed, there is fme-tuning to be done
here, what might that fine-tuning be, and why is it problematic for
those cities to articulate that to their State representatives?

Ms. GREGG. I don't think it's necessarily problematic to articulate
it. I think it boils down to-we have a situation-and II just speak
about Kentucky. We have a situation where Louisville is, by far
the largest city in the State, but we are basically a very rural
State, and so we've got areas where the Department of Transpor-
tation prefers to spend the money in the rural areas to improve the
roads and bridges, which we understand are important to get
school children from some of the-as thea call them-the hollows
of the State into areas where they go to school.

So it's a real diverse problem. Weve got very, very poor areas,
and then we've got-with roads that go to practically nowhere, but
we have school children that need to get to their schools.

So, as they tell us, they prefer to spend their money in those
areas than to send it to the city who is economically in better shape
to take care of themselves.

Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. You are suggesting that this sub-al-
location funding that is brought down by ISTEA to the States for
them to then distribute that as appropriately done to the cities can
be circumvented by someone from the State department to say it
should go someplace else as opposed to the metropolitan area that
it was-

Ms. GREGG. No. Certain funding should come because we are a
city of over 200,000.

Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. Right. Absolutely.
Ms. GREGG. Yes.
Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD.- So that's not the funding you're

talking about?
Ms. GREGG. It will come to us.
Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. Right.
Ms. GREGG. But they will then reduce us in other methods. For

instance, we asked this year for some monies. We wanted to see
some priorities put into our transit systems. Now, there aren't
many transit systems in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. There's
Louisville, there's Lexington, there's northern Kentucky. They
cut-they just made the decision, and they decided no, that's not
where they were going to put the priority, so they gave an addi-
tional cut in fundingthis year to transit over and above cuts that
were already in place at the Federal level.

So it's things like that. It very definitely hurts what we want to
do.

And then they will try and make decisions for us on what our
projects and priorities should be.

Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. They?
Ms. GREGG. They mar say-the State-well, well give this

amount of money, but we'd rather it go to this or that rather than
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A, B, and C, rather than D, E, and F. So we have that kind of a
situation.

But, as I said, I don't think it's necessarily unique, because, from
the conversations we've had with a lot of the members on the Pol-
icy Committee on NW, they've all complained of the same type of
situations.

Ms. ROBERTS. Congressman McDonald, let me just add that Palm
Beach County gets its-as it is one of the 75 large urban areas that
Secret Pefia was talking about, we do get our allocation. But in
metropolitan areas under 200,000-and, again, representing coun-
ties all over the United States--many of those are not getting the
appropriate allocation. Rural areas are suffering.

The way we could improve maybe ISTEA is to insure that there
is a representation from those areas so that their needs are both
articulated and understood, and I think that's what we're really
trying to say.

Mayor CAMPBELL. Also, Congresswoman, just so that you get an
idea of how successful we have been in Atlanta-and, of course,
with the advent of the Olympics over the last 6 years, that cer-
tainly has focused a great deal of attention and support from our
State, and Atlanta being the State capital, both of those reasons
have certainly enhanced it.

But, so you get an idea, the first 5 years of ISTEA under this
STP program, $112 million was available. The metropolitan At-
lanta region got $105 million of that, so it was one of the highest
return rates in the country. That's why our experience may be
atypical and we might not be able to provide as much insight for
those communities that have suffered, as others.

Mr. PETRI [resuming Chair]. Thank you. Are there further ques-
tions?

[No response.]
Mr. PETRI. Thank you very much for coming and testifying, both

on behalf of your communities and the organizations that you be-
long to. We look forward to working with you and your associations
as this process moves forward, and as we hopefully reauthorize the
Federal transportation program in the next Congress.

Thank you.
Ms. GREGG. Thank you.
Mayor CAMPBELL. Thank you.
Ms. ROBERTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRI. The third panel consists of: Mr. William G. Burnett,

the Executive Director and Chief Administrative Officer of the
Texas Department of Transportation; and Mr. John P. Bartosiewicz
of the Fort Worth Transportation Authority.

I believe Representative Johnson would like to introduce them to
the panel.

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I just listened to the last panel, there is not a single point

that was made that could not be said about Texas, no matter
whether it was in Florida or Georgia-all of the southern States.
We occupy quite a bit of the geography in this country and we have
all of its problems. We have an equal share of rich and poor areas,
and we are a donor State.
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We are delighted, however, to be a part of this country and to
attempt to balance our funding to service all of our areas. In view
of that, we have from Texas oay, though representing other orga-
nizations as well, Mr. William Burnett, who is executive director
and chief executive officer of the Texas Department of Transpor-
tation and the president of the American Association of State High-
way and Transportation Officials; and Mr. John Bartosiewicz from
Fort Worth Transportation Authority, and he is here on behalf of
the American Public Transit Association.

Over the years, from a State office, both House and Senate, I
have been a squeaky wheel to this department, and I shall con-
tinue to be. It's all for the sake of equalization and equality, and
they represent people who have attempted to work in that direc-
tion.

I would like to present them now. Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you very much.
Gentlemen, a you know, your full statements will be included in

the record, and we look forward to your summary of your presen-
tation.

Mr. Burnett, would you like to speak first?

TESTIMONY OF WHILIAM G. BURNETT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, AND PRESI-
DENT, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE HIGHWAY AND
TRANSPORTATION OFFICIALS; AND JOHN P. BARTOSIEWICZ,
FORT WORTH TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY, ON BEHALF
OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC TRANSIT ASSOCIATION
Mr. BURNETT. Thank you, Chairman, and thank you, Congress-

woman, for the kind introduction.
I am Bill Burnett, executive director of the Texas Department of

Transportation, and currently serve as president of the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials.

I'd like to thank the chairman for calling this hearing and allow-i
ing AASHTO to present our positions on what we think the Federalrole in transportation should be.

AASHTO believes that timely reauthorization is vital, and our
member departments-all 52 member departments and our
AASHTO staff located here in Washington are eager to work with
this committee on the reauthorization of the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act.

Since 1994, AASHTO has been developing a consensus policy
with our 52 members departments on reauthorization of ISTEA.
We have produced seven documents, of which one is the AASHTO
Federalism Report. This report outlines what we believe should be
the distribution of responsibilities among the Federal, State, local,
and regional levels of governments.

Today I'd like to limit my comments to how reauthorization can
improve the Federal/State transportation partnership.

ISTEA is a good basis for the future, and AASHTO supports
ISTEA as the framework for reauthorization. ISTEA gave more au-
thority to the States and local governments for determining the
best ways to use available transportation funds.The next surface
transportation reauthorization should continue this process by fo-
cusing Federal oversight and policy on the achievement of national,
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economic, social, and environmental goals, and, at.the same time,
reauthorization should provide much greater flexibility in fulfilling
these goals.

An example of needed streamlining-for example, States have
had mixed success with several of the programs in ISTEA. In the
areas of transportation-enhancement activities program, a State in
the northeast--the officials in that State had been frustrated in
their efforts to implement a small, potentially low-cost project be-
cause Federal restrictions, requirements, and extensive project
oversight have extended the project development time greatly and
increased the cost of the project.

Similarly, a southern State with a surface transportation pro-
gram STP project initially received extreme positive reaction from
community and project sponsors for selected funding of a project;
however, many of the sponsors have begun to experience frustra-
tion in trying to implement their projects with the maze of regula-
tions that exist.

Simplifying Federal regulations will help move these and other
local projects along and improve the project development and im-
plementation processes for everyone involved.

The Federal program should be consistent with national goals.
AASHTO sees the Federal Government as a key player in shaping
the Nation's transportation system. We recommend that future
Federal transportation programs focus on national priorities.

Some of these priorities are: international commerce and inter-
state commerce, metropolitan mobility, rural access and
connectivity, safety, national defense, and protection of the environ-
ment.

These issues call for strong Federal policy and financial support.
Federal transportation guidelines should do three things: address
how our Nation's transportation system should work, support inte-
grated systems planning, and define the primary national interest
in transportation.

We believe the Federal transportation policy and funding should
encourage and enable States and local governments to build and
manage systems that support national transportation goals.

Flexible Federal programs help States do their job. To accomplish
our national transporLation goals, the structure of the Federal
transportation program should be as flexible and simple as pos-
sible. States should be given more authority to focus Federal trans-
Sortation funds where they are mcst needed, according to local and
tate priorities, but in keeping wi-th the goals stated above for Fed-

eral transportation programs. This calls for fewer restrictions on
the use of program funds within and among program categories
and the elimination of redu.ions of set-asides and sub-allocations
that hamper transportation planning efforts.

Federal investment in transportation serves the Nation. A
streamlined, less-regulated Federal transportation program is one
of the tools States need to do their job.

We cannot meet our mobility, safety, defense, and economic de-
velopment needs without continued transportation investments at
all levels of government, and the Federal Government plays a
major part in insuring continued integrity of our transportation
system.

24-06 97-6
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In conclusion, AASHTO member departments value our long-
standing partnership with the Federal Government and this Con-
gress to provide a safe and reliable transportation system for our
Nation. We should build on this partnership in the next reauthor-
ization by setting clear and achievable national goals for transpor-
tation, and AASHTO looks forward to working with this committee
as it moves to surface transportation reauthorization through the
legislative process.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Sir?
Mr. BARTOSEWicZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ms. Johnson, and

members of the subcommittee. I'm John Bartosiewicz, the general
manager of the Fort Worth Transportation Authority and chairman
of the American Public Transit Association's Strategic Planning
Subcommittee, which has our organization's responsibility for de-
velopment of a reauthorization position.

My message today focuses on the benefits of ISTEA and the chal-
lenges that we face in reauthorizing that law.

APTA believes that transit has a strong role in meeting the
transportation needs of our country into the next century, and that
the Federal Government should retain a key role in coordinating
our Nation's transportation system.

A key question needs to be asked: did Congress properly address
the Federal transportation interests when it drafted ISTEA? The
transit industry answer to that question is a resounding yes.
ISTEA committed the Federal Government to an integrated na-
tional surface transportation program with transit as an essential
element.

ISTEA recognized that the Federal interest in the transportation
sstem is in that system, not in any one mode within the system.
Balanced Federal transportation policies contribute to economic
productivity, and they improve the quality of life in all of our com-
munities.

ISTEA achieves balance by allowing Federal, State, and local re-
sources to be used to their greatest advantage within a whole
range of investments.

From fiscal years 1992 through 1995, mor than $2 billion of
flexible funds were used for public transportation because commu-
nities identified these investments as the best ways to achieve eco-
nomic development and community revitalization.

Let's consider some of the benefits that have resulted from
ISTEA.

Transit's greatest economic contribution is its ability to move
many people efficiently, providing access to jobs and reducing the
economic costs imposed by congestion.

The Nation's largest metropolitan areas could not function with-
out a significant investment in their public transportation systems.
In the past 30 years, the availability of transit has saved us at
least $220 billion because we did not need to build additional road-
ways and parking spaces to meet rush hour demands.

n 1992, congestion cost more than $45 billion in wasted time
and fuel in 50 U.S. metropolitan areas. Economic losses to shippers
cost additional billions of dollars.
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Interstate commerce is no longer simply about the movement of
goods, but rather the movement of people in ways that allow goods
to move efficiently.

Transit provides other economic benefits, as well. In northern
Virginia, Metro Rail is projected to generate 90,000 permanent jobs
and provide a net gain of $1.2 billion in tax revenue over the period
1978 to 2010.

Transit also meets a wide range of social needs and helps to
carry out other Federal goals. These include: accessible transpor-
tation for people with disabilities, discounted fares for senior citi-
zens, cleaning the ar with clean fuel vehicles, and assurance of
drug-free work place through implementation of drug and alcohol
testing requirements.

Millions of Americans, as well, do not have the option of using
personal vehicles for their transportation needs. These include
many of the elderly, people with disabilities, low income workers,
children, and others.

The Americans with Disabilities Act, for example, guarantees ac-
cessible transit to people with disabilities as a civil right. This re-
sults in our support, but an additional transit capital and operating
requirement of over $1 billion a year.

Transit is also important to national energy conservation efforts.
Single-occupant vehicle driving uses more energy per capita than
any other form of transportation, and Federal policy should factor
in the potential for oil price hikes, including a response that makes
public transportation available.

It is critical that the Federal policy address the entire mix of
transportation solutions required to meet the needs of this inter-
modal era and those concepts expressed in ISTEA. This means
flexibility for States and metropolitan areas to use their Federal
dollars in the most cost-effective ways, forestalling endless growth
and congestion and vehicle miles of travel by carefully integrating
land use, transportation growth, and other policies.

We believe it would be a mistake to narrowly define the Federal
transportation interest as the interstate highway system, public
land highways, and emergency relief. ISTEA was built on an estab-
lished partnership between Federal, State, and local governments
and the public by giving those partners a chance to choose the
right projects. Now is not the right time to restrict those options.

In closing, the Federal transit program is an essential part of a
balanced Federal surface transportation program because it helps
achieve national goals for greater economic productivity, improved
mobility for all Americans, cleaner air, energy conservation, and
improved quality of life in all communities.

Building in ISTEA's innovations and emphasis on intermodalism,
we can improve our transportation system.

We appreciate this opportunity to testify before you, and we look
forward to answering your questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. PmI. Gentlemen, thank you both for your testimonies.
Are there any questions? Representative McDonald?
Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Burnett, the first question I would raise for you is the ques-

tion that I raised to the city and county representatives who were
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here, and that question more or less speaks to the sub-allocation
of surface transportation program funds.

It has been my understanding that a lot of the urbanized areas
and the local governments have not received the appropriate funds
under the sub-allocation project or funding mode. Can you pretty
much articulate reasons why they have not, if you can?

Mr. BuRNm-r. I can try, ma'am.
There is a lot of-as these funds flow to the States, they look at

It 50 different ways. I heard the mayor from Atlanta speak how on
their funds, that they had received like $105 million of the $112
million.

Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. Yes.
Mr. BuRmNm. In our State--and I can speak more readily about

Texas. In Texas, as we sub-allocate our surface transportation
funds and our congestion mitigation air quality funds-I think
those are the two pots of money that people talk about a lot--we
use the exact same formulas to distribute those funds that are used
to bring the funds to Texas.

In other words, we make sure that our Dallas/Fort Worth area,
our Houston area, and our San Antonio area receive, using the
same rationale that the Federal Government uses.

In other words, we don't sit there in Austin, Texas, and have a
different formula that would favor Dallas/Fort Worth at the cost of
El Paso or Amarillo or something. We usaethe same mechanism.

The other thing we do--and, again, all 50 States will be dif-
ferent. In our State we try to achieve a balance between the urban
areas and the rural areas in our State pro-ams and also in our
Federal programs, so we look at how our fnds are generated in
our State and use a formula which is based on vehicle miles trav-
eled and also registration of vehicles to see that that appropriate
amount of money that is--we think those are the best indicators
for what funds are generated in an area.

By using those indicators, we try to achieve, as we put our pro-
grams back together, a balance--n other words, so that various
areas of our State receive equal funding to what they put into the
total pie.

Ms. MLLENDER-MCDONALD. Well, prior to the enactment of
ISTEA, States really were not required to develop a State-wide
planning program, and now you're saying that, with the enactment
of ISTEA, you have developed a program that is more conducive to
your States, not necessarily in conjunction with ISTEA?

Mr. Bum r. I think what you'll see is, since 1991 when ISTEA
was enacted, there has been a tremendous learning curve for the
State DOTs, for the metropolitan planning organizations, for tran-
sit agencies. And I think that we have now started to reach a point
to where we all have gone through the growing curve and we've
gone through the pains and we've learned now how to manage our
progr and develop our programs.

I think if ISTEA did have any one success in it, it was the suc-
cess that required us to do planning that was restrained it to the
number of dollars we actually had to spend.

Prior to ISTEA, metropolitan planning organizations or even
State DOTs developed grand wish lists of7projects that I think all
of us knew we could never--that we wouldn't see in our lifetime
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and our children's lifetimes and sometimes in our grandchildren's
lifetime.

I think that with the Intermodal Surface Transportation Effi-
ciency Act that required States and metropolitan planning organi-
zations to develop transportation improvement plans that were re-
strained to the actual dollars, I thing that made us be more truth-
ful to our clients, and that's the citizens of our States and our local
areas, and tell them that this is the pot of money we have and this
is what we have elected, either at the State level or the metropoli-
tan planning organization level. These are the projects we're going
to spend these on, and not have these grand wish lists of projects.

Ms. MILLENDER-MCDONALD. So, given this whole notion that
your organization, AASHTO, believes that the transportation plan-
ning process is too cumbersome, how do you propose to improve
upon that to be more effective?

Mr. BURNE. We believe that there are many programmatic
changes that can be made. I think it would help if we could have
some one-stop shopping. If you start flexing funds between transit
and highways, there are multiple levels of approval you have to
have with FHWA, and then you have to have A's approval, and
we really need to get down to a locale to where just one organiza-
tion approves that.

It's the same with being on the transit side or the highway side.
You go into these programs and you have to have major investment
studies. Well, a lot of these studies are also required in NEPA
They're required every place. We're constantly doing the same
studies over and over, or variations of the same study, where if we
could simplify the process and get it more direct to where we're
only dealing with singular agencies-if we're spending transpor-
tation dollars and there are environmental concerns, we need to
allow the U.S. Department of Transportation to have the buy-off on
that and not be so regulated by multiple Federal agencies.

Mr. PEnal. Representative Johnson, have you any questions?
Ms. JOHNSON. No, sir.
Mr. PETmi. I do.
Mr. Bartosiewicz, in your prepared statement you pointed to nu-

merous capital funding needs statistics drawn from the recent U.S.
DOT report on the condition and performance of the surface trans-
portation system. The same report, sadly, documents a declining
ridership nationwide. Do you have any suggestions as to how this
trend could be reversed in the future? And what would be the ra-
tionale or the argument for justifying a Federal role in transit,
given declining ridership statistics?Mr. BAgrOS1EWVCZ. Well, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the ques-
tion. Thank you.

I think what we're seeing on the ridership front is a mixed bag.
In certain systems-unfortunately, in bus systems, principally,
where we've seen a decline in service because of increased fares
and reduction of operating assistance and things, we are, in fact,
seeing a decline in ridership.

I think that more points to a stronger Federal role than a weaker
one.

The other side of the mixed bag is that in certain systems--com-
muter rail systems, St. Louis, for example, with a thriving light
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rail system-we're seeing dramatic increases in ridership. I think
this mixed bag of ridership reaction points to exactly what we said
in our testimony-there is a need for a strong, consistent Federal
role so that systems can deliver on the national goals in providing
public transportation, economic vitalit of our communities, com-
plying with the Federal Clean Air Act, implementing the civil
rights under the Americans with Disabilities Act. Bring all of those
national goals to the forefront with a system of financing and au-
thorization that this committee can provide, of bringing us a sys-
tem that we can count on.

A lot of the ridership decline that we're seeing in cities-prin-
cipally small cities-is due to the fact that they don't have a con-
sistent level of funding from the Federal Government in order to
plan and to implement good services.

I think in the era when that was-if you look back several years
ago in an era when there was more consistency at the Federal
level, you saw dramatic increases in ridership. Where you see Fed-
eral investments in systems like St. Louis, where the Federal in-
vestment is leveraged, the kind of goals that we're talking about
with transit systems designed to meet those goals, ridership is
soaring.

I think there is a cause and effect relationship there, and that
if we come together in a balanced system we willsee a reversal of

that decline in ridership. We're not arguing that it's there. We'll
see that reversal and we%1 see it improved.

I think it becomes even more important as we move into the fu-
ture.

One of the things we're seeing today, for example, is the increase
in gasoline prices across the country. I think we're going to see that
be defined very quickly-in increases in ridership in some of the
same systems you re talking about.

So Think it's all part of this integrated system that we're talk-
ing about and the partnership that we've talked about in our testi-
mony.

Mr. PEmRI. Gentlemen, thank ou both very much for your pres-
entations, for coming here. We iook forward to working with you
and your associations as this process moves forward.

With that, this hearing is adjoured.
[Whereupon at 12:12 p m the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at the call of the Chair.J
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The Amecm PAMie Traosit Anociato (APTA) pproest dsi opportuity to too* on the
dnl rdole h&inM py. We wdCOme he SuhomL mws decision to hold a swies o

h tmlmIem-i lp to apore eks importnt aa1jent.APTA beieves thi trm'nig m
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rol in t orqta dom is neded to provdet elai n d adoord hitr r btain . qd m a d

Two - amid s th wS FKAda1 nt C prm popeay dein tho federal wnporation
interests 199o ad 1991? And amed, did Copes draft the rght l ladon in the bermodal
Surhos Trmsportaon Efficiecy Ad (ISTEA) to a ddre th inte? The tr ai it uts
=mwar to both question is a re atgyeL.

IS M responded to a wide m .o fntioiml aesm and problem Its crucial insights were to:

0 find ways to move people and gosmia vlidesW6, more wfcientfr
0 uwrdae a puwtc a hamongfederAal, kte ad loca governments, privt businesses, and

the pub , and
*~ ~ ~~, rdfnthtrnoraIon mvplanniegpoes oamr xiaum benefitacross the wides

wu of national aes

In dOut ISMH committed the federal gveovat to help coenct an integraed national aarfimc
trnportatin program of wictdn i s an esemia element. The sificawe ofISEi s its
reconitiohat the fe eral isisahee, t i station system - not an individual mode of
traspoatio. Therefore under ISTEstates, reions, a localities an make choice about
conu g tmq station systemsvwith various -c osf dfer modes.

Cogm and this Committee in particular, des e credit for their forces and boldness. We note
that T a nd I Committee Chairm Bud Shuster chaired the National
Trnpotation Poly Study um whichomed its final report in June 1979. Many of the
policy Iom datios of that report have boe adopted by the Co*W e si then. We bdv
that ISTEA owes nah to that report. andio our testimony here today is conistaw with Chairman
Shuster's policy study.

In its very first pages, ISTEA address trank clearly. Section two is a declaration of policy
e a National nmoda Transpotaion System. APTA strongly supports this
com rensve statement's justfcto for a feeral role in promotin transit:

OThe Naixn Iermodl Tmaportatio System shal include significant improvemens in
pubi action necessary to ahiem national gals fow improved air qulitymerw
conservationbinterntionalcompetitivenes, ad mobility for elderly persons persons with
disabitick~andoweCononimy _ad Mgo persons in urban and rur amra of the country."

wSocial benefits 'must be considered with particular atteation to the actrial benefits of
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rdued W Wid aed Ud tncoestmio and other assets of the quaty of bf in the
ed State

Our experitnce in the IST.A era has only confirmed the amu of these insights. As the
declaration of policy sugm our ir t makes a vital contribution to
economiproduciity. It has a powal uMpact on the quality oflife n our ommu ait and hu
a decisive impact on problems that market forest do not easily solve - problem such apollutin
inadequate mobility for persm with disabilities and others without css to personal vehicles,

cogetin and the potential anatonal security risks of depaednc on imported energy .

APTA beies that ISTEA put deal policy n the right road with respect to economic, community
life, and social benefit isue. Balanced federal transportation policies contribute to economic
productivity, and they improve the quality of We in our communities.

Balanced fedraltransportation polkies achieve these rsilts in part because they allow federal, state,
and local resources to be used for greatest advantage in a range of investments. Planning, and
consideratin ofall of the investment alternatives, has helped ensure that the federal funds are spent
wisely and that federal policy promotes the mot efficient use of all of our existing transportation
systems and resources.

From fiscal years 1992 through 1995, more than $2 billion of flexible funds were used for transit
becse communities have identified these invesments as linchpins of their straegies for economic
development and conununAity revitalization. The ability to allocate funds for turat, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, and innovative projects that improve the overall transportation system's
effectiveness, is one of the most significant successes of ISTEA's balanced policies.

Consider some of the benefits that have resulted from ISTEA and the challenges that the next

authorization act must meet.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF BALANCED TRANSPORTATION POLICY

Transit's greatest economic contribution is its ability to move many people efficiently, providing
access to jobs and reducing the economic costs imposed by congestion. The nation's largest
metropolitan areas could not fiuction if transit did not provide significant proportions of work trips.
In the pat 30 years, the available of transit saved us at least $220 billion because we did not need
to build20,000 lane-miles of freeways and arterial roads and 5 million parking spaces to meet rush-
hour demands.

In 1992, congestion cost more then $45 bflion in wated time and fuel in 50 U.S. metropolitan areas.
Economicom to shippers cost additional billions of dollars. Each year, the economic losses from
congesut continue to grow n burbs and central cities, threatening the flow of goods in interstate
commerce and our ability to compete in the global economy. ISTEA recognizes that future traffic
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idock wi ead to ecomomu st m wise. il Jlevelso(gveunm t wwok coopertiv to Sir
peope anae to single ooqit vdbs (SOY) UaveL 1t is mstimportant a metropolit
urm, whiem omm r*' bottlneis most pamiy oar. Interstate commerce is no longer simple

M tom oewmnt ofods, b must line th9emet o(peope n ways that allow Soods
to moveefficetly.

One key am in whi dian be soe isin t o&ow& oafmouuer rail service. It is rurkaub that
onmiter rail rideahiphas owm for w years inaarow, reabing 352 million in 1995. Afterall,

omm iroad seve de o abubs wim oge am ersa ne ti all moet wedded to their car
But. it's easy mqoug to undtand when you recogmni etht them saburban drivers must often
traverse the most comested sadwysamd dtin th ey ock to the alterstive offered by commuter rail
servim.

Transit provides other em omic benef. I nothemn Virgiia, Metrorail is projected to enate
90,000 panmanut jobs and pavide a net ina /ofS1 bie i tax revemie in the 1978-2010 period.
Metrora's economic b as e sopwt tt a private deveoper has reed to pay fora $20 million
station to guarantee scoer to a mew 342-cre office sad residetal site.

The St. Louis MetroLink systan has exceeded ridership projection business is brisk at stores and
restaurants near MetroLink stations, sad developers e building projects near the stations.
Cleveland's Tower City Center Station links rail and bus service to a shopping nal, offices, hotels,
and the downtown - orIf/-t--Iimmt compex In Portland, Oregm S1.2 billion worth ofprivate
development has occuredalong the MAX Sl&t rail line. The three-state New York City area's
Regioa Plan Association idatifes tnat s a key to raroving mobility and allowing
the area to compete in the goaleconomy.

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF COMMUNITY LIFE
THROUGH BALANCED TRANSPORTATION POLICIES

The nati's central cities adl Brnm high -umA5po trat gowin income disparities firml
aisek, and nwny related proMbm. More and more Anmeican communities are investing in transit in
order to promote economic develIP -, increase prop rty varies, attract tourists, and revitalize
business districts and

Eqitable RealEstate Investment Managemn, Inc., the leading American real eate management
firm, advises that the best places to invest we in "cities that work" - those with established public
transt s"sems and tiv* downtowns

A 1991 study found that fil investment in Phladelphias transit agency would return $9 to the
economy for mdi $1 invested. Balcedu taopolicies&Dow the nation's metropolitan areas
to maintain existing t a sitr c h the historic rail systems in New York City, Chicago,
Bostoc ts d the d. Theymable citieslike St. Lou ao San Jos , New
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Oe s nad dm to pieonoin dic wedomt Walegiss do preserve the value traditional
downtown wo and provide mdal dwice along high-voune corridors They einfor efforts to
restore old negorhoods tt attat a spifvican sare of wmt itan eauidts

SOCIAL BENEFIT OF BALANCED TRANSPORTATION POUC S

While the transpotincWr's rok in the economy is port it alo obbut to Anm
life in othar ways. TransitpnwpiWwlarispectedtomtawideran ofsialmneds. Infkt,
Congress has enacted a br o laws that depend n trasit to mrv the nation intermt
Acoile P-Fortation for people with disabWdee diased &e for mair citizens- clan-W
vehicle dugand alhol ft ruirm ans - then e al eamp of federal requiements thst
have been imposed on trait for laudal eds ain the nation interest.

Miio ofAmerica do no have the option ofumn pemd vaids for their tranponation needs.
ThIe include many oftbe elderly, people with diadiites lm-incm worers. children. eid others.
During the 1960 rea in.m for the poormt fifth of the population declined while the cost of riding
transit grew by 32 percent in real terms.

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) gantees accessible transit to people with disabilities
a civi6gt, re ting ditiona t sit capit ad operating r n ofS9 million per

year (1993 dollars). Federal policies should not limit transit-dependent iividuals' access to
transportation or pit the needs of different groups sinet each other.

Transprtson also has a powerfid impact on energy imum. The trade deficit is higher because we
import petroleum products for transportatioi% and our national security programs pay careful
attention to mens of protectiq our amess to foreign oil. In 1993, transportation used 65% of our
oil; it is the only or fthe economy where oil coumption is still rising SOV driving uses more
energy per capita than any other form of trmportation. Federal policy should factor in the potential
for oil price hikes including a response that makes transit and other, more energy efficient forms of
transportation availab.

Givm the eis% pest invetnts in i demographic trerds (more and more people in
metropolitan areas, sprawl, graying of America), and efforts to change the dynamic of the federal-
state-local relationship, it i critical that federal policy not rely exclusively on highways, but that it
address the entire mix of transportation solutions required to meet needs in the "intermodal e" and
those concepts expressed in ISTRA. Most importantly, this means flexibility for states and
metropolitan am to use thir federal dollars in the most cost-effective ways, getting the most value
out ofedsting fixted-guidewy transit systems, forestalling endless growth in congestion and vehicle
miles of travel by careful integrating land use, transportation, growth, and other poles.
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NATIONAL NEEDS

Even today, wd into th e umo Bm, aweasi hw talk d ingi federal r nportato esommurc
to "ntioner intend ofoba rneds, w h national moe de d narrowly as th interstate highway
Wotn, public lands wmay- n em q a"

Make no mistake: It would be hepoms to cary out thes "nationr needs without repealing
MTEA and violating tim qit ifnot om letter ofthe Udanded Mandate RlifAct, themAmericans
with Disabilities Ack the Clean Air Act, nd other sapifca laws that Congress hs pused to
address "national nseds.

ISTEA built on the established p- i be dmerl, state, and local gove rnmet-, and the
pub, by Sivin these partnes tim hority to choose Om a rnge oftranpo io inetmes.
To restrict this partnership's fiw ilt, or to rewritematin& ud nles to discourage investments
in one mode or anote, would violate tdo * of ISTEA and undmuine its eMciveMs

Aide from the destruction ofJSTEA, ee we otherserious problems with restricting the nationall
interest in any way.

According to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), a comprehenWve nationwide system of
accessible transit services is a natiml purpom to be achieved through the action of many local
transit smrv provide Tsnationalmneed has already bee seriously cmpmid by the lack of
adequate fda fmding for the costs it ioses on t-nit operators. ADA's promise ofaccess
transpotat will Mbe a hoo mn id ifthme w any fat limitatio on t foderrour
that local transit operators use to oqhia this national pupose.

7U attain ment ofdmn air stmadds is amoter uioal goal that depends on state and local efforts
fo its implanentatio ige avn vehide ocupea, grater use of alternative fuels, increased
availabilay of ansit, bide, and pedtrian alternatives - ad lconabue to national clean i gals.
Hr again, limis on ISTEAs balanced trporatio polci would undercut a national Pl. Over
the pas 30 yean, transit has pmev=e then im of 1.6 million ton ofh 10 million
tons of carbon monoxide, and 275,000 tons of nitrogen oxides into our air and the importation of
2o biliongallonsofgasoli .

For surface transportation, the distinction between "ntionl, regional" and "local" system or
facilities is not particularly meaingfiAl Smal rural transit agances may provide a low volume of
service, but they met important ustomw seeds and c but to a national #o ofs
rural communities. In urbanizeda s local transit service reduces thembcer of vehicles on
crowded highways and arterials limiting the negativeipatof congestion on interstate commerce.
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Transit is a crucial part o the answer to ub c a iMio. wlkih is a constantly going tirmto
doth co*E emonxvent ofgoodin isstIatecMace.n IJust"asnational denair gOals depend
on regionimpeetainplummtidoalsub w conyasitive commerce depend on regional
traotaon pl - that cm elne the bottenecks and eim s to trade.

in wi orain samany other issme aeas, k bs asy to losessigt of the government's
tepnsibility to mediate among Pco-tadictoy hices, Most people would lie unrestricted access
to Cap. highly psuonalizedupertaion They feel the -am way about health care and

government services. Ineahcase,acoes and costamincoaflict Youcan'thaveboth. Federal,
state, and local gvernms013Ishave a resPO.Wllityto srieabalance among contadictofy desires.
They must also consider the needs of people with limited -en or othdiavataes

Someagu that the feeral government should cuttspendwgtog people mor choices." in the
case of trasportation, however, such policies can easily hv the opposite effect by limiting
tnchoices and reducing the quality of life for many Americans. If Congresmtry wants
to providemoreeAmericans wit choice the proper response is to expand ISTEA's fi ,ty,
not to restrict or eliminate it.

CAPITAL FUNDING NIEDS

The U.S. Department of Transportation recently reused its capital needs study, A Report so
Congmt; 1995 SWa o f' d N abw Is w Thwa iw n Sym)m: Comi~hons and Performace.
The rq finds that U.S. trnsit systems need an average of $12.9 billion in capital funding per year
over the next two decades to k*ve the conditions and performance and a mninum of S7.9 billion
per year just to maintain conditions and poforme at 1993 levels Howev, transit a
received only $5.7 billion in capital finding fom A sources in 1993, less than the amount needed to
maintain conditions. Over a ten-year-period (1995-2004), capital needs include:

$35 billion for new vehicles, including 67,800 buses and 51,400 vans;
• $23 billion for new bus facifies incl parking lots for bus passengers;

$22 billion to modmi md rb limaeiat miing fted guideway rail and bus routes, stations,
and mai nena c faitim;
$43 billion for additional fied gdeway srvice that rapond to new customer demauis; and
$4 billion to rehabilitate more than 14,900 buses, rail cars, and other vehces to extend their
useful lives.

To maintain a viable transit program, we urge the Suommittee to support the highest possible
fining for fn wla and discretionary capital investment. Failuretoives adequately in the tra

inratrctrewill only increase aneac cost in the long-mw
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7the feb nl uo prgr in - eum puta f. d manm~saspoutatonprogram
beowsse it helps acieve nodwpab Ai r gV at.ewin po&acdvis,i'v d m obility anl
Aavwicans, dean s. t, mW- WuIM9md binvd qusiy of lib a ouwii

Trnsit provides muetisl amriceto k"- m peopis- , people with diaiiieme ederly, and
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Mr. Chairman, my name is William G. Burnett, and I am the President of
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO), and Executive Director of the Texas Dpartmnt of Transportation.
On behalf of AASHTO, we are pleased to accept your invitation to testify on
issues related to governmental roles in the nation's surface transportation
program as part of the reauthorization of the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTRA).

We believe that timely reauthorization of the nation's surface
transportation program Is vital because transportation serves as the backbone
for our national and international economies. Transportation serves all of
our citizens daily in travelling to their jobs, day care, services and other
activities; in providing goods to wholesale and retail outlets that serve
customers; in travelling to recreational activities; and in a variety of other
activities in which we all participate.

In November, 1994 AASHTO organized its Reauthorization Steering
Committee to look at a range of issues related to ISTEA and the
reauthorization of the nation's surface transportation programs. The Steering
Committee divided its work into the following major topic areas:

1. Support passage of the National Highway System;
2. Examine Federal/State/Local Relationships for transportation;
3. Examine and identify funding levels for transportation;
4. Identify and examine unfunded mandates and regulations.
5. Update the 1988 AASHTO report "The Bottom Line - A Summary of

Surface Transportation Investment Requirements - 1988-2020";

6. Identify and examine planning issues that should be addressed;
7. Revise and analyze environmental issues impacting transportation;
8. Examine international and national economic issues and their

relationship to transportation;
9. Research and Technology issues involving the future of

transportation;
10. Review the ISTRA and develop any proposed changes; and
11. Develop an AASHTO Outreach Program for Reauthorization.

A significant first step in these issue areas was taken by the Congress

when it passed the Natiodal Highway System Designation Act of 1995, and on
behalf of AASHTO we would like to express our appreciation to Chairman Shuster

and you, Mr. Chairman and Representative Rahall along with the members of the
Committee for your leadership in the passage of this major piece of
legislation. In addition to the important action to designate the National

Highway System, that legislation also dealt with several items of importance

to AASHTO members, including making the ISTEA management systems an optional

item at the discretion of the States. repeal of the crumb rubber mandate,
repeal of the National speed limit, and clarifying that air quality conformity

requirements apply only to nonattairment areas. Again, we applaud your
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efforts in getting this legislation enacted, and look forward to working with
you and your Comittee in the reauthorization process.

With regard to federal, state and local relationships for
transportation. these issues were taken up under AASHTO's task 2 identified
above. These issues and recomendations are included in the AASHTO
° Federalism Reporto, copies of which have been furnished to the Comittee.
This report is one of a series of reports adopted as AMSHTO policy by our
Board of Directors, as required by AASHTO's procedure, our reauthorization
policy statements and resolutions are all supported by at least two-thirds of
our 52 member departments.

The following are AASHTO's major findings regarding Federalism issues
for the Reauthorization:

It is appropriate that there is a strong Federal interest in the

performance of the nation's transportation system.

Federal legislation should reaffirm each state's authority and their

leadership role in statewide transportation programs.

There has been a blurring of roles and responsibilities for

transportation program delivery. These roles and responsibilities
should be clearly defined in the future Federal transportation program.

An increased level of funding for transportation is needed (as
enumerated in other AASHTO documents, such as The Bottom Line II report
and the Financial Issues report). This increased funding can be
provided within the existing federal transportation user fees including
the redirection of the 4.3 cents per gallon currently used for general
fund purposes to the Highway Trust Fund.

Federal guidelines and regulations should provide as much flexibility as
possible while avoiding prescriptive rules and regulations. There
should be consistency of rules and regulations among agencies of the
U.S. DOT and other Federal agencies having programs impacting
transportation.

The number of categorical programs should be reduced.

* Federal legislation should be less prescriptive, reducing sot asides,

specific requirements and sanctions.

Congress should avoid earmarking funds for specific projects including

demonstration projects.

A state-by-state field presence needs to be maintained by the U.S. DOT

and these field offices should provide a single point of contact for all
transportation modes.

AASHTO should continue asserting a prominent role in developing

recomendations regarding a future Federal transportation program
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structure.

In the discussion that follows, additional detail regarding the AASHTO
positions is provided.

Recommended governmental relationahios for tranaoortation nrograM

AASHTO believes that the different levels of government have varying
interests in transportation program and therefore have assumed different
roles and responsibilities for their implementation. In the following
discussion, those areas of interest are stated and the appropriate roles and
responsibilities are recommended for different levels of government.

The primary Federal interests affected by transportation programs are:

0 Interstate conmerce and international trade
* General welfare of citizens - including safety, mobility, access,

connectivity and the environment
* Research and advanced technology
* National defense
* Emergency response
* Federal lands and Indian reservations

Other levels of government have interests in many of the same areas.
States, for example, are particularly interested in interstate commerce,
international trade (as it affects both that individual state and the nation),
the general welfare of its citizens, and research. Locals (including NPOs,
cities and counties) and Native American tribal governments generally have
more interest in local commerce, safety and mobility.

Based on these areas of interest, we believe the different levels of
government should assume appropriate roles and responsibilities. All levels
of government have certain basic responsibilities regarding transportation
programs. Some responsibilities are shared by all levels of government with
others being the responsibility of only one or more levels. Due to its
governmental position, the Federal goverment has more areas of responsibility
regarding transportation programs than other levels of government. These
Federal responsibilities include:

• Policy and Administration
# Funding
0 Planning
# Oversight
* Leadership
* Technical assistance

The relative level of responsibility the Federal government has for each
of these roles depends on the priority established for a particular program
and the amount of support provided by the various levels of government.

All levels of government have reponsibility for funding, planning and
oversight of transportation programs. All levels of government have a role in
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providing for the general welfare of their citizens including promoting
safety, ensuring mobility and protecting the environment consistent with
applicable laws and policies.

We believe that the role each level of government plays and the relative

amount of their responsibility depends on the area of interest and the
Jurisdiction or ownership of the system or facility. However, there needs to
be sensitivity to the interaction of programs and their impact on other levels
of government and on the welfare and quality of life of an area. Also,
because the Federal government is the primary level of government with an
interest in national defense and advanced technologies, it therefore must
maintain the highest level of responsibility for those programs, as AASHTO
views them.

The following is a more detailed discussion of the areas of interest and
the appropriate roles and responsibilities of the Federal, state, MPO, local
(including cities, counties and other political subdivisions) and Native
American tribal governments for transportation programs.

The Federal Role

1. The Federal government has a primary interest in supporting
transportation systems to enhance interstate commerce and economic
competitiveness in international trade.

This means:
a. The Federal government should give priority to funding and

oversight of those transportation systems which significantly

impact interstate commerce through the movements of passengers and
freight.

b. The Federal government should provide funding for systems of
transportation which provide connectivity and access to
international markets.

c. The Federal government should provide leadership and funding where
appropriate which will result in a more efficient transportation
network including aviation, waterways, public transportation and
privately-owned systems such as rail and pipelines.

d. The Federal government must recognize the significant role of the
private sector in the delivery of transportation and respect their
property rights and the confidentiality of proprietary business
information.

e. The Federal government should plan cooperatively with other
countries regarding transportation facilities which provide vital
corections to the United States.

f. The Federal government should take appropriate action to minimize

delays at U.S. borders and other customs and immigration locations
due to institutional barriers.

2. The Federal government should assist the other levels of government in
contributing to the general welfare of U.S. citizens by promoting

safety, ensuring a basic level of mobility and by protecting the

environment.
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This mans:
a. The Federal government should provide funding support for the

Federal-aid road system, as well as deficient bridges on and off
the Federal-aLd system.

b. The Federal government should provide funding for safety programs
which reduce accidents.

C. The Federal government should assist in funding that provides
access, connectivity, congestion relief, and mobility to citizens
throughout the United States.

d. The Federal government should assist in funding mass
transportation systems to help alleviate congestion and reduce air
pollution.

e. The Federal government should provide funding for safety
inspection programs including motor carrier, railroad, aviation,
maritime and pipeline safety programs.

f. The Federal government should have direct oversight regarding
safety standards for vehicle manufacturers.

g. The Federal government should assist state and local officials to
develop and deploy technology which enhances mobility and safety
and protects the environment.

h. Prescriptive solutions to problems which states can address in a
variety of ways should be avoided. Instead, states should be
given the latitude to achieve the required standards using methods
which are appropriate for them.

3. The Federal government has responsibility for contributing to the
security and national defense of the United States.

This means:
a. The Federal government should have oversight regarding geometric

design standards of the Strategic Defense Highway Network,
including the Interstate and vital connections to the National
Highway System.

b. The Federal government should assure the existence of adequate
intermodal connections and a strategic rail network to efficiently
deploy military forces and equipment in times of national
emergency.

c. The Federal government should provide funds and forces to secure
U.S. coasts and waterways.

d. The Federal government should assure passenger security at major
airports.

4. The Federal government has the primary role of providing funding and
leadership for planning, research and advanced technology.

This means:
a. The Federal government should provide leadership by providing

planning guidelines in the context of national transportation
objectives.

b. The Federal government should not overly prescribe planning
requirements to states. This includes management systems, long-
range plans, 23 factors to consider in planning, and the specifics
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of public Lnvolvement.
c. The Federal government should provide leadership by coordinating

research development programs at the national level.
d. The Federal government should provide funding to support

transportation planning, data collection, and research conducted
by states.

e. The Federal government should promote the development and
implementation of advanced technologies.

f. The Federal government should play a major role in the
dissemination of research and technology to the states.

5. The Federal government has responsibility for saving lives and property
in times of national emergencies.

This means:
a. The Federal government should provide funding for eomwgency

repairs of vital transportation links.
b. The Federal government should provide technical assistance to

support state and local efforts during times of emergency.
c. The Federal government should provide funding for disaster

mitigation programs and technology.

6. The Federal government has responsibility for providing access to and
mobility within Federal lands and Indian reservations.

This means:
a. The Federal government, in coordination with the states, should

provide funding for the construction and repair of roads within
national parks, forests and Indian reservations.

b. The Federal government should be primarily responsible, in
cooperation with states, for planning, design, programming, and
construction of roads under their jurisdiction in national parks
and other federally-owned property.

c. State DOTs, in coordination with the Federal government and tribal
governments, should take the lead role on state routes through
tribal lands, national forests or national parks.

7. Federal transportation policy should focus on attaining transportation
goals in a mamer consistent with national economic, social,
environmental, and security policy.

The State Role

1. The State. through its administrative and legislative processes, is
responsible for setting transportation policy within the state.

This means:
a. Among the primary roles of the state is a leadership role in

statewide, multi-modal planning. Further, the state has a
leadership role in providing a process for coordinating
metropolitan and statewide planning.

b. Each state should establish its relationship with local entities,
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including NPOs, in a way which is appropriate for the state given
its constitution and legal framework.

c. The state should determine how and in what amounts state and/or
federal funds are suballocated to locals, Including POs.

2. It is the states' role to provide and administer funding and to plan,
design, construct, operate, and maintain the facilities which are under
state jurisdiction and for which states are held legally liable.

This means:
a. States must have full authority to protect the integrity of their

system based upon their ownership and their ultimate
responsibility for that system to the citizens of the state and
the traveling public.

b. The state has the primary responsibility to select, plan, design
and construct facilities under state Jurisdiction.

c. States will continue to (1) invest in research and development.
(2) provide leadership in setting research and development
priorities, and (3) use research and development results to
promote innovation in developing and protecting the transportation
system.

3. The state should act on behalf of the Federal government in
administering the Federal transportation programs for other entities
within the state.

This means:
a. The state transportation agency should be the primary agency to

administer Federal transportation programs.
b. The state can delegate authority to all substate entities for

project selection, design. lettings and administration consistent
with its laws and policies.

The Local Role (City and County Governments and Other Political Subdivisions)

1. Local governments are owners and operators of local transportation
systems. They are responsible for establishing policy, funding,
managing, maintaining, and operating facilities under their Jurisdiction
for which they are held legally liable.

This means:
a. Local governments must have the authority to make decisions for

facilities under their jurisdiction. This includes, planning,
project selection, design, and construction.

2. Local governments have a role in advising the state and affected KPO
when state and PO activities will affect local government
constituencies, or will affect facilities under the jurisdiction of the
local government.

This means:
a. The state has a responsibility for providing a process which is
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open to local goverrments and which provides adequate opportunity
for their involvement, whether in the urban (JPO) or rural areas
of the state.

b. Local movement has a responsibility for participating in the
process.

3. Local governments have responsibility to advise the state when local
activities will affect facilities under the jurisdiction of the state
transportation agency.

The Netrogolitan Planning Organization's Role

1. It is the PO'. role to provide a forum for cooperative state/local
decision-making within the metro area.

This means:
a. The RPO is responsible for developing a long-range transportation

plan for the metro area in cooperation with state and local
governments.

b. The IO should provide a forum to produce a program oL projects
based upon its analysis, planning activities, and view of the
transportation needs for the region. The MRO's role in project
selection should be worked out through a cooperative process
between the state and the affected MPO member jurisdictions.

c.- The IPO is a place for bringing metro issues and metro players
together.

d. The RIO is where state and local government responsibilities are
blended into a cohesive statement of policy and direction for the
metro area.

e. The RPO has responsibility for regional transportation planning
which is coordinated with regional land use.

2. The RPO role is to provide a source of technical expertise in
transportation matters within the metro area.

This means:
a. The IPO develops and provides its member jurisdictions expertise

that the member jurisdictions do not have.
b. The RPO acts as a liaison between the state and the RPO member

jurisdictions on planning matters and issues.
c. The RPO is a primary source of metropolitan area information and

forecasts.

3. MPOs are locally tailored.

This means:
a. States and locals must be allowed to set up MPOs that work for

them.
b. IPOs should be expected to have a level of expertise and a level

of activity and involvement that is appropriate for the interests
and size of their metropolitan area.

c. The RIO should coordinate planning activities that produce plans
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and programs that are implemented by the state and affected local
governments.

Native Aerican Tribal Governments, Role

The Native American Tribal Governments, in cooperation with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs (BIA) are responsible for setting public policy on
their facilities within their jurisdiction.

This means:
a. The Native American Tribal Governments and the BIA should have the

authority to make decisions for transportation facilities under
their jurisdiction. This would include planning, project
selection, design, coordination, and construction.

b. The Native American Tribal Governments have a responsibility for
providing direct input to the BIA and the state and local units of
government that have jurisdiction over roads adjacent to or within
their lands.

c. The Native American Tribal Governments and the BIA have the
responsibility to coordinate their plans and projects with
affected local governments, KPOs, states and Federal agencies.

Let me summarize with our recommended broad principles around which we

believe that the new act should be organized:

1) NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION PRIORITIES SHOULD BE THE FOCUS

* Issues of national significance

0 International/interstate/intercity commerce
0 Metropolitan mobility/access
0 Rural mobility/access/connectivity
0 Modal interlinks
0 Safety
0 National defense
0 Emergency relief
0 Research
0 Transportation planning
0 Federal lands access
0 Environment

0 Systems of national significance

0 National Highway System
0 Other Federal-aid roads
0 Aviation
0 Rail
0 Public transportation facilities and services
0 Waterways
0 Pipelines

These priorities should be accomplished in a manner consistent with
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national economic, social, environmental and security policy.

2) PROGRAM STRUCTURE SHOUJ B3 FLXIBLE AND SIMPLE

0 Reduce regulatory burden - more Federal guidance, fever
regulations

• If performance standards are used, a Obest practices" approach
should be taken which is not burdensome

* Support funding flaxibility/trsnsferability provisions

* Reduce programastic sub-categories and avoid additional new ones

3) STATE AUTHORITY SHOULD 59 MAINTAINED

* Continue federally-funded, state-administered program - a
partnership

* Reduce federal oversight

0 Reduce prescriptive requirements

0 Eliminate unfunded mandates and sanctions

0 Eliminate demonstration projects

4) PREDICTABLE AND ADEQUATE FUNDING SHOULD BE PROVIDED

0 Realize funding transportation is an investment in the nation's
future

0 Provide sufficient funding levels to meet national transportation
goals

# Restore and preserve the user fee concept

0 Explore alternative and innovative revenue sources to meet the
growth needed in funding levels

# End federal gas tax diversion for non-transportation related
purposes

With regard to U.S. Department of Transportation offices, we believe
that a state-by-stata presence should be maintained and these field offices
should provide a single point of contact for all transportation modes. It is
important that state offices be retained; they are the key to a successful
federal/state/local partnership.

U.S. DOT state offices should have more power to act on their own,
independent of Headquarters. They should have multimodal authority. To
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provide timely and valuable assistance to the states, these state offices must
be wll-staffed.

In summary. AASHTO has completed work on the major component documents
for its reauthorization efforts, which include the following documents.
Again, all of the documents are AASHTO policy, having been approved by at
least two-thirds of our 52 member departments.

1. Transportation for a Competitive America
2. The Bottom Line, Transportation Investment Needs 1998-2002
3. Federalism and Reauthorization
4. Issues in Transportation Planning and Recommendations
5. Environment Issues and Transportation
6. Innovation for Transportation
7. Alternative Financing Proposals

We have already provided your staff with copies of documents 3 through
7. Documents 1 and 2 are now being edited and printed, and will be available
in a few weeks. At that time we will provide you with ccpies. In the
interim, attached is a media release announcing their adoption by AASHTO's
Board of Directors on April 22. 1996.

We look forward to working with the Committee to discuss these issues
and stand ready to provide information which would be of assistance to the
Committee as it moves forward in the legislative process. Executive Director
Francis B. Francois and the AASHTO Staff are available to respond to any
further requests from the Comeittee.

Mr. Chairman. this concludes our remarks. Thank you for the invitation
to present our views, and we will be pleased to respond to questions now. or
in writing later.
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For Immediate Rlesmanet SnyM8Y ch
Monday, April 22, 1996(2)6458

uAd- FexItK eay to Mesdol Ftm Taaptatlm Needs

To keep i ___tiv edge in the world economy, the nation mut fund its
S- oai onvsds ic s ' flexibility to use those funds, according to the
American Asocinion of State Highway And Tmsportation Officials.

"Transportation is mt about cement and grsvel, said AASHTO President Bill Burnet
Executive Dimctor of the Texas Depoment of Tnportation. "It's about people getting to
work and school, #d% the goods they need everyday, and getting good jobs in an economy
built on a safe and efficient traspottotw Wehaveto plan and invest in our system
now to make those thing has "

Meeting in San Antio today, AASHTO completed its rommendations on how to
ensure a sound tati systm in the decades ahead. The recommendations on the
future of the federal highway and tanit program will be published shortly in two reports
Ians rotation for a m tieAmer and The Bottom Line. TmuoraioInvetmenNeeds 1999-2002

"We are fcing I some critical transportation decision" said AASHTO President Bill
Burnett, "decisions that will affect the quality of our lives, our jobs, and our children's future.
If we short-change ou r tti system now, we will pay dearly not too far in the
future."

Produced through an 13-month study by the notion's leading transportation experts, the
AASHTO reports demonstew the stro link between the economy and its trnsportation
system - which coumis foralmi one-quu'er of the U.S. economy. "Growth in our gross
domestic product has nm neck-to-nack with growth in vehicle miles of travel since the
1930's," nexnoted, "clear evideae that a strong and growing economy requires a
t on system to stain it."

Using the estimates of the U.S. Department of Transportation, the report finds that
over five years beginning in FY.1998, $357billion would b required to improve the highway
system to an optimum lvel, while $264 billion is required simply to maintain current
conditions. Yet over that period, cwmm funding lees from federal, state and local
governments would provide only between $210 billion to $270 billion.
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The ntio's transit systems will require an a mim investment of $8.4 billion to
maintain eximi editions and vice levels and to com sv expanion alead
underway. Imp mnts to the stm to me expectednreases iu ng demand
would require over $15 billion annually.

To meet the funding gap and to more efficientlyustrnptaineorcsM
tra offnil have mide four keyjr - a ihW

Transportation program be funded at the full amount which can be supported
by the Highway Trust Fund, and that the 4.3 cent per gallon fuel tax now going
to the general fund be used for transportation purposes and placed in the
Highway Trust Fund.

State and local governments should be given more flexibility in determining
how, when and where transportation resources are spent, to maximize the
benefit to mobility, safety, and the environment.

Many of the key concepts of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act, such as state and local cooperation, intermodal planing and public
participation should be retained.

Burdensome and Unnecessary provisions imposed by ISTEA and earlier laws
should be eliminated or reduced.

"A key to meeting our tsportation needs is to allow states the flexibility to
efficiently use federal funding. That means the elimination of federal mandates, streamlining
of regulations and redtape, and innovative financing opportunities," Burnett said. "We first
need the funds, but we also need the tools to get this job done," he added.

AASHTO has developed specific recommendatio on a wide range of transportation
isses including fedendiun, planning, research, environmental regulation and investment
needs Summaries of those recommendations are attached. Copies of the specific reports are
available from AASHTO headquarters upon request by calling (202) 624-5800 or fax (202)
624-5806.

AASHTO is a nonprofit, nonpartisan association that represents the member hihway
and transportation departments in the 50 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. Its
primary goal is to foster the development, operation a, maintenance of an integrated national
transportation system, and its interests cover the five transpofttion modes.
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Souomtry of AASEET R -me-alew " th
Itikeof iuieliHigirway .. d Tmalt Programs

0 Funed highway and &ui prostrusa thiohe levels the fud taxes an
sustain, andredirect te 4.ct fed exsame tax on motor fuel now going to
the general fund to the Highway True Fund for trnpor t i-opurpoes.

G (ive Msta t etr lxibit in managing and disbursn federal funds.

Implement on a vo hi y basis innovative facing techniques to leverage
available reaources.

Planning

a Redirect federal regulations away from sanctions and mandate

0 Simplify and reduce The umber of fed al regulations and clearances needed
for transportat prw delivery.

0 Eliminate faiding for d projects and reduce set-asides and sub-

• Stamline fedeal reglaions and reduce overlap.

* Stre mline federal regulations and reduce oveap.

Consolida te o b mad authority for reviewing ton plas
with L yfr -*trnotfo ln

0 Include cost-benefit analy mand economic considerations in criteria by which
federal m ntal stinderls west.

0 Before enacting new environneta laws, Congress should work with
trnportaionpofsio sin sAtesM te

• FederalImilafunding a needed to develop technical solutions to-- "ets
Iw federal ovePm- 1-bmld encourage states and other stakhoders to adopt

innova ve ouaies

6 Transportation rPs re h would addren needs at the national and local level.

Federal f ing for dv and monstrain Intelligent Transportation
Syems old be conti ed.
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Fderas Se Lca Rd.

T mi ls d nqaoWbmides of vmo gVvernment agencies ibo e clemly

.Fede e m ad reulo would be more flexible and 1cm

Staws should conine to hmve t borityfor, and be the leaders in, planning
and Wimmnng statwide bnq .ttinPrrmF=

Stats should also onminue to be major pmm with Mepolitm Paning
Oa s in planning u rnm spott progm
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aof Myor Bill Campbell

on
ISTFA and the Fodral Interest in Transportation

on b lf of
The U.S. Conference of Mayors

mfor the
House Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee on Surface Transportation

Thursday, May 2, 1996

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Bill Campbell,
Mayor of Atlanta and Chair of The United States Conference of Mayor's
Transportation and Communications Committee.

I appear today on behalf of the nearly 1,050 mayors representing cities with
a population of 30,000 or more.

I thank you for this opportunity to provide the views of the nation's mayors
on renewal of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA).

Mr. Chairman, I have been asked to address the "federal interest" in
transportation investment to support this committee's work on renewal of
ISTEA. I am pleased to present our views on the federal interest in this
area.

For mayors and other local elected officials who have significant
substantive, financial, operational and political responsibilities in the
transportation arena, we have a standing in this debate which is unique and
unlike many others.

Consider, for example, that local governments, cities and counties, now
raise and expend more public funds in transportation - airports, highways,
ports and public transportation - than all state government transportation
spending combined, or even that of the federal government.

As a result, mayors approach this debate on the federal interest with a view
that is broadly-based and often more Inclusive than others offer. Mayors
find it hard to recommend, as some now advocate, that the federal interest
can be expressed simply as a collection of Interstates and selected
arterials.
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Most mayors and many other local officials also approach the debate over
the federal Interest In transportation with the belief that ISTEA is a
comprehensive and dynamic expression of this interest.

We believe that ISTEA strikes a balance between state and local needs and
concerns, with federal and national objectives. It Invests in highways and
bridges, both maintenance and new facilities. It invests in public
transportation, by sustaining existing Investments and partnering with new
capital for system starts and expansions. It invests in targeted needs by
providing funds to areas struggling tc meet federal mandates, particularly
for those areas working to come into compliance or maintain compliance
with the Clean Air Act. It invests in local decision-making and flexibility.
And, at its core, ISTEA is about partnership, and that is how mayors talk
about the federal interest.

Having noted these points -- local governments as dominant investors in
and managers of an array of transportation systems, and our bias that
ISTEA is the proper expression of the federal/interest in the transportation
area - let me offer additional views on the federal interest and local impact
of transportation.

In terms of the national economy, the linkage between public
investment in transportation systems and economic growth is undeniable.
We know that transportation investment stimulates economic growth,
making it possible for the federal government to finance its responsibilities
and achieve other defined federal interests.

Data on transportation investment is very consistent, showing the
substantial benefits to the national economy from transportation
infrastructures and systems. Improved performance of the national
economy is perhaps the most important, but surely not the only, expression
of the federal interest in transportation.

As leaders of communities, mayors believe transportation facilities and
systems should serve our citizens, our businesses, our communities and
our local and regional economies. If transportation investment effectively
serves our communities and regions, we believe it will enhance and
strengthen national economic interests and other objectives.

Mr. Chairman, I would like t, complement you, Chairman Shuster and
members of this committee for your leadership in convincing your House
colleagues about the need for increased investment in transportation
infrastructure during the recent debate on the trust fund legislation. The
mechanics of how you achieve increased federal transportation investment
is not as important as actually increasing federal expenditure levels. I am
pleased that as a matter of federal policy, there appears to be an emerging
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consensus on the need for increased transportation investment and its
Importance to the economy.

In terms of local economies, we are just starting to examine the
relationship between regional and/or metropolitan economies and the
national economy. We all generally accept the indisputable federal interest
in promoting successful growth. Yet, federal policy-makers have been
slower in accepting the role of local and regional decision-makers,
particularly transportation policy-makers, in shaping the national economy.

We now know that a significant share of the nation's recent growth in jobs,
wages and personal income as well as federal and state income receipts is
generated in the nation's metropolitan regions. There is a federal interest
In making sure that federal transportation policies don't shortchange,
overlook or divert resources from the important transportation needs of
these areas.

It is in all of our interests to make sure that those areas which are growing
and supporting overall national economic growth are further bolstered
through necessary transportation investment. There is a clear federal
interest in ensuring that we are investing in these areas, not simply
siphoning off the resources that these areas generate.

We applaud the decision in ISTEA to invest in urbanized areas of 200,000
or more through the Surface Transportation Program (STP). This
allocation of investment dollars directly to local decision-makers
strengthens local efforts, with their state and federal partners, to design
solutions that respond to the increasingly complex and variable
transportation needs of our metropolitan areas.

While the State of Georgia has supported the Atlanta region's efforts to
secure and use these resources, recent information from the U.S.
Department of Transportation on the STP urban set-aside program
confirms what many mayors and other local officials have asserted about
the program. Over the past several years, a number of areas have not
been receiving the federal funding that ISTEA specifically provided.

There are still too many metropolitan areas, and similarly many rural
counties, that have not yet received a fair share of ISTEA resources. With
each transportation bill, we hear many state transportation officials and
even members of Congress battle over the formulas and the donor/donee
issue. At the same time, often in many of the same states, there are
extreme examples of donor/donee imbalances within states that you never
hear about where metropolitan areas, and the cities within them, receive
little return on the actual user fees their citizens and businesses generate.

3
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Mr. Chairman, there is a federal interest in ensuring that important
metropolitan economies perform and are strengthened by investment in
their metropolitan transportation systems.

During the last Congress, officials of the U.S. Department of Transportation
provided this committee with estimates of infrastructure needs and other
indicators of investment needs across the nation. The record is replete with
information about the gap or deficit between Investment and transportation
needs. More recent data, subsequent to ISTEA's passage, show that
where we have targeted resources, such as for bridge and interstate
maintenance as examples, the gap between investment and needs is
closing in relative terms.

At the same time we are making progress in some areas, we are also losing
ground in others. U.S. DOT estimates place the economic loss attributable
to congestion in the top 50 metropolitan areas at $40 billion annually. In
effect, we are already throwing away the total output of four small states in
today's congestion.

More recent projections show that congestion will continue to escalate in
many areas. This means more lost productivity for the economy in the out
years. This is an issue that requires more attention in next year's legislation.

We are hopeful that the Atlanta region's package of innovative traffic
management measures, or the intelligent transportation system initiative,
will provide direction to our own region and others all across the country on
how we might tackle congestion more cost effectively in the future.

For the national economy, the use of technology offers us a method of
generating more productivity and increases the rate of return from existing
assets. These will be net gains for our regions, our states and the national
economy. The deployment of new technology will help us extract
efficiencies from our existing transportation investments, forestalling and,
possibly avoiding, new and ever more costly investments.

Given the political climate and taxpayer resistance to tax increases,
communities, regions, states and the federal government, collectively, must
work together to find ways to get more return on our existing transportation
investments. We have public capital in the ground, in highway and transit
systems, that is irreplaceable. All of us recognize that it is getting harder to
maintain these existing facilities, let alone build new ones.

In the Washington, DC metropolitan region, transportation policy-makers
are working on a plan to replace the Woodrow Wilson Bridge on the Capitol
Beltway, a replacement facility that is expected to cost somewhere between
$1.4 to $2.5 billion. Future users of this facility may pay to use a bridge at a
location where one now exists and can be used without paying fees. It
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should remind all of us about the difficult challenges before our partnership
in simply coming to grips with maintenance and preservation of our existingcapital stock.

Mr. Chairman, to close these points on local economies, mayors believe
there are significant policy issues related to the performance of the nation's
metropolitan economies and the underlying metropolitan transportation
systems that support these areas. We urge you to undertake further review
of these issues as you prepare to move forward with new legislation.

In terms of the Intergovernmental partnership, there is considerable
federal interest in preserving stability aid sustaining the performance of the
nation's existing transportation systems. These systems are among the
only constants in an ever changing global economy.

All of us recognize that the nation's economic gains have been propelled
largely by generations of transportation investment, systems and facilities
developed through an array of intergovernmental partnerships. In 1991,
we retooled and strengthened the federal/state/local partnership through
enactment of ISTEA. Subsequently, we have built upon long-standing
partnerships, refined others and, in some instances, forged new ones.

With the work and time invested in crafting ISTEA in 1991 and in
subsequent years in the practice of partnerships under ISTEA, mayors and
others are convinced that it is the most thoughtful and complete expression
of the federal interest in this area.

The first challenge for this partnership is to shore up the foundation of this
economy -- our transportation infrastructure. This can only be
accomplished through a partnership effort among levels of government and
increasingly through public/private partnerships. Our task is to invest public
resources wisely, not simply shed budget liabilities.

Building upon the ethic of intergovernmental partnership, we can avoid
potentially destructive debates: highways vs. transit; transit vs. intercity
passenger rail; gas taxes vs. general revenues; or state donors vs. state
donees.

Among our concerns is how we sustain and increase levels of investment in
transportation systems and facilities. Take highway financing as one
example. Currently, local government taxpayers provide roughly 30
percent of the investment dollars to build and maintain highway and street
networks. This local share is generated through general taxes on local
taxpayers, such as property and sales taxes. Local spending is comparable
to federal spending on highways.
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Of the more than $25 billion invested each year by local governments in
these highway and street networks, only seven percent is user fees. The
first call upon these local generalitaxes, as you know, Is for basic local
services, principally police, fire protection and schools.

Presently, the federal government collects roughly 40 percent of all
highway user fees, with the states collecting nearly 60 percent. Unlike
federal and state gas taxes, local officials must go to the general taxpayer,
not users, for our highway funds. And, you should understand that as
derrands on local governments escalate, local officials will find it
Increasingly difficult to maintain general tax support.

The immediate challenge before this committee and for others in Congress
is to set-aside claims that there is one more narrowly defined interest or one
system or network of roads that expresses the federal interest, effectively
reversing the partnership under ISTEA. It doesn't distill down to one system
or network. Mayors reject the view that this embodies the federal interest.

Partnership is the one concept that does capture the federal interest in
transportation. ISTEA continues to be the best expression of this
partnership. We need to build upon it during renewal of this law next year.

In terms of the 1996 Olympics, this is the ultimate test of our
transportation partnership in the Atlanta region. As my region prepares to
host the 1996 Olympics and ParalYmpics,Ihave thought often about the
significance of the Atlanta region's efforts to win the bid and, or what some
sa, play host to seventeen consecutive Super Bowls. Before we won the
bid the Atlanta region was already equivalent in terms of personal income
to four small states.

With the Olympics behind us, we believe the net result will move the
region's economy to another level. One region, as the direct result of one
event, could grow our employment base by nearly as much as one small
state. Mr. Chairman, I think all of us would agree that this achievement is
important to the national economy.

Consider the wide array of challenges that we will confront this Summer.
Our airport, Hartsfield, alone will transport an estimated 300,000
international visitors for the Olympics, which is like flying all of the people in
Las Vegas to the Atlanta region. Another 300,000 will arrive from other
domestic airports.

Our public transportation system, MARTA, will carry an additional 500,000
passengers per day, increasing total daily ridership to 700,000 - 800,000.
Our vast highway system and Amtrak's intercity passenger rail service will
deliver thousands more into the region. Overall, we expect more than three
million visitors to join us for the games.
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With the Olympics fast approaching, I have had crash courses In
transportation management and performance. One thing I have learned is
there is no one thing, no one priority system or network or no one category
of Investment that Is the answer.

In our region, we are relying on all of our incumbent transportation
capacities, stressing each of them to the maximum. I think of transportation
system integration and performance, I don't think in terms of ownership
patterns or narrowly constructed notions of federal interest. When you
expect to move more than three million people in, around and out of your
region, you can't contemplate a system that isolates or segments one
partner's interests and systems from another.

From the perspective of the customers of these systems - the visitor,
commuter, taxpayer, resident, user and businessperson -- I can assure you
that they are not thinking about the artificial assignments of roles among
governments. They simply want and expect a transportation network that is
integrated and functions well, that is redundant, that is seamless, that
responds to personal choice and one that returns value for the public
investment.

What we have been forced to achieve in the Atlanta region to prepare for
the Olympics is much like what the mayors and other local elected officials
work every day to achieve for their citizens, communities and regions.

I would like to take a moment and convey my personal thanks to the
Chairman, full Committee Chairman Shuster and members on this
committee for your help in forging a partnership that I hope will prove to be
the most successful Olympics to date.

The support of the Congress and the Administration, particularly the U.S.
Department of Transportation, has been so important to this effort. For
example, the more than 1,400 buses funded by the Federal Transit
Administration and loaned by local transit agencies from all across the
nation will help us realize our goal of a "pedestrian" Olympics, an
extraordinary achievement for an American city.

As a result of your efforts, we have received resources to upgrade our
sewer systems and construct other critical infrastructures. We were able to
make investments in intelligent transportation technology where state-of-
the-art systems will be put to the test several weeks from now.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your support and that of this committee for
helping us to make this a successful and productive endeavor for our region
and the nation. •
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There are other federal interests to be served by an active and
strong federal presence In transportation.

Let me briefly discuss some examples. Recent budget agreements
assume substantial savings over the next seven years from domestic
spending reforms and cuts. Billions of dollars in spending reductions are
slated for welfare, Medicaid, selected entitlement programs and other
areas of domestic spending. Many citizens will be seeking increased use of
local transportation services, systems and networks, to adjust to these
changes.

Federal and state policy-makers are just beginning to talk about the
implications of these changes and the increased need for transportation
capacities that are broad-based and diverse. At the local level, we
understand that access to public transportation is one of the key elements
to a successful transition from welfare to work.

We know that more citizens will need access to public transportation
systems to get to training, day care and family assistance, to secure health
services and to reach jobs at employment centers.

Similarly, local officials expect that Medicaid changes will place more
demand on ADA complementary paratransit systems and fixed route
services as clients seek access tr revised health services. The elderly and
persons with disabilities, who Ilose access to existing transportation services
and others denied SSDI support will increase demands on specialized
transportation and mainline services.

The federal government with state governments can't save billions in direct
spending for these activities, then change hats when talking about
transportation policy and pretend there is no connection. There are
profound implications from these system shifts, with transportation
capacities being called upon to deliver more to people as they strive to
satisfy their most pressing and basic mobility needs.

Personal mobility and access is one of the areas particularly that needs
to be strengthened during ISTEA renewal. The scale of change in domestic
spending priorities was not contemplated when ISTEA was enacted.

This Summer we will also be hosting the 1996 Paralymics where more than
3,500 athletes with disabilities will be competing over a 14-day period
immediately following the Olympic games. These athletes will/be joined by
more than 1,500 officials and coaches and more than 12,000 volunteers,
many of whom are persons with disabilities. We expect more than 1.5
million people to attend these events.
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We are proud of what we have achieved in making the Atlanta region
among the most accessible in the nation. It points to a future where it is
possible as a nation to bring these citizens fully into the mainstream of
American life. The concept of partnership that we have developed to build
transportation facilities must now be retooled to partner and better serve
the needs of these citizens.

In the environmental arena, we are particularly pleased that ISTEA
through the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program helped
communities absorb particular burdens under the Clean Air Act. It is an
area that many local officials touted during our campaign to end unfunded
federal mandates, recognizing this committee for its leadership in ensuring
that the federal government fund directives it imposes on local
governments and local areas. I should point out that some mayors and
local officials have been frustrated in their efforts to secure access to CMAQ
funds as provided under ISTEA.

In other areas, we are just starting to comprehend the connection between
transportation facilities, particularly highways, and our efforts to improve
water quality pursuant to the Clean Water Act and state and local initiatives.
These facilities introduce contaminants to our combined and separate
storm sewers that are impacting our water quality efforts. I know that this
committee has been working to address this issue in other legislation. In
looking at how we go forward in ISTEA, it is an issue that needs more
attention.

Mayors have been particularly active in the debate on brownfields
redevelopment, an area of reform that holds promise for communities and
regions as they work to reuse abandoned and underutilized properties.
Many of these properties already have transportation and other
infrastructures in place. As such, redevelopment of these sites allows all of
us to use incumbent facilities more efficiently, offering some alternative to
continued sprawl in our urban areas. Again, I want to express our thanks to
this committee for the work and leadership you have provided to efforts in
the brownfields area.

Let me close with a brief note on the recent telecommunications
legislation. Several weeks ago Congress passed landmark legislation,
reforming the Communications Act of 1934. Many members asserted that
the new telecommunications infrastructures to be deployed are key to our
economy's future and our position in the global marketplace.

Despite considerable effort, city and county officials were unsuccessful in
getting individual members to understand the implications of this legislation
relative to its impact on the nation's transportation infrastructure. Over the
next several years, numerous companies will be using the local street
network more aggressively than ever before as existing companies retrofit

W**4* ,-4
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their systems with state-of-the-art fiberoptic and coaxial networks, and new
competitors enter local markets.

This will be the largest, new infrastructure investment of our lifetime, as
companies cut and trench streets in every part of every city and county in
the nation. Under this Act, city and county officials can't bar or prevent
companies from using local street networks.

Moreover, many companies are also very aggressive in seeking to
minimize payments they make to city, county and state owners of these
facilities. If successful, these efforts will simply shift the costs of their use
and occupancy of the streets to the transportation sector, highway users
and other utility occupants of these streets.

Here we have an expressed federal directive to open these facilities to
private use. In many markets, this use will be an aggressive entry, inflicting
damage arnd reducing the useful life of our transportation infrastructure.

This area, Mr. Chairman, is one that I would urge this committee to invest
some time and effort in understanding how our existing transportation
infrastructures will be used and potentially devalued through this extensive
build-out of these new telecommunications facilities. I believe hearings on
this subject would be particularly helpful, if only to ensure that members of
this committee are fully familiarized with this issue.

Again, at the local level, we must figure out how to maintain an increasingly
costly transportation Infrastructure while other federal purposes and
directives push us in other directions.

On the positive side, these new telecommunications facilities do offer the
potential avenue for deployment of new technologies that may offset these
adverse effects through improved performance of our transportation
systems.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks today on behalf of The U.S.
Conference of Mayors. Mr. Chairman, you have the commitment of the
nation's mayors to work with you as you fashion legislation to renew ISTEA.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BARBARA GREGG, ALDEMAN
LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY

on behalf of
THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES

before the
HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SURFACE TRANSPORTAT!)N

Thursday. May 2, 1996

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, the National League of Cities is

pleased to have this opportunity to share our views on the federal role in

transportation and its relationship with local governments. I am Barbara Gregg,

Alderman from Louisville, Kentucky and Chairperson of NLC's Transportation and

Communications Policy Committee. The National League of Cities represents

135,000 mayors and council members from cities across the country. I am

pleased to join my local government colleagues testifying here today.

All of us know the importance of transportation and infrastructure investment. The

economic health and development of this country is dependent upon interstate

highway systems, strong local roads, and access to transit. Without investment in

our transportation systems and infrastructure our economic future is threatened,

resulting in congested roads, to aging transit systems, and deteriorating bridges.

The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) has allowed

continuing investment in our infrastructure. ISTEA has also contributed to the

success of our nation's highway and public transportation systems due to the

combination of the federal government's role and its essential link with state and

local governments.
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The federal government has three key roles In transportation policy: one--funding;

two, infrastructure that pulls together the nation to enhance our economy; and,

three--etting and ensuring federal transportation priorities. It has been estimated

that over the next five years, there needs to be an investment of $357 billion to

improve the highway system and $8.4 billion to maintain the transit system. The

federal government provides 30 percent of transportation infrastructure funding.

Although 30 percent may not seem large, imagine the impact of cutting a person's

salary by 30 percent. Therefore, without the federal government, funding of many

transportation projects would not occur, which in turn would contribute to the

decline of our nation's infrastructure and economic health.

Additionally, the roli of the federal government is broader than solely providing

funding. By having a role in transportation policy, the federal government insures

that there are national transportation standards that promote continuity. Without a

federal role in transportation, this country could have Individual state highway

systems that do not connect at state borders rather than an interstate system. The

federal government ensures that the nation's transportation system connects our

country for the benefit of our economy.



The federal government has the unique position to be able to Identify broad policy

goals and objectives for this country. The federal government can determine the

direction of national policy Including Infrastructure,, environmental, and transit

objectives. Included in the bigger picture Is the role of local governments as

decisionmaking authorities for local transportation needs. Without a federal policy,

local governments would confront 50 separate transportation policy objectives

without the assurance of local government involvement.

Local government officials are most familiar with and committed to local needs;

and, therefore, they should be responsible for decisionmaking on local projects.

Funding directed to local or regional bodies brings the transportation community

together to develop and agree upon local and regional priorities. As under ISTEA,

metropolitan areas have direct access to federal funds, which allows for local

accountability in selecting and programming projects. Without local government

decisionmaking authority, many local transportation needs would be easily

overlooked-not due to maliciousness, but merely due to lack of knowledge about

specific community needs at the federal and state levels.
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For example In Louisville, ISTEA money Is being used for Innerc ityroadway

development. By extending and Improving 9th street, trucks now have increased

scosa to areas that were underserviced in the past. The increased access for

trucks allows the growing number of businesses to continue to relocate not only to

the city, but also to areas in need of economic development. In turn, the economic

development provides increased jobs for innercity residents. Federal and state

governments could not easily know the benefits from improving 9th street. By

providing funding and decisionmaking authority through ISTEA, the local

community's needs can be met while the productivity of the national economy is

served. This economic opportunity for city residents, based on improving local

infrastructure, is an example of the combination and continuity of the federal and

local governments' role.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I greatly appreciate your

leadership on these issues and look forward to working with you during the

reauthorization of ISTEA in the upcoming year. We hope that you continue to

support the role of local governments in transportation. Once again, I appreciate

the opportunity to testify and would be happy to answer any questions. Thank

you very much.



' STATtMENT OF THE HONORABLE FEDERICO PEftA
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
MAY 2, 1996

REAUTHORIZATION OF ISTEA

Mr. Chairman. I welcome this opportunity to testit on one of the

Department of Transportation's highest priorities -- reauthorization of the

Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, or ISTEA as

we all call it. Consistent with the spirit of that landmark legislation, the

Department of Transportation has in recent years become more and more

intermodal in all its operations. Joining me today are four of the

Department's Modal Administrators with responsibilities for surface

transportation: Rodney Slater, Federal Highway Administrator; Gordon

Linton, Federal Transit Administrator, Ricardo Martinez, National

Highway Traffic Safety Administrator, and Jolene Molitoris, Federal

Railroad Administrator.

Your Committee played a key leadership role in developing ISTEA

-- truly visionary legislation - legislation that has led to dramatic

improvements in the way our Nation plans and builds our great

transportation systems. As we move toward reauthorization of ISTEA, we

want to build on these achievements. President Clinton has stated that

America's competitiveness in the world economy rests on the foundation

of its infrastructure. Under the President's leadership, federal

transportation infrastructure investment over the past three years has been
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over ten percent higher than it was in FY 1993. Our FY 1997 budget

continues this strong record: we propose S24.9 billion in new investment

-- S1.8 billion higher than the FY 1993 level we inherited.

We have structured our reauthorization efforts to maximize the

opportunity to learn what aspects of ISTEA are working. and what can be

improved. This will be a three-stage process.

The first step is outreach and information gathering. I recognize

that today's hearing is part of a series of hearings that your Committee

has scheduled. These hearings will contribute a great deal to our

understanding of ISTEA and all its elements. At DOT we are also

seeking the views of the transportation community by sponsoring a series

of regional fora this spring and summer. The first of those fora will be

held May 13 in Philadelphia, and the second, on May 21, in Chicago.

The rest of the schedule will be finalized shortly. We plan to hold a

forum in each of our regions. I would like to invite Members of Congress

to join us in these listening sessions.

The second step -- development of specific proposals for

reauthorization -- will take place in the Fall, after our outreach process has

been completed. Finally, in the last stage we anticipate that the

Department's ISTEA reauthorization proposal will be submitted to

Congress next winter, along with the President's proposed FY 1998

budget. We look forward to working with the Congress as reauthorization

legislation is considered.

This is just the beginning of what I hope will be a fruitful dialogue

on reauthorization. It is still early in this debate. Therefore, I do not



have specific, legislative recommendations for you this morning. Instead. I

would like to respond to those who question the need for a Federal role in

transportation and would turn back all or virtually all of that role to the

states.

IMPORTANCE OF TRANSPORTATION AND ISTEA

As %e begin this dialogue, it is worth reminding ourselves that the

stakes -- for all of us -- are very high indeed. This Committee is well

aware of the vital role that transportation plays in assuring America's

economic prosperity and quality of life. From the colonial post roads and

canals that expanded our frontiers, to the railroads and Interstate

Highways that linked a growing country, to the transit systems that made

possible the development of our great cities -- America's economic

progress has always been closely linked to advances in transportation.

And some of the most dramatic advances occurred through strong Federal

programs and leadership.

And along the way, transportation became more than just a means

to prosperity -- it became a big economic player in its own right. Today,

the transportation sector accounts for business activity valued at more than

$700 billion annually - about one-ninth of our entire economy -

including everything from auto manufacturing to air travel to freight

shipping. One in ten Americans is employed in the industries which

provide these goods and services, and all of us depend upon them.

As our natinif economy becomes more fully integrated and as

America increasingly becomes part of a larger global economy,

transportation will only. become more important to our standard of living.



Logistical innovations such as intermodalism and flexible "just-in-time"

delivery systems have been essential to maintaining our productivity

advantage worldwide against other countries that compete on the basis of

lower %%ages. This process continues to accelerate and translates into

lower costs tbr businesses and tor consumers. who pay less at the

checkout counter. In 1090. 18 percent of production w~as just-in-time: by

1995. it was 28 percent. In this and in other ways transportation

continues to contribute to our growing productivity. Logistics costs,

including transportation. as a share of Gross Domestic Product, declined

from 17 per cent in 1983 to II percent in 1992.

But we must make a national commitment to state-of-the-art

transportation if we are going to keep up this tremendous progress.

ISTEA demonstrated such a commitment. The Act authorized dramatic

increases in national infrastructure investment -- to expand capacity and

improve performance in highways and transit, and to promote new and

emerging technologies, such as Intelligent Transportation Systems.

And not only did we invest more, we worked with states and local

governments to invest better. Americans got more for those transportation

dollars because ISTEA provided a strategic investment framework. It did

so through stronger planning requirements and through programs, such as

the National Highway System, that focused resources on national

priorities. ISTEA significantly expanded flexibility in the use of surface

transportation grait funds and also provided for completion of the

Interstate construction program. And ISTEA's authors also had the vision

to create programs - such as the Surface Transportation Program - which



provided unprecedented flexibility to state and local officials to use

transportation to assure that transportation investment woulJ have positive

impacts on Americans' quality of life. That's a pretty good record for any

legislation.

CHALLENGES

While %e can be justly proud of the national progress made under

ISTEA, there are still significant challenges ahead -- ones that will require

fresh thinking and creative solutions -- and continue to require federal

investment and guidance. If we are to maintain our quality of life and

remain competitive in the global marketplace, we must aggressively meet

the following four national challenges: (1) safety, (2) continued growth of

traffic and travel and its attendant congestion, (3) environmental concerns,

and (4) demographic changes.

The United States is facing major changes in personal and business

travel, new patterns of freight shipments, regional population shifts, fast-

growing elderly and teen populations, and an explosion of information

technology. Across the Nation, there are growing demands for speed and

efficiency, especially from businesses, but also from individuals struggling

to preserve time for family and community alongside demanding work*•

lives. We face the dual problems of congestion and pollution, but we are

finding they often can be tackled simultaneously. We must meet the

demand for increased mobility for all our citizens -- rich and poor, elderly

and young, disabled-dnd able-bodied, in urban and rural areas -- to ensure

their full participation in community life. Let me focus for a moment on

these four challenges.

5



I. Safety:

We have made great progress in the face of increasing travel. Even

so. transportation injuries and deaths still impose a substantial drain on the

U.S. economy, along with emotional devastation for surviving friends and

family members..Motor vehicle crashes are the leading killer of

America's youth. After many .ears of steady decline, total highway

deaths increased in each of the past three years -- from 39.250 in 1992 to

an estimated 41,700 in 1995. These increases came prior to the repeal of

the speed limit and motorcycle helmet provisions in the NHS Act. These

deaths are only part of the picture; crashes result in costly injuries,

productivity losses, lost travel time and increased congestion, placing a

huge burden on our economy -- an estimated $140 billion annually. The

cost of medical treatment alone is estimated to be more than $14 billion a

year. The American taxpayer pays more than one-quarter of that amount

to cover the Medicaid and Medicare costs associated with these injuries.

The American taxpayer also has to make up for the lost tax revenue

resulting from injuries and fatalities, estimated at nearly $8 billion a year.

Even with no change in the fatality rate, projected increases in miles

traveled will mean that the number of Americans killed in crashes will

increase; a conservative estimate projects up to 51,000 deaths a year by

2005. Reversing this trend will be a challenge in spite of improvements

in vehicle and highway design and positive behavioral changes (such as

decreased drunk diving). Plainly, more effective countermeasures, greater

community involvement, and leadership at the Federal, state and local
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level are all-salled for. National research and development also will

continue to play a critical role in meeting our safety goals.

Last Fall. I announced my Action Plan to Reduce Highway Injuries

tintd Relred Costs. We are assisting states in setting and evaluating their

performance goals and providing a wide range of technical and financial

assistance to assure that states have the tools, such as adequate data. to

identify their problems and pursue the best strategies to resolve them.

The Action Plan is directed toward saving lives and taxpayer dollars.

2. Travel Growth:

Traffic congestion in the nation's 50 largest cities costs travelers

more than $40 billion annually. Without a strategy that uses multi-modal

solutions to this problem, delays are likely to increase over the next two

decades as travel nationwide increases by a projected 60 percent. These

delays translate directly into growing costs to business and ultimately are

passed along to consumers.

Inadequate transportation makes it difficult for rural Americans,

including Native Americans, to travel to work, to school, and to health

care, and could reverse the economic improvements that better

transportation has brought to previously-isolated areas. Clearly, these

diverse needs demand a national vision to ensure and facilitate effective

regional and local solutions.

3. Environment:

Transportation, like all human activity, also affects the natural

environment. Efforts to mitigate those impacts and improve air and water

quality and protect open space, wetlands, and wildlife habitat have been



remarkably successful and must be continued. As a result of Federal

environmental requirements. far less pollution is emitted from cars and

trucks today than twenty-five years ago. These dramatic improvements in

air quality would never have occurred without a strong Federal role.

Nearly one-quarter of the areas that did not meet ozone standards in

1990. and a few areas not meeting carbon monoxide standards, are on

schedule to meet air quality goals. The Environmental Protection Agency

has reclassified these areas as "attainment." Nevertheless, many large

cities ale continuing to have problems meeting air quality standards.

Transportation officials will need to continue efforts under ISTEA and the

Clean Air Act to reduce air pollutant emissions from transportation. The

continued rise in vehicle miles travelled warrants careful monitoring, as

sometime early in the next Century increased travel could offset the air

quality progress made by cleaner cars. The threat posed by global climate

change, which is partly caused by motor vehicle and other transportation

emissions, also must continue to be addressed through efforts to

discourage travel in single occupant vehicles.

4. Demographic Chang=:

Transportation affects, and is affected by, the increasing dispersion

of land use patterns and cultural and demographic changes. Although the

shift to the Sun Belt has slowed, other trends will continue to have an

impact. For example, immigration is expected to continue, as is internal

migration from urban areas to smaller towns and the new "edge cities."

Among the effects of this shift from central cities to the surrounding areas

are more, and longer, vehicle trips as people travel to work or shop.
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Mobility for older Americans as well as those with disabilities is a
critical and growing need that must be addressed. The elderly are the

fastest growing component of the U.S. population. with more than one-

quarter now over the age of 60. Americans o'er age 85 now number six

million: that will increase 400 percent by '050. The majority of these

individuals are accustomed to independent mobility in self-operated

vehicles. The aging of the population will require important modifications

to the transportation system to make it safer for those with less keen

eyesight. hearing and responses. It must be made easier to use through

better signing, facility modifications and other improvements. Increasing

attention will have to be given to mobility alternatives for this population,

as their mobility may be a significant social, economic, and health

concern. Appropriate and acceptable approaches to achieving these

objectives will have to be developed and advanced through legislation or

other actions. DOT is in the midst of an in-house study of these issues, to

be concluded this summer.

There are no easy or one-time solutions to these problems.

However, I am certain that addressing these challenges in the next

reauthorization will require a strong Federal role, in partnership with all

levels of government and the private sector.
NATIONAL INTEREST IN TRANSPORTATION

If this Nation is to retain its high standard of living and competitive

edge internationally,'we must have effective Federal involvement in

maintaining and improving our excellent transportation. Other nations do

not have the transportation infrastructure that we take for granted in the
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United States. It is transportation that has set us apart from the rest of the

world. The Wall Street Journal recently tracked the slow travel of

Wrigley's chewing gum on a 1.000 mile trip from a tctory in China's

Pearl River delta to a consumer in Shanghai -- a trip that took several

months and involved freighters. trucks. tricycle carts and bicycles. Most

manufacturers in Asia could not even imagine "just-in-time" production:

an Indian exporter's cost advantage over western competitors is eroded by

around 30 percent, simply because of costs and delays of transportation.

Gridlock is common in parts of Asia -- for goods and for people. Greater

Jakarta, for example is home to 16 million people, and it has no subway.

The annual cost of gridlock in Bangkok is estimated at $3.2 billion.

To catch up with the United States, many nations around the world

are making huge commitments to transportation infrastructure. I was in

Asia in November and learned that those fast-growing economies -- many

of them our competitors in the global marketplace -- are planning to invest

$1.2 trillion in infrastructure over the next 10 years, with over $500

billion in transportation alone. Vietnam plans to invest $20 billion in the

transportation sector. Thailand is planning to invest $125 billion in public

works over the next decade, $52 billion in transportation. The Malaysians

plan to spend $48 billion on infrastructure - about half on transportation.

The Philippines are expected to spend $14 billion on transportation.

These countries are pursuing national transportation investment strategies

to overcome the ffagmented, inefficient transportation they now have.

Transportation capital investment by the government of Japan, as a

proportion of Gross Domestic Product, is about four times that of the

... .10
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United States. And our European allies invest at a rate substantially

above ours. Japan and other Asian governments will spend upwards of

one trillion dollars on infrastructure by the Century's end. European

governments are spending even more on a continent-wide sy stem of high-

speed rail and motorways. Our global competitiveness hinges on the

efficiency of our transportation system -- in part because of the very size

of our Nation: in Japan, the average journey from manufacturer to the

export shipping point is fifty miles; in the U.S., it is about 450 miles. We

are examining transportation improvements, particularly in North-South

corridors and along the border of Mexico and Canada that will facilitate

enhanced trade resulting from NAFTA. Another significant factor in

freight movement has been the shift to East-West-Pacific-oriented flows,

affecting not only the size and direction of rail traffic, but causing ports in

Los Angeles and Long Beach to increase their market share. On a

broader scale, it is critical that we assure that our connections across the

country -- to ports, airports and major transportation facilities --

effectively link us to our global partners.

How well is the United States doing? Are we going to be able to

retain our competitive edge? The Department's recent report on the state

of America's infrastructure concludes that we have a $17 billion annual

shortfall in what we should be investing just to keep our system in good

working order. That report is a wake-up call. We can begin to close the

gap by doing two "things. First, we can invest in intelligent transportation

technologies that will make our current infrastructure more efficient -- and

at lower cost. Indeed, we believe that as much as 2/3rds of the capacity
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that we willjneed in our Nation's most congested corridors can be

provided by intelligent transportation systems at less that one-fourth the

cost of normal construction. Second, we can marshall more resources for

transportation investments, through innovative financing and encouraging

the private sector to participate. as is the case in Asia. Indonesian

officials. for example. want over 40 percent of their infrastructure projects

to be privately financed.

The challenges before us are national in scope, and they require

national solutions. Traffic congestion and bottlenecks in major trade

centers like Los Angeles and Chicago not only impose delays on local

commuters and regional freight, they also interfere with the speedy cargo

movements essential to maintain our global competitiveness. Efficient

mass transit systems are essential for our regional economies to compete

with world business centers in Europe and Asia, and to assure that all our

citizens have access to national priorities such as health care, education

and job training. And the Members of this Committee are well aware of

the significance that we, as a Nation, have placed on improving the

environment and upgrading safety. These challenges cannot be solved on

a piece-meal basis, but rather require coordinated national strategies, in

partnership with state and local governments, businesses and other

transportation customers.

POLICY PRINCIPLES

As we begin the legislative process, I want to reemphasize that the

Administration's long-term vision of the Nation's transportation system is

that spelled out in our DOT Strategic Plan. It envisions a seamless
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intermodal transportation system that effectively ties America together and

links it to the world -- a system that will provide safe. efficient and

environmentally friendly movement of people and the products they use.

And it is worth underscoring that wye need a transportation system

equipped to meet our national security needs -- to respond to disasters.

and to move people and goods. for both military and civilian purposes. in

times of national emergency.

Building Blocks

ISTEA marked a turning point in putting this vision into practice,

and its successor should be based upon that same vision. The question is:

how do we get there, in an era of budget constraint? We believe ISTEA

has provided a solid framework for us to build upon. There will be

discussion and debate about some of the programmatic elements -- lively

debate, I'm sure. But the successor to ISTEA must retain the core

elements -- the building blocks, as we call them -- that have made ISTEA

such a success in just a few short years.

Promote intermodalism

As ISTEA's Declaration of Policy specifically acknowledged, we

cannot treat our transportation infrastructure as a collection of individual

modes competing with each other. We need to see our transportation

facilities as a national system, with each mode complementing the others,

and working together as a whole for the benefit of all users. ISTEA

brought us closer to t6at goal, in several ways. First, it gave state and

local governments the responsibility for planning all aspects of their state

and regional transportation systems, and gave them more funding
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flexibility topursue the goal of a more efficient, integrated transportation

system. Second, ISTEA created mechanisms for funding projects

connecting the different components of our transportation system.

Through the CMAQ program -- the flexible. environmentally-

oriented category in ISTEA -- we have funded an innovative truck-rail

transfer facility in Stark County. Ohio and projects in Portland. Oregon

and Seattle. Washington designed to unsnarl traffic and improve rail and

truck access to the commercial waterfront. The Port of Oakland has

joined with several railroads -- Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, and

Burlington Northern Santa Fe -- to put in place a $165 million project

which consolidates rail activity into a single jointly-operated terminal that

serves all lines. These projects - which help reduce vehicular congestion,

improve safety and air quality, and provide better access into the port area

so we can accommodate the increased volume of trade - show that there

does not have to be a tradeoff between jobs and the environment.

Recently, the Department announced its intention to fund the BART

extension to San Francisco International Airport, our Nation's fourth

busiest airport. This project will enhance transit access throughout the

Bay Area and provide direct access to the airport. In the St. Louis area,

the MetroLink transit system, which recently opened, includes a station

providing direct access to the airport. And in suburban Minneapolis, park

and ride faiiities with shopping and other services are turning

transportation connections into tools for economic development and

quality of life improvement.
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The NJIS was designed with a special focus on linkages to other

modes. As required, the Department will submit to the Congress next

month our proposal for modifying the NHS by designating intermodal

connectors to major ports. airports, international border crossings. public

transportation and transit facilities, interstate bus terminals, and rail and

other intermodal transportation facilities. And let me recognize this

Committee's important role in enacting NHS designation legislation last

year; NHS will be an important framework for the future.

Although ISTEA did much to encourage intermodalism and to fund

innovative connecting facilities, projects that involve multiple modes of

transportation and public and private sector players or cut across state and

regional boundaries are difficult to finance. Such projects are often too

big or complex to compete .for funds from existing programs.

In Miami, Florida, efforts are underway to plan a transit facility,

known as the Miami Intermodal Center, to link Miami International

Airport to the Port of Miami, a major cruise ship center. This is a good

example of how all levels of government - city, county, state and Federal

- together with officials from different modes of transportation -- the

airport, port, transit and highways - can work together to accomplish

mutual goals.

An example of a very large nationally-significant project is the

Alameda Corridor in Los Angeles. The Administration's FY 97 budget

request for DOT iicfides our request to fund a $400 million loan for

project construction that will help complete the $1.9 billion public/private

funding package. The corridor will consolidate 90 miles of rail operations

.15
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into a singiL20-mile, high-capacity facility to dramatically upgrade rail

access to the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. which handle one-

fourth of all U.S. waterborne international trade, primarily with the

burgeoning economies of the Pacific Rim nations. The project will

benefit the entire country because it will enable these ports -- the largest

container ports in the United States -- to accommodate increased

international trade cheaply and efficiently. It will deliver other major

benefits by eliminating 90 percent of traffic delays affecting cars and

trucks at at-grade railroad crossings that have created congestion and

safety concerns for local communities.

These examples underscore how important it is that reauthorization

continue the progress toward intermodalism - so that modal categories of

the 19th and early 20th century do not dictate the transportation system of

the future. We must look at ways to promote and finance projects of

national significance - projects that have benefits that extend beyond state

and local jurisdictions and include multiple modes and multiple players.

Post-ISTEA legislation should ensure that ISTEA's "I" -intermodal -

remains a focus of Federal policy.

Imprve plnwung and public pOartiptn

Sound transportation systems cannot be created without the

involvement of those affected. ISTEA brought new players to the table.

The goal was to make the process of setting transportation priorities more

informed and more inclusive. And state and local governments are

responding. Wisconsin, for example, has been aggressive in creating

opportunities for the public to participate in transportation planning -
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instituting listening sessions, issue-specific fora and regular newsletters.

Special outreach efforts were undertaken to reach minorities and the

elderly, disabled and low income groups. In all, more than 10.000

persons have been involved in the public outreach process in Wisconsin.

Similar effort have been made throughout the country -- in Atlanta.

Georgia and Boise, Idaho, to name a couple of other leading examples.

Also. we should mention that Federal land management agencies and

tribal governments are now being involved in statewide and metropolitan

transportation planning.

And a more inclusive process does yield real results -- in the form

of better, more feasible and more publicly acceptable plans. The plans

being developed by states and Metropolitan Planning Organizations

(MPOs) through the ISTEA processes are more viable. The fiscal

constraint requirements ISTEA applied to these Transportation Plans

means they reflect the reality that planning requires hard choices based on

available funding.

The comprehensive planning and public participation requirements

established by ISTEA help to assure that a full range of social, economic,

and community impacts are taken into consideration as investment

decisions are being made. They connect transportation decisions with

other community concerns - land use, environment, and quality of life -

to make communities more liveable. A good example is in Chester,

Pennsylvania, whei'ihe Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation

Authority worked closely with the community to plan, design and

construct community services within a rehabilitated Chester Transportation
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Center. In aildition to community service components, the center will

improve pedestrian and bus access and enhance safety.

*There should be no question of turning back. ISTEA's successor

must continue to guarantee that investment decisions are the product of a

systematic, inclusive planning process -- an informed political decision.

We do need to look. however. at whether there are better ways to achieve

our objective of informed and wise decisionmaking.

Empower state and local officials

ISTEA consolidated categories into new modally-flexible programs

such as the Surface Transpozation Program and CMAQ and increased

state and local officials' ability to target funds to projects that made sense

for their communities. State and local governments have responded

enthusiastically to the increased flexibility in Federal programs. In the

past three years more than $2 billion has been flexed between modes --

$800 million in FY 1995 alone. For example, New York City Transit

Authority transferred $125 million from highway to transit projects to

assist in major repairs, including rehabilitation of existing stations, the

addition of new safety features and signal work.

By their own actions, state and local governments have

demonstrated a commitment to even greater flexibility. Under Governor

Whitman, New Jersey has shifted additional state trust fund resources to

transit. The State of Missouri is now considering proposals to use state

funds to support Metfolink, St. Louis' hugely successful new light rail

system, and in Wisconsin, Governor Thompson shifted state funds to

support a top priority ineligible for Federal funds - maintaining passenger
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rail services. ISTEA's successor should continue leveling the playing field

so that all types of projects -- including perhaps rail and intermodal

projects -- can be chosen based on their transportation merit, rather than

whether they fall into some fixed category.

Strengthen partnerships

In order to meet the transportation challenges of the '1st Century.

we will have to draw upon the talents and creativity of all levels of

government and the private sector. In the past three years. we have taken

major steps in that direction. For example, in Glendale, California, a

public-pivate partnership of the Glendale Transportation Management

Associates, Nestle USA Inc., and Commonwealth Land Title took on the

challenging question: how can private companies help clean the air? In

June 1993, in a program partly supported by CMAQ funds, Nestle and

Commonwealth Title began rewarding employees who voluntarily chose

alternatives to driving alone. An evaluation of this demonstration program

found that, with a modest investment of start-up funds, the average vehicle

occupancy increased by approximately one-third, suggesting the possibility

of achieving dramatic reductions in the number of vehicles clogging the

roads of the Los Angeles basin.

When ISTEA charged DOT with looking at the costs of non-use of

safety belts and motorcycle helmets, we saw an opportunity for the safety

community to form a partnership with the health community. The Crash

Outcome Data Evalution System, or CODES, enabled officials in seven

states to quantify, for the first time, the costs of motor vehicle crashes to

their economy and to the public purse. Crashes place a substantial
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burden on Medicaid and Medicare and approaches like CODES help
policy makers quantify this burden. Once Maine policymakers saw the

state's own costs from non-use of safety belts, Maine last year became the

49th state to enact a safety belt law.

The Safe Communities initiative will encourage the creation of

community coalitions. where citizens. medical and health workers, elected

officials. business people, police and others work together with a solid

plan of action to prevent traffic injuries. States and communities are

excited about the great potential they see for this program and the

partnerships it will establish.

Through its partnership with the states, the Federal Highway

Administration has created a highly effective national commercial vehicle

safety program. All of the.states are now participating in the Motor

Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP) and have adopted and

continue to enforce uniform minimum safety standards for interstate

commercial vehicles. As part of this program, state law enforcement

officers have conducted almost two million roadside inspections and

traffic enforcement stops, as well as 8,000 on-site reviews of trucking

companies. Since 1984, the number of fatal commercial vehicle crashes

has fallen 10 percent. Moreover, the trucking industry benefits because

the program has eliminated duplicate inspections and conflicting safety

regulations among the states.

We recognize that new partnerships must be forged with other

countries as well. As we compete in a global economy, it is essential that

"20
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we work to improve transportation that facilitates the effective movement

of our Nation's goods.

ISTEA strengthened the traditional Federal-state partnership and

expanded it to include local governments, metropolitan planning

organizations. and the private sector. Post-ISTEA legislation should build

upon these successful relationships. We also need to bring in all the

resources and talent available.

Encourage performance management

Performance management is a way of getting at the question raised

by the National Performance Review: "How can we get government to
work better and cost less?" One key way is to focus on outcome-oriented

goals for performance of the entire system - such as how long it takes to

get between two points - rather than looking at how much money has

been obligated. Greater reliance on performance management will allow

us to account better for the use of public resources. It will encourage

strategies - such as preventive maintenance and Intelligent Vehicle

Systems technologies - that, in some cases, improve the performance of

the existing system more efficiently than new construction alone would.

There are many examples of innovative strategies that seek to

deliver better performance through better management of existing

infratrutr. In the San Francisco Bay Area, a fleet of 50 specially

equipped tow trucks travel on congested freeways during peak periods, to

clear accident debiis and to minimize the possibility of secondary

accidents or back-ups. This service was funded in part by $3.3 million in

CMAQ money. In Denver, a $700,000 investment of CMAQ money in a
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Traffic Signal System Improvement Program has reduced average travel

times by 15 to 20 percent. saved nearly 1,800 valovis of fuel per day and

cut daily carbon monoxide emissions by morc than two tons. These kinds

of efficiencies and savings were precisely what the National Performance

Review envisioned.

Another example of effective performance management is the

sixteen state pilot program that is testing a performance-based approach

for the Department's section 402 highway safety grant program. In that

program, participating states are invited to set their own performance

goals and measures and to develop unique strategies, rather than relying

on a Federally-prescribed set of tactics.

Oregon has adopted a performance measurement approach in

managing many of its programs and has made a proposal that it be

allowed to administer the state's Federal transportation funds in this way,

on a pilot basis. We need to look closely at innovative strategies of this

kind if we are serious about shifting from process to product. We want to

get away from being prescriptive, but we must be mindful that we do not

establish something that is even more cumbersome than the present

approach. What we are seeking is for each state to set goals and measure

its own progress.

Promoe huovadve financing

Competition for scarce public resources continues to intensify.

ISTEA offered nev opportunities for cutting red tape that delays projects,

for stretching the Federal dollar and for accessing private capital for

transportation investment. But early on, there was no effort to capitalize
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on these opportunities. So in 1994, we at the Department began our

Partnership for Transportation Investment program to jump start that

process. I issued a challenge to states and localities: if you can come up

with new ways to finance projects, we will waive the usual Federal

procedural requirements. The response was overwhelming. Barely a year

later we have approved more than 70 new projects around the country. At

least $4 billion worth of projects that would have been delayed -- or never

built at all -- are getting underway right now -- all without spending any

new money.

The techniques are often simple - allowing Federal money to be

used toi credit enhancement so projects can borrow in the private capital

markets; changing outdated accounting rules so Federal dollars can be

drawn down in a way that corresponds with real-world cash flow needs;

counting developer contributions and toll revenue toward state and local

match. The result is a revolution in Federal transportation finance.

There are outstanding projects all around the country. In Newark, a

new viaduct at a major interchange is being built, using phased funding

which allows contractors to begin work a year earlier than if the state had

to accumulate the entire Federal share up front. In Texas, we formed a

partnership with the Texas DOT and the Texas Turnpike Authority to

build the State Highway 190 Turnpike near Dallas. This project was

made possible by allowing the Texas DOT to use Federal money to make

a $135 million lo interest loan to the Turnpike Authority as seed money.

This arrangement means that the project will be completed 11 years earlier

than it would have been with conventional financing.



In Cixcinnati, a serious rail-freight and highway congestion

problem, with related air quality implications, is being addressed through

an innovative public-private partnership of the Norfolk Southern Railway

and state and local governments. Norfolk Southern has advanced funding

to construct a third main track and will be partially reimbursed with

CMAQ funds. The Washington. D.C. area will get a brand-new Metro

station -- at no cost to the public -- because innovative finance made it

possible to capture some of the benefits a new private development will

receive from having good transit access.

In Santa Clara County, California, a $250,000 investment of the

Federal Transit Administration in a park-and-ride facility near a light rail

station will allow Santa Clara to reap significant benefits from lease

payments by the private developer of an adjacent housing development.

Last year, advance construction authority by the Federal Transit

Administration allowed the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority to issue

bonds to finance reconstruction of the Boston Engine Terminal. As a

result, Massachusetts undertook the project seven years earlier than

originally planned and saved over $90 million in construction costs.

The NHS Act authorized a pilot program for State Infrastructure

Banks (SIBs) which builds upon this progress. By the end of this year,

we will have selected all ten states to participate in the pilot program and

expect to have Infrastructure Banks established in each. Of the eight

selected to date, six Have proposed dual accounts that will offer innovative

finance options for both transit and highway projects. We believe that
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ISTEA's successor should continue efforts to create new ways of

providing the transportation America needs.

Encourage new technologies

Cleaner. safer. and more efficient transportation has often come

because of new technologies -- some entirely new, such as the automobile.

and some that have made previous advances safer or more efficient. such

as seat belts. Continued development and use of advanced technology are

vital if such progress is to continue. Under ISTEA, there is a renewed

emphasis on applying technology that will close the gap between the state-

of-the-art and the state-of-the-practice. By emphasizing deployment of

technologies, we can translate innovation into improved safety, system

capacity, efficiency and travel time. investment in research and

development has been expanded, both through increased funding and

through new partnerships with the private sector.

Advances such as Intelligent Transportation Systems and Global

Positioning Satellite systems are products of such initiatives. Transit

agencies are already using Advanced Public Transportation Systems to

track bus locations and collect fares automatically, which gives riders

more reliable service and reduces operating costs.

The Federal Highway Administration is working with states to

develop advanced technologies that allow safe motor carriers to legally

by-pass the weigh and safety inspection devices along the highway.

Electronic tags and itomated brake inspection devices further reduce

delays for the trucking industry while improving the efficiency of the

states' programs.
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In partnership with the transit industry, the Federal Transit

Administration is working on a project that will shave over 10.000 pounds

from a typical 30.000 pound bus. This new low-weight bus uses

advanced materials and a high-efficiency drive system to save fuel. reduce

emissions. ease maintenance, and provide a longer lasting non-corrosive

body.

In January. 1 launched Operation TimeSaver. a new initiative

designed to cut the daily travel time of Americans living in congested

metropolitan areas by 15 percent over the next ten years. Americans who

commute just two hours a day would save 80 hours a year. the equivalent

of a two-week vacation.

Michigan is part of a multi-state project which allows transponder-

equipped and properly-documented trucks to travel any segment of 1-75

with minimal stopping at weigh/inspection stations.

We must do in surface transportation what aviation has done.

Today we are landing twice as many planes as in the 1960's and 1970's.

Why? Because we pushed the envelope. We learned how to squeeze

more capacity. And we brought in technologies - GPS, doppler weather

radar and airport surface detection systems. We have some preliminary

results from Operation TimeSaver. In Lexington, Kentucky, stop-and-go

traffic has been reduced by 40 percent as a result of the computerized

traffic system. In Seattle, ramp metering has cut accident rates by more

than 60 percent, even though there has been an increase in traffic.

Preliminary estimates by the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration suggest that if all vehicles were equipped with crash
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avoidance systems, this would reduce crashes by 17 percent and prevent

up to I.1 million crashes, resulting in savings of about $23 billion

annually.

I STEA reauthorization legislation should continue this commitment

to the development and application of appropriate technologies to benefit

our transportation system as a whole.

Encourage better infrastructure investment and management

Continually improving the performance of infrastructure investment

programs is always essential, but especially so in an era of limited public

funding. ISTEA's successor should continue to encourage state and local

officials to base investment decisions on systematic cost-benefit analysis,

and to adopt 'operational, maintenance, and pricing practices that maximize

the efficiency of, and return on, investment.

CONCLUSION

ISTEA is visionary legislation, and its central elements - strategic

infrastructure investments, intermodalism, flexibility, intergovernmental

partnership, a strong commitment to safety, enhanced planning and

strategic investment-should be preserved. These elements should serve as

the foundation fbr the next surface transportation reauthorization. Over/,
the course of the next 17 months, all parts of the transportation

community, from both public and private sectors, will examine the merits

of ISTEA and debate the details of the new legislation. I look forward to

that debate.

Heading into this reauthorization cycle, it is important to ask the

right questions. The forces shaping the debate over the general role of
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government-in our society will affect the debate over the fate of this

reauthorization. What should the national interest be in our surface

transportation programs? What has worked under ISTEA. and what has

not' How can %%-e increase our resources. and how can we benefit more

from the fiscal resources we have? Should we expand eligibility for

Federal funds. for example to rail and intermodal projects? What can we

do to improve our safety record?

Most of these questions require further study and discussion. But I

am confident that in one case -- the Federal role -- the answer is clear.

We do need strong Federal leadership in surface transportation. As

President Clinton recently pointed out, the Interstate Highway System

brought Americans closer together, connecting region to region, city to

city, and family to family in ways that were undreamed of a half-century

ago. That same spirit has been a driving force for government investment

in transportation.

Efficient national cargo movement is key to our ability to benefit

from expanding trade opportunities. Truckers and other freight operators

need national uniformity in both facilities and regulatory standards. We

cannot achieve other key national priorities - linking Americans to jobs,

health care and education - without efficient transportation. And the

challenges we face in the areas of safety and the environment do not stop

at state borders. The National Minimum Drinking Age Law -- which is

credited with saving more than 10,000 lives from 1985 to 1995 -

illustrates the importance of the Federal role.
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There-are significant challenges ahead with a lot of work to do. In

partnership with our colleagues in the states and local communities. and

with the private sector. I believe that we at the Federal level have a

leadership rote in meeting those challenges.

Mr. Chairman. that concludes my prepared statement..My

colleagues and I will be happy to answer any questions. I look forward

to working with you and other Committee members on reauthorization of

these important surface transportation programs. Clearly, we can all agree

that investment in our Nation's transportation infrastructure is vital to

preserving our competitive advantage throughout the world and

maintaining the well being'of our citizens.
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE I AM CAROL

ROBERTS, A MEMBER OF THE PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA BOARD OF

COMMISSIONERS. TODAY I AM REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

COUNTIES (NACo)' WHERE I SERVE AS VICE CHAIR OF THE TRANSPORTATION

AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS STEERING COMMITTEE. ON BEHALF OF NACo, I

WANT TO THANK THh SUBCOMMITIEE FOR INVITING ME TO APPEAR BEFORE

YOU TODAY ON THE TOPIC OF "THE FEDERAL ROLE IN TRANSPORTATION."

THE MEMBERS OF NACo BELIEVE THAT THE NATIONAL INTEREST HAS

BEEN WELL SERVED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S PARTICIPATION IN THE

FUNDING OF THE NATION'S HIGHWAYS, BRIDGES AND TRANSIT SYSTEMS.

COUNTIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY SUPPORT THE VIEW THAT THE FEDERAL ROLE

MUST CONTIN, f1 AT LEAST AT THE CURRENT LEVEL AND PREFERABLY WITH

ADDITIONAL FUNDS. THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY AND TRANSIT PROGRAMS HAVE

GENERATED A TREMENDOUS AMOUNT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN

COUNTIES ACROSS THE NATION. AS WE MOVE INTO THE 21st CENTURY AND A

MORE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY, IT WOULD BE VERY SHORTSIGHTED TO

REDUCE THE FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO SURFACE TRANSPORTATION.

COUNTIES HAVE A MAJOR STAKE IN SURFACE TRANSPORTATION.

COUNTIES OWN AND MAINTAIN 1.7 MILLION MILES OF HIGHWAYS OR 43 PERCENT

OF THE TOTAL ROAD MILEAGE IN THE UNITED STATES. WE OWN 219,000

BRIDGES, 45 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL BRIDGES IN THE NATION. FINALLY, WE

• l Ntdadw Amodamof Cow ais an a* nsuwmedomiAm p p p tc o gumn In i Und StaS O. hWugh itI
mib*ubip . Adwbmad twal osalejo~ntpdmb u M bald . mlaw ipami"W oungf nL i osolasdg
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OPERATE 25 PERCENT OF THE TRANSIT SYSTEMS. COUNTY OFFICIALS KNOW

THAT WITHOUT THE ASSISTANCE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WE WOULD

NOT HAVE THE EFFECTIVE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IN THIS NATION THAT WE

HAVE TODAY.

I AM KEENLY AWARE OF THIS FACT AS A LOCAL OFFICIAL IN A COUNTY

WITH MAJOR TRANSPORTATION RESPONSIBILITIES. PALM BEACH COUNTY OWNS

AND MAINTAINS 1357 MILES OF HIGHWAY AND 250 BRIDGES. WE ALSO OPERATE

OUR OWN BUS SYSTEM KNOWN AS PALM TRANS. MY COUNTY RECEIVES

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION AND BRIDGE FUNDS AS WELL AS SECTION 9

CAPITAL AND OPERATING FUNDS.

WITH A POPULATION OF 940,000, MOST PEOPLE THINK OF PALM BEACH

COUNTY AS A URBAN COUNTY. HOWEVER, WE ARE THE LARGEST

AGRICULTURAL COUNTY IN FLORIDA AND RELY ON A SYSTEM OF RURAL ROADS

AND BRIDGES TO GET OUR FARM PRODUCTS TO MARKET. THERE HAS BEEN AND

CONTINUES TO BE A FEDERAL ROLE IN ENSURING THAT RURAL AND

AGRICULTURAL REGIONS HAVE A GOOD SYSTEM OF TRANSPORTATION. THERE

IS A NATIONAL INTEREST IN MAKING SURE THAT THE 2000 RURAL COUNTIES IN

THE UNITED STATES AND THOSE URBAN COUNTIES WITH RURAL AREAS HAVE

GOOD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS SO THAT INDUSTRIES SUCH AS

AGRICULTURE, TIMBER, MINING, AND RECREATION CAN THRIVE. IT IS ALMOST

IMPOSSIBLE TO OPERATE SUCH INDUSTRIES PROFITABLY AND EFFICIENTLY

WITHOUT GOOD ROADS AND BRIDGES. THE VEHICLES WHICH THESE INDUSTRIES

USE ARE HEAVIER, LONGER, AND WIDER THAN EVER BEFORE. IT IS IN THE
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FEDERAL INTEREST TO SEE THAT THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROGRAM IS THERS

TO SUPPLEMENT LOCAL FUNDING TO SUPPORT THE CONSTRUCTION AND

REHABILITATION OF THESE FACILITIES. IF WE ARE TO SEE A REVERSAL OF THE

MIGRATION OUT OF RURAL AREAS WE MUST MAKE THE INVESTMENT IN

TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE THAT WILL SUSTAIN A GROWTH IN RURAL

ECONOMIES. THIS ISSUE IS OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.

THE VAST MAJORITY OF AMERICANS WANT TO BE ABLE TO TRAVEL

QUICKLY AND EASILY WITHIN THEIR COMMUNITIES AND AT THE SAME TIME

WANT A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT. A MAJOR WAY TO REACH THIS GOAL IS

THROUGH AS SYSTEM OF SMOOTH FLOWING. WELL INTEGRATED HIGHWAYS

AND EXPANDED PUBLIC TRANSIT. CONGESTED HIGHWAYS SLOW DOWN

COMMERCE AND INCREASE POLLUTION. THERE IS A FEDERAL ROLE AND

RESPONSIBILITY, PARTICULARLY IN URBAN AND SUBURBAN AREAS, TO SUPPORT

COUNTY AND CITY GOVERNMENT EFFORTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION. THIS

MEANS FUNDING HIGHWAY ANMD TRANSIT IPieROVEMENTS AND, YES, THE

OPERATION OF TRANSIT SYSTEMS. AT TAE COUNTY LEVEL WE ARE DOING

WHAT WE CAN, BUT THERE IS STILL A IJEDERAL ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY.

IN PALM BEACH COUNTY THE VOTERS ADOPTED A CN)OCAL OPTION

GAS TAX, WHICH IS SPLIT 50-50 BETWEEN TRANSIT AND HIGHWAY. MY

CONSTITUENTS WANT CLEAN AIR AND BE77ER MOBILITY. FOR THIS REASON WE

WILL TRIPLE TO SIZE OF OUR BUS FLEET, FROM 52 TO 151 VEHICLES. WE WILL

ADD NUMEROUS ROUTES. HOWEVER, THE COUNTY STILL NEEDS FEDERAL

ASSISTANCE. IF PALM BEACH COUNTY. WITH ITS LOCAL SOURCE OF REVENUE
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AND STRONG ECONOMIC BASE REQUIRES A CONTINUING NEED POR FEDERAL

SUPPORT, MEMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMITEE CAN IMAGINE THE STRAITS IN

WHICH OTHER COUNTIES WITH LESS RESOURCES FIND THEMSELVES.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO CONTINUE

PLAYING AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY. IN 1991,

THE INTERMODAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY ACT (SISEA) WAS

ENACTED. THIS STATUTE REPRESENTED A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN HOW THE

FEDERAL HIGHWAY AND TRANSIT PROGRAMS WERE STRUCTURED. RATHER

THAN BACKING AWAY FROM A FEDERAL COMMITMENT. ISTEA INCREASED

FUNDING SUBSTANTIALLY. MEMBERS OF CONGRESS RECOGNIZED HOW

ESSENTIAL AND TIMELY IT IS TO FUND TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE.

AS IMPORTANT AS THE FUNDING IS, ISTEA ALSO BROUGHT LOCAL

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS INTO THE PROJECT SELECTION AND FUNDING

DECISIONS IN MANY URBANIZED AND RURAL AREAS. THIS HAS MADE A REAL

DIFFERENCE TO COUNTY OFFICIALS. AS MEMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE

KNOW, FEDERAL GASOLINE TAX REVENUES ARE RAISED AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

AND COUNTY OFFICIALS ARE DELIGHTED THAT THEY NOW HAVE MORE SAY

OVER WHERE THESE FUNDS ARE TO BE SPENT. BRINGING LOCAL

DECISIONMAKING TO THE NATIONAL PROGRAM HAS STRENGTHENED IT.

BECAUSE OF ISTEA, COUNTY OFFICIALS NOW HAVE MORE OWNERSHIP IN THE

FEDERAL PROGRAM. COUNTIES WOULD LIKE TO SEE A BROADER ROLE FOR

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WHEN ISTEA IS REAUTHORIZED. CERTAINLY, ANY
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EPmiRTTO REMOVE LOCAL cTED OFFICIALS FROM THIS ROLE WOULD

UNDERMINE THEIR SUPPORT FOR A NATIONAL PROGRAM.

THERE HAS BEEN A GREAT DFAL OF DISCUSSION ABOUT FORMULAS AND

DONER-DONEE STATES. I COME FROM FLORIDA WHICH IS A MAJOR DONOR

STATE AND SPEAKING AS A PALM BEACH COUNTY COMMISSIONER WOULD LOVE

TO SEE THE FORMULA CHANGED AND MY AREA GET MORE FUNDS. AND NO

DOUBT THAT POLrrICAL BATTLE WILL BE FOUGHT. BUT WHAT I DON'T WANT TO

SEE IS DEVOLUTION OR TURNBACK OF FEDERAL GAS AUTHORITYY TO THE

STATES. THIS COUNTRY CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE THE BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

ANNUALLY WHICH ARE INVESTED IN OUR TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE

FROM THE REVENUE RAISED THROUGH THE FEDERAL GASOLINE TAX. EVEN IF

THE PROGRAM WAS REDUCED IN SIZE AS SOME HAVE URGED. IT IS LIKELY THAT

SUCH A REDUCTION WOULD ELIMINATE THOSE FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR WHICH

COUNTIES ARE ELIGIBLE, SUCH AS THE SURFACE TRANSPORTATION AND BRIDGE

PROGRAM. FURTHERMORE, I DO NOT BELIEVE THE 50 STATE LEGISLATURES AND

GOVERNORS WILL RAISE STATE GAS TAXES ENOUGH TO REPLACE ANY FEDERAL

HIGHWAY AND TRANSIT FUNDS WHICH WOULD BE ELIMINATED THROUGH A

TURNBACK PROPOSAL.

THE RESULT COULD BE AN OVERALL NET DECREASE IN INVESTMENT.

THAT WOULD BE TRAGIC. AS WE MOVE INTO THE NEXT CENTURY, THE UNITED

STATES WOULD HAVE A SIGNIFICANTLY DIMINISHED NATIONAL

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM. THE OTHER PROBLEM IS THE DIVERSION ISSUE.

SOME STATES ALREADY SPEND TOO MUCH OF THEIR OWN GAS TAX REVENUE
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POR NONTRANSPORTATION PURPOSES AND I SUSPECT ALL TYPES OF INTERESTS

WOULD BE LINING UP TO GET A PIECE OF A MAJOR GAS TAX IN MANY STATES.

FINALLY.,I WANT TO CONGRATULATE THIS SUBCOiM EE WHICH LED

THE FIGHT ON PTTIfNG THE TRUST BACK INT THE US4) THE PASSAGE

SEVERAL WEEKS AGO OF THE "TRUTH IN BUDGEING'X mA SUBSANTIAL

MARGIN WAS A VICTORY AND. I THINK. AN AFFIRMATION OF SUPPORT FOR A

CONTINUED FEDERAL ROLE IN TRANSPORTATION. NACo WAS PLEASED TO BE

ABLE TO SUPPORT HR. 842. THE MESSAGE WAS SPEND DOWN THAT $30 BILLION

BALANCE IN THE TRUST FUNDS BECAUSE AMERICANS CARE ABOUT AN HONEST

AND VIABLE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY WHICH INVESTS IN THE

NATIONAL PRIORrIES OF MOBILrFY, CONGESTION RELIEF, AND RURAL ACCESS.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMI THIS

CONCLUDES MY STATEMENT. IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS. I WOULD BE

PLEASED TO ANSWER THEM AT THIS TIME OR PROVIDE WRIEN RESPONSES AT

A LATER DATE.
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IST EAU ORIZATION: THE FEDERAL
ROLE FOR TRANSPORTATION AND NA-
TIONAL INTEREST

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1996

Houms OF REPREATIVS,
SUBOMM8r ON SURFACE TRANSPORTATION,

CommmiE ON TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at I p.m., in Room 2167,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Thomas E. Petri (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. Pr . The subcommittee will come to order.
Today as part of our series of hearings on the reauthorization of

ISTEA, we continue to examine the Feeral role in transportation.
Last week we received testimony from Federal, State, andlocal of-
ficials regarding the Federal interest and how State and local pro-
gramsare affected by our Federal program.

Today, we will hear from private groups that depend on our Na-
tion's transportation systems to carry out interstate commerce and
ensure that products et to market, to commute to jobs and other
necessary duties of daily life, and to provide the recreational oppor-
tunities that also lead to economic benefits for various industries
around the country.

We will also receive testimony regarding Federal reserve and
safety programs and the proper role for the Federal Government to
play in these initiatives.

Since ISTEA was passed in 1991, approximately $1 billion has
been provided for intelligent transportation systems research.
ISTEA authorized nearly $480 million in grants to States for motor
carrier safety programs. Nearly $1 billion was authorized for 402
safety grants, with over $100 million earmarked for drunk driving
program. In addition, many other research and safety initiatives
also received funding under ISTEA.

I welcome our witnesses and look forward to an interesting hear-
ing this afternoon. And with that, I would like to yield to the rank-
ing Democrat on the subcommittee, Congressman Nick Rahall from
West Virginia

Mr. RAAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Today, -the subcommittee does continue its examination of the

national interest in our Federal highway transportation safety pro-
grams as part of our consideration for reauthorizing ISTEA.

At our first hearing on this matter earlier this year,.I indicated
that we should staythe course during the reauthorization process.

(287)
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It will take more than 6 years to fully realize the benefits to our
society and our economy of the type of reforms made by ISTEA.
While we certainly should make necessary modifications, I do not
advocate a complete rewrite of ISTEA.

In my submitted statement for last week's hearing, I noted that
the age-old conflict between donor and donee States has once again
reared its ugly head. I believe that the Interstate System and,
more importantly, recently designated NHS, is the tie that binds
the Nation in maintaining a strong Federal program. The simple
fact of the matter is--if we are going to have a viable NHS-then
there must be donor and donee States.

Today as we continue to examine the national interest in the
highway program, I want to make note of my strong personal de-
sire to see NHS considerations become a factor in the aportion-
ment formula for this particular element of the program. Currently
the NHS apportionment formula is the same as the distribution
formula for STP, which is itself based on outdated factors.

Whether it be NHS lane miles or NHS vehicle miles or other con-
siderations of this nature, it seems to me that the apportionment
of NHS funds to the States should take into account their interest
in the national highway system.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, while this is not a topic of today's hear-
ing, I do want to comment on the recent furor over the 4.3 cents
per gallon in Federal motor fuel taxes which are not being depos-
ited into the Highway Trust Fund. I do not advocate a repeal of
this tax.Rather, 1 believe it would be penny wise and pound foolish
to miss this opportunity to obtain needed transportation dollars in
light of the fact that the current highway bill expires next year.

Toward this end I have introduced H.R. 3372 to restore the 4.3
cents per gallon to the Highway Trust Fund. It does have the co-
sponsorship of our ranking Minority member, Mr. Oberstar, as well
as the ranking Minority member of the House Ways and Means
Committee, Mr. Gibbons, and I think this is an excellent oppor-
tunity for us to restore this 4.3-gallon tax to the Highway Trust
Fundz, where it belongs and where it should be spent.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETm. Thank you.
Statements from the ranking Democrat on the full committee,

our colleague Jim Oberstar, and chairman the full committee, Bud
Shuster, will be included in the record.

(The prepared statements of Mr. Shuster and Mr. Poshard fol-
low:]
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HONORABLE BUD SHUSTER

SUBCOMMrrTEE ON SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
ISTEA REAUTHORIZATION HEARING

THE NATIONAL INTEREST
IN FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1995
1:00 P.M. 2167 RHOB

I WANT TO WELCOME ALL OF THE WITNESSES TO OUR
COMMITTEE'S HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF
ISTEA - WHICH AUTHORIZES OUR NATION'S HIGHWAY,
TRANSIT, HIGHWAY SAFETY, RESEARCH AND MOTOR
CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAMS.

THE REAUTHORIZATION OF ISTEA IS PERHAPS THE MOST
IMPORTANT WORK THAT THIS COMMITTEE WILL TAKE UP IN
THE LATTER PART OF THIS DECADE.

TODAY'S HEARING WILL FOCUS ON THE MOST IMPORTANT
BASIC ISSUE FACING OUR SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAMS: ESTABLISHING THE NATIONAL INTEREST IN
MAINTAINING THE FEDERAL ROLE IN TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED IN ISTEA.

AT TODAY'S HEARING, WE WILL HEAR FROM A NUMBER OF
NATIONAL GROUPS ON THE NATIONAL INTEREST IN THE
BASIC FEDERAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS.

IT IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT THAT WE CAREFULLY FOCUS
ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THE FEDERAL ROLE IN
TRANSPORTATION AS WE BEGIN THE PROCESS OF
REAUTHORIZING ISTi7A

Moy6. 1996 (S:II3pm)
KIUSTEA-2WAISS-70S.WPD
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THIS BASIC EXAMINATION OF THE NATIONAL INTEREST IN
THE FEDERAL ROLE IS PARTICULARLY APPROPRIATE IN
LIGHT OF THE DISCUSSIONS ABOUT SEVERELY REDUCING
THE FEDERAL ROLE IN TRANSPORTATION BY REPEALING
MUCH OF THE FUEL TAXES AND RETURNING THE
PROGRAMS TO THE STATES.

I THINK THE NATIONAL INTEREST IN OUR NATION'S
HIGHWAY, TRANSIT, RESEARCH, SAFETY, AND MOTOR
CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAMS IS MANIFEST.

THE FEDERAL PROGRAM MAKES CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS THAT TIE
TOGETHER AND BENEFIT THE ENTIRE COUNTRY, SUCH AS
THE INTERSTATE AND NATIONAL HIGHWAY SYSTEMS;

FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN TRANSIT SYSTEMS REDUCES
CONGESTION AND ENABLES THE MOBILITY OF GOODS,
SERVICES AND PERSONS IN METROPOLITAN AND
SUBURBAN AREAS;

ECONOMIC GROWTH REQUIRES THAT THERE BE ADEQUATE
TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT IN THESE NATIONAL
SYSTEMS;

INVESTMENT IN HIGHWAY AND TRANSIT RESEARCH
IMPROVES INFRASTRUCTURE QUALITY, SAFETY, REDUCES
CONGESTION AND IMPROVES THE ENVIRONMENT;

FEDERAL SAFETY PROGRAMS PROVIDE COORDINATED,
NATIONWIDE SAFETY PROGRAMS THAT REDUCE HIGHWAY
HAZARDS, AND PROVIDE INCENTIVES TO STATES TO

May6, 1996 (5:13pm)
KISTEA-2EOS,-7OS.WPD
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REDUCE FATALITIES AND ENCOURAGE SAFER DRIVING;

THE NATIONAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAM
ENSURES THAT SAFETY STANDARDS ARE APPLIED AND
ENFORCED UPON THE $280 BILLION MOTOR CARRIER
INDUSTRY AND ENSURE UNIFORM NATIONAL SAFETY AND
EQUIPMENT STANDARDS ACROSS THE ENTIRE UNITED
STATES.

I BELIEVE THAT THE EVIDENCE IS CLEAR THAT OUR
NATION'S TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS ARE
NOT BEING ADEQUATELY MET.

THE MOST RECENT DOT ESTIMATES ARE THAT NEARLY 25%
OF THE NATION'S BRIDGES AND 30% OF INTERSTATE
PAVEMENT ARE IN POOR OR MEDIOCRE CONDITION.

IN 1994, THE CAPITAL SHORTFALL NEEDED TO MAINTAIN
OUR HIGHWAY AND BRIDGE SYSTEM APPROACHED 30
PERCENT.

ONE THIRD OF ALL RAIL MAINTENANCE YARDS, STATIONS
AND BRIDGES, AND ALMOST ONE HALF OF ALL TRANSIT
BUILDINGS ARE IN FAIR OR POOR CONDITION.

A DETERIORATING TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MAY HAVE
AN ADVERSE IMPACT ON FUTURE ECONOMIC HEALTH.

IN A RECENTLY CONCLUDED STUDY, DOT HAS
PRELIMINARILY FOUND THAT SINCE THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM. AS MUCH AS 25% OF
AMERICA'S PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH MAY BE ATTRIBUTED
TO IMPROVEMENTS IN TRANSPORTATION

May6. 1996(5:13p)
LUSTEA-2MEOSS-7S. WpD
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INFRASTRUCTURE.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS FROM ANOTHER DOT STUDY
INDICATE THAT EVERY $1 BILLION INVESTED IN HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION AND ENHANCEMENTS YIELDS 42,000 GOOD,
HIGH WAGE JOBS.

May6, 1996 (5:1 3pm)
KLIST'EA-2*0S5.7OS.WPD
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eqpiseof ou o nid, md I leak frwwld to their insights on this matter.
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Mr. PERI. It gives me a great deal of pleasure to welcome our
first panel today Mr William Fay, who is president and chief exec-
utive officer of the Highway Users Federation-welcome-and Mr.
Hank Dittmar, Surface Transportation Policy Project executive di.
rector.

Mr. Fay.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM D. FAY, PRESIDENT AND CEO, AMER-
ICAN HIGHWAY USERS ALLIANCE; AND HANK DTMAR, EX-
ECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SURFACE TRANSPORTATION POLICY
PROJECT
Mr. FAY. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee.
American Highway Users Alliance represents just about every-

one who wants safe and uncongested highways to get them to
work, to visit families, to vacation, and to deliver their products
and buy them once they are in the marketplace.

Highway users willingly pa the bill for safer roads through a
nearly perfect user fee, a fee that is supposed to be invested in bet-
ter roads an bridges. This expectation, as you know, is far from
being realized. The Federal Government takes about $30 billion
every year exclusively from highway users, yet it deposits only 21
billion of those dollars into the highway account. And even within
the highway account there are additional diversions. Less than half
the highway account is distributed towards what we believe are the
top national priorities, the NHS and bridges.

As a result of this underinvestment, our Nation's roads and
bridges are crumbling at the same time that highway demand is

dramatically growing. One transportation mode highways carry the
bulk of Americans' travel. Of the 250 billion trips Americans take,
87_percent are in cars, trucks, or other personal vehicles.

Forgive my scepticism when Amtrak, mass transit, and bicyclists
want more subsidies paid by highway users in the name of inter-
modalism. We don't believe intermodalism means one mode should
have to pay the cost for all the other modes.

Highway users might be more generous if our Nation's roads and
bridges were in wonderful condition. They aren't. All we have to do
is take a look at this committee's debate on the off-budget bill, and
the tremendous success you achieved on that off-budget bill, to see
exactly what is happening to our roads and bridges in this country.

We have problems at all levels. Our urban, interstate, and our
urban freeways are in terrible condition. One out of every 10 miles
is in need of immediate improvement. Our rural roads are even
worse; 86 percent have substandard lane widths. Over one-quarter
of our rural major commuter roads have alignment deficiencies.
Nearly a fourth of all our interstate bridges and an even higher
percentage of bridges on other major highways should be expanded,
repaired, or

replaced.
So what have we done as a Nation about these safety hazards

that highway users believe they are paying to correct? We have
really turned that burden over to future generations. That conclu-
sion is soberly confirmed in the FHWA's recent needs report. It
concludes that the U.S. is investing $20 billion a year less than it
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needs to invest just to keep our roads and bridges in their status
quo and $40 billion less than we need to invest to improve our
roads and bridge.

That is why ISTEA is going to be an absolutely important de-
bate, and while there are substantive economic reasons why high-
way users want to conduct this nationwide debate on the appro-
priate Federal role in surface transportation, we feel Congress
faces a political difficulty in the issue that Mr. Rahall mentioned,
and we believe that the donor-donee State issue does place ISTEA's
authorization in some jeopardy.

We think the donor States are making a fairly good argument in
suggesting that the money that is taken from them but is not given
back to them is not being invested in a Federal program that meets
national priorities. In other words, we agree with what the donor
States are arguing;we don't necessarily agree with their solution.

We believe the feeral program has lost sight of national objec-
tives, increasingly favoring projects of purely local interest. For in-
stance, it is difficult to identify the National economic or defense
interests served by construction of a scenic pedestrian pathway, yet
STP funds can be used for those types of projects.

We call on Congress to identify the national interest in surface
transportation and to target all highway user funds to meet those
interests. The Highway Users Alliance recommends a simplified
highway program, targeting 85 percent of highway user fees to-
wards just five programs:

Number one, the national highway system. The NHS is only 4
percent of our roads, yet it represents-it bears 40 percent of our
traffic and 75 percent of commercial and truck traffic. FHWA esti-
mates we should be investing $18 billion in NHS just to keep it in
its current condition and $24 billion a year to improve it. Yet last
year we invested only $6.5 billion.

Issue two is bridges. Both on and off the NHS, bridges are high-
cost, critical links in our Nation's highway network. FWA again
estimates we are seriously underinvesting in bridges.

Safety is the tird issue. I don't think I will find a lot of disagree-
ment there: Research and development, roads on Federal lands. We
believe if we direct 85 percent of the Federal highway funds to
those above five programs and establish the remaining 15 percent
in an STP account used for other programs, we believe we will
have a Federal highway program that is going to balance the needs
of this country more directly.

Mr. Chairman, I have submitted written remarks in addition to
that, and I look forward to answering your questions.

Mr. PE=. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dittmar.
Mr. DnMAR Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members, for the

invitation to appear before you today to discuss the need for Fed-
eral investment and oversight inthe Nation's surface transpor-
tation program.

I am happy to join my colleague, Bill Fay, in arguing that there
is a clear and strong Federal interest in investment in surface
transportation, and I believe this is one of many areas where our
communities can unite.
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We do differ in some areas of that Federal interest, but I think
the important thing today is the agreement that a strong Federal
investment in surface transportation needs to be articulated by this
committee, and we are happy that you are beginning the process
of doing so.

The Surface Transportation Policy Project is a nonprofit coalition
of over 150 organizations whose mission it is to ensure a transpor-
tation policy and investments serve people in communities. Our
members represent constituencies as diverse as the elderly, historic
preservationists, transportation workers, taxpayer and citizen
groups, environmentalists, communities of color, and downtown
business interests.

We are united in the belief that balanced investment in surface
transportation can strengthen the economy, protect the environ-
ment, help to conserve energy, and meet important social goals.

As you know, bipartisan majorities of the House and Senate
came together in 1991 to produce the landmark Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act. To sum up our position concisely, we
feel that the legislation enacted in 1991 was a major advance in
national transportation policy. The ISTEA legislation should serve
as the basis for the 1997 surface transportation bill.

The subcommittee has heard from and will continue to hear from
interest groups wanting a bigger slice of the pie. You will hear for
arguments that Federal funds should be focused on truck routes,
that State transportation officials want more autonomy at the
State level, transit officials want more funding for transit, and
donor States want their fair share.

But if the Federal role is reduced to redistributing money among
States, industries, and interest groups without any reference to
broad national goals, we fear the program is doomed. The sub-
committee should be applauded for its effort to define wherein the
public interest lies and the role the Federal Government should
play in advancing it. Without this kind of focus, the program will
die.

What is the Federal interest? While it is tempting to define the
Federal interest in a specific set of facilities, we believe it is more
appropriate to place the Federal interest in a set of desired out-
comes: What do we want Federal taxpayer investment in transpor-
tation to achieve for us as a Nation?

So we have looked back at prior transportation investments and
rior transportation legislation and derived, five basic goals for

Federal investment in transportation.
The first is to support a healthy economy; the second is to pro-

vide access to job services and opportunities for all Americans; the
third, to promote a healthy environment; and the fourth, to en-
hance the public safety; and, fifth, to make a productive investment
of public funds.

The Federal program should be judged on its ability to make
pross towards these goals. We believe ISTEA has measured up
well in this regard, and the proposed challenges to it will have to
perform equally well to gain our support.

These five areas, in brief-economic efficiency: First of all, invest-
ment in Federal taxes and surface transportation should enhance
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the efficiency of the Nation's economy by moving people and goods
reliably and cost effectively.

Now that we have built an unparalleled interstate system, our
economic challenge is to plug gaps in the system, make intermodal
connections, and ensure Mat te metropolitan economies that drive
our competitiveness do not bog down due to deteriorating facilities
and congestion.

The economic health of small towns and communities also de-
pends on continued investment in proving the safety and ensuring
the rehabilitation of roads and bridges in rural areas. Federal in-
vestment programs like those for the maintenance of the interstate
system, rail modernization, bus replacement, and bridge rehabilita-
tion have proven their worth by improving the condition of these
facilities. This committee should look into making system preserva-
tion a highest priority in ISTEAs renewal.

Second, access and choice is a key reason for Federal investment
in transportation. As Dr. Thomas Larson, Federal highway admin-
istrator in the Bush administration, has pointed out, the first Fed-
eral investment in transportation was undertaken on the basis of
the general welfare clause of the Constitution, and ensuring that
the benefits of our Federal investments are available to all Ameri-
cans, whether young or old, rich or poor, urban or suburban, has
also been a Federal reason for investment in Federal oversight.

Third, of course, is environmental stewardship. Transportation is
an environmental issue, and transportation legislation is environ-
mental legislation. Like it or not, the bill produced by this commit-
tee next year will be judged against environmental goals.

Fourth, of course, is safety; and fifth is ensuring that our invest-
ments perform and that we achieve results from our Federal in-
vestments, and this is the reason for the sound planning process
and the public involvement process which is contained in ISTEA.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate your having this hearing. We are
initiating a project to look at providing for the more efficient deliv-
ery of transportation services and streamlining the process, and we
look forward to providing your input on this project in the near fu-
ture as well.

Thank you.
Mr. PETm. Thank you both for your oral testimony and for the

effort and thought that went into your much more extensive writ-
ten submissions. They will be of great assistance to us as we try
to lay the foundation for the reauthorization of ISTEA in the next
Congress.

Mr. Rahall, do you have any question?
Mr. RAHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I want to commend you, Bill, and the American Highway

Users Alliance for recognizing the import.ance of increased funding
for the NHS as well as stressingbridge and safety improvements
as part of the five program accounts for which you believe Federal
funds should be targeted.

I don't view this as a major rewrite of ISTEA, so I look favorably
upon those recommendations. However, there are two other aspects
of your recommendations with which we may have differing opin-
ions.
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First, I believe the Transportation Enhancement Program should
be reauthorized. In my view, this program represents a justifiable
expenditure of our Federal aid highway funds because it expands
the transportation, the economic, and the social benefits associated
with maintaining a viable surface transportation infrastructure.

Many projects undertaken under the program offer alternative
means to provide mobility for people, thereby reducing congestion
on our highways and improving our air quality.

I must also, second, question your recommendation that we walk
away from funding mass transit, although I do know you would
allow STP monies to be flexed for transit capital projects. I just
wonder if you might elaborate on those two recommendations with
which we appear to have disagreement.

Mr. FAY. Mr. Chairman, when we addressed the issue of ISTEA
reauthorization, our first objective was to try to define what we felt
were real national objectives. And I think this gets really to the
donor/donee issue, and that is, does it make sense for Texas high-
way users to pay for a mass transit system in a city that is outside
of that State?

What we felt right now is that the donor States have to have a
little better feeling about what they are investing in. In other
words, in order to establish and maintain that continued donor/
donee State relationship, that it is going to be necessary in meeting
national objectives to give them a reason to support that program.

In defining our goals, we really did feel very strongly that the
NHS was not getting adequate funding, that the bridges were not
getting adequate funding.

With regard to mass transit, our feeling was that if we could in-
crease the Federal share for NHS and for bridges--in other words,
increase both the amount of money and the percentage of the total
program of NHS and bridges-that we would be freeing up some
State funds that could then be dedicated towards what we feel are
State or local issues of priority, which would include mass transit
and enhancements.

In other words, our objective is to make certain that the money
collected by the Federal Government from highway users would be
dedicated specifically to national objectives and, hopefully, by in-
vesting more of that Federal money into those investments, we
would be freeing up enough State funds that they could then be
dedicated towards mass transit

enhancements.
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you.
I am sure we will be getting into more debate as the process goes

on.
Let me turn to you, Hank, if I might. I do appreciate your testi-

mony as well. I would like to bring to your attention the possible
misinterpretation of a piece of data that was obtained from the re-
cent Conditions and Performance Report that you referenced in
your formal presentation this morning.

In your statement you noted that this report indicated that,
quote, system preservation improvements in 1993 accounted for
42.2 percent of capital spending on nonlocal roads, end quote. You
then interpreted this that the remaining amount went into new ad-
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ditione to the system, which you found fault with because the exist-
ing interstate system is in need of improvement.

I would bring to your attention that the use of the term, quote,
system and preservations improvements, end quote, does not nec-
essarily translate into system additions by the construction of new
highways. Rather, the term includes three R words, such as res-
toration of existing roads as well as resurfacing and rehabilitation
projects.

I do not iibble with you that the existing system needs im-
provements. However, I did want the record to reflect a misinter-
pretation of what the conditions and performance reports stated.

With that, I guess I would just ask you a final question. What
do you think about the guy sitting next to you? He is a likable guy
and allthat, but what about his recommendations?

Mr. DrrfMAR. I guess we differ-I will go back and check that
data. I believe we took the three Rs but not the fourth R. It was
restoration, resurfacing, rehabilitation, but not the one whichadded capa.city.But Idwill be;happy to check that data and will submit correc-
tions to the testimony.I don't want to misspeak, and I thank the
Congressman for his diligence.

[The information received follows:]
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mphlsl E nmturmJey.Iy aa=aofmnnzmzAi. Capital spending on highways can be
categorized as follows:

&= emfzerv'on improvements on existing roads and bridges include minor widening, JR,
bridge replacement, bridge rehabilitation, and reconstruction that does not add additional lanes
of capacity. This category also includes improvements to the physical condition of a road or a
bridge to improve safety, e.g., the elimination f unsafe highway curves and grades, or narrow
with lanes. Spending for these improvements is related to investment required to maintain or
improve the pavement structure, and repair or replace bridges.

apaci Imrovements add capacity either by adding lane-miles to existing facilities, or by the
construction of new roads and bridges. Spending for this category of improvements is related to
investments required to add capacity.

Other lWrovement are not coincidental to the capital improvements described above (and are
not included in their costs). "Other improvements" include features or devices to enhance
safety, improve traffic operations or reduce vehicle use. Also included is spending for environ-
mentally-related improvements such as noise barriers. Spending for this category of improve-
ments is not directly related to the highway investment requirements in this report.

As shown in Exhibit 3-12, system preservation improvements in 1993 accounted for 42.2 percent
of spending on nonlocal roads, capacity improvements accounted for 52.0 percent, and other
improvements accounted for 5.8 percent. Spending on local roads cannot be disaggregated by
improvement type.

Exhibit 3-12
Spending by Major Categories on Nonlocal Roads
Billions of Dollars
1993

FAtmate Capital
Expeaditures Percent

Road S8.7 27.4

Bridge $4.7 14.8
Subtal$13.4 42.2

Capacity Additions to Roads and Bridges $10.2 32.4
New Roads and Bridges $6.2 19.6
Subtotal $16.4 52.0

sourm: Hichway Table SPIMR, 1003;
Unpubilehed dMM from Slelee. Wrest expendllure by Foderal Governmnent not Included.

24-086 97-9
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Mr. DITTMAR. We generally believe there is a national interest in
investment in transit for a number of reasons. I think it begins
with the idea that investment in public transit is necessary for
those who cannot drive, whether they are elderly or the are chil-
dren or they are people who simply can't afford a car. That invest-
ment in that system is important, and that I think is the reason
for the general welfare clause of the Constitution.

Similarly, transit inwotment can improve the environment, and
I think we have made a strong Federal investment in transit since
1964. To walk away from that investment at this time is basically
walking away from a substantial built asset, and we would argue
there is a Federal interest in preserving that asset.

With respect to the enhancement program, it is less than 2 per-
cent of the total Federal Transportation Program, and for 2 percent
of the program to be devoted to projects which enhance the rela-
tionship of transportation systems to communities is a reasonable
investment in building some public support for transportation.

As I travel around the country, I have heard from elected offi-
cials all over about the benefits of the Enhancement Program and
bringing Federal funding to their region. A lot of local communities
didnt .get any Federal money before te Enhancement Program.

I think it may be in the national interest to make friends, and
certainly the Enhancement Program has made friends among the
environmental community and among a lot of local elected officials,
and if we want to argue for increased investment, a bigger tent is
a better way to do it.

Mr. RAHALL. So do you like him?
Mr. DITTMAR. Oh, yes, I like him. We have a good time together.

Bill and I usually have this debate with Frank Francois of
AASHTO, who is also at the table. We are missing Frank today.

Mr. RAHALL. Thank you both.
Mr. PETRI. Mr. Bateman?
Mr. Borski?
Mr. BoRSKi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And let me thank you

and Mr. Rahall for holding these most important hearings.
Mr. Dittmar, let me start with you, if I may. I am concerned that

we have seen little change in how transportation decisions are
made in areas such as Philadelphia even after ISTEA was passed.
Has your organization looked at how ISTEA implementation is pro-
ceedingin Pennsylvania as compared to other States?

Mr. DITTMAR. We are in the process of doing a fairly substantial
report which will look at the investment question in all 50 States
and the extent to which funds have been invested in metropolitan
areas and on issues of maintenance and capacity enhancement and
all of those things. That report we expect out sometime this sum-
mer, and we would be delighted to share it with the committee
when it becomes available.

I think that the changes in a lot of the metropolitan areas have
been rather slower than some have liked, and it varies, I think, by
geographic areas across the country.

We have found that in a lot of the older eastern States the role
of the urban areas and the role of the local elected officials has
been less than they would have liked because the States have con-
tinued to be the primary voices. So we are looking at that question
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in conjunction with States and mayors to try to see if there aren't
some improvements in the MPO structure that we can recommend.

Mr. BoRsKI. I would like both of you to respond, and I just won-
dered if you would-in Philadelphia we are faced with a potential
crisis on Interstate 1-95. It carries 150,000 vehicle a day, with a
far higher percentage of trucks than most interstates. It is a key
component for our port and our airport, but it is in dire need of re-
pair.

How can we address the issue of rebuilding a major road with
national significance such as 1-95 in reauthorization?

Mr. FAY. I will go first.
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Borski, I think that 1-95 is exactly an exam-

ple of why we need to recommit ourselves to national objectives. I-
95 would meet those objectives. It does bear a tremendous amount
of transportation burden, and it is absolutely one of the reasons
that when we look at Federal investment in NHS and see that is
only $6.5 billion and the Federal highway Administration is telling
us it should be 18 to 24 billion, those are exactly the kind of invest-
ments we are not making today and we need to make in the future.

So we would strongly support that effort, and we have been
working somewhat with both Pennsylvania highway users and the
State of Pennsylvania to make sure we get those investments
made.

Mr. DITTMAR. We have also been concerned about that. That is
why we felt, with respect to the Interstate national Highway Sys-
tem categories, that the focus of that funding ought to be on system
preservation activities.

Just as in the transit program, we have section 9 which has
helped to rebuild a rail modernization program which has helped
to rebuild SEPTA's aging rail system and the bridges on that sys-
tem. On the highway side we have the Interstate Maintenance Pro-
gram, and we thought a similar kind of not requirement but assur-
ance ought to be folded in so that there are incentives to State and
local officials to maintain the existing Federal investment first.

Mr. BoRsKi. Mr. Fay, I couldn't let today pass-
Mr. FAY. I am waiting.
Mr. BoRsKI. On page 5 in the testimony you say, "the growing

problem of urban congestion." I assume it must meet your test for
a national interest. Can you tell me how urban congestion can be
addressed without a significant increase in transit in cities where
expanding highways is virtually impossible?

Mr. FAY. First of all, Mr.Borski, it is very important to note that
the investments we are seeing from the Federal Transit Fund, in
our mind, have gone to a lot of programs that really haven't
panned out.

There are certainly some mass transit investments that have had
a tremendous impact on congestion. There are a lot of others where
billions of dollars have gone into a program that really hasn't had
that kind of a benefit. Ridership is staying rather flat throughout
the country, and right now I am not absolutely certain that mass
transit, especially from the Federal Government, seems to have
more of a bent towards light rail or towards almost an obsession
with making certain we have some type of fixed-rail system, where-
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as the needs of the cities are really focusing more on bus systems
and other programs.

We believe that the States would be in a better position, the lo-
calities would be in a better position, to make those decisions with
the limited funds that are out there. And, frankly, when we say
that mass transit does not meet a national objective, we under-
stand fully that it may meet an absolutely critical city objective
and It may be an important State objective. We are just say saying
right now we don't believe that highway user money that is col-
lected by the Federal Government should be going to mass transit
at a time that we have the kinds of deteriorating road and bridge
conditions around the country.

Mr. BolSKi. Thank you very much. And Mr. Chairman, thank
you.

Let me just add this. I think urban congestion is a major problem
in our country, and I hope you and Mr. Rahall will look at this as
we continue with this process.

Mr. PETRI. Mr. LaHood, any questions?
Ms. Johnson.
Ms. JOHNSON. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just listening to the testimony-I apologize for being just a little

bit late-Texas, as you know, is a huge State with lots of surface
and lots of highway usage, and we are now dealing with heavy,
heavy truckloads, trying to look at perhaps some alternatives.

I wonder if you could comment on maybe some alternative use
of rail for some of the long-distance travel, especially the travel as
it relates to 1-35, which is a major NAFTA highway as this time,
and how you foresee some of that coordination and movement of
goods?

Mr. FAY. Ms. Johnson, I think when you take a look at some of
that traffic that is moving along that NAFTA freeway, you find
that there is enough room to fill the trains and the trucks as well.
So I don't know whether there is anything Government can do that
is going to try to change that mix.

I think that right now we have to do everything we can to make
sure that that 1-35 corridor is able to meet-a lot of those needs, and
so we have been strongly supporting the investment in that cor-
ridor for economic reasons and/or distribution reasons as well.

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you.
Mr. DrrrMAR. I know the corridor well. My wife grew up in Aus-

tin, Texas. So we have spent a bit of time in that corridor.
I know at this time one of the critical problems is not in overall

capacity of the system but the connectivity and the throughput on
the system, and we have generally thought that it might be appro-
priate to allow transfer of funding to publicly-owned rail facilities
m areas where intermodal connections are necessaright rail goes

One example might be in Austin, where the
right through the center of town. There is a desire to colocate it on
the eastern side of town and provide better highway and rail con-
nections so that kind of intermodal plan can benefit both sides of
the system.

Really, the focus is not on building more rail but on improving
the connectivity between truck and rail and connectivity through
metropolitan areas, another reason why metropolitan areas are a
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critical focus. Mr. McQuaid from the Intermodal Association is one
of our experts on that issue. He will testify later.

Ms. JOHNSON. Yes, just one follow up question quickly.
The guardrail safety seems to play a part, especially In urban

areas. We talk about alternative ways for pedestrians to move
above or under, but most accidents are caused by motorists and the
guardrail. Is there any improved technology or any designation
that you would see appropriate for improving that guardrail safety?

Mr. FAY. Ms. Johnson, I think that right now if there is a dearth
of research out there, it is on safety of the roadway conditions and
guardrails and the slopes off the side of the roads and the length
of exit and entry ramps. It is one of the reasons we have set up
a 501(cX3) organization, called the Roadway Safety Foundation, to
start developing that research that is out there.

The Federal Highway Administration has done some very good
research in those areas, and it is one of the reasons we think the
Federal program has to have a large safety component and perhaps
have half again the amount of highway user money that goes into
those programs to make that kind of research.

There has been a lot technology on guardrails. The most difficult
thing facing us with guardrail technology is whether or not you de-
sign the guardrail to stop a car or whether you design it to stop
a truck, and that is a very difficult-there is a big difference in the
guardrails that you need for each problem.

So there are a lot of questions out there, and we think that is
one of the reasons safety has to be a very critical part of ISTEA
reorganization and we need to do more in terms of research.

Mr. DITTMAR. I would concur with that.
We are involved in a collaborative project with the Alliance for

Transportation Research and General Motors, looking at this whole
question of the design of the guardrail for light-duty trucks versus
cars.

Your own Texas Transportation Institute has generated a new
guardrail design which allows the guardrail to peel away when
struck, and there is a lot of research that is out there.

The challenge is not only in doing the research but in deploying
the research and ensuring that it is provided to the States in a
manner that can get it effectively done. Here the role is more for
technical assistance than it is for uniform regulation, I think.

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to take a moment to thank you for these hearings and to

thank our witnesses for their commentary, and I am particularly
encouraged by the focus that you bring not only to questions of
metropolitan needs and their critical character in terms of con-
ductivit.

The chairman knows that over the last several years have paid
a great deal of attention to the question of population movement
and to the shifting patterns of commercial and industrial decisions.
There are very few kinds of large-scale capital improvements that
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are made that have any more lasting consequences in those terms
than the very kinds we are talking about here.

Our ability to anticipate that kind of movement among popu-
lations and enterprises is critically important to that, andthe
terms in which we are talking about those movements today are
central to those decisions.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. PETRi. Mr. LaHood, did you have a question at that point?
Mr. LAHOOD. Do either of you gentlemen have any feelings about

the fact that Congress reduces the gas tax by 4 and a half cents
and what impact it has?

Mr. FAY. Mr. LaHood, I represent the taxpayers that pay that
tax, and I will say very emphatically we opposed the 4.3 cents
being raised on the backs of highway users for purposes of pre-
sumed deficit reduction.

What it really was, was a tax. It broke faith with the user fee
concept that we had for so many years that says that money was
going to be collected from the users for the explicit expenditure in
investing in safer roads and bridges.

So what we have written to the Majority Leader of the Senate
and what we have affirmed today is that we think that the ap-
proach that Mr. LaTourette and Mr. Rahall have recommended,
which is moving the 4.3 cents into the highway account, would be
much more consistent with that user fee concept that we support.

So as highway users, we would strongly support that as our pref-
erence andto spend the $30 billion that would then be taken exclu-
sively from highway users on safer roads and bridges; and second,
in the absence of that, if we aren't able to dedicate that 4.3 cents
to better roads and bridges, then I think it ought to be repealed.
In other words, don't collect it if you are not going to spend it right.

Mr. DrrrMAR. We have also looked at this question, and I guess
we believe that pricing can be one of the signals to improve effi-
ciency in this system and that in fact most economists would argue
that the way to provide a more rational use of energy in this coun-try is through using pricing signals.

We believe that reducing the gas tax is probably unlikely to re-
sult in relief to the consumer and would propose that instead we
ought to look at measures to improve corporate average fuel econ-
omy and to provide alternatives to drivers.

I would note that a 20-cent gas tax increase or 20 percent-20-
cent increase in the price of gasoline works out for the average
commuter who is commuting about 10 miles a day-works out to
about a $44 increase annually, where a 20-cent increase in transit
fares for about the same distance works out to about a $100 annual
increase for the average American worker.

During this time that we have seen this increase in gas taxes,
we have also seen a huge increase in transit fares around the coun-
try due to the fallout and the reduction in operating assistance at
the State and Federal level. So we would urge that those who can-
not afford to drive also be considered.

Mr. FAY. I knew we were getting along too well. This is an area
where we have done extensive research to find out what the public
feels about the gasoline tax. The gas tax is probably the most well
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accepted tax that this Nation levies as long as the money is ex-
pended for the purpose for which It is collected.

The general public does not support raising the gasoline tax for
Amtrak for mass transit. What they support is a gasoline tax that
meets the needs of the highway and bridge needs in this country.
They see a direct connection between using-in this almost perfect
user fee, between using the roads and expending those taxes col-
lected from them on better and safer roads and bridges.

Mr. LAHOOD. So for the people who make the argument, if you
reduce the gas tax by 4 and a half cents, you are not going to im-
pede the highway program, you obviously would agree with that.

In the absence of Mr. Rahall's bill being passed or Mr. Rahall
and Mr. LaTourette's bill being passed, if we in fact reduce the tax,
you are saying it is not going to bother the highway program or the
construction program or anything else, that it was raised to do defi-
cit reduction, it was never raised to help the highway program to
begin with; right?

Mr. FAY. That 4.37 cents, since it is going into the General Fund,
would not affect the current expenditures but I have to add that
I don't think the current expenditure of 119 billion a year, when
we are taking $30 billion away from highway users, is fair.

I think that right now, when you take a look at the needs report
that the FHWA has put out, we have got to start spending more
money on roads and bridges and making them safer, and I think
it is a safety question in this country.

While I do advocate greater investments in roads and bridges,
and I would love to see the entire $30 billion that is taken from
highway users invested in better roads and bridges, it is correct,
Mr. LaHood, if right now that money is not going to roads and
bridges and if you repealed that amount, then it wouldn't make
any difference on the current expenditures for roads and bridges.

Mr. LAHOOD. Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. I do have one or two questions as well.
Mr. Fay, I wonder if we could explore the donor/donee State

problem, which should be a major issue as this legislation moves
forward. You stated, to mitigate the immediate financial loss to

donor States, STP funds should be distributed among the States on
a dollar-for-dollar basis.

Could you expand on why you feel this is a better solution than
the current equity provisions or the step 21 approach that a num-
ber of people have been working on and are probably going to be
unveiling in the next couple of days?

Mr. FAY. Like everyone in the highway community, I hate this
question, but I will say, number one, that I believe-

Mr. PETRI. You can't avoid it.
Mr. FAY. I know, and I will also say, we are not going to get in-

volved in any of distribution formulas that you all allot.
We do feel very strongly that since there is a national interest

that we have defined in those five areas, that those national inter-
ests need to be met and a donor/donee State relationship is going
to have to continue if in fact you are basing highway expenditures
on those national objectives.

We did try to mitigate the impact, or the donor/donee impact, a
little bit by suggesting that the STP account that we would rec-
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ommend would stay in the Highway Trust Fund would be allotted
in terms of a dollar-for-dollar investment. Our feeling right then
was that that at least would have some salving process on the
donor States.

Mr. PET=. Mr. Dittmar, I wonder if you could give us some of
the benefit of your experience with these programs in expounding
a bit on how the program delivery could be improved..

In that connection, one particular thing that has interested a lot
of the State highway departments when they have come by to talk:
Do you think value is added or subtracted by the regional offices
of the Transportation Department?

In other words, might some thought be given to just going from
coordinating with the State and municipal transit authorities and
Washington in this day of modem communications and e-mail and
so on, or should we add maybe more regional offices and have-is
there-could you talk about that and other ideas in terms of im-
proving the efficiency of the system so more money goes to help thepublic?

Mr. DFFTMAR. I think one the great unrealized promises of
ISTEA was the promise of States and localities that if they did a
good job of their planning and programming and citizen involve-
ment at the front end of the process, that the Federal Government
would allow them to move quickly through the back end of the
process.

We have invested for 40 years now in building capable engineer-
ing departments at the various States, yet we still have an engi-
neering design review process within the Federal Highway Admin-
istration; we still have an accounting and finance process within
the Federal Highway Administration.

I am told by a lot of local officials and State officials, when one
asks what it is they don't like about the enhancement program, it
turns out it is the same thing they don't like in the safety program:
that it takes forever to get the projects delivered. They have got to
go through the same design review of the bike path that they have
to go through for a guardrail, for that matter, that they have to go
through for a major interstate facility.

So our program delivery reform would try to target just what
places that value. We think the added value is in the planning and
the budgeting side of it, so they develop good, fiscally constrained,
responsible programs, but given some up front certification that
States and localities are capable of delivering these projects and
then being audited later and you don't have to look at them up
front. I think that could save a lot of time in the process.

So we have invited four States and a number of NPOs and local
officials to join us in a task force to identify some recommendations
that cut across some of the traditional lines, and we have met with
your staff and hope to schedule time when we complete these rec-
ommendations that we can bring them back to you, because we
think that is an important part of making ISTEA work.

With respect to the Federal Highway Administration double
layer of divisions and regions, we spent some time trying to think
about how to advise the Department of Transportation when they
were reinventing themselves last year on this question, and we
think the question is really that perhaps those regional resources
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could be better devoted to complex metropolitan areas so you would
only have one layer. Instead of that layer being strictly at the State
level, in some areas where you might have a Chicago office that co-
ordinates with the division offices in the State, that the focus
would be on some of those cornlexproblems and solving those
complex problems so projects could be delivered faster.

Mr. PETRi. Thank you.
I met with some folks, I think, from North Dakota. They didn't

see what a Chicago office really added to North Dakota. It might
help Chicago.-Thank you both very much, and we appreciate your time and
look forward to working with you both as this process moves for-
ward.

Mr. FAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRi. Our next panel is a very distinguished and extensive

one consisting of Mr. Thomas J. Donohue, the president and chief
executive officer of American Trucking Associations; Mr. John
McQuaid of the Intermodal Association of North America- Mr
Richard A. Schart, who is the transportation purchasing and con:
solidation manager of the J.C. Penney Company-he is actually ap-
pearing on behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce-Mr. Roger
Ballou, vice chairman of Alamo Rent a Car, Inc., on behalf of the
Travel and Tourism Government Affairs Council; Mr. Harry W.
Blunt, Jr., on behalf of the American Bus Association, who is with
Concord Coachlines, Concord, New Hampshire.

Gentlemen, welcome. And Mr. Donahue, you have done this be-
fore. You may as well lead off this time.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS J. DONOHUE, PRESIDENT AND CEO,
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS; JOHN A. McQUAID,
PRESIDENT, INTERMODAL ASSOCIATION OF NORTH AMER-
ICA; RICHARD A. SCHART, MANAGER, TRANSPORTATION
PURCHASING, J.C. PENNEY COMPANY, INC., ON BEHALF OF
THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; ROGER BALLOU, VICE
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, ALAMO RENT
A CAR, INC., AND CHAIRMAN, TRAVEL AND TOURISM GOV-
ERNMENT AFFAIRS COUNCIL; AND HARRY W. BLUNT, JR.,
PRESIDENT, CONCORD COACH LINES, INC., CONCORD, NH
ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN BUS ASSOCIATION
Mr. DONOHUE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. We are very pleased to be here today representing
the American Trucking Association.

I would like to begin by thanking this subcommittee for its lead-
ership role in passing the National Highway Designation Act of
1995. Focusing on 160,000 miles of roads most important to com-
merce and personal mobility will prove to be a wise investment for
many years to come.

I would also like to thank the committee chairman, Bud Shuster,
and the subcommittee Chairman Petri, and Ranking Member Ober-
star, and Mr. Rahall for spearheading the bipartisan effort in the
House to take the Highway Trust Fund off budget. This is an im-
portant step towards ensuring adequate investment in our Nation's
highway system.
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Mr. Chairman, 1996 marks the 40th anniversary of the creation
of the Interstate Highway System, and it should be cause for both
celebration and reflection on the part of all Americans. The high-
way network has played a key role in making America an economic
superpower. It has provided our citizens freedom of mobility unsur-
passed by any Nation.

For the past four decades this system has been the trucking in-
dustry's workplace, enabling us to deliver the goods that keep
America moving. Three-quarters of American communities depend
exclusively on trucks for their freight transportation needs. But
today, parts of the interstate highway network are crumbling,
threatening the truckers' ability to provide quick, safe, efficient,
cost-effective transportation service, but more importantly, it is
threatening America's economic future.

By DOT's own estimates, a third of the interstate system is in
poor or mediocre condition and a quarter of the bridges on the
interstates are classified as deficient. Our roads are deteriorating
even as the demands we place on them are increasing.

As I have said here before this committee a study conducted for
us by DRI McGraw Hill. has shown that by tihe year 2004 there will
be 13 percent more heavy trucks on the road, they will drive 29
percent more miles, and haul a billion more tons of freight: and,
ladies and gentlemen, that assumes that the railroads will double
the amount of intermodal freight they are now carrying, and that
is a big assumption.

Other studies show that during the same period of time our fel-
low citizens will add 8 million more passenger vehicles to the road.

So, Mr. Chairman, today our Nation's political leaders need to
renew the commitment to highways that President Eisenhower in
the 84th Congress made in 1956. Fortunately, such a commitment
does not entail a whole new road system requirement. Our chal-
lengeis to maintain and upgrade the one we have got.

Very simply, a well maintained network of highways is impor-
tant because it creates jobs, especially in highway construction and
the travel industries. It makes roads safer. Good roads save lives.
It enhances personal mobility and allows our citizens to go where
they want, when they want. It improves productivity by speeding
the flow of goods, and it maintains our international competitive-
ness by keeping U.S. transportation costs low. Finally, it helps re-
duce congestion and thus lowers emission problems on the high-
ways; and, oh, yes, it also ensures our national defense.

Wen it comes to highway reauthorization, Congress can help
advance the goal of a world-class national highway transportation
system by doing three things: First, fully fund the core highway
program, meaning the National Highway System and the programs
funding interstate maintenance, bridges, Federal lands, highway
safety, and research.

The core program is being funded well below the authorized lev-
els. In fact, when ISTEA expires in 1997, actual funding for the
core program during the life of the bill is projected to fall almost
$8 billion below the authorized levels.

Consider the huge backlog of unmet road and bridge needs, and
let's do something about it. All States benefit from the seamless
interconnected National Highway System. California, for example,
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will benefit by helping fund roads and bridges in Nevada because
that is the only way to get there. Congress can help assure ade-
quate funding by promptly but wisely spending down the surplus
in the fund.

I know the time is running. Let me hit two other issues. I think
the Congress must retain a strong focus on safety through the re-
newal of the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program. Two million
inspections a year on our roads makes sense. And third, and very
important, I think remaining programs that do not serve interstate
needs should be folded into a streamlined surface transportation
program.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, taking the 4.3 cents of money that is
being collected from highway users and not used on the ighways
and cutting that tax is a good idea. If, after that tax is cut, this
committee is successful in getting the Government of the United
States to spend all that money they are accumulating in the trust
fund on highways and bridges and you need some more, come see
us; we will be there.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mr. Donohue.
Mr. McQuaid.
Mr. MCQUAID. I first wanted to commend the chairman for his

courage in having two Irishmen from the freight transportation in-
dustry sitting up here on the panel together. Tom andI have fol-
lowed each other around a little bit. At one point I worked for him.
I guess I could say he taught me everything I know, but that is
a little dangerous.

In any event, I am happy to be here today on behalf of the Inter-
modal Association of North America, which is the leading trade as-
sociation representing the combined interests of all types of inter-
modal freight transportation companies and their suppliers.

Our almost 700-member companies include railroads, steamship
lines and their stacktrain affiliates, intermodal truck operators,
and over-the-road highway carriers, and intermodal marketing
companies. LANA members transport the bulk of the Nation's inter-
modal freight shipments, both domestically and internationally,
through North America.

At the outset, I want to commend this subcommittee and the
Congress for their vision and leadership in enacting, in 1991, the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Act-ISTEA-and creating, for
the first time in this country, a governmental template for looking
at our transportation resources and needs in a systematic way.The ISTEA set us on a new path in dealing with our transpor-
tation system and challenged all of us to take off our blinders and
see the Nation's transport needs in a different light.

The ISTEA was a good first step, and we would implore the Con-
gress to assure that we attain the vision of this legislation by re-
enforcing its commitment to an intermodal approach to achieving
our vital infrastructure objectives. LANA looks forward to working
with this subcommittee and this Congress in the months ahead as
it proceeds in its reauthorization efforts.

Given the demands on today's transportation network, the need
for a continuing Federal presence and fashioning a rational policy
is self-evident. In our view, any proposal that would suggest any-o
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thing less than a strong Federal role in formulating an overarching
transportation policy is ill-advised.

In recent years, the Congress has struck a balance between the
requirements for strong Federal oversight and the expandin needs
for local decision-making in determining how to invest limited
transportation resources to achieve maximum return on invest-
ment. IANA would stngly encouraged continuation of the new
construct fostered by I

During the course of these hearings, the subcommittee will be
presented with a wealth of data on passenger and freight transpor-
tation in the U.S. The bottom line on all of those numbers plays
to our national economy. LANA suggests that, next to its people,
the Nation's transportation network is its most vital resource, its
circulatory system, if you will, that has allowed our economy to
grow to unprecedented dimensions while rewarding Americans
with an unparalleled quality of life.

However, today our transportation network faces the same chal-
lenges as our aging population: Periodic breakdowns caused in part
by poor circulatory health, in this case congestion, and inadequate
conditioning, in this case investment.

Just as everyone must make a personal commitment to make tLe
right choices to assure his or her longevity, the Nation needs to
make similar commitments to ensure the vitality of our transpor-
tation resources and enhance the ability of U.S. producers to com-
pete in an ever expanding global marketplace.

The Congress, in effect, is the Nation's transportation cardiolo-
gist. Its role should be to provide the necessary prescription and
consultation with the States and local planners to assure the con-
tinuing health and vitality of our transportation network. In the
absence of such a network, our ability to maintain a leadership role
in interL... onal trade ma be irreparably diminished, leading to a
loss of jobs and a greater decline in our quality of life.

A look at the future trends in U.S. transportation reinforces the
need for a strong national leadership role and increased spending
on our transportation system.

Between 1994 and 2004, as Tom alluded, the total domestic
freight transportation market will grow from 9.9 billion to 11.6 bil-
lion tons, representing a 16.9 percent increase in freight volume.

Meanwhile, U.S. passenger travel, which increased by 87 percent
between 1970 and 1994, an annual average growth rate of 3 per-
cent, is expected to be undiminished over the next decade.

It is clear from these growth trends that building and maintain-
ing an adequate transportation infrastructure should be one of the
Nation's highest priorities.

However, it is also evident that this priority runs headlong into
the limited funds and unlimited choices that Congress has to deal
with every day. But LANA would suggest that there is no better
salve for healing the Nation's budgetary wounds than economic
growth, and efficient transportation is vital to that end.

And I think I would stop the statement here, Mr. Chairman, and
the rest of it is out on the record, and I would be happy to answer
any questions you might have at the conclusion of these hearings.

Mr. PETm. Thank you very much.
Mr. Schart.
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Mr. SCHAWR. I am Rick Schart, manager of transportation pur-
chasing for J.C. Penney Company, Inc.I appear before you today
on behalf of the J.C. Penney Company and at the request of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, of which J.C. Penney Company is a
member.

On behalf of the J.C. Penney Company and the U.S. Chamber,
I would like to thank the Surface Transportation Subcommittee for
providing me the opportunity to present our views on reauthoriza-
tion of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act,
ISTEA

The U.S. Chamber asked J.C. Penney to testify on its behalf be-
cause the U.S. Chamber membership believes strongly in maintain-
ing a Federal role and wanted to provide the committee with a case
study on the importance of the Nation's transportation infrastruc-
ture to the general business community's productivity and competi-
tiveness.

In addition, the U.S. Chamber is in the process of formulating a
set of formal policy recommendations on behalf of its membership
that will be forwarded to the Congress in the near future. It is the
U.S. Chamber's feeling that although its policy process is not com-
plete, it is still very important to get across the transportation in-
frastructure users' point of view as you focus today on the national
interests and the appropriate Federal role.

J.C. Penney is a major retailer, with department stores in 50
States, Puerto Rico, Mexico, and Chile. The company's primary
business consists of providing merchandise and services to consum-
ers throughout its department stores and catalogues. The company
markets predominantly family apparel, jewelry, shoes, accessories,
and home furnishings.

The J.C. Penney Company ships 1.1 billion pounds of freight an-
nually by truck, rail, air, and ocean. We operate two wholesale-re-
tail warehouses and six regional catalogue fulfillment centers,
which ship to over 1,800 retail stores and catalogue desks as well
as directly to our customers' homes.

We rely on over 4,000 supplier partners, shipping from nearly
8,000 ship points from around the world to supply us with finished
goods. We import 15,000 40-foot containers of freight annually from
around the world, and we ship 1,000 40-foot containers to domestic
offshore points.

Retailing is an intensely competitive industry. Having merchan-
dise where it needs to be at the right time is critical to our success
and the business community at large. Further, distribution costs
add an additional 3.1 percent to the cost of our merchandise.

A solid transportation infrastructure, consisting of congestion-
free roads, structurally sound bridges, and adequate connecting
links between highways and intermodal facilities is crucial to meet-
ing competitive and cost control goals. Such a solid infrastructure
will allow us to keep prices as low as possible for our customers
and to do our part to control general price inflation. That infra-
structure will take on added importance as the U.S. economy be-
comes more global in scope.

J.C. Penney recognizes the importance of ISTEA, and we feel it
has been beneficial in furthering the Nation's infrastructure. We
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support and encourage reauthorization of the act prior to the Sep-tember 1997 deadline.
J.C. Penney further recommends that in reauthorizing the legis-lation Congress should consider the following goals:
One, identify transportation needs as a national priority.A strong transportation infrastructure contributes to the eco-nomic health of the country as well as to the well-being of its citi-zens. The J.C. Penney Company employs about 200,000 associates.These associates rely on a strong transportation infrastructure tocommute between home and work, to conduct personal business,and to enjoy their leisure time. Reduction of highway congestion re-duces commuting time and allows our associates more personaltime. In addition, quality of life would be further improved due toreduced exhaust emissions. Two, provide additional funding for the

National Highway System and bridges.
The NHS constitutes only 4 percent of the Nation's road mileagebut carries 40 percent of all traffic and 75 percent of all commercialtraffic. Bridges, both on and off the NHS, provide a vital link forthe transportation network. J.C. Penney uses highway transpor-tation an intermodal connectors to get literally all of its merchan-dise to their final destinations. Additional funding for the NHS iscritical for companies such as J.C. Penney to compete and flourish.My third point would be-and you can read them in my preparedstatement-we would provide funding for research and safety.Fourth, to discontinue allocation of the highway users fees to the

General Fund.
And I would just like to close by saying that the business com-munity is very excited about playing an active role in this process.J.C. Penny and the business community at large require a trans-portation infrastructure that promotes economic development,international competitiveness, and quality of life. To that end, J.C.Penney and the U.S. Chamber pledge you our support and re-

sources.
Thank you again, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Ballou.
Mr. BALLOU. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

thank you for this opportunity to present the views of the traveland tourism industry on the Federal highway program, betterknown as the Intermodal Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, or
ISTEA.

MY name is Roeer Ballou, and I am vice chairman and chief op-erating officer of Alamo Rent.A Car, Inc. I am here today as chair-man of the Travel and Tourism Government Affairs Council. TheCouncil is comprised of 36 national organizations, representingevery segment.of the travel and tourism industry inthe United
States, along with senior corporate executives from the industry.It is especially appropriate that I am speaking here to you todaybecause it is national Tourism Week, when -we thank our cus-tomers for making us one of America's leading industries.

Mr. Chairman, I would first like to cite a few figures that dra-matically show the importance of our industry to the Nation.
In 1995, travel and tourism generated an estimated $430 billionin expenditures, more than 6 percent of the GNP. Federal, State,
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and local governments collected $58 billion in taxes and user fees
from travelers. It remained the Nation's leading service export in-
dustry, the third largest retail industry, and directly employed 6.2
million Americans.

In 34 States, it ranks among the top three sources of jobs. It is
self-evident that the capacity of the travel and tourism industry to
continue to grow and generate high-quality jobs is directly related
to the capacity of our Nation's transportation infrastructure to
function efficiently and effectively.

Travelanzdtjiam depend on all modes of transportation, but
none-is more important than a national highway system. It was the
launching of the Nation's interstate system more than 40 years ago
that provided travelers the opportunity to travel long distances in
a safe and efficient manner.

But despite the critical importance of the Nation's system of
highways and roads, we have allowed our surface transportation
infrastructure to deteriorate dangerously during recent years.

Members of this subcommittee are familiar with the DOT report
on conditions and performance of our highway system. Needless to
say, there is much to be done simply to maintain present standards
on the roads and not to allow any further erosion. We commend
members of this committee for leading the fight in Congress to
build and maintain the international highway system. The Council
led the travel industry's support of H.R. 842 as part of the broader
coalition know as the Alliance for Truth in Transportation Budget-
in e applaud all members of the House Transportation and Infra-

structure Committee for its leadership that culminated in the pas-
sage of H.R. 842. The travel industry will be fighting now for Sen-
ate passage of S. 729 so we can provide critically needed funding
for our transportation infrastructure.

The travel and tourism industry was gratified when Congress en-
acted ISTEA in 1991 since it explicitly gave recognition to our in-
dustry and provided a number of opportunities for travel and tour-
ism to have its views considered in the formulation of surface
transportation policy.

The travel and tourism industry has three brief recommenda-
tions to propose as Congress begins to consider reauthorization.

The Travel and tourism industry supports continuation of exist-
ing Federal surface transportation programs, including highways,
bridges, and public transit.

The Federal Government must continue to play a major role in
shaping the Nation's surface transportation infrastructure. Last
year's passage of the historic National Highway System shows the
vital stake that the Federal Government has in maintaining a truly
national system of roadways to facilitate movement of goods, serv-
ices, and people.

Federal leadership and financial support should continue to be
directed towards enhancing the capacity and safety of roads and
bridges which are of national and interregional significance.

Also, when traveled sit larger metropolitan areas, they often
rely on local tranff't=systems to travel to business meetings and
conventions or to see tourist attractions. For that reason, we be-
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lieve the Government should continue to assist State and local gov-
ernments with public transit.

Second, the Federal Scenic Byways Progam begun under ISTEA
should be continued. The Scenic Byways r provides modest
amounts of Federal seed money that allows local communities to
use scenic or historic roadways to attract visitors and develop new
economic oportunities. These newly developed destinations are
often in rural areas where traditional resource-based industries no
longer provide sufficient employment.

Driving for pleasure and sight-seeing are at the top of America's
favorite leisure time pursuits. Scenic bways offer opportunities for
Americans to enjoy this pastime. Besides the positive economic im-
p act scenic byways can have on communities, it also encourages
local citizens to protect the national beauty and preserve their local
history and culture.

Third, the tray ustry supports continuation of the transpor-
tation enhancelient section of ISTEA with one minor addition: To
permit construction and renovation of State highway information
centers to be eligible for funding of transportation enhancements.

The transportation enhancement section of ISTEA channels a
small portion of the transportation funding of programs to preserve
historic buildings, landmarks, and neighborhoods. It allows for
landscaping and scenic beautification, and it helps to counter some
of the adverse impact highways and roads will inevitably have on
communities.

These projects help to preserve and protect scenic and historic
sites for visitors and create thousands of new jobs in cities across
America. While we are not seeking additional money for transpor-
tation enhancements, it seems reasonable to make highway infor-
mation centers eligible for Federal funding.

In conclusion, the travel and tourism industry supports and en-
dorses ISTEA, or whatever its new name and acronym will be, with
little substantive change. The bulk of the Federal money has been,
and should continue to be spent on highway and bridge construc-
tion, maintenance, and safety programs.

Thank you.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
I would like to introduce Representative William Zeliff of New

Hampshire to introduce our next panelist.
Mr. ZELIFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very pleased to introduce the next panelist, Mr. Harry

Blunt. He is president of Concord Coachlines in Concord, New
Hampshire. He is also very much involved, on almost a full-time
basis now, with the American Bus Association. I worked with
Harry in various capacities on the New Hampshire Travel Council.
He is a great ambassador for travel and tourism on both a national
and State level.

Welcome, Harry. It is great to have you here today, and I look
forward to your testimony.

Mr. BLUNT. Mr. Chairman, thank you for letting me be here
today. I am here on behalf of the American Bus association.

Intercity bus service is the primary system of low-cost, inner-city
transportation in this country. In rural areas, bus service is vir-
tually the only public transportation available to the public. Yet
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public policy is set out in the Federal Aid highway and mass tran-
sit programs over the years has not reflected the overriding impor-
tance of the bus industry in passenger transportation and in fact
has discouraged low-cost bus transportation in favor of the high-
cost alternatives. This must change. Congress must give the inter-
cit bus industry a more central role in providing central intercity
public transportation.

Several salient statistics underscore the obvious importance of
bus travel in the national transportation network when compared
to transportation by Amtrak or commercial airlines, the two com-
petitors of intercity public transportation of passengers. Intercity
serve more points than either Amtrak or the airlines.

I ask at this time, if I may, I have some updated numbers which
are part of the attachment to my written statement, and I ask per-
mission to submit a corrected copy of table 1 as additional testi-
mony.

Mr. PETRi. Without objection, that will be done, and it will be in-
cluded in the record.

Mr. BLUNT. Thank you.
Table 1 shows on a State-by-State basis the of number of commu-

nities served by the intercity bus industry as compared with Am-
trak and commercial airlines. In every State, the bus industry
serves more cities and towns than the other competing modes. In
my home State like New Hampshire, for instance, Amtrak serves
one point, the airline serves three points, while the bus industry
serves 33 communities with scheduled service. In your home State
of Wisconsin, Mr. Chairman, Amtrak serves nine points, the airline
serves 12 points, and the bus industry serves 94 communities with
daily service.

Collectively, Amtrak serves 619 communities, including 108
which are by contracted bus services for Amtrak, and the intercity
bus service serves 4,274 across the United States.

Notwithstanding the essential nature of the bus industry com-
pared to other modes and the fact that busses carry the old, the
young, the poor, and those in rural America, Federal transportation
programs have ignored the bus industry while heavily subsidizing
our competitors. The bus industry receives no direct operating sub-
sidy and very little Federal support.

Robert R. Nathan Associates has conducted an extensive study of
total Federal subsidies, net of user fees, received by each passenger
transportation mode since 1960. The results are striking. As shown
in figure 2, from 1960 to 1993, measured in constant 1993 dollars,
mass transit has received a net subsidy of $91.2 billion. Aviation
has received a net subsidy of $104.5 billion, and Amtrak has re-
ceived a net subsidy of $24.6 billion.

The intercity bus industry, in marked contrast from 1960
through 1993, received a net subsidy of only $600 million. On the
graph over there, you can see we hardly even show up.

While Amtrak and the commercial airlines, combined, receive
more than $79 billion in net subsidies from the Federal Govern-
ment, the bus industry received less than I percent of that amount.
Yet the bus industry is expected to compete on an equal footing
with air and rail transportation.
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The disparity in Federal subsidy by mode is even more out-
rageous when viewed by passenger trip. Figure 3 shows on the
charts I have handed in that commercial airline passengers have
received net subsidy of 6.38-$6.38 per trip. Mass transit pas-
sengers have received a net subsid of 33 cents per trip. Amtrak
passengers receive .a net subsidy of $54.88 per trip. The intercity

us passenger receives a net subsidy of 5 cents per trip. Bus pas-
sengers get a nickel from the Federal Government while Amtrak
passengers get $54. This is public policy in its worst form.

The intercity bus industry's greatest need and most promising
area for public policy successes is in the continued development of
funding for intermodal transportation centers. ISTEA contains sev-
eral provisions that allow States to fund intermodal transportation
centers. The problem is not the bus, the problem is the bus termi-
nal.

There aave been se veral success stories as a result of these provi-
sions. South Station in Boston is one of them. States like Wisconsin
need to have more intermodal facilities. Washington, D.C., is a
classic example of where what I refer to as Union Station Center
is a beautiful facility designed to house trains and the city transit
system, yet the bus terminal is delegated to five blocks away in a
poor part of town. That should be part of that transportation cen-
ter.

I will conclude my remarks by saying that ABA looks forward to
working with this committee as this legislation is crafted in the fu-
ture. As the process continues, we will do everything we can to sup-
port this committee's effort to promote a strong national transpor-
tation system.

Thank you.
Mr. PETm. Thank you. Thank you all.
Mr. Rahall, do have any questions?
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to begin with you, Tom. It is good to see you once

again before our subcommittee. I would like to ask you a question
about something that is actually, I think, more on the American
people's mind than the effort to repeal the 4.3 cents gasoline tax,
which totally amazes me, the political snowball that is built up be-
hind that effort.

The fact of the matter is, the year after Congress agreed to im-
pose that tax, the price of gasoline was lower than before the tax
was. But anyway, we all know the politics of that.

Something really that, like I said, is on the American people's
minds more I hear every day back home. I hear it on Main Street,
U.S.A. I hear it before civic groups. I even hear it in my barbershop
back home. That is the issue of truck sizes and weights.

I would like to ask you if, to your knowledge, there is anything
in NAFTA-and I know this doesn't relate to today's hearing, but
I just want to get this on the record. Is there anything to your
knowledge in NAFTA which would override U.S. law as it relates
to truck sizes and weight?

I ask you that question because I know we have many interested
members of this subcommittee, especially the ranking Minority
member, Mr. Oberstar, concerned about this issue, and we have
your good friend, Ms. Claybrook, I believe in the audience. So I
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would just like to ask you if, to your knowledge, there is anything
in NAFTA that overrides the law.

Mr. DONOHUE. Mr. Rahall, there is nothing in the NAFTA agree-
ment, which is an agreement between three countries, that over-
rides Federal law or Federal regulation. In fact, we may well end
up being in violation or out of the it of NAFTA in something
that we do to stay in compliance wit the Federal law so that, if
the parties got together and said let's have these sizes or weights
of trucks, they could not come into the United States and run those
without an action by the appropriate Federal and State officials
that would make that legal.

So they can have all of the ideas they want and all the discus-
sions and all of the suggestions on matters such as you have
raised, but if they are in contradiction of existing U.S. law, they
won't work until that law is either changed or they won't work at
all. There is nothing that can be done in NAFTA that can overturna piece of Federal legislation.

Mr. RAHALL. I appreciate that. I think that is reassuring.
Let me ask you a second question. Is it the intent of ATA to

mount a wholesale assault on the LCV freeze and the Federal
truck weight limit as part of the reauthorization of ISTEA?

Mr. DONOHUE. I will answer that question directly, but let me do
it incrementally.

In 1991 the Federal Government took a look at the road system
in the economy of the United States and took a picture of it, and
they it froze it, and the said nothing can change in terms of size
or weights on these roads or those roads in this State or that State;
the States no longer have that flexibility; it is frozen.

In that period of time, in the 5, and soon 6, years since that
snapshot was taken, a lot of things have changed. This Congress
has sent significant amounts of money to the States to build impor-
tant roads. Because of that a number of factories have been built.
There have been a lot of changes, and in fact this committee in re-
cent legislation has identified at least three of those circumstances
where it made an exception to the freeze so that common sense
movement of vehicles, trucks, could take place.

It is not our intention to come ahead with a wholesale effort to
get bigger trucks, to run trucks in lots of other places.

Mr. RAHALL. Wholesale what?
Mr. DONOHUE. Wholesale effort. The trucks we have are big

enough.
I had an opportunity to talk to Congressman Oberstar this morn-

ing. What we are talking about here is applying a common sense
effort. Let me give you an example.

In Denver, Colorado, they can run triples--by the way, the safest
trucks in America. They can run them through the populated area
right downtown. Now you gave them a lot of money and they built
a very modern highway around the city. But the governor and the
legislators cannot allow those trucks to go on that road and get out
of the city.

So what we need to do is take a look at a common sense method
to take care of those problems.

But.I can assure you that in the list of things that we are inter-
ested in under ISTEA, we are not planning an effort to go out and
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make a major change of any type in the size, in the weight, of
trucks.

Let me say that on the weight issue, the only reason that has
been discussed at all is that the NAFTA agreement says that some-
time in the future that Canada, Mexico, and the United States
should rationalize its weights. But any weight we would rational-
ize, would have to be approved by this Congress. This is not at the
top of my hit parade.

Mr. RAHALL. That is equally reassuring. Thank you.
Mr. Ballou, let me ask you a question if I might. And coming

from West Virginia, we certainly are recognizing very quickly the
major contribution that tourism makes to our industry,, and I com-
mend you for the recommendations that have been made in your
testimony.

In particular, you noted the importance of the Transportation
Enhancement Program, with which I obviously agree. However, for
the record, could you elaborate on what you see as the Federal or
national interest in continuing this program?

Mr. BALLOU. We see the Federal and national interest being very
similar to the scenic byways Federal and national interest in the
sense that it provides jobs in the local communities, it provides
preservation activities in the local communities, it develops eco-
nomic development activities in the local communities by maintain-
ing either the scenic byways or historic buildings, et cetera.

And as we said, we would like to see the information centers on
the highways included in that. We think that is a benefit to travel-
ers. Those programs spur travel, bring dollars into the local com-
munities, treating travel as a development industry, in effect.

So the visitor industry is spurred by those, and we think that
visitor industry is a dramatically growing percentage of the U.S.
economy. So that is-the national interest is that it will spur jobs
and taxes, et cetera.

Mr. PETRI. Mr. LaHood, do you have any questions?
Mr. LAHOOD. Mr. Donohue, do you think that if Congress repeals

the 4.3 cent a gallon on gasoline, that that will reduce the cost of
gasoline for the people who drive trucks?

Mr. DONOHUE. Gasoline and diesel fuel; yes, sir, I do.
Mr. LAHOOD. By how much?
Mr. DONOHTE. I certainly hope by 4.3 cents a gallon. And for us,

in an industry that is struggling with a profit margin of 1 and 2
percent, that would be $1.7 billion in cold cash, and that would
make a huge difference to us.

And I understand all of the arguments where people are suggest-
ing that what the oil companies will do is, you will see that 4.3
cents disappear. I think it is important to recognize that the taxes,
as it used to be were shown separately on the pump. Now they
have a seal, but the taxes are a fixed cost. It doesn't matter what
happens to the oil price because of supply and refineries and the
weather and all of that; taxes are a fixed cost.

And I would hope that if Congress goes ahead and takes away
that 4.3 cent tax-a tax, by the way, that is paid most heavily by
those in the lower-income brackets that have to drive 60 miles to
work and so on-I would hope if Congress did that, they keep a
very careful eye to make sure that the oil companies stuck to the
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price of the product and didn't play around with the tax price. We
sure will.

Mr. LAHOOD. Do any of the other of you have an opinion on that,
whether the fact that Congress would reduce the gasoline tax by
4.3 cents and it would reduce the cost of gasoline per tank?

Mr. BALLOU. Justqa quick comment, and, from a travel industry
perspective, we certainlythink that we would rather see the 4.3
cent tax stay but dedicated to the Transportation Trust Fund. If it
isn't going to be done that way, we would like to see it repealed.

I think the cost of gasoline has a lot more to do with supply and
demand factors and pricing pressure and competitive environment
than it does the 4.3 cent tax. In the short term it ought to go down
because there is a lot of exposure on it, but in the medium term
I think it will have very little to do with gasoline prices.

Mr. BLUNT. The intercity bus industry has been struggling to
even meet Tom Donohue's numbers of a 98 or 97 percent operating
ratio. The reduction of this fuel tax would go a long ways to en-
hance that.

I think our industry would love to get back to the point where
the United States Government starts collecting more income tax
from it rather than user feeing it to death.

Mr. LAHOOD. Mr. Ballou, are you suggesting that we have an oil
shortage?

Mr. BALLOU. No, I am not suggesting that we have an oil short-
age. What I am suggesting is, if you look at supply chain econom-
ics, that what has happened is that the demand pattern has risen
slightly out of sync withthe supply for a short-term period and we
are seeing a change in prices.

It will probably go the other way at a point in time also where
demand may not grow as fast as anticipated and the supply change
is twofold and the prices fall. But clearly the gasoline tax of 4.3
cents has little to do with what is going on in the pricing right now.

Mr. DONOHuE. We could have a seminar that would last for days
on how oil is priced. Sometimes I think God comes and talks to the
oil executives in the middle of the night. But they have a lot of
changing factors.

The one thing that is an absolute constant is the tax that is paid.
In terms of diesel, we are talking about 24.3 cents on the Federal
level, then add in the State level.

In terms of gasoline, we are talking about 18.3 cents on the Fed-
eral level, then add in the State level. And if you stop and think,
in many of the communities that the ladies and gentlemen here
represent, folks drive a long way to get to their jobs, they drive a
long way to shop, they move around in their automobiles, and at
4.3 cents for those least able to pay would be a nice relief, and for
those industries that live and die on fuel-it is 20 percent of the
cost in our business-it would make a significant difference.

And I would like to remind you that there are 300,000 trucking
companies in the United States and most of them have six or fewer
trucks. These are small businesses that would get great relief from
this, and, as I said to Mr. Rahall, if we spend the money in the
HighwayTrust Fund, if we take that $20 billion we are sitting on
and go and spend it on roads and bridges and we run out of money
and want to build more roads and bridges, call us.
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Mr. LAHOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETJU. Mr. Borski.
Mr. BonSI. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Donohue, when Mr. Fay was asked about the 4.3 cents, I be-

lieve he said his first choice would be to send it through the trust
fund. In your statement you paint a pretty dire picture of the con-
ditions of the roads and bridges of this Nation. Wouldn't it be a
better idea to keep that 4.3 cents and transfer it to the trust fund
rather than repeal it?

Mr. DONOHUE. In a perfect world, in a business case at a local
university, that would make great sense. But I want to remind the
Congressman-and he has serious problems in his neighborhood in
terms of spending some money; I have some relatives up there-
that we are sitting on $20 billion that sits over there in that trust
fund, so that the deficit doesn't look as bad as it is, and this com-
mittee and the authorizing committee knows about these needs.
They go out and identify what ought to be done. They set out a cer-
tain amount of money, and yet that amount of money is not appro-
priated and moved forward.

I would say, sir, if we took that 4.3 cents and moved it over
there it would be in the same place where it is now: There col-
lected and not used on roads. The day that $20 billion is gone and
we have to build some more roads inyour neighborhood and ours,
we are prepared, because that is our lie blood.

But you now what we are doing now, we are paying money that
is staying in the trust fund, plus we are paying 4.3 cents that is
just going into the General Fund, and that adds up to be a lot of
billions of dollars that may be being used for the Nation's good.

I won't argue that, but it sure isn't being used for roads and
bridges and safety and all the things we need, and we think the
best way to get to that deal is repeal the tax, force people to send
what is being accumulated, and call on us when we are ready to
build some more roads.

Mr. BoRsKI. I want to ask another question. I don't know if you
have taken a look at this or not, but I have always thought it
might be an interesting idea and to use this 4.3 cents as an exam-
ple.

Sup pose we could take that to the Highway Trust Fund but in-
stead of using it directly, leverage that money, that $4.8 billion to
perhaps $48 billion. Has ATA given any thought to trying to use
the money?

One thing it would do, I think it guarantee us that we could
spend all that and use it today when, again, in my view, we have
enormous needs out there.

Mr. DONOHUE. You raise, sir, a very interesting question which
was addressed in our recent national highway bill legislation and
so on. That is the infrastructure banks. The whole idea there is,
we need something now. Can we leverage that by doing some ap-
propriate financing? And there are lots of different ways to do that,
that would be paid back either through future highway taxes or,
in some places, from sales taxes or other municipal funds, and so
on.

I think that was an intelligent thing to do. I think it says that
we have demonstrated in this country that you can buy houses on
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a mortgage and you can build factories on a mortgage and you can
even build infrastructure on a mortgage, and I think that makes
a lot of sense, and if in fact at some point in time we were to take
some of the Highway Trust Fund money-and just for the record,
I would remindyou, there is $20 billion sitting there-you can do
a lot of leverage with that and use some of that to move forward
in an intelligent way. I think that is positive.

I think we have to be very careful not at the same time to let
some communities that think they can run out and put tolls on ex-
isting roads that have already been paid for with Federal funds
and so on. It is a matter that we are going to grow into.

I think the committee and this Congress was very astute in add-
ing this language to the last legislation. I think we have to work
together on it. You will have our support because it provides incre-
mental dollars to build infrastructure that may not be there in the
future.

But please let's all keep the pressure up, as you did in taking it
off budget, and let's spend that which we have, because spending
that amount of money would really put a big dent in our problem.

Mr. BonnSi. I would ask you to take a look, that this 4.3 cents
has gone and it would be repealed. It might be fun to just look and
see if we can bring it back and use one of these infrastructure
banks rather than the way we have in the past.

Mr. DoNoHuE. I would be very happy to talk to you about that.
We have a lot of ideas how to do that, and perhaps we can arrange
to talk about that.

Mr. BoRSKI. I would like to ask just one question, Mr. Chairman,
and that is on urban congestion.

In your report you point out a 1990 study saying that of course
$43.2 billion in urban congestion-I assume a fair amount of that
is to your members.

Mr. DONOIWE. You know, when a truck is sitting still, it is doing
two things we don't want it to do: It is losing money, and it is pol-
luting the air. When a truck is moving, it is makng-hopefully
making money and delivering some value to the economy.

I think you know there is a major study that has been done by
the European Common Market, and they-they don't like trucks.
That is one of the reasons their economies are all in the can, be-
cause they can't move their goods. They have a really serious prob-
lem, and they are moving their manufacturing out of Europe as
quickly as they can.

But now they are looking at an effort-because they sort of taxed
them and they want to keep the pressure on, they are looking at
an external cost study. That is, what do all these other things cost
the society? We think that is interesting, but we want to do an ex-
ternal benefits study at the same time.

What are these benefits--and if you look at cost and benefits, all
of a sudden I think we can look for ways to do creative financing
get rid of congestion. We have to be reasonable, to stand up and
say we need to fix some of these problems. I think you are on the
right track, and I think we ought to keep moving in that direction.

Mr. BORSKi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PET. Mr. Zeliff.

Mr. ZEn'. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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My question is to Mr. Blunt.
You cited some compelling statistics in your testimony regarding

Federal subsidies of various transportation modes and you specifi-
cally mentioned how little support the Federal Government gives
the bus industry.

Could you tell me what support you feel is needed, should it be
capital expansion, or direct operating expenses, or should it be
something else that we need to make sure we have flexible pro-
grams to untap? Could you also describe, once that investment is
made, how do you see that contributing to the total intermodal con-
cept?

Mr. BLUNT. I thank you, Congssman.
I think at the outset I should say my industry is not looking for

operating subsidy, we are looking to be recognized, and I will give
you a small example of the problem we have.

When the NHS map was first conceived over at FHWA, the bus
industry wasn't even on the map. We had to go in and fight to get
bus terminals put into the inter modal system on that map. Con-
stantly we run into that kind of problem.

Under ISTEA legislation, things like intermodal facilities, what
has ended up happening is that the NPO seizes on the idea that
it would be important to have a good train station, transit center,
whatever, just like the example I made of Union Station here in
Washington. Then somebody says we need to have the bus in there
too. So somebody runs out on the parking lot in the pouring rain
and paints intercity bus parking spaces, so the train passenger
climbs in a beautifully warm and covered facility and we stand out
in the pouring rain.

All we are asking for is in the intermodal structure. Our problem
is terminals. It is the same problem every passenger transportation
system has. If we could be made more a part of that system and
put in the connecting web, we would provide a much better service
and be much more attractive to many more Americans.

South Station is a classic example of that. You could have left
your house this morning in Jackson, New Hampshire; walked down
the road; gotten on my bus; ridden to Logan International Airport
through South Station; had a chance to take Amtrak to Washing-
ton or go on to the airport; come to Washington; and connect in
your voice today in time for this hearing that afternoon.

That is the way seamless transportation is supposed to work. But
that doesn't happen very much because most of the time the bus
station has been delegated by local planning over in the worst part
of town. That is our number one problem.

Mr. ZELIFF. As a follow-up question, using New Hampshire as an
example, give me a feel for the numbers of bus riders and describe
what you see as inhibiting factors to growth in bus ridership,
whether it be conditions of roads or what-have-you.

Mr. BLUNT. New Hampshire has a population of about a million
people. My company carries just under 400,000 people a year in
and out of the City of Boston. We carry another 200,000 people out
of Maine in and out of Boston, all connecting through to the new
South Station facility and Logan InternationalAirport.

We have had the good fortune of having a State DOT that has
been innovative in terms of park and ride" lots on interchanges.
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We have begun to get some intermodal facilities working such as
in Concord, New Hampshire, which is under construction now.

We are seeing tremendous growth in our traffic. In the State of
Maine, for example, our traffic between Portland, Maine, and Bos-
ton is growing a whopping65 percent against last year's statistics.
We are in the process of buidIng a new "park and ride" facility in
Portland Maine.

So I think when innovation has been put in place, "park and
ride" facilities strategically located near interstate interchanges,
our industry can work wel. In other States where that is not the
case, we are destined to the wrong side of town and inadequate fa-
cilities. Our industry can provide the capital for its rolling stock,
but it is choking trying to get its bus terminals strategically lo-
cated.

Mr. ZELFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRi. Ms. Johnson, do you have any questions?
Mr. Horn?
Mr. HORN. Thank very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Donohue, you stated those Federal diesel and gasoline taxes

at 18.3 cents for the gasoline, 24.3 for the diesel. Does that vari-
ance bother you at all? And if so, what would you suggest just on
how those taxes have been levied?

Mr. DONOHuE. I think I can live with the variance, sir, for this
reason: While we are only 4 or 5 percent of the vehicles we run
probably 13 or 14 percent of the miles. We have to be good citizens
on this matter. These trucks weigh more than do cars. But we are
paying 30-some-odd--39 percent of the taxes.

Actually, we spent $22, billion if you include the States, and
some of the States are beginning to think that we are the Bank of
London.

I think the variant when you look at the weight is something
that we can live with. What we are concerned about is that the
money we pay go into fixing the roads and bridges so that we are
not in a position some years from now where people say, "You
know, the trucks are wearing out the roads and bridges and we
ought to charge them some more."

In fact, there lots of roads that we are not allowed on that are
wearing out faster than the ones the trucks are on. If it is good citi-
zenship and good logic for us to pay a little bit more, we would like
to not see the gap grow any more.

Mr. HORN. Let me move to the next question. I appreciate your
answer there. I want to get to NAFTA.

Also we read in the paper and we receive letters from citizens
and American truckers who say, "Hey, Mexican trucks are unsafe,
and they are getting across the border, and they are in competition
with us, and they don't have the proper standard or proper license
or whatever."

What data has the American Trucking Association collected that
shows whether the Mexican truckers are getting away with murder
in the United States or the American truckers are getting away
with murder in Mexico?

We obviously have a difference of opinion there, where some of
our trucks have been stopped in Mexico, some of Mexico's trucks
have been stopped here.
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I would like your assessment as to the degree to which Federal
and State infrastructure along the border is being built so they can
properly conduct inspections, check for licenses, and so forth and
so on. I would like your read on that.

Mr. DONOHUE. I will try to Do very brief. I think we ought to sep-
arate the question of safety from the competitiveness issue for just
a moment, and I will come back to that.

Mexican trucks have been coming into the United States every
day for about 30 years-at least 30-and they operate in commer-
cial zones along all the border States with Mexico, and they are
regularly-they have been regularly inspected by the customs peo-
ple, food and drug people, the agriculture folks, and the local police
or performances and safety inspections.

N ow with the NAFTA, we are going to have a much higher level
of inspection. If you go down along in California, for example, the
State DOT and the California Patrol have built a whole series of
new inspection stations. And I went down. In fact, we did the TV
show down there.

We watched these trucks come across one after the other. If they
didn't have a recent CVSA sticker, every single one of them was
pulled off and inspected by professionals of the California Patrol.

The bottom line is very simple: You cannot run a Mexican truck
in the United States without living by U.S. safety standards.

Now, do some people get across at small border crossings, and
can you find a truck that is not in the right kind of repair? You
sure can. A TV station went down there and said, "We have got
one." It was a rickety old, beat-up truck, and they got all the guys.
The only trouble was, it was a truck from Texas and it was reg-
istered in El Paso.

So the point is, we have to understand that for the most part
Mexican trucks are going to have to live by our standards or stay
out, and they are going to be inspected more than U.S. trucks are
inspectd, and they are going to be inspected on a regular basis.

When we go to Mexico-and by the way, we are not too hot about'
going to Mexico. We want to go into Mexico where the
maquilladora plants are, and for the most part we want to do busi-
ness arrangements with Mexican carriers, because you don't want
to get way down into Mexico with your truck and have it break
down, and there are other problems there. This is going to take
time. There are some impediments to us running down there, but
over time this will work itself out.

The other issue is to say who is raising the majority of the con-
cern, and it is obviously people concerned with competitiveness is-
sues, people concerned about safety issues, legitimate concerns, and
I think over time this will work itself out. The drivers have valid
licenses, trucks are being maintained better and inspected very
strictly, and I would hope that we could look at this on a long-term
basis and let's get on with forming a North American economy that
can compete in the world.

When you look over the border at Mexico, you have to see four
things: You have to see a huge consumer market- you have to see
a willing work force at the average age of 22; and you have to see
a tremendous set of natural resources, including petroleum, that
could free us from the constrictions of the Middle East; and you
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have to see access and market access to the rest of Latin and South
America. And with all the problems that will come from it, with all
the economic and social and political problems, we can't lot that
market go to somebody else.

Mr. How. It is a very eloquent statement. I agree with you.
Mr. SCHART. Mr. Horn, could I add one comment?
My company has been doing business in Mexico now for about a

year. We have moved dozens of truckloads, American carriers down
m Mexico. We have not had one problem getting our loads deliv-
ered. We have had some clearance problems at the border, paper-
work problems, but nothing as far as the transportation structure
goes itself.

Mr. HoRN. Thank you. And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETRi. Mr. Sawyer, do you have any questions? I just have

a few.
I would like to ask Mr. Donahue just one question. And thank

you for your appearance and your testimony, and we look forward
to working with you and the organizations all of you gentlemen
represent as we move forward over the next year or two on this im-
portant project that we are all engaged in.

What would you say would be the most important issue to the
trucking industry during the upcoming reauthorization, if you
could identify that?

Mr. DONOHUE. If I might say, there are two. First of all, we have
to recognize the economic growth that is going to take place in this
country, and we have to rally around spending the money we col-
lect and build not new but upgrade, build, and fix the bridges and
the roads in this country to accommodate the freight we have to
move and our citizens' mobility in this country, and we need to de-
mand that that money we put in there is spent, and we will be
working throughout the process to ensure that is done.

Mr. Chairman, the second thing that needs to be addressed in
this reauthorization is, we need a common sense look at the hours-
of-service regulations that truckers are driving under. They were
put together I7 years ago, before television, before modern high-
ways, before modern trucks, before computers, before satellite
tracking, and we don't need to necessarily extend the hours people
are going to drive, we need to put the kind of flexibility in it that
a snowstorm in Wisconsin demands.

We need to make it so people can sleep when they are tired and
work when they are not anyadhere to a series of national safety
standards. We hope that work is being done by FHWA and ATA,
and we are going to run a big international conference on fatigue,
and hours of service can be given careful, common sense consider-
ation. Everything else pales after those two issues, as far as we are
concerned.

Thank you very much.
Mr. PETRi. So to carry the ball we started moving over the goal

so far as off-budget and ensure that there are adequate resources,
infrastructure, in this area. And second, we are eager to work with
you. There are a lot-we know that there are often two sets of
oks in the industry, because standards are impractical in a lot

of specific conditions. Expecting a guy to stop an hour from home
and wait for a period of time is not going to happen in the real
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world. There are big problems with a lot of local carrier type serv-
ices where the people are spending most of their time really stock-
ing shelves or, in my State, pumping milk and not really over the
road; plus all of the other things you have identified. And tech-
nology seems to be changing, andthe ability to monitor movements
seem to be changing.

So there may some opportunities where we can actually main-
tain all of the-do the real safety concerns and fatigue concerns
and get rid of some of the "one size fits all" regulations. I am hop-
ing we can do that, and we are eager to work with you on that,
but we cannot do it in a way that sacrifices safety for the traveling
public and the peoplein the industry themselves.

Mr. DONOHUE. I think the safety numbers in the trucking indus-
try have gotten so much better. The programs we have adopted
such as commercial drivers' licenses and getting rid of radar detec-
tors and now spending $6 billion on antilock brakes has helped, the
results speak for themselves. We won't do anything that is unsafe;
we want to make it safer. In many ways the hours of service make
driving unsafe.

Mr. PEm. Thank you.
Mr. RAHALL. Mr. Chairman, that long litany that you mentioned,

that was before Tom Donahue; right?
Mr. DONOHUE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. PETRI. This question could be addressed by several of the

panelists if you care to, but in particular I guess it would be to Mr.

What is the importance in this day and age, with the interstate
completed, of the Federal--continuing the Federal role in transpor-
tation, surface transportation in particular, in the United States?

There will be some proposals coming forward in the next year or
two to either significantly pare back or even in some cases to elimi-
nate the Federal program and let the States work it out.

Could any of you expand on either side of that issue, whether
you think it is important to maintain the Federal program and try
to improve it or if we should cut it back or even eliminate it now
we have a national system. States normally, believe it or not, do
talk to each other, so the roads do connect; they don't build them
so they don't.

There is the public out there we are trying to serve that will de-
pend on a certain amount of coordination, regardless of whether
the Federal Government provides it, in the real world. There may
be some legitimate reasons for us doing what we are doing.

I would just like to hear you, as representing consumers, dis-
cuss--without my real interest in us folks here in Washington and
perpetuating ourselves directly or indirectly. So tell us the cold,
hard truth as far as you are concerned on whether we should have
a Federal system or not and what purpose it now serves.

Mr. SCHART. I think we believe as a company and with the
Chamber that a national involvement in the program is still impor-
tant, as I think I outlined in my statement, for a number of rea-
sons.

First of all, the infrastructure is in place, but as has been out-
lined several times, the disrepair that parts of it are falling into;
1-95 in Philadelphia, for example. These are major interstate cor-
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ridors, and we feel that these situations are addressed better at the
national level.

Second, there are many tie-ins--infrastructure. Ms. Johnson be-
fore talked about more railroads. Onething that we see in Texas
is a new intermodal facility built in theNorth Dallas area. That
facility has constituted a great leap forward by the rail industry in
the offering of intermodal services, but we need to tie in from the
interstate system to the highway system to make those facilities
more efficient.

And, again, we just feel that it is in the consumer's best interest,
the safety programs, the development of the highways or mainte-
nance of the highways, that we feel it is more effectively handled
at the national level.

I could just close by adding that the congestion situation has a
dramatic impact on the productivity of American businesses. Just
think about the fact that every morning we schedule eight different
trucks into our stores, and if they are all stuck out on the highway,we have a whole staff of people sitting there, and we are paying
Mr. Donohue. He may think his companies are taking the hit. We
are paying them every time they come in to me and sit down and
say, "Look at what my costs are. I need to increase my rates." Of
course we pass that through to the American consumer as much as
possible.

Mr. MCQUAm. I think the challenge to the Congress is to keep
their eye on the ball. The ball, to me, is facing the challenge to in-
vest in infrastructure that sustains and supports economic growth,
the economy, the engine that drives this country, and we have to
understand that in terms of what we are doing in our part of the
business. J.C. Penney and other companies are only competitive to
the extent to which they can get their goods efficiently between the
origin and destination, and increasingly that involves a lot of inter-
modal moves.

I think the challenge we face-and, as I said, we are doing more
with that every day, but economic growth is the name of the game,
and Congress has to make hard decisions about making sure that
we don't, through the lack of a Federal overview or Federal over-
arching perspective on a, quote, transportation system, make U.S.
producers no longer competitive in the global environment that we
are dealing in, and that is the bottom line, I think.

Mr. BALLOU. From the tranLand-tourism industry perspective
and probably health care, clearly wesee it exactly the same as this
gentleman, from the sense that the issue for us is maintaining the
competitiveness of transportation systems in this country versus
other countries. It impacts our industry very, very directly. If our
airline systems, our highway systems, aren't competitive with the
systems in other markets, they will be more attractive to tourists
going to those markets.

Tremendous amounts of the growth in this country are coming
from the fundamental quality the infrastructure that is existing
here in areas like the highway system.

The problem is, if it is pused down to the State level, while he
can talk, they can have different priorities on a regular basis which
are going to make it extremely difficult to compromise across politi-
cal systems, and I think the brilliance of the Federal system here
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is, there has been a national set of priorities that needs to be pur-
sued, and that Is why at least we believe very, very strongly in the
continuation of a Federal role.

Mr. DONOHUE. Mr. Chairman, for every one point in world eco-
nomic growth, trade toward movement of goods will increase two
to two and a hal times. That is true within our own country. As
growth in the individual States happens, trade between those
States multiplies at a rate faster than the growth itself because of
the raw materials assembly and so on.

I said to Senator Gramm the other day, who is talking about
sending more money back to the States-and, by the way, we pay
$22 bifion,asIsaid, and 12, 14, of that goes to the States-I said
it is very hard to get to Florida without driving through South
Carolina.

And, as Mr. Horn knows, it is very difficult on the southern routeto get through California without driving through Nevada..And Ne-
vada doesn't have an infrastructure in terms of a trucking industry
and an indigenous automobile industry to support the construction
they need of roads, which are essential to California. They are es-
sential to the whole trade business from east to west, and we need
a Federal focus on this matter while giving the States back the
types of things that are in their purview.

But we are not going to be able to compete with the Asian cartels
and the European cartels unless we have a North American focus
not only on trade but on the movement of goods, which is the back-
bone of trade, and I encourage the committee, under your leader-
ship, to keep a very strong Federal focus while at the same time
recognizing you can do a lot of things in California you don't have
to direct.

Mr. HoRN. Well, let's protect our pot and forget about you. The
fact is, the last few comments have said we are all in this together.

The Alameda Corridor, which happens to be in my district and
relates not only to Southern California but it is a national infra-
structure facility that involves trucks, rail, ships, and I hope some
day air. But that is so essential. And buses; yes, we also already
have that. I am very conscious of the fine Long Beach Transit Com-
pany.

But the fact is, that is a national infrastructure, and we have got
to think that way in this committee, and I think we do. We have
thought that way in the previous Congress on a bipartisan basis,
and I just hope we can keep recognizing that you all have a fine
role and we all make up the whole that makes us competitive.

Mr. PErm. With that, gentlemen, thank you very much for your
testimony. It is a naturallead-in to what we are going to be talking
about with the next panel, which consists of Dr. James
Constantino, who is the president of Intelligent Transportation So-
ciety of America; Barbara Harsha, executive director of the Na-
tional Association of Governors Highway Safety Representatives;
and Ms. Joan Claybrook, president, Public Citizen, representing
Advocates for Highway and Auto Safety, accompanied by Mr. Mi-
chael Dineen, who is the vice president of Federal relations, Kemp-
er National Insurance Company; And Mr. Bob Brooks, president of
the Commercial Vehicle Safety.Alliance.

Dr. Constantino, would you like to proceed?
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TESTIMONY OF DR. JAMES CONSTANTINO, PRESIDENT AND
CEO, INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SOCIETY OF AMER-
ICA; BARBARA A EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNORS HIGHWAY SAFETY REP-
RESENTATIVES; JOAN CLAYBROOK, PRESIDENT, PUBLIC
CITIZEN, REPRESENTING ADVOCATES FOR HIGHWAY AND
AUTO SAFETY, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL F. DINEEN, VICE
PRESIDENT, FEDERAL RELATIONS, KEMPER NATIONAL IN.
SURANCE COMPANY; AND BOB BROOKS, PRESIDENT, COM-
MERCIAL VEHICLE SAFETY ALLIANCE
Dr. CoNsTANTNo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you on be-
half of the Intelligent Transportation Society of erica, called ITS
America, about the critical role intelligent infrastructures play in
saving lives and improving efficiency in all areas.

Although there has been enormous progress over the past two
decades in reducing accident rates per mile of travel, transpor-
tation-related deaths continue to account for half of all accidental
deaths in this country, and motor vehicle deaths account for 93
percent of those deaths, the number one killer of America's youth.

But in communities across the Nation, intelligent transportation
systems are beginning to save the lives of thousands of Americans
by allowing, for example, emergency vehicles to control traffic
lights to reach accident sites faster, enabling traffic engineers to re-
route traffic around accidents, and providing emergency service
personnel with individual monitoring of the accidents so the appro-
priate response team can be dispatched.

Clearly, the Federal Government has a vital role in safety. It
must work with industry to ensure that safety-enhancing tech-
nologies interact effectively and reliably with the public infrastruc-
ture so that accurate, timely information can be quickly relayed to
public safety providers.

In addition to saving lives, intelligent transportation systems
also save time, lots of it. At a time when Federal and State budgets
are being cut, ever growing numbers of vehicles are squeezing on
to an aging highway infrastructure.

Americans lost more than $2 billion to traffic gridlock last year,
a loss which translates into high costs of doing business in this
country, more pollution, and generally lower quality of life. But in-
telligent transportation systems around the Nation are helping by
moving people and goods faster and more efficiently.

This technology, which allows for more efficient use of existing
infrastructure, costs as little as 5 percent of what comparable high-
way construction would cost. DOT estimates that every mile of new
freeway construction, on average, costs approximately$39 million,
the cost of building 5 or 10 miles of new freeway, which will only
serve those citizens along that corridor.

ITS can be deployed in an entire region, serving all citizen. ITS
also creates jobs. We estimate that over the next 15 years more
than $167 billion will be spent on ITS technology in the United
States. Car manufacturers, telecommunications companies, engi-
neering and construction firms have already invested billions of
their own dollars in advance technology. They are creating the
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high-tech, high-wage jobs that are the foundation of this Nation's
economic future.

Of the $167 billion to be spent on ITS, it is estimated that only
20 percent will be spent by te public sector. But there is a critical
role for the Federal Government in stimulating markets and tech-
nologies which dramatically enhance transportation, lower cost,
and increase productivity.

The 1-95 corridor is improving the movement of people and goods
along the East Coast and the Advantage 1-75 Program, enabling
trucks to reduce travel times and thereby reduce the cost of goods,
are just two shining examples of how a very small but meaningful
commitment by the Federal Government has produced multiple
economic benefits.

The Federal Government should also consider some type of vol-
untary incentive program for ITS deployment to raise the visibilit
of intelligent transportation systems as a viable part of an overall
transportation program. This would increase the opportunity for
ITS to bring benefits and jobs to the rest of the Nation.

In addition, the Federal Government should consider reforms to
allow greater private sector participation in the deployment of ITS.
Public-private partnerships, procurement improvements, and ex-
panding the uses of ISTEA Federal aid funds will enable greater
private sector involvement and leverage limited Federal resources.

Also, the Federal Government has an important interest in co-
ordinating but not mandating the development of standards so
these technologies can communicate with each other.

Mr. Chairman, the Nation's transportation system, while still in
need of substantial improvements, is presently realizing important
benefits from ITS technologies in many programs around the coun-
try. These cost-effective systems are improving the Nation's econ-
omy, creating jobs, and saving lives today.

While the private sector is aggressively moving forward, Federal
participation is critical to realizing the full promise of intelligent
transportation systems. Thank you for the opportunity to testify be-
fore you today.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Ms. Harsha.
Ms. HARSHA. Thank you very much.
My name is Barbara Harsha. I am speaking on behalf of the Na-

tional Association Governors Highway Safety Representatives. Our
association represents State highway safety agencies, and the
members are appointed by their governors to implement the Fed-
eral Highway Safety Grant Programs. The association is primarily
concerned about driver behavior and human factor issues.

Our testimony today will focus on the role of the Federal Govern-
ment in highway safety and what this role should be. In our view,
there is clearly an important role for the Federal Government in
highway safety, for one motor vehicle crash is a major and costly
public health problem.

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion, those crashes cost $137.5 billion in annual costs, including
$14.2 billion in direct medical costs, $6.1 billion in reduced income
tax revenue, and $1.6 billion in public assistance payments. Motor
vehicle crashes are the leading cause of workplace injury and cost
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employers over $40 billion a year in lost productivity, insurance
payments, and other related costs.

Second, motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death in
this country. They are the leading killer of young people between
the ages of 6 and28. More than 40,000 people were killed and 3
million injured in 1995 alone.

Third, unless Federal action is taken immediately, then these
costs can be expected to increase. If the fatality rate increased from
the 1992 level and the population also increased from the 1992
level, the motor-vehicle-related costs would be expected to increase
by $13 billion by the year 2000.

Fourth, a little highway safety money can result in considerable
savings in both lives and dollars. NHTSA, the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, has found that highway safety pro-
gram benefits exceed their costs by a ratio of 9 to 1. When pain
and suffering is factored in, that ratio increases to an astounding
33 to 1 a ratio, which we feel few Federal programs can boast of.

Fifth, highway safety funding plays a small but critical role in
highway safety at the State and local level. Funds help initiate new
programs and leverage other non-Federal funding sources. Without
Federal funding, it is very likely that fewer prevention programs
would be implemented.

Perhaps most importantly, motor vehicle crashes and their asso-
ciated costs can be prevented. NHTSA believes that it is in the
Federal interest, particularly at a time when the country is con-
cerned about reducing national health care costs, to prevent those
crashes, to play a role in highway safety, and to continue support
for Federal highway safety programs.

What is the appropriate role for the Federal Government in high-
way safety? In our view, that role should be one of partner. Federal
highway safety programs should be a Federally assisted, State ad-
ministered program just like the rest of the Federal aid program.

Specifically, the Federal Government should provide leadership
by setting national goals, addressing emerging issues, developing
national educational campaigns, and providing guidance on issues
that are no longer mandatory.

The Federal Government can also assist States in moving toward
more cost-effective, performance-based programming. By re-
engineering Federal grant program administration so it is more re-
suits oriented, States will be allowed to set their own goals and de-
velop creative strategies that are appropriate for their States and
evaluate their progress in meeting goals.

The Federal Government can provide training, develop training
standards, develop and demonstrate new programs and technology,
facilitate technology and information sharing, research, and evalu-
ate highway safety issues and programs.

Perhaps also most importantly, the Federal Government can pro-
vide adequate funding so that States and communities can imple-
ment comprehensive and effective highway safety programs. Fed-
eral funding for the highway safety grant programs have remained
relatively constant and at levels well below the authorized amount.

At the same time, demands on those grant programs have in-
creased substantially where the buying power of those programs
have declined. More funds will be needed in the future if the more
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difficult, high-risk highway safety targets are to be reached. With
more funds, States can implement more community programs, un-
derttke more impaired driving programs, increase enforcement ef-
forts, and implement urgently needed document protection pro-
grams, among other things.

States can also use the additional funds to increase their traffic
recordf, an area which we feel should be a priority and is a priority
for States. If they do that, they will be able to improve their prob-
lem identification process, target their safety resources more effec-
tively, measure their programs more accurately, and report back to
you on what progress has been made and what needs to be further
made.

We propose that highway safety funding should be based on ex-
posure. That is the heart of the VMT, more funding, and one way
to do this would be earmark a percentage off the top of the High-
way Trust Fund for that purpose. It strongly supports safety pro-
grams which give them the flexibility to address their priority
needs and determine the mix of safety programs that are appro-
priate for them.

We oppose unfunded mandates that require States to adopt one
particular, often narrowly defined approach to highway safety.
Similarly, we oppose sanctions which sanction States if they fail to
act in a specified manner within a specified time period.

While we think that redirection makes more sense from a policy
perspective, we have found redirection to be very difficult from an
implementation standpoint. Our experience was that redirection
caused antagonisms between the highway safety offices and the
State DOT and did not encourage the coordination which was in-
tended by the legislation. Both approaches have created consider-
able resentment at the State level, and we oppose the both.

We strongly support sanctions as a way to induce positive State
behavior. Despite our position on sanctions, we do not want to have
any repeal of programs which are in place and seem to be working
well; in particular, the national minimum drinking age and the 153
penalty provisions for States that do not have mandatory safety
belt laws. We think both of those have worked very well and it
would be a serious step backwards if those were repealed.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks. Thank you very
much for the opportunity to testify, and I would be glad to answer
questions.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Ms. Claybrook.
Ms. CLAYBROOK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am president of Public Citizen, testifying on behalf of Advocates

for Highway and Auto Safety, where I am on the board and I amprogram cochair.With me today is Michael Dineen, who is vice president of Kempn-

er National Insurance Companies. His company is one of the found-
ing members of Advocates, and Kemper and Mike Dineen have a
long-standing commitment to highway safety, and I am very
pleased that e is here today.

The subject of today's hearing, "Is there a need for a Federal role
in highway safety?" is of great interest to me because I had the
honor of the serving in the Federal Government's highway safety
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programs as administrator of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. In brief, the answer to this question is a resound-ing yes.

w will address the need for a strong and sustained role in high-
way safety by examining three issues: The public health care costs
of motor vehicle deaths and injuries, one; two, the economic costs
to business of motor vehicle crashes; and you may wish to ask Mi-
chael some questions about that, where he has great expertise; and
third, the national imperative of reducing crashes to improve the
quality and the sanctity of life for all Americans.

We need only look at the damage done to highway safety, pro-
grams in the name of States' rights last year in the NHS bill to
illustrate dramatically the necessary and lifesaving economic im-
perative of maintaining leadership when attacking a national pub-
lic health crisis that produces more than 41,000 deaths a year and
5 million juries.

Since NHS was signed into law last November, 23 States have
raised their speed limits and more than 12 are considering legisla-
tion to do so. Nine States now have speed limits at 75 miles an
hour, and many have speed limits of 65 to 70, and one State, Mon-
tana, has no daytime speed limit at all. Preliminary results are be-
ginning to come in, and it is bad news as we expected.

In the first 11 weeks of higher speed limits, California has al-
ready experienced a 17 percent increase in fatalities on the State's
most traveled roads. Fatal car crashes had been declining in Cali-
fornia since 1987 prior to that.

The recent news out of California demonstrates a troubling trend
that safety advocates in the USDOT had anticipated. When speeds
go up, the likelihood and severity of crashes increases, and more
eaths and injuries are the result. And speeds are definitely going

up.
Last Friday the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety released

a study of speed limits on urban freeways in two States. Motorists
in Texas and California, which raised their speed limits to 70 and
65, respectively, are abolishing-are driving faster and breaking
new speed Limits. The IIHS found that drivers on urban roads are
traveling faster than these roads are designed to handle safely and
the percentage exceeding 70 miles an hour has substantially in-
creased.

Relinquishing the Federal role in highway safety, like the repeal
of the national speed limit and motorcycle helmet law, could also
have broader ramifications beyond the tragic loss of life and limb
on the highway. The Environmental Protection Agency, for exam-
ple, has already alerted States and communities that increasing
speed limits would jeopardize the efforts to attain the national am-
bient air quality standards requirements and may drive up the cost
for attainment for industry.

Faster speeds also resulted in increased gasoline consumption
and are being cited as the reason for higher gasoline prices and
longer lines in California. According to NHTSA, passenger cars and
light trucks use approximately 50 percent more fuel going 75 than
55, and while congressional proponents wrap themselves in the
banner of States' rights, it is the Federal Government, after all,
that is interceding and coming to the rescue of the States experi-
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encing steadily higher gas prices by a Federal solution such as the
release the Federal Strategic Petroleum Reserves and the elimi-
nation of the portion of the Federal gas tax.

This recent example of diminishing the Federal role in highway
safety shows that States' rights and State responsibilities have not
been adequately linked and consequently come at a substantial cost
to the Federal Government, to taxpayers, and to families on our
Federal highways.

In the upcoming reauthorization debate about donor and donee
States, identifying the givers and takers among the States should
not be measured solely in terms of the contributions to the High-
way Trust Fund but should include State burdens on other Federal
programs as well.

On the health care cost issue, motor vehicle crashes remain a
maor public health problem for the Nation as a whole. Motor vehi-
cle crashes cost society $44 per second, or $137 billion a year in
1990 dollars. The cost to society is staggering.

Many costs of motor vehicle crashes are ultimately paid by Fed-
eral public assistance programs such as medicare and medicaid and
AFDC. This enormous cost burden is a national problem and one
the Federal Government cannot ignore. For the third year in a row
the number of motor vehicle deaths and injuries has increased, and
without significant efforts to reverse this trend, deaths and injuries
will continue.

Although highway deaths and injuries are far too numerous, it
could be much worse without the success achieved by our existing
Federal progams, including Federal standards such as air bags,
the age 1 dnkin law, and Federally funded traffic safety pro-
grams for safety bet use and child occupant restraint use.

In 1991 NHTSA released a study, Moving America More Safely,
which found that Federal highway safety programs since 1966 have
F roduced benefits that far exceed their costs. Since 1966, 250,000
ives have been saved by Federal safety laws and the economic ben-

efits of $71 billion in 1994 dollars, which is at least seven times
the total cost of the program, including the grant obligations.

I am reminded of what President Reagan said in 1984 when he
signed the national legal minimum drinking age bill. He said, fThis
problem is far big er than the individual States. It's a grave na-
tional problem, and it touches all of our lives. With the problem so
clear cut and the proven solution at hand, we have no misgiving
about this judicial use of Federal power.'

On the economic issue of the cost of business, I would sa that
one of the major challenges facing businesses today in an edfort to
be both competitive and profitable is holding down the health care
costs for employees. Federal highway safety programs and policies
can help employers reduce those costs without reducing the bene-
fits that they offer their employees.

Motor vehicle crashes were the leading cause of death and injury
in 1992. NHTSA found that motor vehicles crashes and injuries on
the job cost employers $53 billion.

Every employer in every State realizes that the cost savings from
improvements in traffic and motor vehicle safety because of the
uniform Federal traffic laws across the country and the motor vehi-
cle standards apply to every car sold, whether manufactured inter-
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nationally or domestically. No matter where you live or drive or op-
erate your business, you should be to afford the equal protection
and the economic benefits that derive from improved saety on ourhighways.

Federal safety decisions also have economic benefits for business
beyond health care costs. For example, numerous studies have
shown that larger trucks are more dangerous and that increasing
size and weight will result in more unstable trucks, longer stopping
distance, more jackknife crashes, and more deaths and injuries to
American families.

Big trucks are responsible for excessive damage on the highways.
An 85,000-pound, 5-axle semi-trailer-truck will do as much damage
as 9,600 automobiles. Without the Federal leadership role in freez-
ing the sizes and weights of trucks, the safety of Americans will be
jeopardized. Accelerated deterioration on our Nation's highways
and bridges will continue, and we have already discussed those
costs. Highway repair costs will soar, and financial investments
will never keep up with the backlog.

Then finally, the rising trend in highway fatalities and injuries
threatens the quality and sanctity of our life. Last week the Wash-
ington region mourned the death of three people, including the
mother of three children and a father, that were needlessly killed
on the Geore Washington Parkway traveling to work on a beau-
tiful spring day.

Aggressive driving is the new challenge in maintaining civility
and safety on our highways and neighborhood streets. While there
is no single solution to curb aggressive driving, it is essential not
to create a driving environment that promotes this type of threat-
ening and violent behavior.

Raising speed limits to unsafe levels sends a deadly and mixed
message that high speeds are acceptable. Putting young, inexperi-
enced drivers be hind the wheel of so-called muscle cars and even
family cars that once again have speedometers showing the car ca-
pable of 140 miles an hour is a deadly combination.

State laws that only permit secondary enforcement of rimary
safety belt laws diminish the importance of buckling up. No other
highway safety law is subject to secondary enforcement, and new
car advertising showing the exhilaration of racing down a two-lane
highway glamorizes the dangers of speed, a factor in one-third of
all crashes leading to death.

The public is very smart about the financial and emotional tolls
of highway crashes. Public opinion polls consistently validate the
public's concern about the frequency of crashes, the cost to tax-
payers, cost to business, and the need for more action to reduce
death and injuries.

Safety laws, when adopted in every State, have resulted in sig-
nificant advances in reducing deaths and injuries on our highway.
Instead of relinquishing the role in highway safety, Congress
should reinvigorate its partnership with the States to advance and
unfinished traffic safety agenda that was energized in the Inter-
modal Transportation Act of 1991 but was set back in the NHS bill.

Since January 1991 when this committee first began hearings
and debate about ISTEA, more than 200,000 Americans and more
than 20 million Americans have died and 20 million Americans
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have been seriously injured in highway crashes. This grim statistic
of death, injury, personal loss, and destruction of the family com-
pels us to continue a strong and sustained Federal role in highway
safety.

Thank you.
Mr. PETRi. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKs. I am Bob Brooks. I currently serve as president of

the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance, CVSA. I am employed by
the West Virginia Public Service Commission as manager of the
Motor Carrier Section. Written copies of my testimony have already
been distributed to you.

The Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program, known as
MCSAP, has worked well and should be reauthorized. In 1983
when MCSAP was first established, only 12 States had a commer-
cial vehicle safety program that met the eligible criteria that met
the match for the 80/20 match funds. Today, every State at least
has a basic commercial vehicle safety program and 32 States have
gone well beyond that to establish a comprehensive commercial ve-
hicle safety program.

For example, California contributes 90 percent of its funds, Vir-
ginia 80, Michigan 75, Oregon 60, and my own State of West Vir-ginia contributes 84 percent of its own funds. Many other States
exceed the 20 percent in their contribution.

Mr. Chairman, here we have a Federal program that, while it
maintains a basic and necessary level of truck safety in each State,
has already served as an incentive for many States to expand and
do even more. We think it is truly a shining example of good gov-
ernment the way it ought to be.

I think this next paragraph is the most important thing that I
have had to say from CVSs benefit for a long time, and it is sta-
tistics compiled by FHWA and NHTSA that show a steady decline
in fatal truck crashes from 1985 until 1994, which is the CVSA's
lifetime.

The rate of vehicle crashes per 100 million vehicle miles of travel
dropped from 3.85 to 2.55 in this period, a decline of 33.8 percent.
With respect to the overall truck crash rate, statistics are available
for the period of 1988 through 1994 and show a decline of 12.7 per-
cent. I feel that CVSA and MCSAP were the key factors in lower-
ing these important statistics.

I would like to briefly outline what the key ingredients of
MCSAP are that have made it a successful and a viable program.

First off, States are eligible for Federal matching funds, so there
is a basic commercial vehicle safety pro am in all jurisdictions.
We need this Federal support for underpinning to ensure that all
States at least carry out the basic elements of commercial vehicle
enforcement programs. Of course, many States do much more, as
I have already pointed out.

Second, these funds can only be used for truck and bus enforce-
ment prog within guidelines established cooperatively by
CVSA an Federal ighways. This ensures uniformity and guaran-
teesain st States' use of these funds for other purposes.

So tere is a clear need for a basic Federal program. But equally
important to the success of the program is the Federal partnership
with the State enforcement agencies at the working level, not just
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the top management but those with firsthand experience in road.
side enforcement. This has been brought about through the estab-
lishment of the organization which I represent here today, CVSA.

In addition CVSA's organizational structure has tbroughtindus-
try to the table and made them an integral part of the process.
This basic cooperation-FHWA, CVSA, and industry-has been the
key to uniformity, reciprocity, and commercial vehicle safety en.
forcement among all jurisdictions. It is indeed a very successful
public-private partnership.

This partnership has resulted in a number of accomplishments
which have helped to reduce the accident rates. They are: The
North American Standard Roadside Inspection Procedure for Vehi-
cles Drivers, and Hazardous Material; over 2 million conducted an-
nually; the North American Uniform Out Of Service Criteria; out
of service and other defect repair verification procedures; complaint
control procedures; uniform maximum fund schedules; inspector
training; safety information and data systems.

Imagine trying to conduct over 2 million annual truck inspections
without uniform procedures and criteria and with few, if any, en-
forcement agencies cooperating with their neighbors. Imagine the
burden on the truck/bus industry in terms of multiple redundant
and consistent inspection enforcements if a State did not recognize
a CVSA decal which signifies a successful inspection.

CVSA makes the public-private partnership work through its or-
ganizational structure and operating procedures. We have an exec-
utive committee and 11 other working committees. It is an organi-
zation in which its members truly perform the work, Federal,
State, and industry members all working together. All workshops
and conferences are important because that is where everyone
comes together to solve problems and come to a common agree-
ment.

As I mentioned in my prepared statement, we are concerned
about possible new Federal highway restrictions on State participa-
tion in CVSA as well as efforts by Federal Highways to exercise
more direct control over the program and possibly Federalize this
Br am.RSuch efforts will reduce the effectiveness of MCSAP.

CU ARKER
So in closing, Mr. Chairman, that for some recent developments

in Federal highways the report card from MCSAP is a good one.
As you progress to the details of preparing specific legislation, we
will be happy to provide you with some additional ideas for further
improvement in the MCSAP Program. They will include more per-
formance-based approaches, less earmarks and less program direc-
tives on the part of the Office of Motor Carriers, more flexibility for
the State and greater emplkasis on accident investigations. Thank
you verymuch.

Mr. P m. Thank you, Mr. Brooks.
Mr. Rahall, do you have any questions?
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much,

panel, for being with us tay.
Joan, I would like to start with you. You mentioned in your for-

mal statement to the repeal of the national speed limit in terms of
what was done in the name of States rights. I don't have a question
on this, I just want to comment along with you.
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I view it today as I view it then more of a question of human
rights than a question of State rights. I think we actually sacrificed
human rights on the altar of State's rights, as you no doubt know,
I stated on the Floor of the House and during the debate on that
bill.

I think we as legislators do have a fundamental responsibility to
our constituents to provide them with reasonable safeguards when
traveling on our highways that are interstate in nature. So, in my
opinion, it has nothing to do with State's rights. It has everything
to do with Congres abrogating its authority over matters of an
interstate nature, which is rightly vested by our constitution and
by our Federal Government.

The figures that you brought out in your testimony are figures
actually of which I had not been aware and I think are quite star-
tling and show that our highways are continuing to be killing
fields, and to a certain extent we have to bear that on our con-
scious in Congress for having passed that legislation having been
signed into law to raise those limits. I appreciate your comments
on that. I want to turn to another issue

Ms. CLAYBROOK. I waht to express my great appreciation to you
on behalf of the safety community for your efforts to try to preserve
the speed limit. I think that particularly for young people who are
killed in disproportionate numbers on our highways, the tempta-
tion to speed is always there. it was there when I was a kid and
I am sure it is always going toP there for young people.

They think they are invulnerable and with advertising a speed,
higher speedometer numbers way, way, way beyond even the bad
speed limits that are now being enacted into law and without a na-
tional speed limit so that everyone knows exactly what that speed
limit is, I think that it is a travesty for families all over America
who suffer grievous harm. It is not just the deaths, it is the injury
as well that are lifetime events for families that are incomprehen-
sible in terms of harm that it does to the family structure, to em-
ployability, and to the future of young people, so I thank you very
much.

Mr. RAHALL. Thank you. Let me ask you on another issue now
and I believe you were in the room when I questioned Mr.
Donohue.

Ms. CLAYBROOK. Yes, I was.
Mr. RAHALL. -on sizes and weights. What is your response to

his responses to my question?
Ms. CLAYBROOK. I completely agree with what he said. I am just

glad to have it on the record because I have never heard it on the
record before. I thank you for asking the question, but I, too, agree
that the law cannot be changed just by an agreement between the
NAFTA countries, but that this Congress or the next Congress,
whichever it is, has to listen to and understand the recommenda-
tions that might come forward and to decide whether or not to
change those laws.

And I think that the issue that is of most concern to me is that
if the consumer and safety advocates are not a part of this discus-
sion, and we really have not been, with the Department of Trans-
portation, and as the trucking industry has with these different
countries, that they could come forward with a recommendation to
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Congress, then there would be an enormous amount of pressure on
Congress to increase the size and weights of trucks.

And when Mr. Donahue says he is not going to push it on this
ISTEA bill, that is a very shrewd move on his part. He is probably
waiting until the recommendations come forward from NAFTA ne-
gotiations. That Is when he will take a position on that. I am
pleased it is not coming up right away. I don't think that meansit isn't ever going to come up.

Mr. RAHALL. I was almost ready to compliment you and Mr.
Donohue for the first time in history of seeing eye to eye on an
issue. I detected not full compliments of him.

Ms. CLAYBROOK. I would say on the issue of hours of service, you
know that in the Bush administration they did propose raising the
hours of service above what they are today. That was supported by
the American Trucking Association. So I hope that this committee
will hold significant hearings on the issue of hours of service if it
intends to undertake any changes in that law. Mr. Donahue is
right that the law was enacted in 1937.

I would point out that it is one of the few occupations in America
that does not comply with the Fair Labor Standards Act of a 40-
hour workweek. And it is now closer to a 70-hour workweek, 8
days, 70 hours. What the proposal was was over a 100 hours in an
8-day period. We are extremely concerned about hours of service.

The National Transportation Safety Board that has looked at
this says fatigue is a factor in 40 percent of all fatal truck crashes.
When truck crashes occur, 98 percent of the people who are
harmed are car occupants. Not truck drivers. Neither one should
be harmed obviously. I just want to point out that the public pays
an enormous price for fatigue of truck drivers, and I believe that
the Teamsters agree with us on this issue as well because they are
the ones who are subject to these rules.

Mr. RAHALL. Thank you.
Mr. Brooks, let me turn to you. First of all, I compliment you as

head of the motor carriers section of the West Vi"rgnia Public Serv-
ice Commission on the excellent work that you do and your testi-
mony here today as well. You mentioned in your testimony that
MCSAP funds are allocated to the States based on a formula estab-
lished administratively. Do you think that this formula is fair and
accurate?

Mr. BRooKs. I think it is reasonably fair, yes. I would like to see
that basic amount stay there and any raise in that be tied toto a
performance based type program, and if they doa good job with it,
share it with the other States and fund some of these program.

Mr. RAHALL. I do not envision there being any controversy in re-
authorizing this program during ISTEA, but if there were, what
would you see as a repercussion if this program were not reauthor-
ized?

Mr. BRooKs. I would see the statistics that I quoted from my tes-
timony going back in the other direction slowly. For people who
have been out there in traffic for a long time, which I have, I saw
when the deregulation of the trucking Industry came about wheth-
er it is a good thing or a bad thing. I saw the equipment going
downhill very quickly because when they started cutting rates,
they had to let something go and safety was there.
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And we think that MCSAP and CVSA together turn that in the
other direction by performing a lot more vehicle inspections and
dedicating those inspections to different vehicles, to giving a decal
to the ones that pss so we don't inspect the same ones over and
over again.

Mr. RAHALL. Let me ask you one last question about the makeup
of the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance. Can you give us a little
detail of your membership and what numbers, for example?

Mr. BROOKS. All of the States are members. It varies from State
to State. Some have State police agencies, some have DOTs, some
public utility commissions and even other agencies involved. But
basically it is people who enforce commercial motor vehicle regula-
tions in the United States and we also have members of all the Ca-
nadian provinces. And I might add that we have just finished
training in the last year 260 Mexicans in their Federal Government
to do truck inspections. And they have asked us to-and that was
a partnership between CVSA and the MCSAP program to train
those inspectors and they have asked us to do more of that type
of training

I would have one further comment on the hours of service. Mr.
Donohue gave one side of that and I agree with that side. But on
the other hand, there is a different side of the coin there and I
think that side is even though equipment is better, rides easier,
handles better, air conditioning, there is also ten times as much
traffic. Which is more stressful, the traffic or the easy ride? I don't
know, but there is another side to the coin.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you. We'll be interested in exploring that and
a number of other issues as we go forward. I have just a few ques-
tions if I could have your indulgence.

Dr. Constantino, in your written testimony you referred to an 89
p ercent reduction of left turn accidents in Michigan due to intel-
ligence and transportation systems.

Could you explain how that works a little bit or what caused
that, what the secret is or whether it is cost effective and so on?

Dr. CONSTANTINO. Mr. Chairman, there is in Michigan and Oak-
land County, Michigan, outside of Detroit an intelligent transpor-
tation system deployed there. That system has been in operation
for about 2 years now, although they started building it about 4
years ago, and that has to do with making left turns and the driver
gets information and signals work such that they are not-they are
able to make left turns without running into any difficulties.

The last time I saw it was 2 years ago. There were very few sta-
tistics that have been gathered on that, but they keep continual
statistics on the intelligent system and what it is doing both in
terms of safety, congestion, efficiency and so forth. I am not able
to give you a more detailed answer.

Mr. PETRI. If it turns out on reflection or after this hearing if you
could supply us with some more background on that we would be
interested in that.

Dr. CONSTANTINO. Yes, I will do that.
Mr. PETRI. I think I had a question for Ms. Harsha. You men-

tioned the need for Federal incentives for States and safety grant
process. Could you explain or rather could you expand a bit on how
you believe incentives should be used in the safety grant process?
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Ms. HAaHA. Let me give you an example which I think is in our
written statement, and that is 402 Incentive Grant Program, which
is structured to give States additional money, is set up on a discre-
tionary competitive basis. States receive additional money beyond
their base 402 grant if they satisfy certain eligibility criteria. And
the program has been highly successful.

There are, I think, in fiscal 1995, 27 States were approved for
grants, and it is, in fact, so successful that there is not really
enough money in the grant program. One of the things we would
like to see in ISTEA is that program be authorized at a higher
level.

We think there also ought to be incentive grants for performance-
based incentive grants for traffic records. There could be incentive
for occupant protection and other areas like that to get the States
to do a little more than they are doing now. We think that ap-
proach has worked well.

I want to follow up on a comment that Joan made because I
agree with a lot of what she said about the speed limit. I think it
is unfortunate that the speed limit was repealed. In this time this
may be an opportunity for us to make lemonade out of lemons.

The repeal of the speed limit has heightened the public's aware-
ness of the whole issue of excessive speed, and I think that this is
the time to capitalize on that and reeducate the public about the
risks associated with excessive speed..Perhaps an agency like
NHTSA or the Federal Highway Adminstration should do a na-
tional campaign on that.

We would like to see them focus a lot more resources on that
issue and stop treating speed as the stepsister of highway safety.
There is considerably more research that needs to be done. There
are many unanswered questions and we think the Federal Govern-
ment could develop and promote speed enforcement technologies
and get those disseminated.I &ink the repeal of the speed limit is most unfortunate, but I
think there are a number of things that the Federal Government
could do and I would hope this committee would consider some of
those things when it discusses authorization.

Mr. PETnU. Thank you. That was the next thing I was going to
mention or question. I was going to ask a question or two of Ms.
Claybrook because a lot of us who are on this other side, I guess,
and supported giving some more discretion to the people you rep-
resent, the States, we trusted your employers thought they had
better judgment in some cases-at least in some respects than we.

We have been busy praying every Sunday and sometimes every
day that predictions that were made at that time there would be
a 20,000-a-year increase in highway fatalities due to this realiza-
tion would not be true and that this was a mistake that somehow
wouldn't come about. So we have been following the statistics pret-
ty closely then and it is really much too soon to tell. But I think
Ms. Claybrook would be very pleased to know that the California
Highway Patrol did report that fatalities due to unsafe speeds in
this period, December 17 to February 29 was up 4 percent from the
previous year, as you pointed out, but that if you look at the most
recent statistics and go from December 17, not to February 29, but
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to March 31st of this year, fatalities' due to unsafe speed were
down by 15 percent.

So If increase speed limit in California makes a difference, so
far it has been helping and our prayers are being answered, but
in any event, I would myself think it is probably too soon either
way for us to be leaping to conclusions either to be celebrating that
it doesn't have the dire consequences or to be lamenting because
it did. But I would agree with you that we do need to have better
information and try to get as best we can with people coming at
it with different predispositions and different biases. We can get at
least a factual base that we can agree on that will help us.

One big area I wanted you to address is that we have discon-
nected highway statistics. Some folks look at fatalities and say they
are going up. Others, as you point out, as Mr. Brooks pointed out,
there are a lot more vehicles on the road these days. Naturally, if
your exposure is increased you unfortunately may expect that there
will be some greater-if the number of vehicles goes up and the
number of miles driven goes up, there may be more rather than
fewer highway accidents. And a more valid way of looking at this
is to look at the number of facilities per mile traveled, which as we
know, because of technology and a variety of reasons has been
going down steadily since World War II and regardless of speed
limits. I wonderedtif u think that is a good yardstick or if there
is a better yardstick tat we can all-

Ms. CLAYBROOK. I would like to make one comment on the pre-
diction on 55, eliminating the national speed limit and one was
that I believe the National Highway Traffic Administration said
that increase in 6,000 deaths a year, I don't believe it was 20,000
deaths a year.

Mr. PETU. On the Senate Floor someone whispered 20,000. It
seemed a little high.

Ms. CLAYBROOK. We didn't predict that, but I do agree that high-
way statistics are very, very, very important for analysis and we
should certainly use them in every way that we can. I would say
that funding, Mr. Chairman, for the statistics gathering programs
at the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration are approxi-
mately 25 percent today of what they were when I left the govern-
ment in 1980. The amount in dollars is not a whole lot different,
but they have never been increased. So with inflation they have
dropped dramatically.

As a result, it is very difficult to look at the factors behind any
changes in the overall statistics. A key program at the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration is the NASS Program. It is
a ata-gatherng program on injuries. The other one is FAR, the
Fatal Accident Reporting system. FAR is much simpler because
there are records that go with every fatality, but the detail is fairly
skimpy. Whereas in the NASS program, there is quite a lot of de-
tail because there are accident investigation teams. Rather than
having 75 teams, the agency now has 24 or.25. So it is very hard
to do analysis of any new trend whether it is from speed lmit
changes or any other kind of changes one way or another.

So I would urge that this Committee may want to consider en-
larging that authorization, perhaps even putting some of the trust
fund money behind it because the appropriation has not been in-
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creased over these many years. We are also going to be asking the
Appropriations Committees to take a look at this, of course.

In terms of how you measure the highway changes, I think you
should look at it from the point of view of the population for
100,000 population. You should look at the point of view of vehicle
miles traveled and you should look at it in absolute numbers. I
agree that all three are very important.

Of course. The rate makes it more relevant to population growth
and increase in the number of vehicles and so on. And we certainly
use that and that number has come down dramatically over the
years, and I believe that the speed limit imposition in the 1970 was
a major factor in helping that number to come down. It has not
come down, though, in the last several years. And so it has really
stopped coming down and reducing and so that is a matter of some
concern to us.

The other factor in terms of truck crashes is that the rates are
very often difficult to figure out. The number of miles traveled by
trucks is not an easy one to figure out and we learned that in try-
ing to do an evaluation of antilock brakes. So that is the reason I
think particularly in truck statistics you need to look at all the sta-
tistics, not just the rate, which is the best estimate of the rate for
trucks.

Mr. PETu. Our statistics are a little different than that. They
show it is continuing to decline, going from fatal crash rate of 1.9
per-I am not quite sure what number of miles, but I am sure it
is constant, perhundred thousand miles.

Ms. CLAYBROOK. One hundred million miles of travel.
Mr. PETi. In 1989 to staying at 1.9 then going to 1.7 in 1991

and 1.6 in 1992 and 1993 and in 1994, 1.5. naturally, as it gets
smaller, the number might go down a little less fast, but in per-
centage terms the decline is--as it gets to zero it gets harder and
harder.

Ms. CLAYBROOK. I know it gets harder as it goes down. I realize
that.

Mr. PETiU. I have one last question of Mr. Brooks.
I had one last question of Mr. Brooks. If you would spend aminute with us talking about what new technologies are available

to improve the accuracy and timeliness of vehicleand driver in-
spections in the United States, new technologies for vehicle and
driver inspections. Is this an area that-

Mr. BROOKS. We have several items going. We have one item in
West Virginia we are working on, a brake machine which you run
the truck over and it measures the capacity of that brake, and it
will tell you things that you can't pick out by looking at it visually
because of the brake lining being on the inside of the brake drums
and so forth.

He have a transportation intelligence committee at CVSA relat-
ing to automatic brakes and several other ideas.

While I have a minute, I would like to correct a grave area when
Congressman.Rahall asked me the makeup of the CVSA. An impor-
tant part of it is working very well with industry. We have the
American Trucking Association, the American Bus Association, to
cover both sides of that issue today, and we also have a number
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of major truck companies and small trucking companies that
comprise our alliance.

Mr. Pm. I would like to thank all of you for coming to testify
for organizations you represent, and want you to know that, just
as the previous panels, we may or may not look at everything ex-
actly thesame and we may disagree, but regardless of that, your
contribution or your disagreement is very important to our country
as we work forward to try to come up with the best possible mix
of policies and funding formulas and transportation programs to
try to serve all of our citizens as best we can. So we appreciate
your taking the time and being with us and making your contribu-
tion to this process today.

Thank you.
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:00 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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Mr. Chaimn,Memberso the Sbua think you for this opportunity to present the views
of tM travel and tourism id omy the s ubriston of the deal highway program, bettw
known as thu lad m n odlm Sdfa 'Tmpa on Efciency Act of 1991. or LSTBA.

My name is Roger Bda md I an Vice imin and OsfOperig Officer of Alamno Rent A Cz.
Inc. Iamheretodaylas Chirnua.o( theTravel and Tourism Government Affairs Council. The
Council is coapised of dstya s eioml orpuy a reprentuig every segment of the travel and
tourism industry in the United Suas, alo with senior corporate executives from the industry.
Included among the Coumail's meubhs* amre presentatives of all modes of transportation.
acconaodatims, food services. travel saets tour operators, recreation facilities, attractions,
meetings and convention, and state and local travel and tourism officials. A list of the Council's
member'ishp 0 attached. The Comcil is an affiliate of the Travel Industry Association of Ameica,
whose 2300 n coasigamqim, u tit s andagencies from the entire travel industry
throughout the nation.

Importnce of Travel md TW rim

Mr. Chairmmn, nothing is mare critical to the continued viability and growth of our industry than a
safe, efficient and effective transportation infrastructure. In my testimony, I want to convey some
sense of the scope and kq~wtance of travel and tourism and why the reauthorization of ISTEA is so
critical.

In the United States, travel and tourimn m sctad an estimated $430 billion in expenditures in 1995 -
more than six percent of the GNP. FIkral, state and local governments collected $58 billion in taxes
and user fees from travekrs ht yew. It was once again the nation's leading export industry, earning
$77 billion in n u n from some 46 ndi iternational visitors while the 48 million Americans
traveling abroad spent only $55 billion - -creating a $22 billion balance of trade surplus in 1994. In
gross receipts, travel and tourism is the nation's third largest retail industry, behind only automobile
dealers and food stores. Travel and tourism's 6.2 million direct jobs rank it second only to health care
services. Another 5.3 million jobs ame supported by indirect and induced s es.

States and local coaiunities throughout the country derive significant benefits from the positive
econonc impact of travel and tourism, as evidenced by the fact that in thirty-four states, travel and
tourismrnks among the top thee sources of jobs. Growth in travel and tourism jobs over the last
ten years has ben more the douiaa the of the rest of the economy, and is forecast to grow in excess
of 30 percent over the next twelve yea. The travel and tourism industry has also been a major
source of jobs for minorities women and youth, in response to the requirements of an increasingly
diversified economy and labor force.

Contrary to popular pecptioms, the travel industry offers high levels of compensation for many
positions throughout its different sgnmts. Overall, it provides more than 650,000 executive jobs.
Corporate executives within tf hospitality segments of travel and tourism (lodging and restaurants)
earn significant salaries with amul sali for hotel general managers ranging from $37,000 to
$83,000. The transpoaion secton of the travel industry, including intercity and rural bus
transportation and airlines, rank among the highest paying sectors in the U.S. economy.
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It is at-eviklm d# do p w oft he tal midtoism industry to continue to grow and enera
highquaji s is cady l d to he mc ity of our nation's transportation n uct to
hcton efficient and eifoctively. TW and muriin depends on all des of bton, t
none mmne imnyoprtaft h oW aional highway system

Travel md torimsmojy suppt coordinate ntmxxal transportation networks because so
many trips am !% to involve flying and driving and perhaps rail and water travel. But safe and
modem highways wil rmin thex Ib o(our overaltransportation system. The inseparable link
between Amica's highways and byways and the traveler is demonstrated by the fact that 80% of
all travelocwred bym orremauton vehicle in 1995. This is a significant increase over the 73%
share auto travel had in 1985.

The volume of auto travel in the U.S. has increased dramatically as well. Them wer 933.5 million
person-trips taken in 1995, comared with 592.8 million in 1985. This amounts to a 57% increase
in just one decade

Not only am Aunicmu lasting the road on vacation in record numbers, but international visitors to
the United Stas ane tWqxt out across this great land in rental cars, recreational vehicles, and
on motor coaches as prt of group tours. Surveys show that most of these international visitors are
repeat guests n the U.S., and while they have enjoyed touring the larger "gateway" cities during
previous trips, they are anxious to we rural America and all the vast open spaces in our nation's
heartland. This means many mor in-rational guests will be out driving the interstates and
secondary roads and will place even greaer demands on the surface transportation system.

It was the lauch*ngof the nation's interstate system of roads some forty years ago that provided
travelers the opportunity to travel long distance s in a safe and efficient manner. And while the
movement of goods and Wvrsseries the road system is inprtant, so too is the movement of
people driving their own cars to see families during holidays or taking vacations, or the
bsinespero taking to the road in a rental car to done a deal or attend a meeting. Americans and
international visitor traveling on the road by car, bus and RV is big business.

Naton's Rons mmd DridamI- Trm

Despite the ritual im ofthi station's system of highways and other roads, we have allowed
our surface anspor nftructure to deteriorate dangerously during recent years. Here are
some facts and figures from the Department of Transportation's report to Congress entitled, "1995
Staus of te Naio's Swiace fTrangorionl System: Conditions and Performance":

0 Even with soam recet kqovement, 24% of Interstate bridges and 28% of bridges on oth7
artrals and coecMamustructMually or functionally deficient.

Paveen t conditions in 1993 showed that 26% of highway miles were in poor or mediocre
condition, and mom than half was rated no better than fair.
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$16 billion Awn odf wa i s nddjumto mabak1994 coadltln

We undesutand that this Subcosu esis AMy sw-a these sab and bas long led the fA&ltin
Qua,. ssto build anaissiour nadol lhway sybua. We aozund all of you for yaw bard-
Auglt efn M w O heQuncl led tho travel and tourism lndhasy's suport o( HA M42,as partof lbs
broader coalition known as ib Alliance For Tru h In1TrnspoM idio aBudgeting. We applaud

uIthers Of t I ucoules. adlindeed alme mnbrsof lft House Thanportation and
--- ta cunkrie, kI te oq, eaIt ip I cuhlnmtd in passapeof Hi.842

jos a fw weeks Wo 11ftrfalmud ind ustrxhy will bs fightingnow in the Senate for passage
of S. 729. withfthe ops dtatwe can resai fthe"trost" to dbtusnfunds, and provide criitially
needed funding foir America's tunso-atam H VbAsta Pw

Mwe 1700 delegates at last October's White Houss Cooterenee on Travel and Tourism recognized
the critical role played by a roperly-fuuadod al nainsiad national highway system, and nads

infastuctredeveloptrent a top priority for the industry. fMeeandustry leaders were
acwldgngthe obvious. .. t ntIaquting people be k &whbuiness or pleasure, bsat the heart

of what we do, and poorly nnintsined highways and bxid= sthratn the travel industry and the
thusuands; of conm-uanities whose econonc livelihooddens on business and leisure travelers.

R -eun muintl m om bsTrawl nad TeuleI.i ayh

For travel and tourism to continue growing and creating hundreds of thousands of new jobs in
communities awossthe countryfthedto's trasportation imasrc ure ehoproperly
naintained and indeed improved. In (am besides saving ascrrdr to carr travelers from one
datiurion to another, Ameica's roads caolohm be travel destinations in and of themselves. Many
of America's fmnuaus roads offet~jsi vimw of natral beauty, or pass through area with rich
historic or cultural importance

TMe travel and touriism inustry was gratfied whe nu es= enacted ITE in 1991. That historic
first post-inteat igway bil was a bodadnrk for travel and touism as it eplicitly gave

unrecedented recognition to this industry and provided a nunther of,"opportui nities for travel and
tuimm to have its views considered in do foaldation of saicetransIpotin policy at all levels
of governmnent.Programs such as aenic byways and transprtatio ienhancmentsand fth
P jukuPn-Pa--do tSoate alozpaandP jCM r raIM - consier ftheneeds of "recreational travel
aud tourwv%" demnsate fthe neabie kbap betnte al industy and fthenations surfme

tasotton system.

The following are our P-rn 'P - aos;uCongressbegins to consierrautoiztOf b
Inemoda Surface TransportatinEfficiency Act (ISTHA).

(1) lbs trawland Sowinm ndmk7 supports atnmima' h xsigFedmal surfac
On aupmI den pn~rw~kinc hghhWayM bddIft and publitram"lL0
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The erial veurm m n u on eo a nJor role to the shaping o this na t i's surface
a atp 6n Lan yw's pamp o historic Nadonal Highway System (NHS)
nwuss swell do vim tdo Federalgvermnment has in maintaining a tuly national system of

roadwaysto cs shf t wmet foods, svices and people traveling for business or pleuim
Federal mdersip and &n support hold cotonue to be dirtred towards enhance t
capacity and safety ofrood and ridois whch ama t national or inrgonalS ignicance.

Also, wMm tshves sm irh f nda eshd ton in larger metropolitan areas, they often rely on local
tansit systems to visit vaios sig s and atuacdoos. For that reason, we believe the Federal
oveun should acondot assin stae and local governments with public rasit. Our nation's

capl city serves ma a n t examfde f how inemoda local transit can assis n m ordn
turs and busmine travelers ina safe ad efficient manner.

(2) lbw Fef l Smmk yw o prmn b gp.mrede SIMA In 91 should be onnued.

Tie Scenic Byways oaD provides modm amounts of Federal seed money - -$60 million over
4 years - - that allows local -rruns to use scenic or historic roadways to attract visitors and
develop new economic o sites. These newly-developed destinations are often in rural areas
where mining. cure or timb harvesting no longer provide sufficient employment.

Driving for pleamdi a isoeing uu at d otop of America's favor leisure-time pursuits, and
byways offer outstanding oppatuoitis for Amricana to enjoy this favorite putime. Besides the
positive economic imuc Scic Byways can have on communities, becomia g a visitor destination
via the Byway abso ura~ c local cities to preserve the natural beauty of their areas, and assists
in the psetvao and i-n srpMio of local history and culure

Thist-wo es, the Distrit of Colmubia and Puerto Rico have active scenic byways programs in
place ad sS additoml sa plan to launch scenic byways programs in the near future. Through
the Scenic Byways program, do Federal government partners with state nd local government

ances, s as private sector cones involved in tourism and recreation. It also serves as a
Sconncting dose in truqo1tataon, sun and recreation with the environmental community,

and encourages pdt pkg rdwough the use of corridor management plans, which are designed
by localgrassrootsrgaiaonos

One problem with the Sce Byways program that Congress must address is the " minum
allocao" formula, which has theunintended effect of creating a disincentive for so-called "donor
states" to apply for maic byways grants. We believe legislative language could be draftkd that
would resolve this maerad encourage more states to apply for Scetic Byways grants.

This fig the Deparment of Transpotadon will be announcing those byways that will be designated
as tion S ic Byways"or"All Ameican Roads." Again, this is an exciting, inexpensive way
for the FFdueral omm so miassie in rural economic development and scenic, historic n culuW



(3) Th w hu b*) inPa8 - -eaaof d lb1s l 0.put lemml ma
ofm wURAkmeMkamm... 60 lrWM uokm and rmoiearwofsMe

viq --- 11 - 19 be h l l adbfo rrm phrtat , .ms-

The Thanoaoactio m of ISTrA charnels a smil portion of transpotatin
fxunin for programdoht preserve historic WNW gs bukawks and eighbodioods, allows for

dnd W d c € besatifialom, and helps lto couract sore of th adverse impact highways
ad ndds w ine bvit have on ltes. rv ne ihborods and landnmks serves an0;oo econo pursc nwgpo s me wel we th mfitrs help to ate and prmm snc and historic
shm fkwvkiors m dmomd as a catalystforhcreationof ti sandsof now jobs in Wwns andcities
aD aoes Amica.

Concerning our proposed change. this is ot a request for additional money for transportation
eando h ultimm dedisio as w which projects would receive funding would still rt
wth the states. It Pno-rmosonasbiewevr, to provide spport to information centers, which play
a signficant rol aminfonring ad directingtravelers about those u.nic and historic sites, scenic
byways, historic preservation another pro" ohrwie funded by ISTEA.

In conclusion, the travel and tourism indusuy supports awlendorses ISTEA, or whatever its new
name and aronym will be., with little substantive dialg. The bulk of tFederal money has been
and should continue to be spent on h4gway an bridp construction, marine and safety
program. We belim t Federal government mus continue to play a strong lead role if this nation
is to mueAnin a national highway sysem tha is unifm in design with the hihest safety stadads,
and enab- s millims of travelers to rea hde destinations safely aWIefficiently.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Harry Blunt. I an the President of Concord Coach

Lines, Inc., of Concord, New Hampshire. I also serve as the Vice

Chairman of the Board of Directors for the American Bus Association

(ABA), and I am here today to present ABA's views on

reauthorization of the federal aid highway, mass transit, and

highway safety programs that are currently funded through the

Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA).

ABA is the national trade association of the intercity bus

industry. We have about 3,000 members, some 700 of whom are bus

operators. They offer a variety of bus services:

* regular route intercity service between fixed points on
set schedules;

* charter service, where a group of passengers (such as a
church or organization) purchases all of the seats on a
bus for exclusive use on a particular trip;

* tour service, which usually includes stops for
sightseeing and recreational purposes;

* commuter bus services, generally from the suburbs into



urban areas; and

* special operations, which is scheduled service to enhance
public transportation systems (such as bus service from
a city to an airport), or say be connected with a special
event or attraction at the destination.

The rest of ABA** members include representatives of the

travel and tourism industry, and the manufacturers and suppliers of

products and services used by the bus industry.

Intercity bus service is the primary system of low cost

intercity public passenger transportation in this country. In

rural areas, bus service is virtually the only transportation

network available to the public. Yet public policy as set out in

the federal-aid highway and mass transit programs over the years

has not reflected the overriding Importance of the bus industry in

passenger transportation, and in fact, has discouraged low cost bus

transportation in favor of higher cost alternatives. This must

change; Congress must give the intercity bus industry a more

central role in providing essential intercity public

transportation.

Before I focus particularly on the more specific intercity bus

industry thoughts and needs, Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment

on several issues of the federal aid highway program.

Recently, the FHWA reported that the US needs to invest $20

billion more each year just to maintain current road and bridge

conditions. Since the connectivity and conditions of the

designated National Highway System roads are so vital to the

provision of intercity bus service, we strongly support efforts to

-2-
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increase federal highway funding. At the same time, ye strongly

oppose efforts to turn the federal highway system back to the

states. We believe that the states and the federal government now

have a partnership which is the only way to insure a federal

highway system that offers the connectivity essential to the free

flow of people and freight throughout the country.

Several salient statistics underscore the obvious importance

of bus travel in the national transportation network when compared

to transportation by Amtrak or commercial airlines, its two modal

competitors for intercity public transportation of passengers.

Intercity buses serve many more points than either Amtrak or

airlines. Table 1 shows, on a state by state basis, the number of

communities served by the intercity bus industry as compared with

Amtrak and commercial airlines. In every state, the bus industry

serves many more cities and towns than the competing modes. In my

home state of New Hampshire, for instance, Amtrak serves one point

and the airlines serve three points, while the bus industry serves

33 communities with scheduled service. In your home state of

Wisconsin, Mr. Chairman, Amtrak serves nine points, the airlines

serve 12 points, and the bus industry serves 94 communities with

daily service.

Cumulatively, Amtrak serves 488 communities, the airlines

serve 758 communities, and the intercity bus industry serves 4,274

-3-



omaanities on a daily basis with scheduled regular route service I

(This bus figure does not include *flag stops,' at which a

passenger may flag down a bus to stop for embarking passengers even

though no stop is scheduled at that point.)

Zntercity bus service, is much noe frequent than Antralt or

airline service. Generally, buses not only serve more points than

their competitors, but where the modes do compete the bus service

is such more frequent than either Amtrak or airline service. For

example, on the Nilvaukee to Chicago route, Amtrak offers six daily

departures, and the airlines combined offer 23 daily flights. The

bus industry, in marked contrast, offers 65 daily departures. This

discrepancy is not unique to the Milwaukee-Chicago market. Other

city pairs provide similar frequency comparisons by mode. Buses

almost always have the most frequent service.

Zntercity bus service is the most affordable transportation.

Bus service is also generally less expensive than Amtrak or the

airlines. ven with discount fares, Amtrak and the airlines cannot

compete on price with intercity bus service, which remains the most

economical method of transportation. For example, on the Milwaukee

to Chicago route, United Airlines quotes a regular one-way fare of

$219.00, and American Airlines has a one-way fare of $156.55.

1 Sources: Amtrak Schedule, Official Airlines Guide for
North America, and Russell's Guide.

-4-
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Antrak's regular one-way fare is $25.00, while Greyhound's regular

one-way fare is $12.00.

Low cost service is why buses are the mode of choice for the

elderly, students, members of the military, and those at the lower

end of the income spectrum. Greyhound Lines, Inc. has discovered

through surveys that some 44% of its passengers have annual incomes

of less than $15,000.

In other words, buses are the only mods that take you where

you want to go, when you want to go, and at a price you can afford.

Notwithstanding the essential nature q; the bus industry

compared to other modes, and the fact that buses carry the old, the

young, the poor, and those in rural.America, federal transportation

programs have ignored the bus industry while heavily subsidizing

our competitors. The bus industry receives no direct operating

subsidies, and very little federal support of any kind.

Robert R. Nathan Associates Inc. has conducted an exhaustive

study of the total federal subsidies, net of user fees, received by

each passenger transportation mode from 1960 through 1993.2 This

study aggregated outlays from federal funds and trust funds for

each major passenger transportation system -- air, highway,

intercity rail, and mass transit, according to the cost

2 The Imoact of Hiaher Motor Fuel Taxes on the Intercity

Bus Industry, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Arlington, Va. (July
1995). This was an update of an earlier work, Federal Subsidies
for Passenaer Transportation. 1960-1988: Winners. Losers. and
Implications for the Future, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc.,
Arlington, Va. (1989).
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responsibility of each mode. Zn addition, the study attributed

receipts into the Airport and Airways Trust Fund and the Highway

Trust Fund paid by airlines and the bus industry, respectively, and

into the general fund by a1l modes. Subsidies were then measured

by subtracting the allocated receipts from the allocated federal

outlays for each mode.

The results are striking. As shown in Figure 1, from 1960 to

1993, measured in constant 1993 dollars, mass transit has received

a net subsidy of $91.2 billion, aviation has received a net subsidy

of $104.5 billion,3 and Amtrak has received a net subsidy of $24.6

billion. The intercity bus industry, in marked contrast, from 1960

through 1993 received a net subsidy of only $600 million. While

Amtrak and the commercial airlines combined received more than $79

billion in net subsidies from the federal government, the bus

industry received less than one percent of that amount. Yet the

bus industry is expected to compete on an equal footing with air

and rail transportation.

The disparity in federal subsidies by mode is even more

outrageous when viewed per passenger trip. Figure 2 shows that

commercial airline passengers have received a net subsidy of $6.38

per trip, mass transit passengers have received a net subsidy of

$0.33 per trip, Amtrak passengers received a net subsidy of $54.88

per trip, and intercity bus passengers received a net subsidy of

3 Of this total, $52.3 billion of the net subsidy went to
commercial air carriers and $52.2 billion of the subsidy went to
general aviation.
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five cento per trip. bus passengers got a nickel from the federal

government while Amtrak passengers get $54.88 from the federal

government for every trip they take.

This is public policy at its vorst. The federal government

should not pick and choose winners in the passenger transportation

industry any ore than it should determine winners and losers in

any other markets. Yet by heavily subsidizing Amtrak and

commercial airline passengers, but not bus passengers, federal

policy has created an atmosphere so financially skewed that bus

operators find it extremely difficult to compete effectively with

other modes.

Reauthorization of ISTEA presents an opportunity to level the

playing field for passenger transportation. ISTEA as enacted in

1991 began this process. The intercity bus industry made

considerable gains as a result of that legislation, but they

represent only a start.

Intercity Transportation Centers

The intercity bus industry's greatest need, and the most

promising area for public policy successes, is the continued

development and funding of intercity transportation centers. ISTEA

contains several provisions that allow states to fund intercity

transportation centers. Section 133 of title 23, United States

Code, permits states to obligate funds apportioned under the

Surface Transportation Program for capital costs for "publicly

-7-
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owne intracity or intercity bus terminals or facilities.

Additionally, section 134 of title 23 directs metropolitan planning

organizations to develop plans and programs to provide for

facilities that viii function as an "intermodal transportation

system' for the state.

There have been some success stories as a result of these

provisions. South Station in Boston shove the promise of becoming

a highly efficient intermodal transportation facility. The station

serves Amtrak as well as my bus company, Concord Trailvays, along

vith several other bus companies including Greyhound Lines, Peter

Pan Trailvays, Bonanza Bus Lines, and Plymouth & Brockton Street

Railway Company. The bus portion of the terminal opened on

November 1, 1995, and the bus carriers now provide connecting

service to the Amtrak schedules, and vice versa. In addition,

there is a subway stop on the NBTA line at the station, and the

station is also a terminal for intracity transit buses.

When the Central Artery project in Boston is completed, there

will also be a direct shuttle bus service from South Station to

Logan Airport, using a new tunnel under Boston Harbor.

At present, the South Station is a tremendous improvement over

the prior connections. Previously, bus carriers had to park

vehicles and discharge passengers across the street from the train

station. When the South Station is completed, bus passengers will

be carried on a people mover to the train portion of the station,

for easier connections without going out into the elements.

- 8 -
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South Station in also a success because of the federal-state

partnership that funded and developed the project. In addition.

the fact that the station is operated by the Massachusetts Bay

Transportation Authority eliminates the competitive concerns about

terminal access and rent that plague carrier-owned and operated

stations where competitors rent space and services from other

carriers. Multi-purpose stations, with access for all modes, in a

favorable location close to highway, rail and air connections, are

the best possible method of achieving the goal to facilitate

seamless intermodal passenger transportation as set out in ISTEA.

These facilities are win-win-win scenarios. The public sector

wins because the carriers pay rent to fund the capital investment

necessary to build the structures. The private sector wins because

the carriers do not need to generate the substantial amounts of

construction capital. And the passengers win because they benefit

from improved service and streamlined connections.

The only problem with South Station is that there are not more

examples of this facility built as a result of ISTEA funding and

directives. ABA believes that Congress should do more in this

reauthorizing legislation to encourage, or even mandate, that a

portion of state funds allocated under the Surface Transportation

Program and other programs be used to construct, maintain and

operate intercity passenger facilities. The metropolitan planning

organizations need some incentives or directives to include

-9-
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intercity facilities in their plans, and Congress should plainly

provide that federal funds are to be used for such projects.

Moreover, federal funds should be available for privately

owned and operated terminals as long as the operator grants access

to all carriers, whether or not competitors, without

discrimination, as allowed by space constraints.

Metropolitan Planning Organisations

ABA supports the directive in ISTEA for metropolitan planning

organizations (MPOs) to establish long and short range plans and

programs for using federal, state and local funds to further the

transportation policy objectives of ISTEA. ABA believes that state

and local governments should coordinate their transportation

infrastructure programs, using federal funds, pursuant to

guidelines established by the federal government.

But the current MPO planning process in most areas is too

cumbersome, bureaucratic and time consuming to allow the typical

bus company to participate in any meaningful way. Bus carriers are

usually small, family owned and operated businesses. We do not

have armies of engineers and economists at our disposal, and we

cannot afford to spend countless hours in meetings and planning

sessions to discuss traffic congestion and highway designs. We

need a faster and more streamlined approach to planning, one that

provides for and encourages public and private sector

participation, and generates results in years, not decades.

- 10 -
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"e*tion is(1) zatezeity as tu-sietaio numilag

Section 18(1) of the Federal Transit Act, which was added in

ZSTEA, directs states to spend 15 percent of their rural transit

funds each year for "development and support of intercity bus

transportation.* A state need not spend these funds on bus

transportation, however, if the Governor certifies to the Secretary

of Transportation for a fiscal year that *the intercity bus service

needs of the State are being adequately net."

ABA does not believe that there are any states in which there

are no unmet intercity bus service needs. Nevertheless, in the

first few years under ISTEA many states routinely certified that

there were no unmet intercity bus service needs, and therefore

avoided using the section 18(i) funds for intercity bus purposes.

ABA member companies have begun an educational process in many

states to discuss their rural transportation ideas, and the results

are encouraging.

In Texas, for example, the Governor certified for several

years that there were no unmet intercity bus service needs, even

though Texas has one of the largest populations of rural, less

affluent bus passengers in the country. About a year ago,

Kerrville Bus Company in errville, Texas began meeting with the

Texas Department of Transportation to explore ways to use the

section 18(1) funds as Congress intended. As a result of those

meetings, three new bus terminals are either operating or under

construction in rural areas.

- 11 -
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The Brasos Valley Transit Authority used a section s1(1) grant

to purchase a property and building in Loufin, Texas and converted

it into a mbinaion transit and intercity bus terminal.

Similarly, the City of Del Rio, Texas used state funds under

section 18(1) to construct an internodal terminal which includes

Amtrak. The City of Fredricksburg, Texas is also using section

18(1) funds to build a combination terminal, and Xerrville Bus

Company is contributing capital towards the construction costs. Of

course, Kerrville will also pay rent to use those facilities, and

the bus passengers in rural Texas have three new terminals for

intercity service.

AMAstrongly supports continuation of the section 19(1) set

aside program in the reauthorization legislation. Without a

specific set aside, intercity bus carriers in many states will not

be able to defeat competing interests for these funds, and the

needs of rural passenger transportation !'ill not be met.

Commercial Motor Vehicle Definition for Passenger Vehicles

In the ICC Termination Act of 1995, Congress amended the

definition of a commercial motor vehicle for passenger

transportation, codified at 49 U.S.C. S 31132, to include all

vehicles designed or used to transport passengers for compensation,

but excluding vehicles providing taxicab service and having a

capacity of not more than 6 passengers, and not operated on a

regular route or between specified places.
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The Federal nighvay Administration has done nothing to date to

implement this provision, however, although it became effective on

January 1, 1996. At the very least, IM should require these for-

hire bus companies to register as carriers and have the minimum

amounts of liability insurance as set forth in 49 C.F.R. Part 387.

ABA's inquiries to IRWA about implementation of this section have

not proved fruitful.

Back in 1992, immediately after enactment of ISTRA,, IWA

responded to ABA's request for a notice to its field offices on

enforcement of a new 45-foot bus length limit. ITHA had the

desired notice to the field offices within three weeks after

enactment. Now, however, MA is unable to respond to ABA's

enforcement concerns some four months after the ICC Termination Act

went into effect. FWA needs to develop a program for imposing the

insurance requirements, and all of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Regulations, on all for-hire bus carriers as soon as possible to

protect the public and to carry out the directives of Congress.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes ABA 's overview of the role of the

intercity bus industry in the nation's transportation system. We

appreciate the opportunity to participate at this stage of your

deliberations. As the process continues, we will work with you,

other members and staff of the committee and try to be of as much

assistance as possible.
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NUm3U or coMMwuKnin SERVED,
BY AME, BY STATE

"m

staf - dariy Amtrak Courbib l

Alabama 110 13 9

Alaska rnA 0 236

Ariod 77 8 1s

Arkmnsa 826 9

California 277 38 32

Colorado 80 12 15

Conecticu.t 25 6 5

Delawane 16 2 0

Florida 131 31 22

Georgia 111 13 10

Hawaii /A 0 12

Idaho 47 9 6

Illinois 65 32 19

Indiana 64 9 9

10*8 44 6 10

Kansa 88 7 11

Kentucky 32 2 4

LOuisan 107 10 7

Maine 34 0 8

Maryland 27 4 4

Massasett 77 9 7

Michigan 137 116 20

Minnesota 141 6 15

Mississipp 9 14 9

Missouri 77 11 9

Montan 90 16 14

Nebraska 38 5 11

Nevada 42 7 6

Nwt ehic 33 1 3

New Jersy 901 4 14

Table I
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NNUM OF COMM4UNrMD SIR VFD,
BY MODE, BY STATE,

19%

insreky D&W Anmk
Comnmercal
Airline

Sources: Russel's Guide, 1996
Amtrak Summer Schedule, 1996
Official Airline Guide, Noath American ed., May 1.,1996

II& WW bl l~nhd two alipoft =wv dw ohsDW iof Columbia.

Now Mexico 76 8 12

New York 361 27 24

North Caroina 121 17 13

NorthDakota 47 7 1S

Ohio 58 10 8

Oklahom 71 0 5

Oregon 116 12 7

Pennylmaia 234 9 17

Rhode Wn 5 1 3

South Carolina 53 11 6

South Dakota 41 0 9

Tennessee 60 3 6

Texas 440 21 28

Utah 30 6 7

Vermont 50 9 2

Virginia 73 16 7

Washington 57 19 23

won Virgir1&16 0 8

Wisconsin 94 8 12

Wyoming 30 7 10

TOTAL 149274 1488 1758
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Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Bob Brooks. I

currently serve as President of the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA). I

am employed by the West Virginia Public Service Commission as Manager of the

Motor Carrier Section.

CVSA is an association of state, provincial, and federal officials responsible for

the administration and enforcement of motor carrier safety laws in the United

States, Canada and Mexico. Our membership includes all 50 states, the District

of Columbia, all of the 12 Canadian provinces and territories, the country of

Mexico, the U. S. Territories of Guam and Samoa, and the U.S. Possession of the

Northern Marianas. Our member jurisdictions are represented by various

Departments of Transportation, Public Utility and Service commissions, State

Police, Highway Patrols and Ministries of Transport. CVSA cooperates with the

Office of Motor Carriers in the Federal Highway Administration, the Resoarch and

Special Programs Administration of the Department of Transportation, and the

Department of Energy. In addition, we have over 250 associate members who are

committed to helping the Alliance achieve its goals. These associate members
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include truck and bus companies, industry associations, insurance companies,

manufacturers, research organizations, commercial vehicle drivers, and

individuals dedicated to highway safety. The Alliance is a not-for-profflt

organization, established to promote uniformity and reciprocity in motor carrier

safety inspection and enforcement.

Mr. Chairman, the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP) is one

that has worked well over the years. It should be reauthorized since It has

improved commercial vehicle highway safety. We have learned much since the

program was first created and we have some ideas for improvement in the

program which in large part have to do with how the FHWA manages the

program. We are also concerned about possible new FHWA restrictions on state

participation in CVSA. This appears to be a greater centralization of power within

a federal agency and in our opinion would be a stop In the wrong direction. But

as I understand it, ve will be invited back to discuss details about changes in the

program with you at another hearing. Today. I want to talk about the success of

the program as it has developed to date. In doing that, I want to emphasize the

critical role that CVSA has played in the successful implementation of MCSAP.

The overall history of traffic safety has been that progress comes in small

increments as opposed to a big leap. We think the history of CVSA and MCSAP

is an exception to this history.

As you know, MCSAP was created by Congress in 1983 as part of the Surface

Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 to improve motor carrier safety and reduce
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motor carer accidents on the nation's roads and highways. The specific

objective of MCSAP as identified in that legislation was "to reduce the number

and seventy of accidents and hazardous materials incidents involving commercial

motor vehicles by substantially increasing the level and effectiveness of

enforcement activity and the likelihood that safety defects, driver deficiencies and

unsafe carrier practices will be detected and corrected."

FHWA through the Office of Motor Carriers provides matching annual grants to

States to enforce the Federal Motor Safety and Hazardous Materials Regulations

or compatible State regulations pertaining to CMV safety pertaining to Commercial

Motor Vehicle Safety. In fiscal year 1996, the program was funded at $77.2

million.

States and eligible territories have used these grants for conducting driver and

vehicle roadside inspections and performing motor carrier compliance reviews to

determine levels of compliance with safety and hazardous materials regulations.

With MCSAP, the States through CVSA have developed a comprehensive,

coordinated national program of uniform compliance and enforcement of motor

carrier safety regulations in order to reduce the number and severity of

commercial motor carrier accidents and hazardous materials incidents. I

emphasize the CVSA role, because prior to our existence, the states were merely

told by the Federal representatives what to do, and the states had little if anything

to say in the matter.
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Most MCSAP funds ar allocated using an administrative formula established

by regulation Basic and Sup (Traffic Enforcement and H/M Training)

grants. A State must qualify for the basic grant in order to be eligible for

supplemental funds. The formula factors are: (1) road mileage (all highways); (2)

vehicle miles traveled (all vehicles); (3) number of commercial vehicles over

10,000 pounds; (4) special fuel consumption; and (5) population. These factors

are updated annually.

Basic grant funds are used to perform driver/ehicle roadside inspections,

Compliance Reviews, size and weight enforcement, controlled substance

detection, and CDL enforcement of licensing requirements.

The primary groups involved in carrying out the program are FHWA (OMC),

state agencies responsible for administering the program, the motor carrier

industry, and CVSA as the organization which brings all of the state agencies

together along with industry to implement the program as well as to work on many

projects above and beyond MCSAP involving uniformity and reciprocity of

commercial vehicle safety enforcement.

The basic cooperation among all of these parties has been instrumental in the

success of MCSAP, particularly among the state jurisdictions which have

organized together under the CVSA banner. Additional successes can be

attributed to the cooperative attitude between CVSA and the bus and truck

industry.
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It is important to recognize that CVSA, especially through its conferences and

workshops, serves as a major focal point for bringing together key state, provincial

and federal enforcement officials with representatives of the tuck and bus

industry in a one-of-a-kind problem solving interchange. The Alliance is the only

organization that performs this role. Were it not for our efforts to organize such

meetings, the states and provinces (while Canada does not have a MCSAP

program as such, in practice they carry out most of the program elements in a

manner similar to the U.S.. so participation in CVSA is important to them) would

be left on their own to try and implement the MCSAP program, thus jeopardizing

uniformity, reciprocity, and compatibility of inspection and enforcement efforts,

and making it more expensive for them to do so in a far less effective manner.

This would also leave the states primarily at the mercy of only federal direction

rather than as active participants in a constructive federal/state partnership.

CVSA through its partnerships has significantly contributed to the success of

MCSAP and a reduction of motor carrier accidents through the following key

accomplishments:

--the North American Standard Roadside Inspection Procedure

-the North American Uniform Out-of-Service Criteria

-Out-of-Service and other defect repair verification procedures

-Complaint control procedures

-Uniform Maximum Fine Schedule

-Inspector training, certification and recertiication practices and procedures
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-Safety information and data systems.

These have been adopted on a uniform and reciprocal basis by all

states/provinces including the District of Columbia, the U.S. Territories of Guam

and Samoa as well as the U.S. Possession of the Northern Marianas and the

country of Mexico.

Imagine trying to conduct over 2 million annual truck inspections which our

members now conduct without uniform procedures and criteria and with few if any

enforcement agencies cooperating with their neighbors. Imagine the burden on

the truck!bus industry in terms of multiple, redundant and inconsistent

inspections/enforcement if a state or province did not recognize the CVSA decal

which signifies a successfully completed inspection.

In 1983, when MCSAP was first established, only twelve states had a truck

safety program that met the eligible criteria for the 80/20 matching funds. Today

every state has at least a basic truck safety program and 32 states have gone well

beyond that to establish a comprehensive commercial vehicle safety program. For

example, California contributes 90% of its own funds, Virginia 80 %, Michigan

75%, and Oregon 60%. Many other states exceed the 20% in their contribution.

Mr. Chairman, here we have a federal program that while it maintains a basic

and necessary level of truck safety in all states, has also served as an incentive for

many states to expand and do even more. While federal funding for MCSAP has

increased over the years, state funding has Increased even more. We think this is
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truly a shining example of good government the way it ought to be. CVSA has

played a key role in this truck safety program enhancement by the states.

Statistics complied by FHWA and NHTSA show a steady decline in fatal truck

crashes from 1985 to 1994. The rate of fatal crashes per 100 million vehicle miles

of travel dropped from 3.85 to 2.55 in this period, a decline of 33.8%. With

respect to the overall truck crash rate, statistics are available from the period of

1988 to 1994 and show a decline of 12.7% (from 2.71 to 2.60).

Individual state examples also highlight the success of the program very

clearly. Nebraska, for example, started its truck safety inspection program in

1987. In that year, the Nebraska State Patrol conducted 1490 truck inspections

and the OOS rate was as high as 55%. In 1995, the state conducted 22,476

inspections and the OOS rate dropped to 31%. More Importantly. Nebraska's

truck accident rate was reduced by 51% from 1989 to 1995. Fatalities were cut by

60% and injuries by 58%.

In conclusion. I hope I have made the case that MCSAP is a program that

should be reauthorized. Truck traffic will increase in the coming years. The

problem of congestion will remain if not grow worse. All of us will have to work

even harder to maintain and improve highway safety. The MCSAP program is

absolutely necessary in order that we can meet that challenge. CVSA stands

ready to do its part.

Thank you for inviting us to testify today.
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Good Afternon. My name is Joan Claybrook. Im President of Public Ciizen ad will be
esiving today on behel of Advocates fbr HqOm y and Auto Safety (Advocat) where I

currently sav on the Board of Ditors and am Program Co-chair. Advocates is a coalition
of cosme, health, aft y law eorcea ai imrameCompanies, aizaton id gn
wasting together to squo theoadoptio of laws and programs to reduce deatf ad ipries on
our highways. Mr. Michel F. Dilm VicesPresident of Kemper National Insurance
Companies, is accm a me today. KeMe National Irmsuance Companies is one of
Advocas' founding board m1P. Both Kemper, and in particular, Mike Dineen. have a
longstanding Commitmeto hig a afty andIm plu wtoap r with Mike today before
the Committee.

Th aibjea of today's haring - "s t a need far federal role in higb wy safety?" - is of
great 2 to me become I bed dh hem of directing the federal govern centss highway safety
prorams whn Iserved A ilstor of d Nationl Highway Tmf Safety Adminiratiom
from 1977 to 1961. In bre, Mr. Caiman s odhe members of d Suommiee, the
answer to this quesdoti is a resmmdng YES'. I will address h ned for a sroog and
utin federal role in highway afe t by e n mise i : t he p . care camosts

of motor vehick deaths and bmriesd, economic costs to business of nxos vehick cralms,
and he nadona imperative of educi g ca es to improve ft quality ansanctity of life for
all Americans.

We need only to look at the dama done to higSway safety program in the name of 'tatm
rigts' in last year's National Hiway System Designatio Act (NHS) to ilusftera dramaticaly
the necessary lifesaving and ecoomic: imperative of maintaining federal leadership when
atckin a onl public healthirdi taproduces more M 41,000 Jeafth and5million

vuriery single year.

Since NHS was signed into law ls November23 states have mid speed limits and more t
12 stt are omdering, or have cW d, lgisltn Inc si speed limits. Stae ow
have speed lim as high as 75 mpk many se have speed lim of 65 and 70 mph & ow
st.ae, Montana. hs no daytime speed limit at all. Te prelimina reyslt a e begiming to coam
in. It's bednms,ad it cm amw surprise odohighway sftComnunity. In the Rt
eleven weks of high de - imiM , Califona already has experienced a 17% ncraie tn
fataities on the sMIes moe traveled reds. Fatal car ca s had been declining in Califomia
since 1987.

750 FIrbsmNE 8uois Wamd oDC2M Te1: 2 -IO1711 Far.2 40-M9
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When ame were perm ed ia 1967 so bnase speed limits to65 mph on rural interuaes.
faallies increased by as much as 30% on duem highways. Terecent news out of Californ
demomratus a roubln tread t safety advocaus and the U.S. Department of Transportation
anticipated. Congress can repeal de Natins Maimm. Speed Lmit but Congress cam repeal
the law of physim Whe spads So up. th lkelihood and severity of crashes increases, and
moredeaahsand seriosuri m the rest.u And speedsamdefiitely goingup. Last Friday
sh Insurance stiU for Highway Saft (MS) release a study of speed limits on urban
freeways in two sow Morim in Texas aid Califonia. which raised their speed limits to 70
and 65. respectively, aft th sl tiond Maximum Speed Limit was abolished, are driving fasr
anid breaking new spee limits. 7W IS 11 study found that drivers on urban roads aretravelin
faster than tse roads wo designed o handle afely, ad h pacentap of divers ece
70 mph has substataly mased.

For the seco d time in twmey yeas Coqrs has rever'., Jitwf and repealed laws that
encourage amt to adopt all rider motorcycle helm lws. Helmet use is the single most
effective factor in preventing deth arn head iqt y. A Eudy by due General Accoutin Office
(GAO) reviewed 46 studies of notrcycl helmets and helmet laws. GAO reported that the
studies coming helmed with ralnmed crash vtims all found that helmet ride nbad
lower fatality races. ranging from 28% to 73%. Punremorestudies of Wuries found that
helmet use reduced the incidm of ser, serious a, criticalhead iuries by 46% so 85%.

Numerous studies constedy show tht mocyclt helmet laws prevent deaths, reduce serious
head uqjwy and save public funks. Medical costs v injued unhelmeted motorcyclists are
higher than for injured maonrryists who use helmets. " tapayers pick up a big part of the
bill. 82% of the com to OW orthopedicIuries aastaaidl by -moyclsr in 1980-83in
Sacramento, California wer paid by public fords. In a study of injured motorcyclists in
Illinois, health h cae fo nuramed patients wer 2,% higher than those who were
wearing helms; 54.6% of t ddpatiet wer uninsured. (Source: Trauma
Foundation and Advocats for Hih y ad A Safety, "Mosocycle Helmet LawsQuestion
and Answer?).

Relinishn the federal role inhiway safety, like the reped of the National Maximum Speed
Limt and motncychemets, can also have broader raiications beyond the tragic loss of life
aid limb on our highwsys. Tlue R nime w Protection Agency has already alerted stus aid
commuztics that mcresg speed imi will jeopardize efforts to attm National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) requi rem aid may drive up t costs of attaknm for industry
(Source: U.S. EPA memo to Rqg AirDirectors,et al, November 30, 1995). Forexample,
cbagg he speed ofcarfrom 53 mh to 6 ph resultsin a 100% increase in carbon
monoxide, a 50% i in hydrocarbons and a 31% increase in nitrogen oxides (Source:
Evaluation of MOBILE Vehicle Emission Model, Fderal Highway Adminisitration, FHWA-PD-
94-038). Cars and trucks traveing at fasaer speeds are mtt significantly more pollutants into
the air, threaftn air quality for eveyon, and ain back nationalgoals for cean air for ourchildren.

Faster speeds also result in p asolim conm tion and ar being cited as a reason for
hi gasoline prices and longer lines in Calfornia. According to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHITrSW Pa.e cars andlight stucks use approximately 50% more
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fbd traveling at 75 3 tha nthey do -5 nyb.q While CoresIonl prponets of raising
speed imi wrapped thm s in th bhar o ta rigsU Is the fed al ovrnme thatis h id and c omi t the w o s experiencing sadly hi*gesr p m with
tbderl sobsionm uch as th relem of federl" staegtroleum raerve and dhe ellminetlo

of a portion of the federal ps taxw. Other fderal actions include Increased federal spenm d
on Medicaid, ledicae. and other public assistance programs because some states have incrand
highway dehas and lqulss as a remit of hilugh spd limt and do not have an all-rider

- behm w.

This ran exmp of dmhbAb the bdeal role in highway afety shows that staes rioh
sal 'so a asp blj ide'" have no been ade u ely lnd and. coequnay, om N a
miusantial cost to the federal gvmm, taxpayrs, and families on our tederal-aid highways.
in the up n rm u debate -ab donor anddon, states. gi the Slvers
a takers* anong ft saesshMl nw be measured solely in terms of cotiutionu to the
Highway Trust Fund but should include esta brden on other feral programs a well.
Stamd u Inase -adl nb only increasendeat and ijue ,Wr increase air poton
aul gaon coamuntm as wel as fte ution's dependency on foreign oil. They have their
hands in the pockets of taxpyers acwu the country. State decisions that increase the tax
buden on the federal govermeuw and all taxpayers undercut any credibility for the argue t
that a National Maximum Speed Limit, or for that mawer, any other federal highway safety
rmequrem is a *s es rls" sue.

L THE HEALTH CARE COST OF MOTOR VEHICLE CRASHES IS A NATIONAL
FINANCIAL BURDEN THAT MT BE REDUCED

Motor vehick crashes remain a major public health problem for the nation as a whole. They
are the a mbe one caue of death and serious injuy for young people ages 5 to 27 years old.
Reversing recent trmb, motor vehicle death sa injuries are om apin on the rise.
Preliminary 1995 data indicate deaths exceeded 41.000 and juries exceeded 3 million.

Motor vehicle crashes cost society an estimated $4,400 per second. NHTSA's most recee
economic analysis indicates tat the annual cost to society from crashes was $137 billion in
1990. The bill to society is staugern. That is more than the combined costs of the Northri4g
eathquae, the Midwest floods, Hurricane Andrew, and the Gulf War. Intestingly, all of
these events we viewed by elected officials as having a "national intere necessitating the
expendiu of federal dolr assistance.

Many costs of motor vehicle crashes are ultimately paid by federal public assistance programs
such as Medicaid Medicare and Aid to Families with Dependent Chilren. Approximately one
third of the cost of motor vehicle crashes is paid by tax dollars (Source: NHTSA). This
emrmous cost burden is a nationalproblem, one that the federal government cannot ignore. The
costs are higher today than in 1990 when the $137 billion cost was determined. Despite the
geatr number of auba in d vehiclelet, for the third straight year in a row, the number
of moo vehicle deaths and ries have incre-sed. Without sWicant efforts to reverse this
tnd, deaths and injuries will continue to rise.



Alhmuh biSway daft - iauies M for too mmIGUS, k would be much worse without
the succen achieved by hdaral moor vehicle standards requiring safety improvmnt in ca
and trucks, federal meup nu for sats to enact lifemving laws such as the 21 year old
minimum drinking age, ft recently eumud ac tolerance bood alcohol concentration (BAC)
law for youth, and federally funded haffil safety program in the states that courage safety
belt and child owian restrain me while dibcomMs alcohol-impaired driving.

A 1991 study by NHTSA. Moving America More Safely found that fieall highway safety
program since 1966 ae produced Ib flt do far exceed their costs. Since 1966, almost
250,000 lives lave been saved by Fedrl safety laws and programs. The use of safety belts,
motorcycle helmets, hild hty s and th ap 21 drinking laws alone have saved an
esimtd 90,000 va lives between 197 and 1994. Tin economic benefits from saving lives were
$71 billion in 1994 dollars, which is at least sewn times the total cost of NHTSA's highway
saf program. Ihaingr ant obltiq o and state mathcn funds fron 1966 drugh 1994.

Justification for a federal role in reducing deaft and injuries on our nation's highways was best
stated by President Romld Reagan in 1984 at the bill signi ceremony for the National Legal
Minimum Drinking AV:

This problem is bigger dan the individual Stem. It's a grave national problem.
and it touches all of our lives. With d problem so ckar-cut and the proven
solution at land, we lave no misgiving about this judicious use of Federal
power. a

Last year, reogizing again tha the minimum drinking age needed to have a major loophole
closed to combat underage drinking and driving, Conr adopted a zero tolerance BAC law
as part of the NHS. Tim provision enacted in NHS sanctions federal highway construction
dollars for those sum tat do nt have .00% or .02% SAC for youth law by October 1, 1998.

At the time, about half of do ses had a mwo tolerance SAC law for youths. The number one
killer of teem and young adults i alcobol-rehaed highway crashes. A study of the first four
mates to reduce legal blood alcohol limits for young drivers found a 34 percent decline in
nightti fatal crashes among adolsces targeted by lower AC levels, a one third greater
decline than was oberv in four nearby cowfarison states without the law (Source: Hingson
et al, Alcool, Dng and Driving). Wideqwcad public cone about underage drinking and
driving and the personal and economic toll it was taking in terms of killing and disabling our
youth once again requad mtioa action to ensure staes had this important law. As a result
of the NHS requirement, Kentucky and Indiam already have acted to pas this important law,
as have FWi and Karns whose blls await gubernatorial signature. Missouri, New York,
Maska and Alabama will hopefully pms bills this year.

IL FEDERAL HIGHWAY AND AUTO SAFETY LAWS ECONOMICALLY BENEFIT
BUSI~qM

One of the maor cWhage facing businesses today. in an effort to be competitive and
profitble, is hlig don health came coon of employees. Federal highway safety programs
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sod polc. mc whed iclerm t tiesecow-Iftt mdudng the bea t dayor dteir
iya G)Ms.Noweetigmsployees ha o s or vehiclecrashah 1*11. Is a proftable bInvemia

of te nd snoums. lPov mma tsinhihwayad mo afy inflene t btom lifor
- of anD sus - small. uin or law - because moor vehicle crashes affet

prao .ivity, wad=ca pr c h a s for employees.

Moo vehicle cr s am sathe S me of dah and*s on the job in both the pri
ad public secor. in tt. he alnd cm eo dt h and b yin the United Stae sAned
Services is not ww, bw moo vehicle Fa-1 (Sune: Depaepatme of Defame).

Ina 1a9 M dy. NHTSA found moowehicle crsh i W ow d oand ff-t bcows
enloyeus $53 bilt Om third of this coat m l hom off-t-job I e to workba and
their dependets. PtuhdmM, this stady fed t t toprohce pwt equ loe uplc co
of morw hicke d iub*u". y r ulnd md $530 blin saes - over hee tinea
theananlugrowth intheU.S. eco qn (Sowce: Taft Safety and Health Can: Staand
National stmats of Ewlobw Corns).

Every eplyr in evsyass should malM l coa aving f haimprovemeats in traf and
motor vehicle safety. This is the beP11- of having uniform federal trafc safety laws acrowthe
county and moo vehicle safety Ids dt apply to every car sold in the United Sae.
whether mfafocead a or eamtoay. The proven su sm in reducing d b
and * fa oa tioll mximum speed limit a minimum 21 year old drkig ae. mandatowy
aftey qipmst in ca such a saoep m side ipct wpreton (anintrucs, sucha a s-
lock brade) should not be limited 0o pec ifI makes and model of vehicles or pe ticular region
acros sdecmny. No maker wham you live or drive or operas your business you should
be affoaed ud production and the economic beoefs tit derive frm improved safety on our
higways.

Federal safety decision also have economic beanfls and savings for businsses beyond d diec
savings in health cae coo.already discmed. For example. nmierous studies have coaclusively
dwn tat larer ucba am om dangerous and tot increasing mrck sa sd we& will reit
in mo unstable t ucks. longer appngdistances for rck, mo jcknf crashes, and w
reut in mom deft and iBate to America familif on our highways (Source: March 3.
1994. testimony of Joan Claybrook before House Su b -- u e aSufae Transportation).
Pubc opinion poll dw Com enta d stro opposio to hevier sd longer uuc on our
highways, and for -ood rem Pasenger car ocupnts am more likely to be kiled or
seriouslyl*mmd in a crash with a larg PrOcL

Fnctmenm of a federal law. similar twlegslation iruced by Rep. James Oberstar n the la
usion of Coress, to freePe the weih and ,sin of tck will improve safety on our highways
where each year mate than .000 Americans oe t lives in crashes involving larSe m cs.

However, dwhre is also an added e mict bee-t to privafe bus assets d taxpayers. Bi
tck am respomible for excessive damage on our higays0. O 80.00 -pound fiv-xe

semidtrar ck will do as much damage to the pevemem as 9600 automobiles (Source:
American Amssoin of StateHghway and Transportaetio Officials). Neither the American
axparnor small buslawases can afford to pay the public health cam coats of biggerumcks



causing mom -andiiy smadh cOtalco s accelerated highway deriati caused
by large mcs.

A MrPnt DOT report so Cmpm on db amus of ft U.S. surface It a system found
dt even with all levlsd gow mtand privae industry spend at record levels,
rranoguiatlo din ah o s lf rm of im 1 DOT found tt o m fourth of lb
highways ae eisr i por mdi condition. Only 19 percent of reds were considered
to be in good cmitm wMile am fo h of an bri s on tl ihemrsat and 28 percent of bridges
on rjoe&ds me cbft - dfcie. Tb report smw thatlb reation is investing
apr* is blli mu , reo and brid . Howe , to maintain dx=m in their
current condition.wiihw me -1,ngMlbpercentage isubstandard condition, will require$5
billon amnnally or a 43 % ivemaen haraem . Th e sty found that $68 biion should be spent
anmally on reds - bridge lmst doub f lb amat investment.

Without a fed=rl iedera ri ni a freezmg lb sue and weiglts of tacks, the safety of
Americanswill be jeopodiud, b ler dde tomi-on to our nation's highways and bridg
will contim, highway ir com will sar and financial investnes will never catch up with
lb backlog of red daget. nis ideal and ma highway investments to repair oad

damage caused by -.wm udan pl -p im tmck sin and weights will only serve to drain
private and public capital frm highway pmjec that could directly benefit economic
de~n. Small buiem ad lbepublic can raaffo d to mbsidize road damage that
results from pevmm abm by largeD ucks and pay the health care costs of increased fatalities
and qurnes remiag rm dm m* large aks.

MI. THE RISING M TI IN HIGHWAY FATALITIES AND INJURIES THREATENS
OUt UALIl AND SANCTTY OF LIFE

Everyday, each ofus faco lb reality h we may no return hoam at night to our family and
friends becauseoftb eqamyomotor vehicle crashes. Last week. the Washington region
mourned lbedeath of dn pree inhd thein mother of three small children and a father, who
wer needlessly and innocenly killed on the Georg Washington Parkway traveling to work on
a beautiful spring day. Agesuve driving is lb new chleg in maintain civility and safety
on our highways and niglt n loo strem.

While them is w sinle siWe solition so stopping aggressive driving, it is essential not to
create a driving envirn d tpromot this type of threatening and violent behavior.
Creating a safe driving a omet is an important role that Congress and the federal
governmentnm amame. Raising sed limits to unsafe levels across the country, or in the
case of on estme, luim g speeds for daytium driving together sends a deadly and mixed
meage dt high spes am an and "ba luck' if you happen to live in a state that
hasn't raised peeds yeL. Png young Axpeimd drivers behind the wheels of so-called
"muscle cars" thatom aSain have sedmer showing the car capable of 140 mph or more
is a deadly caiIioIL State laws hw only perimt secondary enforcement instead of primary
enfo of safety hit laws dimiush lbthe mom e of buckling up. No other highway
safety law is subject to secondary fom t. ertising the exhilaration of racing down a
two-lan winding high glaorim lb dangers of speed, a factor in one third of all crashes
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ding so deah

Tie public is very snman about dh finacal and emotional zoll of highway crashes. Public
opinion polls comimuntly valam the public's ro mnabout thefreuency of crashes, the costs
to taxpayers, heocosbs Io busins, and d wseed for mor action to reduce deaths and injuries.
A pubi opinion poll i Advocas lam April fxud tuag support for common

se laws for do common pod. The naionwide poll was b& d on umviews with 1000
randomly selected Americans and sho ad ovewhelm i pporn (82.6%) for t Federal
Government having a strong role in set am aft standards. Respondeuts understood dot
tafic aft laws I k aft bek and mocycle hme laws save lives m mym . Cosams
and convincing opinim were expressed n opposition to weakening or repealing safety bet and
ma to Pc helnt laws. Tbe pM opinion poll also Wowed concrn about excessive sped.
underage drinking and drivg md eadequas comer Ifomation about th safety of cars.
Addtionlly, them was stron support (76.6%) for touger laws tenforceth e safe operation
of uucksand thre e0 of four 1 -pomAems opposed allowing Ucks o be longer or heavier.

A strong federal rof4  is imperatve for thieving uniform traffic safety laws in all states. Safety
laws. when adop4 i aeverysm. have remmued in significant advances in reducing death san
ijri onour nton's highways. Inmedofinzquishiq its role in highway safetyCongress
dod reinvigu e imt mnurship with thk sma to advance an unfinished traffic safety agenda
that was hngized in th luiermodal Surface Traspo tIon Efficiency Act (ISTEA) in 1991,
but was set back in the NHS bill.

Since jnary, 1991, when dds Mouse Commi t m began hearings and debate about MM,
moe than 200.000 Americans have died and mor than 20 million Americans have been
seriously iuredin highway crahes. This grim saist of death.M jury , pM n loss and
destructionofhe fimily compels us so cutmuem a srog and sustai federl rol in highway
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75 Mbmph(oc 65) 55 mph 12/8/9
70mph (awkch355) 65 mph (buycks55) 1/1/96
75 mph 55 mph 6/24/96
65 Mph 53 mph 1/17/96
70 mph 55 mph 4/8/96
70 mph 65 mph 7/1/96
75 mph 753mph5/1/96
70 mph 70 mph 3n1/96
65 mphb 55 mph 1/29/96

was radun n rer amaerof rural mse miles than befor.)
SP 2M 7is w aa DOT to desmmine fth speed limbt up to 65 on
aln rooads.DOT hos u yet rad aq Va- limibsuanof 4/2/9.
70mphb 70 mph 2/29/96
70 mph 60 mph3/13/96
=Udmd (amc 65) unlisted (trucks 65) 12/8/95
73mph 73 mph 611/96
75 mph 65 mph 12/8/95
75 mph 75 mph 5/13/96
HI 565db alo smur DOT to evaluate individualrods for 120 days to
demdmeIf tiw speed liibsshd be raised. iMa Goverorsigned the
bil o m212M/6
70 mph 60 mph 12/15/9
65 mph 55 mph 5/12/96
75 mph 73 mph 4/1/96
70 mph (much 60) 70 mph (trucks 60) 12/8/96
735mph 65 mph 12/18/93
70mph (uch6M) 60 mph 3/15/96
63mph 65 Mph 8/1/96
73 mph 60 mph 12/8/9

Stat. that hanve a I I 1 legds"e raising -oo limit but did ad w have not yet passed
any of these amessm : Albama. Cmmacut, Illinois. Indiana Iowa. Kenuocky. Maine.
MichigaNow Jersey, South Calima Virgina. West Virginia

States"thaft ad mamollmd a speed- HmJbAleas. Arkansas, Hawaii, Louisian,
Maryland. New H=ampli. New York. North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Tennesse, Verumm

0 As many xe Ieirmw o r gillin sesiom bl cntinueto be IntrudWadd dhs ls UN
not iosclude eer~y ae d'a hoscomsideod lgislaionto raise the qsedlMt.

(Sources: Mdvocame for HIgw aned Auto Sd afyImarauce Institute for Highway Safety and
Association of 1tsomiAu 1 t bl aa~ur. Current as of May 2, 1996)
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PRESIDENT AND CHE EXECUTIVE OFfiCER

INTELLIGENT TRANSPORAT1iON SOCIETY OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE HOUSE ThANSPORTATON AND INFRASTRUCTURE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
PUBLIC WITNESS HEARING

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 196 AT I PM.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Good afternoon. Mr. Chairman and membesn of the Subcommittee. My name is James
Costantino, and I am president of the Inelligent Transportation Society of America. I
appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today about the critical role intelligent
transportation systems play in saving lives and improving efficiency and the appropriate role
for the federal government in these areas.

Intelligent transportation systems apply information and communications technology to the
surface transportation system. helping communities save lives, reduce congestion and spur
economic growth. ITS America is the unique public-private partnership for the ITS program
with over 1000 member organizations from the private sector, public sector, associations.
academia, and public interest groups. We are a non-profit scientific and educational society
also serving as a utilized Federal Advisory Commitee to the U.S. Department of
Transportation.

Our mission, requested by Congress, is to foster and coordinate a public-private partnership to
make the U.S. surface transprtatio system and its modal transfer facilities safer and more
effective by coordinating and guiding the development, integration, acceptance and
deployment of advanced surface t technology.

ITS Saves Lives

Although we have made enormous progress over the past two decades in reducing accident
rates per miles of travel, the problem of deaths and injuries during travel is far from solved.
However. transportation.related accidental deaths continue to account for half of all accidental
deaths in this country. And motor vehicle deaths account for 93 percent of those deaths.
What is perhaps most alarming, as Secretary PeAa said last week. is that motor vehicle deaths
are the number one killer of America's youth.

In communities across the nation, intelligent transportation systems are playing a critical role
in saving the lives of thousands of Americans. Hem are just a few examples:

In Houston, transportation leaders are installing a new system that will allow
emergency vehicles to control street lights. If a traffic light is about to turn yellow,
the emergency driver can hold it on green until he clears the intersection.

In Maryland, an extensive traffic management system allows emergency service
providers to respond immediately to traffic accidents and incidents. Quick response
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allows traffic managers to clear she incident and reopen lanes as quickly as possible.
while %,till protecting dhe safety of victims, travelers and emergency personnel once the
detection system identifies a problem.

In Oakland County, Michigan, intelligent transportation systems have reduced left-turn
accidents at dangerous intersections by 89 percent, total traffic-related injuries by 27
percent and serious injuries have been virtually eliminated.

And juss before the San Antonio TransGuide traffic management facility opened. the
value of this integrated ITS facility was deuostrated when an industrial plant fire
erupted within view of freeway video monitoring. Monitors saw the blaze and
managers dispatched the appropriate rescue personnel, enabling firefightrs to contain
the fire more effectively and save lives.

The Fatal Accident Reporting System estimates that just by implementing intelligent freeway
management systems - just one of many ITS applications - as many as 308 lives could be
saved every year.

Clearly, the federal government has a vital role in safety. It must work with businesses to
ensure that safety-enhancing technologies interact effectively and reliably with the public
infrastructure, so that accurate, timely information can be quickly relayed to emergency
management, medical and public safety providers.

Federal leadership also is needed to encourage the cooperation of various agencies with public
safety responsibilities to work together. Federal incentives have provided critical
opportunities for local governments, regions and state to work cooperatively to create a
network of integrated emergency services - saving time and saving lives.

iTS Savesa Time md Mer

In addition to saving lives, intelligent transportation systems also save time - lots of it. At a
time when revenues at the federal and state levels aure declining and budgets are being cut,
ever growing numbers of vehicles am squeezing onto an aging infrastructure.

Over the past decade, the number of vehicles using the Interstate system has risen by more
than 30 percent, and demand is expected to grow by another 50 percent in the next
generation. We need to find solutions which use utilize roadways more efficiently.

Americans lost more than 2 billion hours to traffic gridlock last year, a loss which translates
into higher costs of doing business, longer waits for emergency vehicles at accident sites, time
spent sitting in traffic instead of being with family, more pollution and a generally lower
quality of life.

But intelligent transportation systems around the nation are helping to address these crippling
problems by moving people and goods faster and more efficiently.
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In Seattle. the flow of traffic along the city's Interstate highways is up almost 20 percent.
thanks in large part to an advanced freeway manapment system. Most surveyed drivers
report cutting their travel time in halt.

Communities are saving money and increasing revenue with ITS. In New York City. the
Metropolitan Transit Authority estimates that its new electronic fare system will increase
annual revenues by $34 million from merchant fees and revenue floats. S140 million from
unused fare cards and $49 million from increased ridership. The MTA also expects the new
system to cut losses due to fame evaders by $70 million a year.

This technology, which allows for moe efficient use of existing infrastructure costs as little
as 5 percent of what comparable highway construction would cost. DOT estimates that it
costs approximately S39 million for every mile of new freeway construction. For the cost of
building five to 10 miles of new freeway, which will serve only those citizens along that
corridor, ITS can be deployed in an entire region, serving all citizens.

Should we stop building and reconstructing highways? Certainly not. There will always be a
need for new roads and improvements to existing ones. But some communities do not have
the option of building additional lanes or new roads. But they still have a critical need to
move people and goods efficiently. ITS helps to solve the problem while making efficient
use of scarce resources.

-ITS cremajobs

ITS creates jobs. We estimate tha over the next 1 years, more than $167 billion will be
spent on ITS technology in the United States. Car manufacturers, telecommunications
companies. engineering and c finns have already invested billions of their own
dollars in advanced technology. They recognize the tremendous benefit to be gained from
ITS and creating jobs in the process - high-tech, high-wage jobs that are the foundation of
the nation's economic future.

Of the $167 billion to be spend on ITS, it is estimated that only 20 percent of that amount
will be spent by the public secto. The private sector will lead in the development and
deployment of ITS tech o .

But there is a critical role for the federal govemment.Improvements in transportation have a
profound impact on interstate commerce and the economy. The Federal government has an
important interest in stimulating markets and technologies which can. and have, dramatically
enhanced transportation, owmed costs and increased productivity. The 1-95 Corridor, which
is improving the movement of people and goods along the East Coast. and the Advantage I-
75 program, enabling trucks to reduce travel times and thereby reduce the costs of goods; are
just two shining examples of how a very small but meaningful commitment by the Federal
government has produced multiple economic benefits.

Congestion is not just a local problem. It's a national one, too. Just ask any trucker who,
after traveling quickly and efficiently on the interstate, finds his productivity brought to a
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,creechinS halt while sitting mired in traffic for hours, unable to reach the ultimate
desinauion. These delays have just as significant an impact on commerce as an uncompleted
section of the Interstate, collapsed bridges. or deteriorating arterial.

I*# Fd.,d hi. IIffS

To encourage cooperation and the realization of the benefits of ITS. the federal government
should consider some type of voluntary incentive program for ITS deployment. Such a
program should not, indeed, must not be mandatory. States and local governments should
have maximum flexibility to determine the appropriate solutions to their individual
transportation problems. But an incentive program which raises the visibility of intelligent
transportation systems as a viable part of an overall transportation program would increase the
opportunity for this technology to be implemented and bring these benefits and jobs to the
rest of the nation.

In addition. the federal government should consider reforms to allow greater private sector
participation in the deployment of ITS. Public/private partnerships. procurement
improvements, and expanding the uses of federal aid funds in ISTEA program categories will
enable greater private sector involvement in providing transportation services and leverage
limited federal resources.

In order for ITS productivity enhancement to be fully realized, the Federal government has an
important interest in coordinating the development of standards so these technologies can
communicate with each other. While the Federal government ought not independently
establish those standards, it does have a critical role in their development. Transportation
Secretary Federico Pefta already has awarded a number of grants to standards development
or nizations to facilitate the development of these important standards.

Ce MIion

Mr. Chairman, the nation's transportation system, while still in need of substantial
improvements, is presently realizing important benefits from ITS technologies. These cost-
effective systems are improving the nation's economy, creating jobs and saving lives today.
While the private sector is aggressively moving forward, Federal participation in the ITS
program is critical to realizing the full promise of intelligent transportation systems.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. Please include my wntten statement in the official
record. I would be pleased to answer any questions.
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May 7, 1996

Mr. Chapman and Members of the Subcomminte, thank you for teinvitation to
appear before you today to discuss the need for federal investment in and oversght of
the nation's surfetAn- rto system.

I am Hank Ditmw, Execuivo Dilrck of the Surfce Transportaton Policy Project. a
non-pofl coalition of over one hundred fifty pzations whose mission is to ensure
that tmnsport'tion policy and Investmnts serve peoe and coumnities. Our
nembe national and local public interest groups concerned with the

environmentenergy co orvt-aon, the economy andsoal issues. They represent
constituecies diverse as the elderly, historic preservationists, tr
workers, taxpayer and citizen groups, communities of color and downtown business
Interests. W ae united in the belief ta balanced investment in surface
transportation can strength the economy, protect the environment, help conserve
energy and meet important social goals.

As you know, bipartisan m jortes of the House and the Senate came together in
1991 to produce the landnmk Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act. To
sum up our position concisely, we feel that the legislation enacted in 1991 was a
major advance In national trasporaon policy, and that it should serve as the basis
for the 1997 surface tmion bill. ISTEA made major changes to federal
trmpo1r tio polcy: wunp ecedene funding flexibility, a strong local role in decision
making, an emphasis on mult-modal planning and attention to environmental
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nmpacts, among others. Just as it took quits a few years foe the states to adjust to the
new federal system adapted to build the Ineistalse in the ate '50s and ely O., it
wil take some time for ISTEA'u changes to sink . What the transpoaton I industry
needs now Is time to absorb ISTEAs meaning and its new procedures.

We believe that ISTEA did an admrkable job of balancir competing Interests: on one
hand, the obvious benefits of having more decisions made at the state and iocal level;
on the o#tt, the need to aticulale and Wotecta set of bask national interests.
The Subcommittee has heard and will continue to hear from interest groups wanting
a bigger slice of the pie. The trucking Industry wants federal funds focused on truck
routes; state bnsporlation officials want state autonomy; donor states want their fair
share; and on and on. If the federal role is reduced to redistributing money mWong
states, Industries and Interest groups without any reference to broad, national goals,
we fear that a strong federal uransporlation program is doomed. The Subcommittee
should be applauded for its effort to define where the public interest lies and the role
the federal government should play In advancing It. LMhout this focus, the program
will die.

So what is the federal interest? Although it is tempting to define It In terms of specific
facilities, this approach at best approximate what we all agree are the ultimate goals
- a stof outcome. The reason to have a road is notftheroad Itself, but what it does
for us. The time has come to acknowledge this explicitly., and base our policies on the
outcomes we wish to achieve.

STPP believes that there is a compelling federal interest In transportation, and that it
can be described by five basic goals: a healthy economy; access to jobs, services and
opportunities for all; a healthy environment; public safety, and productive investment of
public funds. The federal transportation program should judged based on its ability to
make progress toward thme goals. We believe that ISTEA has measured up well in
this regard, and proposed changes to it will have to perform equally well to gain our
support.

As I said, we see five main areas of federal (and public) interest in transportation.

i. Economic kEffcency

First of all, invesTmnt of federal taxes In surface transportation should enhance the
efency of the nation's economy by moving people an goods riabiy and cost-
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effectively. Now that we have built an unparalleled Interstate system, our economic

challenge is to plug gape In the system, make intermodal connections and ensure

that the metropolitan economies tha drive our opetiiveness do not bog down due
to deteriorated facilities and ngesdon. Aost eighty percent of our people now live

in center cities and their surrounding counties, and increasingly the health of these
large metropolitan regions - both cities and suburbs - defins the economic health

of the nation. In 1956 when the Interstate system was created, it was widely agreed

that the biggest trnspotation challenge facing the nation was long distance

connections. The interstate system was meant to address this challenge, and it did.

Today, our biggest challenge is to assure that our metropolitan transportation
systems and the economies they support can flourish.

The ecu.,omic health of small towns and rural communities also depends on

continued investment in improving the safety and ensuring the rehabilitation of roads

and bridges in rural areas. Indeed, from an economic standpoint, the paramount

federal interest may be In the preservation and rehabilitation of the infrastructure we

spent so much to build. Taxpayers have invested hundreds of billions in dollars in

these facilities, and we need to assure that this investment is protected. This is just

common sense. Federal investment programs like those for maintenance of the

Interstate system, rail modernization, bus replacement and bridge rehabilitation have

proven their worth by improving the condition of these facilities. Despite these

successes, more emphasis is needed.

According to the U.S. Department of Transportation, there is a gap of almost $15

billion per year in spending for maintenance and rehabilitation activities, yet, as the

1995 Conditions ad Peformance report states "... system preservation

improvements in 1993 accounted for 42.2 percent of [capitalJ spending on non-local

roads." In other words, more than half of the money going into capital expenditures

on road projects in 1993 went for new additions to the system - this at a time when

less than 70% of the Interstate and arterial systems are in at least fair condition.

Clearly-there is a problem here, and this Committee should look into making system

preservation a higher priority.

2. Access and Choice

As Dr. Thomas Larson, Federal Highway Administrator during the Bush

Administration, has pointed out, the first federal investment in transportation was

undertaken on the basis of the general welfare clause of the Constitution. Clearly the
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investment of federal tax dollars in canals, then roads and bridges, then transit
systems and now in Intelligent transportation technologies has provided Americans
with access to jobs, housing and opportunities on an unprecedented scale. This
promotion of the general welfare Is one of the key reasons for federal investment in

surface transportation.

When you ask people what kinds of transportation investments they see as best
serving their welfare, you get some interesting results. Public opinion research we

have commissioned shows that although over 70 percent of people use the car as
their primary means of transportation, half would chose other options If they were
available and convenient. Furthermore, people identify investments in widening
existing roads or building new ones as relatively low priorities - below encouraging
ridesharing and investing in transit, and far below fixing existing roads and bridges.
People want choice, and many feel that right now they don't have it. When given a
choice, not all will opt for alternatives, but many will.

Ensuring that the benefits of our investments are available to all Americans, whether
young or old, rich or poor, living in urban areas, suburbs or rural areas, able or unable
to drive, has also been a reason for federal investment and federal oversight. In

addition, the Federal Transit Act, the Civil Rights Act and the Americans with
Disabilities Act are all meant to ensure that access, mobility and choice are delivered
to all. Basic access and mobility means facilitating travel by car, transit, bicycle and
foot, as well as non-travel options allowed by telecommuting and mixed use
development.

3. Environmental Stewardship and Energy Conservation

Transportation investments can and should contribute to meeting our environmental,

energy and public health goals. Furthermore, the federal government must take a
significant share of the responsibility for assuring that the environmental effects of
federal transportation investments are being understood and minimized.

This is no more true than with the consequences of high levels of oil consumption by
the U.S. transportation system. The work and expense of making the transportation
system more energy efficient tend to be borne at the lowest level, that of the

consumer, while the consequences of inefficient energy usage - problems with
energy security, the threat of oil spills and increased danger of global climate change,
to name just d few - are national or global in nature. In this situation it is unlikely that
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the consumer, or even local or state government, will take the steps necessary to
protect the general welfare without the assurance that those steps are also being
taken in other communities and other states. The federal government must take a
lead role.

Our policies should also contribute to the conservation of natural, scenic and historic
resources, a posterity we received from our parents that we are responsible for
passing on to our children. In ISTEA, for the first time the federal government
acknowledged something we have all known for a long time -- that the interface
between transportation facilities, communities and the natural environment can be a
troubled one. ISTEA's targeted funding for transportation enhancements was a
recognition of both the need to improve these relationships and the enormous
enthusiasm that projects to bridge these gaps can generate.

The powerful linkage between transportation and air quality cannot be ignored. Half of
the ozone pollution that hovers in the air of many of our cities - pollution that reduces
the lung function of healthy adults, makes children, the elderly and sensitive
populations like asthmatics short of breath, and costs the national economy billions
of dollars in health care costs every year - is the result of cars and trucks.
ISTEA's provisions to address the air quality impacts of transportation were major
advances and must be protected.

Make no mistake: transportation is an environmental issue, and transportation
legislation is environmental legislation. Like it or not, the bill produced by this
Committee next year will be judged against environmental goals.

4. Enhancing the Safety of the Transportation System

Public safety must continue to be a key reason for federal involvement in
transportation. Although the long term decline in the rate of traffic fatalities per vehicle
mile traveled is well documented, because of the robust and continuing increase in
driving over the last 30 years, the overall/number of traffic fatalities does not show a
similar long term decline. Good progress has clearly been made on traffic safety, but
this is in large part due to the commitment of the federal government to the issue. In
the absence of similar commitment in the future it is uncertain whether the gains of
the past will continue.

24-0697- 12
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Federal programs which k pro nspoan safety do so through research and
development, regulation and incentve, and through targeting funds for safety
activities. The federal commtme to saty should consider both users and non-
users of the transortation system - pedestrins as well as drivers, for example -
and should continue to examine topics like the role that road design standards play in
encouraging greater speed. Setting goals and o*ctive for safety Is important, but
thes objectives need to be accomae by targeted funding.

6. Ensudng That Our iwebnhent Perform

In spite of the rhetoric to the contrary, it is reasonable for the taxpayer to expect the
federal government to monitor the expenditure of federal funds and ensure that they
are leading to better peformance. Congress has both the right and the responsibility
to attach performance standard to the expenditure of funds collected with federal
taxing authority.

ISTEA balanced the need for federal oversight with the need to provide state and local

partners with increased authority to make sensible decisions at the local level. We
need to continue this evolution by focusing federal oversight on improved outcomes
and better performance, not on micro-management of process, engineering or
accounting. States and localities should be asked to set measurable objectives in
areas of federal interest - the economy, system preservation, access to opportunity,
energy conservation, the environment and safety - and the federal government should
report to the taxpayers on how well these goals are being met. American business
has re-engineered itself toward quality goals and a focus on the customer. Federal
programs must play a role in encouraging this kind of accountability to emerge in
public sector transportation as well.

Investing In the National Inteat- Achieving Our Goals

ISTEA took us in the right direction by Incorporating a series of basic methods of
meeting overall goals into the federal transportation program. While the Surface
Transportation Policy Project is still in the process of developing its detailed policy
recommendations for ISTEAs renewal, we believe your Committee should build on
ISTEA's link to these key principles.t We identify five core methods.

First, it is appropriate for the federal government to target funding to key areas where
investment should occur. The Interstae Maintenance program for example, has
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demonstra wyImproved the condiion of the Interstate system. Similarly, Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality funding provides fWal funds to conp with the federal
Clean Air Act mandate. It Is inconceivable from either the standpoint of honest
intergovnetl relations or sensible environmental policy that this program would
be singled out for cuts.

Second, the targeting of funds should be balanced by robust flexibility, with a wide
variety of uses for federal funds. Such flexiblity should be accompanied by
broadened eligibility, so that states and localties can respond to both local and
national goals In ways appropriate to their particular situation. This flexibility should
be tied to a sensible planning process - one that links the selection of projects to a
realistic idea of the amount of money available, an agreed-upon set of goals, and a
rational evaluation of the different ways of pursuing the needs identified.

Third, providing and paying for trnesporaton requires a strong partnership between
local, state and federal govenment, al of which own or have financial responsibility
for key parts of the system. AN levels of government should have a voice, but no single
level should dominate decislon-making. The federal government must provide the
basic framework for this partnership, at least when it comes to spending federal
funds, through its oversight of the process for making long-range plans and selecting
projects. The strong local role in the project selection process should be enhanced
and continued. And where federal tax funds are involved, the federal government has
a responsibility to assure that the taxpaying public continues to have role in the
decisionmaking partnership.

Fourth, federal legislation should provide for balance, fairness and equity. ISTEAs
renewal will have to balance investment in the national interest with the desire of
individual states to maximize transportaton funding. As states argue for specific
formulas, however, Congress ha the duty to assure another kind of balance -
balance among modes, balance between state and local governments and balance
among urban, suburban and rural areas. USDOT studies reveal that while state road
spending is largely paid by gas taxes, only 7 percent of local road spending comes
from user fees. Clearly, any shift to focus more federal funding on state-owned
facilities could force greater reliance on sales and property tus at the local level.

Finally, accountability to taxpayers should be a hallmark of ISTEAs renewal.
Taxpayers and system users should have access to timely and accurate information
about the condition, performance and management of the transportation system and



should have dirc and open access to the decision making process. The best way to
asure that trianspo o invemnts arresponding to peoples priorities is to
involve them in the decision making process.

Making The Most Of I *EAs Prmie

The Surface Transportation Po y Project's coalition will be formulating detailed policy
recommendations for the reaur of ISTEA this spring and summer. In
addition, we are working with a diverse list of group, outside our coaltion that
represent local government officlaIs, rAspoAin pofe sonais at the local and
regiol level, and providers of public transit services, witthe goal of forging a truly
broad coalition in suwpt of ISTEA and the principles it embodies. We hope to make
an announcement about this work shortly.

We appreciate the opportunity to participate In the Subcommittee's hearings and look
forward to presenting our platform to you in a few months. We understand that the
Subcommittee will hold hearings on various issues and hope that we can involve
members of our coalition with expertise on particular issues as the need arises.

STPP is particularly Interested In working with the Committee on the issue of
improving the timely delivery of tr projects once the consensus has been

reached to move forward on a project. ISTEA's promise of replacing detailed project
oversight with up-front planning analysis has been less then fully successful, and we
believe that reformed program deliverycan speed up the process without jeopardizing
environmental or other safeguards. ISTEA's basic framework can serve as a building
block for this reform.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for your attention and courtesy. I am happy to answer
any questions you or other members of the subcommittee may have.
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A. ATA Rim e s e TrckingIAus

The Amerm wt AssoIas Inc. (ATA) Is national association o the
Mvkng Idustry. Te ATA kd tInclude over 4,400 carrie id ml n
*e so o, ad 14 eclalied national asocatnsL Togethe, ATA rprust evy type md
dais o( moor carierin the country. Combined with ATA's dis membership, we a afAdAtio on ove ,34000 member Ouking companies and rqprmeem a Industry Urnemploys
ove 9 millim o providing 1 out of10 civilian jobs.ADi aross the county, ATA
rm -ntabusinesses hom suvival depends upon a high quality and productive work c-
Uhe highway Nawork.

The Am r king socaos a eciae the opportunity theshesrings otter to
focus on the importance o the National Highway System (NHS).

IL ATA Suppets oad Ap NOim 5a Sb WImml Ie's Fig & tsr t RONds

ATA would to m pa t h Vortt .and n stuctr Committee for its
leadershi in passing Urn National Highway System DsgainAct o( 199. And, we thank
CommitteeCanirmanDudshswand Subcommitte Chm n Tom tr for the wrong
en they pr o int struggle to pass legislation in th Houe taMe h Hihay

Tri Fund off bud g

C. We PI m t Guidetes to t

we urge fthefolowing guidelines forrauhiton

1) Annual incoming user-fee revenues to the Highway Tru Funds should be promptly
obligated ford t purposes of the Trus Fund, nort accumulated as bam ces for other fiscal
purposes. These funds would be directed to the Cor Highway Program, defined as the
curre National Highway System; Interstate Maintenance Program; a separatBricge
Program; th Federal Lands Program; the Highway Safety Program; and, research to
nppod thes pe ams.

2) Te Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program should continue to receive full funding.

3) More control o( therestofthehighway program should be returned to the states. These
funds would be turned to states into am proport ott they am raid. In this
way, one e would no be paying for dhe local projects o another stme.
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D. Tnuckh NyP Oyr rak Slers ef, q 1a Tm lFed

Truckspay ourt far dm ton h highway systm. omm rcial bpks d $9.1
billion is Federal highway-ser taxes, or 37% of all reveu -lpaid. ndsteFederal Highway
Trust Fund in 1993, but amom forjt 15% of all mor vehicle miles traveW.
trucks -paid 2.3 billiono iaumble F d l a d amo highwas r. P gallon, do
Fedeal diel fuel tax is24.3 cobs ad te a p em diesel fel m is 20.53 emu as o(
Januaryls 1996.

Fuel costs amount fo anywhere from 4% ao 20% ofa trucking company'soperating
revenue, depending on h due m th company's vehicles, customers, and length of haul. The
burden the highway-user paes pla o indiidul tkers would be easier to bar if truckers
we abl orecapturmedt epen though dhe amued productivity tha results when
highway-user tax revenues ae speak for theirinbuded purpmouuta.improve the highway system.
But moneys from the Highway Tist Fund have benc y siphoM off for non-highway

The leadership in the House and Saute have am unced a plan to temporarily repealthe
4.3 cent highway-user tax; ATA agwrts this effort. ATA opposed the original enactment of
the 4.3 cmt fud ta became it did not go iath do Highway Trust Fund. Instead, it was a
genrldict reduced uwdq y imp on h way use dth t indutry.
We will support effort pmn end- y repel this tax or, at least, have it redirected into the
Highway TWst Fund when Congrs takes it up law this yew.

L Tnucklng Makes Vtal Cstu r t to e Amerkc&eomy

The trucking industry is the prime mover of American freight. It is 3 times larger than
all other transpoan modes comn d moves 10 ds mor freight measured in dollars
than the next largt competing mode - rail. Re productivity p shave made Ameican
industry even more dependent on reli le and efficient freight movement to distribute Amrican-
made goods and vicess to expeaf markets. In 1994, shippers moved 5.5 billion tons of
freight by truck, spending 78%, or $W62 billion, of their freight dollars on trucking. TruckinS
revenues equal 5% of Gross Domestic Pnxuct.

The United States economy and the Highway Trust Fund both depend on trucking. The
vital role of trucking in the economy as well as its str ng contribution to the Trust Fund both
dictate tat Federal investment in the highway program be adequate and be directed to the
National Highway System as the surface tran t element of dominant tional interest and
importance.

F. Mw. Truckig Inutry Ia slte to Hgway safety

ATA has fully suppord-and we app eciase-efforts of this Subcommittee to authorize
funding for the Motor Carier Say Assistanc Program (MCSAP), which pays for state
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inec r ndsde inspecto prorm. Thee programs have ben proven to enbam
tucking ad hig a sfety we encmura d Subcommittee to continue the MCSAP program.

The trucking industry Is committed ID highway safety and has demonstrated ta
commitMethrugh largw nvsmet in safety equipment. driverftraining, research, public

nation, and programs ID weed out poor driver and vicleL The commitment has paid off:
from 1984 Io 1994, the f&ta accident ram for accidents involving medium and heavy tucks
dappPei34% despite a 37.5%i nccese in miles driven by those mcks. Safety related legislative
and odwthale we have fou Mand won include

o creation of a single, national Commercial Driver's License with stringent standards to
te and lic e n commercial driver;

o a mor than t-fol inae in the number of inpections of heavy mDcks;

o cost-effective random drug and alcohol tMing to ensure that truck drivers are free of
substance Abuse when they am behind the wheel;

0 elimination of commercial zn in which tucks and drivers were allowed to operate
without having to comply with Fedeml safety regulations; and

o abanon radardetectorsin trucks.

o we fought to keep the national 55 mile per hour speed limit.

To make sure that the latest technical improvements are used to improve truck safety,
as an industry, we are investing an additional $6 billion over the next ten years to equip our new
trucks with anti-lock braking systems.

We are prepared to do even more. For example, we are redoubling our efforts to
undertand and prevent safety problems:

0 Although initial research suggests that less than 4% of all highway fatigue-relate
accidets occur in combination unit Ducks, ATA, in partnenhip with the Federal
government and several universities, is investing millions of dollars through our research
foundation to investigate fatigue-related questions. One of the rmearch findings was a
shortage of highway rest areas, a situation which ATA worked with Congress to address
in the recent National Highway System legislation. State are now eligible to receive
10S Federal funding for safety rest areas.

o ATA is working with the AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety, National Association of
Truck Stop Operators, and the National Private Truck Council to distribute crucial safety
information and recommended practices to all highway users.
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o We cated and mendy expended the Amamsdcs Reid Tam, a group of profesol ltruck drivers who hep teh motors ow to hrdem die wed a y with c Wear
40 _mme poPams annually ia maojwc iesto convey highwayiMy education, to doe 10a medin, uh nd cmmnituy group

EL NATIONAL HIGHWAY SYSTEM IS THE ESSENTIAL
FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION INVS'rM

A. AN Ameraw Have a Madv e, Said Intr IN th EmMM Bmeft of the NMS

The National Highway Symm is cnpid of highway routes s to promo thefree-flowing nte te commerce required to support American industry and improve mobilityfor the traveling public. A m e r in sh dwaleconomic benefits that result frominvesting in the National Highway System. Highway investment boosts productivity in eachindustrial sector in the following ways: it shapens the United States' competitive edge in theglobal rket; broadns moatels for United States' goods and mvices; and widens the aMof markets for labor and odhe faco of production. It allows industry to reduce inventories,chiee eonamies of scale, ad opiate plant and equipment mor enmically. A well-planned and maintainedNHM allows American industry to produce mor goods and services atlwercost thereby increasing employment and eventually improving wages. These nationwidebenefits that result in investing in the Core Highway Program are grster than the benefits ofinvesting in regional tr pati program

In fact, recent research at New York University by economist M. Ishad Nadiri' showsgovernment spendig on the nation's highways has a higher rat of return than governmentspending on any other program, and if well rgeted, higher than much private capitalinvestment. Targeting highway investment to thou routes of clear nationa significance as itpromoe interstate commerce, travel, and national defene and emergency services will havea vital impact on the nation's economic prosperity, our position in the global economy, and theoverall quality of life for all Americans.

The FHWA 1995 Conditions and Peformnce Report estimates a $2.60 return forevery $1 investment for their recommend total annual investment of $29.6 billion to improvethe NHS2. The Congressional Research Service reports that each SI billion invested in ournation'shighway inftastructure is associated with 24,300jobs. Of these, 10,640jobs arecreated

'UM. habidNo" Mld Thssfi.P. MmmW H4bh* aI Ir 4raWvaure a n"" wdao rdIy
GMA. hf600 . 19%6.

3 Rp V, p. ?j .
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is hwaand 13,660jbs are due to increm ed ouqut and private sector growth.'

A separate Dri Proram, the Interstate Minta ce Program, and the Fedral Lnds
Program spmmed by appropriate safety and re h programs are required to nur
at the deal goverm mitain texisn highway Infrastu

3. Fedsulvestm t im the NHS Improves Natleml " doaetvty

Federal investment in the NHS improves national productivity largly due to mor
efficient eight movement by the trucking Industry. Investment in the NHS must support the
volume of eight transported across the nation s that current growth as not unnecessarily
strained. The U.U . Frei&a dw w Forecast ...w 2004 spread by DRI/McGraw-

Hill'defnesth sin. and structure of the United Sainfreight transortatwionmarket And
Fundamental changes for each freight mode forth 10-year period ending in 2004. The

baseline forecast uses a moderate GDP annual growth rate of 2.6% and finds that the volume
o freight moved by the trucking industry will increase 19.1% by 2004, from 5.5 billion tons
to 6.5 billion tons, and the value of freight moved will increase 20.6%, from $362 billion to
$437 billion. Intecity truck tonnage, a subset of total freight volume, increased over 50%
ovw the last decade.

National productivity, measured in growth in the Gross National Product (GNP), has
always been reflected in inaeses in total truck tonnage, just as one of the frst indicators of a
reessio is a reduction in truck tonnage moving across the interstate. Industry's dependence
on interstateuck freight movement is reflected in the pattern of increasinS length of haul. An
average length of haul for national trucking firms was 410 miles in 1992, up 74 percent above
the average length of haul of 235 miles in 1950. The les-than-truckload trucking firms have
specialized in shor hauls serving niche markets. Just-in-time deliveries have allowed industry
to reduce inventory carrying costs. The substitution of highway transportation for other factors
of production is also reflected in total ack tonnage, which grew by 413% between 1950 and
1994, while ONP grew by 369% during that same period.

The recoafiguration of American industry since the early 1980's to become the pre-
eminent economic power in the world coincides with a surge in trucking market share, the only
major intercity freight tnsporaton mode to experience growth over the period. Both ral and

ICo@#rv@@m Rusai Swvie, Hih*wyCwunwneaIn,. lapo ,on Ew ,l Ey. m brym of Cpus.

OW321Limuay 6. 1993.

Available from ATA. Call Kam McClam. 703-831-1788.

rid. PP9-10.

Re"uldRot h h e omCWV4WIvNvau'jin 7)suklee. TMaOVaaiagTcbmial Seices,199". Tu 50
r m imreck freiSh mp w alo Sie mby Drm KuleA. .Eo Foemm.iha is m eme beore
liHow.of RpMWesve s SWu ce. as Sac Treoeaimm. March 28. 1996.

e W Hafoimasahai. qwv La AMe HkmeCpum"".. ./93-IMS. 1 mad
- - in LaAuw f&19, 19"5.



weway hight r remained rlativly flat over I lst three decades.' In other
words, the reanencc of American industry in die 1990's was facilitated by timely and
dependable mu deverie, which In turn depend on a well obstructed and maintained National

ihway System.

7% adam's smcsu coqpuWe reap do h efits of de investment of their direct aM
direct highway sr-fees Into do eada's hghmys every day. The &woui hapnaamc

Ae Abvdone fWl HI v vuu describes doe operations and needs of five U.S. compmnetech
a leader in their field, and aoperationsin every ta inthe country. Beah company
links Vs pes and futunuces toa national highway system:

o C*mpbell Soup Company reduced overall production costs by combining just-in-time
truk deliveries with its Select Supplier program to reduce inventories and handling cost.

o Hewlett PaJard e "phasizd 'quality o life" considerations associate with employees'
residential environment to stra highly skilled worked. The highway network offerd
both rural and urban access. HP also benefited from the highway network, reducing
order cycle times for their products, resulting in more frequent truck shipments of
saller is.

o The Limited Inc. benefited from the reliability and shot transport times ahieved by
long-distance making which allowed frequent and reliable re-stocking even in remote
locaions.

o The Saturn Corporation has reduced pioducton cos and increaed competitiveness by
using just-in-time deliveriesso its domestic assembly plants, alwing the
company so meet very preci prducion schedules.

o Xerox has achieved grue efficiency and cast savings in its outbound distribution
operations by creating hubs for its mucking operations using the nation's highway system.
Fewer carriers were needed to deliver its products over long distances-undamaged and
on time.

Togete, thee companies employ 361,000 people and had 1994 combined earnings of
$52.6 billion."

8 RimM d Roeb The M Caw rd aduwy 1 An wuuivm Tmqaaubm Tnchmo Svum, 1995.

0 Apog sine E M c mak AW mm N4e NAWi&WHghVSPUNa, With Cm Sndy 2"W18.,
Ime., FsmyM, 1994. Avdlabl foss ATA. Cal K Mc(e, 703-3-178.

O Di &s*hu C, , 1994.
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The bnef oh die Naonal Highway System a shared by sucessflindustries
economist M. Ishad Nadiui, t New York University, examined te naof return ofdthe

highway inveuumeat0635 doawt industries, and fond that the economic benefits of investing
in highways ar distributed acrsa Imca of the economy." The above examples show that
diem benefits are nalized by Industry through reliable and efficient mwckng.

IL NATIONAL HIGHWAY SYSTEM IS NOT RECEIVING ENOUGH FUNDING
AT THIE FEDERAL AND THE STATE LEVEL

A. Cwum Federl Fuadkig kNd Eugh

The importance of properly funding the NHS cannot be overstated. The NHS represents
only 4% of the nation's total highway mile but carries 40% of all trafcand 75% of all
emme traffic. Fuum gr*thi In econ woy din trnsorao will ieaseuse of the
NS cy.

Sadly, current Federal funding levels do not come close to providing the investment
requiredto halt further deer tion of the National Highway System. The NHtS is authorized
at $3.6 billion for PY 1997. The FHWA Conditions and Performance Report estimates that a
$29.6 billion annual investment by all levels of government in the NIS is required to improve
the system and receive the greatest cost-benefit in terms of reduced congestion, improved safety,
and reduced vehicle costs" . Even if all the $3.6 billion NHS funds authorized were made
available, this would cover only 12% of the $29.6 billion costs to improve the NIS.

The following statistics reveal the effects of underinvesting in the NHS:

0 Over 35% of urban Interstates and 30% of rural Interstates are in poor or mediocre
condition. (Poor conditions are defined as requiring immediate improvement and
mediocre conditions are defined as requiring improvement in the near future.)

o Over 24% of the bridges on the Interstate system are classified as deficient.

Significant increases in highway travel, combined with inadequate investment in highway
capacity and maintenance has increased congestion in most U.S. urban areas. Total trips taken

"M. MW X*M ..7Uo1"- P. MumocHigkW, e sd 1 a wv od I,,dm" A vW

2 PHWA. CnM w md w afm h ui , p. 178. NoNtoambto imprve theNHSare kmdt'smve
aDl maio's khmyss mh dore oe ub muW md manor moibo, mnor uml, or loud rosab.
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by all Americans an growing three times fster than the population." Yet highway capacity
has remained relatively msanL In 1990,tdhe loal costs for conestionin the 50 urban areu
stuied was aproximately $43.2 billion." Annual congestion costs can be determined per
vehicle. In Washington, DC congestion costs $1,420 per vehicle, in San Benrdino, CA
$1,320, and in New York City, NY $1,090." Each yar moe travelers in more ares are
affd by congestion.

ATA believe the Federal government is underinvestinS in the nation's key highways.
At present, the United States, a world-clan economy, is investing less than one half of one
percent of the ONP in the public capital facilities, prmarily highways. This is down 50% since
the 1960-64 period. Failure to invest in public capital facilities will seriously constrain future
economic growth, limit productivity, and contribute to a continued trend of limited wage growth
for American work.

1. FHWA Undersates Highway Travel Forecasts

The magnitude of the highway investment requirements reported in FHWA's 1995
Condition and Pefo'n c Repot is staggering when compared to available Federal funds.
However, if the report had not used ad hoc methods to shift travel demand from highway to
man transit, the annual investment requirements to maintain or improve the nation's highway
system would be even higher.

Investment requirements reported in FHWA's 1995 Conditions and Perfiomance Report
are based on the assumption that the traveling public in the 33 largest urbanized zones will
reduce travel by 30% below State DOT forecasts (1.5% compared to 2.2%)" and below the
rate of growth in highway travel for the period 1966 to 1993 (1.5% compared to 3.4%)1'. Te
report goes on to state that these reductions in highway travel would only occur if "agresmve"
transportation demand strategies are implemented and are successful in achieving their goal of
getting people out of their cars and onto mass transit. The report also identifies trends that
clearly show the American public has changed the way it chooses to travel "in ways that are
difficult to serve with transit or other alternatives to driving alone,"' a finding that directly
contradicts the report's basic assumption that 30% of highway travel can be diverted to mass
transit.

SHWA. Ce edieuou ,d PejuemMMn. p. x.

"FHWA. Cedlin aPertwamu .p 104.

Team Tq mo Iauiwme, Rady Ceq e kunw&Wkd T mk-l. M ambM 1993.

'4FHWA. Comd wand Pvfammam. ExhiW 5.2, p 164.

I? FHWA. Cend/ie ad PWe . p. 163.

F4WA, Ceu ite nd Pwfovuew, p. xvi.
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SSt Fether Reducedo. Federd Funding DaM Avaabl o NKS

The America Trucking Ascatosbeievesthe funding flextibility IncoPora-ted ,i
ISTHA has led to ae decisions dt have resulted in the trickling down of funds away fom the
cem highway prgrmI t programs of q enable national significance. ISTEA calls for a
pductive and well connected highway system linS all modes together to form a seamless
trnprao network that will enhancec the nation's economic competitivenss in an
incresnly Slobal economy.' Ironically, funding flexibility may have jeopardized the ISTEA
National Highway Symem objective.

The Core Highway Program (CHIP) has been funded at below autriztion levels
throughout A u a period. The Surface Transportation Pogam (STP), which
includes pojec that am not pert o( the Core Highway Program, has been funded at levels
aboe ISTHEA uhriztin sine 1994. (See Sraph and chart, neat two pages.) In 1995, the last
yew for which actual figures are available, the Core Highway Progrin (CIIJ was funded
at $135 bllon below u levels for the year, and $5.6 billion below authorization
lves since ISTEA became law in 1992. TM. STP was funded at $1.1 billion above
a t ine level In FY 195, and $860 million above cumulative ISTEA authorization levels.

The Federal process sets obligation imitations for the total funing
available to the Federal-aid Highway Program only. The actual distribution of funds between
programs is determined by the states. While it is true that some STP money will be spent on the
NHS and that minimum allocation funds are being channeled through STP, it is also true that
increasing levels of Federal funding are being used for non-highway purposes.

C. Federal Budset Co tants and State DivesIons Umit nvesent in the NHS

Promises to provide adequate funding for the NHS seem to have failed to materialize
for two reasons:

First, budget constraints artificially imposed on the Highway Trust Fund because it is
included in the unified budget have prohibited spmding the accumulating user fees on the basic
highway program for which they are intended. The balance in the Highway Trust Fund is $21.5
billion this year, and, according to the Administration's budget, projected to increase to $60
billion in 2002. These results underscore the wisdom of the Subcommittee's actions in passing
legislation to take the Highway Trust Fund off budget.
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Second, diversin of highway-usrn fes from needed road and bridge improvema t to
deficit reduction and other non-highway program is . The diversion or exemption o(
Federal highway-us fews increased 7% betw 1985 and 1995, jumping from $2 billion to
about $13 billion." Some funds ar diverted through the flexibility within Federal-aid Highway
Plram mde possible i nSTA authorizing legislation. Sta me allowed to shift Federal
dollar away from coe highway prqgams-t NHS, 0Inesat Maintenance, the Bridge
Proganm, and the Federa Land Progam-t programs questionable national significae tha
receive fmding through SIP. ATA is concernedtat Federal moneys are subject to rivalries
among project that yield horm-trm political gin and undermine our fudamental national

ATA beliuevm that ISTA overrachd its gmls and created devices to fund programs that
would be bettmanaged at the so f leve. While t programs and bike ahsre an
important part of regional dvelopmet, they do not contribute to interstate commerce and travel.
Pogr that ve funds though L5EA funding flexibility result in economic benefits that
ae solely regional in scope. Eliminating program that do not cleady result in nationwide
ecnomicbenefits would elimina a justification for minimum allocation programs.

ATA strongly believes that the reuthriztio process should reexamine flexible funding
within the Fedeal-aid Highway Program to ake sure that highway-Ler fees from the are spent
on building and maintaining highways of national significance establishing trust in the
Highway Trust Fund. ATA is concrned that significant levels of funding are filtering down
through the system and spent on projects that are not solidly linked to the national interests as
they nate to interstate commerce, national defense, tourism, and travel.

IV. PROSMPUT'Y AND NATIONAL INVESTMENT

A. Te Nmatomal Hilgbway Systmm I the Link t Prosperiy for AV Ammica

The decisions this Subcommittee makes about Federal investment in the National
Highway System will have profound effects on every sector of the economy. Although decisions
to invest in the NHS will be made in an environment of intense short-term budgetary pressure,
it is important to take into cosmiderati the vast national economic benefits the system will
provide. The linkage between investing in the nation's highways and improvement in the truck-
freight moving indusies, which efects the productivity of all sectors of the economy, has been
proven. Agriculture, cansmuction, manufacturing, and the scenic industries have become even
more dependent on safe, reliable, and timely truck deliveries in the past decade s markets are
increasingly exposed to intense domestic and international competition. Both the trucking

0TMw Rood UIafwm aPrgram, 19 IM fhWyFurAhu Moh&*. Cedim de. thes ., ApMi1996,
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industry and the bsines we mm am pating on rawo-thin profit margins and cannot afftd
i Macim t loinadequatei investment in the NHS. Norcan de consumers they serve.

Failure to adequtely hnet in the NHS is to limit future economic growth.

I. Adequate Federal l Should be Tarle for the NHS

The Intertat is e nially completed. ATA calls upon the Subcommittee to target
Federal investment o the National Highway System during the reauthorization process as it
re;resnts the essential routes of interstate commere and travel, national connectivity, and
support for national defnse. Responsibility for highways of lesser significance should be
returned to he s where projects can be ranked more efficiently for their contribution to
local and g W Targeting Federal highway investment towards building and
maintaining the NMS as the foundation for all surface transportation modes ensures that those
projects with the greatest nationwide benefits receive adequate funding. To do any less is to

orcagethe Amrm public.

The nationwide economic benefits of Federal investment in the NHS will ovenhadow the
concerns of sttm that recot ve less funding back than they contribute. The minimum allocation
program corrects problems introduced when Federal Highway Trust Fund monies are spent on
programs with questionable national economic significance. For instance, why should highway-
user fees from Florida be spent on enhancement projects in Idaho, when the benefits of that
project are clearly limited to the region? Highway-user fees from Florida spent to eliminate
a highway bottleneck in Idaho would encourage interstate travel to Florida and result in
improved interstate commerce. Agricultural products would flow more freely from Florida to
the Northwest, as would partially assembled goods and other factors of production. The overall
improvement in productivity due to enhanced interstple commerce reaches all Americans
regardless of state of residency.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we need a national highway program focused on national
interests nmx than ever before. Our economy depends on safe, efficient highway transportation.
The pressures-and opportunities-of a global economy dictate "t we cannot let our integrated
system of highways become fragmented because a state lacks the resources itself to keep its
roads up to date. We need the Core Highway Program to prevent weak links from breaking the
system. We look forward to your continued leadership. Thank you.
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Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I am Bill Fay,
President and CEO of the American Highway Users Alliance. The Highway Users represents a
broad cross-section of businesses and individuals who rely on good highways to carry them and
their customers, employees, and products to their destination safely and on time. We appreciate
this opportunity to testify during the subcommittee's initial series of reauthorization hearings
regarding the federal role in transportation.

FEDERAL ROLE IN SURFACE TRANSPORTATION

We are pleased that the subcommittee is focusing its opening round of reauthorization
hearings on the fundamental question: what is the appropriate federal role in surface
transportation? That's the question we asked ourselves last year, when the Highway Users began
developing its own recommendations for reauthorization of the highway program.

For nearly forty years, the federal highway program has been focused largely on
construction of the Interstate System, now formally called the Dwight D. Eisenhower National
System of Interstate and Defense Highways. Now that construction of the Interstate System is
virtually completed and the Interstate Construction account no longer exists, it is appropriate for
Congress to reexamine the federal highway program to be sure it is structured in a way that best
serves national transportation interests.

In addition to those practical considerations, the next Congress will face a serious
political concern - namely, the donor states' demand for a higher return on their investment in
the Highway Trust Fund - which necessitates this fundamental review of the mission of the
federal highway program and the resources needed to get the job done. Unless Congress can
identify clear national interests that justify a continued federal highway program, donor state
officials will have every right to demand the repeal of federal fuel taxes or a full return on the
investment their constituents make each year in the Highway Trust Fund.

We believe there are clear national interests at stake in surface transportation. The
nation's economy, our national defense, and an important element of our individual freedom --
all depend on a network of safe, efficient highways connecting the country from coast-to-coast
and border-to-border. Without such a highway network, many U.S. businesses would be unable
to compete in national and international marketplaces, military readiness would be put at grave
risk because of the inability to mobilize quickly, and the ability of individual Americans to travel
where they want. when they want would be severely hampered.

Put another way, a strong federal role in the development and maintenance of highways is
essential to support economic growth, protect our freedom. and sustain our quality of life. Few
other federal programs are justified by such a sweeping national impact.

Yet, it seem equally clear that the national economic and defense interests that justify a
federal program focused on interstate travel do not necessarily justify a federal program that
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supports projects of purely local interest. For instance, it is difficult to identify the national
economic or defense interest served by construction of a scenic pedestrian pathway in a small
community with little, if any, highway congestion and few, if any, pedestrian commuters. But
today, Surface Transportation Program funds - federal taxes paid by highway users - can be
used for just that purpose.

For that reason, it is important that Congress identify the national interests in surface
transportation and target federal funds to meet those interests.

HIGHWAY USERS PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

As I mentioned, The Highway Users began developing its own recommendations for
reauthorization last year. Bearing in mind two overriding national goals of improved interstate
mobility and safer travel, we recommend a simplified highway program, targeting federal funds
toward five program accounts. They are:

The National Highway System (NHS) -- the NHS constitutes only 4 percent of the
nation's road mileage, but it carries 40 percent of all traffic and 75 percent of commercial
truck travel. The Federal Highway Administration estimates that the nation would need
to invest over SI8 billion annually just to maintain current conditions on NHS highways
and $24 billion annually to improve them. Yet, the current federal highway program
provides only $6.5 billion per year for NHS improvements.

Bridges - both on and off the NHS, bridges are high-cost, critical links in our nationwide
highway network. FHWA says the nation would need to spend $5. 1 billion annually to
maintain current bridge conditions: S8.9 billion to improve them. The current federal
highway program provides only $2.8 billion per year for bridge work.

Safety - over 40,000 Americans are killed each year in highway accidents, and the total
has increased during each of the last three years. The federal government currently
invests approximately $700 million annually in highway safety programs. As Americans
continue to travel more miles than ever by highway, we must focus more attention and
resources on safety improvements. It's a nationwide challenge requiring a greater
financial commitment of the federal government.

Research and Development (R&D) -- the federal government currently invests
approximately $400 million annually in R&D activities to develop new technologies.
construction materials, and construction techniques that will ease congestion, make travel
safer, and prolong the useable life of roads and bridges. By providing up-front financing.
coordinating research activities at sites around the country, and transferring information
and technologies among interested parties in the public and private sectors, FHWA
programs reduce the cost and enhance the benefits of the nation's highwhy-related R&D
activities.
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Roads.on Federal La - the federal highway program provides approximately $500
million per yew for improvements to roads on federal lands, such as national parks. This
program is essential to provide public access to such areas, and it should be continued.

By targtin at lett SS pecWu effederal kigkuwayfunds in the aboveflve program
accounts, we elieve CoeSras would signftcant( improve both safety and interstate mobility

Surface Trasportation Program - in addition to the five national program accounts,
we recommend that Congress continue a streamlined version of the Surface Transportation
Program, funded at not more than 15 percent of the total highway program. STP funds should be
available for use on currently eligible highway, bridge, and safety projects; highway-related
activities required by the Clean Air Act; research and planning activities; and mass transit
capital projects. Current federal set-asides in the STP account, such as the funds reserved for
"transportation enhancement activities," should be eliminated.

Mass Transit - while mass transit systems provide an important transportation service in
some local areas, we do not believe they serve a clear national transportation purpose. Therefore,
we recommend that Congress eliminate the mass transit account of the Highway Trust Fund and
make all highway user fees available for use in the highway program. Any federal funds
reserved exclusively for mass transit projects should be derived from the General Fund.

Samcttoms- we recommend that Congress eliminate all highway funding sanctions not
directly related to the fiscal and contractual integrity of the federal highway program.

Maall-mit Systems - we recommend that Congress renew the requirement that states
develop and implement bridge management, pavement management, and safety management
systems. We do n=t recommend enforcing these requirements by threatening the loss or transfer
of highway constrution funds. Rather, we recommend that the states be allowed and
encouraged to use their regular federal highway apportionments to pay the costs associated with
this requirement.

Bridge, pavement, and safety management systems are intended to help state officials
identify problems and set priorities, ensuring that bridge, pavement, and safety improvements are
included in the state's tunportation improvement program (TIP). The management systems
should be performance oriented, incentive based. and flexible.

Environmental Regulations - we recommend that Congress designate the U.S.
Department of Transportation as the lead agency on environmental regulations affecting
transportation projects, plans, and programs. U.S. DOT should perform that responsibility in

cooperation with other federal agencies having expertise, budgetary resources, and program
responsibilities related to a particular project or regulatory matter.
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Distribution Formula - while we make no recommendation with respect to the formula
for distributing funds under the ive national program accounts, some states undoubtedly will
contribute more to the Highway Trust Fund than they get back; others less. Such a relationship
among the states is necessary to meet identified federal interests, but we believe that fact can be
justified by the resulting impact on job creation, economic growth, personal mobility, highway
safety, and national security. To mitigate the immediate financial loss to donor states, however,
we recommend that Srp funds be distributed among the states on a dollar-for-dollar basis, thus
eliminating donor/donee differential in this element of the program.

Amtrak -- last year, the Senate included a provision in its National Highw ay System bill
making Amtrak eligible to receive federal highway funds. We strongly opposed that provision
and appreciated the steadfast opposition to it by members of the Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee, particularly Chairman Shuster who repeatedly said that it would be
enacted "over my dead body." We are delighted not only that the Chairman is still livi..g and the
Amtrak provision was deleted in the NHS conference, but also that he has reiterated his
opposition to the identical language which may be considered by the Senate this week as part of
an Amtrak authorization bill.

I take this opportunity to reiterate The Highway Users' strong opposition to any proposal
that would allow the diversion of highway funds to subsidize Amtrak. We urge members of the
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee to resist such proposals whether they arise this year
during conference on the Amtrak authorization bill or next year during consideration of the
surface transportation reauthorization legislation. Highway user fees should be dedicated to road
and bridge improvements.

Summary - our proposal would greatly simplify the structure of the federal highway
program and streamline the administrative and accounting procedures. It would:

* cut the number of funding accounts by half;
* eliminate the numerous set-asides within funding accounts under ISTEA;
* concentrate federal oversight and administrative requirements on NHS, bridge, and safety

projects;
target more federal funds to the NHS and bridges, allowing state and local governments
to meet other transportation priorities without costly federal strings attached.

MEETING HIGHWAY INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS

While we believe it is important to target federal highway funds toward projects that
improve interstate mobility and make travel safer, it is equally important that the reauthorization
legislation serve to boost the nationwide investment in roads and bridges. The Federal Highway
Administration's report, "1995 Status of the Nation's Surface Transportation System: Conditions
and Performance," indicates that the U.S. is seriously under-investing in our most basic
transportation infrastructure.
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The demand placed on our highways has grown at an astounding rate:

In 1990, Americans made 230 billion trips, traveling 2.3 trillion miles - in a car or truck,
or by bus, train, subway or airplane, or by walking, biking, or riding a motorcycle'. That
means Anmicans took 72 percent more trips and traveled 65 percent more miles than
they did two decades earlier.

One transportation mode - highways - carried the bulk of that additional travel. Of the
250 billion trips in 1990, 87 percent were in a car or truck or other personal vehicle (91
percent ofwork trips)'. And trips in a personal vehicle accounted for 70 percent of all
miles traveled'.

Factors likely to increase the demand for highway capacity while creating what FHWA
calls "patterns difficult to serve with transit or other alternatives to driving alone" include
employment gains among women and minorities, a growing population of elderly drivers,
and the continued migration ofjobs and households to the suburbs.

Alarmingly, as demand for highway 1 travel cntinue to grow. the overall performance of
our roadI and hbidge is declining.

Congestion, measured in terms of its duration, has worsened in many urban areas because
highway capacity has not increased to accommodate additional travel. The daily vehicle
miles of travel on each lane of urban Interstate increased nearly 30 percent from 1983 to-
1993'.

On urban freeways, one out of every ten miles of pavement is in poor condition (poor
condition requires immediate improvement)?.

'1995 Status of the Nation's Surface Transportation System: Conditions and
Performane, Federal Highway Administration. p. 5.

2Ibid. p. 5.

Ibid. p. 10.

'Ibid. p. 5.

Ibid. p. xii.

'Ibid. p. xxiii.

'Ibid. p. xxv.
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Rural eas suffr an atudny high percentage of roads with ta lanes that ae too
narrow to meet modern stndards for safety: for ample, lane widths are substandard on
86 percent of the rural mile on our principal non-Interste highways'.

Ova one-fourth of all url roads classified a mJor collectors have alignment
deficiencies winch reduce safe travel speeds .

Over 24 percent of all Interstate bridges and an even higher pmeentage of bridges on
other major highways should be .xpadd repaired, or replaced.

Given the gowth in highway use and the poor conditions on much of our road system,
what are we, as a nation, doing about it? Passing the problem on to the next generation. No
other conclusion can be reached from the FHWA report.

All levels of government invested S34.8 billion to improve road and bridge conditions
and pefoa in 1993".

Federal funds constituted 44 pernt of the 1993 expenditue for road and bridge
improvements 2 .

The average annual invetment necessary to maintain current road and bridge conditions
over the next 20 years is $54.8 billion; S74 billion to Improve conditions".

'Conditions and Performac. p. xxvi.

Ibid. p. xxv.

0 Ibid. p. xxvi.

" Ibid. p. xxi, Exhibit 3.

2 Ibid. p. xxi.

3 Ibid. p. xxx.
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That means the combined federal, state, and local investment in highway improvements
is $20 billion per yew I= dtm m' -amount needed just to maintain current conditions over the
ner.t two decades. Its $40 billion per year shrt of the amount we should be investing in order to
leave the next generation of Americans a better system of roads than we have today. This is the
transportation system that caries over 87 percent of all trips (and 78 percent of the dollar value
of all goods shipped in the U.S.)N.

As shocking as those investment requirements may seem, they would have been
substantially higher if FHWA officials had not elected to forecast a dramatic shift from highway
travel to transit in the nation's most populous cities. For the 33 largest urbanized areas, the 1995
Conditions and Performance report assumes that highway travel will increase at a compound
annual rate of 1.5 percent over the next 20 years. By comparison, the states had forecast a 2.23
percent compound annual growth rate. But the actual rate in the last decade was approximately
3.4 percent".

Thus, while trends point to greater and greater highway travel, the FHWA report adopts
the indefensible assumption that there will be less, and that the 33 largest urbanized areas will
experience a corresponding increase in transittravel. Whereas the passenger miles of travel on
transit has remained relatively flat (0.0 percent growth rate) throughout the last decade, the 1995
Conditions and Performance report prjc that transit travel will grow at a compound annual
rate of 2.4 percent over the next 20 years".

The report makes clew the fragile foundation on which its forecasts is based. "Without
significant and wide-spread demand-shaping policies, it is not likely that [these] forecasts will be
achieved," the report bluntly acknowledges".

The report's forecast that Americans will shift from cars to transit cannot be justified
either on the basis of historical experience or by the anticipated implementation of the draconian
travel demand policies that would be necessary to achieve them. In fact, they are completely at
odds with FHWA's finding (cited above) that the travel requirements of today's working families
and retirees are "creating patterns difficult to serve with transit or other alternatives to driving
alone."

"Florida senator proposes sharp reduction in gasoline tax, federal role in highways.'"
Trfic ld. February 26, 1996. p. 13.

"Conditions and Performance. pp. 164-167.

' Ibid. pp. 164-166.

, Ibid. p. 166.
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Unfortunately, the 1995 Conditions and Performance report does not indicate the extent
to which these tavl den u I lower the estimated annual investment requirement for
highways and increase the estimate for transit. It is clear, however that if transit travel jump
from the current zero parent compound annual growth rate to 2.4 percent, the investment
requirements over the next 20 years will increase dramatically. Since all the available evidence
suggests that change will not occur, we respectfully recommend, Mr. Chalman, that you ask
Department of Transportation officials to clarify what the annual investment requirements would
be for highways and transit using the more realistic travel demand forecasts reported by the
states.

THE CASE FOR INCREASED FEDERAL FUNDING

Even with the under-stated highway investment requirements included in the 1995
Conditions and Performance report, the gap between actual investments and estimated
investment needs is enormous. Obviously, federal funds will not be sufficient to fill the gap, but
we believe the FHWA report makes a strong case for increased federal funding for highways.

Highway users are already paying enough in federal taxes to support substantially higher
funding. According to U.S. Treasury estimates, highway users will pay approximately $30
billion in federal fuel and other excise taxes, of which only $21 billion will be deposited in the
Highway Account this year. In addition, the cash balance in the Highway Account will grow
even larger than the current $9.4 billion because of interest payments transferred from the
General Fund in fulfillment of debt obligations.

It is worth noting, too, that highway users this year will pay almost $3 billion in taxes
deposited into the Mass Transit Account of the Highway Trust Fund. And the 4.3 cents-per-
gallon fuel tax increase imposed in 1993 for "deficit reduction" will take approximately $6
billion more out of the pockets of highway users this year to be deposited in the General Fund for
general government purposes, not including highways.

Meanwhile, federal tax subsidies for ethanol-blended fuels have cost the Highway Trust
Fund almost $6 billion since 1983. For that reason, The Highway Users strongly supports
H.. 3345, legislation that will phase out the ethanol tax credit. Several members of this
subcommittee, including the chairman, are original cosponsors of the bill, along with the
principal sponsor, Representative Tate.

The bottom line is this: highway users will pay approximately $30 billion in federal
highway taxes this year, but only $21 billion will be deposited in an account that can be used for
road and bridge improvements.

As you know, Congress will shortly be considering legislation to repeal the 4.3 cents-per-
gallon tax going into the General Fund. I recently wrote to Senate Majority Leader Dole
indicating that the Highway Users would prefer to transfer the tax into the Highway Trust Fund.
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I have tried to indicate in this testimony why such an action would be justified in light of the'.
need for increased road and bridge investments. Members of the Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee recently intoduced legislation to accomplish the transfer, and we
support it. We strongly believe, however, that highway users should no longer be assessed a tax
for general government purposes. If the 4.3 cents cannot be transferred into the Highway Trust
Fund, it should be repealed.

OFF BUDGET

The growing gap between highway needs and highway investments, combined with the
growing unobligated balance in the Highway Trust Fund, makes a strong case for legislation to
take the Highway Trust Fund out of the wified federal budget. The Highway Users supports
H.R. 842, the "Truth in Budgeting Act." and we congratulate the members of this subcommittee
as well as those on the full committee who worked so diligently to produce the 2-1 margin of
victory for the off budget bill on the House floor.

As a member of the Alliance for Truth in Transportation Budgeting, the Highway Users
is working now to garner support for the Senate companion bill, S. 729. Obviously, the super-
majority (60 votes) needed for Senate passage makes the task even more difficult than it was in
the House. We believe, however, that the facts are on our side and once they know the facts,
most Senators, like their House countepus will vote to treat transportation taxpayers fairly and
honestly by separating the transportation trust funds from the unified budget.

By assuring that highwAy taxes are put to their intended use and not held in Washington
to mask the size of the federal deficit, off budget status for the Highway Trust Fund should make
it easier for this subcommittee to cross both the practical and political hurdles you will face in
developing reauthorization legislation next year.

Thank you, Mr. Cairman, for allowing me this opportunity to present our
recommendations on reauthorization of the highway program. We at The Highway Users look
forward to working with you and the members of the subcommittee throughout the
reauthorization process, and I hope you will call on us whenever we can provide assistance.
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A modest federal iveaelil in highway adyoould yield substantial savings in public health cew e relsted
costs. At almen when Congress is ekngiwys to reduce health cr coas across the nation. federal funtV
for programs which hewo preveo os Wim -l vehicle bbilelee and k~urle should flot be overlooked.

Additionally, studies have ehow that erl invesbhnents in driver behavior program ae highly cost-effective.
NHTSA setimaleeta the total benets of W and highway safety programs (Including speed nfremenil
alcohol contrma o improveme-Ie. and motorcycle heitnets) exood their costs by a ratioof019 t1.
Whenpanand sulfergwe fcPtoredint othe equlion !Oatratio Increases 1* 33 to 1. Fow,..U any other federal
program can boast of su hd a ruma on kwawim L

A recent NHTSA report.h .a--An Intadm (which provided an in-depth
evaluation of the inpecl of fldea gn kndlig in bur states) found that "th federal highway sat" program is a
textbook example of how aiome amol f Federal fundlng can catalyze significant changes in the nations
approach Io af"y." The sudy found tWta ons amount of federal funds (1-3% of total funding) leveraged a
substantialrnou of non-federal mcig funds. The federally-funded programs were so successful and so
important to the states '75% of th mety projieceventually obtained partial or complete funding frm non-
Federal sources nd ...7% wer eventually expandedS o otherwa of the state.'

The federal grant programs me ameall bit critical component to any successful state or community highway
safety initiative. Wihou the federalfund,11 liek that states and communities would conduct few highway
safety program on their own. The NHTSA assessment report ndcate that "45% (of the highway safety projects
in the four states which were evaluated) wou never have been started or would have been discontinued in the
absence of S-uton 402 orother grant furds ... Only 12% of the programs did not depend upon Federal funds to
ether ne twn or keep them going."

K Whet 1 the AppropriatFeal Role hilHgheway Sfety

NAGHSR strongly believes tha t is a legitimate and appropriate role for the federal government in highway
safety and that role is one of MKMl. Over Vie pes lorly-years, the federal-aid highway program has been a
federally-assisted.-i. ser program: the federal government provides the fuxk, leadership,
guidelines, and assistane o the sWaes, and the a"eimplementd te program. The federal-aid highway program
has been developed and impleented through an effective patnership between the federal and state
governments. In our view, the fede highway aety program should be implemented in that same .anner.

The federal government can provide leadership in highway safely by setting national goals, addressing emerging
issues, conveting summits on issues. developing national educational campaigns on Issues, and other pro-active
strategies. The federal govervnent can also provide guidance and assistance on issues that are importa even
Nf they ae no longer mmdetory, e.g. speed lmits, Safety Management System. and motorcycle helmets.

In our view. DOT already provides leadership on many highway safety Issue. The Secretary of Transportation
has set ambitious national goals for both bipr diving and occupant protection: 75% nationwide saltbelt
usage by 1997 and a 30% reduction In impieddiving fatalities annually by2006. State provided Input into the
goal-setting process, and they have developed thek own programs and strategies to help moet those goais.
States have accepted the goals because they have been mutually agreed to and are not mandatory, top-down
goals.

The federal government can assi states in moving toward more cost-effective, performance-baed
programming. By re-enognerng federal granl program administration so tha i is more resulta-oriented, states
will be allowed to set thei o paronnane goals develop creative strategies that ae appropriate for ?hei
states, and evalukt their progress in ting the dered goals.

The 402 State and Community Highway Safely grant program. Jointly administered by NHTSA and th Fed
Highway AdnInIstralon (FHWA) lan outstanding example of this approach. Under a pilot program that was
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developed wiltconsiderablae Mai niu ad lit d this current fiscal yew. sitts se their own hihwaysW
performance goals which we approved by te NHTA rgicnl ofie. Each ete develops a pleaningdocuaen
which specifies how ltwl reach Its goals eod emlt he docurene to the NHTSA regional office for information
puposes o y. The Ms implement their planned program and then evaluatewneto se they have been
sucessful Ifthe sae has not met its goa in a particular program area. 1heregional office staff will work with
Vhe state to suggest approaches that mlg be mr successful. The regional offices also offer tanin and
technical assistance to help iws develop and kmp nt their programs. The sixteen statet t are
p ipan g in te FY96 plot program ovowheinkn support ths more flexible approach. Forty sates, three

tertre, aid the District of ColwnbW eaready Indcated tha they intend to participate in the plot for FY 97.
It Isewdnticptd that a&I the st5atderid ries wil be participating in the redesigned 402 program by FY 96.

The federal government can provide needed technical ssistance to states on a range of highway safety issues.
Both NIIHTSA and FHWA have provided oulttaning technical assistance to tfstates:

o NHTSA has developed a program called Campalgn Safe and Sober" whose purpose is to encourage
sates to reduce impar driving, increase safety belt use. and encourage compliance with posted spee
nits. The quarterly planners and ote materials for the Campaign have been developed with state inpu

to alow for stateflexbity and adaptation. The legislative technical assistance has been very helpful and
succesfuky asMsted Louisin and Georgia in enacting primary belt laws. The targeted enforcement
grants have helped states develop high visblty enforcement efforts that have successfully resulted in
increased belt use in those jurisdictions with the grants. States have found that Safe and Sober has
increased public education but also has fostered now interagency partnershps for traffic enforcement
efforts.

0 NHTSA has developed a uer4rkendly data program that he"l states determine how much motor vehicle
crashes costs their state and sub-state Jurisdictions. The program can be run on any personal computer
and requires no special training. The information that Is generated can be used with state poloy-makers
to help them understand the importance of highway safety prevention programs and laws.

0 NHTSA has also developed state-specific fad shots on key impaired driving legislative issues. The fact
sheets. which are available to a state at its request, provide Information on the number of impaired driving
fatalities and injures in the state, the cost to the state, and the savings which would be realized f the
appropriate impaired driving legislation were adopted. The fact sheets can be given to state legislatures,
along with other materials developed by NHTSA and the state highway safety office.

0 FHWA has developed a national campaign to address the problem of red light running. The Agency has
developed public service announcements and marketing videos, a train-the-trainer program, printed
materials, and hands-on technical assistance. It has also provided program development grants to 32
Jurisdictions to implement thek own red light running program. FHWA also provides assistance in
building coalitions, media relatio and augmenting enorcement of red light running laws with

0 NHTSA has provided different type of t a assistance to any state that wants to link crash data with
injuryand cost dat. The Agency has prepared reports on data linkage, disseminated a step-by-stop
guidance on data access and file preparation. and offered customized on-site technical assistance to
state upon request as well as technical assistance by telephone. NHTSA has also orgariod teams of
professionals to asse" a stadte traffic records system and make recommendations for improving that
system. It has provided competitive grants to states to consider the assessment team rec*mmndations
and to develop a strategic plan for iplementing thoseeommendaItion.

The federal government can also provide traitng and develop training standard for the states. At the states'
request, NHTSA developed a Project Managementtraining course which the states could use with their
subgrantees to help them improve the *marment of their 402 grants, to ensure that the 402 funds were being
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administered properly, and to prevent administrative problems from occurring In the first piece. The course was
developed with state knu and then turned over to the states so they could use the course a their discretion with
their subgrantees. Other courses, such as those developed for the law enforcement community (e.g., s tandard
feld sobriety tsting and drug recognion ting) have helped educate law enforcement about the Importance of
highway safety and standardize the delivery of enforcement efforts.

The federal government can develop and demonstrate new programs and technology. NHTSA's new Safe
Communities iMitive Is an excellent example of the kind of program development that the federal government
can and should undertake.

Last year, NHTSA began adapting the World Health Organization's concept of Safe Communities to injury
prevention programs, with a focus on motor vehicle-related injury prevention. The intent of Safe Communities is to
build on the experiences states have in developing community traffic safety programs (CTSPs). to develop
programs that are based on oommunity-level data, and to reach out to new partners, particularly public health
organizations and private businesses. The Agency developed a concept paper, worked with other federal
agencies with an interest in injury prevention, and then began marketing the program to state highway safety
agencies, state public health agencies, hospitals, businesses and others. The Safe Communities program was
officially initiated via teleconference in March, followed by a national conference in mid-April. Technical
assistance materials md a training course are under development. NHTSA successfully fought for federal
demonstration funding, and a Request For Proposals was just issued last month. NHTSA will evaluate the
demonstration sdes and men disseminate the results to all the states in the future.

NHTSA also has played an active role in demonstrating and evaluating new enforcement technology such as
photo radar, laser speed guns, Ignition interlocks, and breath testing equipment. Emergency medical services
and trauma systems have also benefetted from the Agency's technology development efforts.

The federal government can facilitate technology and Information sharing among states and communities
involved in highway safety. Federal transportation agencies can serve as information clearinghouses, identify
best practices, disseminate model programs and legislation, and fund case studies. For example, NHTSA
produces a document entitled, TrfiIc., which is disseminated to 4,000 highway safety professionals across
the country. The publication summarizes, in non-technicl and understandable terms, the latest developments in
driver behavior programs and research. As more and more states come on-line, the federal agencies will be able
to deliver needed information over the Internet and through Interactive electronic bulletin board systems.

The federal government can research and evaluate the effectiveness of current highway safety programs and
activities. NHTSA and FHWA both have extensive research programs which benefit state program development.
NHTSA has undertaken research on such diverse issues as why youths take risks to the acceptability of safety
belts in rural communities. The Agency's evaluation efforts have been helpful in determining the effectiveness of
various legislative and progranmatic approaches to highway safety, particularly in the area of impaired driving
and occupant protection. For example, NHTSA research validating the effectiveness of California's administrative
license revocation (ALR) law pro dod "ammuniton for other states seeking to pass such laws.

Finally, the federal government can provide adequate funding so that states and communities will be able to
Implement comprehensive and effective highway safety programs. For the past ten years, the Section 402
highway safety grant - the badd)one of the states' highway safety efforts - has been funded at a level ranging
between $115 million to $128 million - well below the authorized amount. At the same time, demands on the
program have increased substantially, while the "buying power" of the federal 402 dollar has steadily declined.
The 410 Impaired driving incentive grant program has been very successful but severely under funded. The 153
incentive grant program for safety belts and motorcycle helmets has also been a successful but short-lived
program whose authority expired after three years. The bicycle safety grant program was authorized but never
funded.

4
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Futhermore, 1w rae d p ress ItMhies been ml in highway aldly over tMhe lM wo decades nnot b
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If the states had more safy Ading th "could bmW address som of the Congres' concems, particularly in
the area of impaired driving ed oo wprolecn. StlM could alo us te added funds o rov hmer
traffic records system ad Ink toe yalems oerw stale daa base Staes would then be in a better Wstion
to monitor and evaluate their performance and to mm ft costieffectivenes of their highway safety programs.
States would able g Congress a dcsw pics of M progress that has been made in highway safety
and the problems tha sItl remain.

The need for additional funding is clew. One way to satisfy al of thm diverse funding needs Is to provide
federal highway safety grant program in mor innovative manner. NAGHSR recommends at highway safety
should be tied to exposure rate. That is,. he more vehicle miles of travel, the more federal highway safety
funding should be made avalabs. This co ld be aomplshed through en earmarked amount off the top of the
Highway Trust Fund. in the ame manner as the Highway Planning and Research (HPR) funding. This approach
would increase funding for salety and provide enough revenues for the base 402 program as well as impaired
driving, occupant protection. ic rcors and other Incentive grant programs. If ,.fe s , as much of a rUdgrf

as onres ndiais ha Ile onm tmMbe wvSON uto ratatdifor ikweasing safty fwki
such as the one NAGHIR has nmpasd

IV. FlexbUIlty, Not Mandtes

One ofthe reasons that the 402 program is so successful is thl It slows ste to address a range of highway
safety problems without mandating urformity among the states. AccordIng to the NHTSA interim assessment
report. 'he program favors a variety of stro1gin and management styles among the states" without dictating
what the states must do.' The 402 progra pioties are guidelines, and not standards. They guide the states
highway safety planni and progranming actvities; however. stale may program funds in areas that are not
national priorities (such as school bus salty) N ty can demonstrate th there isa ned.

States strongly support federal highway safety programs which give he states the flexbft to address their
priority highway safety needs. Fedl Wprograms should allow states to determine the mix of highway safety
projects which are apprpriate for them through a state problem identification and planning process. States
strongly oppose unfunded mandates requiringthem to adopt one particular. often narrowly defined, approach to a
highway safety pmblem.

V. Incentives, NotSanctons

Too often, in our view, the federal government has forced states to address a particular highway safety issue by
threatening them with sanctions N lhey fal to act in the specified manner and during a specified time period. The
sanctions am often not targeted tohe problem or issue and are frquently counter-productive. By withholding
federal highway construction funds from non-compliant states, the highways become deteriorated. which in turn.
leads to unsafe driving condiion.

Redirection of funds has not been any mon successful then sanctions in our view. Although the redirection is a
more targeted approach and he sas do not lose any federal highway construction funding, It is still
problematical. In many stales, the redirection provisions of ISTEA created schlisms between the state highway
safety office and the state department of transportation. Last year, before the final passage of the NHS Act. the
highway safety offices in several non-comvWt states were pressured by heir DOTs to release the redirected
highway construction funds even before they were legally sowed So do so. The DOTs believed that the highway

t
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saety offics were hling V*kosuhlnfu hostage. The elusdon was particularly troubing In toose
came wimw e sah hway acM oiesma prt of th aW DOT. AtsheaWo lee. 9eredirection createdreeenents oofuon, a nd ,ff i dh s afey wthkch directly in connlit wU 9w Wn of M

Sanctions and rejection measure ste prores only In term of their abliy to pess a single. often narrowly
denied piece Ofsiston. They Ignore fttla there my be mor Wthan oftappropriate approach 0 a
highway sally problem and falmeasure a ames overall mdmzwrmWiaddressing that problem. Thee
aoae ignore f tfact Oth legislation may have lass Ow o desired results la uthe public is
adequately informed off laws exilelece and ronsequens, t how Is adequately enorced and it Is
dL e in anner onss with legisltv Intn The s c acterrectionapproa overlooks 9w

attempts states may have made lo pass 1w legislation and nore differences In state problems, needs. and
resources. Both approaches assume that Ow edea government - and only 9do fedeKa government - knows
wha Is bes for 9testates. As a res, two palelemaltic heavy-handed approaches have created an
enormous amount of ressntmrt among Ote sW .

NAGNSR m iniber firmly believe OWI incentives, ram then sanctions, ae re right way to positively influence
state beIor. netves reward stats tt already have appropriate laws and programs In place and induce
oew states o enact such low anidprogramsIncnivessindueostatesto tretch," to try a littleharder. andto
strengen laws and programs already In plce. However. incentives do not penalize states If hey do not atain
their goals. The 410 impaired driving incentive grant program lean excellent example of an incentive program
tha works. States usethe funds for impaired driving prevention programs and to fund such activities as sobriety
checkpokts, saturation patrols, DUI train for law enforcement officials, and DUI education programs. 410
moris we restrictedto specific uses, we not allocated Io al states, are of limited duration. and we primarily for
communitybmsed paired dnvingprograms. In FY 96.27stVAtshave been approvedtforhndlng. In fact, there
have been more states applying for 410grants than tere Is avalli funds. As a result. the eligible states
received only 75% oft he amount to dch tey were entted under go statutory provisions of te program.

Although we oppose sanctions, we do not sport overturning any tha have been WI lce many years and
appear to be successful. Specifically, 9woAssociation would strongly oppose any attempt to "epal theNational
Maximum Drinking Age la which was enacted In 1964. According to NHTSA, lthelaw has been one of the most
effective ,drwrt against underage drinking and ,"g and has su ccesfully prevented 14.000 drunk driving
fatalities among teenagere and young adults. epeaelIng thel lw would alow mates to establish state legislation
with different age mis, which would camue 9w re-creaton of the blood borders that led to the passage of do
1964 national law in the fIrt place. Repeal of te National Minimum Drinking Age low would be a counter-
productive and dangerous se backwd. We would strongly oppose such a move.

Mr. Chairman, h concludes our remarks. Thank you for On opportunity to present NAGHSR's view on the role
of the federal government in highway safety.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I af iat the opportunity to

appear before osWa tody lo shamt he vim of th Intermodal Association of North America,

or LANA, on the Federal role for t ion and national interests.

I am John McQuaid of th LANA, which is headquterein Greenbelt, Maryland.

IANA is North Ammn's leading industry trade association reprsenting the combined

interests of al types of intmodal reighttr- o companies and their suppliers.

Its almost 700 meIer coupaies and include railroads, steamship lines and their

stwktrain affiliates, inermodal truck operators and over-the-road highway carriers, and

intermodal mating i ANA members transport the bulk of the nation's

intermodal freight shipments both doe y and internationally throughout North

America.

At the outset, I want to onmend this Subcommittee and the Congress for their vision

and leadership in enacting, in 1991, the Inernodal Surface Transportation Act (ISTEA) and

creating, for the first tim in this omnuy, a governmental templase for looking at our

t-anIortatonrewuromand needs in a sysmatic way.



T hISAE duon aneiw idealig wthourt systm mand

fallen all of us to take off our riders and see do nation's transport needs in a different

light.

The IS1EA was a good fire step and we would Implor the Congress to assure that

we attain the vision of this legislation by reinforcing its commitment to an intermodal

approach to achieving our vital infrastructure objectives. ANA looks forward to working

with this Subcommittee and this Congress in the months ahead as it proceeds in its

reauthorization efforts.

The Federal role in transortation dates to the very dawn of the republic and is no

less important today than it was in the days of creation of the nation and development of Post

Roads - our first transportation network, as it were. In fact, the U.S. Constitution expressly

bestows upon the Congress the power to regulate commerce among the several States - a

significant part of which is the development and maintenance of a national transportation

network.

Indeed, it was issues related to our domestic trade that were an important call by the

several States for our forefaters to revise the Articles of Confederation to meet the

expanding needs of interstate commerce. That call, ultimately, lead to the Federal

Convention in the spring and summer of 1787 in Philadelphia. Delegates there quickly

reieted the idea of revising the Articles of Confederation and agreed to construct a new

framework for a national government.

So, in a sense, it was the need to meet the expanding requirements of commerce and

transportation that lead to the formulation of the new Federal Constitution.

Today, in these times of expanling needs and diminishing resources, IANA members
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for thenon 's evolvias hg in iod n uqdlu oentei

o iventhe iem dated may's tq rw Aa network, the mud for a continuing

Federal pruence n sh*Ionlw a rstimml policy hIseslf-evident. In our view, any proposals

that would suggest anything lesstO a strong Federal uiil In formulating an over arching

~oratonpolicy wem31.avie.

In recent years, the Coeges ba uck an effective balance between the requirement

for strong Federal oversight addo tme ending aced o( local decisionmaking indeemng

how to invest limited tresotalo ources lo achieve maximum return on investment.

The IANA would strongly axmuqg a continuation of the new construct fostered by the

During the come o( then bearings the Subcommittee will be presented with a

wealth of data on s and feighttq tkon in the U.S. The bottom line on all of

those numbers plays in our national enmony.

In 1994, the portion of the nation's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) attributed to

trans tation-related dend was $712.7 billion, or 10.8 percent of overall GDP. Thus, as

reported in the easier testimony of the U.S. Departmnt of Transortation's Bureau of

TransportationSwistics ra o is a large economic sector, broadly comparable to

health (14.2 percent), education (7.2 percent), and food (12.4 percent). I

IANA suggests tha the nation's trn network is its most vital resource - its

1 Statemn of T.Lsha- l. D., Bureau of Transportation Statistics. U.S.
Deatmetof Trnspoam, Su mht. on Surf Tramsportation. Committee on Traortaton
andIfatrcue U.S. House Of RaeetaleM"r 28, 1996.
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It is ,ar hm dibm M d ht bO di mand maintaining an adequate

anpor~aon i asmmims uId d be oom o thenation's highe prioite.

Hwv, mIt also Is ident ithis pidriy ums head long into the Waited funds and

unimied choices dat dhCim has asdal with every day. But IANA would s m e

that the is no bt ow (w o f dodinte nom's budgetary wounds than economic growth

- and efficient i via so m oend.

ISTA foue a new aa in i-formulatigtranspoaion policy and investment

decisions. It evolved from the sua of private freight infemodalism which had its

origins decades ago, but reached its stride in the 1980s, fostered by emmic deregulation

and technology duechasdoubetack -ail service. The essence of freight

intmodalsm is th it levervaes the eficiency of each mode of t in meeting the

customer's ever-increasing demand for reliable and cost effective door-todoor sevice.

In fashioning BA , its advocates somgt to apply tse samprinciples in

addressing the nation's futuetransportaion requiremnt LIn effect, leveraging the nation's

limited financial remues in a similar hshion. ISTEA provided greater flexibility for State

and local govemmts in desminig tasporation solutions, whether transit or highway, as

well as tools of enhanced planning and systems to guide them in making de

best choices.

It also introduced, from the freight transponatio Industry's perspective, a new player

into the polcy/funding ma - the mpolitanplning organization. And, to the surprise

3 T. Lkami. hb2S, 1996.
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of most of us involved for the last twenty-five yea in advancingfWt iernxdallsn, we

found that intermodal meant movingpeople too. Prior to IrTA, we had ne ve al the

tOerm intermodal applied in a people coMxt.

The freight industry's experience since enactment of ISThA in advancing its

requirements through the MPO process also gives rise to the need for a continuing Federal

role in transportation planning and investment. While an increasing number of MPOs around

the country have embraced their freight planning responsibilities, in a recent survey fully 62

percent of MPOs said they have no routine mechanism for receiving input from the freight

community -shippers and transportation providers.4

Moreover three out of four MPOs have not developed criteria to guide freight project

selection. In fact, 90 percent of the nation's largest MPO's reported that they lacked

sufficient data to conduct adequate freight planning.S

While the survey results indicate that much remains to be done in advancing the cause

of freight transportation at the MPOs, IANA believes that our progress in this regard since

enactment of ISTEA has been acceptable. After all, the 1991 Act represented a sea change

in transportation planning and given where we started, having 38 percent of MPOs routinely

considering the needs of the freight community is satisfactory incremental progress. But,

more needs to be done.

While most of infra'snuucture decision making is being accomplised locally, there is

an ongoing need to view our freight transpomtion infrastructure in a systematic way -

4 Survey of Metropolitan Plan Organizations, Freight Stakeholders National
Network, March, 1996.

1 Ibld.
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their local planning .ilrts, MA b there is a ned for a contnuing Federalovesight

of s activities. A prery stnachwed Deprtnent of Tansportation would be the logical

agncy handle important mpo ty.

In this age o increasing ol mp on, e tnporion component of the

delivered cost of U.S. goods oflen can make or break a market for U.S. producers. We

need to insu that in our local planning activities, barriers to greater freight

efficiency am not inadvertently eected.

If facilitating comme= among the several States has been a key responsibility of the

Federal government since our county' inception, its responsibility in that vein today

certainly is not diminished as we face the growing challenge of international competitiveness.

ISTEA set the frmwork for an effective Federal/State/Local partnership for

transportation planning and invtment. LIANA strongly recommends that the Congress in

reauthioration build on the positive experience of ISTEA - including a significant Fcderal

presence in assuring that the diverse planning and investment priorities advance our nationa

transportation network needs.

Thank you.
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I am Rick SchK ~ManagerofTIMAnqawt nuaing for LC.Penney Compay,

Inc. Ilpp em beore you today on behalfof the LC. Penney Company and at the request of

the U.S. Camber o( Commerceo( which LC. Penney Company is a member. On behaf of

the LC. Penney Company and the U.S. amber, I would 111 to thank the Surface

Ttanspnarlo Subcommittee for Iroviding me the opportunity to prem our vimw on

ruuhorzatonof the Inrrmodal Suace Tonsportation Efficiency Act (ISTHA).

The U.S.Caer asled JLC. Peny to tea*if on its behalf because the U.S.

Cabe8 emerhp bellesee ara i n mmlning a federal role ad wared to provide

the committee with a Ocue etdy"on doh Imp ne a ofthe nation's trnspwrtelo

infieahucturs to the general busaqe muamts productivty and W f!ilvnee

in Wdido im 8UAS.C30bersin thdo Ceeof fIrn uvitiga sot of formal policy
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LC PNeay is a mi~or mealier with deprnm m orm in adl 50 moK PueroRica,

Mexico, and Oils. 11 C~MVWIiys lny buiu COAM a(ofproiding mehaseand

sevicesto Consumers through its dejmmient sameand catalog TheCompany maimes

predominant amily apparelJewely, sac cerisand haowfuihiwngs

The L.C Penney Conpany ships 1.1 billion poud of figlE annuly by ack, tal

aif, and oca& We opera two wholeeale retail Warehouses and six Reglonal Catalog

PufWkmem CAu which sfi to over 1800 retail stores and catalog de" sks well as

directly to our custouier' hcxne. We Mey an over 4,000 supper paers shipping frm

nearly 6,000Ship poits rm around the worid to sappy us with finised gods. We WWmt

1,000 (crty-font coatains ( of riglamualy fromaround the workL and we ship 1.000

forty-font contIners to domec fil m awpoats.

Retaii s an inmemly compoe veinkay. Haeving merchandise where it needs to

be at the rig&ntime is cial toour macem and the hmiamcammuaity at-large. Pother*

dlatibW= ostsci add an additional 3.1 p ruem to te aco ott rchanis- A solid

transpotatlon ,insW txcons cisting o( cangsntlon freeroadW6struncturally sound bridges

and adeUs*comntn Hlns betweeso highways and hImm dciites, is crucWalto

meegW4C omapetidve a1nddcam control soaL. Such a solid 'mIasmacew will alow us to keep

prices as low as poesible forourcaame and todo ouartIto control genal price

Inflation. Mmat-in uctue will take on added kqpotance as the U.S. economy become

More globin Imops
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The NM contitutee only four Veo1,so of the nation's tced malM but cmies 40 peri of

all Uftft md 7pSerentoaglcoocmm affl c * nr d bOthoaandWofthNHS,
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Peident ofthe
ItitaisoffToportaUoO Engineers

Before the
Hote Trsporttioaad lnfastucture Committee

SCm tt on Surface Transportation
lWri gon

ISTEA R thouization: The Fedea Role For Transportation and National Interests
May 7, 1996

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to submit my

comments to the Committee as it focuses on ISTEA Reauthorization: The Federal Role

For Transportation and National Intersts.

My name is Dennis Christiansen and I am Deputy Director of the Texas Transportation

Institute at Texas A&M University. However, I am submitting these comments as

International President of the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). The Institute of

Transportation Engineers (lT) is an ognizaton of over 14,000 transportation

professionals. On a day-to-day basis rE members are responsible for keeping the

nation's surface tnsporaion systems operating in the safe, efficient and reliable fashion

which our mobile society danmb.

ITE members plan design, operate, maintain and build the infrastructure that supports

17% of Americas pm national product. We have members working for virtually every

state Department of Transportation, almnot 600 municipalities, over 175 counties, and

some 100 metropolitan planing gn s In addition, ITE members are employed

by hundreds of consulting finns universities and equipment manufacturers and suppliers

througlout the United States.

As one of the largest bipartisan -prfesion transportation organizations in the country,

ITE's positions on federalaportation initiatives reprewnt the consensus of a wide
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ad prote the sf and efficimt ovana of ods aid m vice. FAsntial elements of

die federal role in tuiqiot include:-

Increaing Qve all Saf and MokiiX - The federal government has provided the

leadership role in programs that have significandy increased the mobility and safety of
the traveling public. Anxwica's stqgth is directly related to the degree of mobility that

we share as a nation. Thanks largely to leadership at the federal level, this mobility has

been increasing simultaneously with sigi ficant improvements in transportation safety in

all modes. Since the formatiom of the U.S. DOT in 1966, the number of traffic fatalities

per vehicle mile of travel has been cut in half, due in large part to DOT and

Congressionally-led national efforts. Continuing this progress will depend on retaining

these efforts at the federal level.

Haste should not dictate changes to a continuing national objective which is to provide

and maintain the best taportation system in the world. Future efforts should recognize

that significant steps to achieve many of these objectives have already been taken through

the passage and implementation of the 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation

Efficiency Act (ISTEA). State and local agencies are just now beginning to realize the

benefits generated by the subantially increased decisionmaking authority granted to

them under the ISTEA. Changing the rules again at this stage could undermine the

progress that has been made.

Providing Uniformity and Cgnitey - The federal government will be instrumental in

assuring that travelers and goods movers are provided uniform and consistent

transportation across state lines. Uniformity and consistency promote mobility and

safety. National guidance will be especially important in the coming years in helping

states and localities to contribute to national objectives such as those contained in the

Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 and the Clean Air Act

Amendments of 1990.



Awx ing,/ a I The federal governe's leadership will be th key
in nurt a public/privatet ptn p develop and apply advanced tchosto

America's tortati sysms. MMany of these technologies will be drawn from the

defense industry, th by generating flatrejobs and makets for then firns.

Leadership at the federal level will be essential to delivering a national program of

research, operations tests, and a national systems architecture that is neceary to lay the

foundation for long term deployment of practical and cost effective intelligent

transportation systems.

Enhancing the Knowledge. Skills and Abilities of the Transportation Community. The

number of transportation professionals and their skills will need to be intelligently

matched to the needs at each level of government and in the private sector if we hope to

"give Americans more value for the dollars they send us". It is these professionals who

are responsible for planning, designing, implementing, operating and maintaining the

nation's transportation systems.

Indiscriminate across-the-board cuts in personnel are now being considered at all levels

of government. This could do mor harm than good. Each level of government will need

to define its mission, identify those programs that are needed to carry out this mission,

and then assure that the knowledge and skills are available to best deliver these programs.

With many state and local government downsizing at the same time, it will be an

essential role of the federal government to set the best example in this area, and not

simply assume that a transfer of responsibility will work.

The U.S. DOT also has an essential role in assuring that the transportation community

has the knowledge and skills needed for the nation to compete in the 21st century. A

strong federal role in trnsporation education, taining, and technology transfer will be

critical. This will be especially important as many of the transportation professionals
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and skills with them

£QnIuI5.Rd K& cJkY go=I2- A codntdnational transportation research
and development pnram will conun to be the basis for futre transportatioa progress

at the national level. Adequate snd continuing research n transportation cannot be

accomplished soley at the ste and local level, or in the private sector. The federal

government must play a strung leadership role in the coordination and pooling of

resources for research and development that cuts across systems and modes. Results of

this research must be made available for application nationwide.

Ensuing a Strong and Viable National Highwav System - The 160,000 mile National

Highway System (NHS) reaches into every state and can benefit all areas. An orderly.

long range program will be needed to upgrade the capacity, structural integrity, geometric

and access control elements of the NHS. It will be vital to the national economy that we

provide and preserve the highest possible levels of transportation efficiency, safety and

convenience in every region of our nation-rural and urban. The nation will continue to

grow and prosper, and will require a coordinated national transportation system. The

National Highway System will be the backbone of such a system--a basic foundation to

a balanced intermodal national tartation system.

Providsingia ulniXm=La -un - ISTEA set the basis for a balancing of modal

interests, taking into account cost effixtiveness, economic benefits, and the environment.

This balance should be prerved in any future reorganization. The essence of national

transportation policy should be to make it possible to use the inherent advantages of each

mode in pursuit of safe, efficient, d effective movements of persons and goods, and to

provide the necssmay linkages auong modes so that they function as one integrated

transportation system
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___________________*- -Trans port atdionageneras20 paeren
of the gross doinestlcpreduct In a"i each SI billion invested in transportation

produces more ta 25.000 c-oauctionrlated jobs.

That transportation contributes significantly to the nation's economic health is

undisputed. With NAFTA passed and a surn free trade agreement in the

works, the U.S. traLpottion system will be even more vital to the delivery of goods and

services. The Europea Commission is taking a stronger role to assure a seamless

transportation system throughout European countries and across their borders. The U.S.

can do no less.

Protecting the Environment- In recent years, the U.S. DOT has led the way in making

transportation a tool to help improve the environment and to generate sustainable

development. Transportation and environmental leadership at the federal leved will

continue to make it possible for state and local agencies to develop and implement

mutually supporting t and environmental objectives. Future environmental

requirements will need to be results oriented, rather than processdrven.

Fundlng te Federal Role

Attaining the above objectives cannot be accomplished without providing the necessary

resources. Proposals are now being considered at all levels of government to reduce

transportation spending at the same time that billions of dollars worth of identified

transportaton needs ar ot being met each year.

Cutting trMusportation funding will not cut tranportation needs. The federal government

needs to set an example for other levels of government by making Wujg decisions

regarding the funding and delivery of transportation programs and projects.
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While Americans wn utreamlind and bet 8ovenmnt, they do DO want crumbling

highways and bmdges broken down bWas, or mor accidents. Americans expect that
their governments will provide a proper balance between capital and

operationstma I J! 1 nce program fortanprti.

The federal government mus also asure that a stable and predictable funding source

exists to pay for esstiai t u programs. The federal Highway Trust Fund is

that source for highway and transit programs. The "trust" needs to be put back into the

Highway Trust Fund, however. This will require that user fees paid into the fund are

used for highway and transit purposes, and that the fund not be used to mask or pay down

the federal budget deficit.

The social and economic welfare of the United States depends on an efficient and safe

surface transportation system to move people to work and goods to market.

Unfortunately, U.S. transportation systems are seriously underfunded, and the

transportation inefficiencies that result from this underfunding cost the United States far

more in waste than the U.S. government is saving in withheld funds. Increasing

investment in transportation will spur the nation's ecostomic growth. As more people

benefit from this growth, the federal government will benefit as tax rolls increase and

social expenditures decrease..

About $57 billion should be invested annually in roads, bridges and transit capital just to

keep the systems performing at their current level of service. Unfortunately, the United

States is actually reinvesting less than $41 billion each year, only two-thirds of the

nation's needs. As a result, the transportation infrastructure is not able to keep up with

demand. Congress must recognize that cutting transportation funding will not cut

tnisportation needs. Providing funding levels to maintain current conditions should be

the 'i* goal for lawmakers.
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To ensure an adequate and predictable revenue sem for transportation investment,

Congress should consider:

e Funding ISTEA-2 program enirly transportation use fees. Return the 4.3

cents per gallon currency going to deficit reduction to the Highway Trusit Fund.

o Removing the Highway Trust Fund from the unified federal budget.

* Adopting a fedea capital budget and/or other measures to achieve this objective.

o Expanding efforts to combat motor fuel tax evasion.

* Giving state and local agencies increased flexibility to implement innovative

financing mechanisms.

9 Requiring that any revenue from tolls on any highway facility be used solely for

surface transportation purposes.

e Eliminating the practice of specifying funding for specific projects in federal

transportation legislation.

State ad Local Roles

ISTEA's flexible funding provisions have allowed decision-makers at the state and

regional level to decide for themselves how best to allocate federal transportation

assistance in their region. ISTEA provides for a potential $70 billion in such flexibility

over the six-year life of the bill. The Institute believes that maintaining the current

planning and investment flexibility should continue as a central element in ISTEA-2.

Flexibility allows states and local agencies to best achieve local, regional and national

transportation needs in a coordinated, efficient and economical fashion. As part of the

biennial U.S. DOT Report "Status of the Nation's Surface Transportation System:

Conditions and Performance Report to Coqgss," the U.S. Department of Transportation

described its plans to develop integrated system performance measures that can be

tracked, reported and evaluated over time. Such performance measures should be

incorporated into ISTEA-2 and should establish new benchmarks to evaluate the



effectiveness of individual ste and local tnspoation decisions. ISTEA 2 should

provide state, regional and local entities with the flexibility to determine how to bet meet

the performance measures. Strategic overviews of investments based on performance

measures should be done at the state level on a regular basis. Performancemeemens

should not be used to penalizeates that am not meeting goals, but should be used as a

federal tool to determine how they can best help state meet their local, regional and

national needs.

ISTEA made metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), local agencies and transit

agencies a critical pat of a state's transportation planning process. While some states

were slower than others in fulfilling their new role as a partner in transportation planning,

the initial apprehension is all but gone. Providing a voice to a state's entire transportation

community has resulted in more prudent and equitable investments of scarce

transportation resources. ISTEA's experiment has for the most part been a success and

should be continued. To ensure the continued success of this new decision-making

process, ISTEA-2 should continue to guarantee a minimum level of funding for larger

metropolitan areas. Under the new relationships established by ISTEA, the statehas

played a significant role as the principle sponsor for transportation investments within its

boundaries. This process has worked well and should not be changed in ISTEA-2.

Conclusion

The Intennodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 represented a dramatic

shift in the federal government's role in transportation. ISTEA gave transportation

leaders new tools to begin addressing America's changing transportation needs. ISTEA

was more complex and far-reaching than my previous transportation authorization bill. It

expanded funding for transportation, gave flexibility at the state and local level in

deciding how federal highway and transit funds should be used, focused federal attention

on traffic congestion and spo a saty, increased planning and management
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requtraeMn ,Widened tans911410k.6 financing o-insand -rovided em~a
emphasison research a a meas to address dw nation's futureta ortation needL

Many a cies are just now becomingamfortable with the new programs and policies

that were developedthu ISTEA. Thfoe one of tbeguiding p.iohies towards

reauthorzation of ISTEA should be one of stability. The Institute believes that th
federal role in tram o as established by ISTFA is moud ISTEA created the
approprit balance of power and responsibilities between federal, sta and local

governments in the federal spo investmentprocess.

Transportation =es in this country far out weigh d amount of investment ta is being

made in the nation's infrastructure. Efforts to reduce the federal goverme role in
transportation would had devastating consequences on an already bad situation. Sta and

local governments already fund the vast majority of the nation's trnpotton projects
and programs. Any void created by shrinking the edeal government's role in

tansportation could not easily be filled by other levels of government.

The Committee is right to investigate the appropriate role for the federal government in

transportation. However, ITE believes that onc the Committee has fished its

investigation, it will conclude that the federal overnment is an essential player in

transortaIOIL



ISTEA REATHORIZATION: TRANSPORTATION
FINANCE IN AN ERA OF SCARCE RE-
SOURCES-THE HIGHWAY TRUST FUND

THURMAY, MAY 16, IO

U.S. Housa OF REPa8NTATIVEs,
SuBBouur ON SURFACE TRANSPORTATION,

COMmITt ON TRANSPOxrAION AND INFRAsTRUCTUR
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m. in room
2167, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Thomas E. Petri (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. PrTR. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today we will continue our ISTEA reauthorization hearings by

examining the status of the Highway Trust Fund. This is essential
since the Trust Fund taxes must be extended next year and the
revenues available in the Trust Fund will have a meior impact on
the level of spending we can provide in the reauthorization legisla.
tion.

Obviously, we would like to utilize all the resources available in
the Trust Fund for needed transportation improvements.

Today we will have an opportunity to learn the effect on the cash
balance of the Trust Fund under various funding scenarios.

Our second panel will provide a status report on improvements
made and future challenge we face in the area of fuel tax evasion.
Evidence in the early 1990s suggests that as much as $3 billion an-
nually in Federal and State revenues were being lost as a result
of criminal efforts to evade the tax.

Several provisions included in ISTEA, such as chaning the point
of collection, seem to have proven effective in cutting down on these
loses* however, the criminal mind knows no bounds, and we will
also learn of new evasion schemes being devised and efforts which
are underway to counter these tactics.

Finally, an issue I am particularly interested in is the effect on
Trust Fund receipts of higher fuel efficiency, the increased use of
alternative fuels, and other innovations.

The fuel tax is an indication of highway system usage, and var-
ious factors may call into question the reliability of these taxes for
future income into the fund.

Our witnesses today include representatives from various Fed-eral and State deaments, Congressional agencies, and the Na-
tionl Asociation of Truck Stop Operators, who have been in the
forefront in the fight against fuel tax evasion.

(406)
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I now yield to the ranking democrat on the subcommittee, Con.
gressman Nick Rahall.

Mr. RAMALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, for 40 years

now the major source of Federal assistance for the construction and
maintenance of our highways, roads, bridges, and mass transit fa-
cilities has been, as we all know, the Highway Trust Fund, fi-
nanced primarily by the motor fuel tax.

While for the short term the financing of our basic surface trans.
portation infrastructure program seems relatively secure, I think
we all have to question whether we can continue to rely on the
motor fuel taxes as the primary source of revenue for these projects
as we approach the next century.

Federal policy is increasingly favoring mass transit over highway
construction. The Clean Air Act and the cost in terms of air quality
and to the economy of highway congestion are causing many metro-
politan areas to look to other alternatives to building new roads--hence, the focus on light rail and high-speed rail.

In Detroit, automobile manufacturers continue to experiment
with electric cars and other alternatives to the traditional internal
combustion engine.

All of these modes of transportation do not provide any revenues
to the Highway Trust Fund. This means that in the future, if we
are to maintain our existing road network, build new highways
where needed, provide for expanded transit opportunities, new
means of financing must be found.

Experimentation with innovative financing is occurring today.
For example, the authorization of a State infrastructure bank pilot
program in last year's NHS bill is the most recent addition to the

novatlve financing arsenal. Yet, as it stands, the use of loan
guarantees and other techniques where Federal funds are used for
credit enhancement are nowhere near supplanting the direct sub-
sidization of highway projects through Highway Trust Fund appor-
tionments.

As such, while we must continue to keep an eye on the innova-
tive financing ball, as we consider the reauthorization of ISTEA,
the level of spending which can be supported by the Trust Fund
will be of critical importance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to hearing today's wit-
nesses.

Mr. P=m. Thank you. Statements by our chairman, Mr. Shu-
ster, and senior minority member, Mr. Oberstar, if they would like,
will be included in the record at this point.

Our first panel consists of. Ms. Phyllis Scheinberg, the associate
director of Transportation and Telecommunications policy, the U.S.
General Accounting Office, accompanied by Yvonne Putahl, senior
evaluator, Transportation and Teecommunications issues, U.S.
General Accounting Office; and good morning, Mr. Sunshine, Mr.
Robert Sunshine, deputy assistant director, Budget Analysis Divi-
sion, Congresional Budget Office.

Welcome. Ms. Scheinberg, would you like to lead off?
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TESTIMONY OF PHYLLIS F. SCHEINBERG, ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR, TRANSPORTATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS IS-
SUES, RESOURCES, COMMUNITY, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT DIVISION, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, AC-
COMPANIED BY YVONNE PUFAHL, SENIOR EVALUATOR; AND
ROBERT SUNSHINE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BUDG-
ET ANALYSIS CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
Ms. ScHmagm. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and

Mr. Rahall. We appreciate the opportunity tobe here today to dis-
cuss the status of the Highway Trust Fund and how it operates.
We hope to contribute to a better understanding of this fund and
its ability to support future surface transportation information
needs.

Let me begin by briefly outlining a few fundamentals concerning
the Federal ighway Trust Fund.

It was esabshed in 1956 essentially as an accounting mecha-
nism to finance the Federal aid highway program. In 1982 the fund
was divided into a highway program account and a mass transit ac-
count.

Financing for the fund is derived from a variety of highway user
taxes. Currently these Federal taxes include a per gallon tax of
$0.183 cents on gasoline and $0.243 on diesel fuel, anda graduated
tax on certain tires.

During fiscal year 1995, taxes generated about $23.7 billion for
the Highway Trust Fund, with 60 percent coming from the gasoline
tax.

When revenues credited to the fund exceed the amount required
for current expenditures, an account balance exists. This balance is
invested in public debt securities, and interest earned on these se-
curities is considered revenue to the fund.

All revenues are credited to either the highway or mass transit
accounts except for $0.043 per gallon of fuel tax that's credited to
the general fund for deficit reduction purposes.

Let me turn to the status of the highway account.
FHWA currently projects a balance of $14.1 billion in the high-

way account at the end of fiscal year 1997. A balance is projected
because more money will have been credited to the Trust Fund
than spent at that time.

The Trust Fund balance, however, has often been misunderstood,
with many believing that the balance represents excess cash. To il-
lustrate how the Trust Fund works, let me compare it with my own
credit card account. Normally I have cash on hand, but maybe not
enough to pay my credit card charges. This is not excess cash, be-
cause I need it to pay my monthly credit card bill. On the other
hand this does not mean I cannot pay my bill at the end of the
month, because Ill be getting a paycheck. Thus, the paycheck, to-
gether with the cash, will be more than enough to pay my credit
card bill.

To apply the charge card example to the Trust Fund, let's look
at the end of the authorization period, fiscal year 1997. At that
time, the highway account balance is estimated to be $14.1 billion.
However, this wil not be enough to cover all of ISTEA's authoriza-
tion, or, in other words, outstanding commitments, which are esti-
mated to be about $44.6 billion.
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Let's assume, for our discussion, that the Federal aid highway
program was not reauthorized, and therefore no new commitments
were made beyond fiscal year 1997. The highway account is de-
signed so the revenue would continue to be credited to the account
for two additional years. Therefore, revenues for fisca years 1998
and 1999, plus thebalance available at the end of fiscal year 1997,
would be enough to pay off all ISTEA commitments and leave an
estimated balance of" 16.7 billion. This balance could be used to
support future authorizations.

However, changes in economic assumptions and conditions can
cause revenue forecasts to fluctuate; therefore, FHWA suggests a
safety cushion of up to $3 billion, leaving a projected balance of
$13.7billion that could be used for future authorizations.

Now let me briefly turn to the transit account. This account fol-
lows a pattern similar to the highway account, including consider-
ation of future revenues, but with a safety cushion of half a billion
dollars. The result is an estimated $10.7 billion starting balance to
support a new authorization for transit programs.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our prepared statement. We would
be pleased to respond to any questions that you or members of the
subcommittee may have.

Mr. PriTR. Thank you.
Mr. PETiu. Mr. Sunshine?
Mr. SUNSHnE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I'm pleased to

appear before you this morning to discuss the Highway Trust
Fund. I will review the current status of the fund, present a num-
ber of projections of Trust Fund receipts and outlays for the next
6 years, and discuss the implications of the projections for the Fed.
eral budget deficit.

The Highway Trust Fund is a means for recording the collection
of various excise taxes and netting them against spending on des-
ignated highway and mass transit programs.

Over the past 10 years, the fund's to accounts-one for highway
programs and one for mass transit programs--received total tax
revenues of $161 billion; they spent $170 billion; and they were
credited with $14 billion in interest.

As you can see from the last column of table one, which appears
on page three of my prepared statement, the total unexpended bal-
ance grew steadily during the 1980s because balances in the tran-
sit account were increasing, but the total unexpended balance has
been fairly stable since 1991.

At the beginning of the current fiscal year, the total unexpended
balance in the Highway Trust Fund was $19 billion. Although the
fund shows a cash balance, existing obligations far exceed the
amounts currently in the fund because projects are carried out and
the money is spent over a number of years.

For example, at the end of fiscal year 1995, outstanding obliga-
tions of the Highway Trust Fund totaled $36 billion, compared with
the $19 billion balance in the fund.

CBO has projected spending and receipts for the Highway Trust
Fund over the next several years using a number of different as-
sumptions.
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Under our baseline projections, which assume no change in cur-
rent tax and spending policies, we estimate that total receipts will
exceed obligations and outlays for both the highway and transit ac-
counts over the next 7 years.

Under baseline assumptions, assuming extension of the current
excise taxes when they expire, revenues credited to the fund will
grow steadily. Outlays would either grow slightly or decline slightly
over the next several years, depending on whether one assumes
that the 1996 spending limits are adjusted for inflation in the fu-
ture or are frozn at current levels.

Under both sets of baseline projections, receipts from taxes and
interest would significantly exceed new obligations and outlays,
leading to a large unexpended balance in the fund in the year
2002--about $42 billion if spending grows with inflation, and an
even larger amount, $52 billion, if spending remains roughly at
current levels.

Neither of these projections includes highway demonstration
projects other than those authorized in ISTEA; otherwise, these es-
timates are somewhat conservative, because recent information
suggests that tax receipts earmarked for the Trust Fund are com-
ing in higher than we estimated.

Table two on page eight of my statement shows our projections
assuming that obligations grow with inflation, and table three on
page nine shows our projections without adjustment for inflation.
In both tables, the last column shows the unexpended balance in
the fund for each year.

The highway account's unexpended balance would grow to $27
billion in 2002 if spending grew with inflation and to $35 billion
if it did not.

Figure one on the top of page 11 graphically displays what would
be happening with the highway account and the growing gap be-
tween income to the fund and spending of the fund under baseline
assumptions.

Results for the transit account would be similar. Under baseline
assumptions, its unexpended balance would grow from under $10
billion today to $15 or $16 billion by 2002.

CBO has also developed projections assuming that the Congress
provides additional contract authority after ISTEA expires in 1997
at the ISTEA levels adjusted for nation, and assuming that all
available contract authority could be obligated, including the
amounts that are available now but have not yet been obligated.
In that scenario, Trust Fund outlays would increase significantly--
to about $30 billion in 2002, compared with $27 billion in tax re-
ceipts in that year. The unexpended balances would drop to less
than $7 billion by the end of 2002 and would continue to decline
thereafter. Those figures are shown in table four on page 13.

Under the full-funding scenario, the cash balance in the highway
account would be quitelow-about $2 billion by the end of 2002-
leaving little room for error in estimates of future revenues or
spending.

The bottom panel of figure one, back on page 11, illustrates this
scenario, with the bottom line showing the drop-off in the cash bal-
ance.
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As for the transit account, by the end of 2002 its cash balance
would be about $4 billion, but falling each year. Its outlays would
be $2 billion a year above tax receipts, a rate of spending that
would be unsustainable over the long term.

Viewed in the context of the whole budget, the Highway Trust
Fund has a different impact than the Trust Fund accounting im-
plies. The principal difference is that the interest earnings of the
fund are intergovernmental transactions that have no net effect on
the budget deficit. Therefore, tbe current budgetary impact of the
Trust Fund is simply the difference between the tax receipts cred-
ited to the fund and outlays charged to the fund.

Spending less than the annual tax receipts reduces the budget
deficit, whereas spending more than the tax revenues increases it,
even if the added spending comes from unexpended balances of the
fund.

Those unexpended balances and the resulting interest earnings
are indicators of the cumulative effect on Federal borrowing needs
of past spending and tax policies associated with the Trust Fund,
not of its current operations.

The presence of cash balances has led some people to conclude
that the Highway Trust Fund is currently being used to reduce the
Federal deficit. That has not been the case in recent years. From
1991 through 1995, for example, the fund's outlays totaled $96 bil-
lion, exceeding the $91 billion in tax revenues credited to the fund
during that time.

These recent trends will not necessarily hold in the future, how-
ever, particularly because an additional 2.5 cents per gallon of the
gasoline tax is now allocated to the Highway Trust Fund. As a re-
suIt, under CBO's baseline assumptions, tax revenues credited to
the fund would exceed outlays in each of the next several years.
General fund receipts would decline correspondingly.

Under the full-funding scenario the deficit would increase over
the 1997-2002 period by about $30 billion in relation to CBO's
baseline adjuste fore iflation, and by about $38 billion in relation
to the baseline without inflation, excluding interest effects. Thus,
while it is possible to increase funding from the fund over the next
several years by drawing down its balances, such a policy would
have a significant adverse effect on the Federal deficit.

Such increases in spending would encounter another budgetary
constraint: the limits on discretionary spending.The Federal Gov.
ernment has been and is likely to remain in a period of fiscal strin-
gency, particularly for nondefense discretionary spending. Under
current policies aimed at balancing the budget by 2002, such
spending is likely to decline or, at best, remain level over the next
few years.

Therefore, if highway and transit spending is to grow as Trust
Fund income increases, it will have to compete against other
sending priorities in order to obtain a growing share of the limited

discretionary resource
That concludes my statement, and IT be happy to answer any

questions you may lave.
Mr. Pzrim. Thank you both very much.
Mr. Rahall, do you have any questions?
Mr. RAHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Sunshine, let me ask you the first question.
Your testimony states that under CBO's projections, receipts into

the Trust Fund would significantly exceed new obligations and out-
lays, leaving a large unexpended balance in the Trust Fund. If I
understand your testimony correctly, then, this situation would de-
velop if the Appropriations Committee continues to set annual obli-
gation ceilings at the 1996 level; is that correct?

Mr. SUNSHINE. That is correct.
Mr. RAHALL. Does CBO, or, for that matter, GAO view the Trust

Fund containing such a large unexpended balance as something
that is fiscally imprudent in light of the purposes for which the
Trust Fund was established, or fiscally prudent, I guess I should
ask?

Mr. SUNSHINE. I'm not sure I would describe it as fiscally i mpru-
dent. I think it depends on what one's concept of the Trust Fund
is. If it's a measure of a compact between the Government and the
ayers of the taxes that says, "You've paid in these taxes, and we
ave promised you that we're going to spend those taxes on these

tyts of activities, hihway and transit," then the failure to spend
tat money, if wefail to spend it, could be viewed as breaking a
political compact with the taxpayers.

Now, part of-
Mr. RAHALL. A political contract, did you say?
Mr. SUNSHINE. Yes.
Mr. RAHALL. Compact?
Mr. SUNSHINE. A compact between the Government and the tax-

payers, an implicit, understood, perhaps political compact. There is
no written contract anywhere that describes it. That's one concept
of the Trust Fund.

Now, part of the Trust Fund balace is, of course, interest pay-
ments that come from the Treasury, and one can raise the question
of whether that is part of the deal or not part of the deal.

But I don't think the existence of balances in the Trust Fund
necessarily requires that they be spent :n these programs. I think
that's really a political question and not a fiscal question.

Mr. RAHALL. So if it's a breaking of a political compact, then it
would be the appropriators who are doing it, since they are the
ones that actually set the obligation limits. Is that correct?

Mr. SUNSHmNE. I think I'd better not answer that question.
[Laughter.]
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PzETi. Mr. Bateman, do you have any questions?
Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Reference was made to a safety cushion as a hedge against the

inaccuracy of projections of revenues. What has historically been
our experience there? Havc we always had a more than adequate
safety cushion, or do we need to rethink what should be required
in the future projections?

Ms. ScHiumo. The safety cushion that the Department of
Transportation recommendsisbased on the historic pattern of the
Trust Fund, and it seems to have worked very well.

The projections do vary and in the past years have varied some-
what significantly, and, because of the recommended size for the

2M06697-14
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safety cushion, the safety cushion has proved to be adequate. It's
worked well.

Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you. Your testimony indicates that the
Highway Trust Fund is different from most other Federal trust
funds. Could you give me some indication of how other trust funds
do differ from the way the Highway Trust Fund is operated?

Mr. SuNsHwu. I think the concept of the trust funds is the same;
the way in which some of the decisions are made affecting the pro-
grams that are financed by the trust funds is different. All the
trust funds record income spending and interest credited, so they
track the total activity of theprogam over time.

The Social Security Trust Funds, the Medicare Trust Funds, the
Federal Employees' Retirement Trust Fund all do that, just as the
Highway Trust Fund does. In those cases, however, there are, spec.
ifications in law, as to how the money should be spent, and the
spending of the money is automatic. Once the money comes into
those Trust Funds, no actions have to occur in order for that money
to be spent.

In the case of the Highway Trust Fund and the Airport and Air-
ways Trust Fund, there is a break in the chain. The money that
comes in has no specific relationship to the money that goes out,
and the Congress, either each year or over a multiyear period,
makes specific decisions about how much money should be spent
and what it should be spent on. There's nothing automatic about
it, and no one is entitled to it.

Mr. BATEMAN. Is that the primary difference that most of the
other trust funds finance what we call "entitlements" as opposed to
the Highway Trust Fund, which is not an entitlement?

Mr. UNSHINE. Yes.
Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETal. Thank you. Mr. Mascara, do you have any questions?
Mr. MASCARA. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. I came in late. Under the

current ISTEA, over the number of years since 1991, was it $155
billion in revenues that was anticipated? How much under the re-
authorization do you anticipate in extrapolating the current income
to the Trust Fund?

Mr. SUNSHINE. We projected tax revenues of about $154 billion
over the 6-year period from 1997 through 2002. And then, depend-
ing on how mucyou spend out of the fund, you'd also get interest
earnings that would vary somewhat, depending on that-maybe

10, $11, or $12 billion. Potentially, there would be over $160 to
$170 billion in total income to the fund over the 1997-2002 period.

Mr. MASCARA. As an accountant in my former life, I note on page
14 that the Federal budget, as a whole, basically operates on a cash
basis--rather archaic. So in accounting for the monies coming into
the Trust Fund, those are also on a cash basis?

Mr. SUNSHUN. Yes.
Mr. MASCARA. There's no capital budget, there's no allowing for

the life of whatever we're building-a road, a bridge?
Mr. SUNSHINE. No.
Mr. MASCARA. It's in, it's out. You take it in, and when you pay

It out you pay it out, and when you pay it out it's gone?
Mr. SUNSHINE. For highways andor all other capital expendi-

tures of the Federal Government, yes.
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Mr. MASCARA Yes. Do you hope some day that we'll have a cap-
ital budget, not only for the Trust Fund but for the Federal budget,
that will somehow, when we build an aircraft carrier and we ex-
pend a certain amount of dollars, that It has a life and we should
account for that life and amortize that aircraft carrier over a period
of ar?

M. SUNSHmN. I think the theory of a capital budget has a lot
of appeal. The practice of how you would apply a capital budget to
the Federal Government, which has many significant differences
from private enterprise, and how you would figure out what would
go in that budget and what the life of those things was, and wheth-
er you would put in education expenditures or community develop-
ment expenditures along with aircraft carriers would be very com-
plicated issues.

Mr. MASCARA. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETal. Thank you. Mr. Poshard?
Mr. PoSHAw. No questions, Mr. Chairman..-W
Mr. Ptal. Okay. I do have one or two questions.
Ms. Scheinberg, if the $0.043 fuel tax going to the general fund

were deposited in the Trust Fund, how much would you estimate
that would generate over the next 5 years, and therefore how much
more could be spent from the Trust Fund for highway and transit?

Ms. SCHEINBERG. You can estimate that the $0.043 tax would
generate about $6.5 billion a year for each of the 5 years that
you're talking about, so that would be a total of about $32.5 billion.

Mr. Pmal. $32.5 billion?
Ms. SCHEINBEB. Yes.
Mr. PETal. Ignoring the interest factor, which we can't agree on

with the appropriators.
Mr. Sunshine, I wonder if you could provide us with an estimate

of how much rever.ue is lost to the Trust Fund due to the lower
tax rate for gasohol. Do you have that figure?

Mr. SUNSHINE. Yes. It's about $700 million a year.
Mr. PETal. $700 million?
Mr. SUNSHINE. $700 million.
Mr. Pmm. Doyou have any figures at all or-we will be hearing

shortly from the IRS on the shortfall in the Trust Fund, and ways
to try to deal with it, due to evasion of the gas tax, diesel fuel tax.
Do you have any figures or information to shed on that aspect of
Trust Fund funding or do you have any basis to disagree with their
estimates that we were losing $3 billion earlier this decade and it
may be somewhat less than Jat but still a very significant amount
now?

Mr. SUNSHINE. I don't believe we've done any particular work in
that area, so I don't have any basis for commenting on that.

Mr. Pral. In your testimony you point out that the Highway
Trust Fund is different from most other Federal trust funds in that
there is no direct relationship between receipts and spending. I
wonder if you could elaborate briefly on how other Federal trust
funds tie spending to receipts. If you could expand on the dif-
ferences or help us to understand why this Trust Fund is not a
trust fund in the same sense that the Social Security Trust Fund
is a trust fund or-
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Mr. SUNssm. I think it is a trust fund, just as the Social Secu-
rity fund is a trust fund. The only difference I'm pointing out is the
decision about how and when and how much and for what purposes
money is spent out of this Trust Fund.

For Social Security and Medicare and the other major trust
funds, the formula for spending, the obligation for the Federal Gov-
ernment to spend that money, is written into law and is automatic.
So the money coming into the fund is automatically available for
spending and the Congress need take no further action to trigger
the spending of the money that comes in.

In the case of the Highway Trust Fund, this committee has to
provide contract authority by explicit legislative action, which is
not the case in the other trust funds.

Mr. PETm. One last question-for me, anyway. Under the full
funding scenario described in your testimony, how much more
could be spent through 2002 compared to current services levels?

Mr. SuNsHIN. Under the full-funding scenario, we estimated
that spending would be about $38 billion above the level where
spendingwas frozen at current levels over the period of 1997 to
2002. If the base case was spending growing with inflation, the in-
crement would be about $30 billion.

I also indicated that this is really not a sustainable rate of
spending in terms of mainta.vninq balances in the fund. If, for ex-
ample, you wanted to keep spending in the fund about equal to the
tax revenues coming into the fund-which is certainly one prudent
way of approaching it-you'd still be able to spend $18 to $20 bil-
lion more than if you froze spending at the current level.

Mr. PETZ. One other area I'd just be interested in hearing your
comment on. Some of us I guess feel or would hold a lot of real sub-
stantive footing for this feeling that when you don't spend money
on some things, it actually costs-not necessariy-it saves the
Government money, but it costs society a lot of money.

The classic example used is here in D.C. We're very familiar with
filling in potholes, and if you commute into town, as I do, you can
count the number of hubcaps next to some potholes andyou realize
each one of those hubcaps represents a couple hundred dollar
charge, probably, or potentially more for the motorists who experi-
ence the cost that resulted from the government saving $50, or
whatever it would have been to have someone put some asphalt in
that hole.

So has there been any work done on looking at things from the
point of view of-the Corps of Engineers looks for payback ratio
when they make their recommendations and evaluate different
bridges and dams and other projects that they are engaged in. Has
thatbeen done in the transportation area?

In other words, are we saving money by attempting to balance
the Federal budget on the back of transportation investments, or
are we slowing the growth in our economy and costing us money?

Are we being penny wise and pound foolish, or are we being real-
ly smart not to spend this money that people are paying-in for
transportation trust fund investments?

Have there been any studies like that or things we could really
rely on? I know It's an aspect of a long debate about dynamic as
opposed to static scoring.
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Mr. SuNSHm. I know CBO did a study within the past few
years on the consequences of infrastructure spending, and I don't
have a copy with me, but we can certainly provide it to the sub.
committee.

(The information received retained in subcommittee's file.)
Mr. SuNsma. It looked at transportation and other kinds of in-

fratructure spending and some of the studies that have been done
on the consequences of those. I do recall that it indicated that high-
way maintenance was a particularly valuable form of infrastruc-
ture investment.

One of the reasons that we've expressed concern over time about
the growth of entitlement programs and the extent to which they're
gobblng up Federal resources is, in fact, that they create the dan-
ger that they will crowd out spending on other Important invest-
ments.

Of course, one of the reasons that people want to balance the
budget is to make possible more investment in our society. Bal-
ancing the budget makes possible more private investment, but the
overallthrust is to invest for the future. And it is important, we
think, that the Government continue to provide money for infra-
structure and other types of investments, and that we have a budg-
et that allows us to do that.

Mr. ftT u. Thank you.
Mr. Rahall.
Mr. RAHALL Mr. Chairman, one last question I'd like to ask Mr.

Sunshine.
With respect to your estimated $700 million per year loss in

Trust Fund revenues due to a lower tax rate on gasohol, don't you
think that we ought to factor in other societal goals, as well, such
as cleaner air and loss dependence on foreign oil, that we can't just
view this in a straight monetary context?

Mr. SUNSHINE. I think that's true of all budgetary decisions. The
budget only captures a little bit of the decision-making process, and
whether its a tax benefit like this or various spending programs,
I think the Congress has to weigh the benefits and costs to society
of the various things that it does. The budget gives you only one
little piece of that picture. There are lots of other pieces that have
to be taken into account.

Mr. RAHALL. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ptu. Thank you.
Mr. LaHood.
Mr. LAHOOD. Mr. Chairman, I wondered if you'd lost a hubcap

on the way to work today.
Mr. PrE . Not today.
Mr. LAHOOD. Okay. I appreciated your interest In that.
Mr. Sunshine, have your or anybody in your office looked at the

idea of reducing $0.043 from the gasoline tax?
Mr. SUsHnE. I think we've looked at some aspects of that.
Mr. LAHOOD. Do you think It's a good idea?
Mr. SuNSM We, it is ceany beneficial to the public to

avoid paying taxes. It is not beneficial to the budget deficit, which
in another one of our concerns. You have to weigh the two alter-
nativea.
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In terms of the variability of gasoline prices at the pump right
now, my sense is that people wouldn't notice very much wheoer
they were paying the*0.043 or not, but it's really a question weigh-
ing a dofict impact against a benefit to the public of not having
to pay the taxes.

Mr. LAHOOD. The $0.043 is going wher--that particular aspect
that was raised 3 years ago?

Mr. SuNsHINE. It's just going into the Treasury.
Mr. LAHooD. And do you have any notion about whether, if Con-

gress repealed that, whether gas prices would go down or not?
Mr. SUNSHINE. Our expectation is that, at least over time, con-

sumers would pay somewhat lower prices if that gas tax is removed
than they would otherwise. How quickly that would happen is an.
other question, because there could be tightness in the market that
prevents immediate adjustment. But over time we would expect
consumers to reap most of the benefits of that reduction.

Mr. LAHooD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PfETI. Thank you.
Are there other questions of this panel?
(No response.)
Mr. P&RI. If not thank you very much.
The second panel consists of four people who we've invited to tes-

tify today: Mr. Marty Washburn, the national director of Specialty
Taxes Internal Revenue Service, United States Treasury; Mr. Ed-

ward L. Federico, the director of the National Operations for Crimi-
nal Investigations, Internal Revenue Service, United States Treas.
ury; Mr. E. Philip Saunders, chief executive officer, Sugar Creek
Corporation, on behalf of the National Association of Truck Stop
Operators; and Mr. Julian W. Fitzgerald, Sr., the director of Motor
Carrier Services, Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles, on behalf
of the Federation of Tax Administrators.

Gentleman, we thank you for the effort you and your organiza-
tions have made in prepanng your testimony, and we look forward
to your summaries of that.

If you'd like to proceed in the order that you were listed, would
that make most sense? In which case, Mr. Washburn, please pro-
ceed.

TESTIMONY OF MARSHALL V. WASHBURN, NATIONAL DIREC-
TOR, SPECIALTY TAXES, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY; EDWARD L FEDERICO, DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL OPERATIONS FOR CRIMINAL INVESTIGA-
TIONS, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
TREASURY; I. PHU SAUNDERS, CEO, SUGAR CREEK COR-
PORATION ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
TRUCK STOP OPERATORS; AND JULIAN W. FITZGERALD, ,SR.
FUEL TAX ADMINISTRATOR, MOTOR CARRIER SERVICES,
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, AND PAST
CHAIR, MOTOR FUEL TAX SECTION, FEDERATION OF TAX
ADMINISTRATORS
Mr. WASHUwN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. I'm pleased to represent Commissioner Richardson
and to testify on behalf of the Internal Revenue Service on High-
way Trust Fund tax compliance and collections.
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With me today is Ed Federico, director, National Operations Di-
vision, Criminal Investigation.

The Internal Revenue Service previously appeared before this
subcommittee in August 1994, and described our plans for imple-
menting the motor fuel excise tax provisions in the Omniibus Budg-
et Reconciliation Act of 1993. Today we want to report on the ac-
tions we have taken and the progress we have made since that ap.
pearance.

ISTEA provides $5 million annually from the Highway Trust
Fund for Fedral and State motor fuel tax enforcement. The Fed.
eral Highway Administrationhas allocated $3 million of these
funds to the States and $2 million to the IRS. In addition, ISTEA
authorizes the appropriation of $2.5 million from the general fund
each year, but the IRS has not received any appropriated funds
under this provision.

The $5 million provided to the States and to the IRS each year
has been used to fund the joint Federal/State motor fuel tax com-
pliance project, in which all 50 States and the District of Columbia
participate.

The goal of the project is to increase voluntary compliance with
Federal and State motor fuel tax laws through cooperative efforts
and information sharing.

The IRS has used ISTEA funds to conduct additional motor fuel
tax examinations and compliance initiatives, investigate and pros.
ecute motor fuel excise tax evasion, and test the feasibility of a fuel
tracking system.

As a result of the project, IRS has examined an additional 7,000
returns and assessed an additional $110 million in excise taxes and
penalties, at a yield-to-cost ratio of 20-to-i.

Additionally, our undercover operations resulted in 10 major in-
dictments involving 136 defendants and more than $363 million in
evaded taxes.

ISTEA funding for Federal and State motor fuel excise tax com-
pliance efforts is essential if current compliance levels are to be
maintained in the future.

Without continued ISTEA funding, Federal and State motor fuel
excise tax examinations and other related compliance activities car-
ried on as part of the project will have to be curtailed.

State motor fuel compliance efforts funded by ISTEA have a di-
rect impact on compliance with Federal motor fuel excise tax laws,
and thus on Highway Trust Fund revenues.

OBRA changed the point of taxation for diesel fuel from the
wholesaler to the terminal rack and required the dyeing of diesel
fuel designed for tax-free use.

To implement the provisions of OBRA, the IRS, working closely
with the Federal Hghway Administration, the States, and the
motor fuel industry, established an aggressive compliance program
to inspect diesel fuel at terminals, wholesale and retail outlets, and
vehicle propulsion systems to ensure that dyed fuel was not used
for taxable on-road purposes.

The IRS has 150 dyed diesel compliance officers who sample die-
sel fuel at storage facilities and at roadside inspection sites. To
supplement the work of the IRS inspectors, the IRS currently has
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contracts in place or pending with 26 States to perform roadside in-
spections.

The dyed diesel fuel program has been a true success story. In-
creased compliance resulted in about $681 million in additional
Highway Trust Fund revenue in calendar year 1994, and prelimi-
nary data for the first three quarters of calendar year 199k reflect
similar levels of revenue.

In spite of the provisions of OBRA to deter motor fuel tax evasion
and the IRS' aggressive enforcement pros, several methods of
evasion have evolved that allow unscrupulous operators to evade as
much as $0.50 per gallon in combined Federal and State motor fuel
excise taxes.

One emerging method of evasion we have detected involves
blending untaxed products with diesel fuel. This is also known as
cocktailing. Untaxed products are blended with diesel fuel to in-
crease the fuel's volume. Major cocktail ingredients include ker-
osene, kerojet, waste fuels, andhazardous waste.

In order to deter cocktailing, a task force, including the IRS, the
EPA, the Department of Defense, the U.S. Customs Service, and
State participants has been formed. The task force is currently
working to develop a viable testing methodology to accurately iden-
tify the contents of any fluids sold or used as diesel fuel.

Kerosene and kerojet, which is the base product for aviation fuel,
create a particularly difficult enforcement problem for the IRS.
Under current rules, this product is not taxed at the terminal rack.
Instead, subsequent uses determine the rate at which the product
is taxed. These different rates provide a ready opportunity for
motor fuel excise tax evasion.

Ongoing investigations confirm that this product is being widely
used as a diesel fuel, or cocktailed with diesel fuel, to eva de motor
fuel excise taxes.

Legislation to accommodate the application of the diesel fuel
rules to kerosene and kerojet is necessary to limit tax evasion and
has been proposed by the Administration in the fiscal year 1997
budget.

The IRS' compliance efforts could also be greatly enhanced by an
automated fuel information reporting system commonly known in
the industry as EXFIRS. This would permit the IRS to verify
amounts reported on excise tax returns in much the same way it
uses information reported on Form 1099 to verify interest and divi-
dend income reported on Form 1040.

Currently, the only way the IRS can verify amounts reported on
excise tax returns is by performing an examination.

The IRS, utilizing both IRS and ISTEA funding, developed a
working prototype or a fuel tracking system, but without supple-
mental funding IRS will not be able to implemen, the system.

We estimate that the hardware and software for the system will
cost about $10 million, with an additional $2 million a year for
maintenance.

EXFIRS has been developed at the urging of and with the par.
ticipation of the motor fuel industry.

An essential component of the IRS' excise tax compliance strat-
egy is the investigation and prosecution of those who criminally
disregard the Federal and State diesel and gasoline excise tax laws.
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Over the past several years, we have increased the criminal en-
forcement resources devoted to investigating both diesel and gaso-
line excise tax evasion schemes.

Through the innovative use of undercover operations in the past
several years, we have achieved dramatic successes resulting in
prosecutions.

The change in the point of taxation for diesel fuel under OBRA
has effectively denied criminals the ability to use traditional meth-
ods of evading Federal motor fuel excise taxes such as the oper.
ation of daisy chains.

Our investigations are now beginning to uncover new evasion
methods. We have recently completed several criminal investiga-
tions in the New York metropolitan area involving evasion through
fuel blending. These cases are currently under review by IRS Chief
Counsel andthe Department of Justice.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the provisions of OBRA to deter
motor fuel excise tax evasion and the IRS' highly successful imple-
mentation of them over the past 2 years have resulted in increased
taxpayer compliance and the substantial increase in Highway
Trust Fund revenue.

The joint compliance efforts between the IRS, the Federal High-
way Administration, and the States, funded in part by ISTEA, have
also had a significant positive impact on motor fuel tax compliance.

Nevertheless, traditional noncompliance schemes, such as the MU-
ing of erroneous claims and credits, are still occurring and new
schemes, such as fuel blending and cocktailing and trans-border
noncompliance, are constantly evolving. r

Ensuring the Highway Trust Fundreceives all of the revenue
due it will require sustained joint compliance efforts on the part of
the IRS, the Federal Highway Administration, and State agencies,
as well as the motor fuel industry; however, these efforts carry a
prie tag. Continued ISTEA funding As critical to the success of
these efforts, and we seek the subcommittee's support in this re-
gard.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. My colleague and I
would be happy to answer questions.

Mr. PTm. Thank you very much.
Mr. PETal. Mr. Saunders, do you care to say something?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Good morning. My name is Phil Saunders, and

I am the chief executive officer of Sugar Creek Corporation, which
operates Griffith Oil, a large noreast petroleum distributor,
Sugar Creek Convenience Stores, and 16 travel plazas under the
name of Travel Ports of America, soon to be 17 in the middle of
June.

Today I am presenting testimony on behalf of NATSO, the pro-
fessional and legislative representative of America's $28 billion
travel plaza and truck stop industry.

For us, the battle against fuel tax evasion was a matter of eco-
nomic survival. It was impossible to compete agast a tax cheat
who was able to sell diesel fuel at $0.20 to $040 below the cost of
an honest retailer.

While our industry suffered, Federal and State governments
were deprived of billions of dollars for highway projects.
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Through a cooperative effort by private and public interests-I
might add, because of this committee's leadership-we have been
able to drastically cut fuel tax evasion.

A most profitable form of evasion, the so-called daisy chain, has
been nearly eliminated by taxing fuel at the terminal rack and dye-
ing non-taxable diesel fuel.

Tt.e results are staggering. Four and a half billion gallons a year
of previously bootlegged diesel fuel has been removed from the un-
derground economy and is being sold by honest, taxpaying suppli-
ers.

While we can all pat ourselves on the back for a job well done
it would be naive of any of us to believe that we have eliminate4

fuel tax evasion. With Federal and State taxes comprising a signifi-
cant percentage of the cost of a gallon of fuel, the temptation to
avoid these taxes remains gnat.

Cocktailing has replaced the daisy chain as the evasion scheme
of choice. Fuel tax evaders cocktail or blend clear, untaxed sub-
stances such as kerosene or jet fuel with diesel fuel for on-road
uses. These substances are largely untraceable, creating a low-risk
evasion scheme for the dishonest operator. One gallon of taxable
diesel fuel is mixed with one gallon of untaxable kerosene, result.
ing in two gallons of fuel to sell with tax being paid on only one
gallon.

The Clinton Administration has supported treating kerosene as
diesel fuel for excise tax purposes. We support the Administration's
goal, but the regulatory process should be structured to ensure no
undue burden is placed upon legitimate users.

Meanwhile, the IRS, the F WA sh,,uld aggressively track ker-
osene deliveries, particularly in summer months when kerosene is
not needed for home heating purposes.

Another area of fuel tax evasion occurs on the State level, where
fuel shipments are bootlegged from low-tax States for sale in high-
tax States. My own State of New York conservatively estimates $20
million has been lost in tax revenues over the past 18 months
alone, due to this particular scheme.

We urge development of a computerized system to account for
the import and refinery production of motor fuels until their deliv-
ery. This system could assist the Federal and State governments'
authorities in tracking fuel shipments, making evasion between
high- and low-tax borders more difficult.

NATSO recommends next year's reauthorization legislation con-
tain fundingprovisions for such a database. While sales of tax-free
fuel on non-Indian reservations is not what we usually characterize
as tax evasions, States are losing a significant amoun - of tax dol-
lars through sales on Indian reservations to non-tribal members.
Native American reservations have traditionally been exempt from
State laws, including payment of State sales and excise tax.

Unfortunately, reservations in certain States have extended this
tax exemption to non-Indians purchasing goods on reservations.
This practice provides reservation retailers with an unbeatable
price advantage over the non-Indian truck stop and travel plaza in-
dustry.

NATSO is alarmed that Federal funds are being g given to tribes
to build truck stops on reservation lands. In the interest of fair-
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ness, NATSO urges Congress to prohibit using Federal grants to
help construct retail fuel outlets on reservations that fail to collect
and remit State taxes on the sale of non-Indian sales.

To continue our strides against fuel tax evasion, it is crucial that
all those working on this effort do so cooperatively. The joint Fed-
oral/State motor fuel compliance project, a working group of Fed-
eral and State government and industries, to which NATSO be-
longs, has been instrumental in coordinating enforcement efforts.

NATSO recommends reauthorizing this project at no less than its
current funding level, $5 million per year.

In addition, NATSO recommends giving States the flexibility
they need to increase their enforcement efforts. States should be
permitted to expend up to one-fourth of I percent of their Federal
highway apportionment on motor fuel tax counter-measures.

Finally, we strongly oppose eliminating the Federal fuel tax in
favor of taxes established and collected solely on the State level.
We, like the committee's leadership, believe in a strong unified
Federal program with a national plan in focus. Replacing the Fed-
eral tax with State taxes would thwart our recent strides against
fuel tax evasion and cause the States to dramatically increase their
enforcement efforts.

A transfer of the Federal taxes to the State would create a great-
er disparity between the high- and low-tax States. This would in-
crease illegal trans-border fuel shipments which thrive on dif-
ferences between State fuel taxes.

Turning most taxing authorities back to the States would also
aggravate the problem with fuel sales by Native Americans. As I
mentioned previously, many Indian tribes, exempt from State laws,
including State sales and excise taxes, have gradually extended
this tax exemption to non-Indians purchasing goods on reserva-
tions.

In conclusion, we believe next year's highway reauthorization
legislation can advance the progress being made against fuel tax
evasion in five important ways:

Reauthorizing the joint Federal and State motor fuel tax compli-
ance project at no less than $5 million annually;

Authorize funds for a computerized system to account for import
and refinery production of motor fuels until their deliveries;

Provide State transportation departments with the flexibility to
expend up to one-fourth of I percent of its Federal aid highway ap-
portionment on motor fuel tax theft counter-measures;

Urge all States to adopt Federal diesel fuel taxing and dyeing re-
quirements;

Reject proposals to eliminate the Federal fuel tax in favor of a
State-based tax.

I conclude my oral testimony. Our written statement contains
our position on other reauthorization issues that are vital to our in-
dustry.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. Thank
you.

Mr. PzTm. Thank you, Mr. Saunders.
Mr. Pm. Mr. Fitzgerald?
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Mr. FrrzoEmw. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, members of the corn-
mitt.e, I'm delighted to be here today to testify before this commit-
tee.

As fuel tax administrator for the Virginia Department of Motor
Vehicles and past Chair of the PTA motor fuel tax section, I am
an avid proponent of efficient and effective fuel tax administration.
Let's face it: our way of life depends entirely on our transportation
system. The motor vehicle industry and the millions of miles of
highways that criss-cross the Nation move people and goods back
and forth.

Not only does the transportation system keep the Nation moving,
it also generates significant amount of revenue. Motor fuel tax gen-
erates more than $40 billion in revenue annually. These are the
revenues that build and maintain our highways and other trans-
portation systems, reduce pollution, and engineer solutions to our
transportation problems.

Tax evasion crimes, on the other hand, deprive the programs of
badly-needed funding and line the pockets of organized crime, In-
stead.

For organized crime, fuel tax is a lucrative target. Fuel tax eva-
sion is relatively easy to perpetrate and often meets with little re-
sistance from officials because of a lack of enforcement, weak laws,
and watered-down penalties. As a result, fuel tax revenues are an
easy mark for fat cat criminals.

As a motor fuel tax administrator, I am proud of the accomplish.
ments that I and my colleagues across the Nation are making in
the fight against fuel tax evasion. Working with each other, with
the Government at all levels, and with the private industry, we
have made tremendous strides in combating this pernicious crime
which costs taxpayers between $2 and $5 billion annually.

Across the country, fuel tax revenues are up. Perhaps some of
this is due to a healthier economy, but it's also due to our efforts
to fight tax evasion. Through uniform laws, enforcement penalties,
partnerships, exchange of information, and sophisticated tech-
nology, we are closing the loopholes and slamming the door on tax
evaders. They are finding that they can no longer close up shop in
one State when the going gets tough and simply relocate to another
State.

Much of our success was made possible by Federal funding. For
example, under the ISTEA bill of 1991, Virginia has received
$250,000 in Federal funding for participating In a joint Federal/
State motor fuel tax compliance project. This funding has enabled
Virginia and other States in our region to establish mutual targets
to reduce fuel tax evasion. We also conduct joint meetings to dis-
cuss uniform issues, and also purchase computer equipment that
will facilitate the electronic exchange of fuel tax information.

This funding has also helped our enforcement personnel to meet
with their counterparts in other States and exchange information
about prosecution technique& All too often, fuel tax evasion taxes
end up sounding like fish stories about the big one that got away.
By interacting with our colleagues, we learn from each other about
tactics that prevent criminalsK from slipping through the nets.

In Virginia, we also used Federal funding to establish an inves-
tigative unit dedicated to fuel tax evasion investigation. We are one
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of a few States that has set aside resources exclusively for fuel tax
investigations, and the creation of this unit would not hav, been
possible without Federal assistance.

The bottom line is that fuel tax revenues are up. State fuel tax
revenues have increased, on the average, between 3 and 12 per-
cent, while at the Federal level fuel tax revenues have increased
roughly $1.2 billion.

Despite these successes, we cannot claim victory yet. Fighting
fuel tax evasion requires a team effort and the proper tools. It re-
quires uniformity in laws, enforcement and penalties for tax eva-
sion crimes; it requires joint efforts between Federal and State
agencies; and it requires the use of technology, whether it's dyeing
fuel or exchanging information electronically. These team efforts
and tools require adequate funding.

As you review the results of programs combating fuel tax evasion
and plan funding for future efforts, please keep in mind the dev-
astating consequences of tax evasion. This criminal activity robs
the Highway Trust Fund, which is the lifeblood of the Nation's sur-
face transportation program.

On the other hand, keep in mind that, according to Federal esti-
mates, motor fuel tax assessments average between $15 and $20
per dollar spent on tax evasion efforts. Ladies and gentleman,
there are very few opportunities that offer this kind of return on
your investment.

You can count on Virginia to continue to support the fight
against fuel tax evasion. I hope that we can count on your partner-
ship in this battle.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my comments. III be happy to an-
swer any questions.

Mr. PzTal. Thank you. Thank you all very much.
Mr. Rahall, do you have any questions?
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to ask anybody on the panel, or each one on the panel,

if they'd like to respond: with respect to the cocktailing, are you
saying that the driver of the vehicle burning cocktailed fuel does
not notice any vehicle performance differences?

Mr. WASHBuRN. I think that depends on the blend. The diesel
fuel burns readily with any number of substances. Whether there
is an immediate-whether the difference is immediately noticeable
to the driver, of course, depends on what the other substances are
and the mixture. Eventually many of these substances would de-
stroy the engine. Yes.

Mr. SAutDERs. With reference to kerosene, it will not show up
any long-term effects on the engine as long as it's mixed at a 50/
50 ratio; however, it's got a lot less BTU and reduces the mile per
gallon on the vehicle, so the efficiency does go down.

Mr. RAHALL. Mr. Saunders, I appreciate your testimony on the
fuel tax issues, however, I would like to ask you about the issue
of commercialization on interstate rights-of-way.

Are you aware of any developed nations such as England, Ger-
many, or Italy allowing commercial developments along say the
Autobahn in Germany?
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Mr. SAuNDEtW. No rm not. And as far as the issue of commer.
cialization, if you'd like me to expand on it a little bit I'd be happy
to.

Mr. RAHALL. I'm sure you could.
Mr. SAUNDERS. We at NATSO are very displeased with even the

thought of commercialization on the interstates. Myself and many
other entrepreneurs have invested billions of dollars to build nice
facilities at Interchange exits. When the interstate system was
formed, that was the name of the ball game, and we don't think
it's fair to even consider changing the way the ball game is played
in the middle of it, now that the States can look at it and there's
a lot more traffic out there and they see it to be lucrative and want
to move commercialization in rest areas up onto the interstates,
and it ultimately will cost the consumer a lot more money because
there going to charge fat rents for these things.
Thank you.
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PETiU. Mr. Bateman?
Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You've mentioned that cocktalling has become the evasion of

choice as opposed to daisy chaining. Would you explain what daisy
chaining is?

Mr. fEDERICO. Yes, sir. Daisy chain is a complicated scheme that
was developed, quite frankly, by some organized crime figures in
the New York/New Jersey area. It is a system of creating a mul-
titude of companies and taking the records of those companies and
using those records to confuse the auditors and the investigators to
show that the tax was actually paid when, in fact, they use these
companies--and, in particular, a company that we've come to know
as a "burn company, which has records that show that the tax has
been paid and, In fact, no tax has been paid.

In one scheme, alone, there were 14 different companies or cor-
porations used to do this. It required extensive amount of work by
the investigators to go through the literally millions of records to
prove, in fact,.that no tax had-been paid.

But by moving the point of taxation then back to the rack, as the
legislation has done, then all tax paid would be at the rack and
there would be no point in having these multitude of fictitious com-
panies or burn companies.

Mr. BATEMAN. As to this practice of cocktailing, where does that
actually take place? Who does the blending? Where does that occur
in the chain from the refinery to the consumer?

Mr. FEDEJuCO. After the diesel fuel is purchased at the rack, It
occurs between that point and the retail station, and it would be
done surreptitiously at times by individuals--most notably, in the
investigations we've done by organized crime individuals. Just yes-
terdayltestifled at the.Senate about Russian organized crime fig-
ures that have been doing this extensively not only in the nor-
east but also on the west coast.

The types of blending that are occurring, as Mr. Saunders and
Mr. Wahburn stated, is to blend the untaxed kerosene, which is
not as noticeable, but we've also been discoverin schemes that in-
volve toxic waste and other rather hazardous cemicals that ml.
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tially would not cause much detection by the operator, but eventu-
ally there would be some serious consequences to the vehicles,
themselves, and, naturally, polluting the air.

Mr. BATEMN. Do most of your leads come from motorists or ve-
hicle users who have detected a loss of efficiency or any deteriora-
tion in the operation of their vehicles?

Mr. FzDzRICO. There are some leads that way, but primarily
they are through the cooperation that we're having with the indus-
try folks, as well as other Federal agencies and the States.

Mr. BATmzxA. Reference was made to the possibility that we
should impose a tax on kerosene but exempting it for home fuel
heating purposes. Is it feasible to do that? Can you accomplish that
by a dyed kerosene requirement?

Mr. WASHBWuN. What we have proposed, what the Administra-
tion has proposed, is that kerosene be treated as diesel fuel, mean-
Sin that with some--well, that it would be taxed or dyed when it

the rack.
Now, what would happen is, because of concerns about the safety

Implications of having dye In kerosene that is used in small space
heaters and that sort of thing, we have recommended that there be
a provision for those vendors who sell small quantities of kerosene
for use in space heaters to be entitled to get a refund of that tax.

Mr. SAuNDRSs. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. PzETI. Yes, sir?
Mr. SAUNDES. Could I expand on that?
Mr. PzTiu. Yes.
Mr. SAUNDEIs. We don't feel that simply taxing kerosene at the

rack takes care of the problem, to be totally candid with you. I am
a large petroleum distributor and operate several rack positions In
the northeast United States, and more of the product that's being
cocktalled Is jet fuel, which is kerosene. But when you go to the
process we're t ng about now, you can't dye jet fuel, so really the
major product that is out there for cocktailing would still be avail-
able.

There is also an issue of-there Is a low-sulfur kerosene out
there today and a high-sulfur kerosene. Low-sulfur kerosene really
will meet the low-sulfur diesel specifications. The high-sulfur diesel
will not. A lot of this product that's getting cocktailed is of the
high-sulfur, which does then bring the product up over the sulfur
requirement.

But to us any answer has to include something on jet fuel or
we're really not accomplishing anything, because in the summer-
time, as we've mentioned in our testimony,, the kerosene for heat-
ing purposes basically dries up. So if it dries up in the summer-
time, how are they gettmg this product to put into the cocktailing
process? It's obvously jet fuel because it isn't too hard to track the
racks around the country-there are probably about 1,500 rack po-
sitions in the United States, I believe, or something like that--and
find out what they're movement of true kerosene is in the summer-
time. It's going to be zero unless it's going into cocktailing.

I think what we'll find it's mainly jet fuel.
Thank you.
Mr. BATEMAN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a follow-up question?
Mr. fTR. Yes.
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Mr. BATMAN. Is there any provision in law that allows for the
prosecution and punishment of those who supply kerosene, jet fuel,
or other commodities for cocktafling, where they have knowledge
that it's going to be used for blending or cocktailing? Or is the only
criminal sanction against those who actually do the blending?

Mr. FEDERICO. The only law I'm familiar with, Congressman, is
if we can prove that they're part of the overall conspiracy.

Mr. BATEMAN. But unless actually a conspirator, the fact that
they are selling it to someone with reason to believe that they are
going to use it for illicit purposes would not, per so, make them
subject to any regulatory or criminal sanction?

Mr.FEDERICO. The act, itself-I believe you're absolutely correct.
But what we've been able to do is to pull it in under the conspiracyprovisions of the criminal code, which has been an effective means
of doing that.

Mr. BATEMAN. What's bothering me is that if someone who's
wholesaling kerosene is selling it to someone who has no reason for
that kerosene except for blending it, but they don't, in fact, know
that that's the case, it would seem difficult to hold them account-
able under a conspiracy requirement.

Mr. FEDERICO. Well, we would have the burden of proving that
they had something to gain; that they were part of the illegal activ-
ity itself and they entered into an agreement with the parties that
were trying to break the law. So they would be protected through
the investigation in that way.

Most of the time these unwitting parties are very cooperative
with us in the investigation.

Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. WASHBURN. I'd like to just add a follow-up comment, too, on

the issue of the kerojet. We are proposing that Kerojet comes under
the tax or dye regime. The data that we have indicate that the use
of kerojet increased by 1.6 billion gallons in 1994 that cannot be
accounted for by either the commercial use or Department of De-
fense use.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Mr. Congressman, can I add further to that?
Mr. BATEMAN. Sure.
Mr. SAUNDERS. On the process of who is responsible and where

does the actual violation occur, most of the racks that I am familiar
with in the northeast today are automated. A driver will pull up
to our rack position and really not in view of anybody. In fact,
they're automated 24 hours a day when there's not even anybody
there. He works it with a card.

He could come to my rack and pick up 5,000 gallons of diesel fuel
or 4,500 gallons of diesel fuel, go to another rack somewhere else
and pick up 4,500 gallons of kerosene. Then, in effect, he has made
the blend.

I think maybe one of the places where some better enforcement
or some better regulation could incur is to put some burden of proof
on the truck driver. These truck drivers who are working for people
that are in this illegal process are the first people to know that
they're involved in an Illegal activity..They know it first-hand.

I don't really think that we are doing anything to take that per-
son to task, or even to let him know yet that he is in violation of
some laws.
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Mr. PzTRi. Thank you. With your indulgence, there are two votes
on the House floor, a 15-minute one and a 5-minute one. We have
about eight minutes to get over for the first, and I think we can
probably be back b about 11:05, and we may have a few more
questions if you could wait and take a 15-minute break or so.

The subcommittee will adjourn until 11:15.
(Rem".)
Mr. Prr. If it's all right, well reassemble and IT1 begin with

some questions, and then, as my colleagues get here, if they want
another round of questions there will be plenty of time for that and
well use all of our time.

The hearing will recommence.
There are a couple of comments I have to begin with. One is in

the area of dyeing and trying to avoid diversion from the legal
stream.

There was a controversy a few years ago in the aviation commu-
nity. They evidently use a dye code system for different types of oc-
tane fuels for different engines, and it's very important for them
not to get the wrong color in the wrong engine because the plane
will not perform and they'll have an accident.

So I know when the dye system came in there was a lot of anxi-
ety and confusion and concern, particularly in the general aviation
community, about having to have a multiplicity of tanks and confu-
sion and use of color.

Are you familiar with that? Has that been worked out?
Mr. SAUNDFw. Yes. I believe that was the difference between 80

octane avgas and 100 octane avgas, and to make a distinction be-
tween those two gases, more is a safety factor, because a person
that wanted 80 octane in his engine, if he got 100 octane it would
burn out his pistons and he could literally have a catastrophe over
that. So they came up with a dyed system.

That is also one of the problems, I believe-I'm not 100 percent
right on this, but I believe the 100 low-lead is dyed red.

Now, if you put jet fuel in airports that is also dyed red, I'm sure
one of their concerns is going to be that we get the red gas in a
jet engine. That would be another problem.

But before they were able to put that red dye in the naturally-
aspirated airplane that used gas, I believe that there were several
years of testing that went into that to make sure that it was going
to have no disruption of interference or hindrance on the engine.

Mr. PzrIu. So we won't run into that problem if we expand the
dye system to-

Mr. SAUNmEmS. I would believe that if you wanted to dye, put the
red in the jet engine, you would have to go through a long process
with the FAA or whoever does all of this testing to make sure that
it has no residual effect on the use of that engine. Yes.

Mr. WasJmum. Mr. Chairman, if I might add to that the Ad-
ministration's proposal, while it would include-t would call for
the dyeing of any kerosene that's removed from the rack tax-free,
there is a proviion in there that a registered producer of aviation
fuel could remove kriet from the rack tax-free. In other words
we are not propot jet fuel that's actually going to be used
in an aircrat would be dyed
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Mr. PWm. Okay. Back home for a while there was quite a flurry
of people buying diesel Buicks and Mercedes and so on and using
their home heating oil. They discovered they could do that and
avoid some taxes. I suspect that's not on the scale, or is that still
a problem?

Mr. WASHmmuR. Well, it's not so much a problem with an individ-
ual pulling it out of their heat tank, but we do have concerns
about people buying dyed fuel for use off-road, whether it's con-
struction equipment, farmers, that sort of thing-loggers--who
then turn around-businesses who then turn around and use it for
on-road vehicles, not just a Mercedes, but also trucks and so forth.

Mr. SAUNDEus. I think the fine that's been imposed, which I be-
live is $10,000, has deterred a lot of the average motorists from
taking out of his heating oil tank. Plus, most of the new diesel car
engines are recommending the low-sulfur product, which fuel oil is
now high-sulfur.

There is actually a difference between fuel oil today and diesel
fuel with the new low-sulfur regulations for on-the-roadtrucks
using the low-sulfur. Now they're setting the engines up more to
burn the low sulfur than the high sulfur, so that's another reason
why I don't think there is a lotof that going on.

As he mentioned, construction-type vehicles and off-road vehicles
that go on the road or have both, Ithink there is a problem in that
respect at times. Yes.

Mr. Pzm. Maybe just one comment. Mr. Saunders, you talked
about the problem of not only diversion but of Indian reservations
being able to possibly create unfair competition in the truck stop
business, as is happening in a number of other businesses. The
task is complicated by court decisions and a variety of other legal
considerations, but we would be very eager, in working with you
and your association and others, in doing what we can to minimize
this type of tax island or unfair competition.

It's nothing against People getting in business and competing like
everyone else, but it should be on an even basis rather than them
being tax-advantaged.

Mr. SAUDEiw. Thank you. In the State of New York we did get
a positive ruling from the Supreme Court of the United States that
it was legal to collect--that the Indians should be collecting taxes
for products being sold to non-Indians. And if we could also then
get the Government's help in not funding, through HUD and
through the Bureau of Indian Affairs, loans to them to build these
truck stops to compete with us, that would also help.

Mr. PETJU. Thank you.
Mr. Fitzgerald, do you have any estimates as to how much

money is being lost to fuel tax evasion at the State level, as op-
posed to the losses we are suffering at the Federal level?

Mr. FITZERALD. Mr. Chairman, that is a difficult question. We
can only estimate. I really don't think that anyone knows exactly
how much is being lost through fuel tax evasion at the State or
Federal level. There are cer y barometers out there that are
used to make these estimates.

We can only gauge by the activities that we have going on as far
as enforcement and prosecution. We've estimated that in the Corn-
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monwealth of Virginia, evasion ranges in the neighborhood of $8 to
$7 million annual.

Mr. P&TRL Whi of the different evasion schemes have been the
greatest problem at the State level? Would it be the same as Fed-
eral? Poaly.

Mr. FmG L. Yes. Nationwide, the evasion schemes are pret-
ty much the same. Where States have gone to the point of taxation
at the rack, again, that pretty much eliminates the daisy chain, as
was explained a little bit earlier.

Of course in Virginia we've tried, however unsuccessuy, t got
the point of taxation moved to the rack to eliminate the possibility
of daisy chain.

Cocktail/ng cross-border shipments of fuel, buying fuel at a low-
tax State ana running across the border, selling it in a high-tax
State-those are the kinds of evasion schemes that are going on
out there at the present time.

Mr. PTau. One last area. Mr. Washburn, you referred to the sys-
tem that you're working on with the States. I wonder if you could

ExAd on that a little bit, indicating how helpful you bet-eve that
is improved reporting system in the area would be in curtailing

tax evasion, how much money the system will cost to create, in.
stall, and maintain as either an estimate in dollars or as a percent-
age of revenue gained, whether it would be a cost-effective invest-
ment or not, and how much money it would save the system-it's
a related question--in tax evasion.

I don't know, Mr. 1itzgerafd, If you could comment on this sys-
tem, too, if you've been working with the IRS in trying to develop
it.

Mr. WASHBuWq. Mr. Chairman, we do not have an estimate of
how much revenue the EXFLRS system, as we call it, would bring
in. We are working with the States and Federal Highway Adminis-
tration, but we have not been able to come up with any sort of an
estimate.

The industry-and through anecdotal information, we believe
that it would help substantially.

In terms of the cost, we believe that right now it would cost us
about $10 million for hardware and software to develop the system,
and then another $2 million to maintain it on an annual basis.

In 1993, the Volpe Institute did a study for Federal Highway,
and at that time they estimated the initial start-up cost would be
about $5 million andthe annual maintenance would be $3.5 mil-
lion, I think it was.

Again, the advantage would be that it would electronically, take
advantage of the systems that most of the terminals have in place,
track the flow of fuel, and we would get monthly reports from the
terminals, and then we would know, at the end of a quarter, basi-
cally the amount of fuel tax that we could expect to receive or have
reported by the taxpayers, the position-holders.

Of course, If anything is missing, thet we would be able to focus
our efforts.

Mr. FnTzRAL. Mr. Chairman, several States have gone the
route of developing computer systems to better track the movement
of fuel through that particular State, and also to exchange informa-
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tion with other States and, of course, work very closely with the In-
ternal Revenue Service.

Several States that come to mind-Wisconsin, Nebraska, and In-
diana--have implemented an electronic system to track the move-
ment of fuel. These systems require reporting by terminals, as well
as licensed-we call hem "distributors.*

These States also have gone the route of moving the point of tax.
ation to the rack.

When you do that, Mr. Chairman, you reduce your taxpayer
base, which would allow you to deal with a smaller group of tax-
payers, and thereby you are better able to monitor those taxpayers
and the movement of product throughout your particular State.

Through the Federation of Tax Administrators, the Motor Fuel
Tax Section, we are constantly pushing and assisting States to
move to the arena of establishing electronic systems to track fuel
and exchange information, which are, I think, some very good keys
to help us combating motor fuel tax evasion.

Mr. PrTri. I often wonder-in fact, when I do my grocery shop-
ping or go to the K-Mart or something like that and use credit
card, why we can't just pig-back on some of these systems on the
MasterCard or American EIpress system and just have their termi-
nals and use the data, but I guess that's too simple. There must
be some reason we can't take advantage of the systems that are al.
ready in place and just plug into them rather than replicating.

In any event, one last question. I wonder ifyou, Mr. Washburn
have any estimate-we had some estimates of $3 billion lost to fuel
tax evasion earlier in this decade. Do you have any range or esti-
mate you could give us as to what we're losing now?

Mr. WASHBURN. rm sorry, Mr. Chairman, I don't. The Service
has not made any estimates. We're aware of estimates that have
been made by academia and other groups, but the Service doesn't
have any information on that.

Mr. Psm. Thank you.
Mr. Baker, do you have any questions?
Mr. BmCE No. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pzri. Mr. Rahall?
Mr. RAHAL. No questions.
Mr. PzT. Gentleman, thank you very much for your testimony.

I apologize for the interruption.
The third panel consists of: Mr. Anthony Kane, executive director

of the Federal Highway Administration of the U.S. Department of
Transportation accompanied by Mr. Jack Basso, the deputy assist-
ant secretary for budget and program of the U.S. Department of
Transportation.

Once you're comfortable, please proceed, Mr. Kane. Of course,
your full-statement will be included in the record.

TESTIMONY OF ANTHONY KANE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FED-
ERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION, U.S* DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION, ACCOMPANIED BY JACK BASSO, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRNTARY, BUDGET AND PROGRAM, U.S. DR-
PARTNHNT OF TRANSPORTATION
Mr. KANE. Thank ou, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rahall. It's a pleasure

to be here this morning.
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As you mentioned, with me is Jack Basso, deputy assistant sec-
retary for budget at the U.S. Department of Transportation.

We appreciate your putting the full statement in the record. In
the interest of time rd just like to emphasize a couple of important
points. We've heard some terrific testimony so far this morning.

First, I think the original purpose of the Highway Trust und,
to support the construction of the Eisenhower system of interstate
and defense highways, has certainly served us well, but it's surely
been modified over the years and accepted both by the Executive
and Legislative Branches to be a very appropriate vehicle for fund.
ing important highway and transit investments.

The Trust Fund values include stability, fairness in terms of
being supported by dedicated user fees ability to fund contract au-
thority, and a more-efficient method of meeting national objectives
and 50 separate State funding mechanisms.

We believe the concept of the Highway Trust Fund should deft-
nitely be continued.

Second, we continue to see the need for a strong Federal role in
highways as the reason to maintain the Trust Fund. This Federal
role must continue to support needed infrastructure for enhanced
economic growth and interstate and international commerce, to en-
hance safety, to serve Federal lands in national emergencies, and
to support needed research, development, and technology applica-
tions.

Third, within an overall national goal of a balanced budget, we
need to maximize our infrastructure investment due to significant
highway anduds,4nfaa tucture needs.

fourth, tax evasion a real and serious problem. The Con-
gressional ctions ted the point of taxation of fuel tax col-
lection, reqgof non-highway-use fuel, and provided spe-
cial authorizations in1STEA for enhanced Federal and State en-
forcement efforts have clearly helped.

The Highway Trust Fund receipts are close to $1 billion larger
annually because of these efforts.

We give great praise to the U.S. Treasury and Justice Depart-
ments and those efforts of the State officials.

Fifth, currently the use of total alternative fuels as opposed to
gasohol, including liquefied petroleum gas, neat alcohol, com-
pressed and liquefied natural gas, and hydrogen account for about
one-tenth of a percent of on-road fuel use. Therefore, revenue losses
to the Trust Fund today are not that significant from those alter-
native fuels.

For the short-range period of reauthorization, we would continue
to expect no significant revenue loss from those fuels. As we ad-
vance into the 21st century, however, with advances in electronic
vehicles, possible major advansin vehicle fuel efficiencies, we
must look to other ways to recoup vehicle road user charges.

Distance-based fees, including intelligent transportation tech-
nology, may be one solution. It is important that we explore such
options over time and be prepared for the long-run health of theighwayTrust 

Fund.
an you,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Pfm. Thank you.
Mr. Rahall?
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Mr. RAHALL. They, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kane, in your submitted testimony you state that Trust

Fund spending must be considered in larger context, the bipartisan
effort to balance the budget. Does this mean that DOT endorses the
concept of maintainin large, unexpended balances in the Highway
Trust Fund, not for th purposes of building and maintaining our
transportation system, but rather to make the deficit look smaller,
of course?

Mr. KANE. I would anticipate that in reauthorization that both
the revenue titles, as well as the authorization titles, will be closely
looked at, and I would anticipate that during that deliberative
process there would be a balance struck between the receipts coin-
n from the revenue title, as well as the expenditures.
is you are familiar, Mr. Rahall, many of the forecasts by the

budget committees, republicans and democrats aside, make fore-
casts of receipts based on current law, and so those balances exist
and appear not only in what might have been submitted with the
Administration's budget, but as well as budget committees in both
the House and in the Senate.

But, again, I believe that that balance will be struck as the de-
bate procods in reauthorization between the revenue titles and the
reauthorization titles.

Mr. RAHALL. Thank you. As expected, a very eloquent response.
Let me ask you: does the DOT have a position on whether or not

it's still appropiate for lower taxes on alternative fuels?
Mr. KAN. Well, I believe that construct--and I repeat what was

mentioned earlier-needs to be debated in the larger picture of
things like effect on the environment, air quality, etc., and so with
regard to the current exemptions that exist right now, we support
that.

With regard to reauthorization, I think all of the highway user
fees, both exemptions as well as rates, will be on the table for dis-
cussion.

Mr. RA ULL. Has DOT noticed any connection between the repeal
of the national speed limit, gas prices, and Trust Fund receipts?

Mr. KANE. I wish we could estimate that carefully. Clearly, with
regard to the effect of the speeds, we're just beginning to get infor-
mation in on that. We're often asked questions with regard to safe-
ty, and it's a little too early to have the full information with re-
gard to increased speeds as well as safety effects.

Clearly, increased speeds will result in increased consumption,
and therefore increased receipts into the Trust Fund, but we don't
have that detail yet, Mr. Rahall.

Mr. RAHALL. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PfTu. Thank you.
Mr. Baker?
Mr. BAKr Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Could you give us-you or Mr. Basso-an idea of how many

projects are ready to go in the next 5 years, how much could we
spend prudently, and what kind of a trust balance should we hold
while we're trying to meet the needs?

Mr. KANe. In terms of the number of projects ready to go, our
program is a grant and aid program. The States do have significant
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projects read to go. They rely on both Federal resources, as well
as State and ocal resource

If we take a look at how much you could fund from the Trust
Fund, budget agreements aside, based upon both the balances that
are in the Trust Fund as well as the current income to the Trust
Fund, you could probably support on the highway side a program
of about $24 billion a year on average--a little lower in earlier
years, a little hlqher as we move out in time, because we do fore.
cast an increase in Trust Fund receipts.

A prudent balance-we had estimatedagain, just based upon
having an assurance that your forecasts for future revenue streams
are sound, you need to maintain some kind of a balance to worry
about error estimates in terms of forecasts.

We have estimated in the $2 to $3 billion range for the highway
account could be a prudent balance if your only constraint, again,
was worry about anticipated future revenues with authorizations,
not in the larger budget context.

Mr. BAKER. Will our revenues be $24 billion over the next 5
years?

Mr. KMNE. On average, we do anticipate increases in revenues.
Increased fuel efficiencies aside, the travel growth increases will
produce increased revenues coming into the Highway Trust Fund.

Mr. BAKR. Our match to the States, noting tbPir trust balances
also, is it too high? Do we try and over-match from the Federal
side?

Mr. KANE. I think that's a question that's certainly a good one
as we enter into debates this year and next year on reauthoriza-
tions, and many times the Federal match rate is a function of the
incentives you're trying to do or the way in which you're trying to
push certain investments-example, rehabilitation on the inter-
state at 90 percent, the initial construction of the interstate at 90
percent, versus 80 percent.

It has been suggested by some that perhaps a better way to le-
verage total investment is to change the Federal match, increase
the State one.

The national highway system bill gave a lot of flexibility with re-
gard to the issue of how you use Federal aid, including allowing al-
ternatives for that match so that States now can make use of in-
kind services, private donations, to count as that match.

So we are giving flexibility to the States in terms of how they
come up with that match, but I think the overall issue, itself, is a
very god one as we get into debate this year and next.

Mr. BAKER. More and more in California, even freeway inter-
changes, we're nicking the developers and others, half-cent sales
tax agreements and so forth, to match. In some of our transit pro-
grams, the match is less than 50 percent, so we're really getting
our bang for our buck. We're stimulating more growth throughout
the Nation.

When we try and be 90 percent, there isn't enough money in the
world, unless we can get our hands on that $0.043 that was stolen
from us and given to that black hole called "deficit reduction."

Could you give me the same figures for transit? What are the
needs over the next 5 years, what's the balance, and what-

Mr. KAs. Mr. Basso will answer that one.
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Mr. BAsso. Let me give you, Congressman, a few figures.
With regard to the needs, I think we've estimated the need stud-

ies between $7 to $8 billion in transit needs. With regard to what
the Trust Fund could support, we estimate, on average, through
the year 2002, that it could support about $5 billion a year in in-
vestment without regard to current funding constraints or current
deficit reduction measures.

With regard to a prudent balance in that fund, we've estimated
that about half a billion dollars, which is about, in ratio, counter-
part to the highway account.

Mr. BAKE. About 10 percent then?
Mr. BAmso. About 10 to 12 percent.
Mr. BAmit. Of that $5 billion, how much of that comes from the

Highway Trust Fund and how much from the general fund?
Mr. BAsso. Actually, the $5 billion I'm quoting would come from

the Trust Fund. We're assuming an additional general fund con-
tribution when we make that. If, in fact, we had to fund the pro-
gram totally from the Trust Fund, the cap would be effectively $5
billion, given the current solvency tests on the fund.

Mr. BAKE. And that would be our expected revenue over the
next years?

Mr. BASSO. Yes, sir. Right around that range.
Mr. BAKEJ. Thank you very much, both of you, for your answers.
My time has expired.
Mr. PEzTi. All right. I have one area I wonder if you could ex-

pand on at all, Mr. Kane, and that was the points or point you
made on trying to move to new sources of revenue for the system
because of changing technology and so on. There is no area-I
think in ISTEA we gave people the option, but no one has really
figured out how to exercise it-of trying to have congestion pricing.

The gurus in this industry all think that's the way to go and we
can move traffic around or get les-vital traffic off of beltways and
some congested areas, and that high-paid executives shouldn't
mind paying a little money to save anhour in commuting, and this,
therefore-

Mr. KANE. Those must be other people.
Mr. Prriu. Right. But it makes theoretical sense, but how to get

from where we are now to there politically is a big problem.
We would be eager to work with you in thinking of more innova-

tive trial programs or other ways maybe where people-you think
maybe if people did it, knowing it was a short-term experiment,
and then had the option of getting rid of it or keeping it, that
might make people less nervous about it, and we can't--I would as-
sume, now, off-satellite, if people participate and put something on
their vehicle or other ways of-like with the modern toll bar things
in Dallas and San Francisco. There are other ways of monitoring
usage and sending people a bill at the end of a month and maybe
giving them a discount from their gas taxes or some way so that
it's not regarded as just one more tax.

We'd be eager to work with you in trying to start actually experi-
mentig like this to use our existing infrastructure more efficiently
in coming up with the resources to pay for needed expansions in
it.
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I don't know If you have any further ideas you'd like to expand
on that.

Mr. KANE. First of all, lot me say I really appreciate that offer.
We'd certainly like to do that--work with you on that.

I think, as you look towards the long term, it may be different
from where we are today, and lot me state that in two ways.

One, you're staring to get more use of electronic technology for
collecting tolls, flat tolls. As we look at some of the new toll roads,
both in California existing toll roads where we're utilizing that
technology, smart lanes on a number of toll bridges, so people will
get used to the concept of electronic charging the concept of auto-
matic billing-it's not peak-period pricing, and that's where a lot of
the difficulty comes into play, and that's where we've had more dif.
faculty in the congestion pricing experiments, as you mentioned,
from ISTEA. If we're not wholeheartedly endorsed immediately,
perhaps in the long-term.

So f think one point is that in the longer term we'll et people
more used to paying fees electronically, but they're flat fees as op-posed to peak-hour pricing.

Second,Ithink people in the long term will also be more used
to ITS technology on their vehicles. You'll be having more vehicles
equipped that way. We'll be utilizing systems to just keep track of
distances, levels of congestion, speeds, where people are, providing
information to motorists. There will be a lot of two-way commu-
nication utilizing electronic technology.

When that's in place, you've got a more natural vehicle to then
start charging fees.

A replacement for something like the fuel tax could be an elec-
tronic mileage-based fee. That is not peak-hour pricing.

So I think in the longer term you could, at least theoretically,
both have the electronic capability, as well as the citizenry who's
getting more used to that kind of technology and communication.

I wanted to repeat what I said earlier about the short run-that
certainly forecasts we have through the next 10 years-and CBO
had similar forecasts, and GAG-that our current level of taxation,
the use of fuel taxes and truck excise taxes and annual truck pay-
ments, certainly provide for continued revenue growth. So our fore.
casts are showing that revenue growth in the near-term.

But it does mean that we should be-and we welcome your
thought of looking at these longer-range techniques for collecting
revenues to support the Highway Trust Fund.

Mr. ftTju. Where do we stand on-there evidently were or are
some proposals to allow for roll-through at toll gates for trucks or
for other users that could be monitored so that you wouldn't have
to stop and pay.

Mr. KANe. We have experiments in-
Mr. Pftw. But there is a lot of argument in the industry because

they figure it's going to raise their rates, and they are willing to
pay a little something for the convenience, but their idea of how
much they'll save and the proposal's idea of how much it's worth
to them seem to be wildly at variance at this point.

Mr. KANE. Yes. And there are all issues, obviously, with using
electronic technology, and there is some fear that perhaps it will
become too easy a vehicle to perhaps collect too high fees.
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And the issue of just usinUr it for being able to move more
smoothly through size and weight stoppage points or for clearing
trucks for other purposes are more widely accepted.

There is always the potential that If you bad that technology
there Is some fear on, in effect, using it to raise fees that perhaps
are beyond what they feel should be appropriate.

But we certaInly have been working-with the trucking industry
on utilizing technology& to make their day-to-day business easier to
make more-efficient truck movements, and have demonstrated that
in several corridors.

Mr. Prrm. Great. Thank you both very much.
You don't plan on getting people a speeding ticket off satellite

yet, though?
Mr. KANz. That's in the hands of State officials. We've given that

back to them.
Mr. Prm. That concludes our series of panels, and this hearing

is adjourned.
Mr. BmmiL Mr. Chairman?
Mr. PTi. Yes?
Mr. BumnL When it comes to finding new electronic ways to

pluck the goose, put me down as nervous.
Mr. PzT. Yes, sir.
(Whereupon at 11:55 am the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at the call of the Chair.]
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or this uuiom n sstem frm 5175 3mio in 1956 to 51.17 billion fnsal Wy 1957, and singi

to $22 billion inscal yew 1960. To finau this massive public works proc the Reveu Act

increase some other existing highway user te established new ons, and provide

revemo s fom most of the taxes would be credited to a Highway Trust Fund.

From its eption. the highway Trust Fund was not only the Wamm offindin the

consrction othe Interstate Sym , but it mippouted odw highway proram as wel. In act.

by the mid 1970's. over on.-hlofthe fiands ftom the KIghway Trust Fund went oward non-

Interstate highway-rdated proram. In 1973, ligbltrust fWd uses waeincreased topmit

Stans to use a poon of'their highway finds on truetpjects. The Surface Transponatio

Asssc Act of 1982 rasWed the be tax by $ cens pergaln from 4 cents to 9 cents-the rt

increein23 years--to(wad anexpanded highway drstprogramn The 1982 Act also

Sthe np.-e mas t at account witin he y Trum Fund, dedit to it I

cmt ofthe9cent Federal ftl tax By thismtme, work on the Inten e Symsm-tt orignld

impetus for esabfishin the trust bad-was 95.3 percem .comlte. Yet Conft a recogiue that

incrmed Fedeaite nt in aurfce tm otion msppoted by ded ted uer fesi the

igmhwayTrut Fundcontoedto be portm and nemmmy. Afwincreaeof0.I cemts/lallon

in 1987.5 cets/gallo in 1990, M d 4.3 centallon in 1993, the Federal gsoli tax was

reduced by 0.1 u1 gailnm on Jmumy I ofthis ye. Accordingl, the current Federal ax on

psolin tota 18.3 centspon withl but 4.3 centsailon of this total credited to the Highway

Trust Fund.

Th F t ti in (or , ea r oit at or
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the bterstate System draws to a close. The Highway Trust Fund is mnre than simply a vehicle for

credit ng highway user tax revMe amo% States of varying sie and population density or

even a reliable meas of operating a prodoinately user-l nancedtran program. histhe

means for hutding programs by which the concernaffecting the Nation a a whole

ar system atically and cohesively addressed in a way that would be inmp*oible to replicte on the

State lev.

As we continue to define our views about what the net d ce transportation legislation

should include we are princpally armn the FederalroleSinmtg tUsportalio needs. We

look to build on the Acese of the namoda Surfe Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991

(ISTEA) as the foundation for Aure national surt ri program. The National

Highway System, established under ISTEA, is one of our highest priont since it is the

backbone of our Nation's 21s cemu ao system, serving to sustain the economic

growth that has flourshed duri the Interstate Ora. President Clinton has ted that merka's

compeutivenms in the world economy rests on the foundation of as infrastture. Continued

Federal leadership in transportation is needed to ensure tht there is a cohesive, interconneced,

intermodal network reaching wroes the Naion. Such leadership will require mong other thp,

continued Federal investment in our Nation's highway Ws Em uim the safety of the

traveling pubic is a -dm duty ofthe Deperuue and os we take very seriously; any

waning Fedeal m t in this aa could rode important afeins. We aso vision a

Federal role in addressing the needs of interstate and h commerce. In

h am of motor carrirsafety, we recognize dit a, 54410set offcosive Federal standards has

ensured that uniform safety rules a e applied across the country. We believe dhat the Federal

3

24-066 97- 13
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Ivenuas conim s to have a kq rol ira sig nd tUanq-o1auldo on Federal lands.

protecting our nvivouw, and in tasorainresearch and technologyto solve resl-wod

pobls as wework to do n ap twewhat wemu m abletodomdwhat we

know is ultmatlypossibl.

The Hhwsy Trus Fund has been a mial au sablesource of ending f td

Improvment of hihwy over the pin 40 year The twa and concep of de dicain motor

veicle Bde and track txes to poao needs hs eyed wide publ support as a hir an

pdemn way to Bmd highway iproeunts. This stedy m d relatr4yedic l revenue

source has iven h Fededa ovem an and, inw Ste and local pvisenes" the abil to

pla &or tanpotation neds an the Bi. Ilis laa ncealo sw ith c*ontractauhriyfor

hihway proVm (which alows for d comitmuw ofa minds hInadvme of an app rpition),

that has worked wel and should be retained.

BM t tuatfnd qmndin mugalo be corded the largr context of the bipat

effort to balancthe budget. T Ad i is committed to bsc4 the budSK and aU

spendn gadtxi deciiowshould be tdein this contea.

Be aumred that th. curent balance. ta hiwam account o( imetrueU 4n, tot

$9.421 bilion a the end olfincal yew 1995, is not mrphus revemek afAshing in the trus d.

At the and of &l yew 1995, thdre wi s44.2 billion in unpaidS uorit

ou standingg , nuing $30.9 biion n unpaid obligation on po jes malreadysuated. Thm ar

comu- m against ti belanc and u tax receipts In addito this balanceis invesd,

earing interest a an average a of 7.1 pe rces over te li fe ofISTEA. This interest. too, is not
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simnplyiiq idais becam over the lih o sthe m Wd expenditures f th Amd have

needed tx reipa deposed into the Wid So interest asw wel u a raeve hu b spew

outd othe N q mcoun.

we teomme det ho " bridge a othr surfe transpoaom s ends me gem, Od

will cont to e the hige st Am8di posibl. We have bem success an singm

tantial nds f tasporai invstmem in these t*. budgt years. This has been

acomnplihd in pen through the imove finale p active frts to smcue privue

seato financial priipain spublic proe"s and poeeter flexbiliy is the use of SAnds, by

recipient. Averege an"aa fed"ra Irnposo -I feta r investmt over the pas tOme

years has boos ave 10 perceint higher than kt was in fiscal year 1993. Our fiscal year 1997 Wodge

contimme ths ston record: we propose S$19. 5 billon in sew higway ivestmen-S I. billion

hiW er t the iscal yea 1993 evel Altmuh Fede spend hu iamed ian this period. we

recogaze tha there is stil a skabeaa gap between the costs ofandeid tasoto

improvmets mad the Fedel govuem's, ability to "il pay for thm. Our pfiay concern in

Satm bueu and in ISTEA -resth do wil be to respoinsby muaine t overall ve of

trnportaion invent witW the umwork ofa balanced Federal budget

Funmt Rm m a~lm Tn um Fund

ow8in come dam ut he et mvromm w, m quaky mandads and dependence on ormin

o ha reltd in il as desihd wesse t use ofakntvon lse mnd to

-o** more ad ecism vece Th Clean Air Act Amndment in& e svel proamM

ovwierog the use o(clem lile ad open up the ad merkat to napetrolem additive The

Eser Policy Ad 1992 require tiet the Fedra ovenue.4 alternative Sa d m prov&ders Stu
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ad local POvrnmes,' and otain private fleets buy alternative Ai vehicles a inin

percentages whn purchasing new ightduty vehicles, with the goal of replacing 10percent of

tasporuttionpWWmAi with aln tve Aidsby dhe ymr 2000. and 30 per€ t by 2010.

The itnpects of these programs and certain Aid tax exemptions on the ihway Trust Fund have

been felt: DOT estimates that the lower Federal tax rates on asohol have resulted in $5.9 billion

in forone reveries since fiscal yew 1983. But revemne forecasts for thenemtem predict only a

modes Ah decrease an i m nd revenues as a re of these alterna d

sandad for a number of reasons.

Fist, alternative Aids, including liquied petroleum ps (propanej) mnt alcohol fids

(such as MIS),compressed and liqueenatural ae and hydrogen. account for only a tiny

&action of all motorAids consumed. For exaple they toted only 0. 1 percent of total U.S. on-

road Aid usein 199. Second, although some alternative A ase taxed at ratslower than

paolin and died eAds rWme by athe most commonly usedAw tn eA ieed propane.

is taxd at the same rate as gasoline. Methanol idarwe taxed at rates lower than gaoline, but

contain les energ than paoline and therforemethanol-Aied vehicles have hW ed

consu m ra, effectively neuralitna their impat on trust And revemses. Third ieets of

govenment-owneid lgh ditty vehicls, which are the principal targets of the Energy Policy Act

comprise only I peoof ld light-duty vehicles #ad ae being replaced at very slow rates due to

general budget -ow and the relaiihy highe costs of alternative Aid vehicles. Fourth, the

purchme of alterntiv Aid vehile by the geealpblc the greatest potential market, is still

liited by vehicle coss and concern& Abot te oavaamlity of id sitsa.

Whe alwative Ai vehicles become a sipis put ofthe U.S. amo flet the revenues
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inpactswiln on e pan culAlsd" use As noted above, vhidles bur prpane

and methanol do not cai revenue losses tho m d s BundHowever.vewJue afn

ompred nu as or dectrity would pay no tld ae wo the mru stndunder ft current

tax law. The an kri ir a -N- ie eo Vehicle, joint I ieby heFederal

gwermesnand the domestic ao dAwy. has soa a totoriple the efficiecyof the standard
n - oW m w hodaad wI m m snergy, and Slobaldim

aismoble verthe several decades to help mess anvlouena nrgad- lmt

dangel A protoype vec#is to be iuoiced inthe net decade. Thisvehicecould

indude a much more effica inl , or i could irou mnon-fol Id sources.

Such deeo nts could havo a long term n fuc on MWsA nd revels but the scope of thr

impact isficulsto pre" cas tls time.

Su=iry, we have predicted modest increases 96d economy in projecotin he impact of

lid effkicecy on fixture mist &Wnd rvm ~Passengercar Bess lid efficiency has increased

salyu an recent yeu as both government standards ad commer demuds dictae h

ausnakers build more d Wefficnt vehicles. For eampl, Ses d em i rasedBom 15

miles per glon in 1980 to 21.5 miles per plo in 1994, thereby reducing the re of trust Aind

reveries per v elic"Ie of i . While paus e car ave gw by 43 percent durrt ingdhi

same period, Ai onupto by these valicles rose less than one per cent. -Durng the 1980.,

the growth in Aid tax reces thdot would h bm e ed based on the increase in trave was

Battened by inqaovingid economy. Jhs imprea aments hav sowd in the 1990's. The last

A i veh ies the pr" sockp -ri ve alredy been r md so we arenolonge

Also, increasing numsof American drivers are r~laciigthaW passengr cars with 50g-sdusy
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trucks ad sport utility %Whicl which mleA Sadkim dthe leiles they roplmc.

For thsbe WWterm~ however. we will be looking at ausve mom wof saess"nguse

fen fr rivera.

Coabo" uelTmEai
This Committeeshis beeom very involved to prove"tn criminal activities which have

jeoperdadthe retvwesofthe Higway Trust Fund. Durin do last few yws this Cotmitte

has held three vory ussfid hewing in order to msr an ha lm tax evasob nd. We would Me to

iel mentio our"effEortsto stm Sieltax vmon. W we AN miad" that SAd tax evasion

schemes can continue to undermine Higway Trust Fund revenus.

We believe that the Landing lbs Congres ha provided to deal with SAi tax evasion has

had tremendous psyo&t Congress authoriued inianding for lbs program in 1990. and ISTIA

6 athUom -1d$5 million anmafly in comntrat hority Ands Dom the Highway Trust Fund through

FY 1997. By 199S, FHWA had about $22 million invested in daisprogram, about $12 million of

doat provided to StmateSi tax enforcmmnt qrc and most of das remainder provided to the

(sternal Revenue Service (IRS).

Under lbs muqics ofdathJo)amFederalSw* sMotorFuel Tax Conilianc Project, kown

as the Joint Projct a program Steering Comums and am ereqoni mowor ai tax efreea

task boes hav been orpilos to for coopoeatonamon State and Federal agencies, and with

the pstroleim i bdistuy, to Wmpromewad to compliance. Currently allof b tteS and the

District o(CokanbiawePM cpuiasmin the pr o -am and we commuend everyone fortiwi

easoenfforts and coo pemrstion.

Some of dthOe s rr activities rIFao1ed a bnna te r ee" tow*rngConunittes meeting in



M"h1996 r

-kmoa oft a U e rack" blidi wk re to develop wnl to dn

koeme or wot pemo.duiviw added to mor w Wo avoid psvw the riied

.-nptasonofcooperative .veemess to prvovid IS LnA&to the Swtae o perton

roadsidek*spectimfdiese Lidused ianhwmqsy vl~ss

-4t s Improe o h g thSu mit ao t o prevem weponed deliveries

rwo*Setslion by eo Wqlgaopton o unifom rqpenig fomsdefiniions. and

-JFhind-ctmggAnd prosein of some of thelargetsawx evasion Cases eowlveigtd

mchbas the rom New J e cue al&ein 140 elos in evaded Sve sad Fedmn

One othe l dW Istive cns dhat s dery reded ax evasion was

he co atondm ofmomr idscWlec a the terminal rack both r Feder motor d

toxe (for gsolim bngimJn amrmy 1, 198, under te Tax Rom Act of1966, d fr diesel

bouidngm Jammy 1, 199,under th Omu Budg Act ot 1M) ad sdar

actwo by my Swe as welL Fuedo was aso mdeed asoiJmwy It114, reuW"n

unexed disel Ld to be dy

Sime thoe c o the V ad ow pus in s nhave ared th tox

Wd at dthe tenl rack ad dyng notable diesel Ad w the beat moto d rprovewg

fuAdm haum t bosmretier sd wholealn do not have to compete with tos ied

wih unwed Lidt and semgrvuemneded to a mIMn heNatio's truauponrtston
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-A-cveu.e Tu ebmd AxtoamAvtnBmdreum m bmom uav Thetota

oua 1994 rc avWblh r th tiw Amds inraed by $1.23 bis overM 1993.

u* qtihr thome la-es Taki% woamao ctmed reindartud a un siud

m-of i theauce to economic wtk thue Treusy yDeparmnt recently eimmd tdiesel

Aid x receips ot rBndsA wre $arsS6O0-7 mllio nuber in 1994tha1993 due to

What did the HIghway Tma Fund m Bran tmu e o? It haw raized aditiona fBd

ta mwn er beyon our eeti. FHA is a iumuhamte isfa doamei

overS I Whoo of reveems muma nly BornCOmpan @dt IAwbriey

sammaus ooofdthe reveal -
-Some S40 mMs u d a mudd y am iotor m id axiA md reviead sof

~w yer wf

-In the pea 3 yur, over $170 aias oftax loes hu bees uncovered ad pMOescu

amuady in criial cases (envaeaigatoMr Borl he DOT Oie of C Galw

ied Stas and Fedeal ag inm i de cue)

-Some SS0 medas in addiioad Ste nd Ferd revemues s bui collected every

yew orn diad taes, as thw Federal d i - ocoNeco and diesel Ad

dy- took ed
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These pi to the HIghway Tat Fund and to St reveaies (total ot$I.2 bIlion) are is

bh in the ow*i W Ae:

Reveue£macenm staa"
(AmId Impact, S Mii)

Stan Federal Total

Audits $140 $100 S240(Amua

Criminal I 50 120 170
(Etmatd ax lou)

Dyed Fust oint o( 150 650 80o
Collection

Total S340 $870 S1.210

The decio oduCCommittee ndthe Cormfi din te evawon propm hve

mmw money wel-spm. It mw be empamied, howe, that th FHWA Amds rasai only a

pat ofd rmou om ew tu n miWde rmult pose. Addition ten of millions of

dolr in Sta as well a Feder wWouce, d induty expeditue £impleme the i

dyu*prgram were committed tois om . Thea*gle motat coa- Of othe

FHWA Mbats wa £0 igthep pu es E ed by Ata mmio toph r k w

onsoluioon larmics &*end capatio ncot little but pey hupdividen& A we

cnpieteayen ivolvW d n the oBr their cooperation

Inaina o h IRS b % today I wil no Vinto the Trmsy Depenmew's

rem proectio t hmve bm aod bydh acmm ofthus eopliaM ons e t to

say that the wem i inr sad gmti" and in the bilnm ofdollam



Som my f6Wl tot the ole. roje t win @Oetns beriaso OWN ul taweasion

problems a~renweolv4Ed£vea thmo o ougmmaisaeruka adundouWedy mke a lwge

Wnde w hPrbile Nthf M " ehW beeho teprojecis tht0 W ipSOWto evade" Wi o

diniss.The large winsinvolvd dth o ca at Ior=of tax libilityin a relatvelysmal

nmber of ompaniesmman hatplbomuW unlsmscan beWstn.As quickly as oldschomsare

pea t oknow onosehabd. LI man maethttlS ca cie0inofthe Contiauigaras Of

cornm

The umsakbeconclusm om eeowr effowto date s that inds investedAn MOWo fal

tax complianceproram sa waiW dividrnltAcodiwlaes wppait for

compliance lai vS ould be anom emawof evy trnqioe adon cency'si neacialplaning

portfol. As we begin eveopin popesafog remahorizauion of the suface asotto

proram, thm reults should Apse prouinently in deibrtinm t ssr a stong financial bane

to meet our county's sizbleMad icltrn"ottin &ed

Motor vehicle fal tax erethe ibood of ourw hghay revenueprorams, with taxeson

gasolne adodiselAwls proidig ougly 87 peraft of etmatedmreceitfoingito the

Highay Trust Fundin &Wsca w 1996. Frm the atadpoiat of revmnueproductiit, fWl txm

have no equal Theetowa we relativelyeay to adnalsta ad they provide a renable way to

chargevedee in rough prordtiesw*gwayumEven thm oug etk motor 6eltaxeswigl

remina niqor souref lgwmay&finad nmte oreeeble fuurewe also recognethat a

number of factors, sua fuelta eamsion entv u esanmor u el wdieatvehics

could affect therevenueproductivit-y 0o(or0w IuuImotor fuel tax stucture.
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eSomw of our conadq concern with the long-terni Asuor o(higway nacin

promm a levels o(gv-hmmt we have supportd research in this a ramiainS posl

longwrm a a to motor ABd tur For =apl a I995 M Nati o Coopeativ HAhway

Resach Noa reports ded that motor A tw wiN remin mpota qone as of

State and Fede suc tansrtation rev u for a lea the nm di decades.

In xmankvwnw user fe option we ar seslg to idently uw few that more diectl

mos chare to users according to costs satbutb to der us. Our cost alloca study is on

schedule for completio by September oftlds year. We are aad witnesin the gesate use of

direa charu based on user tWl, we have been suppom the Wos that many States a

loca are undekmn a this wa For Wnmnk several Stne aW lA oveun we

examuungthepote ntiueo(mileag w tax shre hasenitd use ofweighidisace fees

Wand som aa are considesin congestion charge to improve deand management on congested

urb facilities Vehicle mile taxs Ue bad on both vehicle wai & mil an d vehicle

reistration fee havealso beeo sgested u pouible ur ppleme wto or repacean for

Fedwa aeu . All ot salmnatmv bveimpomm r me implicaons, which we

believe must be eamed u pu othe WW " revenue future for highway taspo Itn Itis

too ady to rs*onbl pric the d ture pat oftbm aleratv such a dm ng which

alteruive las wiN be to ulhs wisms in do maketlc The only cerauiy is the need to

adapt our lad tax psv i th Airto woot ft these cbwa

Mr. Chama tis colud my prepare remuksr. r Sams and I would be plead to

nsww any - you hav
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Reprseting Amrica's Travel laiwta mm Trancsol

Hearn Behr I e Subomm onm Srfa Tr-m -r-ttu

Transportatien Fme Inan Era of Scarce Rasoeue The Highway Trust Fed
May 16, 16

Good morning. My name is Phil Samr and Iam the chifexecutive officer for the

Sugar Creek Corporation which operwas Griffith Oil, Sugar Creek convenincstores and 16

travel plazas under the name of Travel Pors of Amwica Today, I am presnting testimony on

behalf of NATSO, the professional and legislative reremsnaive of America's $28 billion travel

plaza and uckstop industry. Our association curently hu over 1,050 travel plaza and truckop

members mnploying neary 200.000 individuals nationwide and more than 300 allied companies

that provide products and services to the industry and its customers.

We am exmemly plead to be pres ntitestimony on fuel tax evasion, a subject which

Ihm ben one of ourasociation's top lgisltive priorities for the pst dede. For us. the battle

against fuel tax evasion was a matter of economic survival. There wa simply no way to

compete against a tax cheat who was ae to sell diesl fuel 20 to 40 mts below the cost of an

bont retailer. While our industry sufed, fedrl and state government were deprived of

billions of dollars for mucb-needed infrastructure projects.

Through a cooperative effort by private and public interests, and I might add, because of

M4S f 0 110N•oi k. *1 3 .F 3 S4st0 &M 801
P 0 Box 1265 - Akwdta*VA 2231112050(70M)549-2100 - FAX M(70644525
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ths Commitee's leadership. we have been able to drastically cut fuel tax evasi The most

profitable form ofevmo, the s "day cha" hu been nearly eliminated by Wing

fiel at the terminal ack and dyeing nontaxable diesel fuel.

Te daisy chain sche started with a suing of company crestd by organind crime

groups, designed to create a massive Paper trail. In the daisy chain, a "buN" company was

created and existed only on paper. By the time auditors and investigators unraveled the series of

transactions to determine the tax liability, the bum company had disappeared without m trace of

records or assets. These grup pocketed up to 30 cents per gallon in federal and state taxes.

enabling them to sell diesel fuel well below cost. Often the groups forced legitimate operators

out of business.

Now that the government collects the federal tax at the fuel terminalrack, before the

daisy chain operation is initially established, this form of tax evasion has been severely curtailed.

As a result of this change and heightened enforcement efforts, the highway trust fund has picked

up ova a billion dollars in additional revenues in each of the last two years, a 22 percent increase

over 1993. This increase does not include the additional revenues due to the 1993 increase of 4.3

cents per gallon in the tax rate. The results are staggering. Four and a half billion gallons a yer

of previously bootlegged diesel fuel has been removed from the u economy and is

being sold by hon, tax-paying suppliers.

Sates who followed the federal government's lead in taxing and dyeing requirements am

reporting an aveag sevenPe-ren Increaem for the same period. For instance. Mr. Chairman
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sin echae in collection procedure ook ffct in your home Sate of Wisconsin, officials

report an increm of moe than ine prci! in taxm collected. This c mittee should urge all

mae to fustra fuel tax evaders by moving the tax collection p to the terminal r ck and

dyeing untaxed fuel.

While we canall patouveson the back for ajob well done, it would be naive for any

of us to believe that we have eliminated fuel tax evasion. With federal and state taxes

cmprising a significant percentage of the coat of gallon of fuel, the temptation to avoid thes

taxes ranains gruL We believe ther is still fuel tax creating today, though to a much leser

degrethan when ISTEA was written in 1991. We also believe it is a problem, however, which

will become more significant should the government retreat from its commitment of agpessive

enforcement.

"Cocktailing" has replace the daisy chain as the evasion scheme of choice. Fuel tax

evaders cocktail, or blend, clear untaxed substances such as keosene or jet fuel with diesel fuel

for on-road uses. Under current fedual excise regulations, kaone is not taxed or dyed

when removed from the terminal. The law doe requar, howev, that all substances blended

with diesel fuel for on-road us be Med as diesel fuel. Substancm like kerosene and jet fuel are

largely untraceable, creating a low-risk evasion schem for thedishonest operator. On gallon of

taxed diesel fuel is mixed with one gallon ofunted kaeseresulting in two Sallons of fuel to
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n61, with taes paid on only one gallon The retailer can sell the cocktailed diesel fuel at di

nonal mail price and poem die unremitted taxes a profit. Still more common, the tax chea

could reduce the price to below die coat ofbonetoperators, creating a competitive advantage

and still pocketing diat portion of die unpai taxes not used to discount the retail price.

Although not a profitable as the daisy chain, cocktailing can yield up to approximately

23 cnts per gallon of cocktailed fuel sold, depending on the level of statetme

The Clinton adminit has supported treating kerosene as diesel fuel for excise tax

purposes, Theproposal would require that kerosene for on-road uses be clear and taxed and

kerosene for untaxed uses be dyed. The dye in untaxed keosene will allow easy detection of

"cocktailed" kerosene. Unda the administation's proposal, those purchasing clear, taxed

kerosene for an off-road purpose would be eligible for a tax refund as are purchasers of clear,

taxed diesel. In addition, kerosene purchases of five gallons or less would be excluded from

these requirement thus effectively exempting individuals who buy small quantities of kerosene

for home hating pupos. We support he I 's goal, but it should be broadened to

include jet fuel. In addition, the regulatory process should be structured to ensure no undue

burden is placed on legitimate users of either product.

The amismtrtion estimates closing this loophole will increase federal revenues by S21

million over five years. This proposal is.,w a new tax but rather constitutes the only effective

way to enforce current tax policy. This year the General Accounting Office cited the biggest

unresolved problem with diesel fuel taxation is the definition and collection of taxes on fuel
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additives-primay kerosen.-addedaftr fuel laves the mina o.action to W

keosene and jet fuel a diesel fuel for tax purposes would liminale ts probl m. IRS and

FHWA should aggressively track keosene (particularly in the summer months) and jt fuel

deliveries.

Trwssb.MerFAWSh/pwaatu

Another am of fuel tax evasion occurs on the state level, where fuel shipments are

bootlegged from a low-ta sta e for sale in a hih.ta state. My own state of New York

conservatively estimates $20 million in lost tax revenues over the past IS months alone due to

this particular scheme. New York's fuel tax of 34.2 cents per gallon is significantly higher than

New Jersey's tax of 17.5 cents per gallon, and fuel is purchased in New Jersey, with taxes legally

paid. The purchaser then illegally transports the fuel into New York without paying the higher

New York tax rae.

A computeri2e system, as called for by the American Association of State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO), could be developed to account for the import and efinery

production of motor fuels until their deliveries. This system could assist federal and state

goveiment authorities in tracking fuel shipments, making evasion between high- and low-tax

borers more difficult NATSO recommends next yew's authorization legislation contain

funding provisions for such a data bae
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NVwAamrkm Tax

While sales of state tax-free fuels on Indian reservations is not what we usually

charecteri as tax evasion, states aelosag a significant amount of tax dollars through sales on

Indian reservations to no.nbal members. NativeAmerican reservations have traditionally

bee exempt from state laws, including payment of state sales and excise taxes. Unfortunately.

reservations in certain NMs have extended this tax exemption to non-Indians purchasing goods

on reservations. This practice provides resvation retailers with an unbeatable price advantage

over non-Indian retailers who must collect and remit the state taxes. The uncollected taxes also

deprives states of vital revenues.

Many states have woding agreements with tribes to enforce collection of state taxes on

reservation sales to non-Indians, but other states (particularly New York, Oklahoma and New

Mexico) have met strong tribal resistance to attempts to enforce tax collection. While these

states seek their own solutions, NATSO believes the federal government should plays& role in

this policy question.

NATSO is alarmed that federal funds are being given to tribes in Oklahoma to build

truckstops on reservation lands. In 1995, the Choctaw tribe of Oklahoma received $750,000

from the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Indian Community Development Block Orant

Program to help build a truckstop along a busy tucking route. Meanwhile, the Bureau of Indian

Affairs (BRA) is giving the Cherokee Nation of$OklahomaS 150,000 to complete a truckstop on

an interstate highway. NATSO is concerned about these grants because once constructed, these
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reservation fusl outlets will be abe to sell fe se tax-fre to Indians and non-Indians alike.

In the interet of faimess NATSO ue Congress to prohibit using federal ants to help

tribes construct retail fuel outlets on re a th a fail to collect and remit at taxes on fuel

sales to non-Indians Requiring Native Amrican fuel outlets to collect thee taxes will not

jeopardize their economic viability; it will simply level the playing field for retail fuel outlets-

both off and on remvations. Additionally, collection of state taxes will prevent smat from

losing venues vital to meeting infrastructwe needs.

Some reservations have found a new way to avoid federal and state fuel taxes.

Reservations, legally allowed to purchase tax-exempt fuel for government vehicles, can illegally

divert this fuel to fuel-purchasing customers and non-Indian retailers. A truckitop owner reported

he was offered this type of tax-free fuel from a reservation fuel distributor. Given thuse

questions, Congress should add reservation fuel tax collection practices to the list of other Indian

issues-like gaming and BIA reform-already under congressional scrutiny. We hope the current

Congress addresses some of these issues, if not, then perhaps we need to explore solutions in

next year's reauthorization.

i~f a ri kk lto Ciaed Swws n, aust Eywm

To continue our strides against fuel tax evasion, it is critical that all those working on this
0

effort do so coopeatively. The Joint Federal/State Motor Fuel Tax Compliance Project, a

working group of federal and state governments and industry, to which NATSO belongs, was
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in inatin effos which helped to cut fuel tax evasion by such a

huge margin last yer. Only through such cooperation among industry and all levels of

government can the battle against fuel tax evasion continue to boast such successes.

The joint project was authorized in ISTEA. and should be included in next year's

reauthorization bill. NATSO caomamends reauthorizing this project at no less than its current

funding level, $5 million per yew. In addition, Congress should fully fund the project once it is

authorized. Unlike some other programs that divert critical highway funds, this project should be

viewed as an investment that returns dollars for highway programs. In fact. the IRS estimates

that for every dollar spent in fuel tax evasion enforcement effort $24 is returned to the

Treasury. The project is absolutely essential for the IRS. states and industry to keep money that

should be going into the highway trust fund from winding up in the pockets of tax cheats.

In addition, NATSO recommnds giving states the flexibility they need to increase their

enforcement efforts. States should be permitted to expend up to one-fourth of one percent of

their Fedcra-aid highway apportionments on motor fuel tax countermeasures. Some have

suggested that states could fund fuel tax compliance efforts solely from regular federal highway

program funds; however, mostates would choose to use these funds for much-needed road and

bridge improvements.
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Finally, we strongly oppose eiminating the federal fuel tax in favor of tae established

and collected solely on the state level. We, like this Committee's leadeship, believe in a strong.

unifiedfederal program, with a national n and focus. Replacing the federal tax with stat

taxes would thwat our recent strides gsin fuel tax evasion. As previously mentioned, not all

mu collect their tax at the rack, and not all states squire dyeing of diesel fuel. Thes states

would se a return to pre-1994 conditions, where daisy chains put over a billion dollam annually

into the pocket of tax chem

A transfer of the federal tax to the sates would crate a greater disparity between high-

and low-tax states. Some states would greatly increase their state taxes, while others would only

slightly increase them. This would increase illegal transborder fuel shipments, which thrive on

differences between state fuel taxes. In addition, interstate businesses such as ours would have a

difficult time competing in a high-tax ste against businesses just across the border in

neighboring low-tax states.

Turning most taxing authority back to the states would also aggravate the problem with

fuel sales by Native Americans. As I mentioned previously, many Indian tribes, exempt from

state laws including state sales and excise taxes have gradually extended this tax exemption to

non-Indians purchasing goods on reservations. This uncollected tax would deprive the states of

vital revenues.
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In conclusion, we believe next year's highway et i legislation can advance the

progress being made against fucl tax evasion in five important ways:

S Reu z the Joint Federal/State Motor Fuel Tax Compliance Project at no less than $5
million annually.

* Authorize funds for a mp system to account for the import and refinery
production of motor fues until their delivers..

* Provide state trns ton department with the flexibility to expend up to ono-fowth of
one percent of its Federal-a highway apportionments on motor fuel tax theft
countermeasureL

* Urge all state to adopt federal diesel fuel taxing and dyeing requirements.

SReject proposals to eliminate the federal fuel tax in favor of state-based taxes.

We appreciate this opportunity to discuss the good news about fuel tax evasion, as well as

give our recommendations to help put tax cheats out of business for good. We would also like to

take this opportunity to comment on several other reauthorization issues which ae of great

importance to our association.

C~rieM wt 0/ e "ruowae R ~gsse-Wq

As the Subcommittee knows, some have proposed again to eliminate current law and

allow commercial deve lPm w on interstate rights-of-way. This Committee sound

leadership in 1991 by rejecting this proposal. We urge you to reject any similar plans next year.

Quite simply, this plan would devastate thousands of small businesses at the interchanges.
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When lawvas created the interest system, they believed private sector businesses at

the ft a could bes serve the needs of motorists, so they specifically prohibited the

commercial development of interstate righ-of-way. Congress did not want to repeat the

conditions on staefunded toll roads where monopolies opeated in commerialied resm areas

and charged motonsts exorbitant prices for services.

Today, 40 years late, we can witness the wisdom in the decision to keep the interstate

system free from commercialization. A drive along any of our interstate highways shows how

the private sector meets the needs of highway users. An estimated 32.000 businesses employing

nearly 2.3 million people have been created at the interchanges, each competing on a level

playing field-one that would be gravely imbalanced if rest area comnercialization was permitted

on rights-of-way.

In 1994, NATSO undertook a study to compare business development on toll roads and

turnpikes, where commerialized rest areas are permitted, and interstate. NATSO compared the

number of restaurants and service stations at the interchanges of toll roads and turnpikes and

parallel-running interstates in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana. Small business development was

almost twice as great on interstate highways. Because of the highly competitive environment on

intetates, the highway traveler also enjoyed more food and fuel choices and lower prices.

The highway usa is not the only one benefiting from a competitive interstate system.

Local governments near interstate interchanges profit as well. The highway service industry has

become an integral part of the tax and employment bae of local government. It is not unusual
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for NATSO member to be one of the laes property taxayers and employers in a rural ame.

Although sone may try to argue that the decision to commercialize rest areas is better left

to the states it is not a states' rights ism A say's decision to commercialize or not to

commemializ will not only harm bsiees located within its borders, it will have a profound

effect on many businesses in neighboring stmes as wel. For example, one state may decide to

lease interstate land to businesses selingfuel and food. A neighboring state, on the other hand,

makes the decision not to commercia liz its restareas because it wishes to protect the businesses

and jobs at the interchange. Because of the nature of the interstate system, however, not only

would businesses located in the commercialized state suffer, businesses in the neighboring stat

would be adversely affected as well.

Despite the success of current law. some would like to allow commercialization on the

interstates. Although advocates view commercialization as an innovative way to increase

revenue for escalating infrastructure needs, there are grave public policy implications if rights-of-

way are commercially developed.

Established businesses at the interchange would be unable to fairly compete for the

highway traveler's fuel and food needs ifra business right on the interstate provided these

services. Interchange businesses-and jobs-would be seriously threatened as no additional

gallons of fuel would be sold or hamburgers purchased. Commercialization of rest areas would

merely transfer the point of sale away from interchange businesses to a single business entity

operating directly on the interstate that would achieve market dominance purely by virtue of its
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locaio

Existing inecange developownt would be immediately cwtailed. None of our

members would be willing to spend millions of dollars to develop a new travel plaza at an

interchange if that business had to compete against an entity located directly on the right-of-way.

Allowing interstate commercialization on the right-of-way would not only harm the

economic vitality of interstate businesses, it would erode the tax and employment base of

municipalities that depend on thes businesses as well. However, local govenmats would still

be responsible for providing police and fire protection for the new facility on the right-of-way.

Children of employees would still need to be educated at the locally-funded public school. Yet

funding for these expense would be significantly lower as businesses which were once property

taxpayers replaced by a businem which pays rent to a state transportation department.

Our hope is that policy makes will recognize that commercialization of interstate right

of-way will cost businesses and jobs and threaten the economic health of local governments.

Truck Pak t

To increase the number of truck poking spaces available on interstates, a provision

allowing full federal funding of ret areas was included in last year's National Highway Systems

legislation. We do not believe this is the best use of Highway Trust Fund dollars. First, only IS

pernt of truck drivers surveyed prefer to use rest areas to meet their long-term sleeping needs-

most depend instead on travel plazas and tackstops. If this Committee believes that adding
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truck pakingis ma imue that the government should address we urge Congm to cr

incentives for the privatesector to provide the parking gces. Even though th federal

government provide the fauds to create and expa rest arvo st ates smply don't have the

r ces to miai mad provide security for more truck parking. Scar highway dollars

would be better spen by providing incentives and eliminating barriers for the private sector to

provide this service to the ucking community.

Inievuwe Tell

As Congress debate next year's highway rauthorization, some may propose increasing

or creating taxes on the highway user. Each time motorists buy fuel. they pay steep federal and

state taxes to support roads and bridgs. Congress shouldn't ask drivers to pay higher taxes for

road repairs when much of the money they already pay is being diverted to other programs.

Likewise, allowing states to collect tolls from interstate travelers is nothing more than a double

tax on highway users. The interstaw traveler should not be forced to pay for something that has

already been purchased. In addition, establishing interstate tolls wold undoubtedly shift traffic

from interstate highways, proven to be the safest and most efficient, to secondary roads that have

not been designed to handle larp volumes of traffic. This could mean an increase in congestion

and mor tMaffc accidenU along thee roads.
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In addition to the uom -smprding fu tax evaion effect, the asociation

strogy r maxis the following.

a Ensure that ntstms rights-of-way remain free of fommu iutlmon

S Develop practical solution to the track parking problem which does not include a
depedec on limited feeal or st government highway dollar.

* Keep the interstate system fre of Itls
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Mr. Chairman and Membas of the -omte

We appcWiat, this oppol Ity to tet on the financial condition ,and outlook

fr the Highway Trust Fwd. We hope to coatribut to a better und ing of tho

Highway Trust Fund and its ality to support surfa tranportaton nastrutur

nees in the fUtuM

My testimony today is based on work GAO has conducted over the past several

years, and updated information on the Highway Trust Fund.' I wiU focus on how the

Highway Trust Fund operate and its ability to meet existing and future funding

needs.

THE HIGHWAY TRUST f D

The federal Highway Trust Fund was established in 1956 essential s s an

acounting mechanism to finance the federal-aid highway program. In 1982, the fund

was divided into a highway amount and a mass transit amount. Program funded

through the highway account are generally administered by the Federal Highway

Administration (FHWA), with the Federa Transit Administration ("A)

1 Hghwav TrustFund: n'itiMn and Outlok lfr tho Highwav A unt
(OAOIRCED-89..136, May 1989); Mjjghway Trust Fund: %uens uM.=61 .an
lmndng onhtza (GAOSRED-9248FS, Oct. 1991); Highwa Trt Fun&
stK, ., -I r -,.R4in Ub M w av ,,g (GAORCED-92245, Sept. 1992);
Ta,.,M,,.tinn.X .q . adA (GA(AJMIND. 6t, Mar. 1995).
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adjom-I-&- asthose am" through the transit mOunL

Finsaig hr thebund Is dwved bI a variety o( highway user taxes

Cw tl. thee dMral tams iludwe fuel taxes o a St cnts per gao OfgsDolIne, a

54.3-cote pw gallon tax on diesel fuel, graduated tax on certain tires and a heavy

vehie use tax imposed on arIp trucks.

DurinIscal yer I9. thd e tas generated about $23.7 billion for the

Highway Trust Funld with 0 pernt of tme revenues amin om the gsoline

tax. (ese Appendi I fr a listing of the receipts generated by various highway user

taxm In fiscal year 1996). he total tax coctions, however, wee eudct to certain

tax roemd- credits, and transfers, such as a tax rebate r diesel powered voices,

totaling about $1.1 billko thus net tame generated totaled iM tely 22.6

billinL fcal year 1996.

Whenrevemm usdited to the fund exceed the amount required for current

expenditure., an aouomt balance exits. Tiebalance invested in public debt

scuritis and interest earned on thee secuits s cond d revenue to the fund.

In fiscal year 1996, nter earned totaled pprmtey $1.billion

Although the Ioty .o highway user tax revenues are credited to either the

2H ;e-1sent toa ecista receipts prior to an~y refunds or tax credit&.

2
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]brems In teo d tan used to redmbmus state governam and mas

transit autwhesh r amess spent on s urlad.trsportlon- program including the

fed Ms hihwaqt a - sd fAr transit prqects. Tbw nderal government

generally pasp i of a t&pr% 's est, although for some prq*ts such as

Int~rte q* the deal sha may mahas high as O percent, or 100 percent

for federal land prices Onc the Mderal government approves a prqet the federal

share is onidered obligated.00 At that point, a state or transit authority is able to

start work, and when the state or transit authority incurs costs for this work, it pays

the bills and seeks e-mbuement of the federal share When this reimbursement

occur, the federal finds are actually 'ouay" or 'xpanded" The outlay, for a

prqet art generally spread over a number of years, as they reflect the tie lag

between the sart and compleion of a prqec

The Congress r ca reauthorizm the funding of federal surface

transportation programs, with the most recent reauthorization occurring in 1991

through the tervodal Surface Transportation fflicienq Act of 1991 (ISTEA). This

S A twotep press implements most federal programs. The initial step is the
con0 esina passage of authorizations that set. an upper limit on program funding.
But the program may start, only after passage of a second piece of legislation, the
appropristions act. In an appropriations act, the Congress appropriates an amountthat can actually be used fr the program However, many d eral highway and mass
trasit programs do not require this twostop process to commit or obligat. federal
funds. Through what is termed "contract authority (a special kind of budgetary
authority), sums authorized for many highway and mass transit programs are made
available foroligation without an appropriations action.
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authwid total po imtly $155 billion for surface transportation

porams fr fiscal years 19 through 1097, with about $140 billion of the funds

coming from the Highway Trust Fund and about $15 billion frm the General Fund.

Of th. approxmately $140 billkn about $122 bWi were for highways and reaed

programs and about $18 billion for mass tmt programs.

However. not all of the funds authorized for a given year may be available in

that year for states or transit authorities' use. The Congress may impose an

obligation limitation on funds authorized as part of an overall effort to control federal

spending. A limitation on obligations acts as a ceiling on the sum of all obligations

within a specified time period, usually a fiscal year. TU limitation does not reduce

the amount of funds already distributed (apportioned) to the states;" it only slows the

rate of obligations.' The funds that are distributed annually for highway and mass

transit programs are generally based on prescribed formulas in surface transportation

legislation.

4 For transit, the limitation on obligations ets the amount of funds apportioned to
transit authorities.

5 The Congress could, but rarely does, rescind previously audized funds. In that
case, the amounts rescinded, or eliminated, are not available in the future for the
federal-aid highway or transit program&
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Curest Pei b FUWA estimate an ed df fiscal year 1M belanat

$14.1 billion in th highway account. The balace eids because meemon wwill

bve be tae InmW the trust fund than spent at that tUm

The trust fund balsam..however, has often been mene towith nOY

believing that the bala represents eces cash. How thet rust hod functions

cearer when it is compared with an individuals charge ccoun For

d snpurposes, s an individual has cash on-hand but ot en@ouh to pay

his or bartotl moat charges. In this m, the cash cannot be eomamd s

because it is needed to pay the incoming charges. On the other hand the individual

is aboe not in a deficit situation because at the end of the month his rw monthly -

income will be available to help pay the outstanding charges. Thus. the cash the

individual has on-hand plus future income helps to ensure that there will be

sufcient funds to pay all standing charges.

Similarly, the fiscal year 1997 estimated highway account balan o $14.1

billion will be needed to cover ou adiag autho-lalt11o but isn otsufficient to cover

all of IFA's authrisatoc FiWA estimates that the authwind amounts

outstanding, or Am-t-ents, will total about *44.6 bil In fiscal Year 107

6 Iaclude funds cosrand rm sAts spending through obligation ceilings.

6

24-066 97-16
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This aPP n shtwta, hweve, uds e t be viewed in rlatio the finanal

desip of th Highway Trust FunL Wbe the C etabishe the Fnd in

M it also etabished a saf mechansm, rebed as the Byrd Amendment to

smwethtsucimt (ands would be availableI*olkda w mit at tthe*a

oeach fsal year. As revised by the surface Tmanportatlon Assistance Ad In IM2,

the Byrd m at permits the total o fprqected unpai itmtnents gint tw

trut fund at the close ofw sal yewr to ed the edoyesr balan as lngas
--I in-cme for the folwing 2 fiscal yean will be sufficient to ovwer the

coemmdtnts. If the balance plus pr*c incmm dos not cover osading

smmltmsnt p.Proportionate roductiow to the amount apportiod to allpograms

must be made.

Thus if it is amumed for purpoes analsis that the 6bdral-aid highway

IrVam will not be extnded and that no new -mmto will be authored

beyond fiscal year 1997, the highway accowat is designed s that revenue will

cmt/mn to be credited to the account through fsal yea 199.' Given this inA sion

of renue for fiscal years 19 Mand 199, there would be suiient revenue to pay off

all in ltmsts and leave an estimated balance o($16.7 billion

7 Estimated revenue in fiscal year 1998 and 1999 is approimately $23.2 billion and
$24 bilion respectively, thus bringing the revenue total during the 2-year period to
about $47.2 bilon
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Thr b m ted bladn$1& i7 i mad be dt ou put Aim

abm is.i no u U as &d de d b bamea t

a In so Poma"and-"datm, rWA memd tt a

- o u 1o $8 Mbiosbepo twod r. w redithp d bemning

belomn alabWe hr Matutoe at,. $15.7bie

As wwd oariwe, the gway Tt Fud also inude a tr t amount,

which s fded t uh sohm d the federal t ful tasMw The Fedral Trast

.A..sr _ OM_, (A.) ntmates that t e transit &mt will hag , a balance o($.8

bllMe at thed of alyer 19?. But oeagain, thsendin balanceis nt the

md dthe a O br th trait ccoumt, bmuse like its highway

ad ma ltm will mmain to be paid.' None tlo eem

afte au upWaid omimet a co md, tho s n ttdbalanc is

ad" to tal a" ioa ly $4.0 billion at the end of fisca year 199?.

Howeverbecause both the highway an min tait account ardesigned to
reognise Atimre mvenue a future revesmn stmem wil naae the funds available

h reu t A iaton. similar to the Byrd Amndm , which pwides the highway

S Tho unpaid ommitmet aetima to tota ioly $6.9 billion in
heal year 1997.
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amount with S years e r mhven a, n as Amedmen pvides

the transt mount withame at yo*Mr vmmm to aply So inet ostanng

mmimt. em Ue th* tmnit omt I sape ed to have a balance of
aprxm tey$.0 Wules after prvdn hr all euam din um m- m ts the

additional inome taxese plus interest) 41A hr fs 4 year IM would inaeae

the AIds expected to be available to $7.6WMen.

However, if it is assumed fr purposes d anlyis that the mass traet

prowpamfunded through the Highway T u t Fund sn not extended and that no new

mmitment will be authorised beyond firsa year 107, the mes banel aoun

will Continue to have revenues creited to the ac nt throqg fisal yer 190, one

year bqn what the oehnkowa Amendmeint prwides r. Thus the

unommtte balance of approximat* $7.6 billion plus additial om (taxe plus

interest) prn*t at about $83.6 billion hr fisal year iWO would waese the funds
expected to be available to $11.2 billion. Th $11.2 billions the amount etimate to

be left after all ITEA authration hav, been a lded. In othe word the

amount could be used to support future autherlaatio lButt a simor Dertment of

Taprtaton budget wanals recommended a * ambon of& U b ls to guard

against revenue fluctuats thus reducing the smatd starting balance funds

available to support a new aut(rzatio hr transogums 0 $10.7bllo
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-""-w folb

Tms

Trucks and tralawu

Use toaxan heavy vhlches

Fines and oaltiw

TOTAL

$14J172

756

87

m6

200

682

11

28,788

24

2

8

Bos.- FHWA

(MUM)

0 Repreusb oWal ud..tax reaiptsprior to avy isAs or tax audits or tramfse.

which in sal yw IMStotaled about $1.1 bWism
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FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE HIOHWAY TRUST FUND

The ighw Tn Fund is a st of ounts in hdfde budgs for i codig the

-ollecon of variow cqp from fWl ta mand otw meAd excie a,

g on dlgnsed highmwayand m umip m and inime-I ming on

Wunemdsd helms.Thmetm wo P;qwat accwus in te uodo, nmo highway

prmams and oe for mas asit poam

Unlie mostotherWodl ow uMAds, thereis no diret eltinhi btws

the Highway Trut Fdsd's receip ait qmding Programn.

Authoritin a pmvide budet suthrity for moat highway prgmm in the frm

of woac utt, t audoto In obimns in adv of appropriation

tlays omthe ust find s largey controedylimion~m.oligagionsrIn apropiaotwhich constrin the amutof motstadig o tactrt

tha can be oblWiga n may ON yin. TIe Msx-MpudOlac (smeme a"le
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the cash boam) in therbust id consists of the immune of cashand Trmay

se iti gaditd to the fAd, and it rqwur the a ulabive d e tm bween

r (mmip - and inmm) and outlays over the lf otbef Ad.

Over the pea 10 yms, the fiunrs two acsr received total a rvene of

$161 billion, spmt S170 billion, and maed $14 billion i.inteest The total

Uemxpended balance grow steadily during the 19Ms bemuse blm. in the tnsit

account we ne but it hsben farlysMblesince 1991. At the bgn#ing

ofthis fiscal yea, the total mmded balmc in the igihwy Trust Fund mstd

to $19 b'lion, consixting of S9.4 billion in the highway account and $9.6 billion in

the transit account (see Table 1).

Outlays for the highway account have oughly kpt e with new trust fund

receipts inrecetym. Since 1985,tax revenusand intstincme to thehighway

account have totaled $153 billion, while outlays have totaled about $154 billion. As

a resux the wmsaqpandedbalmu in this account has flutuaed within a nruw rnge

ovw the past decade

The transit account was etablishe in 1983, when I cent per gallon of the

fh tax was de d fr MaMs umnsit acco ts pe
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blanm gwSM gadully WaIl 1993, win. it mwhed $10.6 illiMon. In the last two

yOM, e fiom the asit accou t ,exceeded itsIntm and dti balme has

drppd by S biion.

The .unexpend ,baan in the Highway Trust Fund does not measure the

amount of unobligated funds available for futur spending on highway and tranit

projects. On the county, existin obligain far eceed the amounts currently in

the fund, bat prjM e ar cni out mad the money is spert over a number ofyemrs.

Forcunple, at the end of faal yew 1995, ousanding obligation of the Highway

Trust Fund totaled $36 bi i ompa with te $19 billion be in the fwid.

The a -iot Ionmat to states ofcorfat authority for the highway account is

limited by a povision of law lown athe Byrd A m Under this provision

unexeded budget a or (rdf to uapeid - ' ) exceed the

cashb e by no moe then the projed c ts for the two Years (mchcldin

interest). A similar mech sm, known as the owki tet, aplies to the

tnusit nt,obutnly onl yars worth ofencd revenue. Neither

acco un is cuvty constained by toe limitations.

These rules do not effetively - aau whether the fund has a cash

sesaincsto pay forpresentori -which largely desemined by

the rate at which funds are obsated, r than by the amount of unsd budget
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uid~.At dmad at fiod yew I Ml,1 mos*pblit d yetspent by the

acgh ountmmmiaceeded timcuaashWn=eby about oatyew of t- i cm.

whuss oligtedbalances of the trasit accooW hr lfw d=tanits curyrent cub

SPENDING AND REVENUE PROJECTIONS

Thw Congessmu Budget Office (CBO) bas pojctd spending and recipts for the

Highway Trust Fund over the nodt sval years sn a number of different

assmann s .Under CBO baselineproecionswhich awum ihn gein cwrwt

axiga nd inx~g polic ieteCorsinlBudget Officeestimates that total

-epawili exeed oliA,, onsd outlas fbr bothtehghway ad U t accmt

overtenet evnyw&

K -

Mwe ighway Trus Fund is fianced by Cecisetaxe on motor fAls, a sas tax on

tire ad bad rubber, a use tax on heavy vehicles, and a sas x on larg bucks and

vk- 0
JrAm
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e sW aw-atdy 90 pert ofthe tuum"ftrevam comes f m the

taxes on motor fels. Of the 18.3 cats a gallon fderal gsutax, 14 cents is now

dedicated to the Mst fund and 4.3 cents goes into the general fund for deficit

reduction.

CBO projects that excise tax receipts earmarked for the trust fund will

increase significantly in fiscal year 1996, growing to $23.7 billion from the

$21 billion cvilected in 1995. The increase will occur largely because, under the

provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993,2.5 cents per gallon

of gasoline and diesel fuel taxes, which until this year had been allocated to the

general fund, is now credited to the Highway Trust Fund. Of that amount, 2 cents

is targeted for the highway account and one-half cent is earmarked for the transit

account. In subsequent years, CBO projects an increase in excise tax collections of

about 2.4 percent per year, asswni=g that the taxes are eeded at current raes when

they expire in 1999. By 2002, tax revenues deposited in the trust fund will reach an

estimated $27 billion a year. (Recent information suggests that tax receipts

earmarked for the trust fund, and thus fund balance may be higher than estimated

under CBO baseline assumptions.)

6
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In estimating bseln oudays CBO has asmsed that most tust fund spending will

continue to be limited by Spoiions of budget authority or ceilings on annual

obligations-either adjusted for inflation or frozen at the 1996 level. In addition,

CBO has estimated fute obligions for the mandatory programs not covered by

such a ceiling-the minimum allocation gram, emergency relief, and highway

demonstration projects aunrin! in the Intemodal Surface Transportation

Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA).

If the aFroI-* limits are adjusted for inflation, CBO estimates that trust

fund outlays will grow to about $25 billion in 2002 (see Table 2). If the

appropriations are maintained&t the current level, trust fund outlays will remain at

$22 billion to $23 billion a year (see Table 3). Neither of these projections includes

highway demopntion projects other than those authorized in ISTEA. If CBO

assumed future authoizto for such projects in annual amounts similar to those

in ISIEA, estimated outlays after 1999 would increase by about $1 billion a year.
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TAILI2 CaO BASED4 MOD1 O F TMHEIGMAY ThUTFU1, r
ADJU8Iff ODWa"ICK (by bell ysow, k W5Wm atd.~

FlWsl TAx . .iu ToW2i

Yew mm m TOMI A y oom On"$

1996 20.8 0.7 21.5 18.4 20.6 20.1 11.0
1997 21.1 0.7 21.8 22.6 20.9 20.4 12.2
1998 21.7 0.8 22.5 23.4 20.8 20.6 14.1
1999 22.2 1.0 23.2 23.7 21.0 20. 167
2000 22.8 1.1 23.9 24.2 21.4 20.8 19.8
2001 23.3 1.3 24.6 24.6 22.0 21.2 23.1
2002 23.9 1.5 25.4 25.1 22.5 21.8 26.8

Tnim*Anemt

1996 2.8 0.7 3.5 2.8 2.8 3.1 10.0
1997 2.9 0.6 3.6 4.8 2.9 3.1 10.3
1998 3.0 0.7 3.6 4.9 2.9 2.9 11.2
1999 3.1 0.7 3.8 5.1 3.0 2.9 12.1
2000 3.1 0.8 3.9 5.2 3.1 3.0 13.0
2001 3.2 0.8 4.0 5.4 3.2 3.1 14.0
2002 3.3 0.9 4.2 Si 3.3 3.1 15.0

Com nd Trut FUd
1996 23.7 1.3 25.0 21.2 23.3 23.2 20.8
1997 24.0 1.4 25.4 27.4 23.7 23.5 22.7
1998 24.6 13 26.1 28.3 23.7 23.5 25.3
1999 25.3 1.7 27.0 28.8 24.0 23. 28.8
2000 25.9 1.9 27.8 29.4 24. 23.8 32.8
2001 26. 2.2 28.7 30.0 25.1 24.3 37.2
2002 27.2 2.4 29.6 30.6 25.8 24.9 41.9

SOUM , w a
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TAILI 3COO(20 A~lE 1t0JDCUD5 FOR I HIWAY7WTRUST UN*Mm=ouADJUBUMPM ~ nM f~ndy simbibaclfull

all" ,,UM.Z

ADId - I mrramt ...... ywh llim toIu

FII TbxDuum. Total

1996 20.8 0.7 21.5 11.4 20.6 20.1 11.01997 21.1 .7 21.8 22.6 20.3 20.4 12.31998 21.7 0.1 22.5 23.3 19.7 20.1 14.71999 22.2 I 23.2 23.7 19.3 19.6 1.320 22.1 1.3 24.1 24.1 19.2 19.4 22.92001 23.3 1.6 24.9 24.6 19.2 19.3 21.62002 23.9 2. 25.9 25.0 19.1 19.3 35.2

1996 2.1 0.7 3.5 2.8 2.8 3.1 10.01997 2.9 DA 3.6 4.1 2.8 3.0 10.61991 3.0 0.7 3.7 4.9 2.8 2.8 11.41999 3.1 .7 3.8 5.1 2.8 2.8 12.42000 3.1 U 3.9 5.2 2.8 2.8 13.62001 3.2 0.9 4.1 5.4 2.8 2.8 14.92002 3.3 1A 4.2 5.5 2.8 2.8 16.3

C-m i Trust ad
1996 23.7 1.3 25.0 21.2 23.3 23.2 20.81997 24.0 1.4 25.4 27.4 23.1 23.4 22.81998 24.A 1.5 26.2 283 22.4 23.0 26.01999 25.3 1.8 27.0 21.7 22.1 22.4 30.72000 25.9 2.1 23.0 29.3 22.0 22.2 36.52001 265 2.5 29.0 29.9 21.9 22.1 43.42002 27.2 2.9 30.1 30.6 21.9 22.1 51.5

3otm * C hMWWD N*CML
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Under both sets of baseline projectiom, receipts from ax and intet would

significantly exc new oblig and outlays, leading to a largi unexpended

balance in the tust fund in 2002: about $42 billion if spending grows with inflation

and $52 billion if it remains at current levels.

In the highway account, ceipts ovr the next seven years would exceed total

outlays by about $18 billion if discretionary obligations grow with inflation (see

Figure 1, top) and by $26 billion if they are frozen at the 1996 level. As a

consequence, the highway accounts unexpended cash balance would grow to

$27 billion in the first instance and $35 billion in the second. In either c se. CBO

projects that the Byrd Amendment would not be triggered in the next seven years.

Under baseline a on, the transit accoI 11s unexpended balance would

grow to $15 billion or $16 billion by 2002. The mechanism ofthe Rostenkowski test

would be close to being triggered in 2002 under the baseline adjusted for inflation,

when the cash balance plus projected revenue for 2003 would exceed the u

budget authority by only $1.5 billion. The account would contain substantial cash

balances, however, and would be in no danger of insolvency as long as obligations

remained significantly below the projected contact afority.
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Ah=I, n . ul m . wlad&ml

CBO has also dVel d oectioas assuming tha the CcpgWs provo addtoa

contract authority after ISTEA expires in 1997 (at ISTEA levels adjusted for

inflation) nd allows the oblton of all available contract authority. In this

scenario, trust fund outlays would increasesignificantly-to about $30 billion in

2002-coare with $27 billion in tax receipts in that year (see Table 4). The ust

fund's total receipts would be les than they would be under baseline assumptions

became interest income into the trust fund would fall as the cash balances decline.

The -unepdd Ibalances would drop to less than $7 billion by the end of 2002 and

continue to decline theater.

Under the fuil-funding scenario, the cash balan in the highway account

would be quite low-about $2 billion by the end of 2002-leaving little room for error

in estimates of future revenues or spending (see Figure 1, bottom). Nevertelless, the

Byrd rue-established to protect the account from insolvency-would not be

triggeed. By the end of 2002, the cash balance in the transit account would be about

$4 billion and falling each year, and spending would be $2 billion a year above tax

receipt& That rate of spending would be unsustainable over the long term.
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TANB4. CDO K -rI- -- I3UMW WAY7RIUT 3 UND AUL FUNDDIG

U IA* ,,* Uis. k li .d-m

Fiwda TAX bon"lTOWA. .
Yew m 1im Teed AihTWty lpt Outue B

1996 20.8 0.7 215 18.4 20.6 20.1 11,0
1997 21.1 0.7 21.8 22. 25.7 21.3 11.3
1998 21.7 0.7 22.3 23.4 26.9 24.2 9.5
1999 22.2 0 22.7 23.7 26.9 25.5 6.7
2000 22.8 0.3 23.1 24.2 24.4 25.6 4.2
2001 23.3 0.2 233 24.4 24.3 24.6 3.1
2002 23.9 0.2 24.1 25.1 25.2 24.7 2.4

1996 2.8 0.7 3.3 2.8 2. 3.1 10.0
1997 2.9 0.6 33 4.8 4.8 3.9 9.7
1998 3.0 0.6 3A 4.9 4.9 4.0 9.2
1999 3.1 0.6 3A 5.1 S.1 4.3 3.5
2000 3.1 0.5 3. 5.2 5.2 4.7 7.4
2001 3.2 0.4 3.6 5.4 5.4 5.0 6.1
200 3.3 0.3 3.6 5. 5.5 5.2 4.5

1996 23.7 1.3 25.0 21.2 23.3 23.2 20.8
1997 24.0 1.3 25.3 27.4 303 25.3 21.0
1993 24.6 1.3 25.9 28.3 31.9 28.2 18.6
1999 25.3 1.1 263 28.8 32.0 29.8 15.1
2000 25.9 0.8 26.7 29.4 29.6 30.3 11.6
2001 265 0.6 27.1 30.0 30.1 29.6 9.2
2002 27.2 05 27.7 30.4 30.7 29.9 6.9

soun cmdd oma M
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Because the Highway Trust Fund's projected income is above current spending levels

and growing, the fumd can support a higher rate of expenditure. But a large portion

of the fund's outlays occur well after money is obligated. Therefore, significant

increases in the rate of spending are difficult to accomplish quickly without

overshooting the mark later on-as in the full-unding case just discussed. Therefore,

the fund's unexpended balance is likely to grow for the next few years, even if the

obligation rate is increased substantially.

BUDGETARY IMPACT OF THE TRUST FUND

The federal budget as a whole basically operates on a cash basis; this year's tax

collections and other incoming payments from the public are used to pay for this

year's cash outlays. The shortfall in receipts compared with outlays constitutes the

budget deficit and is financed by borrowing from the public.

Viewed in this light, the Highway Trust Fund has a different impact on the

budget than the trust fund accounting implies. The principal difference is that the

interest earnings of the fiNd are intragovernmental tascon that have no net

effect on the budget deficit The interest receipts credited to the fund arematched

14
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dolarfor dollrby eaxy oudlaysbTh fo, th a tmtIa impa ofthe

trust fund is simply the diffance bewem the tax receip credited to and outlays

charged to the fiun. Spending less than the annal tax receipts reduces the budget

deficit, whereas s pedingm than the tax revenues i it, even if the added

spending com fi unexpe d balances of the find.

The ~ bla andthe resulting interest earnings are indicatrs of

the cumulative effec on federal borrowing needs of past spending and taxing

policies associated with the trust fund. Tax revenues credited to te highway account

exceeded spending fiao that count in the 1970s; the same situation occurred with

the transit account in the 1980s. As a result, the federal deficit and the government's

borrowing from t public during tee years werereduced. The interest credited to

the trust fund is largely a measure of the current savings in interest costs resulting

from those past policies.

The presence of cash balances has led some people to conclude that the

Highway Trust Fund is currently being used to reduce the federal deficit. That has

not been the case in recent years. From 1991 through 1995, for example, the fimd's

outlays have totaled $96 billion, exceeding the $91 billion in tax revenues credited

to the fiud during that fim t
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Recent ninds will not necsrily hd in he fte howev r, p

bea n addital 2.5 mits per gallon ofth, gasoline tax is now allocated to the

HighwayTrust Fund. As a rultruder CBOs baelin mnptons, tax revenues

cr dited to the fund would exeed outlays in each of the next several yeam. (Gneral

fund receipts, however, would decline coreondingly.) Under the full-funding

scirio, in w obligtion and outlays are increased above baseline projections,

the deficit would increase over the 1997-2002 period by about $30 billion in relation

to CBO's bosline with inflation and by about $38 billion in relation to the baseline

without inflation, excluding interest effects. Thus, while it is possible to increa

spending from the fund over the next several years by drawing down its balance

such a policy would have a significant adverse effed on the federal deficit

Such iceows in sending would encounter another budgetmy constrint-the

limits on disretonaiy spending. The federal government has been in, and is likely

to remain in, a period of fiscal stringency, particularly for nondefense discretionary

spending. Under current policies aimed at balancing the budget by 2002, such

spending is likely to decline, or at best remain level, over the next few years.

Therfr if highway and transit spending is to grow as trust fund income ineas

it will ho to compete other spending priorities in order to obtain a growing

share of limited dis oary reourc
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CONCLUSION

Deciding thbe a Prcr kelvel of fixema 1-1-astucture spendingwile ateptngto

baan the budo will be difficult but the existence of trust fund balances should

not, by ineh; justify additional highway or transit spending. Although beneficiary-

bs taxes a certainly an -snab- e way to finance gove ent d eciim

about additional spending on highways and uansit rams-as with any federal

prom-ar best made on the basis of the benefits to be derived, not on the basis of

available earmarked revenu& Such decisions should also take into account the

appropre role for state and local govnmmenU, which pay most of the country's

highway and tsit ost, and the resoums that am available to them. There is no

fundn l economic naon why federal spending for tranortation i a e

should be identical to the income fronw te gasoline tax and other transportation-

related excise tues. RAe, our nation is best served if limited resource

allocated to programs and project that yield the greatest net benefits to society.
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Stament of MmhW V. W ashbun
NaltinaDirector, Specialty Toe

bkmtRewnm Serice

Before lthe

Subc ommIMe On Surfac Truartaton
House omntles On Transportation and Infastructure

May 16, 196

Mr. Chabnmn and Members of theSubco-:mitte

I am plammed to r sn Commissioer Rici hsonand to testiy on behalf of

the Intr Revenue Service on HighwayTrust Fund tax comlfianoe and collections.

With me today le Edward L Federico, Jr., Direct, National Operaio Division,

Criminal Ion

L INTRODUCTION

The Inrnal Revenue Service (IRS) previously appeard before this

Subcommitt in August 1994. On that occasion, we descbed our plans for

knpmentn the moo fuel excise tax prislions in the OmnbA Budget Reconciliation

Act of 1993 (OB ). nd provided e Su bose wh prelmiamy daa showing

Increase comliance and Its poitve effect on Highway Trust Fund revenue.

Today, we want to report on the actiom we ha tsmsn and the progress we

have nmde since our mpearance in August 1994. The change in the point of

taxation for diesel fuel and the dyeing of tax-hee diesel fuel effectd by OW have

resulted in greetWtaxpe compliance and incea d Highway Trust Fund revenue.

Addtj y, our joint omlance t with the Federal Highway Administon



(FHWA) and the stas, funded in pet by the Intmoda Surfce Ta t nd

Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), have had a slgnifcant, positive knpact on compliance.

Despite the incree in Highway Trust Fund tax revenue voluntarily report

over the past two year, there is evidence of continuing nU1clIance with the motor

fuel excise tax laws - incorrect flings, failures to fe, and fraudulent schemes to evade

taxes. In an industry where profit margins are measured in pennies-per-gallon.

noncompliance with Federal motor fuel excise taxes offers a substantial monetry

return. Revenue lost as a result of such noncompliance impedes the ability of the

Federal government to build and maintain the Nation's transportation system. Motor

fuel excise tax evasion also places legitimate business at a compete disadvantage

and is harmful to the motor fuel industry.

Increased enforcement activities, expanded wodng partnerships between the

IRS, the FHWA, the states, the motor fuel industry, and the Congress will be necessary

to combat these challenges.

II. JOINT FEDERAIJSTATE MOTOR FUEL TAX EFFORTS

Section 1040 of ISTEA provides $5 ndion annually for FY 92 through FY 97

from the Highway Trust Fund for Federal and state motor fuel tax enforcement. The

FHWA has allocated $3 million of these funds to the states and $2 million to the IRS

annually for FY 92 through FY 97. In addition, ISTEA authorizes that $2.5 million from

the General Fund may be Swap oaed each year for FY 92 through FY 97. However,

the IRS has received no appropiated funds under ISTEA from the General Fund.

2
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The $5 million provid t the sats and to the IRS under TEA each yew from

the Highway Trust Fund has bon used to fund the Joint FederalStal Motor Fual Tax

N Proj (Project). The Project wI it'ald in 1990 wth three plot saes

and five plot IRS dists, wih the support and coopermtin of the FHWA. Itwas

subsequenly expanded to include all IRS distct offices and additional states. At the

present time, al50 states and the District of Columbia participae in the Proje

The goal of the Project is to increm voluntary omplan with Federal and

state motor fuel tax laws through cooperative efforts and information sharing. The IRS

has used ISTEA funds to:

o Conduct additional moor fuel tax examinaons and compliance Initiatve,

o Aggressively inv ei and prosecute motor fu exci tax evasion, and

o Test the feasibility of a Federal fuel tracking system.

As a result of the Project. IRS has examined an additional 7.000 returns and

assessed an additional $110 million in excise taxes and p flalties at a yield to cost ratio

of 20:1. Additionaly, beginning In March 1993 and continuing through August 1995,

our undercover operations resulted in 10 major indictments. Colecively, those

indictments involved over 136 defndans and over $363 million in evaded taxes.

Although these efforts repment only a fraction of the total IRS compliance effort in the

motor fuel excise tax area, the benefits of the Project go beyond the additional dollars

cited above. The synergy of our enforment personnel working together with sta

enforcement personnel has resulted in increased information sharing and transference

of auditing and investigative ski. This will have a long-trm pact by Increasing the

3



produtivity and quality of al motor fue excise tax 1mmins6long r stas s wel a fr

the IRS.

ISTEA fundig for Federal and statl motor fuel exise tax omplane effors is

enentil if cunt complnce levWl e be maintained in the futur.Wthout

continued ISTEA funding, the motor fuel excise tax examnation and other related

Compliance activities carried on S part of the Project wil have to be curtailed. The

staes Imotr fuel compliance efbts funded by ISTEA also have a direct impact tn

compliance with Federal motor fue excise tax laws and thus on Highway Trust Fund

revenues. Without inued ISTEA funding, state motor fuel excise tax compliance

efforts will most likely aso have to be cutalled. Both the Federal and stas motor fuel

excise tax complian efforts funded by ISTEA ate highly productive and are a good

investmnt

IN. DYED DIESEL FUEL

OBRA Mged the point of taxation for diesel fuel from the wholesaler to the

terminal rack. OBRA also provided that only dyed diesel fuel can be sold for tax

exempt purposes ft Januay 1, 1994, and dyed fuel may not be used on the

highway. Sales of dyed diesel wr allowed for exmt uses only, e.g. state and local

go mnt, f mn, an road uses, such as in onstruct n. The legisistion also

provided a penalty against Musers who know, or have reason to know, that they used

dyed (untaxed) fuel for taable pupos The penalty is the greater of $1,000 (for
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m l violos. e $1,000 is utsd by the number of muative violations) or

$10 per galon of fuel involved.

In order to im t the prosi of OBRA, the IRS, woddng closely with the

FHWA, the stats amd the mun fuel y, etalihed an aggressive compliance

program to insped Msel fuel in teminals, whoelers, retal outet, and vehicle

propulsion systems to ens hat dyed fuel is not available or used for taxable on road

purposes.

To ensure compliNoe with current regulations, the IRS has 150 Dyed Diesel

Compliance Ofcers (DCO) who sample diesel fuel at storage facilities and at roadside

inspection slit. To suplemen the wodc of the IRS inspectors, the IRS currently has

contracts in place or pending with 26 states to perform roadside inspections. The IRS

funded these contrsi with state agencies by transferring appropriated funds to the

Federal Highway -Admiishaio.

The dyed diesel fuel program has been a true success story. Increased

compliance resulted in about $681 million in additional Highway Trust Fund revenue in

calendar year 1994, and prmna data for the first three quarters of 1995 reflect

similar levels of revenue. In contra t it was estimated that the motor fuel excise tax

compliance provisions in OBRA would only produce $200 million dollars per year or $1

billion over 5 years.
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IV. TAX EVASION

In spb of the prvb in OB * to detaroor fu l tx evasion and the IRS

a t progirs o ensureomi n with OBRA. several metod

of evasion have volved that low unsriuious operate to evade as much as 50

cents per gallon in combined Federal and state motor fuel excise texas One emerging

method of evasion we have detected involves blending untaxed products with diesel

fuel. Thti Is also known as'. Urlaxd products are blen with diesel fuel

to incease the fuel volume. Major ocktal ingredients include kerosene, kerojet,

waste fuels, and haardous waos.

In order to deler cmctdallng, a task efor eincldi the IRS, the Envionmental

Protection Agency (EPA), the Departmet of Defense (the DOD). the U.S. Customs

Service (Customs), and state pa1tcents has been formed. The goal of the group is to

identify sources and volumes of products added to disel fuel after the point of station

(the terminal rack), amd design a capehnive compliance strategy. One of he task

force's high priorities was to kdenWf a vimble testin9 nmoogy to accurately identify

the contents of any fluid sold or used as diesel fuel. To accomplish this, "~ln

samples wr sent to the Air For Laboratory at Cape Canera. Then se mles

lded cocktails med by IRS personnel as well as samples of diesel pulled from

retail outlets i the Houston, Toxas area in conjunction with state officials. The

objective was to dtmine whetr he laboroycould iWn the makeup of various

concoctions using gas chromatograph (fngerpining). Initial results were both

6
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successful andesoberbig- The lob had no dilliculty in accurately Identfyin all samples.

Some of the wiplss t lin orn the retll outlets were found to contain a cobination

of diesland erosdiselandrnapha, .aged diesel fuel sold sa nontaxable

mile distilla eil. diesel and a coiatin of paint thinners, varnishes, perfumes,

dooat, cning tluds and atireeze. One sanplewas acowvivomiaioofdiese

and a mixtur so toxic thatIt could not be handled safebly in an open enIromn

Discosur lows pnrven from sha infkmrmto concerning the taxpye involved

in these cocl ai s e with EPA

Kesroseine and kerooe (the base product for aviation fuel create a particularly

difficult enforcemnt problem for the IRS. Under current rules, this product is not taxed

at the terminal cral Instad, subequent use determines how the final product is

taxed. KeMrose blended with heating fuel is tax free, kerosene based aviation fuel s

taxed at 4.3 cents per gallon, and kerosene used as diesel fuel is taxed at 24.3 cents

per gallon. These dfbrent rA provide a ready opportunity for motor fuel excise tax

evasion. For example, dat from the Energy Information Adninistato in the

Depar'lmen of Energy show that production of kerojet increased by over 18. billion

gallons in cendw yew 1994. This increase cannot be accounted for by I

aviation or the DOD usage. In 1995, the production ofkerojet increased by another

2.1%, Ind ingthatuseofkrojetin 1994 was not aberrant Ongoininvestigations

confirm tht this product is being widely used as diesel fuel or cocktalled with disel fuel

7



to evade mtr fuel excbe t e. As much nS0 centin sats and Federalas

mt a vey kxn targ pontiamiuse of r. Leio to

accommode at pplicrtian aof te diesel fuel nus to kr-oseemcrojt is necessary to

i* tax evasion and has been proposed in the Administration's FY 97 budget

Border Compliane

Another emerging metho of evasion moles the nplation into the U.S. of

tax-free diel fuW that has not been dyed to U.S. s or that has been

i document. Exce or bulk transr by peline to an approved terminal.

quiortationm is the point of taxation for diesel fuel. Any diesel fuel that is not dyed to

U.S. s is taxable. Neither Canada nor Mexico has a dyed diesel

requirement which fulfl the requirements for inpotatio of tax-free dyed diesel fuel

under the Internal Revenue Code. Some of the Provinces of Canada require dying of

tax-free diesel fuel, but have different dye efico, none of which meets U.S.

t . There are no dyed diesel provisions under Mexican law. Under the

North American Free Trade Agreement, diesel fuel wW continue to be imported into the

U.S. from each of thee countrim Ajoint border project conducted by the State of

Montana, Customs, and the IRS in November of 1994 and Januaryof 1996 reveals the

powtil for Ubo R noncopliance. Tanke trucks of diesel fuel purchased in

Canada were teNd for compliahc with U.S. and Montana law. More than 40 tank

trucks per day routinely pa tO h the teted ports. During the project, only 17

tankers passed through the port during the8 days of enforcement asctiiy. Many

8
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drivers chase to prk sk tucks before entsring the port and simply waked until e

project ovr beoe -a k.

Of the 17 tw*sm pask toughthe port 16 had erroneous invoices for dyed

tax-m diesl. The fuel was eliher not dyed to specifcato (nomally 2-3 parts per

million versus the @equied II parts per Mlon making it vey easy and proftbl to

blend to te point th the dye is not de&able), or contained no dye at all. We will

continue to work with Customs to ensure that diesel fuel is taxed on entry into the U.S.

Fuel TraSldng system

The IRS' coplia efforts could also be greatly enhanced by an automated

Excise Tax Fuel Ino mation Reporlig System (ExFIRS). This would permit IRS to

verify amounts reeled on excise tax retur in much the same way It uses information

report d on Form 109 to verify intere and dividend income reported on Form 1040.

Currently, the only way the IRS can verify amounts reported on excise tax returns is by

performing an examination. The IRS, utilzing both IRS and ISTEA funding, developed

a working protote an ExFIRS sysim, but without supplement funding, the IRS

will not able to bnplment the system. We estimae that the hardware and software for

this system will coat $10 million, with an additional $2 million a yer for maintenance.

Our ability to make significant compliance gains and effecive administer fuel taxes is

-otnntent#he avalubity of t and m information. ExFIRS has been

dqlop ed at th .gigot and wU t p-I-1ton of the motor fuW ustry.



IV. CRIMINAL VESGATION ACTInTES

An esential component ol the IRS' excisetax compliance strategy is the

ivs i an p eiln of thos who rinaNy dWeard the Federal and state

diesel and gasoline exse tax iws. Ovwthe pet several yars, we have increed

the criminal enfoarcmentresources devoted to inestgatig both diesel and gasoline
excise tax evasion schemes. Our statW is to con Cntte the major of our spca

agent resource in those geongphic areas where motor fuel excise tax evaion

sch ar most prevaWt Through the inoat use of undercover operations in

the past several ya. we have achieved dramatic succm resulting in significant

The increased and enhanced coop t v efforts of the IRS with the Federal

Bureau of Invstigaton, the Department of Transportation Office of the Inspector

General, stat revenue agencies and stMe and local police forces have contributed

significantly to our criminal enforicmetF successes. We have also received strong

support for our criminal enforce ts from the motor fuel industry. This

enhanced spirit of cooperation is a direct result of the Joint Fedora VState Motor Fuel

Comian Project.

Following ae exmnplos of schemes detected by undercover operations funded

in part by ISTEA.

o "Red DaW Phe I -Twenty-two pon s wer convicted In 1995 for

their role in a massive fraud scheme In Now York , Nw Jorsy. and

Pennsylvania. Among tOs convicted wa organized fme boas

10
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Anftony FMt Tony Morel who wassentenced to 20 years in prison for

ameleoserig. ad tnrlon, tai an mel fraud in connection with a scheme

that chsdmd the Federal and ah gle-nm ents out of $60 million in

motlor Afeexise m M. oe helped ovwm this ma* fuel tax

evlon schme in whih melmbe of the Russian Mafap -dtlibls to

n of the New York organized cri families Inclding the *Teflon

Don John GoOL

o "Red Dsf W hse N- On July 8, 1995,25 individuals were indictedI n

Newadc, Now Jesy era a $140 million diesel fuel tax

scheme. Among thor Indicled ae corrupt fuel dealers and some of the

highest ranking members of both traditional and Rtussian organized crime.

This came, whic is currently bein prepared for trial, may be th largest

criminal -tax rec uto -in history.

0 On Soetsner 12, 1995, Larry lorizz, the originator of the "daisy chain"

evasion elhod wa arsed in Belevue, Washington on charges that he

parUU4 id in a$1.3 nicn motor fuel excise tax evasion scher in

Texas. At the ine of his arrest Iorizzo was running a new scheme in the

Stof Washingbn in which he wms purchasing gasoline and diesel fue

in Canada, transporting A I ao sthe border, and seitg I to retailers as

far mouth as Sefte W ahlngton. orizzo was paying cash for the fuel and

payi" a lils Canadian wee which he hod refunded to him

because the fu had been pNot d. In March 1998, lodzzo was

11
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convlced of olmes chusod in Teas (Includf tax evasion), and is

Other evasion schemes, which w arisen since the change In diesel fuel lews

efecle by OWa the deigned aiusively for the purpose of ste tm

excise taxes. Denied the Valy to sbel Federa excise tax due to the change in the

po of taxation. crinalconnuee to opero'daiy chain" schemes to steel state

excise taxes exclusively. On septidner 12,1995,23 persons were indicted in Los

Angeles, California for engai in a pas of rkeeing activity and tax evasion.

This indictment was the reut of a yew long mubli-gency Federal and state

n ion i o ateipts by organized crimin elements to gain control of a large

segment of the independent fuel reng industry in Caliorie. Many of the persons

Involved in the scheme had peously been Inolved in evasion schemes, which

involved Federal excise taxes. When Vte Stats of California mirrored the Federal

statute by moving #ie point of taxation on diesel fuel to the terminal rack for state tax

purposes, the conspirators in this scheme experim with means of circumventing

the current Federal law by blending aviation fuel with diesel fuel, a variation of the

-cocft -or blending scheme.

Finally, we have recently comnpleted several criminal investigtinsin ftheNew

York Mebopolitan a involving evasion through fuel blending. These cas are

currently under review by IRS Chief Counsel and the Dpatment of Justice.

12
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v. COMIUMcMsOw

The provisions i OBRA to dler motr fuel fXCise tax evsiM and the IR8V

highlsucces,,,-tat of tmo he pa two ye have rsud in

incrsped tapayer complance and a sbtanitial increase in Highway Trut Fund

revenue. The joint colimnce efforts b en the IRS, the FHWA and the states,

ud in prt by STA, have also had a sgnficant, positiveinpa on moorfuel tax

compliance. Nevlestraditionalxnonpliance swhees, such asthe filigof.

er oneous cubis. and crdits,w sil occurring, and new sdihes, such as fu

blending and ociwoV. am constantly evolving. Ensurng that the Highway Trust

Fund mceves A of the revenue due it will require sustained joint compliance efforts on

the part of the IRS. the FHWA., state agencies, and the motor fuel industry. However,

these efforts carry a price tag. Corninue ISTEA funding is critical to the success of

these efforts, and we seek the Subcommittee's support in this regard.

Mr. Chairman, this conckud my prepared statement. My colleague and I would

be happy to answer any questions you or other Subconitee members might have.
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ADDITION TO THE RECORD

RAY BARNHART &Associates

s*mpiuav Tumq

by
Ray Swnhsr

tothW
House Subcommittee on Surface Transportation

Publk Hearn held oa May 16, 1996

28 May 1996

Mr. Chairman and Members:

Although I was unable to offer testimony pertaining to motor fuel tax evasion at the
Subcommittee's Hearing on May 16, 1 would appmciate your consideration or my
concerns and recommendations expressed herein.
A bit of badqound may help to explain more fully why these three recommendations are
critical to preventing motor fuel tax theft, and why many of us who have been deeply
involved am impatient and frustrated at the Department of Transportaton's failure to
Aggressively support appropriate counter-theft initiatives.

It was more than a decade ago during my tenure as Administrator of the Federal Highway
Administration in the Reagan administration that the FHWA initiated its efforu to stop the
theft of federal and state motor fuel taxes. You will recall that in 1982 the Congress more
than doubled the federal excise tax on gasoline and imposed a sixcent higher tax on diesel
motor fuel. Four years later, it seemed to us that the Federal Highway Trust Fund was not
realizing the revenvz increase that had earlier been anticipated. Although the FHWA had
no authority regarding the collection of taxes, we nonetheless attempted informally to
determine why our fiscal expectations had been so much greater than what was actually

Accordingly, FHWA's Chief Counsel, Anthony MeMahon, visited several state
DepamePts of Trnsportation and Departments of Revenue and Taxation. We found
that there was no centralized system whereby one could determine the total national
production of the various fuels nor how much fuel was subject to taxation. Some state
government partially tracked the import production, and disposition of fuels, but most
did not. Volumes of fuels sold for tax exempt usage were often just iPord, with no
effort to verify that the fuel was actually sed for exempt purposes; fuel exported to
adjacent saes was likwise ignored. There was little reconciliation of data, almost
anyone could obtain federal certificates to purchase fuels tax-free, and because of
inadequate number of revenue personnel the crooks could anticipate operating for years
before they would encounter government auditors. Tax procedures varied significantly
from state to state, and they, along with tax exemptions for selective fuels and fuel usage

I
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mandated by legislative bodies, were vastly different from federal requirements. In short,
there were no uniform procedure whereby revenue and enforcement authorities could
share information, no system to aount for the total pllons of fuels produced,
imported, distributed and sold. h was siply impossible to puge with any degree of
certainty how many dollars should have been derived from takible fuels. As a
consequnce there were enomous opportunities for mmsive the" on a nation-wide scale.
In 1986 the FHWAestimated that motor fud tax theft might total as much as S1.7 billion
annually, but because k lacked legal jurisdiction in this ara litte dibility was given the
armcy's assertions.

In retrospect, that is not surpising. Revenue agencies, both state and federal, knew very
little about the production and distribution of motor uels Despite highway users
spndig some $ 25 billion annually on fuel taxes, few people realized that a serious
problem of Iax evasion was occurring; each of the many revenue authorities with
jurisdiction over aspects of fuel taxes was confident that it was properly executing its
responsibilities, and assumed that others were doing the same. Without coordination of
their activities, however, and because of the hodgepodge of laws governing motor fuel tax
procedures. loopholes in the system were created that ultimately proved that FHWA's
estimate of annual theft was actually grossly understated.

Tremendous progress in curtailing we revenue loss to the Trust Fund has been made in the
intervening ten yeats. As you know,.anti-theft actions increased diesel tax revenues $ 1.23
billion in FY '94 alone, and pins comvnue at a rate of $ 100 million each month over
previous years. But what is shocking - - - and etnemely disturbing to the career civil
servants in the FHWA, the IUS, the DOJ, Weir counterparts in many state governments,
as well as to those of us in the private sector.-- is that derte recovering billims of tax
dollars and digenty g all that the awuilable budget and laws allow, and proving
beyond a do i s tat el tax heft is st a flourishing terprise, the Adminsvaion and
the Deparmaent of Transrin continue to haimr sig our ant-tAeft activities by their
penur oas funing levels fi anti-theft initiatives.

Let me state it clearly so that there can be no ma: since assuming office,
Secretary Pna has refused to seek appropriations to finance a program that is vital to
gaining control over fuel tax theft. money Congress previously authorized in the '92
ISTEA.

Others testified in your previous Hearing about FIWA's Joint Federal/State program that
has been funded annually at a level of $ 5 million from the Federal Highway Trust Fund,
and has swen a return that varies between $13 to $ 25 for each dollar invested. Everyone
has praised that program I What those estifying have not mentioned, however, is that also
included in that ISITA provision was authorization to annually expend $ 2.5 million from
the General Fund, a total of $15 million, for anti-theft activities. I had hoped that those
funds would be used to develop, operate, and maintain a central computerized system to
aggregate the production and import of motor fuels, their distribution, their disposition,
and consequently the taxes that would be derived therefrom; in effect, the ExFIRS
system, about which you have been given testimony. WITHOUT SUCH A SYSTEM WE
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WIL NEVER BE ABLE TO FULLY GAIN CONTROL OVER MOTOR FUEL TAX
ThEFrl

Every critic of government, and even many Members of Congres say, "Run government
Ul a businmsr What bualnesapeson would Sis on "saving" $15 million when actual
records show that investing it in and-theft activities would return hundreds of milik of
dollars? And yemr afr yeal The DOT Iis on qeding S 340 million annually on
s lTS ,_ear, none of which will yield cub as will ExFIRS, aor even indirectly
bring as many benefits to the motoring public. Frankly, I'm confident that I could find the
$ 15 million in Federal Highway's training and travel budget alone But to the
recommendations.

A propmd daree-prt soluion

Step I - Under ISTEA, highway funds have been used to finance everything from
restoring remote missions to building hiking trails to painting courthouses and libraries.
Why ant fuel tax theft countermeamures declared eligible items for federal funding?
Usn Mose iwidy woild be strictly optoal, at the discreion of the sA DOT. If the
Secretary of a state DOT decided that enforcing the dyed diesel law, for instance, and
thus stopping the theft of millions of fuel tax dollars was more important to the state's
transportation program than building a bicycle path, why should that option be denied?

Recommendation:
I - Make fuel tax theft measures eligible for federal-aid apportionments.
2 - The amount of funds that could be expended by a state would be

limited to no more than, perhaps, one-fourth of one percent of its
apportionment.

I - The FHWA would issue a regulation defining what functions or items
would be eligible uses for such funds.

4 - The state DOTs could use their funds to contract with other state or
private entities to perform specific functions.

5 - These funds could not replace or substitute for expenditures
customarily made in the course of business, but would have to
finance additional or increased activities.

Step 2 - The FHWA should be given a one-time authorization of $15 million to
develop a computerized system to account for motor fuels. Such a system would enable
audit and enforcement officials to expeditiously gather and aggregate data on the import
and refiery production of motor fuels, and to compare terminal fuel receipts with
delivers. Without such a system, enforcement authorities will never be able to get this
deplorable problem under control. ISTEA authorized the FHWA $ 5 million per year
from the Trust Fund to fight tax evasion, and $ 2.5 million per year from general funds.
Secretary Pena has adamantly refused to seek appropriations for that S 2.5 million, thus
depriving the program of $ 15 million (I suspect the thieves lift glasses in his honor at
every meal!).
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I By legislation, authorize £15 million to FHWA, and require the
Secretary of DOT to seek appropriations to cover that amount.

2 Requite te FHWA to develop the racking system through a
contract or contracts in the private sector.

3 Require that te development of any systems and procedures be
concunxd in by the IRS and AASHTO. (We cannot have
duplicative efforts in this regard that may at times conflict with
each other uniformity is of paramount concern.)

4. Such a system, when developed, must be able to be accessed by
state and federal authorities.

Step 3- Re-authoriz the annual $ S5 million from the Federal Highway
Trust Fund to continue the Joint Federal/State Motor Fuel Tax Compliance Project.

I suspect that there are few government agencies, either state or federal, that have
realized such astonishing dollar returns on their investments as has this program. To
ensure its continuation, and to enhance its effectiveness, will be of immense value to
every transportation agency. It is alarming to think that some people believe we've got
the theft problem under control: we do not! The scams involving kerojet alone continue
to cost us upwards of S700million annually!

A draft of suggested legislation to accomplish Step I of the above blitiatives is attached
for your consideration.

Incidentally, The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) unanimously ended this 3-step plan at its 1995 annual meeting in Norfolk,
Virgin.

Thank you for your conNadehuiou, If there are any questions I'll respond immediately.

Reay B

Attachment: Suggested federal legislation
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Suggested Amendmen to soThin23

SEC.__.

(1) Chapter 3 of tite 23, United States Code is amended by adding a new section,
section 326, to read as follows:

'1 326. Highway Use Tax Evasion Program

"(a) In GeneraL- The Secrtary shall make available to theStm
for use at States discretion, funds apportioned under section 104 of this tide o carry out the
Highway Use Tax Evasion Program in accordance with this section and in the same
manner and to the same extent as otherwise provided by chapter I and section 120(c) of
this title.

"(b) Limitation on Use of Funds.- Funds made available under this
ide to cary out this section may only be used to expand efforts to enhance motor fuel tax
enforcement activities, to supplement motor fuel sax examinations, and uimina
investigations, develop automated data pocessing tools t monitor motor fuel production
and sales, evaluate i ,gistrio and ipmnrepng requirments for motor fuel
taxpayers, reimburse Stateexpenses that upple existing fuel tax compliance efforts,
and analyze and implement programs to rdu tax evasion associated with other highway
use IAxes

"(c) MaintenanceofEffot- Inorderforaotto beeligibletouse
funds apportioned under section 104 of"this titlefor such activities defined in subsection
(b), theStatemust etify .Ileast 90 daysior to the bmInniqg ofeach fiscal Wyeard
aggregate expenditure of funds of the State, exclusive offederal funds, for motor fuel tax
enforcement activities will be maintained at a level that doesr not fall below the averar level
of such exenditurs for its last two fiscal yem.

"(d) Fundling.- The federal sham payable for eligible actvities-
under this sectionsAl be as provided in secti 120 (c) ofdthis tit.

(2) Coufo amen dmment.- Subsection 120(c) of titl 23,Unied StONsCode is
amended so weafa

0(c) Federal Share PyaWWFor C"WiaSafetyProjectsand she ighway
Use Tax Evaion Program.- The federal smiyabl on amccont of:

"(I) any Proj for trafficControl sigmlizaton,.
commuter capooling and vanpool. or installation of f light
guardrails, impact attenuators, concrete barrier and tratineutsI breawyuty poles. or
pior control systems for emergency vehicles at ignalized may mount to
100 percent of the cost of construction of such projects) cept that not mor than 10
percent of all sums cudoed for Federal-aid highways for ayficlyearin acconrtlace

with sectiont104soall be used underWsulbectio () 1)

"(2) activity. i funding under t Highway Use Tax
Evasion Program of Jection 326 of this title, provided hat for highway use taxogrm
activity he State ctifiestoits mIanenaCole of effort as requited by section 326; e m
that not more than 114 of one percent of all sums apportioned for Federa-aid ighwysfo
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anT ruical yearin acwadmace with section 104 of this tide a" be used under subsection (6)

SECTION BY SC ANALYSIS

A new section, sei 326 is added to dper 3 of tide 23, United States Code, to
establish a highway ue ax n i program. A Stm would be granted discreton to use
up to 1/4 of one peamm of i [i;rdeu-aid apporionmen under section 104 of title 23, at
up to 100 ptement ofeost of such activity,uaet forth in section 120(c) of tide 23, to
fund an-fuel tax sionactivities as futher dein section 326, provided that a State
certifies to its mainsmmno effort with regard to sc activities. A conforming
amendment is made to sectim 120(c) of fide 23.

0


